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Preface 

In basic outline, this volume follows the model of previous works in the 
series, most particularly B. Comrie and G. C. Corbett (eds) The Slavonic 
Languages (London: Routledge 1993) and E. Konig and J. van der Auwera 
(eds) The Germanic Languages (London: Routledge 1994). Like those 
volumes, the present work focuses on the languages of a genetic unit, i.e. 
languages which can be said to be related to one another in that they have been 
shown to be later developments of an antecedent, putative, protolanguage. But 
whereas the Slavonic and Germanic groups are themselves genetic subdivi-
sions of a much larger unit, namely the Indo-European family, with some 425 
languages (Grimes 1996), the thirty-odd languages of the Uralic family have 
not been shown to be related to those of any other genetic grouping. 

The total number of people who speak a Uralic language probably does not 
exceed twenty-five million. Compared with language families such as Indo-
European, Semitic, Tibeto-Burman, or even Dravidian, the Uralic family may 
therefore be seen as smal1. On a global scale, however, twenty-five million 
speakers is a rather large number; the Algonkian family, for example, in North 
America, with a comparable geographic dispersion and number of languages, 
has only about 130,000 speakers. 

Treatment of the present-day Uralic languages, plus one, Kamassian, 
whose last speaker died in 1989, is spread in this volume over fourteen 
different chapters. Of course, in a handbook of this size not every Uralic 
language can receive separate treatment in its own dedicated chapter. For the 
sake of compactness, for example, the nine or ten Saamic languages are 
handled in one overview chapter, which first outlines, from a historical 
perspective, the main isoglosses which distinguish these languages (and their 
dialects) from one another, then focuses on the synchronic description of one 
variety, the Eastern Enontekio subdialect of the Finnmark dialect of North 
Saami. For similar reasons, the Fennic languages Ingrian, Votic, Livonian, 
Karelian, and Veps are treated together in a chapter which is primarily 
historical (Fennic); western readers in search of further detail concerning 
these languages may profitably consult Laanest 1982. In the case of languages 
with strong interdialectal cleavages, in particular Estonian, Khanty, and 

xv 
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Selkup, but to a degree in the Mari, Mordva, Komi, and Mansi chapters, as 
well, contributors have concentrated on one dialect, referring to other dialects 
only where this is helpful and unobtrusive. Some further information on the 
dialects thus sidelined may be found in the relevant historical chapters 
(Fennic, Permian, ObUgrian, and Samoyedic) and in the Introduction. 

Throughout the volume, footnotes have been forborne and bibliography 
kept to a minimum, in keeping with series format. As a result, the presentation 
does not always make clear which of the ideas are the authors' own and which 
are transmitted; it is assumed that such information will not trouble specialists 
and would be of little interest to the general reader. Many general readers, 
though, will find that the bibliographical indications, particularly those of 
editorship and publisher, are often rather more sparse than those to which they 
are accustomed; this is not always a reflection of scholarly self-effacement 
but indicates the conditions under which the books were produced. 

This book was prepared with many types of user in mind. The primary bias 
is synchronic, but there is also considerable treatment of the (pre )history of 
elements of each language and genetic subdivision. Therefore, those inter-
ested in diachrony, i.e. in change through time, will come by much general 
and specific information in this volume concerning the development of the 
Uralic languages, particularly in the nodal chapters on Saarnic, Fennic, 
Permian, ObUgrian, and Samoyedic. 

Those interested in finding out about a particular Uralic language will wish 
to proceed directly to the relevant language description chapter. These are in 
the form of brief sketches, and given the range of the material and of the 
theoretical backgrounds of the scholars recruited to cover it, it is inevitable 
that they vary somewhat in both style and content. All, however, strive for 
succinctness. The chapters are ordered on a geographical model and proceed 
roughly from west to east; thus, those interested in the geolinguistic context 
of a given language might usefully nose around in adjacent chapters. For 
example, after reading the Mordva chapter, the reader will find much that is 
instructively different or similar, from the typological perspective, in the 
chapters on Mari and Finnish. Parallel historical insights into Hungarian may 
be gained by a perusal not only of the ObU grian chapter, but also ofthose on 
Permian and Samoyedic. 

Typological comparatists, i.e. those interested in particular constellations 
of linguistic phenomena such as vowel inventories and hannony, consonant 
oppositions and gradation, negation, reflexive pronouns, loanwords, or the 
makeup of the noun phrase, will probably prefer to dip into various chapters 
as guided by cross-references and the subject index. Insofar as the diversity 
of the Uralic languages permits, the language description chapters follow a 
parallel design in order to facilitate such cross-linguistic checking. 

Limits on space have meant that the Introduction cannot aspire to a 
balanced and critical survey of all topics, contentious or otherwise. It is 
written with the general reader in mind, and aims to provide basic background 
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and to serve as an overture to some of the more prominent themes which crop 
up throughout the book; readers interested in gaining an overall impression 
of the Uralic language family should begin here. For further, and com-
plementary, basic background reading, one might best begin with the far-
reaching articles by B. Comrie and P. Sammallahti in Sinor 1988; with the 
compendious Hajdu 1992; and with Decsy 1965, which is concerned with 
Finno-Ugric only but is original and rich in insights. Historical and 
sociolinguistic perspectives on the Finno-Ugric languages and their speakers 
may be obtained from Haarmann 1974 and Taagepera (forthcoming). For the 
Samoyedic peoples and languages, the best overview is still Hajdu 1963. For 
a survey of the relatively insecure status of the languages spoken in the 
northern areas of the former Soviet Union, see lanhunen 1991. 

Notes on Transcriptions and Other Apparatus 
The default mode of presentation for language forms, even for languages with 
long-established orthographies, is phonemic; slant lines are therefore 
eschewed save where ambiguity would arise. Phonetic transcriptions, whether 
broad or narrow, are given in square brackets. In some instances, language 
data are presented on a more abstract plane, as well, in the form of a 
morphophonemic code. Such forms are given in majuscule and explained in 
the relevant chapters: see Finnish, Nganasan, and Hungarian. 

Vowels are transcribed in accordance with the useful fiction of a three-
tongue-height space, with basic i e a 0 u standing roughly for the vowel 
qualities of Spanish or Latin. These are supplemented by characters with 
dieresis, used to indicate a value of frontness or backness opposite to that of 
the plain symbol; thus ti ij are rounded front and i" e are unrounded back 
vowels. A front (unrounded) low vowel is written ii, and the symbol a is used 
to render a back rounded low vowel. Phonologically distinct vowel length is 
rendered by doubled letters, e.g. ii Ii" titi uu. Refinements and deviations from 
this usage are detailed in situ. 

To simplify the typography of the transcription of consonants, palataliza-
tion is indicated uniformly by j superscript, e.g. pi tj s-i, and separately from 
other feature diacritics, e.g. the palatalized pendant of hushing s is written Si. 
In most Uralic publications, it is traditional to combine such diacritics; thus 
what we write as Si here would be ~. Labialization is indicated in this volume 
by w superscript, e.g. kW tWo Affricates are transcribed either with their release 
component written superscript, e.g. tS dZ

, or with unit symbols, e.g. c ¢, 
depending on the phonology of the language concerned. 

The orthographies of Hungarian, Finnish, and Estonian are used in an 
ancillary role in the chapters describing these languages. The writing systems 
of many of the Uralic languages spoken in Russia differ considerably in their 
use of Cyrillic; details will be found in the relevant chapters. For Nenets and 
Saami this book uses special writing systems, elaborated by the authors of the 
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pertinent chapters in this book, which depart somewhat from the principles 
outlined above. It was deemed appropriate, in the light of the potential frailty 
of these languages, to cleave to these rather than to impose another system 
from outside. 

Where relevant, forms are segmented insofar as the approach of the author 
and the type of transcription allow. Inflectional suffixes are preceded 
by hyphen, derivational suffixes by an equals sign, as in English 
neighbour=hood-s. The plus sign indicates the boundary between the 
members of a compound (wind+Jall); ampersand signals reduplication 
(willy&nilly). Double hyphen precedes enclitics, e.g., --ldi, Finnish e-n--kii 
'and I don't', but follows a prefix, e.g., em-- in Hungarian (orthography) 
em--ez 'this, (closer to speaker than ez),. The glosses that accompany such 
forms have been designed to match them morpheme for morpheme: thus in 
the Mansi form aasi-;m-n~l FATHER-sl-abl, the root, meaning 'father', is 
aasi; the inflectional suffix -;m to its right is that of the first person singular 
(sl); and the inflectional suffix at the end of the form, -n~l, is the ablative. In 
keeping with common practice, full stop serves to link items that are separate 
in the metalanguage of the gloss, e.g. PRO.sl means 'first-person singular 
pronoun'. 

Deviating from common practice, verb stems are glossed with the English 
third person singular present indicative form, e.g. (Erzya) Mordva jarsa-
'eats', contrast the infinitive jarsa=ms 'to eat' and the third person singular 
present formjars-i '(s)he eats'. For a list of abbreviations used throughout the 
book, see p. xxii. 

Bibliographical Notes 
There have been eight quinquennial international Uralist congresses since 
1960. These have convened at venues rotating among Finland, Hungary, and 
the Soviet Union. With the exception of the first congress, they have been 
large events, and their proceedings, when published, usually run to several 
volumes. Thus, particular citations will have details such as 'IB', meaning the 
second volume (B) in a subset of volumes. 

No uniform convention of citation has emerged, but a widely used 
compromise writes CXIFU, where C IFU stands for Congressus ... 
internationalis Jenno-ugristarum (with varying capitalization) and X stands 
for the number of the congress in question. 

Perhaps out of piety, the first congress is referred to simply as CIFU, 
without the '1'. Details are as follows: 

CIFU Congress us Internationalis Fenno-Ugristarum Budapestini habitus 
20.-24.1X.1960, Budapest. 

C2IFU P. Ravila, M. Kahla, A. Raisanen et al. (eds) (1968) Congressus 
secondus internationalis Fenno-Ugristarum Helsingiae habitus 

form, 
form, 

designed 
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23.-28.8.1965, Helsinki: Societe Finno-Ougrienne. 
C3IFU P. Ariste, V. Hallap et al. (eds) (1975) Congressus tertius inter-

nationalis Fenno-Ugristarum Tallinnae habitus 17.-23.VIII.1970, 
Tallinn: Valgus. 

C41 FU Congress us quartus internationalis F enno-U gristarum Budapestini 
habitus 9.-15. Septembris 1975, Budapest (I 1975, II 1980, III 
1981). 

C5IFU Congressus quintus Internationalis Fenno-Ugristarum, Turku 
20.-27. VIII. 1980, 1981. 

C6IFU E.A. Saveljeva and G.v. Fedtineva (eds) (1990) MaTepHaJIbI VI 
Me)J()J;yHapO}:\Horo KOHrpecca cI>HHHo-yrpoBe}:\oB [Syktyvkar 
24-30 July 1985], Vols I-II, Moscow: Nauka. 

C7IFU L. Keresztes et al. (eds) (1990) Congressus septimus internationalis 
Jenno-ugristarum, Debrecen. 

C8IFU H. Leskinen et al. (eds) (1995) Congressus octavus internationalis 
Jenno-ugristarum, JyvaskyHi: Gummerus. 

The following festschrifts are frequently cited: 

Bereczki Festschrift Domokos, P. and Pusztay, J. (eds) (1988) Bereczki 
emlekkonyv (Bereczki Gabor 60. szuleresnapjara), 
Budapest: Faculty of Philosophy of the University of 
Budapest. 

Hajdu Festschrift 1 Bereczki, G. and Domokos, P. (eds) (1983) Uraliszti-
kai tanulmanyok (Hajdu Peter 60. szuletesnapja tiszte-
lethe), Budapest: EL TE. 

Hajdu Festschrift 2 Bakr6-Nagy, M. Sz. and Szij, E (eds) (1993) Hajdu 
Peter 70 eves [Festschrift for Peter Hajdu on the 
occasion of his 70th birthday], Linguistica. Series A, 
Studia et dissertationes 15 Budapest: MTA Nyelvtudo-
manyi Intezet. 

Redei Festschrift Dereky, P., Riese, T., Bakr6-Nagy, M., and Hajdu, P. 
(eds) (1992) Festschrift flir Karoly Redei zum 60. 
Geburtstag, Studia uralica 6; Unilisztikai tanulmanyok 
3; Linguistica Series A, Studia et dissertationes 8, 
Vienna - Budapest: Institut rur Finno-Ugristik der 
Universitat Wien - MTA Nyelvtudomanyi Intezet. 
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1 Introduction 

Daniel Abondolo 

The term 'Uralic' refers to the largest language family of northern Eurasia. 
This family consists of at least thirty languages, spoken in communities 
scattered over a vast area with western limits in Norway and Hungary and 
with eastern limits on the Taimyr peninsula and along the Yenisei and Ob' 
rivers of western Siberia. Their large number, and the considerable typo-
logical diversity of the phonology, morphology and even syntax of the Uralic 
languages make it impossible for this chapter to provide anything more than 
a brief survey of some of the more salient synchronic and historical features. 
The newer and older names for the languages and the names for their 
reconstructed ancestors are introduced below; the following sections treat 
phonology and morphology, from both a descriptive and a historical-
comparative perspective; pp. 30-1 look briefly at some of the more common 
kinds of syncretism and suppletion in Uralic languages; syntax is broached on 
pp. 31-3; and the final section in this chapter gives a glimpse into Uralic 
vocabulary by presenting eight selected synonyms. 

Good short general introductions to the Uralic languages are Janhunen 
1992, Comrie 1988, and Austerlitz 1968. For a better understanding of the 
greater linguistic context, Comrie 1981 b should be consulted; this book has 
good chapters not only on the Uralic languages but on 'Altaic' (Turkic-
Mongolic-Tungusic) and Paleosiberian (Chukotko-Kamchatkan, Eskimo-
Aleut, Yukagir, Ket, and Nivkh) as well. 

Internal Subdivisions and Nomenclature; Possible External 
Connections 
The locus from which these languages emanated, in other words: the proto-
homeland of the speakers of the language from which all Uralic languages 
come, is unknown, but a relatively large and sparsely populated region at or 
near the southern end of the Ural mountains is likely. Some of the internal 
divisions of the Uralic language family are not entirely clear, but there is close 
to universal agreement within the profession that the primary chronological 
break was between Samoyedic on the one hand and Finno-Ugric on the other. 
The Samoyedic languages, spoken today chiefly to the east of the Urals, are 
thought to descend from a form of the Uralic protolanguage which spread 

1 



2 INTRODUCTION 

eastward, partly through the migration of its speakers, partly by pure linguistic 
expansion, and in the course of this separate existence developed its own traits 
and distinctive vocabulary. The population speaking proto-Samoyedic must 
have been quite small at first, and there is no reason to assume that it underwent 
any significant expansion before the dissolution of its linguistic unity, probably 
in the centuries immediately BCE. The bulk of the vocabulary which can be 
safely called common Samoyedic is surveyed in J anhunen 1977, which contains 
650 root morphemes, of which only about 150 go back to proto-Uralic. This 
relatively small proportion makes it likely that the primary split of Uralic 
occurred at least six millennia ago, and possibly - given the sociological and 
demographic features of the early proto-Samoyedic population and the rate of 
change which these imply - much earlier (J anhunen 1992). 

Many of the languages which resulted from the breakup of proto-
Samoyedic have doubtless been lost without trace, but reports by European 
explorers from as early as the seventeenth century, and then by linguists 
beginning with Castren 1854, have provided us with information about six 
distinct Samoyedic languages. Listed roughly from north to south, these are 
(older designations given in parentheses): Nganasan (Tavgy), Enets (Yenisei-
Samoyed), Nenets (Yurak), Selkup (Ostyak-Samoyed), Kamass(ian), and 
Mator (Motor). The southernmost languages, Kamass and Mator, are now no 
longer spoken: Mator was replaced by Turkic idioms during the first half of 
the nineteenth century, and the fact that it is known at all today is because of 
intensive philological work done with word lists; the last Kamass speaker died 
in 1989. Of the more northerly languages, only Nenets is spoken by a 
relatively large number of people (some 27,000); Selkup, which has sharp 
dialectal divisions, has fewer than 2,000 speakers; Nganasan, some 600; and 
Enets, perhaps 100. 

Compared with Samoyedic, the Finno-Ugric branch is and probably 
always was the larger, in terms of both absolute speaker numbers and internal 
subdivisions. At least one of these subdivisions must be quite old, dating back 
at least as far as the third millennium BCE. There is no universal agreement 
about the precise membership of the two groups which resulted from this first 
break within Finno-Ugric. As the name Finno-Ugric itself suggests, the 
traditional view since Donner 1879 has been that the two main subdivisions 
of this branch are: 

1  a  'Finno-' sub-branch, which consists of Saarnic (Lapp), Fennic (more 
commonly termed Baltic-Finnic), Mordva (Mordvinian), Mari (Cher-
emis), and the Permian languages Udmurt (Votyak), and Komi (Zyrian, 
Zyryene); 

2  a  'Ugric' sub-branch, consisting of Hungarian and the ObUgrian 
(Ob-Ugric) languages, Mansi (Vogul), and Khanty (Ostyak). 

Although basically correct, Donner's work was a false step, taken in haste 
by one whose forte was not the methodical side of historical-comparative 
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linguistics (it was meant as a response to another, but intriguingly, mistaken 
publication of the same year by his rival, Budenz). The problem with 
Donner's subdivision lies not so much in its postulation of a primary divide 
between 'Finno-' and 'Ugric', as in the order of the subsequent subdivisions 
of the non-Ugric branch. Whereas Donner assumed that first Permian, then 
Mari-and-Mordva, and only then Saamic and Fennic had broken away, work 
since the 1970s comparing the Samoyedic branch with the Uralic family as 
a whole, but more particularly with the reconstruction of Fennic and Saamic, 
has led to a revision of this view. This revision sees Fennic and Saamic as 
forming a node of western peripheral languages, one which broke away from 
the rest of Uralic quite early, perhaps not long after the breakaway of 
Samoyedic; the Saamic-Fennic protolanguage itself had already begun to 
break up in the second half of the third millennium BeE (Sammallahti Saamic 
chapter 2, and 1984). Working with developments of the consonants in the 
Finno-Ugric languages, Viitso (1996) has now proposed a refinement to this 
revision, according to which the breakup of Finno-Ugric began in the west, 
with first Saamic-Fennic, then Mordva, then Mari, and finally Permian 
leaving the core. Expressed in terms of the conventional downward-growing 
ancestral tree, we would then have: 

Saamic-Fennic 

URALIC 

Finno-Ugric 

Mordva 
Mari 

Permian 
CORE 

Samoyedic 

in which the 'core' is the linguistic cauldron from which 'Ugric' was to 
emerge. 

As an alternative to the tree type of diagram, the meiotic amoeba model is 
useful for rendering transparent certain areal/typological zones (Sc = Saamic, 
Fe = Fennic, Mr = Mari, Md = Mordva, Pn = Permian, Hu = Hungarian, Kh 
= Khanty, Mn = Mansi, Sa = Samoyedic): 

Hu Mn 

Hu Hu Hu 

Hu 

Hu 

Hu Mn 
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Whatever the cause of the split in the Saamic-Fennic node, there was a 
predictably uneven demographic result, with speaker populations living in 
climatically more clement areas expanding more quickly than, and eventually 
at the expense of, their northern linguistic relatives. The number of people 
speaking a Saamic language today is no more than about thirty-five thousand, 
while Fennic languages are spoken by more than six million. Within each 
branch the figures are no more evenly distributed: while Northern Saami has 
some thirty-thousand speakers, Akkala, Pite, and Ume Saami have next to no 
speakers left; while Finnish is spoken by about five million and Estonian by 
about one million, Veps, an eastern Fennic language with strong dialectal 
subdivisions, is spoken by some six thousand people in two non-contiguous 
regions of Russia, and Livonian, a western Fennic language, is spoken by 
fewer than forty. Treatments of the subdivisions and designations of Saamic 
and Fennic may be found in Chapters 2 and 3. 

The next node to break free from the centre was the ancestor of Mordva, 
which survives today as two varieties called 'Erzya' and 'Moksha', with a 
combined number of speakers in excess of one million. The similarities and 
differences between Erzya and Moksha have frequently been exaggerated or 
minimized for extralinguistic reasons; it is in any case difficult to quantify 
divergence. What deserves to be emphasized is the fact that there has been 
extensive borrowing and cross-fertilization between the two main types of 
Mordva, resulting in Moksha dialects with heavy Erzya influence and vice 
versa. 

Proto-Mordva may have separated from the core at roughly the same time 
as proto-Mari, but the idea, once widely-held, that there was a common 
Mordva-Mari protolanguage (so-called 'proto-Volgaic') is now out offavour. 
Mari is spoken by something between six and seven hundred thousand people. 
Accurate figures for numbers of speakers by dialect are not available, but if 
we divide the linguistic terrain into the traditional East-West split of dialect 
groups the overwhelming majority will then be classified as speaking a form 
of Eastern (or Meadow) Mari, and probably fewer than one hundred thousand 
speak Western (or Hill) Mari. 

Taken together, Saamic, Fennic, Mordva and Mari may be seen as forming 
the western wing of the Uralic language family. That this wing must at one 
time have had even greater diversity may be deduced from ethnonyms known 
not only from Russian chronicles but also from the historian of the Goths, 
Iordanes (fourth century CE); particularly pertinent are the mysterious Merja 
and Murom(a), peoples mentioned in connection with the ancestors of 
Mordva and Mari, usually as living to the west and north of the present-day 
Mordva and Mari Republics, i.e. closer to Moscow. Beside the shared 
innovations of the Saamic-Fennic node and retained inheritances from proto-
Uralic, the western Uralic languages today show common traits which stem 
from two additional sources: common borrowings (e.g., from Baltic and 
Germanic) and areal (Sprachbund) convergence phenomena, such as the 
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subtractive expressions for 'eight' and 'nine', e.g. *kAktA e-k-sa-n (*)TWO 
NEG. VERB-PRES-3-DUAL 'two are not' = 'eight'. These geographical and 
areal factors should be seen against the background of intensive economic and 
political expansion, particularly in the ninth and tenth centuries, which 
involved the explosion of East Slavonic, the Varangian (Viking) conquests, 
and the re-immigration of western, probably mostly Fennic (cf. the people 
referred to in Russian chronicles as 'Chud'), Uralic speakers into what is now 
central western Russia. 

The predecessor of the Permian languages, proto-Permian, was pre-
sumably the last to break away from what is here called the core. In its 
descendants one can see clearly the continuation of at least one drift feature 
already well underway in pre-Mordva and pre-Mari, namely the weakening 
of non-initial obstruents. For example, the intervocalic *-t- in the word for 
'water', preserved nicely in the Finnish oblique stem vete- but voiced in 
Mordva (vedi ) and spirantized in Mari (wiio~-), has vanished entirely in the 
Permian languages, viz. Komi va, Udmurt vu. Permian symbiosis probably 
lasted well over two thousand years, from about the middle of the second 
millennium BeE to around the ninth century, when the forerunner of Komi 
began to take shape with the Permian expansion into the vast territory to the 
north of the putative Permian homeland between the Vyatka and Kama Rivers. 
That this expansion was no simple one-off departure, but rather a cyclical, 
back-eddying, centripetal as well as centrifugal, movement of people, goods, 
and language is suggested in Austerlitz 1985. 

In Hungarian, but not in the ObUgrian languages, a similar sort of 
weakening took place; the Hungarian word for 'water' is (oblique stem) vizii-. 
The relative chronologies of obstruent weakening/voicing and of develop-
ments such as *nt > -d- in pre-Hungarian differ, however, from those of 
Permian, and the parallel development exemplified by cognates such as Komi 
ted- = Hungarian tud- 'knows' is therefore evidence of secondary, areal 
contacts at best, and not of a genetic relationship between Hungarian and 
Permian closer than that between Hungarian and ObUgrian (R6dei 1988: 
353-7). There must have been some early contact between speakers of pre-
Hungarian and proto-Permian, however, to judge by the quantity and quality 
of correspondences between Hungarian and the Permian languages in the 
domains of morphological typology, both in root architectonics, predom-
inantly (C)VC(C), and in inflection, seen particularly in the hypertrophic case 
systems discussed below; there are also lexical borrowings (e.g. the Hungar-
ian words for 'bread', 'silver', and 'threshhold') and a few striking parallels 
in derivational morphology, e.g. the infinitive (Permian -ni: Hungarian -ni 
from a deverbal noun *=nA plus a lative suffix) and the suffix *=m Vn, used 
to form decades, e.g. Hungarian =viin, Komi =iinin in otviin = vetiinin 'fifty'. 

Similarities between Hungarian and Permian pale, however, when one 
compares Hungarian with the ObUgrian languages, Mansi and Khanty. The 
genetic node of these three languages, termed 'Ugric', has proven extremely 

vanished 
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difficult to reconstruct in convincing detail. The reasons for this difficulty 
flow from what has already been said above; we may summarize them as 
follows: 

1 Hungarian, Mansi, and Khanty are the sole survivors of what is here seen 
as the core, i.e. most central and innovating region, of Uralic linguistic 
and cultural space; we would expect languages in such a central, 
innovating position to undergo relatively rapid changes, even upheavals, 
in their phonological and lexical makeup. Put another way: had we no 
records of Latin, Romance would be more difficult to reconstruct on the 
basis of French than of Romanian or Portuguese. 

2 The period of Ugric symbiosis must have been fairly short. There is no 
overall agreement among scholars concerning the dating of the break-
away of proto-Permian on the one hand and the separation of Hungarian 
out of Ugric on the other, but a safe estimate would place the former no 
earlier than the middle of the second millennium BeE, and the latter no 
later than its end, i.e. a period of five hundred years at the most. It is not 
uninteresting to note that some scholars have posited similar or even 
identical datings for the beginning of the independent existence of both 
Permian and Hungarian (e.g. Decsy 1965: 154, 169, 172, 183). 

3 As vehicles of culture, both Hungarian and proto-ObUgrian suffered 
major blows in the form of radical restructuring of genre de vie: while 
speakers of proto-ObUgrian, in consequence of their migration east and 
north, were thrust back into a neolithic cultural frame, speakers of 
Hungarian underwent the reverse scenario, namely the accelerated 
modernization which attended their settling in central Europe. The effect 
on the shared lexicon has been catastrophic: in both cases, old discourse 
was replaced or transmuted, usually beyond recognition (but cf. Honti 
1990). 

Difficulties with the reconstruction of U gric have been a stumbling block 
which has hindered progress throughout Uralic comparative linguistics, from 
the historical phonology to speculations concerning active/passive and 
transitive/intransitive in the verb, and such fundamental questions as the 
nature of the proto-Uralic noun phrase. Much further work within Ugric and 
Permian will be necessary before a useful assessment of competing hypo-
theses, including that offered here, can be made. For a range of other views 
on the internal organization of Uralic see Gulya (1975), Suihkonen (1987), 
Hajdu-Domokos (1987), and Salminen (1993). 

The precise number of Uralic languages cannot be given, as this would 
require a good answer to the question, 'What is the difference between a 
language and a dialect?' (A facetious answer, but one worth pondering, is: 'A 
language is a dialect with an army and a navy'.) This question is one of the 
most important posed by linguistics, but like most such questions, linguistics 
alone cannot answer it: the question is entangled with extralinguistic factors 
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such as nationality, identity, social strata, and other complex variables 
connected with the hierarchization and hieraticization of behavioural diver-
sity. In any case answering it would lead into topics and further questions far 
afield from the subject of this book. 

Nevertheless, it can be safely stated that some Uralic languages are 
dialectally much more fragmented than others. The richest in this regard are 
Selkup, Khanty, and Estonian, and in all of these cases the authors responsible 
for each of these languages have chosen to focus on one variety, with reference, 
where useful, to others. (The situation in Saamic is extreme and sui generis.) 

Similarly, certain branches are richer in subdivisions than others, and 
limitations of space have meant that certain languages/dialects in such 
branches do not receive separate treatment. This is especially noticeable in the 
case of the peripheral branches, Fennic and Samoyedic; to compensate for the 
omission of separate chapters on e.g. Veps and Enets, nodal chapters are 
offered. There are nodal chapters on ObUgrian and Permian for somewhat 
different reasons: these chapters not only highlight the similarities and 
differences between the languages in these central sub-branches, but also 
introduce the reader to some of the difficulties involved in the reconstruction 
of their ancestor languages. The chapters on Hungarian and Finnish are also 
somewhat deviant: since numerous descriptions of these languages are readily 
available in English, these chapters aim to supplement such descriptions by 
focusing on aspects of these languages which are not so well known, 
particularly as they are relevant to Uralic typology and prehistory. 

Attempts at proving external genetic connections of the Uralic languages 
have been numerous. It is of course not only possible but likely that some 
protoform of pre-Uralic broke away from some older genetic unit, but such 
a break would have had to take place long ago, and because of this, great time-
depth enterprises which seek to demonstrate such a break are not likely to be 
convincing. In the case of comparing Uralic with Indo-European two kinds of 
difficulty arise. On the one hand, the gross divergences between proto-Uralic 
and proto-Indo-European morphological typology mean that there is an 
enormous gap to be bridged, in both form and function; on the other hand, the 
gross divergences between proto-Uralic and proto-Indo-European phonology 
make comparison too easy: because of the rich inventory of stops in proto-
Indo-European, for any proto-Uralic root of the shape *CVC(V) there are a 
great many possible proto-Indo-European consonantal correspondents. For 
example, to a proto-Uralic root of the shape *kVt(V)- one could plausibly 
cite, as formally congruent, proto-Indo-European roots of the shapes *kVt-, 
*kVd-, *gVdh-, *ghVd-, and *ghVdh_, not to mention roots with initial 
labiovelars (e.g. *gWVt-), or laryngeals (e.g. *h1Vd-), or with clusters with s 
(e.g. *skVt-), or with more complex phonotactics (e.g. *skVid-). The chances 
of finding a formal match between proto-Uralic and proto-Indo-European 
reconstructed roots are thus perilously good (for a cautious recent conspectus 
ofIndo-European phonology and morphology see Beekes 1995). 
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At flrst glance, comparing Uralic with' Altaic' would seem more promising 
on both morphological and phonological grounds, but here the comparative 
method runs into another kind of difflculty, one of its own making. (' Altaic' is a 
phylum, or stock, containing the language families Turkic, Mongolic, and 
Tungusic; many scholars also include Korean and Japanese.) The difflculty of 
comparing Uralic with 'Altaic' resides in the fact that what is called 'Altaic' is 
not a family in the strict sense being used here, i.e. in the sense that Uralic, 
Semitic, Tibeto-Burman, Japanese-Ryuku, or Eskimo-Aleut are families. The 
historical development of all of these families has been established, by means of 
the comparative method, to a degree of precision which is both predictive and 
productive. 'Predictive' means that given form X in language Y we can predict, 
on the basis of regular correspondences and credible courses of development, 
what the form of its cognate, form Z in related language W, will be. 'Productive' 
means that such predictions will either prove to be correct, buttressing and 
fleshing out the detail of the family's genetic integrity, or they will fail, forcing 
the investigator to rehone his or her tools and to ask different, perhaps more 
penetrating, questions about the family's internal relations. On this view, 
comparing Uralic genetically with 'Altaic' is a category mistake, akin to 
comparing the Florentine sonnet, say, with all of Proven~al versiflcation. For 
somewhat similar views, presented in greater detail, see Janhunen (1984), 
Doerfer (1984), and Austerlitz (1978); for an opposing view see e.g. Miller 
(1990). On the other hand, broadly conceived typological comparison of the 
belts and pockets of languages and language families which stretch across 
central and northern Eurasia has proven to be a fruitful exercise (Austerlitz 
1980, Nichols 1992). 

The only truly credible candidate for productive, predictive comparison 
with Uralic is Yukagir, a language most safely classifled, at present, as an 
isolate, i.e. as having no proven linguistic relatives. Yukagir is spoken by 
about 300 people scattered in small groups in northeast Siberia, and is 
traditionally bundled, with other small families and linguistic isolates of 
central and northeast Siberia, into a grouping called 'Paleo-Siberian'. If 
Uralic is related to Yukagir, any superficial similarities between the two are 
unlikely to reflect an old, i.e. genetic, connection. The proof will have to come 
from analysis which goes much deeper, makes more daring hypotheses, and 
thereby incurs greater risks. Two such analyses stand out: Harms (1977), on 
morpho syntax, and Nikolaeva (1988), on historical phonology and morpho-
logy. Cogent as each of these two attempts is in some of its details, there are 
also important points at which they clash, such as the role and development 
of the genitive and its surrogates; perhaps further work will discover an 
answer which resolves the dissonance. 

If Yukagir should prove to be related to Uralic, the proto language, 'proto-
Uralo-Yukagir', will be at a temporal remove at the very edges of recover-
ability. With our present primitive understanding of the mechanisms of 
language change, such time-depth precludes, by implication, the detailed 

Proven~al 
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reconstruction of the type that has been possible for Uralic, and thus also 
precludes, afortiori, any predictive-productive comparison further afield. For 
a parallel situation in far eastern Siberia, see Comrie 1980a. 

Sound Systems 
The default airflow initiation for all Uralic languages is pulmonic egressive. 
Long stretches of Finnish, however, are often spoken on an ingressive 
pulmonic airstream, with whisper replacing regular voice (Laver 1994: 170). 

Word-stress falls on the first syllable in most languages, although certain 
languages (such as Estonian) are tolerant of stress on other syllables in foreign 
vocabulary. The most notable exceptions to this pattern are found in a belt of 
west--central languages (Moksha Mordva, Mari, all of Permian save Komi) 
and in Samoyedic. The precise nature of each exception is different: for 
example, stress may be fixed, as in West Mari or Nganasan, where it normally 
falls on the penult, or in Udmurt, where it falls on the last syllable; or it may 
be mobile, as in Permiak, where its position is governed by morphemic 
valence, or as in Moksha Mordva or Tundra Nenets, where its position is 
governed by vowel sonority or fullness. Stress position in Selkup is governed 
by both phonological and morphological factors. 

Consonants 
Three kinds of phonological opposition are widely exploited in the con-
sonantal inventories of Uralic languages: quantity, voice, and palatalization. 
The distribution of distinctive quantity and voice is quite skewed, and to a 
large extent coincides with the core/periphery split: most languages are rich 
either in quantitative consonantal distinctions (e.g. Finnish, Estonian, or 
Selkup) or in voice distinctions (Hungarian, Permian). Voice is distinctive at 
the phonological, but not at the deepest morphonological levels of Tundra 
Nenets; the same is true of some Saamic languages, e.g. Northern Saami 
nominative singular oabbd 'sister', genitive singular oappd; note also that the 
difference in the intervocalic consonants is not simply one of voice but also 
of duration (see Saamic, Chapter 2). A parallel pattern, namely of short 
intervocalic voiceless, and long intervocalic voiced, stops, occurs in Enets 
(Terescenko 1966: 440, Ristinen 1960: 42-3). In the core, i.e. non-borrowed 
and non-affective, vocabulary of Mordva and Mari, voiceless obstruents tend 
to occur in word-initial position or together in clusters, while their voiced 
counterparts tend to occur in non-initial positions, particularly after sonorants 
and before vowels, as in Erzya Mordva kudo 'house', kurgo 'month', makso 
'liver', and their West Mari cognates kuo~ (with [0] - [d]), korg~ (with [ry] 
- [rg]), and moks. In Mordva and Tundra Nenets, such voiceless consonants 
as do occur intervocalically tend to be pronounced longer than their voiced 
counterparts, e.g. Erzya Mordva koto 'six' with short geminate [ttl. The 
opposition of voice is well established in Hungarian, partly because of the 
great number of loanwords from Turkic and Slavonic, but it is perhaps even 

'month', 
'month', 

cognates 
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more deeply rooted in Permian. Examples of miminal pairs are Hungarian pap 
'clergyman': bab 'bean' (both Slavonic in origin), and Komi ker 'taste': ger 
'plough' (both of which go back at least to proto-Permian, cf. Udmurt karel, 
geri). 

Palatalization, along with its opposites, either lack of palatalization (as in 
Mordva) or velarization (as in Tundra Nenets), occurs in one form or another in 
all Uralic languages except Finnish. In Hungarian, palatalization survives as a 
morphonological process, but palatalized consonants have given way to a series 
of palatal consonants, probably as a result of areal (Danubian) convergence. In 
Tundra Nenets and Erzya Mordva, the palatalized consonants interact with 
vowels to produce limited kinds of vowel harmony; seepp. 17-18. 

As far as place of articulation is concerned, most Uralic languages have 
their consonants distributed fairly uneconomic ally over five oral zones, 
namely (1) labi(odent)al, (2) dental, (3) post-alveolar/retroflex, (4) palatal, 
and (5) velar, as in Erzya Mordva, where the voiceless series are: 

Stops/affricates 
Fricatives 

1 

P 
(f) 

2 

s 

3 

c 
s 

5 
k 
(x) 

with (f) and (x) restricted to interjections and recent loans. The opposition 
implied by the place-based classification of columns 2-3-4 is misleading, 
however, since the hissinglhushing distinction for central fricatives and 
affricates is widespread among the Uralic languages, and palatalization is 
commonly grafted onto either or both, e.g. Komi plain s v. hushing retroflex 
s v. hushing palatalized Si, as in sila 'fatty', sila 'awl', Sirla 'I sing'. In 
languages in which voice is distinctive, oral zones 2-3-4 can become rather 
crowded; for example, Udmurt distinguishes fifteen oral consonants in this 
region. On the other hand, the distinction between velar and postvelar (often 
called uvular) places of articulation appears to be limited to Selkup, although 
it may be nascent, and due to Selkup influence, in Surgut dialects of Khanty. 
This distinction is doubtlessly an import; it is typical of languages to the east 
ofUralic, including Ket, Yukagir, and the Chukotko-Kamchatkan group. 

Other than this velar/postvelar (klq) distinction, the chief deviations from 
the five-zone pattern are found in Finnish, which lacks columns 3 and 4, and 
in languages which have in addition to columns 1-5 either interdental 
fricatives (as in Saarnic, and some Finnish dialects), or labiovelars (as in some 
Mansi, Khanty, and Selkup dialects, for example Tremjugan Khanty, with six 
nasals: columns 1-5 plus labiovelar If). 

Voicelessness in consonants which are normally voiced, i.e. nasals, 
laterals, and trills, is found in some varieties of Saarnic and Khanty, and in 
Moksha Mordva. Bilabial w has been replaced with labiodental v in most 
languages, in keeping with the general western Eurasian trend (Austerlitz 
1976), but w is still found sporadically, e.g. in Udmurt, Mansi, and Selkup; 

5 
5 
5 

5 
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not coincidentally, labialized obstruents are found in the latter two languages. 
As far as non-oral, non-nasal consonants are concerned, the type usually 

reported for Uralic languages is glottal stop and related phenomena such as 
st¢d (in Livonian) and 'doubling' (in Finnish). Glottal stop is particularly 
important in the synchronic and diachronic morphophonologies of most 
Samoyedic languages; it is in statu nascendi in some dialects of Udmurt and 
Mari (for the latter, see Vasikova 1992). 

Quantitative distinctions among the consonants are most readily under-
stood in terms of history. As mentioned above, in Finno-Ugric languages 
nearer to the core, stops in weak position were weakened, i.e. they were either 
(1) voiced, or changed into (2) fricatives or glides, or (3) melted into the 
surrounding vocalism. In most of the peripheral Uralic languages, on the other 
hand, such stops either (4) persisted or, (5) were strengthened: 

1 pU *witi 'water' > Erzya Mordva vedj , *pilmiHi 'dark' > Komi pemi"d 
2 pU *witi > Hungarian viiz, pFU *ikii 'year, age' > Erzya Mordva ije 
3 pU *witi > Komi va, pU *pilmitii > Finnish pimeii 
4 pU *witi > Selkup iit, Finnish vete-en 'water sIll', pFU *ikii > Finnish 

ikii 
5 pFU *kaata 'tent, dwelling' > North Saami goahti, pFU *ikii > N Saami 

ahki 

The fortition process seen in Saamic has parallels in Samoyedic, cf. the 
geminate pronunciation of non-weak obstruents in Tundra Nenets. 

In Saarnic, strengthened consonantisms like that of (5) were maintained 
when at the onset of open syllables, but were pronounced shorter when at the 
onset of closed syllables, yielding one kind of consonant gradation, e.g. 
Northern Saami sN goahti 'tent' « *kaa1ii, sG goaoi « *kaata-n. Parallel 
strengthening of geminates in weak position also occurred, with parallel 
shorter pronunciation before closed syllables (*-tt- > *-tt- - *-1-). In Fennic, 
consonant gradation arose in reverse fashion, that is it arose through 
weakening (see Chapters 2 and 3), but the results were roughly the same. We 
may schematize the developments of single consonants (x), geminates (xx), 
and clusters (xy) in Saamic and Fennic as follows: 

Saamic Fennic 

Strong grade Weak grade Strong grade Weak grade 

*x> xx x x xJ2 
*xx> XiX xx xx x 
*xy> xly xy xy xy/2 

where XiX and xly stand for a strong geminate or cluster, and x/2 and xy/2 
stand for weak consonants and clusters, the phonetic realization of 'strong' 
and 'weak' varying from language to language, and within each language, 
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depending on (1) the segments involved and (2) their position in the word. 
In many dialects of Fennic (V otic , Finnish, Ingrian and North Karelian), 

and in most dialects of Saarnic, the two types of xx fell together, i.e. the strong 
grade of single consonants came to be identical with the weak grade of 
geminates. For a recent survey of Fennic gradation see Barbera 1993. 

Another kind of consonant gradation arose in Nganasan, the northeastern-
most Uralic language. Since Nganasan may constitute a sub-branch of its own 
within Samoyedic (Chapter 15), it is plausible that phonetic features of the 
protolanguage gave rise to both the far western (Saarnic and Fennic) and the 
far eastern versions (Helimski 1996). 

The historical background of the consonant systems found throughout 
Uralic is clear, in the main. We may reckon with a consonant system with the 
same broadly five-zone system as that of most present -day languages. 

In addition, there seem to have been two further segments, usually written 
*b, *b j. Disagreement and uncertainty about proto-Uralic consonants usually 
centre on the phonological status and phonetic nature of these, and *cj and *x. 
Since Steinitz 1952: 37, the phonemic status of *b and *bj has been 
questioned, and numerous suggestions have been made with an eye to 
dispensing with them; so far none has been deemed fully successful (e.g. 
Decsy 1969, TaIos 1983, Kazancev 1990, Abondolo 1990, Honti 1992). 

Both cacuminal *c and palatal(ized) *cj are commonly reconstructed as 
affricates, i.e. as having had delayed release, but it is equally possible that 
they were both normally realized as stops. While it is possible to reckon 
without *cj, explaining correspondences which would derive from such a 
segment as affective variants of *sj, it is more difficult to manage without 
setting up *x, which is little more than a cover symbol for various phonetic 
phenomena occurring in the syllable coda, most notably lengthening of the 
preceding vowel (or of the following consonant) in Finno-Ugric and vowel 
sequences in proto-Samoyedic (Sammallahti 1978). 

By the time ofproto-Finno-Ugric, the consonant system appears to fill out, 
in part, no doubt, because we have a greater number of reliable etymologies 
with which to work. Whatever their precise age, the new phonemes *s and *lj 
may be reconstructed with some reliability by this stage. In general 

Table 1.1 Proto-Uralic consonant system 

1 2 3 4 5 

Glides *w *j *x 
Nasals *m *n *ni *1) 
Stops *p *t 
Affricates 

*k 
*ci *6 

Fricatives *s *si 
Lateral *1 
Trill *r 
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throughout the pU and pFU lexica as reconstructed the stops occur more 
frequently in strong (= word-initial) position, while the liquids and glides 
occur more frequently in weak (= word-final and syllable-fmal) position; thus 
pU *sala- 'steals, hides' has a canonic shape, whereas a stem with a shape 
such as *IVsV- would be doubly non-canonic (there are, in fact, no good pU 
or pFU roots reconstructed with such a shape). This distribution persists, 
grosso modo, in Mordva and Mari, as mentioned above. The relative age of 
medial clusters, geminates, and the distribution of (geminate) affricates 
complicate the picture, as does the role of affective vocabulary and loans. 

Vowels 
At least in the first syllable, vowel quantity, i.e. phonologically relevant 
distinctions in the durations of vowels, is characteristic of most Uralie 
languages. The chief exceptions are Erzya Mordva, with a five-vowel 
inventory i e a 0 u, and Permian, where quantity is either vestigial, as in the 
stress-assignment of yaz'va Komi, or nascent, as in lima and Vym Komi, 
where *VI has gone to VV before pause or a consonant, e.g. soo 'salt', 
soi=an+teg 'salt-box'. Note that in this book length is indicated by letter 
doubling, unless otherwise indicated. In Enets and Kamass, the status of 
vowel quantity is unclear. 

Quantitative oppositions of vowels take two major typological forms in 
Uralic, and in most cases investigators are in accord concerning the nature of 
each system. The more widespread type is based on the opposition short v. 
long. In this type the vowel system is made up of two roughly equal sets of 
vowels whose primary difference is one of duration. Examples include Forest 
Nenets (Sammallahti 1974: 13), with five long and five short vowels (i e U 0 

a ii ee uu 00 aa), Finnish, with eight short (i e ii U 0 a U 0) and eight long 
(ii ee iiii uu 00 aa UU (0) vowels, and Sosva Mansi with four short (i a U 0) 

and four long (ee aa uu 00) vowels. The other type is based not only on 
quantity but on fullness of articulatory detail: systems of this type are said to 
contain full versus reduced vowels. What this means phonetically varies 
greatly from language to language, but in every case the short duration of a 
reduced vowel is intrinsic, whereas the duration of the full vowels is much 
more susceptible to conditioned variability. Full vowels usually outweigh 
their reduced counterparts, if not in absolute numbers, then at least in terms 
of the features needed to define their qualities. Examples of this type of 
system are Salym Khanty, with full ii ee iiii uu 00 aa, i.e. six vowels and three 
tongue heights, and reduced e ii 0 a 0, i.e. five vowels with two tongue 
heights; Hill Mari, with full ii ee iiii uu 00 aa UU 00 and reduced ;, ~, and 
Tundra Nenets, with one, or, in another interpretation (Janhunen 1993), three, 
reduced vowels opposed to eight (or six) non-reduced vowels. 

Long vowels alternate paradigmatic ally, or are in skewed distribution, with 
diphthongs in many languages. An example of the former is ie - ii, eii - ee, 
uo - UU, oa - 00 in North Saami, e.g. (orthographically) nominative singular 
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guolli 'fish', genitive/accusative plural guliid. An example of the latter is 
Finnish, where the long mid vowels ee 0000 occur in the first syllable chiefly 
in foreign or affective vocabulary, pre-Finnish *ee *66 *00 having gone to ie 
UO uo in that position, e.g. tie 'road', cf. Estonian tee. Diphthongs are 
prominent in the phonologies of many Fennic dialects, in Eastern and Western 
Mansi (Honti 1988: 150, Sammallahti 1988: 506), in Nganasan, in southwest 
Selkup dialects (Katz 1984: 41), and many dialects of Hungarian (Kalman 
1966: 40-1). The alternation of long vowels with their short counterparts is 
particularly characteristic of Hungarian and Southern Mansi; in Khanty, full 
and reduced vowels in the first syllable of certain stems alternate paradig-
matically, e.g. e - 00 in Vakh Khanty jOOl);Jtw;J[ 'spins s3':jel)tii 'spin!' 

Turning to the qualitative distinctions among the vowels, we may safely 
say that the factors of tongue height, frontness v. backness, and lip rounding 
account for most systems. The smallest inventory, that of Erzya Mordva, was 
given above. Moksha Mordva elaborates on this with the addition of an ii and 
two schwas, one front (;J) and one back (~); Hill (West) Mari has all these 
eight vowels plus front rounded u and 0: 

Moksha Mordva 

e 
a a 

u 
o 

Hill (West) Mari 

ii 
e 6 
a a 

u 
o 

The vowel inventory of Meadow (East) Mari differs from that of West Mari 
in that it lacks ii and has only one reduced vowel (~). The three mid vowels 
alternate with ~, the reduced vowel occurring chiefly in non-final position; 
this is analogous to the situation in Erzya Mordva, where non-first syllable e 
and 0 are largely recoverable from an abstract neutral vowel; see Chapter 6. 

In first syllables, the vowel inventory of proto-Saamic was probably as 
follows: 

*i *u 
*e *e *0 *ee 

*aa 
*aa 

*00 
*M 

where *e represents a non-front unrounded mid vowel; see Lehtiranta 1989. 
Several varieties of Saarnic developed front rounded vowels through anticip-
atory metaphony, e.g. proto-Saarnic *koolee 'fish' > South Saarni guolie, 
Inari Saarni kueli; in some of the eastern Saamic languages (Ter, Skolt, and 
Akkala) back unrounded vowels have developed secondarily, e.g. proto-
Saarnic *moore 'tree' > Skolt muer, Ter mil-r (where frepresents a non-front 
unrounded high vowel). 

The classification of vowel types in the Saarnic languages is further 

e 
e e e e 

e 

e 

e 
e 
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complicated by the feature tense/lax, which has been used, for example, to 
classify the vowels of Ter Saami in a manner reminiscent of the full/reduced 
dichotomy mentioned above. Compare the maximal vowel systems of 
Arjeplog Saami (adapted from Lehtiranta 1992: 73-6) and Ter Saami (adapted 
from Korhonen 1984: 316-20): 

Arjeplog Saami TerSaami 

Short Long Tense Lax 

u ie uo ii iT uu ie Ie I 
e 0 ee 00 

a aa aa aa ea oa a 

The development of bichromatic (= both front and rounded) vowels and of 
non-low achromatic (= neither front nor rounded) re in Saamic is probably the 
result, in part, of relatively recent areal convergence, with Norwegian, Swedish, 
and Finnish providing the impetus for bichromatic ii and 0, and Russian and 
Komi furnishing the adstratum for rand e. The non-front non-low unrounded 
vowels of Permian, on the other hand, appear to be older, and outside influences 
are not obvious. Both the Udmurt and the Komi literary languages have the 
seven-vowel system i e u 0 rea, but the prehistory of these vowels is complex, 
and their lexical distribution in the present-day languages severely impedes, or 
even prevents, mutual comprehension. For example, Komi e can correspond to 
any Udmurt vowel other than i, as in sep/sep 'gall', iez!liz 'blue', sen/sen 
'tendon' ,iedf/llui 'gadfly', ted-/tod-'knows', kev/kai 'rope'. 

Thus far we have been looking at systems with three tongue heights, and 
this is the most common type in Uralic. In such systems, the presence of 0 
presupposes ii, and that of rpresupposes e: note the maximal vowel inventory 
of Literary Estonian, with e but no r, and of Nganasan, with ii but no o. 
However, some of the ObUgrian languages have vowel systems which lend 
themselves easily to a two-tongue height interpretation, such as Sosva Mansi 
and Nizyam Khanty, both with 

a 

u 
o ee 

uu 

aa aa 

u ee uu 
i.e. 

a 0 aa aa 
Notice that such an interpretation dispenses with the feature [+/-back], since 
the specification for [+/- low] and [+/- round] is sufficient to identify all of 
the vowels (cf. Katz 1975: 55, where the Nizyam Khanty vowels ee aa aa uu 
are classified as [+ tense]). Very few Uralic languages distinguish more than 
three tongue heights, but a vowel system with four tongue heights has been 
proposed for proto-Permian, and the distinction between open mid 0 (as in 
pon 'end') and closed mid a (as in pan 'dog') in Upper Sysola Komi is 
thought to be a preservation. A synchronically similar and unexpected a 

ii 

ii ii 
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seems to exist in Enets (Mikola 1984). Other subsystems with four tongue 
heights have been reported for various dialects of Selkup and of Voru 
Estonian. 

Probably no academic field is more contentious than the prehistory of the 
Uralic vowels, and this is not the place for a treatment in depth. What follows 
is merely a presentation of some of the high spots; for a brief but clear 
summary see Hajdu 1992: 175-88. It is important to bear in mind that 
throughout the history of research into this subject, the development of the 
vocalism of the first syllable has occupied centre stage, to the virtual neglect 
of syllables further into the word. But the second and third syllables must have 
been important, and in fact the vowel of the third syllable probably influenced 
that of the second, just as much as that of the second influenced the first. 
There are traces of vertical vowel alternations, i.e. alternations involving 
tongue height, in both the second and the third syllable of Uralic reconstruc-
tions; while the exact form and function of these alternations remains 
unknown, they appear to have been independently motivated. Apart from 
these alternations, the second and third syllables are generally seen as rather 
uninteresting, with a restricted vocalic repertoire: supposedly only two 
phonologically distinct vocalisms were possible, and proto-Uralic bisyllables 
will be referred to here as A-stems (with *a - *a) and I-stems (with *i - *i"), 
according to the tongue-height of the second-syllable vowel. 

The primary factor dividing opinion about proto-Uralic vocalism concerns 
quantity. According to the view that has been the most rigorously demon-
strated, if not the most widely accepted, distinctive vowel length throughout 
Uralic is a secondary development. Scholars who work within such a 
framework set up a proto-Uralic vowel inventory with four high vowels (*i 
*ii *1 *u), two mid vowels (*e *0) and two low vowels (*a *a); this view is 
most clearly presented in Sarnmallahti 1978 and Janhunen 1981b. Those who 
think phonemic quantity was present in the Uralic protolanguage form a 
smaller and more heterogeneous group: some, following Steinitz 1944, work 
with full v. reduced vowels in the protolanguage; others, following Itkonen 
1939 and its sequelae, set up a quantitative distinction only for the mid 
vowels, and substitute long *00 for *1; a third idea, first proposed by Talos 
(1983) and then pursued by this writer (1996), posits a proto-Uralic vowel 
system with only two tongue heights, but with quantity as a feature applying 
to all vowels, at least in the first syllable of words with second-syllable vowels 
of equivalent tongue height. The protovocalism assumed by the most up-to-
date compendium of Uralic etymology, the UEW (= Uralisches Etymo-
logisches Worterbuch), is a committee-like compromise which incorporates 
features of the Itkonen and Sarnmallahti approaches. 

Uralic and Finno-Ugric protoforms set up or cited in this book are given 
in either the UEWor the TaIos (hereafter: 'two-tiered') system. The one is in 
most cases readily converted to the other: one must simply remember that 
UEW *e is seen, in the two-tiered system, as the equivalent of long *aa in 
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A-stems and of short *i in I-stems, and, in parallel fashion, UEW *0 is the 
equivalent of long *aa in A-stems and of short *u in I-stems. Thus UEW *pesa 
'nest' is, in two-tiered terms, *paasa, while UEW *wete- 'water' is *witi; 
UEW *kota 'dwelling, tent' is two-tiered *kaata, and UEW *ko(nj)cjV 'long' 
is *kunjtjL The vowels reconstructed by the UEW as high and short are, in 
two-tiered terms, high and long, e.g. UEW *ku(nj)cje(-) 'urine, urinates' is 
two-tiered *kuunhjL 

The two-tiered system seems to have two advantages over that used by the 
UEW First, it assumes a vocalic inventory and chains of vowel development 
which better fit much of the current understanding of universals (cf., for 
example, Maddieson 1984: 128-30 on vowel length, vowel inventories, and 
vowel change). Second, the trajectories necessary to derive the vowel systems 
of all of the present-day Uralic languages, core as well as peripheral, are more 
believable, again in terms of what we now understand about universals, when 
the starting-points involve both tongue height and quantity. One example will 
have to suffice here: it is the fact that whereas UEW *e in A-stems (= two-
tiered *aa) regularly gives proto-Mansi long vowels (*aa, *ii), UEW *e in 
I-stems (= two-tiered *i) regularly gives proto-Mansi short vowels (*i, *a). 
For further argumentation and supporting evidence, the reader is referred to 
Tcilos 1987 and Abondolo 1996; for a natural phonology background to many 
of the assumptions upon which the two-tiered system rests, see Donegan 
1985. Approaches closer to the Itkonen-UEW type may be found in this 
volume, in the nodal chapters on ObUgrian and Permian. 

High/low vowel alternations in non-initial syllables were mentioned 
above; the more well-known vowel alternation seen in non-initial syllables 
is of the horizontal, i.e. front v. back, variety; this is the Uralic type of vowel 
harmony, a widespread phenomenon in the world's languages. In Uralic, 
vowel harmony is reconstructed as occurring in roots, derived stems, and 
inflected forms; the vocalism of the root is always dominant, i.e. determines 
the frontnesslbackness of the vowels of attached suffixes. For example, the 
proto-Uralic locative suffix was presumably *-na when attached to a back-
vocalic root such as *kala 'fish' (*kala-na), but *-na when attached to a 
front-vocalic root such as *witi 'water' (*witi-na): such twofold representa-
tions may be conveniently captured by the use of majuscule letters, e.g. *-nA 
for the locative suffix. The Hungarian forms hIllon 'on fish' «< *kala-na) 
and viizen 'on water' «< *witi-na) are thought to preserve this twofold 
representation, as are the Finnish analogues kalassa and vedessii (via *kala-
s-na, *witi-s-na). In some languages, vowel harmony has been extended to 
embrace the opposition rounded/unrounded, e.g. East Mari, where reduced 
~ is 0 after front rounded vowels, 0 after back rounded vowels, and e 
elsewhere; or Hungarian, where the same three mid vowels may be recovered 
from an abstract vowel (or zero): 0 after front rounded vowels, e after front 
unrounded vowels, and 0 elsewhere. In Mordva (and to a lesser, and lexically 
marked, degree, in Nenets) the consonants are involved in vowel harmony 
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alternations, palatalized consonants occuring in front-prosodic, and non-
palatalized in back-prosodic environments. Consonant alternations are also 
a side-effect of vowel harmony in Nganasan, where frontlback and rounded/ 
unrounded harmony combine to fonn four-way (i -a - r - u) alternations. 
In Hungarian and Nganasan, vowel mergers in the fIrst syllable have 
rendered the prosodic membership of many roots covert. On the other hand 
many Uralic languages, such as Saarnic, Estonian, Permian, Selkup, and most 
ObUgrian dialects, have 'lost' vowel harmony through various combinations 
of (1) loss of the non-fIrst-syllable vowel which would have shown the 
alternation, (2) neutralizations, through mergers, of frontlback vowel 
distinctions, and (3) radical rotation of the first syllable vocalism. 

Morphology 

Nouns and Adjectives 
Nouns were probably not morphologically distinct from adjectives in proto-
Uralic, although the distribution of the comparative suffIx *=mpV suggests 
that an adjective category may have been developing before the breakup of 
Finno-Ugric, cf. the =mpa - =mpi of Finnish korkea=mpi and the =bb of 
Hungarian magasa=bb, both 'higher'. The original function of *=mpV was 
almost certainly one of opposition, used primarily with deictics, cf. Erzya 
Mordva ombo and North Saarni nubbi « *muu=mpa) 'other'. In Saamic, 
morphology for distinguishing attributive from non-attributive adjectives has 
evolved, e.g. North Saarni dimis 'soft (on the inside)" attributive fonn dipma. 
Otherwise, nouns and adjectives need not be considered separately on either 
morphological or syntactic planes; in what follows, therefore, the tenn 
'nouns' will refer to both. 

The three nominal categories common to all Uralic languages are case, 
number, and person. In the protolanguage, all three of these categories could 
be represented by a zero suffix, with the grammatical meanings 'unmarked for 
case' 'unmarked for number' and 'unmarked for person'; the last instance is 
traditionally called the nominative, but absolutive would be a better tenn. 
Proto-Uralic nouns thus differed sharply from verbs, which rarely, if ever, 
occurred with zero suffix. 

Case 
In proto-Uralic, the noun had at least two grammatical cases: an accusative 
*-m, which probably was used chiefly to mark the defInite direct objects of 
finite verbs (i.e. verbs inflected for person), and a subordinative suffix *-n 
which functioned as a genitive/prenominalizer with nouns and as an adverb-
fonnant with verbs. There were also at least three local cases, including a 
locative *-nA, a separative *tA - *-tI, and perhaps the latives *-k (and/or *-IJ) 
and *-c j (and/or *-nj ). 

The local subsystems of the case paradigms of most of the present-day 
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languages reflect a three-way spatial opposition, with stasis (locative) 
opposed to motion, and, within the motion subcategory, motion towards a 
target (various latives) opposed to motion away from a source (various 
separatives). A few languages have only one fully productive suffix for each 
spatial subtype, e.g. the three-member system of Sosva Mansi (locative:lat-
ive:ablative), but most have at least one more. In richer case systems, 
hypertrophy of the lative category is the norm. 

Grammatical cases. With the exception of South Mansi, the core languages 
preserve little or no trace of the accusative *-m. It is unlikely, but just barely 
possible, that the Hungarian possessive suffixes sl -m, s2 -d continue earlier 
sequences containing the accusative « *-m-m V, *-m-tV). There is no trace 
of an accusative *-m in Khanty. In Permian, the vocalic accusative suffixes 
of certain personal pronouns (e.g. -e, -e in the first-person singular pronouns 
Komi men-e, Udmurt mon-e) are thought to be continuations of the stem-final 
vowel, protected by a final *-m which was eventually lost. 

At and near the periphery, evidence for pU accusative *-m is fairly clear. 
South of Northern Saami, Western Saamic has denasalized reflexes, e.g. Lule 
Saami goade-v 'hut sA'. In Fennic, *-m > *-n in final position, and the *-m 
accusative thus fell together with the *-n genitive. Accusatives in -n are found 
throughout most of the present-day North Fennic dialects (see Chapter 3), and 
morphophonemic traces of a suffix at least similarly shaped may be found 
elsewhere in Fennic, e.g. weak-grade nn in Estonian venna 'brother sG', cf. 
strong-grade nd in the nominative singular vend. In Mordva, where there was 
a parallel, probably independent, syncretism of accusative and genitive, both 
of these cases are now marked with -ni, presumably after *m> n in final 
position and with analogical spread of the automatically palatalized variant in 
front-prosodic sequences; the details are not clear, however (see Chapter 6). 
There is no unambiguous reason to doubt that the accusative -m of Mari is a 
direct descendant of pU *-m. In Samoyedic, pU *-m is reflected clearly in 
Tundra Nenets, e.g. myadO-m and Selkup, e.g. Taz Selkup m{ult-~2' both 
'tent sA'. 

Accusative *-m in the branches ofUralic: 

S Mr 
Fe Md Mn 

Sa 

Despite its broader functional definition, the pU 'genitive' in *-n is slightly 
less well attested; it has vanished without trace in all four core branches: 

S Mr 
Fe Md 

Sa 

Clear examples of the continuation of a pU *-n genitive are Finnish vede-n, 
Erzya Mordva vedj-eni, Meadow Mari {3iio-;m" Taz Selkup iit-;m,2 'water sG'. 

m{ult-~2' 
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In languages with syllabic consonant gradation, a trace of earlier *-n lies in 
the morphophonemics of weak-grade forms such as Northern Saami goatli 
'tent sG' , cf. nominative singular goahti, Estonian venna 'sG' (homophonous 
with the accusative venna 'brother' cited above), and Nganasan, e.g. sG k;,ou 
'fingernail' , cf. nominative k;,tu. 

Local cases. The most clearly attested of the local cases is the locative 
*-nA. The descendants of this suffix still function as local cases in most 
languages, either alone, e.g. -in of Komi tHn 'in a lake', or -on of Hungarian 
tav-on 'on a lake', or combined with other morphemes, e.g. the -na of Tundra 
Nenets _kG -na in mya-kO -na 'tent sLoc', or the sa of -ssa in Finnish talossa 
« *talo-s-na) 'in a house'. As a case suffix, Finnish -nA now functions chiefly 
as an essive ('functioning as a'), e.g. sija+piiii=tt=ee-nii 'as a case suffix', but 
it still performs concrete spatial duties in postpositions and other closed sets 
of adverbs, e.g. talo-n taka-na HOUSE-G BEHIND-ess 'behind the house', 
kotona 'at home' (cf. koti 'home', kota 'Saami tent'). 

The separative *-tl (- *-tA) is reflected in ablative forms such as Moksha 
Mordva oj-dj

;, 'butter sAbl' and Fennic partitives such as Estonian voi-d 
'butter sP' . In Samoyedic, it occurs with the same co-affix as the locative, e.g. 
Tundra Nenets mya-k¢-do 'tent sAb!', and in Fennic and Mordva it occurs 
with the same *-s- coaffix, e.g. the elative forms Moksha Mordva kudfJ-stfJ 
« *kudS-s-tS) and Finnish talo-sta « *talo-s-ta), both '(coming) out of the 
house'. In Mari, a trace of the separative remains in the B at the ends of the 
postpositions gfJeY and deB, as in port gx '(coming) out ofthe house' ,je.s-fJi 
deB FAMIL Y-s3 FROM 'from hislher family'. It is also thought to survive in 
local-adverbial Permian cases such as the Komi transitive, e.g. tuj vfv-ti 
ROAD TOP-tr '(walking) along the road'. In Mari and in Saamic languages 
from North Saarni north and eastwards, the initial n of the locative *-nA 
became t in case forms built with the co-affix *-s-; this sound change brought 
about a collision with separative forms, leading to syncretism in these Saamic 
languages, e.g. North Saami dalus 'in/out of a house', and, in Mari, spurring 
the formation of secondary postpositional constructions with deB and gfJeY. 
Proto-Samoyedic locative *-k!2l-na and ablative *-k!2l-t(!2I) syncretized in 
Selkup, as well, but at the expense of the latter. 

To judge by the number of different pU and pFU suffixes reconstructed for 
it, the lative category was the most used and differentiated in the proto-
language. For example, the reconstruction of the Permian case system entails 
at least the proto-Iatives *-k, *-ci, and *-ni. The Permian egressive case 
suffixes (Komi -Siani, Udmurt -iSien.i) have been analysed as consisting, 
historically, of three lative suffixes in succession (Serebrennikov 1963: 63); 
this is probably incorrect - see Permian, Chapter 8 - but such a poly-
morphemic background to a deictic is not impossible, cf. English a-b-ove 
from *ON+BY +ABOVE. The proto-Samoyedic dative *-1) presumably goes 
back to an earlier lative, as do the proto-Samoyedic coaffixes *-k!2l- and 
*-nt!2l( -). The *-s- coaffix of the secondary local cases of the western 
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languages is also thought to have been originally a lative; according to this 
line of thinking, the -s- of the Finnish interior local cases (inessive -ssA < 
*-s-nA, elative -stA < *-s-tA, and illative *-sVn) is historically identical with 
the -s of such fonns as ulos '(moving) towards the outside', cf. ulko-na 
'(located) outside'. Mordva uses this -s as its illative case (kudo-s 'into a 
house') but it also seems to have preserved lative *-n j (in reduplicated fonn 
in the dative/allative case, e.g. Erzya kudo-njenj ), lative *-k (seen in the 
prolative case, e.g. viri-ga 'through a forest'), and lative *-1] (in the somewhat 
restricted lative case, e.g. mastor-ov 'to the ground'). 

The case system of the protolanguage was probably complemented by 
postpositions; these are discussed below (p. 23). 

Number 
Number in the proto language was marked with two different suffixes, but in 
all likelihood plurality was the salient semantic component of neither. One 
suffix, *-t, seems to have perfonned duties analogous to the absolutive 
(nominative) -{j in the singular, but with additional meanings of definiteness 
and non-singularity. The other, *-j, functioned as a non-singular analogue 
both to the singular accusative *-m, marking certain direct objects, and to the 
singular genitive *-n, marking nouns in prenominal position (qualifiers, 
possessors). This *-j suffix also preceded further inflectional suffixes; 
whether case suffixes were so used is unclear, but the person suffixes must 
have occurred in such strings (Janhunen 1981a: 29). 

The plural marker *-t is preserved as a suffix of nominal inflection only at 
or near the periphery. Note the nominative plural of 'tree': Taz Selkup poo-t, 
Sosva Mansijiw-~t, Finnish puu-t, Moksha Mordva sufi-to There is no reason 
to doubt that the glottal stop of the Nenets and Nganasan nominatives plural, 
e.g. Forest Nenets ~a-1 'trees' and Nganasan mUlJku-1 'forest' are also from 
this *-t; the Kamassian pluralizer -lje 1- -- lji 1- - -?i seems to have contained 
both *-t and *-j. New plural suffixes have replaced *-t in the noun paradigms of 
Mari (pu-wlak), Permian (e.g. Komi pu-jas), and Hungarian (jaa-k), although 
Mari has preserved *-t in collectives fonned from kinship tenns and names, e.g. 
awa-m-~t MOTHER-sl-plur 'my mother and her associates'. 

The other plural marker, *-j, now marks plurality of possession in 
Hungarian, e.g. faa-i-m 'my trees', cf. faa-m 'my tree'. In many Fennie 
languages it is used in all non-nominative cases, e.g. Finnish pu-i-ssa TREE-
plur-ine 'in trees'; Estonian uses either *-t- or *-j-, e.g. puudes/puis. Plural 
genitive fonns such as Finnish kalojen « *kalo-H)-en < *kala-j-t-en) 'fishes 
pG' show that the two plural suffixes could co-occur in the west, as well; 
contrast the parallel (stylistically marked) kala-i-n 'fishes pG' < *kala-o-en, 
Suhonen 1988: 309. In Nganasan and Nenets, *-j combined with stem-final 
vowels to produce complex vowel alternations. 

In North Saarni there is essentially no agglutinative plural fonnation; each 
case is different in singular and plural. This may been seen, for example, in 

'trees' 

awa-m-~t 

Mansijiw-~t, 
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the singular/plural forms of the North Saami word for 'name', namma, 
namely illative namma-i/namma-i-de (with singular *-j, plural *-i-tee-k), 
locative nama-s/nama-i-n (with singular *-st, plural *-ij-n). In sharp contrast 
is e.g. AIjeplog Saami, in which singular and plural forms of all local cases 
were kept distinct, cf. illative namma-j/nama-j-ta, inessive nama-n/nama-j-n, 
elative nama-st/nama-j-st (Lehtiranta 1992: 156). 

Person 
Person is a morphological category for nominals in most Uralic languages. 
The most widespread function is to express the person of the possessor, 
e.g. North Saami ahcca-n, Finnish isii-ni, Erzya Mordva tjetja-m, East Mari 
aCia-m, Udmurt ataj-e, Hungarian apaa-m, Nganasan tPesr-m::J, Forest Nenets 
njedaa-j/njedaa-m, Taz Selkup iisii-mi~ all FATHER-s1 'my father'. A 
secondary, but quite widespread, use of the person suffixes is to indicate 
definiteness. The third- and second-person singular suffixes are most often 
recruited for this purpose, e.g. third person singular -(r)s in Southern Permiak 
gor-is kerku-Sii-s mun-i-s STOVE-s3 HOUSE-ela-s3 GOES-past-s3 'the 
stove went out of the house', second person singular -ill in Komi starik-ill-len 
pi-is OLD.MAN-s2-ade SON-s3 'the old man's son'. Note also the use of the 
third person plural in Lipsha Mari kok iioiir-iist-wlii TWO GIRL-p3-plur 'two 
of the girls'. 

In languages with relatively transparent nominal morphology, person 
suffixes generally follow a number suffix, e.g. Udmurt pinal-jos-r, Hungarian 
djiirekii-i-m, Taz Selkup iija-ii-m(iJ, all CHILD-plur-s1 'my children', 
although in some languages the reverse order is used to express associative 
plurals, e.g. Hungarian apaa-m-eek FATHER-s1-assoc.plur 'my father and 
his friends'. Mari, which has one of the most transparent nominal morpho-
logies in Uralic, permits both orders. 

The position of person suffixes relative to that of case suffixes is more 
complex. There are three patterns: (1) person before case, typical ofUgric; (2) 
case before person, typical of northern Samoyedic, Saamic, Fennic, and Erzya 
Mordva; and (3) mixed, i.e. both orders occurring in the same language. The 
languages which show mixed order do so in two different ways: in Mari, the 
order depends on the case, while in the Permian languages and in Moksha 
Mordva it depends on both case and person. For detailed discussions of the 
existing patterns, with diachronic interpretation, see Comrie 1980b and Honti 
1995. 

Other nominal categories which are expressed by means of suffixes 
include the definite declension in Mordva, the predestinative of northern 
Samoyedic, and the past and future clitics in Nganasan. 

All present-day Uralic languages have postpositions, and we can assume 
that in the protolanguage there were already a number of nouns which were 
used primarily to specify spatial and temporal relations. The most clearly 
reconstructable of these are the antonyms pU *i1a 'space underneath' and *ti1i 

iisii-mi~ 
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'space above'. We can glimpse something of the pU noun phrase by 
comparing constructions such as Finnish vede-n alla, Tundra Nenets jidO-h 
ngilna 'under (the) water', in which the locational nouns alla and ngilna are 
fossilized old locatives of the pU locational noun *i1a and Finnish -n, Nenets 
-h are the genitive suffix. Whether the protolanguage had a true genitive case 
or not, some kind of subordinating suffix *-n probably optionally, but often, 
connected the two nouns in constructions of this sort. 

In languages closer to the core, which have no genitive case, such 
postpositions most frequently take the nominative, e.g. Hungarian astal-fJ 
alatt, Komi pi'zan-fJ uli'n, Tremjugan Khanty pfJsaan i'i'lpi'nJ 'under (a) table'. 
But the nominative is the norm in Mari and Mordva, as well, in spite of the 
fact that these languages have genitives inherited from pU *-n. In Fennic, 
many such forms occur optionally or exclusively as prepositions, e.g. Finnish 
(stylistically marked) alla veden 'under (the) water', and the genitive 
competes with the partitive, the partitive usually having the upper hand in 
prepositional constructions, e.g. Estonian vee alla (WATER-sG UNDER.loc) 
alongside alla vett (UNDER.loc WATER-sP) 'under (the) water'. This use of 
the partitive in Fennic is probably connected historically with the use of its 
cognate analogue in Mordva, the ablative, with certain postpositions, e.g. 
Moksha Mordva siedii-d;}--fJk baska HEART-abl-p1 APART.FROM 'apart 
from our heart'. In Northern Saarni both postpositional and prepositional 
constructions are common, and the lexical noun is always in the genitive. 

Postpositions (and more rarely prepositions) often have more than one 
form, and these forms can be seen as making up small case paradigms, 
ranging from three to five members. In Mari, Hungarian, and ObUgrian, the 
most common type is the three-member set, and we may think of this as the 
basic Uralic minimum. Case suffixes which are often different from those of 
normal noun paradigms are used to distinguish stationary location from 
motion, and within the motion category, goal (latives) from source (separ-
atives). Four-member sets are typical of Samoyedic, Mordva, Fennic (but not 
Estonian, which has three) and - historically - Saarnic, i.e. of languages at or 
near the periphery. The present-day three-member sets of Saamic languages 
are the result of syncretism of case form and function (location and goal) or 
the loss of prolative forms. In the other three groups, the fourth member is 
synchronically a prolative ('moving along the expanse/length of X'), i.e. it is 
a further subdivision of the motion category. The Permian languages have 
evolved the richest postpositional case subparadigms, with the addition of the 
terminative category, for the terminus post quem non of motion. 

Table 1.2 sets out the postpositions meaning 'behind, in back of in a 
selection of Uralic languages. 

The origins of the nouns used as postpositions are sometimes synchron-
ically transparent, because an unbound doublet exists, e.g. Komi pi'zan vil-in 
'on the table', mu+viv (EARTH+TOP) 'surface of the earth'. More usually 
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Table 1.2 Selected Uralic postpositions 'behind, in back of' 

Stasis Motion 
Source Goal Trajectory Terminus 

Hungarian mogott mogtil mogee 
Vakh Khanty COI).IFI cOl).cooy cOl).c(aa) 
Estonian taga tagant taha 
Moksha Mordva ftal~ ftaId~ ftalu ftalga 
Forest Nenets punniaana puuniaat puuniaal) puuniaamna 
Komi saji"n saji"si saje sajti sajedzi 

they are old enough as to be invisible to the untrained eye, e.g. Hungarian 
pista mogott 'in back of Pista', pista megjott 'Pista came back' or can be 
recovered only by the comparative method, e.g. North Saami cada 'through', 
a fossilized lative of the root found in Moksha Mordva siedji, Finnish 
siidiimme-'heart'. 

Personal pronouns. The reconstruction of the Uralic personal pronouns 
encounters difficulties specific to this word class. Like numerals or kinship 
terms, pronouns enter easily into analogical subpatterns which allow cross-
infection. A further difficulty arises from the relatively small size of the proto-
Uralic pronominal root, which was canonically monosyllabic (C)V(C). This 
contrasts sharply from the roots of denotatives, which were all bisyllabic 
(C)VC(C)V, though they probably alternated morphophonemic ally with 
(C)VC because of root-suffix sandhi. 

It is therefore with great reservations that even the following imprecise 
indications are given. First- and second-person pronouns were distinguished 
by their initial consonant, which was *m in the first person, *t (? - *n) in the 
second. The initial consonant was followed by a vowel of indeterminate 
quality: sl *mV, s2 *tV. In circumstances which are not clear, these syllables 
were extended by an element *nV or (in Hungarian and ObUgrian) *l); 
whether these elements were derivational suffixes or were historically 
identical with local suffixes, perhaps serving in an ergative function, is 
unknown. Instead of the *n V-element, a plural suffix (*-k or *-t) could be 
added: pI *mVk, p2 *tVk. There was also a dual, formed, perhaps, with an 
element *jn, viz. dl *mVjn, d2 *tVjn. 

The nominative forms of the axis-of-discourse personal pronouns of 
Arjeplog Saami, Tremjugan Khanty, and Forest Nenets are given here for 
comparison: 

sl s2 dl d2 pI p2 
AS mfm(na) t:1nltihna maaj(ah) taaj(ah) mij(ah) tij(ah) 
TK mlHi nOl) miin niin mel) nel) 
FN manj pit maj/madjii pic/picii manja? pita? 

ftaId~ ftaId~ 
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These samples present three degrees of unifonnity in personal pronoun 
morphology, with the Saamic showing the most, and the Nenets the least, 
evidence of analogical levelling. 

Root suppletion is found in the personal pronoun paradigms of Hungarian, 
Nenets, and Enets, e.g. the nominative and accusative forms of the fIrst-person 
pronoun are Hungarian eenliinge-m, Forest Nenets marJ/sa?-j, and of the 
second person singular, tiilteege-d and pitlSaa?-t (-ml-j and -d/-t are fIrst- and 
second-person suffIxes). The accusative forms in Samoyedic seem to go back to 
an earlier *kit (in ablaut to *kat) 'face', and the -ge-of the Hungarian forms is 
perhaps from the same root (Helimski 1982: 88-94). In Fennic and Khanty, the 
personal pronouns use a special accusative suffIx -t, as in the accusative forms of 
the fIrst-person singular pronoun Finnish minu-t, Tremjugan Khanty miiiin-t. 
This -t is probably historically identical with the Hungarian accusative suffIx -t 
which is used in most nominal forms (and optionally also in pronouns), e.g. 
Mla-t 'fIsh sA' , iinge-mii-t, cf. iinge-m above. 

The evidence for the Uralic third-person pronoun is not quite as clear, but itis 
probable that the protolanguage had a form *sF (wherein F = front vowel) which 
had anaphoric properties at least. This pronoun, enlarged with various, usually 
nasal, suffixes, has clear reflexes in the peripheral Finno-U gric languages, but if 
it occurs in Samoyedic it is only in the Selkup third-person singular pronoun 
feP2 (Hajdu 1990: 2-3). Examples from Finno-Ugric are North Saami and 
Mordvason, Finnish hiin, Tremjugan Khanty leyW, SosvaMansi taw, Hungarian 
00. 

Reflexive pronouns have evolved separately in the various branches; the 
most widespread is seen in North Saami iehca-, Finnish itse, Udmurt and 
Komi aB, a word which has been connected with the demonstrative pronouns 
based on *e- and *cjF, but which is more likely originally to have been a noun 
meaning '(shadow) soul', cf. Sosva Mansi is 'shadow (of human); ghost'. 
Samoyedic, Selkup, and Nganasan use one root (e.g. Nganasanffaz Selkup 
IJon~n;yon-iik 'I myself, IJon~nt;yon-iintr 'you (sg) yourself), while 
Kamass and the Nenets languages use various words which are synchron-
ically identical or doublets to words meaning 'body' or 'head', e.g. Kamass 
(man) bos-pfJ 'I myself, cf. bos 'body', a relatively recent bifurcation of a 
loan from Turkic (Joki 1952: 98-9; Hajdu 1990). 

Demonstratives and other deictics. Proto-Uralic probably had a three-way 
system of demonstrative pronouns whose spatial extremes were built onto a 
base *t-, with front vocalism (*tF) corresponding to proximal reference, e.g. 
Finnish tii= in tiimii 'this', and back vocalism (*tB) corresponding to distal 
reference, e.g. Finnish tuo 'that'. Reflexes of these two pronominal bases may 
be found in all branches of Uralic; in some languages, one or the other has 
evolved into a third-person pronoun, replacing the earlier *sF mentioned 
above, e.g. Estonian tema, East Mari tudo '(s)he/it', while in others they are 
now adverbs or have become otherwise fossilized, e.g. Udora Komi tin 
'there', Hungarian tee+tova 'hesitant « * 'this way + that way'). 
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The middle term of the three-way system has been reconstructed as *ciF, 
i.e. *cj plus a front vowel. The function of this pronoun is not quite clear: it 
may have been anaphoric; it may have referred to an area closer to the 
addressee; perhaps both uses existed side by side, as in Finnish se 'it, that 
(anaphoric)', si-e-llii 'there (anaphoric, or closer to addressee)'. In Mansi and 
Hungarian, all traces of *c j= have been lost, but it survives in all forms of 
Khanty, e.g. Eastern Khanty tjii(t) 'this'. In Samoyedic it has survived as a 
demonstrative in Enets (setPeo 'that [one]') and developed into the third-
person singular pronoun in Nganasan (sin"). 

Parallel to the paired set of frontlback demonstratives with initial *t, which 
is well attested in all branches, there seems to have been another distal/ 
proximal pronoun (or prefIx?) pair *i- - *a- 'this', *u- - *0- 'that', as in 
Hungarian ii=z 'this', a=z 'that', Sosva Mansi ani 'now', Udmurt oti"n 'there'. 
Neither pendant has a reflex in Saamic, and the back-vowel pendant has no 
reflex in Fennic or ObUgrian. Beside the poor distribution of the witnesses 
and the variety of functions, the scanty phonological substance of this 
reconstruction renders the etymology precarious. 

At the heart of the demonstrative pronoun systems of the present-day 
languages is the simple two-term proximal/distal dichotomy, e.g. Finnish 
tiimiiltuo, Erzya Mordva tje/tona, Hungarian iiz/az 'this/that'. Different 
languages elaborate on this in different ways: (la) differentiation of the 
member which refers to remoteness, yielding two (or more) degrees of 
remoteness, e.g. late proto-Finnic *taa alongside *too (Laajavaara 1986), (lb) 
similar differentation of the member which refers to proximity, e.g. Vote 
ka+se 'this (closer to speaker than se), or (1c) both, e.g. Hungarian iim--ii=z 
'this (closer to speaker than ii=z), am--a=z 'that (further from speaker than 
a=z); (2) addition of the factor of visibility and/or concreteness, e.g. Vakh 
Khanty tiimii 'this (visible/concrete)" tjiit 'this (non-visible/non-concrete),; 
(3) addition of, and interaction with, anaphoric pronouns, as in Finnish, or 
Forest Nenets, where the distal/proximal pair is cehafjlcuhkii and the 
anaphoric pronoun is Cihkii. In Mari, where the reflex of the *cjF pronoun is 
chiefly anaphoric, the asymmetry of the inherited *tB : *tF :: *cjF system has 
been resolved with the analogous creation of a more remote anaphoric form 
sade, i.e. parallel to tideltudo 'this/that' East Mari has sede/sade 'this/that 
(anaphoric)'. In a similar fashion, southern and eastern varieties of Khanty 
evolved back-vowel pendants to their reflexes of *cjF, e.g. Vakh Khanty tjuut 
'that (non-visible/non-concrete),. 

The most complex systems of demonstratives are found in Saamic, where 
elaborations of types (1) and (3) both occur, as in Northern Saami: 
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Anaphoric Demonstrative 

Proximal Distal 

Near speaker Near addressee Far Further Further yet 

dat ddt diet duot dot diU 

Verbs 
There is no one clear past-tense marker reconstructable for pU, and the 
original tense system may have been one similar to that found in Samoyedic, 
where the lexical, i.e. intrinsic, aspect of verb roots determines the semantic 
force of their finite forms. Thus an inherently non-perfective, stative verb such 
as 'lives' normally had present or non-past meanings, while a verb such as 
'dies', with inherent punctual, perfective aspect, normally had past-tense 
meaning. Modifications to the basic temporal setting of a given verb were 
effected by means of derivational suffixes, e.g. '(s)he is (in the process of) 
dying' was expressed by appending a deperfectivizing suffix to the root. 

It is perhaps from such derivational suffixes that the oldest attested past-
tense suffixes evolved. These are pU *-sj(A)- and pFU *-i-, distributed fairly 
widely across the Uralic or Finno-Ugric branches; although traditionally 
treated separately, it is possible that these two suffixes are historically 
identical (Helimski 1996: 40; on the suspect nature of intervocalic pU *-sL, 
see Abondolo 1990). 

Distribution of past-tense *-sL: 

Mr? - Kh Sa 
(Fe) Md? - Mn 

Distribution of past-tense *-i-: 

S MrPn Kh 
Fe Md Hu 

The representation of *-sj(A)- in the western languages is either restricted 
(e.g. in Estonian, where it is limited to the negative verb) or controversial (it 
is thought to be reflected in certain Mordva past-tense forms, and in the 
inflection of the so-called 'second' conjugation verbs in Mari). The past-tense 
suffix *-i- is clearly preserved in forms such as Finnish tul-i-n 'I came', 
Mordva ud-i-n! 'I slept' (cf. the corresponding non-past forms tule-fJ-n, uda-
fJ-n), and may be reconstructed from the phonologies of forms such as East 
Mari toP~ < *toIS-jS-n < pFU **tul'i-i-n 'I came' (cf. nonpast tola-m), North 
Saarni gohccon 'I called' < proto-Saarnic *kocjcjaa-je-m (cf. nonpast 
gohcun). 

toP~ 
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Most Uralic languages have gone on to enrich this simple tense system in 
diverse ways. In addition to the basic past : non-past opposition, many 
languages have evolved various kinds of future (either via the inflectioniza-
tion of derivational material, as in Tavda Mansi or in Udmurt, or by means 
of auxiliary verbs, as in Hungarian (jog-) or Mordva (karma-). Different 
degrees of remoteness in past time may be expressed by compound-tense 
forms built with forms of a verb meaning 'is' or 'becomes', as in the 
pluperfect forms North Saami le-dje-n boahta-n, Finnish ol-i-n tul-Iut 'I had 
come'. In some languages the auxiliary verb has fused with the stem and 
become an inflectional suffix in its own right; the meaning is then most 
usually imperfective, e.g. Mordva second past mor-ill-inl 'I used to sing'. Also 
usually imperfective are certain secondary past-tense forms of other lan-
guages, in which the shortest inflected form of the auxiliary has become a 
frozen, uninflectable clitic, e.g. the West Mari third-person singular past-tense 
form of the verb 'is', flll fl, when combined with the non-past finite form of 
the lexical verb, forms a past continuous tense: tola-@-m fJIl fl 'I was corning' , 
cf. the synonymous, and morphologically parallel Udmurt li'kt-islk-o val and 
Hungarian (archaic and dialectal) jov-@-ok vt'llt'l. Convergence with Turkic is 
evident in all such constructions (Bereczki 1983: 218-21). 

Another type of remoteness, but one not tied exclusively to time, is that of 
the inferential. This category goes under many different names (evidential, 
non-experiential, non-eyewitnessed, narrative, auditive) and is sometimes 
classified as a mood and not as a tense. In Estonian and Livonian it coincides 
with the quotative, i.e. it is the ratio obliqua analogue of the indicative (see 
Chapter 3); historically the Fennic quotative derives from a non-past 
participle *=wA. In the Permian languages and Mari the inferential category 
has been ascribed to Turkic, specifically Volga-bend, influence (Bereczki: 
1983). The inferential here is usually classified as a tense; the forms derive 
historically from deverbal norninals (which evolved into past participles) in 
*=mA. In Mari, the syntagms classified as inferential are the same as the 
secondary, compound-tense forms mentioned above. Permian on the other 
hand has developed distinct, but defective finite inferential paradigms, e.g. 
Udmurt so gi'r-oz val '(s)he used to plough (long ago)', so gi'r-oz vilem '(they 
say that) (s)he ploughed; (s)he ploughed (as I remember),. Finally, infer-
entials are also present in Samoyedic, where their morphological implementa-
tion is usually suffixal, cf. Selkup =NT- (probably historically identical with 
the non-past participle =NT-), Nganasan =HATU-. 

Proto-Uralic had probably no more than two morphological moods, an 
unmarked indicative and an imperative in *-k(V)-. Tense and mood were thus 
in complementary distribution in the sense that the imperative knew no tense 
distinctions. By the Finno-Ugric stage, new mood markers, which marked 
unreal--conditional-desiderative sorts of modality, had begun to develop. In 
most languages, the reflexes of these markers are composites. For example, 
the Estonian conditional -ksi- is probably the continuation of a Proto-Fenno-
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Saamic derivational complex *=(i)ksji-, seen in Finnish frequentatives; the 
Hungarian conditional -nee-/-naa-probably continues a suffix chain *-ne-i-, 
in which *-i- is the past-tense suffix mentioned above and *-ne- is the suffix 
seen in the Finnish potential (sata-ne-e RAINS-pot-s3 'it may rain') and the 
Mari desiderative (Hill Mari ;;,l;;rne-z;;, LIVES-desid-s3 '(s)he would like to 
live'); the Finnish conditional -isi- (as in tul-isi-n 'I would come') consists of 
past-tense -i- preceded by the proto-Fenno-Saamic suffix *-nsji- seen in the 
North Saami potential -i-/-Zi-, -1515- e.g. bOtleian 'I may come'. As mentioned 
above, many Uralic languages have verb subparadigms with epistemic 
overtones, and these and other forms which refer to the speaker's knowledge 
or attitude about the predication and the utterance are often classified as 
moods, particularly in Samoyedic; cf. Tundra Nenets, with sixteen moods 
which cross-classify various kinds of evidential, obligational, and attitudinal 
modalities. 

Most Uralic languages (but not southern Samoyedic or Hungarian) express 
negation by means of a negative (auxiliary) verb, usually with an irregular, 
suppletive, or defective paradigm. There is considerable variety in terms of 
which verbal categories are encoded on the negative auxiliary and which are 
encoded on the lexical verb; for a survey see Comrie 1981. 

Most verb subparadigms show agreement for subject person, and in 
Mordva, Ugric, and Samoyedic, for certain features of a direct object, as 
well: 

Kh Sa 
Md Hu Mn 

The paradigms which encode information about the direct object are usually 
classified as belonging to 'objective' or 'definite' conjugations, the latter term 
being inspired by the fact that such forms are often associated with some kind 
of definiteness in the direct object, whether intrinsic or governed by the 
discourse or narrative. Since nouns in many languages have their own 
morphological means of expressing definiteness, the result can be redundant 
definiteness marking, as in Hungarian, where a noun phrase morphologically 
marked for definiteness (e.g. by means of person suffix or definite article) 
forces the selection of 'definite' suffixation on the verb. Oth~r languages, 
however, for example Mordva, use indefinite and definite suffixation with 
both indefinite and definite direct objects to express a range of varieties of 
definiteness and aspect. 

The definite conjugation is thought to have been nascent already in proto-
Uralic; at this early stage probably no more than third-person objects were 
encoded, by means of the encliticization of the third-personlanaphoric 
pronoun *sF mentioned above. Southern Samoyedic, particularly Kamassian, 
has elaborated this primitive basis the least; Hungarian has developed full 
definite paradigms, with forms distinct from their indefinite analogues in 

verb. 
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most subject persons, and with a formal distinction between second-and 
third-person objects if the subject is fIrst person singular. While the defInite 
conjugations of the ObUgrian and northern Samoyedic languages do not 
distinguish object person, they do show number agreement, with varying 
syncretisms and degrees of obligatoriness. The defInite conjugations of Erzya 
and Moksha Mordva are the richest in Uralic, in that they show agreement, 
albeit partial, with both person and number of the direct object. 

Syncretism and Suppletion 
From the typological point of view, it is conventional to think of the Uralic 
languages as agglutinating, i.e. as conforming to one degree or another to that 
broad linguistic type in which each grammatical category is represented, in 
the perceivable substance, by its own more or less immutable morpheme. For 
this classifIcation to work, the defInition of agglutination must be flexible 
enough to allow the qualifIcation 'more or less', i.e. it must tolerate, or 
disregard, regular and phonetically banal (morpho )phonological alternations 
such as frontlback and [+/-] rounded among the vowels, and assimilations of 
stricture-type or palatalization among the consonants. On the other hand we 
do not expect to fInd, in a language which we have classifIed as agglutinating, 
large amounts of either syncretism or suppletion. In fact, both of these 
phenomena are rather widespread in the Uralic languages. What follows is a 
brief sampling of some of the subtypes, beginning with syncretism and 
concentrating on the nominal paradigm. 

In the nominal paradigm, there is often syncretism of case when person 
sufftxes are involved, e.g. the Finnish sN (kiisi) sG (kiiden) and pN (kiidet) 
all syncretize in possessed forms such as kiiteni 'my hand(s) sNGpN'. 
Similarly, Komi -a- serves as both locative and lative in ki-a-m HAND-slne/ 
sIll-sl 'in(to) my hand', contrast ki-i'n 'in althe hand', ki-e 'into althe hand', 
and Selkup -qii- is locative, lative, and elative in utoo-qii-k HAND-sIne/sIll! 
sEla-sl 'in(to)/out of my hand'. The reverse scenario, syncretism of person in 
certain case forms, also occurs in Selkup, e.g. sInstr nomti'sii 'with your/his 
(her/its) god', a form which syncretizes s2 with s3; contrast the nominative 
singular forms, in which the person forms remain distinct, viz. nomli's2, nomti' 
s3 (d23 and p23 syncretize in parallel fashion). 

Occasionally, syncretism of case is connected with non-singular number. 
For example in Nenets, which distinguishes nominative from genitive from 
accusative in the singular and plural paradigms of most nouns, there is a 
complete syncretism of these three grammatical cases in the dual: for 'tent' 
we have dNGA myakOh, contrast sN myaq, sG myadOh, sA myadom. Selkup 
syncretizes the dative/allative with the illative in the non-singular, e.g. dDffil 
nop-qlt-kim '(in)to two gods' contrast sD nuu-ni'k, sIll nom-ti·. In Finnish, the 
accusative syncretizes with the genitive in the singular, but with the 
nominative in the plural, in a manner reminiscent of the animate/inanimate 
accusatives of Russian. The reverse of this scenario, namely syncretism of 
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number in certain cases, is more suspect on theoretical grounds. We may say 
that Northern Saami beanan 'as a dog/as dogs' is a syncretism of singular and 
plural essive; but such forms look more like derivation, i.e. they resemble 
adverbs, and the suppression of the number category is thus perhaps not 
particularly noteworthy. A striking example of number syncretism exists in 
the absolute declension of Mordva, where all non-nominative cases syncretize 
for number, e.g. sN kudo 'house' *" pN kudot 'houses', but spIne kudoso 'in 
a house/in houses', splll kudos 'into a house/into houses', etc. 

Syncretism of person in connection with non-singular number also occurs, 
e.g. in Sosva Mansi, where we have the syncretism of second and third 
persons dual when the stem is marked for dual number: saali-ay-een is 'two 
reindeer d23', but the singular paradigm distinguishes saali-jin 'the one 
reindeer of you two' from saali-teen 'the one reindeer of them two'; second 
and third dual forms can syncretize in the plural, as well. The reverse scenario, 
namely syncretism of stem number in connection with certain personal forms, 
is found in Mordva, e.g. Erzya Mordva kudo-t 'your (sg) house(s)'. Such 
syncretisms occurs in all personal forms save sl and s3 in Erzya, cf. kudo-m 
'my house', kudo-n 'my houses', kudo-zo 'hislher house', kudo-nzo 'hislher 
houses'. Even these distinctions break down in non-nominative cases, e.g. 
kudo-so-nzo 'in hislher house(s)'. Syncretism of person number may be seen 
in a form such as DN Khanty xoottaat 'houses sp3'; contrast the singular-stem 
forms xoot;}t 'house s3' *" xooteet 'house p3' . 

Suppletion of case suffix in the presence of person inflection, apart from that 
already seen in connection with such syncretic cases as Selkup -qii-, is rare. It 
does occur, however, in the dative of Tundra Nenets, which is (in the singular) 
-n¢-h - t¢-h when used without, but -x¢- when used with person suffixes, e.g. 
mya-tO h TENT-sD 'to a/the tent' , mya-kO -n TENT-sD-s 1 'to my tent' . The latter 
form illustrates the reverse suppletive type, that of person suffix in the presence 
of case, contrast myadO-m 'my tent', with -m instead of -n for s1. This type of 
suppletion is widespread in the peripheral languages, and may reflect an ancient 
state of affairs: it is probable that the nominal first-person suffixes in Fennic 
(e.g. Finnish -ni) and Saamic (e.g. North Saami -m) each reflect one of an earlier 
suppletive suffix-pair *-mi : *-ni, with the latter suffix occurring in oblique 
cases and/or when the possession was non-singular, a distinction still preserved 
sporadically in Mordva, cf. kudo-m 'my house' ,kudo-n 'my houses' cited above 
(Korhonen 1981: 233-6,244). That the dichotomy *-mi : *-ni was the result of 
phonotaxis, with *-ni coming from an even earlier *-n-mi, has not been 
demonstrated to everyone's satisfaction, cf. Honti 1995: 59-61. The reverse 
scenario, namely suppletive number suffixes in the presence of person-
marking, is seen in Hungarian (jaa-k :faa-i-m, cited above) and ObUgrian, e.g. 
Vasjugan Khanty kaat-~t HOUSE - plur 'houses' : kaat-laa-m HOUSE - plur-
sl 'myhouses'. 

Suppletion of case suffix in the presence of number inflection is also 
encountered. As mentioned above, the case suffixes for singular and plural 

Khanty 
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nouns in North Saami differ to such a degree as to make the term suppletion 
seem inappropriate. Elsewhere in Uralic such suppletion is most usually 
centred on the formation of the genitive, accusative, or both, e.g. Finnish sG 
-N but pG -'tEN, Forest Nenets Cioonia-m 'fox sA' but Cioonli-i 'fox pA'. 

Syntax 
The head noun is the centre of the typical Uralic noun phrase, in that it is 
followed by any inflectional suffixes and/or postpositions, and preceded by 
any modifying adjuncts. Agreement between head nouns and their adjuncts is 
fairly rare. Perhaps the most glaring exception is Finnish, e.g. tuo-hon sama-
an iso-on rakennukse-en THAT-ill SAME-ill BIG-ill BUILDING-ill 'into 
that same big building', but Hungarian has case and number agreement 
between demonstratives and their head, as in the synonomous udian+ab-bt'l 
a nildi eepiiliid-bii SAME+ THAT-ill DEE ART BIG BUILDING-ill 'into that 
same big building'. Agreement also occurs elsewhere, to varying degrees, 
especially in Saamic, Fennic, and northern Samoyedic. 

Possession is expressed by the linking of noun phrases. In the peripheral 
languages, the possessor is put in the genitive and the possession is left 
unmarked, e.g. Finnish lapse-n isii, North Saami mana ahcCi, Tundra Nenets 
nyu-h nyfsya, Taz Selkup iija-n esi", all '(the) child's father'. In the 
core languages, the possessor is marked in a variety of ways. Hungarian 
marks the possessor with zero, i.e. the nominative, or, less frequently, the 
dative (-nAk), and marks the possession with the third-person suffix, e.g. a 
diiirmek(-niik az) ap-ja DEE ART CHILD(-D DEEART) FATHER-s3 'the 
child's father', apaa-m-(nak a) huug-a FATHER-sl(-D DEEART) 
YOUNGER.SISTER-s3 'my father's younger sister'. Permian uses the 
adessive, with or without s3 marking on the possessed, e.g. Komi mort-len pi 
'MAN-ade BOY 'a man's son', Permiak es=ema-Si mizi"k-ven dieniga-jez 
DISAPPEARS=inferential-plur MAN-ade MONEY-plur 'a man's money had 
gone missing', but marks the possessor with the ablative if the possessed is 
the direct object, e.g. Komi kozi--pe men-sli-m lov LEA VES.imp PRO.sl-abl-
sl SOULILIFE 'spare my life!', cf. also Permiak etik inlka-viSi gu-vviSi si"r-
rez Sioj=ema-Si gos-0 ONE OLD.WOMAN-abl CELLAR-subl MOUSE-plur 
EATS=inferential-plur FAT-sN 'mice had eaten the fat in an old woman's 
cellar'. In the ObUgrian languages, the possessor is invariably in the 
nominative. The possessive relation may optionally be rendered explicit by 
placing the possessed in the third person, e.g. Pim Khanty juuyW toj(-;JI), 
Sosva Mansijiw tazix( -e), both TREE TOP( -s3) 'the top of the tree'. Mari also 
often marks the possession with the third-person suffix, even when the 
possessor is explicitly stated in its genitive form, e.g. aca-m-;Jn iio;Jr-zo 
FATHER-sl-sG SISTER-s3 'my father's sister'. In Mordva, a complex 
system of degrees of definiteness marks the possessor with the definite or 
indefinite genitive, and the possessed in three different ways: with zero (as in 
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the peripheral languages), with s3 (as in Mari), and with its definite 
declension, e.g. kvartiira-ni keIJks FLAT-G DOOR '(the) door of (the) flat' 
kvartiira-ni--ti keIJkse-ze FLAT-G-def DOOR-s3 'the door of the flat', ejdie-
ni avaridiema--si CHILD-G WEEPING--sNdef '(the) child's weeping'. 

Possessive sentences, i.e. possessive constructions which involve verbs, 
are more complex, as is to be expected. Most Uralic languages lack a verb 
meaning 'has'; the notable exceptions are the ObUgrian languages and 
Nganasan, e.g. Cingali Khanty taj- in taj-fJ-k;m pax-fJ HAS-past-d3 BOY-N 
'they (two) had a son', Sosva Mansi oonisi- in tas-fJ at oonisi-eeyw-;»n 
VESSEL-N NEG HAS-pres-sl 'I don't have a pot', and Nganasan xon- in 
b;ms::rg~j-fJ ni'--j xon-ti~g~j ALL-dual-N WOMAN-pA HAS-present. 
continuous-d3 'they both have wives'. However, normally to express 
something like '(s)he has a knife' the most widespread Uralic sentence-type 
uses a verb meaning 'exists', and marks possessor, possession, or both, with 
case and person suffixes. Mari and the Permian languages have the simplest 
construction: a verb meaning 'is/exists' (or its negative pendant) is added to 
a regular possessive noun phrase, e.g. aca-m-;m iio~r-zo ulo 'my father has 
a sister', Komi ta mort-len vel-i-fJ kujim pi THIS MAN-ade IS-past-s3 
THREE SON 'this man had three sons' . In Saamic and Fennic, the possessor 
is marked with a local case rather than the genitive; thus the equivalents of 
the Komi example just given are North Saami da-n olbma-s le-ddji golbma 
bartni THIS-G MAN-Ioc IS-p3past THREE BOy'-G, Finnish tii-llii miehe-llii 
ol-i-fJ kolme poika-a THIS-ade MAN-ade IS-past-s3 THREE BOY-sP. In 
Hungarian, suffixation of the dative becomes obligatory, e.g. a feerfi-fJ 
haaromfi-a DEF.ART MAN-N BOY-s3 'the man's three sons' but afeerfi-
nak haaromfi-a vol-t-fJ 'the man had three sons'. An overview of possessive 
sentences in Samoyedic in relation to nominal sentences as a whole may be 
gleaned from Katzschmann 1986. 

While the study of syntax has steered most theoretical linguistics over the 
last few decades, relatively little progress has been made in our understanding 
of the Uralic sentence. Data-oriented surveys are rare: Terescenko 1973 is 
limited to Samoyedic, Bartens 1979 to Mordva, Mari, and Udmurt, Wickman 
1955 to direct-object marking, Rounds 1991 to Hungarian, Komi, and 
Finnish; only Koizumi 1994 attempts a syntactic overview of the entire 
family. The lag may be due, in part, to the enormity of the task of 
understanding the masses of morphophonology typical of most Uralic 
languages, some of which has been clarified only recently; but it is also 
doubtless due to the Anglocentricity, then Eurocentricity, of much of the early 
work in modem syntactic theory. 

The archetypal Uralic sentence has often been characterized as 'SOV', but 
since subject and object noun phrases are regularly omitted in Uralic 
sentences it is probably more helpful to speak of '(T)FV', i.e. (optional) 
Topic(s)-Focus-Verb order. The Topic, if present, may be single, like 'death' 
in Hungarian (orthography) Ta haldl-fJ Flevele-t vhoz-fJ-fJ DEATH-N 

aca-m-;m 

oonisi-oonisi-
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LETTER-A BRINGS-pres-s3 'death delivers a letter', or 'net' in Izhma Komi 
kulem-fs Ciistej 'the net is dry', or multiple, as in Ta jiatal zeneszerz;; 
Torvosanak tanacsa ellenere Tszombat reggel FBecsbe vindult ,Tthe young 
composer Tin spite of his doctor's advice Ton Saturday morning v set off Ffor 
Vienna'. Focus may be shared; in this case the usual scenario is to place one 
of the focalized elements to the right of the verb, e.g. F /gy v (rtok F ti 'Fthis is 
how Fyou vwrite', Izhma Komi FCieri-fJ Vkij-fJ-enis Fkulem-en ,Ffish vthey-
catch Fwith a net' . 

Vocabulary 
Words for core, yet non-culture-specific, concepts across language families 
are most often compared in connection with attempts to determine, by means 
of various refinements of glottochronological method, the relative degree of 
closeness of relationship between languages and branches. No such purpose 
underlies the pilot presentation here, which aims merely to provide an 
introduction to the sorts of distributional patterns which occur. The patterns 
are of two basic types: retention or innovation. 

Retention is a relative term: it can range from total, e.g. English father < 
Old Englishfteder, to vestigial, e.g. the groom of bridegroom < guma 'man'. 
Here we are interested more in the former extreme. We are also more 
interested, for the purposes of this exercise, in the fact that the Hungarian 
word for 'river' is foj=oo, i.e. historically the present participle of a verb foj-
'flows', than we are in the fact that the Hungarian reflex of the proto-Uralic 
word for 'river', reconstructed as *juka, lives on in potamonyms such as 
Berettyo < *barek 'boggy grove alongside river' + *joo 'river'. As for 
innovation: in core vocabulary such as we are sampling here, innovation 
always implies replacement rather than new discourse. We may recognize two 
subtypes. An old word may be replaced with a loanword, e.g. English table 
(borrowed from French, and largely replacing Old English bord, but note 
vestigial, metonymic, retention in the phrase 'bed and board') or it may be 
edged out by another word and/or meaning drawn from the resources of the 
language, e.g. English father-in-law replacing Old English sweeor, or the 
expansion of the semantic sphere of bread « breead) at the expense of that 
of loaf« hlaaf). 

There is no Uralic analogue to Buck (1949), which surveys the formal and 
semantic development of some 1,200 Indo-European synonyms. A great deal 
of formal detail, however, on 43 Uralic synonyms may be found in Veenker 
1975. 

As is to be expected, survival of both lexeme and sememe across the entire 
range of the family is rare. One such is the word for 'name' (S = Saamic, Fe 
= Fennic, Md = Mordva, Mr = Mari, Ud = Udmurt, Ko = Komi, Mn = Mansi, 
Kh = Khanty, Hu = Hungarian, Ng = Nganasan, En = Enets, Ne = Nenets, Sl 
= Selkup, Km = Kamassian, Mt = Mator): 
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S Fe Md Mr Ud Ko Mn Kh Hu Ng En Ne Sl KmMt 
1 'name' a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a 

with clear reflexes in all of the daughter languages, e.g. Ume Saami namma 
= Finnish nimi = Erzya Mordva IJem = Hill Mari l~ = Udmurt njim = Sosva 
Mansi nam = Hungarian neev = Nganasan njim = Kamassian nim. It is 
possible that this word may have been borrowed into proto-Uralic from some 
form of proto-Indo-European, but its wide attestation throughout northern 
Eurasia points to more general, earlier, diffusion. Other good examples of a 
similar wide distribution across Uralic are the descendants of proto-Uralic 
*miksa 'liver' and *i1a '(space) underneath'. 

The type of distributional pattern shown by the words for 'hand' is fairly 
common, and has traditionally been seen as one of the better pieces of 
evidence in support of the idea that Samoyedic broke away from the rest of 
Uralic early, if not fIrst: 

S Fe Md Mr Ud Ko Mn Kh Hu Ng En Ne Sl KmMt 
2 'hand' a a a a a a a a a 

b b b b b b 

Thus we have two sets of words for 'hand': one clearly Finno-Ugric, e.g. Ume 
Saami giahta = Finnish kiisi (oblique stem kate -) = Erzya Mordva kedj = Hill 
Mari kit (oblique stem kio;;J-) = Udmurt ki = Sosva Mansi kaat = Hungarian 
keez (oblique stem kiizii-), all from proto-Finno-Ugric *kati; and the other 
Samoyedic, e.g. Nganasan tPiitii = Tundra Nenets nguq = Taz Se1kup uti" = 
Kamassian uda, from proto-Samoyedic *G)uta. Other good examples of this 
sort of distribution are the words for 'stone' (proto-Finno-Ugric *kiwi, proto-
Samoyedic *paj), 'cloud' (pFU *pilwi, proto-Samoyedic *ti5) and the 
numerals from '3' to '6'. 

Some Uralic etymologies point to innovation in a branch other than 
Samoyedic, e.g. the new word for 'fIsh' in Permian: 

S Fe Md Mr Ud Ko Mn Kh Hu Ng En Ne Sl KmMt 
3 'fIsh' a a a a a a a a a a a a a 

b b 

This word is 3b Udmurt Ciori"g = Komi Cieri, with possible cognates referring 
to specifIc species in Saamic and ObUgrian. Other Permian innovations 
include the replacement of the pU word for 'bow', and of the proto-Finno-
U gric word for 'leg'. 

A different kind of break in the distribution of an inherited Uralic lexeme 
may be seen in the descendants of *witi 'water': 

S Fe Md Mr Ud Ko Mn Kh Hu Ng En Ne Sl KmMt 
4 'water' a c 

b b b b b b b b b b b b b 

a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a 

a a a a a a a a a 
b b b b b b 

a a a a a a a a a a a a a 

b b b b b b b b b b b b b 

Mari 
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Even more than the word for 'name', the proto-Uralic word for 'water' looks as 
if it might be a loan from some proto-Indo-European idiom. Whatever the 
provenance of this word, within Uralic all daughter languages other than Saamic 
and Khanty have reflexes with expected form and with meaning intact, e.g. 
Finnish vesi (oblique stem vete-) = Erzya Mordva vedj = Hill Mari W;1t (oblique 
stem W;:x5;1-) = Udmurt vu = Sosva Mansi wit = Nganasan bi? (oblique stem 
bio;1-) = Kamassian bu. Judging by its shape alone, the Saarnic word for water 
(4a), as seen in e.g. Ume Saami tjaahtsee, probably comes from some sort of 
hyponym which referred to water in one of its more forcible manifestations, e.g. 
'flood' or '(sudden) thaw; freshet'; it has a possible cognate in Khanty, viz. 
Vasjugan Khanty sed '(1ate-) summer flooding; rise in water-level'. The 
Khanty word for 'water' (4c), on the other hand, is a doublet to the inherited 
Finno-Ugric word for 'ice', e.g. Vasjugan Khanty jeIJk 'water' :jooIJk 'ice'. 

It seems most likely that proto-Uralic had a word for 'tree' with initial *p-, 
but at our present state of knowledge very little else about this word may be 
reconstructed with certainty. The reflexes in Finno-Ugric point to a back 
vowel in the first syllable, e.g. 5b Finnishpuu = Udmurtpu = Hungarianja; 
the front vocalism of some of the Samoyedic pendants, e.g. Forest Enets pe, 
is probably secondary, and points to lexically numerous compounds formed 
with this root as second member. 

S Fe Md Mr Ud Ko Mn Kh Hu Ng En Ne Sl KmMt 
5 'tree' a c d d e 

b b b b b b b b b b 

Whatever its precise original shape might have been, the proto-Uralic word 
for 'tree' has been replaced in four separate language zones. In Saarnic (e.g. 
5a Ume Saarni muarra) and Nganasan (5e mUIJku), the words for 'tree' are 
of unclear origin; these are not thought to be connected, but could represent 
different derivates of the same root. The Mordva word for 'tree', viz. 5c 
(Erzya) cuvto = Moksha sujtfJ, seems to be a generalization of a hyponym; its 
only cognates are in Fennic, e.g. Finnish huhta 'arable land won by felling of 
heavy timber in a forest'. The ObUgrian languages use reflexes of *j'ix'i, viz. 
5d Sosva Mansi jiw, Vasjugan Khanty juuy; *jlxl also seems originally to 
have been a hyponym, in this instance with reference to some sort of conifer, 
e.g. Tundra Nenetsje, Taz Selkup coo 'pine'. 

By contrast, the replacement of the proto-Uralic word for 'fire' has a 
focus: 

6 'fire' 
S Fe Md Mr Ud Ko Mn Kh Hu Ng En Ne Sl KmMt 
a a a a a (a) a a a a a a 

b 
c c c 
d d 
e 

b b b b b 
a c a c 

b b 

a a a a a a a a a a a 

c c c 
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The proto-Uralic word for 'fire' , *tuli:, has been replaced in the core languages 
except for Udmurt (til); in Komi, only vestiges of this root remain, e.g. tiil in 
tiil + kert '(piece of) iron (kert) for starting a fire'. Komi has a new word for 
'fire', viz. 6b hi, with uncertain cognates (UEW 359-60). The Mansi word 6e 
uzia, known only in northern and eastern dialects, is also of obscure origin. 
The Ugric word for 'fire', 6c Hungarian tiiiiz = Pelymka Mansi taawt = 
Tremjugan Khanty tiiyw:Jt, is perhaps a taboo circumlocution (Abondolo 
1996: 62). Taboo is probably also behind the ObUgrian use of one of the 
Finno-Ugric words for' woman', *naj'i, as a cover-term for 'fire': 6d Sosva 
Mansi naaj = Tremjugan Khanty niiiij; other meanings of this word include, 
beside 'sun', also 'beautiful/powerful woman; princess; queen (playing-
cards)'; Hungarian nadi 'big, great' is probably cognate (Meszaros 1988). 

In the most common expressions for 'white', 

S Fe Md Mr Ud Ko Mn Kh Hu Ng En Ne Sl KmMt 
7 'white' a ace h 

b b d g 
f j j 

Saamic and Fennic (7a) use derivates from front and back isotopes of an 
affective/imitative stem *wal=ke-/*wru=ke- meaning 'shines, is bright', viz. 
North Saami vielgat, Finnish valkoinen, and words with related meanings 
('bright', 'clear') seemingly built from a stem *wal- are found in Mordva 
and Mari. The Mordva and Mari words for 'white', however, are from 
another source. They are 7b Erzya Mordva aso = Moksha Mordva aksfJ = 
Hill Mari oS(:J) = Meadow Mari os(o) , with possible, but not very 
convincing, cognates in either Fennic (cf. Estonian ahka 'eiderduck', hahk 
'grey') or Khanty (Southern Khanty aas 'chalk, white clay'). The -k- of the 
Moksha form is thought to be the result of contamination with Turkic words 
meaning 'coin, money', or 'whitish', e.g. Kirgiz aksa, from a root meaning 
'white'. The Permian languages diverge from the foregoing and from each 
other, with at least three distinct words for white: Udmurt tedir, KomijedZia, 
and Permiak BoBkem = Yaz'va Komi BoBkem = Izhma Komi BoBkem = 
Vym Komi BoBkem. The last item, which means 'clean' in standard Komi, 
has a possible cognate in North Saami ceaskdt 'to appear (snow-)white'; 
the other two Permian words for 'white' are of obscure origin, although 
jedZia may be connected with a Permian word meaning 'raw; unripe (of 
berries)' (Komiji!Z, UdmurtjeZ'). The origin of Hungarian 7hfiiheer is also 
unclear, as is that of the Khanty word seen in 7g Southern Khanty niiw:J 
'white' = Tremjugan neeyWi 'bright grey (e.g. fox)'; this word may be a 
derivate of a verb root (proto-Khanty *nuuy- - *naay-) meaning 'is (clearly) 
visible'. In Mansi and Samoyedic, terms for 'white' have evolved from 
words for 'ice', e.g. 7e Sosva Mansi jaa1Jk, 7i Tundra Nenets ser = Taz 
Selkup seri"; this designation probably competed with and wholly or partially 

b b f f f f f f 
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replaced a proto-Samoyedic synonym, *jekV, with descendants only in 
Nganasan and Selkup (7j). Another term for 'white', 7f sajrel], is attested 
in non-northern dialects of Mansi. 

The Uralic words for 'black' are even more disparate; a superficial scan 
turned up sixteen items: 

S Fe Md Mr Ud Ko Mn Kh Hu Ng En Ne Sl KmMt 
8 'black' ace e k m 0 

b d 
f 

g 
h 
p 

j n 

The only cognate terms are (8e) Permian (Udmurt = Komi sed) and (8i), 
Hungarian Jiikiitii = e.g. Tremjugan Khanty peyt;}. Neither set has clear 
cognates elsewhere; the origin of Udmurt 8f ki"rSi is also unclear. The words 
in Saamic (e.g. Northern Saami ccihppat) are all derivates of a common 
Saamic root whose shape suggests affect; Finnish musta, too, represents a 
pan-Fennic formation to a root *muse-/*muhe- with affective (animal 
husbandry) undertones. The Mordva word, e.g. Erzya rav(u)zo, lacks a 
credible etymology; its initial r- looks foreign. Mari sem has Permian 
cognates meaning 'rust(s)', with formal difficulties (Udmurt si"nem, Komi 
sim); for the semantics, compare Erzya Mordva cemeni 'rust' and its possible 
Fennic cognates, e.g. Finnish hiimii=rii 'dark, unclear' (Keresztes 1986: 
156). Mansi dictionaries report at least three words for 'black': one (8g 
sior;,s) is obscure, another (8h seem;}l) seems to have been built from the 
word for 'rust', borrowed from Komi; a third (8p pit), known from northern 
dialects only, is a loan from Khanty (cf. 8i). The range of etymologically 
unconnected words across Samoyedic is unusual; of eighty-seven core 
sememes examined by Helimski (1982: 129-33) only two ('black' and 
'new') show such a spread, while twenty-nine (i.e. one-third) have uniform 
representations in all six Samoyedic idioms. The Samoyedic words include 
internal derivates such as 8j Nganasan henko and 81 Tundra Nenets pr/Jridyana 
(the present participle of a stative verb meaning 'is black'), and a loan from 
Turkic (8n Kamassian saayar). The source of Selkup 8m siiiiq is obscure; 
the Mator item (80) was probably a descendant of proto-Samoyedic *ktint;) 
'smoke'. For a recent discussion of the relative chronology of the various 
types of Turkic in Samoyedic lexica see Helimski 1987, Janhunen 1989, and 
Helimski 1991. 
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2 Saamic 

Pekka Sammallahti 

The Saami languages are spoken in an area stretching from Dalarna in central 
Sweden to the tip of the Kola Peninsula in Russia. All the Saarni languages are 
fairly similar in structure and basic vocabulary. Although there are no wide 
linguistic boundaries, one can distinguish ten Saarni languages which differ 
from one another at least to the same degree as the various Germanic languages. 
Peripheral dialects which lie on two different sides of a language boundary are 
normally close to one another in vocabulary, and this is why the Saami 
languages form a chain in which speakers of adjacent dialects understand one 
another rather easily. The more central dialects of adjacent Saarni languages 
differ enough for mutual comprehension to require a fair amount of effort. 

In the literature, the variants of Saarni have been treated as dialects because 
of the regular correspondences in phonology and the similarity in basic 
vocabulary and grammar. Since six of the regional variants have independ-
ently standardized written forms, it is more justifiable to speak of separate 
languages. The remaining four varieties of Saami, which are generally held 
to fall outside the six main languages, are spoken by only a few older 
individuals. 

It is customary to distinguish the following main varieties of Saarni: (1) 
South Saarni, (2) Orne Saarni, (3) Pite Saarni, (4) Lule Saarni, (5) North Saarni 
(also called Norwegian Saami), (6) Inari Saarni, (7) Skolt Saarni, (8) Akkala 
Saarni (also called Babino Saami), (9) Kildin Saarni, and (10) Ter Saarni. 
Their territories are indicated on Map 2.1. The majority, as many as 75 per 
cent, speak North Saarni and most of these, some 10,000 people, live in 
Norway (about 5,000 live in Sweden and about 2,000 in Finland). Orne, Pite, 
Akkala, and probably also Ter Saarni are used mainly by older people. South, 
Inari, and Skolt Saami have about 300-500 speakers each. Kildin Saami is 
spoken by about 1,000 speakers, and the number of Lule speakers is about 
2,000-3,000. The total number of Saarni speakers is probably somewhat more 
than 20,000, i.e. in Finland 3,000; in Norway 12,000; in Russia 1,000; and in 
Sweden 7,000. All of these figures are estimates. 

The orthographies of the standardized written languages are based on the 
Latin alphabet in South, Lule, North, Inari, and Skolt Saarni, whereas Kildin 
now uses a variant of Cyrillic instead of the Latin-based alphabet used in the 
1930s. South Saami orthography represents sounds in a manner closer to the 
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orthographies of Swedish and Norwegian and so does that of Lule Saami, but 
to a lesser extent. The basis for North, Inari, and Skolt Saami orthography was 
laid by the Danish linguist Rasmus Rask at the beginning of the nineteenth 
century. As an amendment, in Inari and Skolt Saami double letters are used 
to indicate long vowels. There are also some additional letters for distinctive 
vowel and consonant qualities. 

The Saami languages are most closely related to Fennic, a branch of Uralic 
of which Finnish has been Saami's neighbouring language since the breakup 
of the Fennic-Saamic protolanguage (also called Early Pre-Finnic) which 
began after the introduction of the Indo-European Battle-axe Culture on the 
coasts of Finland about 2500 BeE. 

Saami differs from Fennic in a number of features. In phonology, the vowel 
system has undergone a radical reorganization whereas the consonant system 
has retained many older features, such as palatalized consonants, which were 
lost in Fennic as a consequence of the Indo-European contacts which 
ultimately helped bring about the disintegration of the Fennic-Saamic 
protolanguage. In morphology, Saami has retained the dual number in its 
personal pronouns, personal endings, and possessive suffixes, i.e. in all 
elements with the category person. Furthermore, Saami personal endings are 
different in the present and past tenses, and Saami lacks the external local 
cases which Fennic developed after the disintegration of the protolanguage. 
In Saami conjugation, most of the present-tense personal endings are based 
on earlier nominal derivational suffixes, a fact which suggests that the 
present-day symmetry of the Finnish personal endings developed in proto-
Fennic, after the split from proto-Saamic. Saami declension seems to indicate 
that the plural local cases (illative, inessive, and elative) developed after the 
disintegration of the Fennic-Saamic protolanguage, and that the proto-
language probably had only the grammatical and general local cases (essive 
and partitive) in the plural. Both branches of Fennic-Saamic have developed 
consonant gradation, but in Saami this morphonological phenomenon grew 
out of fortition processes (*kota 'hut sN' > North Saami goahti, *kota-n 'sG' 
> goatli) whereas in Fennic it is the result of weakening (*akka 'wife sN' > 
Finnish akka, *akka-n 'sG' > akan). A further difference is that Saami 
gradation entails all Saami consonants, whereas in Fennic only the stops 
alternate. The reorganization of the Saamic vowel system may be illustrated 
by the following examples (all reconstructed forms are p[roto-] 
F[ennic-]S[aamic]): *ajma 'needle' > tiibmi, *kati 'hand' > giehta, *appi 
'father-in-law' > vuohppa, *kala 'fish' > guolli (*a sometimes> a, as in 
*vanca-'walks' > vtizzi-), *poIJi 'bosom' > buokIJa (*0 sometimes is retained, 
as in *joki 'river' > johka), *kota 'hut' > goahti, *n6ri 'young' > nuorra, 
*meni- 'goes' > manna- (*e sometimes> ie as in *velji > vieilja), *kesa 
'summer' > geassi, *keli 'language' > giella, *puri- 'bites' > borra-, *kiili-
'hears' > gulla-, *siili 'lap' > salla, *kilpi 'shielding object' > gaiba, *plri 
'circle' > birra 'around'. 
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Western and Eastern Saami 
The Saami languages may be divided into two main groups: (1) Western 
Saami languages (South, Ume, Pite, Lule, and North Saami) and (2) Eastern 
Saami languages (lnari, Skolt, Akkala, Kildin, and Ter Saami). 

These two main groups are distinguished from one another by the fate of 
the proto-Saami consonant clusters *sjt and *sjk: in the Western languages the 
*sj has split into the consonant sequence Ijh/, but not in the Eastern ones: 
'(river) rapids' in South Saami is goejhke, Ume guajhkke, Pite guajhhka, Lule 
guojkka, North Saami guoika (all with the cluster Ijhk/), but lnari has kuoskd, 
Skolt and Akkala have kuoskk, Kildin has kuussk (orthographically: KYIIIlIIK), 

and Ter Saami kyyssk (all with the cluster Isk/). The eastern coastal dialects 
of North Saami still had sk and st in the eighteenth century. 

Another Eastern feature with traces in the west is nz-contraction, 
productive especially in diminutives: North Saami lottds 'little bird', pN 
lottdzat v. Inari Saami loddddz, pN loddddh (with contracted dd in the second 
syllable). The introduction of so-called prothetic stops in nasal geminates also 
largely coincides with this border (the exception is Sea Saami, a dialect of 
North Saami): in the west, original *mm, *nn, *njnj, *IJIJ have changed into 
clusters beginning with a homotopic stop, e.g. North Saami eadni 'mother', 
sG eatni v. lnari Saami enni, sG eeni (/eeni/), North Saami batni 'tooth', sG 
bani v. lnari Saami piiiini (/paani/), sG piiiini (- piine). Sea Saami has 
preserved the geminates: jien 'ne " jienne, bdnne " bdne. 

Western Saami 
The Western Saami languages may be further subdivided into two groups: the 
southern group (South and Ume Saami) and the northern group (Pite, Lu1e, 
and North Saami). In the southern group, final sounds have usually been 
preserved in unstressed syllables, whereas the northern group has lost them: 
South gaetesne 'in the hut', Ume gaatiesne v. Pite gaatien, Lule goaden, 
North goailis. As a consequence of consonant gemination after short stressed 
vowels, the southern group does not have short stressed syllables: South and 
Umejohkesne 'in the river' v. Pite and Lulejagan, Northjogas. Furthermore, 
short stressed *i and *u have gone to the sequences lijl and luvl before single 
consonants in the southern group: North, Lule, and Pite juhkat 'to drink' v. 
Ume jovhkkedh, Southjovhkedh (*u > luv/); North gidtla 'spring', Lule gidd 
v. Ume gijdtle, South gijre (*i > lijl). 

The Southern Group 
The southern group of Western Saami consists of two languages: Ume Saami 
(in Sweden: the districts Stille and Maskaure in Arjeplog, Mala, Gran, and 
Ran in Sorsele, Umby in Tiima; Rana in Norway) and South Saami (all 
variants south of Ume Saami down to ldre in the Swedish province Dalarna). 

Ume Saami has partial consonant gradation: gaahtie 'hut' (a = 10/), sG 
gaatien 'sG', gaahtaje 'sIll', guutijne 'pIne', whereas South Saami com-
pletely lacks gradation: gaetie 'hut', gaetien 'sG', gaatan 'sIll', gaetine -
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gootine 'pIne'. Furthermore, second-syllable long vowels have been reduced 
to short vowels in trisyllabic stress groups in South Saami, whereas Ume 
Saami has retained them: compare the underlined segments of South gaet~sne 

v. Ume gaati§.sne 'hut sIne', South bearkQsne v. Ume bierkoesne 'meat sIne', 
South maan~ste v. Ume maan{!,.ste 'child sEla' (second-syllable a = laal). 

South Saami has two main dialects: the northern (or Asele) dialect (in 
Sweden: Vapsten in Tlirna, Vilhelrnina and Frostviken; in Norway: Vefsn, 
Grane, Hattfjelldal, Bindal, and Namdal), and the southern (or Jfundand) 
dialect (in Sweden: Hotagen, Offerdal, Kall, Skalstugan, Undersak.er, and 
Harjedalen; in Norway: Merak.er and the area between Snasa and Verdal). The 
northern second-syllable diphthong oe (= luol « *a) corresponds to 
southern a (= laal): Asele aahkoe v. Jfundand aahka 'grandmother'. The 
infInitive suffIx is -dh in the north and -}h in the south: Asele Metedh v. 
Jfuntland Meti}h 'to come'. Final -m has been retained in the south but 
changed to -b in the north: Asele Matab, guelieb v. Jfundand Matam 'I 
come', gueliem 'fIsh sA'. 

The Northern Group 
The northern group of Western Saami is divided into two branches, North 
Saami (Tome, Finnmark, and Sea Saami) and the western subgroup (Lule and 
Pite Saami). 

In North Saami the labial stop in the clusters *BD, *Bzi, *pc, *pcj, *ps, *psj, 
and *pt has become velar (G, K; in Finnmark and Sea Saami *G has 
subsequently gone to a fricative v): North dovdat (Tome dogdah - dogduoh) 
'to recognize' v. Lule dabddat; North gokcat 'to cover' v. Lule gabttjat (-
gapttjat). There are some conspicuous morphological differences between 
North Saami and the western subgroup. The North Saami locative corre-
sponds to western inessive and elative: Pite gaatien, Lule goaden 'in the hut' , 
Pite gaatiest, Lule goades 'from the hut' v. North goatlis 'in/from the hut'. 
In the western subgroup, the negative verb has retained the old present-tense 
and past-tense forms, whereas North Saami uses the original present-tense 
forms in both functions: Pite ij Matie and Lule ij boade '(s)he does not come', 
Pite Utji) Matie and Lule ittjij boade '(s)he did not come' v. North ii boatle 
'does not come' and ii boahtan 'did not come'. Furthermore, the genitive and 
accusative singular forms have syncretized in North Saami, but the western 
subgroup has retained the distinction: Pite gaatie 'hut sG', gaatiev 'hut sA', 
Lule goade 'hut sG', goadev 'hut sA' v. North goatli 'hut sG/A'. In all these 
features, North Saami patterns with the Eastern Saami languages, while Lule 
and Pite agree with the South. 

North Saami is divided into the following main dialects: Tome Saami, 
Finnmark Saami and Sea Saami (the northern coast from Fisher Pensinsula to 
Troms, except the Porsanger Fjord). 

Tome Saami has second-syllable short lui « proto-Saami *u) in 
third-person singular present-tense forms of u-verbs, with ensuing 

gaet~sne 

maan{!,.ste 
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monophthongization in the ftrst syllable, e.g. cirro '(s)he cries' (phono-
logically leiirrul - leiirro/; elsewhere with a long vowel from earlier *tui: 
cierru, phonologically leierruul). Tome Saarni agrees here with the languages 
further southwest. The locative singular ending is -n in Tome, whereas 
Finnmark and Sea Saarni have -set): Tome gielan 'in the snare' v. Finnmarkl 
Sea Saarni gielas. Sea Saarni has retained old nasal geminates which have 
gone to clusters in Tome and Finnmark: Sea banni - banne 'tooth', biem'mu 
- biem'mo 'food', and jielJlJa 'ice' v. Finnmark and Tome batni, biebmu, 
jieklJa. Sea Saarni agrees here with the Saarni languages further to the east. 

Tome Saarni has four subdialects: the Finnish Wedge dialect (Western 
Enontekio in Finland and adjacent areas in the west between Skibotnelva, 
GaIggojavri and Nordreisa in Norway); the Karesuando dialect (Konkama-
vuoma and Lainiovuoma districts in Sweden, Lyngen and Balsfjord in 
Norway); the Jukkasjiirvi dialect (the districts Saarivuoma, Talma, Rau-
tasvuoma, and Kaalasvuoma in Sweden, and the areas around Vagsfjord and 
Ofotfjord in Norway); and the Kaitum dialect (the districts Norrkaitum and 
Mellanbyn in Sweden). 

In Jukkasjarvi and Kaitum, the plural locative ending is -s instead of the 
-n in the rest of North Saarni: JukkasjiirviIKaitum dais variis 'in these 
mountains' v. KaresuandolFinnish Wedge dain variin. In Karesuando, the 
monophthongal variants ee and 00 of proto-Saarni *ea and *oa have been 
rediphthongized into ie and uo: Karesuando buohten 'I came' and giessen 'I 
pulled' v. boohten and geessen in the rest of North Saarni. Corresponding to 
a in Kaitum, Jukkasjiirvi and Karesuando have e before following j and v: 
geikuot 'to tear' v. KaitumlFinnish Wedge gaikut. Kaitum and Finnish Wedge 
have Iii! and luul in the second syllable corresponding to standard-language 
i and u, whereas Jukkasjiirvi and Karesuando have liel and luo/: Kaitum! 
Finnish Wedge aski 'lap' and viessu 'house' v. JukkasjiirviIKaresuando askie 
and viessuo. The Kaitum dialect has been regarded as a dialect of Lule Saarni 
because of lexical similarities, but structurally it belongs to North Saami. 
Furthermore, the Finnish Wedge dialect agrees with West Finnmark Saarni in 
that proto-North Saarni *GD and *GZj (from proto-Saarni *mn and *mzj) have 
gone to Ivt/ and Ive/, respectively: Karesuando dogduoh 'to recognize', 
vuogdieh 'to sell', ltigiie 'strap', Jukkasjiirvi dogdat, vuogdiet, lagZie, Kaitum 
dogdat, vuogdit, lagZi v. Finnish Wedge dovdah, vuovdih, lavii (and standard 
dovdat, vuovdit, ltivii). Jukkasjiirvi, Karesuando and Finnish Wedge have 
generally lost the opposition between Icl and leI and between the correspond-
ing voiced affricates /zl and IZI, e.g. Karesuando loaz'zuohl 'to obtain', 
Ivaaz'ziehl 'to walk', Finnish Wedge loai'zuuhl, Ivaai'ziihl, standard oaiiut, 
vazzit. 

Finnmark Saarni has two dialect groups: western dialects (Eastern 
Enontekio, Northern Sodankyla, and part of Inari in Finland; Kautokeino and 
Alta in Norway), and eastern dialects (Utsjoki and part ofInari in Finland, and 
Karasjok, Porsanger, and Tana in Norway). 
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Corresponding to western intervocalic b and g, the eastern dialects have 
fricatives or zero: western stobus 'in the house', logan 'I read' v. eastern 
stovus (- sto' us), loyan (- 10' an). In the eastern dialects, stressed single 
vowels have been lengthened before relatively short consonants: IjuhkenJ 'I 
drank' v. IjuuhkenJ 'I dealt' in the west, but IjuuhkenJ for both in the east. The 
western dialects have a phonological opposition between long and short 
geminates, while the eastern ones have transferred the difference onto the 
vowels: western !kol'lii! 'gold', !kollii! 'gold sG' v. eastern !kollii! : !koollii! 
(- !kollii:1 with secondary stress on the second syllable; in some eastern 
idioms !kollii! for both). 

The western subdivision of the northern group of Western Saami is divided 
into two languages: Lule Saami and Pite Saami. 

In Pite Saami, the extensive metaphonic alternations in stressed vowels 
depend mainly on the second syllable vowel; only Ii! and lui (and, in some 
dialects, laa!) do not participate in metaphonic alternations. In Lule Saami, 
stressed vowel alternations are dependent on the quantity of the following 
consonant centre and the following vowel, and only the low diphthongs take 
part. In Pite Saami, stressed a has gone to i, and a (= 10/) has gone to u before 
i or u in the next syllable: mannat 'to go' v. minniv 'I went', harrat 'to eat' 
v. burriv 'I ate'. In Lule Saami, the clusters kt, ktj, ks and ksj (tj = lei, sj = lsi) 
participate in qualitative gradation, whereas in Pite they have quantitative 
gradation only: Lule tjakta 'autumn sN', tjavtav 'sA' v. Pite tjakttja : tjaktjav. 
The Lule Saami qualitative alternations bb:pp, dd:tt, gg:kk, dts:tts, dtj:ttj, 
bbm :bm (= /b'm/:/pm/), ddn :dn, ggn' :gn' (= Ig'IJ/:!kIJ/) correspond to Pite 
quantitative alternations p'p:pp, t't:tt, k'k:kk, t'ts:tts, t'tj:ttj, p'm:pm, t'n:tn, 
k'n':kn': Lule gadde 'shore sN' : gattev 'sA', biebbmo 'food sN' : biebmov 
'sA' v. Pite gaat'tie: gaattiev, biep'muo: biepmuov. 

Lule Saami is divided into the following dialects: northern (Sorkaitum, 
Sirkas, and lillakaska districts in Sweden, Tysfjord in Norway), southern 
(Tuorpon district in Sweden), and forest dialects (GaIlivare and Serri forest 
Saami districts in Sweden). 

In the northern dialect, second-syllable a is labialized by first-syllable a : 
northernjahttat (= Ijot'tootl) 'to start' v. southern and forestjahttat (= Ijot'taatl). 
The forest dialects have the alternation a-e in stressed positions: northern and 
southern mannat 'to go' : manniv 'I went' v. forest mannat: menniv. 

Pite Saami is divided into three dialects: northern (the district of Luokta-
Mavas in Sweden), central (the district of Semisjaur-Njarg in Sweden), and 
southern (the district of Svaipa in Sweden). 

Long (or double) aa alternates with ee before second-syllable u and i in the 
central and southern dialects, but not in the north: northern vaassiet 'to go by' 
: vaasij 'it went by' v. central and southern vaassiet : veesij. The southern 
dialects have r where the northern and central dialects have tl: southern 
aarriet 'to sleep' v. central and northern aatttliet. 
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Eastern Saami 
The Eastern Saarni languages fall into two groups: the mainland group (Inari, 
Skolt, and Akkala Saami), and the peninsular group (Kildin and Ter Saarni). 

The weak grades of the single sibilants, affricates, and *k have been 
geminated in the mainland group but not in the peninsular group (in Inari 
Saarni, the geminates have been secondarily shortened in certain positions), 
Inari keesist (old language keezzist with the voiced sibilant Iv) 'summer 
sLoc' , Skolt and Akkala kVie' zzest v. Kildin and Ter kie' zest, Inari ivveest 'year 
sLoc', Skolt ee'jjest - ii'jjest, Akkala ii'jjest v. Kildin and Ter y' gest. The 
mainland group has replaced the reflexes of non-contracted *u with those of 
*a: Inari kuarrum 'sewing' and '(having) sewn', Skolt kuarram 'idem', but 
Kildin KyappaM 'sewing' (phonologically: /koarraml) v. KyppMa (phono-
logically: lkuurrmal) 'having sewn'. 

The Mainland Group 
The mainland group consists of two branches: Inari Saami (lnari of Finland), 
and the Skolt group. The most conspicuous of the several features which 
distinguish Inari Saarni from the Skolt group (Skolt and Akkala Saarni) are the 
following: 

1 In Inari Saarni, the strong grade of the single stop k (as well as other 
instances of k) has gone to h, and the weak grade to v, e.g. Inari juuha 
'river' :juuvVllst 'sLoc' v. Skolt and Akkalajokk :jooyyiist. 

2 Skolt and Akkala have lost final unstressed vowels whereas Inari has 
preserved them as a rule, e.g. Inari kyeli 'fish', tullii 'fire', aldu 'reindeer 
cow' v. Skolt and Akkala kue'll, toll, and Skolt aldd, Akkala aldd. 

3 Second-syllable *a has lost its lip-rounding and fallen together with a in 
Skolt and Akkala but not in Inari, e.g. Inari kuarrum 'having sewn' v. 
Skolt kuarram, Akkala koarram - koarrmonz. Skolt and Akkala share 
this feature with the peninsular group, but it seems to be a relatively 
recent innovation because it has also affected certain secondary cases in 
the mainland group, in which *a goes back to *u as in Inari kuarrum < 
*koarama < proto-Saarni *koaruma[nzja]. The now-extinct idioms of the 
mainland group further south in SodankyHi., Savukoski, and Kuolajarvi 
(Salla) also had the rounded vowel. 

4 Skolt and Akkala Saarni h,ave tongue-height alternations which Inari 
lacks, e.g. Inari kuullM 'to hear' : kula '(s)he hears' v. Skolt and Akkala 
kuullii(d) : kooll, Inari siirdij '(s)he moved' : sirda '(s)he moves' v. Skolt 
and Akkala sii'rdi : serdd. 

The Skolt group is divided into two languages: Skolt Saarni, and Akkala 
Saarni (the former villages Babino and Yokostrov on Imandra Lake, north of 
Kandalaksha). Akkala has preserved the nasal-plus-stop/affricate clusters, 
whereas Skolt Saarni has denasalized them (nd > dd, mb > bb, yg > gg, n¢ 
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> ¢¢, nf > ff), e.g. Akkala la'ndd 'bird' v. Skolt la'dd, Akkala soa'mbb 
'stick' v. Skolt suii'bb, Akkala cuaggga 'to stick' v. Skolt cuaggad. In this 
Skolt Saami agrees with the Saami languages further west, Akkala with the 
languages further east. Denasalization spread east across the NorthlInari 
Saami border after the acquisition of Christian names and terminology, 
probably in the sixteenth or seventeenth century, cf. North andagassii, Inari 
addagas 'pardon' < Finnish anteeksi. 

Skolt Saami has two main dialect groups, northern, and southern. In the 
northern group, b has turned into v in the clusters bd and bz, but not in the 
southern group, e.g. Neiden tovdad 'to know', Paatsjoki tovddad v. Suonikyla 
- Nuortijiirvi tobddad. In the southern group, final g has gone to y after 
sonorants in weak-grade clusters, but the northern group has preserved the 
stop: Neiden alggas '(going) out', Paatsjoki algas v. Suonikyla - Nuortijiirvi 
aalyas. The southern group has preserved the second-syllable contracted 
vowel u but it has gone to a in the northern dialects, e.g. Neiden poac'ca, 
Paatsjoki puoc'ca 'reindeer pN', v. Suonikyla - Nuortijiirvi puoc'cu. The 
northern group has preserved the dual in conjugation but the southern group 
has only singular and plural, e.g. Paatsjoki moonij '(s)he went', moon in 'the 
two of them went', mo'nne 'they went' v. Suonikyla mooni '(s)he went', 
mo' nne 'they (two or more) went' . 

The northern group of Skolt Saami consists of two dialects: Neiden 
(Neiden in Norway, now extinct), and Paatsjoki (Paatsjoki, Petsamonkyla, 
and Muotka villages in the former Petsamo area, moved over to Nellim, 
Finland, after the Second World War). The Neiden dialect had the marker -k 
in the nominative plural of nouns, whereas the Paatsjoki dialect has zero: 
Neiden kuelek 'fish pN' v. Paatsjoki kue'l. The Neiden dialect agrees here 
with North Saami, from which the feature was probably borrowed. 

The southern group of Skolt Saami is divided into two dialects: Suonikyla 
(in the southern Petsamo area, now in Sevettijiirvi, Finland), and Nuortijiirvi-
Hirvasjiirvi dialect (around Lake Nuortijiirvi and south of it in the former 
villages Nuortijiirvi [Notozero] and Hirvasjiirvi [GirvasozeroD. Nuortijiirvi-
Hirvasjiirvi has the stop d instead of the Suonikyla fricative a: Suonikyla 
vue' aaed 'to sleep' v. Nuortijiirvi vue'dded, Hirvasjiirvi vue'dde. Instead of the 
word-final voiced sibilants z and z found in Suonikyla, Nuortijiirvi-
Hirvasjiirvi has unvoiced sand s: Suonikyla korraz 'hard pN' v. Nuortijiirvi-
Hirvasjiirvi karras, Suonikyla sii'mmlaz 'Saami' v. Nuortijiirvi-Hirvasjiirvi 
sii'mmlas. 

The Peninsular Group 
The peninsular group consists of two languages: Kildin (in the former villages 
of Kildin, Voroninsk, Varsina, Maselga, Lovozero, Lyavozero; the inhabitants 
have been transferred mainly to Lovozero), and Ter (in the former villages of 
Yokanga, Lumbovsk, Ponoy, Sosnovka and Kamensk, now scattered on the 
Kola Peninsula). The main differences between these two languages rest on 
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vowels. In Ter, the reflexes of *uo have lost their lip-rounding, but not in 
Kildin: Kildin kuu'ddo 'they left' v. Ter kiT' d'do, Kildin kuOda 'I leave (it)' 
v. Ter kiodam. In Ter the reflexes of short stressed *0 and *a do not alternate, 
whereas in Kildin they show qualitative and quantitative alternation: Kildin 
moonno 'to go' : mann '(s)he goes' v. Ter manni": manna, Kildin poorro 'to 
eat' : parr '(s)he eats' v. Ter porri": parra. Here, Kildin agrees with Skolt and 
Akkala, where first-syllable *i and *u alternate, as well. 

The Saami languages have largely the same basic vocabularies. For the 
Swadesh basic list of one hundred words, the average percentage of shared 
vocabulary is over 80 per cent, and neighbouring languages share over 90 per 
cent of this basic vocabulary, as a rule. Vocabulary pertaining to the 
environment, kinship, and traditional means of livelihood is largely the same 
in all Saami languages. The most important lexical differences stem from 
transitions in meaning and use of traditional vocabulary and from recent 
loanwords which have been acquired in Northern and Inari Saami from 
Finnish, in the South, Ume, Pite, and Lule Saami from Scandinavian 
languages, and in Skolt, Akkala, Kildin, and Ter Saami from Russian. 

Map 2.1 represents the situation at the end of the nineteenth century and 
the beginning of the twentieth century, when administrative measures had 
only minimal impact on Saami life. From the beginning of the present century, 
speakers of North Saami have moved southwest as far as Arjeplog in the Pite 
Saami area. In Finland, the Skolt Saami from the Petsamo area were resettled 
north and east of Lake Inari as a consequence of the ceding of Petsamo to the 
Soviet Union after the Second World War. In Russia (at that time the Soviet 
Union), the Hirvasjarvi and Akkala Saami were moved to Yona kolkhoz, 
roughly half way between their old winter villages. The speakers of Kildin 
Saami have been concentrated in Lovozero where they are in the minority 
(they make up one-quarter of the population). The Nuortijarvi Saami 
dispersed in different directions when the Tuuloma hydroelectric power 
station was built and (Lake) Nuortijarvi became a regulated reservoir. They 
now live mainly in Murmansk and Lovozero. A few families have been able 
to stay in the Verxnetulomskij kolkhoz in their traditional area. 

Phonology 

General Organization 
Saami words are composed of one or more stress groups containing at least 
one stressed syllable which can be followed by one or two (or in rare cases 
three) unstressed syllables. A word with more than three syllables therefore 
consists of more than one stress group. As a rule, odd-numbered syllables are 
stressed. 

The stressed syllable nucleus is called the vowel centre and the consonants 
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between it and the next syllable nucleus are called the consonant centre. The 
first unstressed nucleus is called the latus, and the consonants between it and 
the next unstressed nucleus are called the consonant margin. The following 
unstressed nucleus (the third of the stress group) is called the vowel margin. 
Final consonants are called the finis, and initial ones the initium. In a stress 
group, only the vowel centre is obligatory. 

The trisyllabic word vDojasan 'I drive around' is thus divided into 
positions as follows: 

Initium Vowel Consonant Latus Consonant Vowel Finis 
centre centre margin  margin 

v DO j a san 

The word viehkalattan 'I am about to run off contains two stress groups; the 
initium of the non-initial stress group is called by a special name, limes, 
because of phonological restrictions: Iv - ie - hk -a - /1- a -tt -a - n. Normally, 
a stress group contains two syllables. If a word has an uneven number of 
syllables (i.e. is imparisyl/abic), the final syllable is the last of a trisyllabic 
stress group, e.g. Iv - ie - hk -a -/1 - a - dd -a -m -e 'being about to run off' . 
In some cases, the initial stress group is monosyllabic and the word has two 
consecutive stressed syllables, e.g. loa - mIb - ea - 11 -e 'female cousin' . 

The Vowels 
The eastern Enontekio subdialect of the Finnmark dialect of North Saami 
(henceforth: EE) has five basic short vowels, Ii e a 0 uf, e.g. lihtel 'they 
appeared',/tel 'then', Imana! 'go!', loca! 'seek!', /kula! 'listen!', (= standard 
language ihte, de, mana, oza, gula). These five vowels can be combined into 
double (long) vowels (written double in this presentation) and diphthongs: Iii 
ee aa 00 uuf, e.g. Itiihten/ 'I knew', /keessen/ 'I pulled', Ipaahcen/ 'I stayed 
behind',/poohten/ 'I came', Ijuuhken/ 'I divided' (= standard dihten, gessen, 
bahcen, bohten, and juhken), and lie ea oa uo/: Itiehkol 'there', Ireahka! 
'sledge', loassiil 'part', Ituokkol '(going) that way' (= standard diehko, 
reahka, oassi, duokko). 

The diphthongs and the double vowel laa! can be stressed on their first or 
second component. The vowel combinations with first-member stress are 
phonetically of greater duration than those with second-member stress. In the 
phonological transcription, vowel combinations with stress on their second 
member will be indicated by means of a following': lie' ea' uo' aa' oa' uo'l, e.g. 
Imaa'htel '(does not) know how to', Ituo'kkol '(does not) get tangled', loa'stel 
'buy!', /kea'sel 'pull!', Ivie'rrol 'foreign' (= standard with t(, C?, q for traditional 
e, 0, a mahtt(, duokkC?, oasttt(, geast(, vierrC?-; note such oppositions as Ituokkol 
'[going] that way' v. ltuo'kkol '[does not] get tangled'). The central nucleus 
(normally the first syllable) may contain all of the possibilities mentioned. The 
lateral nucleus (normally the second syllable) can have neither second-member 
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stressed vowel combinations nor diphthongs (i.e., only Ii e a 0 u ii aa uul occur). 
The marginal nucleus (normally the third syllable) has no vowel combinations 
(in fact only Ii e a uI occur). 

As a rule, the stressed single vowels go back to vowels which were short 
in proto-Saami: Ipirraal 'around' < *pita, lkullaahl 'to hear' < *kulanek, 
Imon'niil 'egg' < *mone and Inammaal 'name' < *nama (orthographically 
birra, gullat, monni, namma). Before consonant centres of quantity III (see 
p. 58), the short vowels Iii leI lui and 101 can also derive from proto-Saami 
diphthongs; in these cases, there is a historically high vowel (*i or *u) in 
the second syllable: lkir'tenl 'I endured' < *kieiDim (infinitive lkier'tahl), 
Ited'denl 'I pressed' < *teairnim (infinitive Itead'diihl), kus'ken 'I touched' 
< *kuoskim (infinitive Ikuos'kahl), Ikor'tnionl 'I climbed' < *koah)um 
(infinitive Ikoar'tnjuuh/); orthographically girden, dedden, gusken, and 
gorgyon. 

The double vowel laal goes back to proto-Saarni long *a: laaj'pmiil 
'triangular needle' < *aJme (standard: aibmi), and the diphthongs lie/, leal, 
luol and loal derive from proto-Saami diphthongs *ie, *ea, *uo and *oa: 
lkiebkal 'cuckoo' < *kieka (standard giehka), Ikeassiil 'summer' < *kease 
(standard geassi), Ikuolliil 'fish' < *kuole (standard guolli), Itoarruul 'fight' 
< *toaro (standard doarru). 

The vowel combinations with stressed second member derive from cases 
in which a long vowel in the second syllable has been shortened: Icaa'lel 
'write!' < *cjalek (standard cal'!), Ikea'sel 'pull!' < *keasek (geas'!), 
poa'dan/ 'I come' < *poaoam (boailan), lkie'lttel 'deny!' < *kielDek 
(gieldd,!), Ikuo'ttel 'carry!' < *kuonoek (guott'!). These combinations are 
phonetically of less duration than the corresponding combinations with stress 
on their first member, e.g. Icaa'lel [cjhle] 'write!' v. Ilaavel [lave] 'he used to' 
(standard cale and lave). This shortening has affected certain morphological 
categories, such as the present connegatives and second-person singular 
imperatives, most modifier components in compound words (lvaarriil 'hill' + 
Icoh'kal 'top' combining as Ivaa'rre+coh'kal 'hilltop', standard varreeohkka), 
and some textually frequent word forms such as Ipoa'dan/ 'I come' alongside 
un shortened Ipoadaan/, standard boatlan, oa'cconl 'I get' alongside unshort-
ened loaccuunl, standard oaccun. It is also fairly common in unstressed 
positions. The shortened second-syllable vowels are identical with the 
original short vowels, resulting in oppositions such as Isoadan/ 'I fight' v. 
Ipoa'dan/ 'I come' (standard soatlan and boatlan). 

The background of the proto-Saami stressed vowels and their development 
into the present-day Eastern Enontekio dialect is shown by the following 
examples (pFS = proto-Fenno-Saamic, pS = proto-Saarni, EE = Eastern 
Enontekio. The forms given in brackets under 'standard' are in Konrad 
Nielsen's orthography [KN = Nielson 1932-62]): 

By and large, the pFS old low (*a and *ii) and long mid (*e and *0) vowels 
have developed into long vowels, while pFS high vowels (*1, *i, *u, *u, *u) 
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Table 2.1 Background and development of the proto-Saami stressed vowels 

PFS > pS > EE Standard 

*ii *kiili- 'hears' > *u *kula- > lui Ikullaa-I gulla- (gulla-) 
*u *puri- 'bites' > *0 *pora- > 101 Iporraa-I borra-(borra-) 
[*o( -i) *joki 'river' > *0 *joka > 101 Ijohkaa! johka (jokka)] 
*i *nimi 'name' > *a *nama > Ia! Inammaa! namma 

(namma) 
*ii *siili 'bosom' > *a *sala > Ia! Isallaa! salla (salla) 
*e(-i) *meni- 'goes' > *a *mana > Ia! Imanna-I manna-

(manna-) 
*1 *pIri 'circle' > *i *pira, > iii Ipiirraa! birra (birra) 
*a *kala 'fish' > *uo *kuole > luol Ikuolliil guolli (guolle) 

*kala-na sEss > *kuolene > luol Ikuolliinl guollin 

*kuolema 
(guollen) 

*kala-mi sl > > luol Ikuollaan! guollan 

*kala-sin sIll > *kuolan 
(guollam) 

> luol lkuollaaj/ guollai 
(guollai) 

*kala-j-ta pP > *kuolijoe > luul Ikuulijh/ giiliid (giiliid) 
*o( -i) *koslJi- 'touches' > *kuoslJa- > luol Ikuos'ka-I guoska-

(guos'ka-) 
*koslJi-j-i-m past sl > *kuoslJim > lui Ikus'kenl gusken 

*vuola-
(gus'kim) 

*0 *voli- 'whittles' > > luol Ivuolla-I vuolla-

*voli-i-i-m past sl > *vuolim 
(vuolla-) 

> luul Ivuullen! viillen 
(viillim) 

*o(-a!o) *kota 'hut' > *oa *koate > loa! Ikoahtiil goahti (goatte) 
*kota-j-ta pP > *koaoijoe > 1001 Ikoodijh/ gMiid (gMiid) 

*li(-ato) *lijmli 'needle' > *a *ajme > laa! laaj 'pmiil rubmi (ai'bme) 
[*a(-a!o) *akka 'wife' > *ahke > Ia! lah'kaa! ahkka (ak'ka)] 
*e( -ata!o) *kesli 'summer'> *ea *kease > lea! Ikeassiil geassi (gresse) 

*kesli-j-tli pP > *keasijoe > leel Ikeesijh/ gesiid (gesiid) 
*kejno 'way' > *keajna > lea! Ikeaj'tnuul geaidnu 

(grei'dno) 
*kejno-j-ta pP > *keajnojDe > lea! Ikeajnnuujh/ geainnuid 

*kejno-lJsii diminut. > *kea)nun 
(greinoid) 

> leel Ikeejnnosl geinnos 
(geinus) 

*kejno-sin sIll > *keajnuniia > lei Ikej'tnujl geidnui 
(gei'dnui) 

*li( -i) *kliti 'hand' > *ie *kieta > liel Ikiehta! giehta (gietta) 
*kliti-sin sIll > *kietin > Iii! Ikiihtij/ gThtii (gIttii) 

*e *keli 'language> *kiela > liel Ikiella! giella (giella) 

*keeli-sin sIll > *kielin > liel lkiella! gIllii (gIllii) 
[*e( -i) *sielki- 'clear' > *i'9ieloa- > liel Icielkkasl cielggas 

(cielgas) 
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have developed into short vowels. The pFS short mid vowels (*e and *0) have 
developed into long vowels before second-syllable low vowels. There is an 
asymmetry in the development of pFS *e and *0 before second-syllable short 
vowels (pFS *o-i > proto-Saami *uo-11, but pFS *e-i > proto-Saami *11-11), the 
reason for which is not clear; there are also some exceptions (enclosed in 
square brackets in Table 2.1) which tend towards symmetrical development. 
The development of the proto-Saami vowels in the other Saami languages is 
complex and cannot be gone into here; some of the changes leading to the 
present-day languages and dialects have already been referred to in the 
introductory section. 

The main course of development of the vowels of the second syllable may 
be inferred from Table 2.1. Complications arise, however, from the fact that 
vowels of the third syllable influenced the development of vowels in the 
second syllable. Third-syllable mid proto-Saami *1'5 (which became proto-
Saami *11) caused the descendents of pFS *a and *ii to remain low (> proto-
Saami *a), preventing them from fronting (proto-Saami *e), but causing pFS 
*0 to develop into proto-Saami *u instead of regular proto-Saami *a. These 
second-syllable vowels, in turn, influenced the vowels of the first syllable: 
proto-Saami diphthongs went to monophthongs before second-syllable *i and 
*u. Vowel contractions are complex processes with ample morphological 
conditioning; only some cases (in which intervocalic *s and *j go to zero) 
have been included in the table. In the West Finnmark dialect group to which 
EE belongs, there is a lengthening of second-syllable *11 to laa! after a 
relatively short first syllable, thus coinciding with the regular reflex of proto-
Saami *a: proto-Saami *t0111 'fire' > Itollaal, proto-Saami *jok11 'river' > 
Ijohkaal, proto-Saami *kulam 'I hear' > /kulaan/, proto-Saami *n11m11 'name' 
> Inarnmaal (standard dolla,johka, gulan, namma). 

Consonants 
The system of consonant phonemes of EE is characterized by the extensive 
use of the opposition of voice. 

Extensive use of the voice opposition is typical of all Saami idioms, but 
North Saami has some pairs which are not normally found in others, e.g. M:m, 
N:n, L:I, R:r, J:j, t:d. The West Finnmark dialects, Eastern Enontekio among 
them, lack lUi, because prevocalic lUi> Inj/. The standard language has IJ: 
maIJIJil 'afterwards', EE Imaaninjiill. Preconsonantal IJ in forms such as 
maIJga 'many' is a variant of In!: Imaan'kal. The consonants Itj dj g z z ljl 
occur only as geminates of the consonant centre, e.g. laadi'diaa! 'grandpa', 
Ipealj'ljiil 'ear'. 

The distribution of the consonants is highly skewed; there are severe 
restrictions on their occurrence everywhere except in the consonant centre, 
i.e. in initial, final, marginal and liminal positions. In these positions the voice 
opposition is generally neutralized (only the unmarked members occur), 
palatalization is restricted, and, in initial and final position, the dental 
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Table 2.2 Consonant phonemes of Eastern Enontekio 

Bilabial Labiodental Interdental Post- Alveolar Palatalized Pre- Velar Laryngeal 

dental palatal 

Nasals 
Voiced ill n ni 
Unvoiced M N 
Stops 
Voiced b d eli g 
Unvoiced p tj k 
Affricates 
Voiced z Z 
Unvoiced c C 
Fricatives 
Voiced v d j 
Unvoiced f s S J h 
Liquids 
Voiced 1 r Ij 

Unvoiced L R 

fricatives are lacking (1M is found intervocalically). The consonants 1m n ni 
p t k c c v f s 8 j h 1 rl can occur in initial position, plus the clusters Isp st sk 
sm sn snj sl sr 8ni Sl/. In marginal position only Ip k c c m n v s 8 d j h 11 occur, 
plus the clusters 1st sk 8t rt rs lt lk 1m jk jm jn jd jstl_ In [mal position, labials, 
palatalized consonants, and velars are lacking; the only consonants occurring 
here are It n s 8 1 j hi, plus the clusters Irs rh lh jn js jhl. 

The Consonant Centre 
The consonant centre is rich in oppositions and morphophonemic alterna-
tions. Grade alternation and shortening have already been mentioned. Other 
alternations affecting the phonology of the consonant centre are strengthen-
ing, lengthening, and secondary shortening. Grade alternation has doubled 
original single consonants before originally open syllables, e.g. pFS *kala 
'fish' : *kalan 'sG' : *kalana 'sEss' : *kalasin 'sTIl' > EE /kuolliil : lkuoliil 
: /kuolliinl : /kuollaaj/ (standard guolli : guoli : guollin : guolilii) , pFS 
*men(i)tiik 'to go' : *menim 'I go' : *menijim 'I went' > EE Imannaah/ : 
Imanaan/ : Imannenl (standard mannat : manan : mannen). In certain cases, 
these geminates have developed into secondary clusters: pFS *kota 'hut' » 
EE /koahtiil, pFS *soni 'sinew' » EE Isuotna/. Historically, the strong grade 
originates in an extra subglottal pulse in the consonant centre; with time, the 
strong grade of the single consonants became phonetically identical with the 
weak grade of the geminate consonants by way of *-VcCcCV- > *-VC(CV-, 
where 'c' denotes a pulse boundary (there are dialects in which this merger has 
not occurred). In original geminates and clusters, the strong grade is 
manifested as an extra sub glottal pulse within the consonant centre before 

f 

f 
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originally open syllables, making the strong grade longer than the correspond-
ing weak grade: Ipas'tel 'spoon' : Ipastel 'sG', kol'lii! 'gold' : /kollii! 'sGA' , 
in broad phonetic transcription with pulses marked: [pas(s(te] v. [pas(te] and 
[kol(l(li] v. [kol(li] (more commonly, notations such as [paste] v. [paste] have 
been used). In consonant clusters beginning with a voiced consonant, the final 
component of a weak grade cluster has been geminated: Ivaal'taanl 'takes 
perf. part' v. Ivaalttaaanl 'I take'; contrast /kuos'kah/ 'to touch' : /kuoskanl 'I 
touch' (standard valdit, valddan, guoskat, guoskkan). 

There are three contrasting quantities in qualitatively identical EE consonant 
centres: /kol'liisl 'gold s3 sN' : /kolliisl 'gold s3GA' : loliisl 'at, near' (standard 
gol'lis: gollis: olis, KN gol'les: golles: olest),/eaal'liihl 'writerpN' : leaalliihl 
'to write (inf)' : leaaliihl 'to make X write (s2pres/imp)' (standard cal 'lit : callit 
: calit, KN cal'lek : callet : calet). The longest possible quantity, which 
historically is in most cases the strong grade of original geminates and clusters 
and is written with' in phonological transcription (and in the somewhat 
modified standard orthography of this chapter) is called grade III: leuol'pma! 
'knot' , lah 'kuul 'grandmother' , /kuos' sii! 'guest' ,/seal'kii! 'back' , Ivis'tii! 'flat 
(standard cuolbma, ahkku, guos'si, sealgi, visti). Quantity II normally repre-
sents (1) the weak grade of geminates and clusters and (2) the strong grade of 
original single consonants. Examples of 0): leuolmma! 'knot sGA', laahkuul 
'grandmother sGA', /kuossii! 'guest sGA', Isealkkii! 'back sGA', lvistii! 'flat 
sGA'; examples of (2): /koahtii! 'hut', loassii! 'part', /kiella! 'language', 
Isuotna! 'sinew' (standard cuolmma, ahku, guossi, sealggi, vistti, goahti, oassi, 
giella, suotna). Quantity lis the weak grade of original single consonants: /koad 
iii 'hut sGA', loasii! 'part sGA', /kiela! 'language sGA', Isuona! 'sinew sGA' 
(standardgoadi, oasi, giela, suona). 

Strengthening is a process whereby the reflexes of originally single 
consonants equal quantitatively the strong grade of original geminates, i.e. 
where original simplex consonants go not to grade II, but to grade III. In North 
Saami, strengthening occurs when a consonant belonging to the stem or 
derivational suffix is lost, e.g. Isul'lohl (standard sul'lot) 'islands' < proto-
Saami *suolluk < mid proto-Saami *soluj-ek < pFS *saloj-i-t, Ijuoh'kii! 
(juohkki) 'one who deals' < proto-Saami *juokke < pFS *jaka=ja. If the lost 
consonant was part of an inflectional suffix strengthening did not occur, e.g. 
Ijuuhken/ (juuhken) 'I dealt' < proto-Saami *juofcim < < pFS *jaka-j-i-m 
(infinitive juohkit). 

Lengthening from quantity II to quantity III occurs before second-syllable 
long vowels (Iii aa uul) when the first syllable contains a short vowel (Ii a 0 

uI) and also, if the resulting lengthened consonant centre does not equal the 
strong grade of an original geminate or cluster, a high diphthong (lie uo/). 
Where the strong grade of a single consonant is a cluster beginning with /hi 
or a geminate other than Ipp tt tj~ kk cc eel, lengthening results in a consonant 
centre equal to the strong grade of original clusters or geminates: Ijah'kii! 
'year' : Ijakii! 'year sGA' (standardjahki : jagi) , Ipal'luul 'fear' : Ipaluul 'fear 

tj~ 
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sGA' (standard ballu : balu), /joh'taal '(s)he travels' : /jodaanl 'I travel' 
(standardjohta : joaan; cf. cases with strengthening such as /joh'taal '(s)he 
starts to travel' : /joh'taanl 'I start to travel', standardjohtta: johttan). In the 
remaining cases, the lengthened consonant centre shows quantity III but does 
not equal the strong grade of original geminates and clusters. The phono-
logical opposition between lengthened and unlengthened sequences rests on 
secondary lengthening of second-syllable *a to /aa/ in EE (the normal reflex 
being /aI): Iloniis/ 'ransom' : Ilot'naasahl 'pN' as opposed to /sonaas/ 
'shrunken' : /sotnaasahl 'pN' (standard lonis : lotnasat v. sonas : sotnasat). 
Similarly, from Ilod'diil 'bird' is formed a diminutive llot'taaSi but from 
/pod'dal 'short time' we have /pottaas/ (standard loddi, lottas, bodda, bottaS); 
from /eal'pmiil 'eye' we have diminutive /ealm'maas/, contrast /ealmmaas/ 
'reticulum' (standard calbmi, calmmds v. calmmas). 

A secondary shortening in the consonant centre from quantity III to 
quantity II may occur if the second-syllable long vowel undergoes secondary 
shortening. Normally there is an accompanying overall shortening of the long 
elements (of vowel combinations and of the consonant centre in quantity III) 
in the stress group: /vuol'kaal > /vuo'lkal '(s)he goes' (standard vuolga), 
/aal'kaal > /aa'lkal '(s)he begins' (standard alga), /saah'taal > /saa'htal '(s)he 
might' (standard sahtta), /peas'taal > /pea'stal '(s)he lets', /sad'daal > /saddal 
'(s)he grows' (standard sadda), /jah'kiil 'year' > /jahke+pealliil 'half-year' 
(standardjahki, jahkf?bealli), /eat'naal > /eatnal '(s)he ties' (standard catna). 
Quantities II and I are not affected by shortening: lkuolliil 'fish' > 
/kuo'lle+piv'tuul 'fishing' (standard guolli, guollf?bivdu). Vowel combina-
tions with stressed second member which occur in these cases are shorter than 
those with stressed first member, e.g. /raahtal 'rattle' v. /saa'htal '(s)he might' 
(standard rahta, sahtta). 

As a result of the various processes affecting consonant centre quantity, the 
following phonological quantitities may be posited for EE clusters beginning 
with a voiced consonant: 

Cluster EEexample Gloss Standard 

Il'k/ /vuol'kaanl 'having left' vuolgan 
Ilk/ /vuo'lkal (- /vuol'kaal) '(s)he leaves' vuolga 
Ilkk/ /vuolkkal 'departure' vuolgga 
Ilk'k/ /vuolk'kaanl 'I leave' vuolggan 

This four-way set of quantitative oppositions is possible for the following 
clusters (cited in unshortened strong grade): /m'p n't n'e n'k d'k d'p v't v'e v'k 
v'l v'L v'r j'lj'r j'kj'p j't j's j'v j'L j'M j'N l'j l'k l'p l't l's l'fl'v l'j l's l'e/. 

EE grade alternation also affects consonant quality. A weak-grade single 
consonant alternates with a strong-grade cluster (standard-language forms 
given in brackets) 
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• if the consonant goes back to a proto-Saami stop or affricate, e.g. Ikoahtiil 
'hut' : Ikoadil 'sG' (goahti " goadi), /kiehpal 'soot' : /kiepal 'sG' (giehpa 
" gieba), Iciehkal 'comer' : Iciekal 'sG' (Ciehka " Ciega), Ipaahciihl 'to 
stay' : Ipaacaan/ 'I stay' (bdhcit,' bdzan), Ipaahciihl 'to shoot' : Ipaacaan/ 
'I shoot' (bdhCit,' bdian). 

• if the consonant goes back to a proto-Saami nasal, and the initium does 
not contain a nasal consonant: Iliepma I 'broth' : Iliemal 'sG' (liepma " 
liema), Isuotnal 'sinew' : Isuonal 'sG' (suotna " suona), Ipotniaahl 'to 
wind' : Iponiaan/ 'I wind' (botnjat " bon jan ), Ijietnial 'ice' : Ijienial 'sG' 
(jiek-fJa " jie-fJa), and (proto-Saami *-j- » -j- alternates with -titL, e.g. 
Ivuo~tial 'butter' : lvuojal 'sG' (vuodja,' vuoja). 

Voiceless weak-grade double stops and affricates alternate with voiced 
strong-grade geminates: Inub'biil 'second' : Inup'piil 'sG' (nubbi,' nuppi, KN 
nub'be " nubbe), Ilod'diil 'bird' : Ilot'tiil 'sG', Icag'giil 'support' : /cak'kiil 
'sG', Ivaaz'ziihl 'to walk' : Ivaaccaanl 'I walk' (vazzit,' vaeean), loaf'zuuhl 
'to acquire' : loaccuun/ 'I acquire' (oaiiut,' oaccun), laacP'diaal 'grandfather' 
: laatitiaal 'sG' (addja : adja). 

Clusters consisting of a nasal preceded by a voiced stop in the strong grade 
have a voiceless stop in the weak grade: Icaab'miihl 'to beat' : Icaapmaan/ 'I 
beat' (eabmit " eapman), lead'niil 'mother' : leatniil 'sG' (eadni : eatni), 
Ipoad'niiil 'husband' : Ipoatniiil 'G' (boadnji: boatnji), ltuod'niahl 'to patch' 
: Ituotnian/ 'I patch' (duog-fJat: duok-fJan). 

Strong-grade clusters with initial IkI alternate with weak-grade clusters 
with initial Ivhl before a stop or affricate, but with Ivl before sibilants which 
are doubled, e.g. /cik'cuuhl 'to pinch' : Icivh'cuun/ 'I pinch' (cikeut : 
civeeun), Ikok'cahl 'to cover' : Ikovhcan/ 'I cover' (gokcat : govccan), 
lruok'tuul 'home' : lruovh'tuul 'sG' (ruoktu,' ruovttu), Isuok'sal 'maggot' : 
Isuovssal 'sG' (suoksa : suovssa), Itik'suuhl 'to tend' : ltivs'suun/ 'I tend' 
(dikSut: divssun). 

Weak-grade clusters with a final nasal geminate alternate with strong-grade 
clusters with a stop-plus-nasal combination. The initial component may be Ij/, 
Ill, or Iv/: Ical'pmiil 'eye' : Icalm'miil 'sG' (calbmi : calmmi), loaj'tniihl 'to 
see' : loajnnaan/ 'I see' (oaidnit: oainnan), etc. 

In some clusters, the difference between strong and weak grades lies 
mainly in the location of the syllable boundary. Some of these clusters begin 
with Irl and end in a nasal: Ipaar'tniil 'son' : Ipaartniil 'sG', phonetically 
[par(rE(lni] : [piirt(ni] (standard bdrdni " bdrtni), Icor'pmal 'fist' : Icorpmaal 
'sG' (corbma : corpma), Ikoar'tniuuhl 'to climb' : Ikoartniuun/ 'I climb' 
(goarg-fJut: goark-fJun). Others have /hi as an internal segment, begin with Ij/, 
Ill, 1m!, In/, Ir/, or lvi, and end in a stop or affricate: Ipaaj'hkiil 'place' : 
Ipaajhkiil 'sG' , phonetically [paj(jtki] : [paiJ(ki] (bdiki : bdikki), laaj'hcahl 'to 
notice' : laajhcan/ 'I notice' (aieat : aieean), Ipeal'hkiihl 'to scold' 
Ipealhkaan/ 'I scold' (bealkit " bealkkan), Ipol'htuuh I 'to root up' : 

'butter' 
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Ipolh'tuun! 'I root up' (boltut: bolttun), Ipaar'htii! 'mishap' : Ipaarhtii! 'sG' 
(btirti : btirtti), lkum'hpel 'wolf : /kumhpel 'sG' (gumpe : gumppe). The 
latter group contains the following clusters (given in strong grade): Im'hp n'hk 
n'hc n'he j'hp j'hkj'htj'hc v'hp v'hk [v'ht] l'hk l'hp l'ht l'hc l'he r'hp r'hk r'ht 
r'hc rh'e/. 

The Relationship Between Marginal and Final Consonants 
Morphonological alternations cause marginal consonants to become final 
consonants; this in tum causes numerous neutralizations. When they become 
word final, marginal stops and Id/ are all replaced by /hi (before absolute 
pause phonetically [ht]), e.g. Ipaavheakihl 'to hurt' : lij paavheahl 'does not 
hurt' (btivccagit : ii btivccat, i.e. in this pair /k/-/hl is orthographically <g> 
- <t», Inuorapuhl 'younger pN' : Inuorahl 'sN' (nuorabut : nuorat), 
Iviel'kadahl 'white pN' : Iviel'kahl 'sN' (vielgadat: vielgat). Marginal 1m! is 
replaced by In! when final: lealliimisl 'sLoc' : lealliin! 'sN' (eallimis : eallin). 
Marginal affricates are replaced by corresponding sibilants when final: 
/lot'taaeahl 'little bird pN' : /lot'taasl 'sN' (lottazat : lottas), Ismiirecihl 'to 
chew the cud' : lij smiiresl 'does not chew the cud' (smirezit : ii smires). 
Marginal clusters beginning with a voiceless consonant are replaced by a 
single consonant when in final position; marginal clusters consisting of a 
voiced consonant plus a stop replace the stop with /hi when final, examples: 
Ivuo'jestihl 'to drive a little' : lvuo'jesl 'drive a little! (s2 imp)' (vuojestit: 
vuojes), Ipeerostihl 'to care' : lij peerosl 'does not care' (berostit : ii beros), 
Ijaamaalkihl 'to faint' : lij jaamaalhl 'does not faint' (jamdlgit: ii jamal), etc. 

Notes on the Historical Background 
A few additional remarks will supplement the consonant development 
implicit in the previous sections. 

From a qualitative point of view, the Saami consonant stock is fairly 
conservative. Proto-Fennic-Saamic palatalization has been preserved, e.g. 
pFS *ni6li 'arrow' > EE lniuollaf (standard njuolla), pFS *minjii 'daughter-
in-law' > EE Imani'njii! (mannji), pFS *punii- 'twists' > EE Ipotniaa-I 
(botnja-), pFS *sjilmii 'eye' > EE lealp'mii! (calbmi), pFS *ktisji- 'asks' > EE 
/kaheaa-I (gahca-), pFS kun~i 'urine'> EE /koz'zaf (gozza), pFS *kosjki 
'river rapids' > proto-Saami *kuosjsjka > EE /kuoj 'hkaf (guoika). So has pFS 
*1), as a rule (but in EE and other West Finnmark dialects it has gone to lnil 
prevocalically), e.g. pFS *jiil)i 'ice' > North Saami jiek1Ja, EE Ijietniaf, pFS 
*jiil)kii 'bog' > proto-Saami *jeaUGe > EE Ijeag'gii! (standardjeaggi), but cf. 
pFS *jol)si 'bow' > proto-Saami *juoI<:sa> EE Ijuok'saf, standardjuoksa. 

Some shifts have occurred, however. The post-alveolars (the probably 
somewhat retroflex sibilant *s and affricate *e) have changed into dentals 
(and pFS *s thus fell together with pFS *s), e.g. pFS *viei 'new snow' > 
proto-Saami *vaca > EE Ivahcaaf (vahca), pFS *ktinei 'nail' > proto-Saami 
*kann¢a > EE /kaz'zaf (gazza), pFS *nioeka 'depression' > proto-Saami 
*njoaccke > EE Injoas'kii! (njoaski). In consonant clusters, the following 

'urine'> 
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major changes occurred after the split of proto-Fennic-Saamic: 

pFS 

*ns > 
*sj, *sj > 

proto-Saami 

*ss 
*ss 

EE example (standard in brackets) 

*kansa 'folk' > lkuos'siil (guos'si) 
*posjo 'bottom' > Ipoas'suuJ 'innermost 
part of hut' (boas'su) 
*osja 'horsetail (plant), > proto-Saami 
*oasjsje» EE hoas'sa (hoas'sa) 

Also, pFS *k > proto-Saami *v before *j, *1, and *ni, e.g. pFS *saknia 'hole 
(in ground)' > EE Isuov'tniii I 'grazing-hole' (suovdnji), pFS *vakja 'wedge' 
> Lule Saami vuovjje. 

Morphology 

General Features 
The morphological mechanisms in Saami are phonological alternation, 
suffixation, compounding, and encliticization. Suppletion and reduplication 
are rare. Some oppositions rest on suffixes: North Saami boahta '(s)he comes' 
v. boahtan '(having) come'. Others rest on stem phonology: North Saami 
boatlan 'I come' v. boahtan '(having) come'. Still others rest on both: North 
Saami goahti 'tent' v. gi5tliin 'in tents' . 

In general, distinctions tend to be made towards the centre of the word (the 
vowel and consonant centre), with corresponding reductions in other 
positions. Proto-Fennic-Saamic can be reconstructed as a purely agglutinative 
language with no or very little morpheme interaction. Already in proto-Saami, 
grade alternation, contractions, and, to some extent, metaphony, had brought 
about a shift towards fusional instead of agglutinative morphology. After the 
proto-Saamic stage, metaphony of stressed-syllable vowels and reduction of 
unstressed positions have made the original morphemes and the boundaries 
between them less and less transparent. 

Saami suffixes may be divided according to their positional privileges into 
three types: markers (for mood, tense, and number), inflectional suffixes (for 
case, possessor, and person), and derivational suffixes (for modification of 
meanings and recategorization, i.e. shifts in part of speech). Derivational 
suffixes are attached directly to stems to form new stems, markers come after 
derivational suffixes, and inflectional suffixes come after markers (ditics 
come after inflectional suffixes). In compounds, the last constituent is the 
head, and those preceding it are modifiers. 

Saami is the only Finno-Permic language to have a distinct dual number. 
The Saami dual is restricted to morphology with personal reference, viz. the 
personal pronouns (North Saami mun '1', moai 'the two of us, we two', mii 
'we (more than two); the personal suffixes of verbs (North Saami bohten 'I 
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came', bi5iliime 'we (dual) came', bOtliimet 'we (plur) came'), and the 
possessive suffixes (North Saami goahtan 'my tent', goahtame 'the tent 
belonging to the two of us' ,goahtamet 'the tent belonging to us (plur),. 

Inflection 
Inflection is of two basic types: declension (for nouns, adjectives, numerals, 
and pronouns) and conjugation (for verbs). Most adjectives have a special 
attributive form (e.g. duo jar lea ceahppi 'the craftsman is skilful' v. ceahpes 
duojar 'skilful craftsman'), the categorization of which is not clear. The 
morphology of attributive forms is irregular and thus typical more of 
derivation than inflection; it is not a clear-cut derivational category, on the 
other hand, for there are a substantial number of adjectives which lack a 
special attributive form yet which function as attributives in the same way as 
attributive forms, e.g. nieida lea nuorra 'the girl is young', nuorra nieida 
'young girl'. 

Declension 
Nouns, adjectives, numerals, and pronouns are inflected for number, case, and 
possession. It is customary to distinguish between absolute declension 
(possession not indicated) and possessive declension. There are two numbers, 
singular and plural. The cases in standard North Saami and most dialects are 
seven: N[ominative], G[enitive], A[ccusative], ll1[ative], Loc[ative], Com[ita-
tive] , and Ess[ive]. For nouns and most pronouns, genitive and accusative 
singular are identical in form, and hence the term genitive/accusative is used. 
In numerals higher than okta 'one', the accusative singular is identical with 
the nominative singular, while the genitive singular matches the genitive/ 
accusative singular forms of nouns as far as morphonology is concerned (e.g. 
guokte 'two', sA guokte, sG guovtti; cf. luokta 'bay', sGA luovtta). 

Genitive and accusative plural are identical in the standard language and 
in most dialects. The essive has the same form in the singular and the plural. 
Some North Saami dialects add the abessive to the list of cases, but in most 
dialects this case has been replaced with a postpositional construction 
(genitive + the postposition haga). 

The demonstrative pronouns have historical singular and plural prolative 
case forms (duokko 'that way over there', duoigo 'about that way over there') 
but synchronically these are adverbs, together with other local expressions 
based on the stems of demonstrative pronouns (duohko '[going] over there', 
duoppe 'over there'). 

The possessive suffixes refer to first, second, and third person in singular, 
dual, and plural. Possessive forms for the nominative plural (first persons 
only) occur, rarely, in a vocative-like function. Possessive suffixes normally 
come after case endings, except in the comitative plural where they precede 
the case ending -guin. 

Stems may be classified into the following groups: parisyllabic, impar-
isyllabic, and contracted. Examples of inflection are given below (for 
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Table 2.4 Possessive declension: guos 'si 'guest' 

Singular Dual Plural 

sN 1 guos'san guos'same guos'samet 
2 guos'slit guos'sade guos'sadet 
3 guos'sis guos'siska guos'siset 

sGA 1 =sN =sN =sN 
2 goussat goussade goussadet 
3 guossis guossiska guossiset 

pIll 1 giissiidasan giissiidasame giissiidasamet 
2 giissiidasat gUssiidasade giissiidasadet 
3 giissiidasas giissiidasaske giissiidasaset 

pCom 1 giissiidanguin 
2 gUssiidatguin 
3 giissiidisguin giissiideaskkc:tguin 

parisyllabic: guolli 'fish', giehta 'hand, ann', buoililu 'dam', beaivwidat 
'sunshine'; for imparisyllabic: beana 'dog', oalis 'groove in bottom of ski', 
cielus 'abuse'; for contracted stems: jalIJIJis 'tree stump', boazu 'reindeer'. 
When not evident from the standard orthography, double vowels are indicated 
with a macron, e.g. u; quantity III in the consonant centre is indicated with 
I, e.g. SiS. 

The sLoe, sIll, sCorn, Ess, pGA, and pLoc possessive forms are built by 
combining the stems: 

sLoc guossist-
sIll guos'sas-
sCorn gUssiin-
Ess guos'sin-
pGA gussiid-
pLoc gussiin-

with the suffixes (standard orthography y, 9, ~ written here as E, 0, A): 

Singular Dual Plural 

1 -an -eame -eamet 
2 -at -eatte -eattet 
3 -is -easkka -easet 

Note the following morphophonological alternations of vowels in lateral 
position (second syllable): i-a (with pFS *i in the next syllable: guos'si -
guos'san < *kansa - *kansami) and u - 0 (with pFS *i in the next syllable: 

giissiideaskkc:tguin 
giissiideaskkc:tguin giissiideaskkc:tguin 

giissiideaskkc:tguin 
giissiideaskkc:tguin 
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cielus - clllosat, buoddu 'dam' - baddon 'my dam' < pFS *paoo - *paoomi). 
Before marginal preconsonantal /j/ (orthographic i) pFS *ala has gone to 
proto-Saami short *i, which monophthongizes the frrst-syllable diphthong, 
e.g. pFS *kala-j-ta > proto-Saarni *kuolijoe > North Saarni galiid). The 
second-syllable i, u, and d of the illative singular forms gfhtii, baiiiiui and 
guolldi are the results of contraction (of pFS *-isi-, *-osi-, and *-asi-), as are 
the short 0 (and u before i = /j/) in the declension of boazu (from pFS *-oji-); 
before a lateral short i, e, 0, and u, frrst-syllable diphthongs are monophthon-
gized (uo > 11/u, oa > 6/0, ie > Vi, ea > e/e; the short variants occur before 
consonant centre quantity III). 

Case endings: Historically, the genitive and accusative singular have 
syncretized after the loss of the final nasals (pU *-n for the genitive and pU 
*-m for the accusative). The illative singular has acquired the secondary case 
ending -i, originally the marginal stem consonant in *j-stems (e.g. boazu, 
proto-Saarni sN *poaz6j, sIne *poaccuste < pFS *pocoj-i-sta, sIll *poaccujin 
< pFS *pocoj-i-sin); the original illative suffix has merged with the stem by 
contraction (e.g. pFS *kati-sin > proto-Saarni *kietin> North Saarni gfhtii; 
illative singular forms without the secondary ending -i have also been 
attested). 

The locative singular (in older orthographies with the ending -st as in the 
possessive declension) continues the former inessive and elative, which are 
preserved as separate cases in the idioms southwest of North Saarni (pFS 
inessive *-snal*-sna and elative *-stal*sta, in which *-s- was originally a 
lative element attested also in Mordva and Mari, and *-nal*-na as well as 
*-tal*-ta continue original general local cases. The suffix *-nal*-na and 
probably also *-tal*-ta are of pU origin, from a pU locative *-nal*-na and an 
ablative *-ti.) The syncretism in the locative of North Saarni and the Eastern 
Saarni languages is due to loss of the final vowel followed by denasalization 
of the final n in the inessive ending (proto-Saarni *-sne > *sn > -st), after 
which the merger spread from this central case to more peripheral parts of the 
grammar and vocabulary where the phonetic conditions did not obtain. The 
merger therefore also occurred in the plural, in the possessive declension, and 
in adverbs, where there were no phonetic grounds for the change (e.g. olgun 
'[being] outside; [coming] from outside', contrast Lule dlggon 'outside' v. 
dlggot 'from outside'. At least in part, an analogical explanation is valid for 
the merger of the genitive and accusative, too. 

The comitative singular goes back to pFS *-jnal*-jna, which is originally 
the essive case of a possessive j-adjective (the j is ultimately the same as the 
pU plural oblique case marker *-j-). Inari Saarni, Lule Saami and most of 
Fennic presuppose a pFS form *-jni yielding proto-Saarni *-jna; *-ni may be 
an old variant of *-nal*-na. 

The essive ending -n goes back to the pU locative *-nal*-na. 
In trisyllabic stems with grade alternation (cf. oalis in the paradigms 

above) and in contracted stems, the consonant centre is in the weak grade in 
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the essive (as in oalisin, jalI)I)isin, boazun). In these cases, the vocalic stem 
is secondary; it is based on the analogy of the trisyllabic stems without grade 
alternation, i.e. old vocalic stems, and the second syllable was originally 
closed, causing the weak grade. Consonantal stems have been attested in (now 
extinct) SodankyHi Saami, and in Lule Saami essives such as btilgen (from 
btilges 'path'), stem-final -s has been assimilated into the essive ending -n 
(*-s-n > -n), just as the inessive ending -n goes back to earlier *-sn « pFS 
*-snal*sna). 

The plural marker -t, used in the nominative (-k in the old orthographies, 
< proto-Saami *-k < pFS *-t, cf. the -t s2 ending in the verb which similarly 
< proto-Saami *-k < pFS *-t) goes back to pU *-t, as does the plural marker 
*-i- (phonologically /j/ < *-j-) in the oblique cases. The genitive plural of 
guolli 'fish' was written gulii in Konrad Nielsen's orthography; its merger 
with the accusative plural (written guliid in KN; cf. present-day pGA guliid, 
proto-Saami pG *kuolij and pA *kuolijne) in North Saami is at least partly 
based on analogy with the singular, where the merger is due to phonetic 
development, both proto-Saami sG *kuolen and sA *kuolem giving North 
Saami guoli. Ultimately, the accusative plural ending goes back to the Uralic 
partitive/ablative ending *-ti; Saami, Fennic, and Mordva presuppose at least 
pFV *-tal*-ta: guliid < proto-Saami *kuolijne < pFS *kalajta). 

The illative plural endings -de (as in guliide, giedaide, bohccuide) and -dda 
(as in beatnagiidda, oallasiidda) are obscure. In North Saami, they seem to be 
based on the accusative plural ending (pFS partitive *-tal*-ta) to which the pFS 
illative ending *-sin was attached. Intervocalic *s went to zero, as in other 
illatives, and contraction produced (1) the vowel *i in marginal position, 
yielding e in the present-day language: pFS *-j-ta-sin > proto-Saami *-j-nin > 
-de; some dialects have added the same -i that appears in the illative singular, 
yielding guliidii instead of standard guliide; and (2) the vowel *a in lateral 
position (secondarily shortened to present-day A: pFS (-j-ta-sin > proto-Saami 
*-j-niin> -ddA.) South Saami, however, points back to pFS *-tal*-ta without 
any additions, e.g. gieriehtsidie 'into the sledges'), but here we probably have a 
secondary syncretism of the illative plural with the accusative plural due to the 
narrow phonological difference between the two. The comitative singular, the 
essive, and the inessive plural have coincided in South Saami in the same way. 
Inari Saami points back to proto-Saami *-j-nan: pIll kiedaaid v. pA kiedaid of 
kieta 'hand', as well as some relict forms in Lule Saami (e.g. ejduda 'away' 
instead of * adojda). There seems to be no clear way to reconcile these 
conflicting reconstructions. The morphology suggests that the illative plural 
might have developed relatively late in proto-Saami. 

The locative plural now covers the functions of the former elative and 
inessive, but the loss of the morphological opposition in the plural is not due 
to phonological development but to analogy with the singular. The functions 
of the elative were transferred to the inessive (in Finnmark Saami, Sea Saami, 
and the Finnish Wedge and Karesuando dialects, and in all Eastern Saami 
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idioms) or to the elative (the Kaitum and Jukkasjii.rvi dialects of Torne Saami). 
The locative plural ending in the standard language goes back to the pU 
locative *-nal*-na, preceded by the plural marker. In Kaitum and Jukkasjii.rvi, 
the case ending is -s (guliis, gieaais instead of standard guliin, gieaain), 
continuing the proto-Saami elative *-ste. The incongruity between the 
inessives singular and plural, with the singular a reflex of proto-Saami *-sne 
but the plural continuing *-ne, suggests that they developed during proto-
Saami. The elative plural also bears other signs which suggest late develop-
ment: in pFS, the suffixation of *-stal*-sta to the plural marker *-j- would 
have been possible only with an epenthetic vowel, producing **kati-j-i-sta; 
this, in tum, would have yielded the contracted proto-Saami form **kietiste, 
and not the *kieDajste reconstructed on the basis of Lule, Pite, Ume, and 
South Saami forms. In addition, the South Saami elative shows an unassimi-
lated plural marker -j- whereas in the inessive, the plural marker is assimilated 
to the illabial stem vowel: pIne gietine v. pEla gietijste from giete 'hand'. On 
the whole, the interior local cases illative, inessive, and elative plural seem to 
have developed during proto-Saami. This means that the symmetry between 
the singular and the plural declension in, say, Fennic and Mordva does not 
date back to their common protolanguage. 

The comitative plural (guliiguin, gieaaiguin) has developed from a phrase 
consisting of the genitive plural plus the word guoibrni 'companion'. The 
genitive plural has similar functions in all Saami languages; it is also used as 
a comitative plural in Lule Saami. 

10 the present-day Saami idioms, the partitive is a regular case in Eastern 
Saami only (e.g. loari Cittorn alged 'seven sons', with the partitive alged from 
alge 'son', used with numerals higher than six), but there are relict cases in 
Western Saami as well, and even examples of the partitive as a regular case 
in old Ume Saami texts. The partitive goes back to the same pFS *-tal*-ta as 
that seen in the accusative plural ending. 

As a whole, Saami declension suggests a pFS system with no specific local 
cases in the plural. The singular had the following pFS cases: the grammatical 
cases nominative (zero ending: North Saami guolli, giehta), connective (= 
genitive/instructive) (*-n: North Saami guoli, gieaa), and accusative (*-m: 
North Saami guoli, gieaa); the general (or abstract) local cases translative 
(*-ksi, of Finno-Volgaic origin> proto-Saami *-ssa: in North Saami adverbs, 
e.g. davas 'to the north', dalvvas 'for the winter'), essive (-nal*-na: North 
Saami essive guollin, giehtan, and also adverbs like olgun 'outside'), partitive 
(*-tal*-ta: in North Saami adverbs, e.g. oaprnet 'as of old'), and abessive 
(*-ptakl*-ptiik, of Uralic origin: in Lule Saami pronouns, e.g. dabdd 'without 
it' , in North Saami adverbs like gahperahtta 'without a cap' and postposition! 
adverb haga - taga 'without'); the specific local cases illative (*-sin: North 
Saami guollai, gihtii with a secondary ending -i), inessive (*-snal*-sna: North 
Saami locative guolis, gieaas, Lule Saami guolen, giedan), and elative (*-stal 
*-sta: North Saami locative guolis, gieaas, Lule Saami guoles, giedas). The 
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plural had the following cases: grammatical cases nominative (which 
probably acted as the case ofthe plural object as well; plural marker *-1: North 
Saami guolit, gieaat) and connective (plural marker *-j: North Saami genitive 
plural, KN gulii, gieaai, modem guliid, gieaaid); and general local cases 
partitive (*-j-tala: North Saami accusative plural guliid, gieaaid) and essive 
(*-j-nala: North Saami locative plural guliin, gieaain). 

The possessive suffixes. The possessive suffix system has undergone 
radical simplification in North Saami. The proto-Saami system is shown 
below (Table 2.5). 

The singular suffixes had no number marker. The dual marker was *-n. The 
plural marker was *-k, which goes back either to pU *-t or to the *-k attested 
in Mordva and Hungarian. The pFS system was isomorphic with the proto-
Saami one, the differences being due solely to sound changes such as pFS *ns 
> proto-Saami *ss, pFS *i > proto-Saami *a, pFS *ala > proto-Saami *e. 

In North Saami, the phonological differences between the three series has 
been lost. The first- and second-person plural suffixes are attached ana-
logically to the same kinds of stems as the singular and dual suffixes: guollan 
'my fish', guollame 'the fish of us two' (instead of *guollama), and guollamet 
'our (plur) fish' (instead of expected *guollimat). The suffix vowel e in 
guollame(t) was obtained from lateral positions (e.g. beatnageamt;t 'our 
dog'), where it is regular in the plural and third-person suffixes. In later 
positions, the expected suffix vowel would have been a in the first and second 
person dual, not the attested e (*beatnagama instead of beatnageamt; 'the dog 
of us two', and *beatnagatta instead of beatnageattt; 'the dog of you two'). 
Here, too, the plural suffixes (beatnageattt;t, etc., with regular e) served as the 
basis for analogy. In central positions, the second-person dual and plural 
suffixes have irregular geminate -tt- in the nominative instead of expected 
single -a- (e.g. beatnageattt;t 'your (plur) dog', instead of expected 
*beatnagead~t); the geminate -tt- is regular, however, in the genitive and other 
oblique cases (proto-Saami possessive suffixes d2 *-llDan and p2 *nnek), on 

Table 2.5 Proto-Saami possessive suffix system 

Singular Dual Plural 

sN 1 *-ma *-ma-n *-me-k 
2 *-Da *-Da-N *-De-k 
3 *-se *-se-n *-se-k 

sA 1 *-ma *-ma-n *-me-k 
2 *-mDa *-mDa-n *-mDe-k 
3 *-mse *-mse-n *-mse-k 

pN and other cases 1 *-na *-na-n *-ne-k 
2 *-nDa *-nDa-n *-nDe-k 
3 *-sse *-sse-n *-sse-k 

geminate 
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which the analogical change was based. In the same central positions, the 
third-person dual and plural suffixes have irregular single -s- in the oblique 
cases instead of expected geminate *-ss-, e.g. beatnageasqt 'their dog', 
goaaisteasqt 'in their hut' instead of *beatnageass~t, *goadisteass~t. The 
single -s- in the nominative singular, which has served as the basis for the 
analogical change, is regular. 

Present-day North Saarni has only a single series of possessive suffixes 
with slightly different forms for the different stress positions (after a stressed 
and after an unstressed vowel). The original nominative plural forms have 
disappeared in North Saarni (proto-Saarni pN *nieJDana 'my daughters' v. sN 
*nieJDama 'my daughter'); the genitive/accusative plural forms are used 
instead, in vocative functions only, e.g. nieiddaidan! 'my daughters!' The 
plural illative has the case ending -das-/-ddas-(e.g. gieaaidasan 'into my 
hands', beatnagiiddasan 'to my dogs') peculiar to North and parts of Lule 
Saarni but not attested elsewhere. It consists of the partitive (pFS *-tala) plus 
illative (pFS *-sin) suffixes. The NorthlUme Saarni third-person dual suffix 
-skal-skkq (guossiska 'the guest of them two') is secondary; its origin is not 
clear. Its use in declension may be based on an analogy with its use in 
conjugation, or vice versa (manai 'he went' : manaiga 'they two went' 
parallel to guossis 'hislher guest', guossiska 'the guest of them two'). The 
vowel points back to proto-Saarni *a « pFS *ala), but this may be due to the 
analogical influence of the corresponding present -tense suffix -ba/-bq « pFS 
*pala+n) in verbs. 

Pronouns. Pronouns show by and large the same morphology as nouns, but 
with the architectonic distinction that pronouns may also have monosyllabic 
stems whereas nouns are bisyllabic or longer. Some representative paradigms 
are given in Table 2.6. 

In the paradigm of monosyllabic stems, the essive ending is reduplicated 
(danin, manin, diinin). The interrogative mii 'what' has separate forms for 
genitive (man) and accusative (maid, man); the accusative form man is used 
mainly for definite referents. The illative singular in monosyllabic stems has 
retained the s of the suffix and therefore does not show contraction (dasa, 

Table 2.6 Sample pronoun paradigms: 'it', 'what', 'who' 

'It' 'What' 'Who' 
Singular Plural Singular Plural Singular Plural 

N dat dat mii mat gii geat 
G dan daid man maid gean geaid 
A dan daid maid, man maid gean geaid 
III dasa daidda masa maidda geasa geaidda 
Loe das dain mas main geas geain 
Com dainna daiguin mainna maiguin geainna geaiguin 
Ess danin manin geanin 

mii 

*beatnageass~t, *beatnageass~t, 
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Table 2.7 Sample pronoun paradigms: 'you', 'someone' 

'You' 'Someone' 
Singular Dual Plural Singular Plural 

N don doai dii soam~s soapmasat 
G du dudno dIn soapmasa soapmasiid 
A du dudno dIn soapmasa soapmasiid 
III dutnje dutnuide didjiide soapmasii soapmasiidda 
Loc dus dudnos dIs soapmasis soapmasiin 
Com duinna dudnuin dInguin soapmasnn soapmasiiguin 
Ess dunin dudnon dInin soamisin 

masa, geasa). The personal pronouns have initial m- in the first person 
(mun-mon, moai, mii), d- in the second (don, doai, dii), and s- in the third 
(son, soai, sii). The dual personal pronouns originally had bisyllabic stems in 
the nominative as well (*mon6j, *ton6j, *son6j < pFS *munoj etc.), but these 
were reduced to monosyllabic forms in !nari, North, and Lule Saarni (North 
moai, doai, soai; cf. Skolt mana, etc.). After initial m-, nasal geminates were 
retained (mun, illative munnje; moai, genitive/accusative munno). In the dual 
and plural of the personal pronouns, some cases show plural morphology 
(doai, illative dudnuide; dii, illative didjiide, comitative dfnguin). The 
palatalized /nj

/ in illative singular munnje, dutnje, sutnje has met with no 
satisfactory explanation; the fact that Skolt, Kildin, and Ter have non-
palatalized nasals (Skolt mu 'nne, tu 'nne, su 'nne) could indicate that there was 
innovation in the west. The illative plurals midjiide, didjiide, sidjiide have 
acquired a secondary illative plural morphology; original forms were based 
on the illative singular suffIx, with contraction in the second syllable (proto-
Saarni *mi}in, *ti}in, *si}in < pFS *me-j(-i)-sin etc. > Finnish meihin 'to us' 
etc.); Inari Saarni has expected mijjan, tijjan, sijjan, Lule Saarni has midjij, 
tidjij, sidjij with the secondary (singular) illative suffIx -j. 

The reflexive pronoun (sN ieS, pN ieia, stem iehca-) is inflected with 
obligatory possessive suffixes in the oblique cases, e.g. sGA iehcanlieian 'my 
own', ieiat 'your own', sCorn ieiainis 'with himlherself', Ess iehcanis 'by 
himlherself', pA ieiaideaset 'themselves'. The illative and locative singular 
have suppletive stems based on the adverbs ala 'onto the top' and aide 'on 
the top', e.g. alccesan (- alccen - allasan) 'to myself' (where c is an 
irregular, and s a regular, reflex of the singular illative case ending -s-), 
alddan 'with/from myself' . 

Conjugation 
The verb is conjugated for two voices (active and passive, the latter used 
mainly to avoid expressing the agent, whether transitive or intransitive), four 
moods (indicative, conditional, potential, and imperative), two tenses (plus 
two compound ones), three numbers, and three persons. There are also a 

soam~s 
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number of non-finite forms classifiable according to their syntactic roles as 
infinitives, participles, and gerunds. Verb stems are bisyllabic or longer, with 
two exceptions: leat 'to be' and the negative verb. 

The endings have different forms according to position. There are vocalic 
stems ending in a, i, or u (parisyllabic), consonantal stems (imparisyllabic), 
and contracted stems, which have both a parisyllabic vocalic stem (ending in 
d, e, or 0) and a consonantal stem (ending in -j- ). Sample paradigms for North 
Saarni are given in Table 2.8. 

Personal endings and tense marking. The first and second persons singular 
have the same personal endings in both tenses, and the third person has zero 
(the -a final in muitala is, at least historically, the stem vowel). First person 
-n < proto-Saami *-m < pU *-m, cf. the m- of mun '1'; second person -t < 
proto-Saarni *-k < pFS *-t < pU *-t, cf. the d- of don 'you'. 

The remaining persons have true personal endings in the past tense, but in 
the present tense use endings based on deverbal nominals (agentives). The 
nominal suffixes on which the present-tense forms are based are as follows: 

• From pFS *=jala (probably < pU *=j or *=jala, a nomen agentis) were 
built 
the first person dual, e.g. manne 'we two go' < pFS *meni=ja-n, with the 
dual marker *-n; 
the third person plural, e.g. mannet 'they (all) go' < pFS *meni=ja-t, with 
the pU plural marker *-t. 

• From pFS *=pala « pU *pala, another nomen agentis) were built 
the second person dual, e.g. mannabeahtti 'you two go', probably < pFS 
*meni=pa-ta-n, with the pU non-singular second-person ending *-tala 
and the dual marker *-n; 
the third person dual, e.g. mannaba 'they two go' < pFS *meni=pa-n; 
the first person plural, e.g. mannat 'we (all) go' < pFS *meni=pa, i.e. 
without a marker for number; 
the second person plural, e.g. mannabehtet 'you go' < pFS *meni=pa-ta-t, 
or possibly, but on conflicting evidence, without the plural marker, i.e. 
*men=pa-ta. 

The present-tense dual and plural second-person endings presuppose a 
reduplication of the personal ending in proto-Saarni (mid proto-Saarni d2 
*mene-Ba-Ui-oa-n and p2 *mene-Ba-ta-oa-k) with subsequent contraction of 
unstressed *-(t)a-oa- in the dual but for some reason - perhaps because there 
was no final consonant closing the syllable - not in the plural. 

In the past tense, the personal endings (the third persons had zero 
originally) were attached to a stem built with the past-tense marker *-j-, 
resulting in contraction when the -j- was intervocalic (in the first and second 
persons singular and the third person plural). Examples: mannen 'I went' < 
pFS *meni-j-i-m, mannet 'you went' < pFS *meni-j-i-t, manne 'they (all) 
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went' < proto-Saami *manin, with unexpected final *-n instead of *-k < pFS 
*meni-j-i-t, all with the epenthetic vowel *-i- to the right of the past-tense 
marker. The remaining past-tense forms are without contraction: manai '(s)he 
went' < pFS *meni-j, manaime 'we two went' < pFS *meni-j-mi-n, manaide 
'you (two) went' < pFS *meni-j-ti-n, manaimet 'we (all) went' < pFS *meni-
j-mii-t, manaidet 'you (all) went' < pFS *meni-j-tii-t. The plural marker may 
have been not *-t, but *-k, as suggested by Mordva (palatamk 'we kiss') and 
Hungarian (vtirunk 'we wait'). The past third person dual has the secondary 
ending -gal-gg~, peculiar to the Western Saami languages. In the east (Inari 
and some dialects of Skolt), the forms point back to a somewhat more regular 
pFS form *meni-j-n-i-n > proto-Saami *manajnan (note, however, the 
reduplicated dual marker n), yielding moontitiin 'they (two) went' in Inari 
Saami. Similar forms have also been attested in some North Saami idioms of 
the nineteenth century, e.g. Varanger Sea Saami suhtaina 'they (two) got 
angry'. The origin of the suffix -ga/-ggq (proto-Western Saami *-Ga) is not 
clear. 

In the imperative, the suffix of the first person singular and all third-person 
suffixes are identical with the corresponding possessive suffixes, and the first-
person plural and dual suffixes are the same as in the present indicative. The 
second person singular is zero (the original suffix *-k as in mana! 'go!', < pU 
*meni-k, was the old imperative marker). The second person dual and plural 
show the Uralic non-singular second person ending *-talii and the number 
markers *-n (dual) and *-t or *-k (plural). Unlike the corresponding present 
indicative forms, these lack the old agentive suffix *=palii. 

In Lule, Pite, Ume, and South Saami, the negative verb has separate tense 
forms (e.g. Lule ittjiv - idtjiv 'I did not', ejma 'we did not') used with the 
indicative connegative (e.g. Lule ittjij boade '(s)he did not come', contrast 
synonymous North ii boahttin, built with the perfect participle.) The affricate 
in ittjiv (South idtjim etc.) goes back one way or the other to the pU past-tense 
marker *-sj(alii)- seen in South Estonian esin, Nenets ny{drjJmcyO 'I did not'; 
Saami presupposes pFS *-ns-i-, but if there is a sporadic lengthening of the 
consonant centre as suggested (*-zL > *-zjzL) the more regular pFS *-sL can 
be reconstructed. 

The compound tenses, perfect and pluperfect, are formed with the copula and 
the perfect participle: lean boahttin 'I have come' , ledjen boahttin 'I had come' . 
The conditional and the imperative have a compound perfect only: livccen 
boahttin 'I would have come', lehkos boahttin 'may (s)he have come'. The 
potential on the other hand has both perfect and pluperfect, at least in some 
dialects: leazzti boahttin '(s)he might have come', pluperfect leaccai boahttin; 
such dialects also have past potential forms for the copula. For more complex 
temporal reference, even double perfects and pluperfects are used, e.g. lei 
leamas boahttin '(s)he had come already on an earlier occasion' , see p. 79. 

Mood markers. Stem-formation in the imperative is based on the following 
pFS imperative markers: 

peculiar 
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1 *-0- used in first and third persons in parisyllabic stems, e.g. dl mannu 
'let us (two) go' < proto-Saami *manon, s3 mannos 'let him/her go' < 
proto-Saami *manose; 

2 *-k used in the second person singular, e.g. mana 'go!' < proto-Saami 
*manak; 

3 *-ko- used in the first and third persons of imparisyllabic stems, e.g. 
oahpistehkos 'may (s)he guide' < proto-Saami *oahpesteakose; 

4 *-ke- used in the second person dual and plural in parisyllabic stems, e.g. 
d2 oahpisteahkki 'guide! (you two)' < proto-Saami *oahpesteakken < 
mid proto-Saami *~ppastak:anan, p2 oahpistehket 'guide! (you lot)' < 
proto-Saami *oahpesteakenek; 

5 *-13 used in the second person dual and plural in parisyllabic stems, e.g. 
d2 manni 'go! (you two)' < pss *mannen, with a contracted vowel from 
earlier *-ane- in the second syllable, and subsequent gemination of the 
central consonant, p2 mannet 'go! (you lot)' < proto-Saami *mananek. 

Of these five manifestations of the imperative marker, those based on *-k 
and *-ke- are clearly the oldest and go back directly to pU *-k and *-ka/ii. The 
rounded vowel of *-ko- is probably due to Fennic influence, cf. Finnish anta-
ko-on 'may (s)he give'. Of those without the stop *k, at least *-0- seems to 
have arisen, through fausse coupe, from forms containing the stop; this left 
the vowel *0, which replaces the stem vowel, to fulfil the function of 
imperative marker. The resulting forms were thus of the canonic type for 
Saami, viz. parisyllabic. As for Ume, Pite, Lule, and North Saami, the forms 
with *-13 seem to have an analogical history in the Western Saami languages, 
although they are usually thought of as having the personal endings attached 
directly to the stem. 

The potential marker -z-/-zz-, -cc- (bi5tleian 'I may come' from boahtit 'to 
come', muitaleaccan 'I may tell' from muitalit 'to tell') goes back to proto-
Saami *-nzja- and ultimately to pFS *-nsji- (> proto-Fennic *-njsji- + *-j- > 
late proto-Fennic *-jsi- > the Finnish conditional marker -isi-). It may have 
the same origin as the nominal diminutive suffix of the same pFS shape 
(*=nsji). 

The conditional has two markers. For North and Eastern Saami it is proto-
Saami *-k<9i- (in which the *i is originally a contracted vowel containing the 
past-tense marker *-j-), yielding North Saami forms such as oailtisin 'I would 
sleep' and muitalivccen 'I would tell'. For western North Saami and to the 
south of it (overlapping with -si-/-vcce- in West Finnmark), the marker 
consists of the present-tense marker *-k (probably also found in the present-
tense connegative) and the contracted past-tense stem of the copula (proto-
Saami *li-, proto-Saami infinitive *leanek). Thus we have western North 
Saami oailtilin 'I would sleep' « proto-Western Saami *oaMvlim; in North 
Saami this type is confined to parisyllabic stems). A complete conditional 
form of the copula may also be suffixed, e.g. North Saami oailtilivccen 'I 

oahpistehket 
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would sleep', Lule Saami gulaluluv (- more frequently, the compound luluv 
gullat) 'I would hear'. The marker *-kCii- is identical with the conditional 
marker -ksi- found in Estonian (tuleksin 'I would come'); it seems to have 
originally been identical with a continuative suffix, cf. pFS *-(i)ksii- > North 
Saami =as- (vuojasit 'to drive along' form vuodjit 'to drive'), Finnish =(e)ksi-
(kanneksia 'to carry around', from kantaa 'to carry'). Instead of the 
compound perfect with the conditional morpheme (livccen boahtan 'I would 
have come') an equivalent construction consisting of a past-tense form of the 
copula plus the infinitive is also used (ledjen boahtit). 

Voice. The Saami passive differs from most passives in that its main 
function is not so much to topicalize the patient as it is to submerge the agent 
(or logical subject) of the action expressed by the verb, and is accordingly 
used with intransitive as well as transitive verbs, e.g. el'lojuv'vui 'life went 
along, people lived' from eallit 'to live'). Some scholars hold that the Saami 
passive belongs to the realm of derivation and not to that of inflection. 

The marker is -(oj)uv'vo(j)- in North Saami, e.g. dolvojuv'vot 'to be taken 
somewhere' (from doalvut 'to take, lead'), muitaluv'vot 'to be told' (muitalit 
'to tell); such forms are conjugated like gul'lot 'to be heard', cf. above. 
Historically, the passive marker contains two elements. The fIrst element, 
proto-Saami *-uja- (from earlier *-oje-) may originally have been a frequent-
ative suffix; or it may historically be the same as the second element, proto-
Saami *-uova- (from pFS *-ov(i)-), which was originally a reflexive suffix. 
Cognates for the reflexive suffix are known from Mordva (-v- in Erzya 
nieja=v-oms 'to be seen', nieje-ms 'to see'), from Mansi (Vogul; -w- in totawe 
'he is brought'), and Hungarian, where it survives as the labiality in reflexive 
suffIxes, e.g. u in epul-ni 'to be built' . 

Nominalforms of the verb. The infinitive marker -t (e.g. oaililit 'to sleep') 
goes back to proto-Saami *-Dek. It is historically identical with the marker of 
the Finnish fIrst infInitive (saa-da 'to get', juos-ta 'to run'), with largely the 
same functions. Both go back to pFS *-takl*-Uik, which consists of the pU 
deverbal noun suffix *=taia plus lative *-k, itself possibly of pU vintage. The 
connegatives (of the verb oaililit 'to sleep': indicative oail€!, conditional 
oailase, potential Mes, imperative oad€!) ended in the proto-Saami suffix *-k 
which was probably the same as the element found in the second person 
singular imperative « pU *-k). Note that in the negative imperative, mood is 
encoded in the negative verb. The second imperative (/ehko, Milo etc.) 
exhibits the same stem and has, accordingly, the same history as the third 
person imperative. The action forms, e.g. nominative tallin in ahCi tal/in girji 
FATHER.sG WRITES.ACTIO BOOK 'a book written by father' are based on 
the pU deverbal action noun suffix *=maia, to which the essive (tallimin 
'when writing') and locative (tallimis 'from writing') suffixes were attached. 
The gerund, e.g. muitalettiin 'while telling', is based on the pU deverbal noun 
suffix *=ntaia plus the comitative suffix *-jan/a (cf. declension, above). 

The present participle (boahtti 'comer, one who comes', with a contracted 
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lateral vowel, from boahtit 'to come') has acquired verbal features but is 
originally clearly a derivational rather than a true conjugational form in 
Saarni. Its suffix goes back to pFS *=ja/a, cf. Finnish tuli=ja 'comer' from 
tule- 'comes') and is probably of pU origin. The perfect participle (mannan 
'gone', from mannat 'to go', dolvon 'taken', from doalvut 'to take, lead', lean 
-leamas 'been', from leat 'to be') has the marker -n (-mas occurs in leamas 
only, but there is evidence for an older -m, and eighteenth-century -maf in 
North Saarni bisyllabic stems). This -n goes back to proto-Saarni *-ma or, 
with the diminutive suffix, *-ma-nzja. Proto-Saarni *-ma-nzja, in tum, goes 
back to pFS *-mi-nsii (cf. Finnish mene-mi-se-, the oblique stem of 
meneminen 'the act of going', from mene-'goes'). In pFS *-mi-nsji, the *-mi 
is of Uralic origin and *-nsii is the diminutive suffix. 

The supinum of the negative verb (aman 'lest I do', amat 'lest you do', etc.) 
takes the infinitive as its argument: (amas gahccat 'lest it fall, so that it does 
not fall'); functionally it resembles the infinitive of other verbs. Its marker is 
-ma-, which is identical with the marker of the proto-Saarni perfect participle 
*-ma(nfja), and occurs only with personal suffixes attached. In some dialects, 
the supinum has evolved into a conjunction, amas, which occurs with finite 
negative constructions such as amas ii gahca 'so that it will not fall' . 

The verb abessive and genitive are gerunds: oadl!keahtta 'without 
sleeping', oadi 'by sleeping'. The former derives from the abessive of a 
deverbal noun formed with the pFS suffix *=kka/a. The latter originally had 
the marker *-n (preserved in South and Inari Saarni), which has similar 
functions in Finnish (cf. the second infinitive instructive kantaen 'by 
carrying', probably from pFS *kanta-ta-n) and Mari (e.g. kanden 'by 
carrying'). It seems to derive from the pU connective suffix *-n (with more 
specific functions such as genitive, instructive, lative, and dual, all expressing 
different kinds of connectivity). 

Word Formation 

Derivation 
Derivation is possible both within and across part-of-speech category 
boundaries. A substantial number of stems are inflectible as both nouns and 
verbs without any derivational operations, e.g. biegga( -) 'wind; (the wind) 
blows'. There are also highly productive derivational suffixes which operate 
only within a given category. The diminutive suffix, for example, which is all 
but obligatory after unnaluhca 'little', is restricted to nominals (boazu 
'reindeer', unna bohccos 'little reindeer', guolli 'fish', unna guoMs 'little 
fish'). In parallel fashion, there are causative, frequentative!continuative, 
diminutive, and momentaneous suffixes which are restricted to deverbal 
derivation, e.g. vuodjit 'to drive', vuojihit 'to make X drive', vuojasit 'to keep 
driving', vuojestit 'to drive a little'. The use of frequentative!continuative 
(often with conatory nuances) and momentaneous verbal derivatives is 
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normal, even obligatory, whenever they are available and appropriate in 
relation to the act to be described by the verb; this makes their use close, if 
not equivalent, to an aspectual system. 

A highly productive instance of cross-category derivation is the system of 
deverbal nouns (e.g. action nouns with -nl-pmi and -mus such as oaddin 
'sleeping' and oaddimus 'having to sleep', and actor nouns such as oad'di 
'sleeper') and denominal adverbs such as fiinet 'badly' (from fuotni 'bad'), 
njozet 'slowly' (from njoahci 'slow'). There are also some productive 
derivational suffixes borrowed from Fennic such as the deverbal adjective 
ending =meahttun 'not X-ing', from Finnish =matonl=miiton, e.g. North 
Saarni duhtameahttun 'dissatisfied' from duhtat 'to be satisfied'), and the 
denominal adjective ending =las 'belonging to or having X', from Finnish 
=llise-, e.g. North Saarni soajalas 'winged', from soadji 'wing'. 

Most derivational suffixes have different forms after stressed and 
unstressed vowels. Thus the causative is -h- to the right of the unstressed 
second syllable in vuojihit 'to make X drive', from vuodjit 'drives', but -htt(i)-
to the right of the stressed third syllable in muitalahttit 'to make X tell', from 
muitalit 'tells'; both -h- and -htt(i)- continue pFS *=tta/a-. Similarly the 
frequentative is -d- in vuojadit 'to swim around' , from vuodjat 'to swim' , but 
-dd(a)- in muitaladdat 'to keep telling', from muitalit 'to tell'; both -d- and 
-dd( a)- continue pFS *=(i)nti-. 

The most common derivational suffixes, marked with equals (=) sign, are 
exemplified briefly in the paragraphs that follow. 

1 Deverbal nouns may be subclassified into broad functional/semantic 
categories as nouns denoting 
(a) the act itself: oaddi=n 'sleeping', muitalea=pmi 'storytelling' « pU 

*=ma/a); barg=u 'work' (bargat 'to work'), < pFS *=0, perhaps 
from a Finno-Volgaic *=v); goarru=mus 'having to sew' (goarrut 'to 
sew'), < Fennic *=mus/*=miis; bdvkk=as 'banging' (bdvkit 'to 
bang'), < pFS *=is; 

(b) the actor: oad'di 'sleeper', muital=eaddji 'storyteller' « pFS *=ja/a 
< pU *=jV); solo=n 'one who is eager to pick his/her teeth' (soallut 
'to pick one's teeth'), < proto-Saarni *=nja; 

(c) instrument: loavdda (sG loavda=ga) 'tent-cloth' (loavdit 'to cover 
the tent'), golgad=at (sG golgad=aga) 'drift-net' (golgadit 'to fish 
with a drift-net'), < pFS *=ik); vuoja=n 'vehicle' (vuodjit 'to drive') 
< proto-Saarni *=nja; vuoidd=as 'ointment' (vuoidat 'to smear'), < 
pFS *=is; jeara=ldat 'question' (jearrat 'to ask'), < proto-Saarni 
*=lDlik < pFS *=l=ta/a=ik; 

(d) result:juog=us 'section' (juohkit 'to divide'), < pFS *=oksi < Finno-
Volgaic *=w(i)ksi; cala (sG calla=ga) 'writing' (callit 'to write'), < 
pFS *=ik; 

(e) object: vuoss=us 'something to be cooked' (vuos'sat 'to cook') , < 
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pFS *=oksi < Finno-Volgaic *=v(i)ksi; borra=mus 'food' (borrat 'to 
eat'), < Baltic-Fennic *=mus/*=mtis; 

(f) place : njuova=hat 'butchering place' (njuovvat 'to butcher'), < 
proto-Saami *=ttak < pFS *=ttala- < pU *=ktala + pFS *=ik; 

(g) conditions: oainn=tidat 'seeing' (oaidnit 'to see'), < proto-Saami 
*=fulDak < pFS, pU *=ntala + pFS *=ik. 

2 Denominal nouns: the chief subdivisions are 
(a) diminutive: guold=s 'little fish' (guolli 'fish'), < pFS *=nsii; 
(b) property: guhkk=odat 'length' (guhkki 'long'), < pFS *=oti < *-voti 

+ *=ik; allat=vuohta 'height' (allat 'high'), < proto-Fennic *=voti; 
(c) material: bani=s 'material for tooth of a rake' (batni 'tooth'), < pFS 

*=ksi < Finno-Volgaic *=ksi; 
(d) person: suopml!=las 'Finn' (suopma 'Finnish'), < Fennic *=lalruse-; 
(e) group: golmma=s 'group of three' (golbma 'three'), < proto-Saami 

*=s < pFS, Finno-Volgaic *=ksi; 
(f) order: njealja=t 'fourth' (njealljl! 'four'), < proto-Saami *=nna < 

pFS *=nti < pU *=mtala; 
(g) conditions: balvv=tidat 'cloudy weather' (balva 'cloud'), < proto-

Saami *=fulDak < pFS, pU *=ntala + pFS *=ik. 
3 Deverbal adjectives: 

(a) negation: duhta=meahttun 'dissatisfied'; 
(b) inclination: soddj=il 'flexible' (sodjat 'to bend [intr]'), < mid proto-

Saami *=(ja)=la < pFS *=jala + *=lala; tlrro=las 'apt to cry' (Cierrut 
'weeps'), < proto-Saami *=las < pFS *=lala + *=is; suhtte=s 'quick-
tempered' (suhttat 'to get angry'), < proto-Saami *=i<9Cie < pFS 
*=jala + pFS *=cjcjal=cicia; 

(c) susceptibility:jugahahtti (juhkat 'to drink'), < proto-Saami *=tteatte 
< pFS *=ttala- + *=jala < pU *=ktala + *jv. 

4 Denominal adjectives: 
(a) lack: guoll!=heapml! 'fishless' (guolli 'fish'), < pFS, pU *=ptala + 

*mala; 
(b) negation: buhtis=meahttun 'unclean' (buhtis 'clean'), < Fennic 

*=malat%n; 
(c) abundance: geaaga=i 'stony' (geaagi 'stone'), vuddji=i 'rich in fat' 

(vuodja 'fat, oil') < mid proto-Saami *=IJa < pFS, pFU *=IJaia (> 
Finnish =va/ii); 

(d) character: jahkd=sas 'yearly' (jahki 'year'), < proto-Saami *=sanzja 
< pFS *=si=nsii; (guhkes)juolgg=at '(long-)legged' (juolgi 'leg'), < 
proto-Saami *=(a)IJoa <? pFS *=IJki; 

(e) comparativity: guhki=t (sG guhki=bu) 'longer' (guhkki 'long'), < 
proto-Saami *=rnBe < pFS, pU *=mpala; 

(f) superlativity: guhki=mus 'longest', < pFS *=moksi. 
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5 Deverbal verbs: 
(a) causative: goaru=h-it 'to make X sew' (goarrut 'to sew'), < pFS 

*=tta/a- < pU *=kta/a-; nohkka=d-it 'to put X to sleep' (nohkkat 'to 
fall asleep'), < proto-Saami *=oe- < pFS, pU *=ta/a-; buori=d-it 'to 
make X better' (buorranit 'to become better'), < proto-Saami 
*=moa-< pFS *=m=ta/a-< pU *=mi- + *=ta/a-; 

(b) reflexive: basa=d-it 'to wash oneself (bassat 'to wash X'), < proto-
Saami *=noa-< pFS *=nti-; geassa=d-it 'to withdraw (intr)' (geassit 
'to draw'), < proto-Saami *=oa- < pFS *=ti-; 

(c) reciprocal: dovdda=d-it 'to know one another' (dovdat 'to know'), < 
proto-Saami *=noa- < pFS *=nti-; oaidn=al-it 'to see each other' 
(oaidnit 'to see'), < proto-Saami *=ala- < pFS *=ili-; 

(d) momentaneous: colga=d-it 'to spit once' (colgat 'to spit'), < proto-
Saami *=oe- < pFS *=ta/a- < pU *=ta/a-; njuik=e-t 'to jump once' 
(v. njuikut 'to jump many times'), < mid proto-Saami *=aja- < pFS 
*=iji-; bdvk=al-it 'to bang once' (v. bdvkkuhit 'to bang again and 
again'), < proto-Saami *=ala- < pFS *=i1i-; 

(e) subitive: borra=l-it 'to eat quickly' (borrat 'to eat'), < proto-Saami 
*=le- < pFS, pU *=la/a-; njuike=st-it 'to jump quickly' (njuiket 'to 
jump once'), < proto-Saami *=ste- < pFS *=sta/a-; javkk=ih-it 'to 
disappear quickly' (javkat 'to disappear'), < proto-Saami *=ette- < 
pFS *=tta/a- < ? pU *=kta/a-; bdrgg=dd-it 'to cry out' (bdrgut 'to 
cry'), < proto-Saami *=i1rlDa-; 

(t) frequentative: lahp=ad-it 'to lose (many objects)' (tahppit 'to lose'), < 
proto-Saami *=(a)noa-< pFS *=(i)nti-; cohkan=adda-t '(many) sit 
down' (cohkanit 'to sit down'), < proto-Saami *=anoa-< pFS *=inti; 
bdhc=al-it 'to shoot (many times)' (bdhCit 'to shoot'), coaskudallat 'to 
cool (many objects)' (coaskudit 'to cool [one object]'), < proto-Saami 
*=ru.a- < pFS *=ili-; luodd=u-t 'to keep splitting' (luddet 'to split 
once'), < proto-Saami *=6- <? pFS *=0-; geas=as-it 'to be pulling at 
leisure' (geassit 'to pull'), < proto-Saami *=acji9a -< pFS *=(i )ksji -; 

(g) continuative: cucco=d-it 'to be standing' (cuof1.ut 'to stand'), 
loga=d-it 'to be reading' (Iohkat 'to read'), < proto-Saami *=(a)noa 
< pFS *=(i)nti-; bargg=ild-it 'to work at leisure' (bargat 'to work'), 
< proto-Saami *=eloe-; 

(h) diminutive: att£!=st-it 'to give a little' (addit 'to give'), < proto-Saami 
*=ste-< pFS *=sta/a-; 

(i) conative: bokt=al-it 'to try to wake X up' (boktit 'to wake X up'), < 
proto-Saami *=ru.a- < pFS *=ili-; occo=d-it 'to try to obtain' (oaf1.ut 
'to obtain'), ribadit 'to try to wrench' (rihpat 'to wrench'), < proto-
Saami *=(a)noa-< pFS *=(i)nti; 

G) inchoative: lohkagoahtit 'to begin to read' (Iohkat 'to read'), < proto-
Saami *=Goate-< pFS, Finno-Volgaic *=kata-/*=kata-; buol'lat 'to 
catch fire' (buollit 'to bum'), <mid proto-Saami *=je-< ?pU *=j-. 
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6 Denominal verbs: 
(a) causative: nama=h-it 'to name' (namma 'name'), <pFS, pU *=kta/a-; 
(b) translative: buomi=n-it 'to become better' (buorr,! 'good'), < proto-

Saami *=ma- < pFS, pU *=mi-; buoid=u-t 'to become fat' (buoidi 
'fat'), < proto-Saami *=6-< pFS *=0-; bealkh=uvva-t 'to become 
deaf (bealj,!heapm,! 'deaf), < proto-Saami *=uova-< pS *=ovi-; 

(c) essive: bodnj=ti-t 'to be twisted' (botnji 'a twist'), < proto-Saami 
*=asia-; 

(d) instrumental: niibbti=st-it 'to use a knife' (niibi 'knife'), < proto-
Saami *=sta-< ? pFS *=sti-; 

(e) sensive: fasttti=s-it 'to consider ugly' <Jasti 'ugly'), < proto-Saami 
*=&&a- < pFS *=ksii-. 

7 Denominal adverbs: 
(a) state: rtiiggi-l 'with a hole' (rtiigi 'hole'), < proto-Saami *=lne < pFS 

*=l(a/a) + *=ta/a); muohtanaga 'with snow on it' (muohta 'snow'), 
< proto-Saami *=naGan < mid proto-Saami *=naGi!n < pFS, pU 
*=na/a + pFS, pU *=k + (-i-) *-n; 

(b) reciprocity: giehta=laga 'hand in hand' (giehta 'hand'), < proto-
Saami *=laGan < pFS *=li- + pFS, pU *=k- + (-i-) *-n-*-j; 

(c) manner: ceahpi=t - cehpe=t 'skilfully' (ceahppi 'skilful'), < proto-
Saami *=kte < pFS *=kta/a < Finno-Volgaic *=kta/a. 

Compounding 
Compounding is confined almost exclusively to nominal bases. Examples: 

muorra 'wood' + bihttti 'piece' 
muorrabihttti 'piece of wood' 

vtirri 'hill' + cohkka 'top' 
vtirr,!cohkka 'hilltop' 

eatni 'mother sG' + giella 'language' 
eatnigiella 'mother tongue' 

ovda+ 'fore-' + juolgi leg, foot' 
ovdajuolgi 'foreleg' 

vuost,!+ 'which is against' + biegga 
'wind' 
vuost'!biegga 'headwind' 

ltiibi 'bread' + vtiibmil 'fond' 
ltiibevtiibmil 'fond of bread' 

rukses 'red [attrib]' + +nierat 
'having X cheeks' 
ruksesnierat 'red-cheeked' 

golmma 'three sG' + +jahktisas 'X 
number of years old' 
golmmajahktisas'three-year-old' 

coila 'through' + cuovgi 'shining' 
cadacuovgi 'transparent' 

eahp,!+ 'un-' cielggas 'clear' 
eahp,!Cielggas 'unclear' 
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bealli 'half + +mielat 'having an X 
mind' 
beallemielat'mad' 

The verb base +njaddit 'to taste like X', which does not occur independ-
ently, takes as its modifier component substantives or adjectives in the 
attributive form: guollt;+njaddit 'to taste like fish' (guolli), njuoska+njaddit 
'to taste raw' (njuoska, attributive form of njuoskkas 'raw'). The deverbal 
inchoative suffix =goahtit comes close to being a verb base: manna=goahtit 
'to begin to go' (manna 'to go'). 

Calquing on Scandinavian constructions has produced some verbs which 
occur with an adverb modifier, e.g. bajasgeassit 'to educate' (bajas 'up' + 
geassit 'to pull', cf. Norwegian oppdra). 

Syntax 
Syntactic relations are expressed by morphological means (e.g. case-marking, 
derivational endings) and, - mostly within noun phrases - by word order. The 
ordering of main constituents (subject, verb, object, adverb) is guided largely 
by pragmatic principles. The basic order is SVO, as in ahcCi (S) oinnii (V) 
Niillasa (0) 'father saw Nils', matki (S) lea (V) guhkki 'the journey is long 
- it is a long journey'. However, infinitival and participial constructions tend 
towards the order SOY, e.g. ii diktan mu dan (0) oaidnit (V) 'did not let me 
see it', with dan 'it' coming before oaidnit 'to see'. In South Saami, SOY is 
the rule in finite cases as well: dah (S) maanah (0) utnieh (V) 'they have 
children'. Noun phrase constituents generally have a modifier-head order, 
e.g. dat nuorra olmmai 'this young man' . 

The subject is not an obligatory constituent. First- and second-person verb 
forms do not require a subject pronoun, and third-person pronouns are 
optional in subordinations, e.g. oidnen Biera 'I saw Peter', oidnetgo Biera? 
'did you see Peter?', go Biera boilii, de muitalii, ahte ... 'when Peter came, 
he said that .. .' Formal subjects are not required in cases like arva 'it is 
raining', lea coaskkis 'it is cold', although they often do occur, as a result of 
Scandinavian influence, e.g. dat lea coaskkis. 

Questions begin with the focalized phrase. Thus we have gos don boailat? 
'where do you come from?', with the question word gos '(from) where?' in 
initial position (in the reply, the adverb which supplies the information is in 
normal final position, e.g. mun boailan varis 'I come from the hills'. In 
oidnetgo don Biera? 'did you see Peter?' it is the verb that is focalized; note the 
question marker -go and compare the simple declarative mun oidnen Biera 'I 
saw Peter' , with regular SOY order. Answers repeat the focalized question word 
of a yes/no question, with appropriate modifications concerning personal 
reference and other deixis, e.g. - oidnetgo Biera? - oidnen '-did you see Peter? 
- yes' , and supply the appropriate information in others, e.g. - gos don boailat? 
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-Anaris '- where do you come from? - Inari', with the answer in the locative 
case in keeping with the question word gos. 

On the other hand, if we take the morphosyntactic properties of the head 
to be diagnostic, then a head-modifier (or base-argument) order may be seen 
in numeral constructions (with numerals higher than okta 'one') and in verb 
complexes. For example, if the noun phrase golbma dalu 'three houses' acts 
as a subject in the sentence golbma dalu ledje buollan 'three houses had 
burned down', golbma 'three sN' is the head and dalu 'house sG' modifies 
it: golbma ledje buollan 'three had burned' is syntactically acceptable 
whereas *dalu ledje buollan is not. The same holds for the verbal predicate 
in the sentence mun ledjen boahtan 'I had come': ledjen is the base to which 
the participle boahtan is an argument. Noun phrases are insoluble as a rule, 
i.e. they cannot be intersected by noun-phrase-external elements (verb or 
sentence modifiers). 

Unlike noun phrases, verb complexes such as compound tenses and moods 
or other constructions consisting of a finite and a non-finite form cannot be 
considered to constitute a phrase in the same narrow sense: their components 
tolerate intervening elements and their order is not strict. They receive the 
same analysis as other combinations of finite and non-finite verb forms: the 
non-finite form is subordinated to the finite one and represents a separate 
predicate. For some verbs, such as sahttit 'may' or leat 'be' (as copula), the 
subordination has no distinct label because other arguments are not possible, 
e.g. sahtan vuolgit 'I may leave', lean vuolgan 'I have left', ledjen vuolgit 'I 
would have left'. For others, the non-finite form may function as an object 
(e.g. mun mahtan vuodjat 'I can swim', cf. mun mahtan darqgiela 'I can 
[speak] Norwegian') or as an adverbial (manan cohkkat 'I go and sit', cf. 
manan stohpui 'I go into the house'; ledjen vazzimen 'I was walking', cf. 
ledjen stobus 'I was in the house'). 

South Saarni can have purely nominal predicates: Laara saemie 'Lars is a 
Saarni', dihte bt'leries '(s)he is old', Piere gaetesne 'Peter is in the hut'. Some 
cases have also been attested in Ter Saarni: aa'jtte si'zn saa'hp/i1Jg 'there was 
a mouse (saa'hp/i1Jg) in the store house (aa'jtte si'zn)'. In North Saami, the 
perfect participle leamas can be used alone as a predicative verb without a 
finite form: dat leamas don geahc~n gili '(s)he has been to the other end (don 
geahc~n) of the village' . 

Morphological Marking 
The case of subject and predicative noun phrases is the nominative: addja (S) 
boahta 'grandpa is coming', dat matki (S) lea oall~ guhkki (PR) 'this journey 
is fairly long' , soappit (S) ledje guhkit (PR) 'the sticks were long'. The object 
of most verbs is in the accusative: oidnen adja (0) 'I saw grandpa' (sN 
addja). In South Saarni, there are also plural nominative objects, originally 
used, it seems, with indefinite referents: aehtjie (S) treavkah (0) dorjeme 
'father has made (a pair of) skis'. 

guhkki 

guhkki 
guhkki 
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There are also a number of verbs which take arguments cognitively 
equivalent to objects (i.e. which are not predicates or adverbials or other 
circumstantial modifiers) but which are put in cases other than the accusative. 
Examples include liikot 'to like', which takes objects in the illative (mun 
liikon birgui 'I like meat'), ballat 'to fear' , which takes the locative (dat balla 
guovzzas 'he is afraid of the bear'), and hilbosit 'to tease', which takes the 
comitative (manat hilbosedje adjain 'the children teased grandpa'). These 
have been called rection adverbials and, recently, objects. 

The first argument of habitive constructions, corresponding to the subject 
in many languages, is in the locative, the second in the nominative, and the 
verb is the existentialleat: Lasses lea beana LARS-Ioc IS.s3pres DOG 'Lars 
has a dog'. In South Saami, the first argument is in the genitive instead of a 
local case, e.g. Laaran bienje 'idem' (note the zero copula), or the transitive 
verb utnedh 'to have' is used, e.g. Laara bienjem Litna LARS accusative HAS-
s3pres; this construction is also found in Vme, Pite, and Lule Saarni. The 
second argument in Lasses lea beana has been analysed as a predicative; the 
first can be seen as a special kind of subject. The same regards also the first 
argument of existential sentences, which is normally in the locative: garddis 
ledje ollu bohccot 'there were many reindeer (bohccot) in the corral 
(garddis )' . 

The agent of causative verbs and of verbs ending in -halla- is in the illative, 
e.g. Biera goaruhii Birehii gapmagiid 'Peter had Berit sew him some shoes', 
Mahtte borahalai beatnagii 'Matthew was (unfortunate enough to get) bitten 
by a dog' (beatnagii is sIll of beana 'dog'). 

The adverbial is marked by special derivative endings (cf. p. 83) and by a 
number of cases. Chief among these are: 

• the genitive, as in dat boahtd don beaivve '(s)he comes the day after 
tomorrow', addja vealla soggai calmmiid 'grandpa is lying with his 
eyes (calmmiid, pG of calbmi 'eye') towards the wall (soggai, sIll of 
soggi 'the space nearest the wall'); 

• the illative, as in mii manaimet Anarii 'we went to Inari', dat bahce 
Avvilii 'they stayed in Ivalo'; 

• the locative, as in Mahtte bOtlii Ldhpltluobbalis 'Matthew came from 
LahpQluoppal' ; 

• the comitative, as in mun vuojan dainna biilain Roavl!njargii 'I shall 
drive that car to Rovaniemi'; 

• the essive, as in ii galgga bassin bargat 'one should not work on a 
Sunday' (impersonal third person singular in ii galgga 'one should not'). 

A number of postpositional constructions are also possible, e.g. bus I sa 
njuikii beavddi ala 'the cat jumped onto the table' , mii leimml!tjoga aide 'we 
were on the river'. 

In noun phrases, a noun attribute is in the genitive, e.g. adja soabbi 
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'grandpa's stick' (sN addjd 'grandpa'), beavddf! vuolde 'under the table' (sN 
beavdi 'table'), and an adjective attribute is in the attributive form, if 
available, e.g. ceahpf!s duojdr 'a skilful craftsman' (ceahppi 'skilful'). Some 
attributes are in (partial) congruence with their head; they will be dealt with 
in the section on the noun phrase, below. 

Noun Phrase 
Pronoun attributes, genitive attributes, numerals, and adjectival attributes 
come before the noun: ddt soabbi 'this stick', adjd soabbi 'grandpa's stick', 
guoktf! soappi (sG; see below) 'two sticks', and guhkf!s soabbi 'a long stick'. 
If several of them are present, their order is that these examples: ddt adjd 
guhkf!s soabbi 'this long stick of grandpa's', ddt ddjd guoktf! gUhkf!s soappi 
'these two long sticks of grandpa's'. Constructions corresponding to post-
positional ones in other languages are of the genitive/attributive type in 
Saami, e.g. vdrf! vuolldi '(going) under the hill', borgga siste 'in a snow 
flurry': the adverb/postposition is in the morphological form required by the 
syntactic function and is thus, by definition, the head of the phrase. 

The demonstrative pronouns, the numerals, and certain indefinite pronouns 
expressing an approximate number (e.g. rnoaddf! ' a couple') stand in partial 
congruence with the noun. In constructions with numerals higher than '1' and 
those with indefinite pronouns like rnoaddf!' the head (in italics in Table 2.9) 
is the numeral or pronoun in the nominative singular and the noun in the rest 
of the cases. 

The constructions with the relative interrogative pronouns rnii 'which' and 
gii 'who' behave in a similar manner but here the noun is the modifier in the 
nominative plural (formally: the accusative plural), as well. 

There are also a restricted number of modifiers which are placed after the 
head. Especially common is the relative clause, which is connected to its 
correlate by the relative pronouns rnii 'which', gii 'who', goabbd 'which 

Table 2.9 Sample noun phrases, illustrating distribution of case and number 

Singular Plural Singular Plural 
'this house' 'these houses' 'three houses' 'three pairs of skis' 

N ddtdallu dat ddlut golbmadalu golmmat sabt!hat 
G danddlu daid ddliiid golmmaddlu golmmaid sabt!hiid 
A danddlu daid ddliiid golbmaddlu golmmaid sabt!hiid 
III dan ddllui daidda ddliiide golmma ddllui golmmaide sabt!hiiddq 
Loc dan ddlus dain ddWn golmma ddlus golmmain sabt!hiin 
Com dainna ddliiin daiguin ddliiiguin golmmain ddliiin golmmaiguin sabt!hiiguin 
Ess danin ddllun golbman ddllun (not used) 

Note: Also, sN moadde druu 'a couple of houses', sG moatti ddlu, sA moadde ddlu, sIll moatti 
ddllui, etc., like golbma druu. . 
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Table 2.10 Noun phrases with relative/interrogative pronouns 

Singular Plural Singular Plural 
'which house' 'which houses' 'which priest' 'which priests' 

N mii dliliiid matdliliiid giibahpaid geat bahpaid 
G mandalu maid daliiid geanMhpa geaid Mhpaid 
A mandalu maid daliiid geanMhpa geaid Mhpaid 

(maid daliiid) 
III mandallui maiddA daliiide gean Mhppii geaiddl;l Mhpaide 
Loc mandalus main daliiin gean Mhpas geain Mhpain 
Com mainna daliiin maiguin daliiiguin geainna Mhpain geaiguin Mhpaiguin 
Ess manin dallun geanin Mhppan 

(of two)', guhte 'who', and guhtemus 'which (of a specific set)', e.g. dat 
olbmot, mat manne sisa 'those people who went in' (mat pN of mii); dat 
vielppis, goabbd lea stuorit 'the one of the two puppies that is bigger' . Among 
other post-modifiers are the infinitive (miis ii leat dilli vuordit 'I do not have 
time to wait'), postpositional constructions (dat lea muitalus ovtta nieidda 
birra 'it is a story about a girl'), the partitive locative (mun dovddan ovtta dii 
vieljain 'I know one of your brothers'), and probably also specifier nouns 
agreeing with their head in case (miis lea okta gilo vuodja PROs l.1oc 
IS.s3pres ONE. sN KILO.sN BUTTER.sN 'I have a kilo of butter'). 

Negation 
The negative verb is combined with the connegatives to express negation in 
the present tense. The negative verb has the same form for indicative, 
conditional, and potential, and the main verb carries the mood marker 
(indicative is zero). Examples of the indicative: it boatll! 'you do not come', 
it leat 'you are not'. Conditional: it boatlase 'you would not come', it livcce 
'you would not be'. Potential: it botld 'you may not come', it leacca 'you 
may not be'. In the imperative, the mood marker is encoded in the negative 
verb: all! boatll! 'do not come', all! leagl! 'do not be'. The second imperative, 
itself a connegative, is used with third-person forms of the negative verb: allos 
bohto 'let himlher not come', alloset bi5hto 'let them not come', allos lehko 
'let himlher not be'. The indicative past is expressed by the main verb in the 
perfect participle: it boahtdn 'you did not come', it lean - it leamas - it 
leamaslean - it leamasan 'you were not'. The compound tenses are negated 
in a manner analogical to that of the copula: it leat boahtan 'you have not 
come', it lean boahtan 'you had not come', it livcce boahtan 'you would not 
have come', etc. 

Negation normally concerns the verb constituent and has therefore the 
entire sentence as its scope. There are, however, ways to narrow the scope 
down to a single constituent: mun ozzon dan, in fal Niillasis, muhto Il)ggas 'I 
got it not from Nils but from Inga' . In participial and infinitival constructions, 
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the matrix verb will be negated even though the scope of the negation is the 
embedded sentence: dat ii lohkan bierggu nohkat 'he said that meat does not 
run out' (ii lohkan 'did not say' , bierggu 'meat sA' , nohkat 'to run out, to be 
finished') . 

Participial and Infinitival Constructions 
Embedded sentences can be represented by constructions with the embedded 
verb in a non-finite form. The action essive is used with verbs of direct 
observation to indicate the present tense, e.g. dat i5innii bdhpa boahtimen 
'(s)he saw the clergyman coming'. With other verbs, the infinitive is used 
for the same purpose, e.g. dat jahkkd bdhpa diehtit vastadusa '(s)he believes 
that the clergyman knows the answer, (s)he believes the clergyman to know 
the answer'. The past tense of the embedded sentence is expressed by the 
perfect participle, e.g. dat i5innii bdhpa boahtan '(s)he saw that the 
clergyman had come', dat jahkkd bdhpa diehtan vastadusa '(s)he believes 
that the clergyman knew the answer, (s)he believes the clergyman to have 
known the answer' . 

The nominative subject and nominative predicate of an unembedded 
sentence go into the accusative case when their constituents are embedded: 
]oavnna logai daid olbmuid (S; pA) leat ceavltiid (PR; pA) 'John said that 
those people are haughty', contrast unembedded dat olbmot (S; pN) leat 
ceavltit (PR; pN) 'Those people are haughty'. If the subject of the embedded 
sentence is co-referential with the subject of the matrix sentence, it is replaced 
by the reflexive pronoun (iehca-) in these constructions, e.g. ]oavnna logai 
iews diehtan vastadusa 'John said that he (= John) knew the answer'. 

Co-ordination and Subordination of Sentences 
The co-ordinating conjunctions, all from or via Fennic, are ja 'and', sihke -
ja '(X) as well as (Y)' ,juogo - dahje 'either X or Y', vai 'or (in questions)" 
muhto 'but'. Examples: valddE gaffala ja niibbi 'take a fork and a knife', 
daga dola ja vuossa gafe 'make a fire and make some coffee' , boahtago eadni 
vai ahcCi 'will father or mother come?' , mun curvon, muhto don it gullan 'I 
shouted, but you didn't hear'. In negated cases, co-ordination can also be 
expressed with the enclitic --ge attached to the negative verb, e.g. mun in leat 
oaidnan inge gullan 'I haven't seen or heard'. 

Subordination can be expressed with a number of conjunctions: ahte 'that' « 
Finnish ettii), go 'when, that' « Finnish kun), goas 'when' « Finnish konsa), 
juos (cf. Finnishjos), vai - vuoi 'in order to' , amas (in some dialects) 'lest, in 
order that not', vaikko 'even though' « Finnish vaikka). Subordinated 
sentences can have many different functions, e.g. subject: buorr£! lei, go bi5htet 
'it was good that you came'; object: mun dieilan, ahte Niillas boahta 'I know 
that Nils is coming'; adverbial: mun boailan, go don dahtut 'I shall come when 
you ask (me to do so)' . Indirect questions are subordinated as subjects (ii leat 
Cielggas, boahtago Niilas 'it isn't clear whether Nils will come') or objects 
(mun in dieil£!, boahtagoNiilas 'I don't know whether Nils will come'). 
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In subordinated reported speech, the pronouns for the first person are 
replaced by those of the third, e.g. dat logai, ahte son digu njuovvat sdvzza 
'(s)he said that (s)he will butcher a sheep', dat logai munnje, ahte soai 
vuolgiba bajds joga '(s)he said to me that we (soai 'they [dual]') would go 
up river'. Reported speech is often indicated by the particles gul (indicating 
citation of someone else's statement, e.g. logai, ahte son ii gul dietlr:; '[s]he 
said that [s]he does not know') or, rarely and in the eastern dialects only,jat 
(indicating citation of one's own statement). 

Lexicon 
The North Saami lexicon is expanding rapidly as a result of more or less 
conscious deVelopment. Because of the large number of word stems and the 
rich system of word formation, new words are based mostly on traditional 
stems and endings, often replacing even recent loanwords. Thus the 
neologism ddidda 'art' (based on ddidu 'knowing how') has supplanted the 
Scandinavian loan koansta (from Swedish konst), used as late as the 1980s 
and practically the only word for this concept in the 1970s. The largest North 
Saami dictionary to date contains about 35,000 entries and is far from 
exhaustive. 

Of the traditional vocabulary, slightly fewer than 600 words have cognates 
in other Uralic languages. Of these, approximately 100 date from proto-
Uralic, e.g. vuoni 'mother-in-law', vuohppa 'father-in-law', goaski 'senior 
maternal aunt', ceahci 'younger paternal uncle', mannji 'daughter-in-law', 
gdlqjeatni 'sister-in-law', natltla 'shaft', suhkat 'to row'. 

About 160 words date from pFU, e.g. eahki 'senior paternal uncle', vuovdit 
'to sell', dhcCi 'father' (augmented from proto-Saami *1t6ie > Kildin a;rpKh), 
vuodjit 'to drive', lohkat 'to count', liepma 'broth', njuovvat 'to flay'. About 
60 words may be ascribed to the Finno-Permian phase, e.g. dddjd 'grand-
father', astat 'to have time' ,juohkit 'to divide', gdma 'shoe', got1t1it 'to knit', 
boazu 'reindeer', boarti 'bark vessel'; roughly another 60 words have 
cognates in the Volgaic languages, e.g. mdksit 'to pay', gahcat 'to ask', 
gealdit 'to draw (bow), to cock (trigger)" mealli 'rudder', sadjit 'to hone', 
Janas 'boat'. 

Finally, Saami shares about 200 words with Fennic, e.g. dhkku 'grand-
mother', Ciehkat 'to hide' ,juoigat 'to sing in the Saami way', gal 'let 'to visit' 
gietkka 'cradle', vieUja 'brother', vuordnut 'to take an oath', joddu 'net', 
geaidnu 'way', goarrut 'to sew', ldvzi 'rein' ,lohti 'wedge', bassat 'to wash', 
seakti 'bait', dohppa 'sheath'. 

Alongside old inherited vocabulary there are about 800 common Saami 
word stems, over 600 of which are without etymology, e.g. atnit 'to use', 
bivvat 'to keep warm', coagis 'shallow', caskit 'to strike', cdhppat 'black', 
Ciekcat 'to kick', ddlkkas 'medicine', garvit 'to dodge', gdhccat 'to hurry', 
heavdni 'spider', jal1J1Jis 'tree stump', jorrat 'to spin', ldhppit 'to lose', 
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manna 'child', nagir 'sleep', njivli 'slime', ohca 'bosom', oakti 'rain shower', 
ravgat 'to fall', sarrit 'blackberry', siehttat 'to make an agreement', uhcci 
'small', valdit 'to take'. About 100 of the 800 are Scandinavian or Germanic 
loanwords, e.g. airu 'oar', barru 'wave', dapmat 'to tame', gaica 'goat', 
eallju 'zeal', gussa 'cow', luovOs 'loose', mannu 'moon', navli 'nail', riekkis 
'ring', savza 'sheep', vievssis 'wasp', and about 150 are borrowed from 
Finnish, e.g. aigi 'time', baiki 'place', dtivda illness', easka 'recently', giitit 
'to thank', ihtit 'to appear', joavdat 'to arrive', ltivlut 'to sing', mearra 'sea', 
neav'vu 'advice', oahppat 'to learn', reahkut 'to howl', suhttat 'get angry', 
saddat 'to be born', vassi 'hatred'. 

In addition to the bulk of Scandinavian and Finnish loanwords (there are 
several thousands of each), there are the following layers of borrowings: 

1 Old Indo-European loanwords shared with several, mostly western 
Finno-Ugric languages. There are about twenty of these, e.g. oarbbis 
'orphan', coarvi 'hom', cohkut 'to comb', cuohti 'hundred', veahcir 
'hammer', goahti 'hut, teepee, tent', dahkat 'to do', geassi 'summer'. 

2 Baltic loanwords, shared mainly with Fennic. There are over twenty of 
these; examples are leaibi 'alder', suolu 'island', luokta 'bay', javri 
'lake', luossa 'salmon', guoibmi 'companion', vuos'si 'pot handle', lasta 
'leaf'. Some are not shared with Finnish, e.g. South Saami saertie 'heart 
(as food)', indicating that there were also direct contacts with Baltic 
speakers. 

3 Old Germanic loanwords shared mainly with Fennic. There are more than 
twenty, e.g. gierdat 'to endure' ,bassi 'sacred' ,soallut 'to pick one's teeth' , 
buoidi 'fat', roavgu 'skin rug', ruovdi 'iron', guos'si 'guest', vuotta 
'shoelace', lahttu 'member'. Some independent loans (e.g. luoikat 'to 
borrow') indicate direct contacts with Germanic-speaking populations. 

4 Russian loanwords. There are hundreds of recent Russian loans in Skolt, 
Kildin, Akkala, and Ter. Some Russian words have spread, via Finnish 
and Karelian, further west, e.g. darru 'Norwegian', radji 'border', and 
gistta 'glove' have found their way down to South Saami. In addition, 
North Saami has the following words of Russian origin: savka 'cap', 
spIre 'beast of prey « 3Bepb)', iskat 'to try', sibit 'domestic animal', 
ohpit 'again'. 

From among the textually most frequent 100 words in North Saami 
(comprising about 60 per cent of the spoken-language texts in the corpus 
measured) 11 words (i.e. 3 per cent) do not have an etymology outside Saami, 
e.g. boahtit 'to come', buot 'all', valdit 'to take', bidjat 'to put', orrut 'to 
dwell'. Over 40 per cent of the word stems in the texts was covered by those 
most common core words which have an etymology connecting them with 
other Uralic languages (52 in number, e.g. the negative verb, the personal 
pronouns, nouns like ahcCi 'father', bealli 'half, eallu 'herd', beana 'dog', 
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olmmos 'human being', siida 'village', and verbs like galgat 'to have to', 
vuolgit 'to leave', gullat 'to hear', eallit 'to live'). There were 37 loanwords 
among the top 100 words, comprising 14 per cent of the texts in the corpus, 
e.g. ja 'and', ahte 'that', vel 'still', aigi 'time', juo 'already' from Finnish, 
lavet 'to have the habit of from Scandinavian. Some items of the core 
vocabulary which were thought to have no etymologies have recently been 
shown to be Germanic loans, e.g. oaidnit 'to see', gavdnat 'to find', perhaps 
also valdit 'to take' . In any event, the 600 or so word stems shared with other 
Uralic languages still bulk largest in any Saarni text. 

North Saami Text 
From Hans Aslak Guttorm: Idnjargga siljut. 

A: text in standard orthography, segmented; B: morpheme-by-
morpheme gloss; C: English translation. 

bahkke=st-edje AI. beatnaga-t--ge 
BI. DOG-pN--ENC FORCES.ONE'SWA Y=SUBIT-p3past 

veagal 
FORCIBLY 

,olbrnu-i-d 
PERSON-plur-gen 

A2. Lernet 
B2. CLEMENT 

julgg-i-id 
LEG-plur-gen 

doabu-i 
GRABS-s3past 

gaskka 
BETWEEN 

beatnagi-i-d 
DOG-plur-acc 

vista-i. 
HOUSE-sIll 

rna-n 
WHICH. ONE-sA 

niska-i, 
NECK-sIll 

rna-n seaiba-i fahti-i ja 
WHICH. ONE-sA TAIL-sIll CA TCHES-s3past AND 

baIkesti-i uksa+lanja olggos. A3. beana lienju-i 
THROWS-s3past DOOR+CHINK.sG OUT B3. DOG WHINES-s3past 

go 
WHEN 

Lernet 
CLEMENT 

ceabehi-i 
NECK/fHROAT-sIll 

cirvi-i. 
SQUEEZES-s3past 

Cl. The dogs, too, forced their way between people's legs into the house. C2. 
Clement grabbed the dogs, caught one by the neck, the other by the tail and 
threw them out of the door. C3. The dog whined when Clement grabbed its 
throat. 
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3 Fennic 

Tiit-Rein Viitso 

The Fennic branch of the Uralic family is a dialect continuum that is usually 
divided into seven languages: Livonian, Estonian, Votic, Ingrian, Finnish, 
Karelian and Veps. A Lude language has sometimes been extracted from 
Karelian as an eighth language, but Ludes identify themselves as Karelians. 
Estonian (one million speakers) and Finnish (five million speakers) are 
discussed in separate chapters in this volume. The remaining Fennic 
languages have become languages of bilingual minorities in their traditional 
territories; they are Votic (25 speakers), Ingrian (300 speakers), Karelian 
(62,500 speakers) and Veps (6,000 speakers) in Northwest Russia, and 
Livonian (15 native speakers) in Latvia. 

Livonian 
Livonian (liiv6 keelj , raandakeelj 'coast language'), as spoken in Kurland, is 
relatively homogenous. Three dialects, West, Central and East Livonian, 
differ from each other only slightly. The poorly attested dialect of historical 
Livonia, spoken to the north of the lower reaches of Daugava River, became 
extinct in the nineteenth century. 

There has been literature in Livonian since the translation of the Gospel 
according to Matthew into Western and Eastern Livonian in 1863 and the 
publication ofthe same gospel in a Central-and-Eastern Livonian compromise 
language in 1880. In the 1920s a new orthography was elaborated. The 
Livonian literary language was annihilated with the Soviet occupation of 
Latvia. Most Livonians were forced to leave their homeland (Uv6d Randa); 
they now live scattered among other nations. Not until 1989 were a few 
booklets published once again in Livonian and efforts begun to revive the 
language. 

Livonian is the most innovative Fennic language. The chief characteristic 
features of Livonian are: 

Two distinctive lexical tones: the level tone and the glottalizedllaryngealized 
one (or stf/Jd; often from *h; indicated in this chapter as +); 

Gradation of both historically long and short stressed syllables with short 
vocalism; 

Long and short falling diphthongs uo: uo, Ie: ie; 

96 
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Map 3.1 Fennic: North/South and East/West Divisions 

F Finnish 
K Karelian 
Ve Veps 
I Ingrian 
E Estonian 
Vo Votic 
L Livonian 

Source: Adapted from Itkonen 1980.7, as reproduced in Szfj 1990: 154. 

Rising diphthongs and triphthongs that can occur in up to five tone and 
quantity patterns, e.g. k:'dgZD 'ships', k:'o+ig?J 'ship (sP)" IUozm?J 'warp 
(sP)" tu+ oig?Jz 'birchbark', luoima 'warp (sNG)' , aiga 'edge (sNG)', a+ig?J 
'edge (sP)" azg?J 'time, weather (sP), aiga 'time, weather (sNG)" IQ+Qigi 
'asunder'; 

Delabialization of the p[roto-]F[ ennic] labial front vowels; 
Reminiscences of metaphony; 
The contrastive behaviour of bisyllabic a- and a-stems vis-a-vis U-, z- and 

?J-stems in inflectional paradigms; 
The dative case; 
Near-complete loss of the external local cases. 

Estonian 
Estonian (eesti keel, older style: maakeel) is spoken mainly in Estonia. 
Translations of scripture into Estonian date from 1535. Alongside the North 
Estonian literary language (formerly called the Tallinn language) the South 
Estonian literary language (the Tartu language) was used in Southeast Estonia 
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from the fIrst half of the seventeenth up to the second half of the nineteenth 
century; the degeneration of the Tartu language began with the publication of 
the Bible in North Estonian in 1739. 

Estonian dialects are usually classifIed into three main groups: (1) 
Northeastern coastal dialect, (2) North Estonian (consisting of the Insular, 
Western, Central and Eastern dialects), (3) South Estonian (including the 
Mulgi, Tartu, and Voru dialects). This classifIcation, however, is incompatible 
with data from the other Fennic languages; accordingly, a classifIcation into 
fIve main groups is to be preferred: (1) Coastal, (2) Northeast, (3) East, (4) 
North and (5) South Estonian. With the exception of the Coastal and 
Northeast groups, all Estonian dialects contrast three syllabic quantities in 
stressed syllables. The North Estonian literary dialect has assimilated and 
superseded almost all other Estonian dialects. 

Coastal Estonian, spoken on the southern coast of the Gulf of Finland, was 
originally closer to the Finnish dialects than to any other dialect group of 
Estonian. Coastal Estonian never had the back unrounded vowel e. 

Northeast and East Estonian, together with Votic proper, stem from one 
protodialect; they share the merger *0 > *e in about twenty stems and the 
assimilation *st > ss; Northeast Estonian has been influenced by Coastal and, 
later, by North Estonian. East Estonian was influenced fIrst by South and later 
by North Estonian. 

South Estonian probably split directly from proto-Fennic. In some cases it 
has retained pF (and even proto-Uralic) *cj, e.g. latisi 'child' < *lapcji, katisi 
'two' « *kakcji < *kakti), kuudzi 'nail, claw'. On the other hand, it has 
undergone the characteristic changes *kti > *kcji > *tjs\ *kt > *tt after the 
vowel of the first syllable. 

Votic 
Votic (vatPtPaa ceeti, maaceeli) is presently spoken in coastal villages of 
Vaipooli, Northwest Ingermanland, east of the mouth of the Luga River. 
Vaipooli Votic was the westernmost dialect of Votic proper. Votic proper has 
usually been divided into West and East Votic. West Votic was a dialect chain 
(Vaipooli, Pontizoo, Maci, Orko) characterized by loss of word-fInal -G 

« *-k) and -h, which were still retained in East Votic; on the other hand, West 
Votic had preserved word-fInal -n in the fIrst-person singular suffIx of the 
verb (similarly to non-South Estonian), whereas in East Votic the loss of -n 
was total (as in South Estonian and Livonian). Other dialects of Votic were 
Kukkuzi on the eastern bank of the Luga River, which became extinct in the 
1980s, and Krevin. The Krevin dialect was spoken by descendants of Votic 
war prisoners who were moved to the vicinity of Bauska, Latvia, about 1445 
by the Teutonic Order. Krevin became extinct in the nineteenth century and 
is very poorly attested. There was never a Votic scripture. 

Votic proper probably separated from East and Northeast Estonian around 
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1000 CEo In Votic proper, pF *k has gone to *c before front vowels. 
Kukkuzi Votic never had the vowel *e. On the other hand, both Votic 

proper and Kukkuzi have merged *ps and *ks into hs - hz and, similarly to 
Northeast and East Estonian, have assimilated *st to an *ss which is 
susceptible to gradation (ss - s) in Votic proper and Kukkuzi. Kukkuzi Votic 
was originally a North Fennic dialect that was first influenced by Votic proper 
and later by Lower Luga Ingrian. 

Ingrian 
Ingrian, or Izhor (izoran keeli, earlier also karjalan keeli) may have had five 
dialects resulting from dialect split, with the possible exception of Lower 
Luga Ingrian, which may well have developed on the basis of a Votic proper 
or Kukkuzi Votic substratum. Lower Luga Ingrian is spoken along the Rosona 
River in Estonian Ingermanland (still annexed by Russia) and on both banks 
of the lower reaches of the Luga River; Soikkola Ingrian is spoken on the 
Sojkino peninsula; Hevaha Ingrian is spoken in the vicinity of the Koltusi 
River. The Upper Luga, or Oredd, dialect, spoken inland, became extinct in 
the 1970s. The North Ingrian that was spoken by the Orthodox population 
north of the Gulf of Finland has been Fennicized and probably served as the 
substratum for the .Ayriimoinen dialect, traditionally classified as a form of 
Southeast Finnish. An attempt to create an Ingrian literary language was made 
in 1932-7. 

Finnish 
Finnish (suomen kieli) is spoken mainly in Finland, Sweden, and Ingerman-
land. 

Finnish dialects have been traditionally classified into West Finnish 
(Southwest Finnish, Southern Transitional, Hiime, South Pohjanmaa, Central 
and North Pohjanmaa, Deep North) and East Finnish (Savo and Southeast 
Finnish). This classification seems somewhat oversimplified: West and 
Southeast Finnish as groups are too heterogeneous and should rather be 
divided into separate groups. 

Karelian 
Karelian consists of North (or Viena), South, Aunus (or Olonec) and Lude 
Karelian. 

North Karelian is spoken in North Karelia. South Karelian is a scattered set 
of dialects, some few of which are spoken in Karelia, but most of which are 
spoken in outlying parts of the Tver' , St Petersburg and Novgorod regions of 
Russia, to which Karelians moved after 1617. The outlying regions are 
Tihvina, Vessi (Ves'egonsk), Valdai, Tolmaccu, and DjorZa. Aunus (Karelian), 
called livvin kieli, is spoken in Southwest Karelia. Lude (Karelian), called 
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ljaadjin kielji, is spoken in Karelia in a strip east of Aunus and South Karelian. 
Lude is a dialect chain that can be divided into North, Central, and Kuudarv 
dialects. 

North and South Karelian (karjalan kieli) are often called Karelian proper. 
North Karelian, however, is in fact more properly a dialect close to East 
Finnish which has undergone strong South Karelian influence. Similarly, 
Aunus and Lude are dialects that were fIrst close to Veps but later have 
undergone different degrees of South Karelian influence. In any case, 
Kuudarv Lude has remained closest to Veps. 

The fIrst written document in Karelian is a spell from the eleventh century, 
written on birchbark and found in Novgorod. Attempts to create Karelian 
scripture date from the nineteenth century. In 1804 books containing St 
Matthew's gospel and some Orthodox prayers were published in both South and 
Aunus Karelian. In 1820 a StMatthew' forTver' Karelians was published. Until 
the October Revolution, mostly Orthodox literature and a few primers were 
published. Under Soviet power Karelians in Karelia were fIrst taught the 
Finnish literary language. In 1931-7 a new literary language based on the 
Tolmaccu dialect was created for Karelians of the Tver' region; this used Latin 
script. In 1938-9 in both Karelia and the Tver' region a new variant of Karelian 
was introduced: this was a mixture of South and Aunus Karelian and used 
Cyrillic script. A massive RussifIcation of Karelians as well as of other small 
peoples began after 1940; since 1989, attempts to revive different Karelian 
dialects have been made in Karelia. A primer and some other school books have 
been prepared in Aunus Karelian. Some South and Lude Karelian has been 
taught at some schools although there are no school books. A project of creating 
a literary language for North Karelians has even been started and a primer has 
been printed despite the closeness ofN orth Karelian to Finnish. 

Veps 
Veps is the easternmost Fennic language. It is spoken in two different areas: 
(1) on the southwestern coast of Lake Onega in Karelia and (2) in the 
northeast of the St Petersburg region and the northwest of the Vologda region 
of Russia. Since 1989 efforts have been made by Vepsians to have the two 
Veps territories united under their own administration; these efforts have met 
with resistance on the part of the administration of the St Petersburg region. 

Veps has been classifIed into North, Central, and South Veps. North Veps 
(ljadiikeP) is the closest to Lude and may have been influenced by its former, 
now Russianized, Lude neighbours. South Veps and Central Veps (bepsan 
ken make up a dialect continuum in which South Veps is the most innovative 
dialect and the northern dialects of Central Veps share some features with 
North Veps and with Lude Karelian. For Central and South Veps, scriptures 
based on Central Veps existed in 1931-7. In 1991 three books for Veps 
children, including a primer, were published. 
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Classification of the Fennic Dialects 
The Fennic languages have been considered to be so closely related with the 
Saarnic languages that a common ancestor has been set up for both groups. 
This putative common ancestor is usually called Early Proto-Fennic rather 
than the more logical proto-Fennic-Saarnic. Fennie and Saamic are doubtless 
close to one another: they have been neighbours for several millennia; they 
both have Scandinavians and Russians as their neighbours; there has been a 
continuous Finnish and Karelian expansion into Saarnic territories and at the 
same time the Saamic languages have been influenced by Fennic. If Saarnic 
and Fennic have split from a proto-Fennic-Saarnic, the split is connected with 
the massive introduction of Baltic and Germanic borrowings into Fennic. 

Since the work of E. N. SetaHi., the Fennic languages have usually been 
divided on the basis of their most important dialects into North(east) Fennic 
(= Finnish, Ingrian, Karelian, Veps) and South(west) Fennic (= Livonian, 
Estonian, Votic) This classification exploits such innovations as *e > *e in 
words with back vocalism and *ns > s in South Fennic. This classification 
ignores some crucial facts, namely that (1) both Estonian and Votic include 
dialects, namely Coastal Estonian and Kukkuzi Votic, which should be 
classified as being of North Fennic origin and (2) unlike North Fennie, which 
really can be treated as a group, South Fennic is not simply more 
heterogeneous than North Fennic but rather a blanket term for different non-
North-Fennic groups which have formed, over time, various Sprachbunds in 
which North Estonian has usually been the dominating dialect. In short, what 
can be classified are not the Fennic languages, but the Fennic dialects. 

The main linguistic subgroups of Fennic, i.e. Livonian, South Estonian, 
Maa and North Fennic, can be described in terms of the Starnmbaum model, 
i.e. as resulting from divergence from proto-Fennic, cf. Figure 3.1. 

Recent studies have revealed that several important innovations, e.g. *cj » 
*s and *s > *h intervocalically after a non-initial syllable, and *8 > *h, *ti > *si, 
which earlier were ascribed to proto-Fennic, in fact occurred after it, but during 
a period when common innovations were still possible, i.e. in Common Fennic. 

Livonian, alongside numerous innovations, also has some important 
characteristic archaic features. For example, it has preserved (1) the contrast 
of pF *ktt : *kt via *htt : *ht > +tt : +d as in the partitive and illative singular 
forms of the numerals *tikti 'one' and *kakti 'two', and (2) the former stem 

Figure 3.1 Main historical groupings of Fennic 

Livonian 

Proto-Fennic 

S Estonian N Estonian 

Neva 

IMaa 

Chude 

N Fennic 
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vowel *-a of several nominals that have elsewhere shifted to *e-stems (e.g. 
Fennic *jarval*j1irve- 'lake' from Baltic, cf. Lithuanian jaura). Livonian is 
also the only Fennic language in which there are distinct affirmative and 
negative imperative s2 forms of the verb, at least for bisyllabic a-stems such 
as *anta- 'to give' . Schematically: 

Livonian S Estonian NEstonian Finnish Veps 

1 kQ{ttt~ katte> : katte kaht(e) : kahta: kaht : kahthe 
kQQ+d~ kahte kahteen 

2 jQQra: pN jarjvj : jarve? jarv : jai'veD j1irvi : j1irvet djfu"jv: 
jQQrad djfu"jved 

3 aanda: ala anna? : annai? anna: lira anna: ala anda: ala 
aitd(~) « *anna? ei?) anna anna? anda 

South Estonian has, characteristically, (1) tjsi from the pF cluster *pcj (as 
in *lapcji 'child'); (2) tjsi < *kci « *kt before *i), as in *kakcji < *kakti '2'; 
(3) tt or D from *kt, when not followed by *i (as in *naktti 'seen' [impersonal 
perfect participle]) (4) unmarked present indicative s3 forms instead of forms 
ending in *-pi (e.g. *anta instead of *antapi 'gives'): 

S Estonian Livonian NEstonian Votic Finnish Veps 

1 laijsj laps laps lahsi lapsi lapsj 

2 kaijsj kaks kaks kahsi kaksi kaksj 

3 nattii na+ad~D nantuD nahtu 

4 arlD aandaB annaB annaB antaa andab 

Dialects of the Neva group have characteristically (1) the diphthong *ei 
corresponding to Livonian and South Estonian ai in a set of words, e.g. *heina 
v. *haina 'hay'; (2) the vowel *e corresponding to Livonian and South 
Estonian *a in another lexical set, e.g. *selka v. *salka 'back'; (3) *e instead 
of *e in the stem *metsa v. *metsa 'forest'; (4) s instead of the affricate *ci 
as a reflex of *t in the earlier sequence *nti, e.g. *kiinsi v. *kiincji (both from 
*kiinti) 'nail, claw': 

NEstonian Votic Finnish Veps Livonian S Estonian 

1 hein eina heina hein - hiin rona hain 
2 sejlG selca selka sjeljg saalga salG 

3 mets mecca metsa mjets metsa mets 

4 kii:iiz ciiiisi kiinsi kjiinjz j kiinjtS kii:iiDjZ j 

kQ{ttt~ 
kQQ+d~ 

aitd(~) 

nahtu nahtu na+ad~D 
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The Neva group in tum may be broken down into North Fennic and Maa. 
North Fennic has several characteristic innovations, e.g. *sesar > *sisar 
'sister' (Finnish, Lower Luga Ingrian, North Karelian sisar, Soikkola and 

Figure 3.2 North Fennic innovations 
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Hevaha Ingrian sizar, South, Aunus, and Lude Karelian and Veps sizar) and 
*0> *6 in non-fIrst syllables of words with a front vocalism of the fIrst syllable. 
Dialects of the Maa group are characterized by several Maa innovations such as 
*0 > *e in more than ten stems (e.g. *oppi- > *eppi- 'learns'), and also by 
innovations shared with Livonian and South Estonian, e.g. *e> *e in words with 
back vocalism, *0> *e and *ns > *(V)s (e.g. North Estonian maazikkaz, Votic 
Proper maazikaz, Livonian mQQ~k?Jz 'strawberry'). One common feature of 
various Maa dialects and a part of the South Estonian dialect is the use of the 
stem *maa 'country, land' for the identification of one's own group, cf. Estonian 
mfike:el 'Estonian language', marahvaz 'the Estonian people', Votic proper 
maaceeli 'Votic language' . 

The Maa group may itself be subdivided into North Estonian and the 
Chude group (East Estonian, Northeast Estonian, and Votic proper). There is 
in East and Northeast Estonian a very strong, but difficult to pinpoint, North 
Estonian superstratum and similarly in Votic there are Ingrian and Finnish 
superstrata; the precise identification of characteristic and common features 
is therefore often difficult. In any event, in North Estonian there has been the 
change *e > 0 in some stems, cf. kord 'time, turn' « *kerta < *kerta), and 
in Chude the change *0 > *e has occurred in about twenty stems. 

The interrelations of dialects of North Fennic are complex: cf. Figure 3.2, 
which considers twenty-one types of innovation. Contemplation of Figure 3.2 
gives rise to various kinds of speculation. Most probably, North Fennic split 
fIrst into two groups: into East Ladoga, which voiced *p *t *k *s into *b *d 
*g *z in voiced environments, and West Ladoga, which merged the weak 
members *pp *tt *kk of the gradational pairs *pp : *pp, *tt : *tt, *kk : *kk 
with *p *t *k that alternated with their weaker variants *p *t *k (or *B *6 *y). 
Voicing of voiceless single obstruents in East Ladoga cannot be considered 
a late Russian influence because it was the voicing that prevented the spread 
of the West Ladoga merger to South and Aunus Karelian. 

Phonology 

Stress 
In all Fennic dialects a few words (mostly conjunctions) are usually 
unstressed, a few are often unstressed, and most words have the primary stress 
on the fIrst syllable. Quadrisyllabic and longer words have secondary stresses 
on odd non-final syllables, i.e. there is a tendency towards trochaic stress 
patterning, cf. Estonian mgpala:male 'lower (sAll)" mgpala:masse 'lower 
(sIll)' . 

The tendency towards trochaic stress is counteracted by certain derivational 
suffixes that attract secondary stress, i.e. there is a morphologically bound 
secondary stress, e.g. Estonianp~Genemi:ne 'escaping', Finnishpqkenemi:nen. 
In addition, in Finnish and Votic, and locally also in North Estonian, 

mQQ~k?Jz 

Estonianp~Genemi:ne 
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quinque syllabic and longer words with a short third and a long fourth syllable 
have their secondary stress on the fourth syllable, e.g. Finnish fQdelli:sen 'real 
(sG)' : fQdellise:ssa 'real (sIne)'. In short, secondary stress is not fixed. In some 
Finnish dialects there are cases of historically motivated secondary stress, 
namely, of cases in which the stress has remained fixed on a formerly odd 
syllable even after the syncopation of the vowel of the original second syllable 
as in Eurajoki Southwest Finnish muur.mi:s « *muurami:sa 'in cloudberries 
(pIne)': k!&.armis « *kuormisa 'in loads (pIne)'), or after the rise of a new second 
syllable because of epenthesis, cf. Kuhmalahti Harne k!&.lumassa:pa (with 
secondary second syllable u, < *kglmassa:pa 'in the comer (sIne)' v. 
k!&.luma:ssapa 'being worn out', with original second-syllable u. 

In negative North Setu varieties of Vom Estonian, fusional negation 
suffixes (from the old negation verbs eil 'not [non-past]' and eS 'not [past]') 
regularly attract the primary stress, so that a short initial syllable of a 
bisyllabic form lacks stress, and otherwise the initial syllable receives a 
secondary stress, e.g. elqil 'I do not live', elii:iis 'I did not live'. 

Quantity 
In pF only vowel quantity was distinctive: there were both short and long 
monophthongs. Most Fennic dialects have preserved the distinction of short 
and long vowels, but as a result of diphthongization the number of long 
vowels may be reduced considerably. Central and South Veps deviate in that 
in these varieties all long vowels have merged with their short counterparts; 
South Veps then evolved a new set of long monophthongs, formed as a result 
of (1) assimilative monophthongization of diphthongs in non-initial syllables, 
rarely in initial syllables, and of (2) assimilative vocalization of syllable-final 
or word-final *1, e.g kuudaanie < *kuldainje < pF *kultainen 'golden'. 

With the exception of the Finnish dialects of Finland, the contrast of single 
and geminate consonants has evolved into two series of consonants. In 
Livonian, South Karelian, Aunus Lude and Veps, single obstruents became 
voiced in voiced environments; geminate obstments remained voiceless and, 
for various different reasons, at least a part of them was degeminated into 
voiceless single obstruents. In most Central Veps dialects and in South Veps, 
all geminate consonants were degeminated. Moreover (and again with the 
exception of the Finnish dialects of Finland, where all geminates are 
degeminated as a side-product of apocopation) former geminates have in 
similar cases been rendered by final consonants different from those that 
come from former single ones. 

In most Fennic dialects original closedness of posttonic syllables has 
caused the weakening of single and geminate stops on the boundary of that 
and the preceding syllable, e.g. *sepa: *sepan 'neuk sN:sG', *seppa: *seppan 
'smith sN:sG'. This process and alternation is called radical gradation. In 
Livonian a similar weakening of geminate stops arose, but for more 
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complicated reasons. In Votic, Finnish, Ingrian and North Karelian the weak 
grade of geminates merged with the strong grade of singles, e.g. *seppli: 
*seplin, *sepli: *seplin); cf. Figure 3.2. In South, North, and East Estonian the 
alternations of geminate stops were reinterpreted as alternations of heavy and 
light long syllables and were generalized to all long stressed syllables; in 
Livonian they were generalized to long stressed syllables with no long 
monophthongs. Later, syllabic weight was re-interpreted as an internal 
property of long stressed syllables that was retained even after the former 
conditions for the rise of distinctive syllable weight were changed. Accord-
ingly in Estonian grammars three syllabie quantities are distinguished: Ql 
refers to short stressed syllables, Q2 to light long stressed syllables, and Q3 
to heavy long stressed syllables. Syllables of Ql and Q2 are obligatorily 
followed by at least one unstressed syllable, except in some subdialects of 
Voru Estonian where some verb forms of Q2 have lost the unvoiced vowel 
of the second syllable, e.g. North Setu soozj? 'eat (conditional), , nudzi 'being 
sucked'. 

Tone 
Tone was non-distinctive in proto-Fennic. In Livonian a contrast of level (or 
slightly rising) tone and strjJd (or laryngealized tone) was developed either as 
a result of the change of preconsonantal and certain cases of intervocalic *h 
into a tonal feature or as a concurrent feature of gemination of weak single 
consonants in contrast to original geminate consonants that occurred with a 
level tone. In South, North, and East Estonian tone can be polarized in 
connection with the distinction between weak and strong long syllables: in 
comparison to syllables of Q3, syllables of Q2 have a pitch contour with a 
delayed peak. 

Vowels 
The pF vowel system is reconstructed as having, symmetrically, eight short 
and eight long monophthongs in the first syllable but only seven short 
monophthongs in non-first syllables: 

First syllable Non-first syllables 
*. 1 *ti *u *. 1 *ti *u 
*e *6 *0 *e *0 
*li *a *li *a 
* .. 

11 *titi *uu 
*ee *66 *00 
*lili *aa 

In proto-Fennie the existence of the back/front pairs *u : *ti, *0 : *6, and 
*a : *li in first syllables, and of *u : *ti and *a : *li in non-first syllables 
provided the basis for a partial vowel harmony. The distribution of vowels in 
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non-first syllables of proto-Fennic was regulated by the following rules: (1) 
*0 *i *e could occur in any non-first syllable; (2) *ti and *a occurred in a non-
first syllable only if not preceded in the word by a syllable containing any of 
the vowels *u *0 *a; (3) *u and *a occurred in a non-first syllable only if not 
preceded in the word by a syllable containing any of the vowels *ti, *6 *a, 
but even then if a syllable containing *0 intervened. 

Some of the changes in the vowel systems of Fennic languages have tended 
to elaborate vowel harmony, e.g., (1) the split *0 > *0 : *6 in non-first 
syllables in North Fennic; (2) the split *e > *tf : *e in non-first syllables in 
Veps; (3) the split *e > *e : *e in Livonian, South Estonian, and Maa (in South 
Estonian, e in the first and ~ in non-first syllables are allophones of the same 
phoneme). On the other hand other changes, such as the rise of syllabic 
quantity and tone distinctions in the first syllable in Livonian and Estonian, 
and the rise of CV-harmony (i.e., the congruence of consonant and vowel 
palatality v. non-palatality) in Veps, have often led to the loss of vowel 
harmony. The youngest speakers of North Veps often ascribe the feature of 
palatality not to front vowels but to the palatalized consonants which 
accompany them. These and some other changes have yielded a considerable 
variation of vowel correspondences and alternations in the first syllables in 
different Fennic dialects; for an overview see Tables 3.1 and 3.2. Another 
consequence has been a considerable reduction of the vowel system of non-
first syllables in Livonian and North Estonian. 

The syllable-quantity distinctions of Livonian and Estonian, the breaking 
of initial components of diphthongs in Livonian, and assimilations have been 
sources of the great variability of polyphthongic systems in Fennic; see Table 
3.3. The monophthongization oflong monophthongs (Table 3.2) and contrac-
tions following the loss of intervocalic consonants have been other sources of 

Table 3.1 Proto-Fennie short monophthongs and their reflexes 

WZi ELi Maa NEsWSa NF 

*u u/ii u/ii u u u 
*0 uo/uo ill 0 uo/uo g/g dee 0 oe 00 0 
*a a/~o a/aa § 0 a a a 
*ti iii iii ti ti ti 
*0 ielie e/e ielie e/e 0  
*li liIii e/e liIii e/e li li li 
*. 1 iii iii i i
*elF ielie e/e l'elie e/e e  
*elB iii e/g e  

Notes: WLi = West Livonian, ELi = East Livonian, NEsWSa = West Saareman dialects of 
North Estonian, NF = North Fennic. F = front vocalism, B = back vocalism. In Livonian, a 
reflex standing left from a slash occurs in a gradationless form or in the strong degree and one 
standing right from a slash occurs in the weak degree. Paired reflexes alternate regularly. 

a/~o 

ti ti ti 

ti ti ti 

ti ti ti 
ti ti ti 
ti ti ti 
ti ti ti 
ti ti ti 
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Table 3.2 Proto-Fennic long monophthongs and their reflexes 

pF ELi EsSV NEs EEs VoP Fi EFiSa SKa CSVec 

*il il Ulil u/il Uly il il il il u 
*6 uo ~/60/ 0/6 ~/uo 6 uo uo uo 0 

*a (} ilia ala uatuii a a oa ua a 
*U 1 ll/U WU iilJU ii ii ii ii ii 
*8 ie e ij/8 6/8 ij/ii8 0 iio iio iio 0 
*ii a ilIii Wiieateii iatiil a a ea ia a 
*1 1 Iii Iii II! I I I I 

*elF ie e fie e/e Vie e ie ie ie e 
*elB e vg ~/g ~e/oe ~ ie ie ie e 

Notes: ELi = East Livonian, EsSV = South Voru dialects of Estonian, NEs = North Estonian, 
EEs = East Estonian, VoP = Votic proper, Fi = Finnish, EFiSa = Savo dialects of East-Finnish, 
SKa = South Karelian, CSVec = Central and Southern Veps. F = front vocalism, B = back 
vocalism. In Estonian, a reflex standing left from a slash occurs in a syllable of Q3 and one 
standing right from a slash occurs in a syllable of Q2. 

the multitude of diphthongs in various Fennic dialects. 
In Livonian and in most of the Estonian dialects there has been a reduction 

in the number of vowels occurring in non-first syllables. North Estonian 
dialects usually have only the vowels u a i e in that position. In Livonian the 

Table 3.3 Proto-Fennic diphthongs and their reflexes 

pF ELi  NEs EEs VoP WFi NVeK 

*ou ou/6 eu/eli eu/ee eu ou il 
*au oUl6 au/ali aUla au au il 
*iu iu/iu iU/ili iUlili 1U lU iiu 
*eu eUlg eu/eli eUl eu eu iiii 
*eii ieu/ie eifel d/e eii oii iiu 
*aii aUlii ai/ai al/ae /ii aii aii au 
*oii ieu/ie Oi/Oi oi/8 6i.i oii iiu 
*ui ui/ui ui/ui ui/oe Ul ui Ul 

*oi uoi/uoi oi/oi oe/oe oi/oe /6 oi ei oi oi 
gi/gi ei/~i eifel ei/ee 

*ai ai/ai /(} ai/ai ae/ae al/ae /a ai ai ai 
*oiIV ei eifel eifel ei oi I 
*ai ei/e ai/ai ae/al ai/ae /ii ai ai ai 
*elF ei/e eifel d/e ei ei 1 
*elB ei/g ellei ei el 1 

Notes: ELi = East Livonian, NEs = North Estonian, EEs = East Estonian, Vop = Votic proper, 
WFi = West Finnish, NveK = North Veps. B = back vocalism, F = front vocalism, V = verb. In 
Livonian and Estonian, a reflex standing left from a slash occurs in the strong degree and one 
standing right from a slash occurs in the weak degree. 

u u 

ii ii ii ii ii ii 

a a 
a a 

a a 

a a 

e 

e 
ie 

ie 

oii 

oii 

oii 

ai 

ai 

ai ai 
ei/ee 

gi/gi 

~e/oe ~e/oe 

u 

~/uo ~/60/ 
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same four vowels occur after a short first syllable, but after a long first 
syllable of the weak degree 5 a i occur, and in other non-first syllables only 
5 and i occur. Voiceless vowels occur in non-first syllables of some Fennic 
dialects, e.g. in Setu South Estonian, Ingrian, and West Finnish. 

In Livonian, South, North, and East Estonian, and Veps, an earlier final 
vowel (except *a/*ii in Livonian) has been regularly apocopated both in 
bisyllabic words with a long first syllable (Livonian UkS, Estonian ukS, Veps 
uksj < *uksi 'door') and in longer words. In DjorZa South Karelian, final 
vowels of all disyllabic and longer words have been apocopated. In the same 
dialects, except Livonian, the vowel of an open short second syllable in a 
trisyllabic or a longer word has regularly been syncopated if the first syllable 
was long (e.g. Estonian mire, Veps tjiitj,Jen < *mttaren 'daughter' [sG]). 

Consonants 
In Common Fennie after *ti > *si and after the rise of *h there were probably 
thirteen consonants, viz. 

*m *n *IJ 
*p *t *k 

*s *h 
*v *0 *j 

*1 
*r 

Several innovations have led to the rise of new consonant series, viz. (1) the 
shift of single obstruents to voiced b d g z, which triggered a partial or total 
degemination of geminates in Livonian and East Ladoga (cf. Figure 3.1); (2) 
apocopation, to different extents, in all Fennic dialects that has led, in all 
dialects save Livonian, Central and South Veps, and Finnish, to the rise of a 
long consonant series from those geminate consonants that had preceded the 
apocopated vowel; (3) the fusion of a consonant with a following *j that 
yielded a series oflong palatalized consonants in Votic, Lude, and North Veps; 
(4) the assimilative influence of front vowels, most usually *i, on preceding 
consonants, especially dentals, together with the subsequent apocopation or 
syncopation of the vowel; these processes that have given rise to a parallel 
contrastive series of palatalized consonants in Livonian, Estonian (except 
Northeast and Coastal Estonian), Savo Finnish, Karelian and Veps; in Voru 
Estonian all consonants except? andj may be palatalized. 

In Votie proper *k has shifted to *c before front vowels (*kiisi > casi 
'hand'); in some dialects *g has similarly shifted to df,. In Aunus, Lude, and 
Veps, s and z have shifted to sand z when preceded by i; in North and South 
Karelian under similar conditions s and z have shifted to ~ and zj; elsewhere 
they have gone to s. In Livonian and South and East Estonian, fusion of 
postvocalic i with a following dental has yielded a palatalized dental (or 

*1 
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palatalized sj in Livonian), e.g. South Estonian naaz!e? 'women', Livonian 
laa~ka 'lazy'. 

The weakening of single stops initial in posttonic unstressed syllables 
within the framework of radical gradation, and the subsequent loss of the 
reflexes of the weakened stops, have led to an increase of homophonous 
forms and to contractions that have altered word structure, e.g. Estonian lUGU 
'story': pN lo:oD « *IUkOt) and lo:oD 'islet': pN lo:oD « *lootot). 

The weakening of syllable-initial single stops after unstressed syllables 
within the framework of suffixal gradation, and the further loss of weakened 
stops, has triggered various assimilations and contractions that have radically 
changed the structure of non-first syllables everywhere in Fennic except Veps. 
The loss of intervocalic *h in Livonian, Estonian, Votic and Finnish has had 
a similar effect. 

Morphology 
From the typological point of view, the Fennic dialects range across an 
extensive gamut, from the quasi-agglutinative North Fennic and Votic to the 
fusional Livonian and Estonian, where as many as five paradigmatic forms 
can be different suffixless stem allomorphs. 

Nominal Inflection 
All Fennic languages have at least three grammatical cases (nominative, 
genitive, partitive) and a number of adverbial cases, for the most part in both 
singular and plural; proto-Fennic had at least ten adverbial cases. 

The nominative singular is unmarked. The nominative plural ends in a 
pluralizer (-t, -d, -D or, in Voru Estonian, -? < *-t) or is unmarked (*-t has 
gone to zero in Mulgi and in Tartu South Estonian). 

The genitive singular has retained its ending (*-n) in North Fennic and lost 
it elsewhere. The genitive plural had the ending *-ten in North and East 
Estonian, West Finnish, and probably in Livonian, and the ending *-iten (> 
*-ten) elsewhere; *-iten contained two pluralizers, *-i- and *-t. 

Both the partitive singular (*-ta) and the partitive plural (*-ita) have 
undergone changes of various kinds and exhibit a great variety of case 
formatives and fusional effects in Fennic. 

The pF adverbial cases include (the uppercase letters A E U render the 
frontlback harmonic pairs ala e/e> ii/u): 

three interior local cases (illative *-sen, inessive *-snA, elative *-stA); 
three exterior local cases (allative *-len, adessive *-lnA, ablative *-ltA); 
the translative (*-ksi), the essive (*-nA), the instructive (*-in), the comitative 

(*-ine-) and the abessive (*-ttAk). 

In Common Fennic, the illative and adessive endings underwent certain 
phonetic changes: *-sen> *-hen, *-lnA > *-1lA. The suffix *-hen has been 
lost in Livonian, Estonian, and Votic. The change *-snA > *-hnA occurred in 

laa~ka 
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South Estonian (with reflexes -hn, -h, or -n); a similar change in South 
Pohjanmaa West Finnish is either a reminiscence of the same period or an 
analogical change. The change *-len > *-llen in at least Estonian, Votic, 
Ingrian and Finnish was at least partly in analogy to the new form of the 
adessive ending, *-1lA. North and South Karelian have merged the illative 
with the inessive, and the allative with the adessive. In Aunus, Lude, and Veps, 
the elative and the ablative have merged with the inessive and the adessive; 
secondary elative and ablative endings have often been formed on the basis 
of the inessive and adessive endings and the postposition *pain 'in the 
direction of. The essive as a case has been lost in Livonian and in South, East, 
and most of North Estonian (but was reintroduced into the literary language). 
The instructive and especially the comitative have become non-productive in 
all Fennic dialects; new comitative endings have appeared in Estonian and 
Votic (from the former postposition *kans(s)a), and in Lude and Veps (from 
the postposition *kera). Livonian has a dative in -n or -~ (ama viiPa feb 
lapst~ 'all the property remains to [the] children'); Livonian has also merged 
the translative and the comitative into an instrumental case and uses the 
exterior case forms only for some toponyms and certain lexicalized and 
adverbialized forms. Some Finnish Karelian, Ingrian and Votic pronouns have 
an accusative case form. Veps dialects have several secondary case forms that 
result from fusion of former case forms and postpositions. 

Verb Inflection 
The Fennic verb has finite and non-finite forms. Finite forms can be 
characterized in terms of person and number, voice, aspect, mood and tense. 
Non-finite forms include participles, infinitive, gerund and supines. 

Finite Fonn Categories 
Fennic distinguishes two numbers: singular and plural, and three persons. The 
proto-Fennic finite verb had at least two voices (personal and impersonal), 
two aspects (affirmative and negative), four moods (indicative, conditional, 
imperative and potential) and four tenses (present, imperfect, perfect, and 
pluperfect; the perfect and pluperfect were composites). 

Proto-Fennic had the following personal endings: sl *-n « *-m), except 
in the imperative, which had no sl form; s2 *-t, except in the imperative, 
where the second person singular had no personal ending; pI *-mV and p2 
*-tV, with diverse pluralizers in different dialects added in the indicative, the 
conditional, and the potential probably only later, e.g. Voru Estonian -mE?, 
East Votic -mmAG, Hevaha Ingrian -mmAn, Central Veps -mAio 

The third-person singular forms had the personal ending *-sen in the 
imperative; this same ending also occurs in the reflexive conjugation of 
Aunus, Lude, and Veps and in certain South Estonian verbs. Otherwise, the 
s3 forms have no personal ending: in South Estonian, many s3 forms in the 
present indicative are entirely unmarked, and elsewhere the s3 forms come 
from those ending in *-pi « *-pA) from the present participle suffix *-pA; 

translative 
(ama 
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all other s3 forms end in a tense or mood suffix shared with other forms. The 
p3 ended in the imperative in *-set (> *-het); elsewhere the tense or mood 
suffix was simply followed by the pluralizer *-t, in the present indicative after 
the suffix *-pA, i.e. *-pA-t. 

The sl ending has been lost in Livonian, South Estonian, and East Votic. 
Later, the Livonian unmarked sl forms were replaced mostly by s3 forms. 
Perhaps already in proto-Pennic, the pI and p2 suffixes assimilated to the 
preceding present-tense suffix: *-k-me- > *-mme-, *-k-te- > *-tte; later the 
suffix *-tte- and often also the suffix *-mme- became generalized to other pI 
and p2 forms. 

Corresponding to the six forms that make up the personal voice there was 
an impersonal voice in proto-Pennic. Prom a transformational perspective, we 
could say that a predicate verb in any of the three persons, singular or plural, 
could be replaced by a special impersonal form that contained (I) the 
impersonal suffix *-tA- or *-ttA-, (2) an imperfect or a mood suffix and, (3) 
in the indicative and the imperative, the ending *-sen. The corresponding 
nominal or infinitive subject was simultaneously removed. Such impersonal-
ization is still possible in all tenses and moods in all Pennic languages except 
Livonian, e.g. Estonian kaks me:est maGaVaD kontsemil 'two men are 
sleeping at the concert' »kontsemil maGattakse 'one sleeps at the concert'. 
Note that in the latter case the sentence has no formal subject. Voru Estonian 
also has a passive: a transitive clause with the predicate verb in a personal 
form of the present or imperfect indicative can be made passive by 
transforming the object into a subject and replacing the active predicate verb 
with the corresponding passive verb. The s3 passive forms are homophonous 
with the corresponding impersonal forms, while other forms have the usual 
endings. 

The negative forms in Pennic have been formed by means of an auxiliary 
negation verb *e- (inflected in the indicative) or a prohibitive verb elii-liilii-
lala- (inflected in the imperative) followed by the main, or lexical, verb in the 
appropriate tense or mood form. In Livonian, South, and East Estonian, and 
locally in Insular Estonian, the negation verb also has imperfect forms (used 
only in the indicative mood) and followed by the main verb indicative mood 
stem. Elsewhere the negation form has only the present-tense forms; these are 
followed in the present indicative by the main verb indicative mood stem (see 
below), and in the imperfect by the preterite participle. Both models have 
parallels in other Pinno-Ugric languages. 

The indicative mood has two tenses. The present is built with the suffix 
*-k-. The imperfect is built with the suffix *-i-, except in the negation verb, 
where the imperfect suffix was *-s(i)-, cf. Livonian s3 i+z, South Estonian ess. 
The conditional mood marker comes from *-ksi- in Livonian, and in South, 
North, and East Estonian, and from *-isi- in Votic and North Pennic, with the 
exception of Coastal Estonian, where the suffix -iksi- of monosyllabic and 
e-stems is thought to be the result of contamination. Although *-ksi- and *-isi-
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are sometimes treated as suffixes of different origin, this -iksi- may well be 
identical with their common protoform. The potential in *-ne- has been 
preserved mainly in North Fennic. The imperative has the markers *-k in s2, 
*-kA- in p2, and *-ko- in s3, p3 and the impersonal. The s2 imperative marker 
has been preserved as k only in East Votic and Hevaha Ingrian. 

Livonian and Estonian have two additional moods, the quotative (or 
narrative) and the jussive. These are ratio obliqua analogues of the indicative 
and imperative moods and in Livonian are more or less obligatory. 

Non-finite Form Categories 
Proto-Fennic had four participles: the present personal in *-pA, the preterite 
personal in *-nUt, the present impersonal in *-tApN*-ttApA, and the 
preterite impersonal in *-tU/*-ttU. Participles occurred as attributes, as 
predicatives, and as components of composite perfect and pluperfect forms 
built with the present and imperfect forms of the auxiliary verb 'is'. In 
Livonian the impersonal participles have become passive participles. Partici-
ples are inflected as nominals. In several dialects the preterite participle 
suffixes have contaminated one other: there has been either loss of the final 
*t of the personal participle or a spread of this *t to the impersonal participle. 

Infinitives built with the suffix *-tAk served as both subjects and objects. 
All Fennic dialects have at least one gerund built with the suffix *-tesnA 
(originally the inessive of the infinitive) that functions as an adverbial 
indicating a simultaneous action. Supines are verbal adverbs, formed by 
means of the suffix*-mA- plus a case suffix, e.g. illative *-mAsen, inessive 
*-mAsnA, ablative *-mAstA, translative *-mAksi, abessive *-mAttAk. 

Syntax 
All Fennic languages are SOY languages. In contrast to most other Uralic 
languages adjectives, participles, and some pronouns in the role of attribute 
agree with their head noun in case and number. In Voru Estonian and in Veps 
the negation verb often follows the main verb. 

Vocabulary 
The Common Fennic vocabulary contains (1) stems inherited from earlier 
stages (protolanguages) which continue proto-Uralic, and derivates built from 
these stems; (2) stems of unknown origin; (3) stems borrowed from various 
ancient Indo-European languages into pF or Common Fennic, viz. ancient 
Baltic, Germanic, and Slavonic borrowings; (4) stems borrowed into Fennic 
from known contact languages, chiefly Swedish borrowings into Finnish and, 
to a lesser extent, into Estonian; (5) Low and High German borrowings into 
Estonian and Livonian, Latvian borrowings into Livonian and, to a con-
siderably lesser extent, into Estonian; (6) Russian borrowings (on a massive 
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scale) into Karelian, Veps, Votic, Ingcian and, to a lesser extent, into other 
languages. 

Turning to the oldest borrowings, there are about 400 loans from Baltic 
(however, fewer than 200 of these are absolutely certain, e.g. *kirves 'axe', 
*heina/*haina 'hay', *jiirviJ*jarva 'lake', *ttittar 'daughter', *sampas 
'tooth'); about 500 loans from Germanic (e.g. *lampas 'sheep', *kana 'hen', 
*pelto 'field', *laiva 'boat, ship', *kuniIJkas 'king', *kurkku 'throat'); about 
10 borrowings from Slavonic (e.g. *hauki 'pike', *vilja 'property; crop', *sirti 
'log, pole'). Baltic and Germanic borrowings include a number of terms 
relating to agriculture and technology, but also topographic, somatic, and 
kinship terminology. The flow of Germanic loanwords must have been 
continuous. There was a long time interval, though, between the Baltic and 
Latvian borrowings and between the oldest Slavonic and Old Russian 
borrowings. 
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4 Estonian 

Tiit-Rein Viitso 

Estonian (native name from the nineteenth-century eesti keel, formerly 
maakeel) is spoken by about 1 million Estonians, mainly in Estonia but also 
in Russia (mainly by descendants of resettlers of the end of the nineteenth 
century), and in Sweden, Canada, the United States, and Australia (mainly by 
refugees from Nazi and Soviet terror and by their descendants). There have 
been some South Estonian enclaves also in Latvia and in Russia; the Leivu 
enclave in Ilzene and the Lutsi enclave in Ludza, Latvia, did not become 
extinct until the twentieth century. 

Estonian has traditionally come into contact with Finnish in the north and 
in the northeast, with Ingrian and probably Votic in the northeast, with 
Russian in the east, with Latvian in the south, with Livonian in the southwest 
and with Swedish in the west. From the thirteenth century until 1939 a sparse 
German population has lived in Estonia (16,000 in 1939) and approximately 
from the same time up to 1944, a small Swedish population (8,000 in 1939), 
this latter concentrated along the northwest coast and on Vormsi and Ruhnu 
islands. Mostly beginning from the second half of the seventeenth century 
there has been on the west coast of Lake Peipsi, on the east bank of the Narva 
River south from Estonian Ingermanland, and in eastern Setumaa a Russian 
population, at present about 150,000 descendants of 80,000 persons in 1939, 
and about 450,000 Russian-speaking Soviet colonialists who arrived in 
Estonia in 1944-88. 

Dialects 
Estonian dialects have usually been classified into three groups: (1) Northeast 
Coastal; (2) North Estonian, including (a) the Insular, (b) Western, (c) Central 
and (d) Eastern dialects; and (3) South Estonian including (a) Mulgi, (b) Tartu 
and (c) Voru dialects. For the purposes of this chapter both the traditional 
North and Northeast Coastal groups are reclassified into two groups, so 
Estonian is considered to consist of five main groups: (1) North, (2) East, (3) 
Northeast, (4) Coast, and (5) South Estonian. South Estonian, in particular its 
southeasternmost Voru dialect has been poorly understood by speakers of 
other Estonian dialects. The Voru dialect remained uninfluenced by North 
Estonian until the second half of the nineteenth century and its easternmost 
Russian Orthodox group, called Setus, were administratively united with 
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other Estonians only in the course of Estonia's War of Liberation in 1919. 
South Estonian probably stems directly from proto-Fennic. Coast Estonian 
was originally a North Fennic dialect and probably close to East Finnish; 
Northeast and East Estonian were originally closer to Proper Votic than to 
North Estonian. 

As a result of the high general level of literacy already achieved by the 
nineteenth century, and of the prestige of education and educated speech and 
of several other, historical, factors, the fonner dialects have been almost 
completely absorbed by standard (North) Estonian. Only Voru South 
Estonian is to some extent still actively used, although rarely by children. 

Literary Estonian 
The fIrst recordings of Estonian names date from the beginning of the 
thirteenth century, the earliest running texts date from the sixteenth century, 
and the fIrst (partial) book was printed in 1535. This was a catechism written 
by Simon Wanradt in North Estonian or in the Tallinn language and translated 
into Estonian by Johann Koell. In the southeastern part of Estonia, namely in 
the territory of Tartu and Voru South Estonian, another literary language, 
usually referred to as the Tartu language, was used at least as early as the 
seventeenth century. The fIrst North Estonian grammar (Anfiihrung zu der 
Esthnischen Sprach, 1637) was written by Heinrich Stahl (1600-57), and the 
fIrst South Estonian grammar was written by Johann Gutsleff in 1648. Both 
literary languages were developed first by clergymen of Gennan origin in the 
framework of the Lutheran ideology of making the Scriptures understandable 
and available to anyone and in one's native language. From the 1720s 
calendar books and books on health care were printed. In 1766 the fIrst 
Estonian journal, the weekly Liihhike oppetus ... began to be published by the 
physician E. P. Wilde in North Estonian. In 1806 the fIrst attempt was made 
to issue an Estonian newspaper in the Tartu language: Tarto-ma rahwa 
Niiddali leht. The retreat of the Tartu literary language, however, had begun 
already in the eighteenth century, after Anton Thor Helle (1683-1748) had 
published his North Estonian grammar (Kurtzgefaj3te Anweisung zur Ehst-
nischen Sprache, 1732) and especially after the Bible was translated into 
North Estonian under the supervision of Helle and published in 1739. The 
decline of South Estonian as a literary standard was completed in the second 
half of the nineteenth century. 

From the 1820s more and more Estonians took part in developing the 
literary language; especially influential was Otto Wilhelm Masing 
(1763-1832). Masing published several educational books on fundamentals 
of Christianity and on secular subjects, such as the educational calendar series 
Marahwa Kalender (1823-6); he initiated the tradition of North Estonian 
newspapers with his weekly Marahwa Niiddala-Leht (1821-5) and was fIrst 
to discuss several complex problems of Estonian pronunciation and ortho-
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graphy. Masing was the fIrst to notice and to write the Estonian vowel e «0». 
From 1840, the physician and writer Friedrich Reinhold Kreutzwald 
(1803-82), made signifIcant contributions in creating the new medicinal, 
chemical, and geographical terminology that he used in his textbooks and 
popularized writings on health care and general knowledge. With the rapid 
rise of the national movement in the 1860s, Estonian began to develop from 
being a rural language into a universal and unifIed national language. From 
the 1870s Finnish became an important source of lexical borrowing and 
served as a model for word formation. The grammar published by Karl August 
Hermann in 1884 put an end to several long-lasting disputes in the fIelds of 
pronunciation and morphology and Ado Grenzstein's Estonian dictionary 
(Eesti Sonaraamat, 1884), which was the fIrst dictionary addressed directly 
to Estonians, included 1600 neologisms and international words. Extremely 
fruitful for literary Estonian was the activity in the years between 1910 and 
1940 of two competing schools of language development: those advocating 
language innovation (keeleuuendus), headed by Johannes Aavik 
(1880-1973), and those in favour of more moderate language regulation 
(keelekorraldus), headed by Johannes Voldemar Veski (1873-1968). Veski's 
activities include his participation in the compiling of the Estonian ortho-
graphic dictionary (Eesti keele oigekirjutuse-sonaraamat, 1918), his role as 
co-ordinator in the preparation of more than thirty terminological dictionaries, 
and his work as chief compiler of the Estonian orthoepic dictionary, Eesti 
oigekeelsuse-sonaraamat (1925-37), with about 130,000 lexemes; all this 
work formed a fIrm basis for the literary standard. 

Orthography 
Estonian orthography has passed through the following states of develop-
ment: 

1 Estonian was at fIrst written inconsistently, on the model of Low German 
and Latin orthography, until the second quarter of the seventeenth 
century. 

2 Estonian was subsequently written on the model of High German 
orthography, using most of the letters of the Latin alphabet, especially 
under the influence of Heinrich Stahl. 

3 There followed the Old Orthography, fIrst applied by Bengt Gottfried 
Forselius in his primer (1684); this orthography dispensed with the letters 
<c>, <f>, <q>, <x>, <y>, and <z>, distinguished between ii and e, but still 
followed the Swedish and German method of distinguishing between 
short and long vowels in open initial syllables by doubling the consonant 
after a short vowel. As a result, word-pairs such as samma [sama] 'the 
same' and sama [sa:ama] 'to get' were distinguished, but intervocalic 
single and geminate consonants were not disinguished: e.g. the spelling 
warras rendered ambiguously both [varaz] 'thief and [vai'raz] 'rod'. 
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4 The New, or so-called 'Finnish' orthography was fIrst proposed for 
Estonian by the Finn A. J. Arwidsson (1822); it was then recommended 
by Eduard Ahrens (1803-63) in the fIrst edition of his grammar 
(Grammatik der Ehstnischen Sprache Revalschen Dalektes I, 1843) and 
fIrst applied in Gustav Heinrich Schiidloffel's booklet Toomas Westen, 
Lapo rahwa uso iirataja Norra maal (1844), and then in the second and 
full edition of Ahrens's grammar (1853). In this orthography, short and 
long vowels are written by means of one and two vowel letters, 
respectively; similarly, intervocalic single and geminate consonants are 
written by means of one and two consonant letters. The New Orthography 
resembled preceding orthographies in not reflecting the distinctive 
palatalization of dental consonants and the distinctive syllabic quantity of 
long syllables (with one exception: the two syllabic quantities of long 
syllables which have a short monophthong followed by a strong 
intervocalic geminate stop or ss are indicated by writing the shorter v. 
longer geminates by means of one v. two consonant letters). 

The Alphabet 
The Estonian alphabet includes the letters <a b d e f g h i j kIm n 0 p r s 5 
z 1. t u v 0 a 0 ii>; note the aberrant position of <z> (and <1.». The letters <f z 
1.> occur only in late borrowings. Similarly the letters <b d g> at the beginning 
of a word are a sign that the word is a late borrowing; in all vocabulary, initial 
<b d g z 1.> stand for strong voiceless consonants [p t k s 5], elsewhere they 
stand for weak voiceless consonants [B D/rJ G Z zi 1.]. The letters <p t k 5> stand 
for strong voiceless consonants; intervocalically they render short geminates 
[pp ltlVt kk 55] when they follow a short monophthong in a stressed syllable, 
and for the most part they render long geminates [p:p t:t k:k 5:5] when they 
follow a long monophthong or a diphthong in a stressed syllable; they 
represent a geminate of ambiguous length when they follow the vowel of an 
unstressed syllable. The letter <s> stands for the strong voiceless sibilant [s] 
at the beginning of a word, at the beginning of a consonant cluster, and after 
an obstruent; it stands for a weak voiceless sibilant [zM] intervocalically, at 
the end of a cluster when preceded by a sonorant consonant, and after a vowel 
at the end of a word. In rendering foreign names borrowed from languages 
using Latin scripts, Estonian orthography follows the source strictly. 

The letter <0> stands in standard Estonian for a mid or, if of Q3 (see below), 
optionally an upper mid unrounded back vowel. 

Phonology 

The Syllable 
A syllable in Estonian contains at least one vowel optionally preceded by 1-3 
consonants and optionally followed by 1-4 consonants. Except in the word 
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praegu 'now' « *para aikoihen), an initial consonant cluster in a first syllable 
signals that the word is descriptive, borrowed, or both. Stressed syllables may 
be either short or long. A short stressed syllable has one single short 
monophthong, optionally preceded by consonants; a long stressed syllable 
ends in a consonant, long monophthong or diphthong. Stressed syllables 
distinguish three syllabic quantities, Q1, Q2 or Q3: see pp. 119-21. 

Stress 
In words which have stress, the primary stress is usually on the first syllable; 
some interjections, e.g. aitiih [aittIDlh] 'thanks', and a number of borrowings 
have the primary stress on a non-first syllable, e.g. idee [id~] 'idea', 
militaristlik [mi:littarj};t1ik] 'militarist' (adj)' (primary stress underlined, 
secondary stress marked with colon). There is a strong tendency towards 
trochaic stress-patterning, and to dactylic word-final stress groups if the 
trochaic patterning cannot be applied; as a result, secondary stresses are 
usually on odd syllables counting from the stressed syllables: vallandatavate-
legi [v~IlanDa:ltava:ltele:Gi] 'even to ones being discharged', konelesime 
[k~nele:zime] 'we spoke'; this tendency is counteracted by certain deriva-
tional affixes that attract the secondary stress: elajalik ~lajali:k] 'beastly', 
konelemise [k~nelemi:ze] 'of speaking (sG)'. 

Quantity 
In all forms of Estonian except Coastal and Northeast, quantity is distinctive 
on two levels. First, the segmental quantity correlation SHORT v. LONG 
holds for vowels and consonants. In standard Estonian all vowels in primarily 
stressed syllables and most consonants (at least after short monophthongs of 
primarily stressed syllables) have both short and long counterparts. Second, 
there exists in stressed syllables a tripartite correlation of distinctive syllabic 
quantities, usually referred to as quantity 1, quantity 2, and quantity 3 
(hereafter Q1, Q2, and Q3). This correlation is based (1) on the contrast of 
SHORT and LONG stressed syllables, and (2) on the contrast of LIGHT and 
HEAVY stressed syllables: 

I Syllable length I Syllable weight I 
Syllabic quantity Ql short light 

I--
Q2 long 
I--

Q3 heavy 

A stress group, a stem, a suffix, or a word consisting of one stress group can 
be referred to as one of Q 1, Q2, or Q3 depending on the quantity of its stressed 
syllable. 

A stressed syllable is short and, hence, of Ql, if it ends in a short 

'idea', 

elajalik 
speaking 

syllables counting 
speaking 
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monophthong, e.g. the e of elu ~lu] 'life'; otherwise the stressed syllable is 
long. A heavy stressed syllable, or a syllable of Q3, can compose a stress 
group on its own, e.g. puu [py] 'tree'. A light syllable can compose a stress 
group only when followed by at least one unstressed syllable; nevertheless 
both light and heavy stressed syllables can be followed by at most two 
unstressed syllables. Below, in words written in the conventional orthography, 
all light syllables of Q 1 and Q2 are marked with an acute accent 0 and heavy 
syllables of Q3 with the grave accent O. 

A syllable of Q2 has a full-long monophthong, a diphthong both 
components of which are short, or ends in one or two short consonants or the 
short initial component of a geminate, e.g. pUnad [piinan] 'pains', 'saate 
[saalte] 'you (plur) get', 'auto [aiilto] 'car', 'naeris [naeriz] 'rape (bot)', 'enne 
[eiine] 'omen', 'salgas [saIGaz] 'in the band', 'kaarte [kaarlte] 'arch (pG)', 
neinte [helnlte] 'hay (pG)'. Note that except for some foreign proper names, 
the co-occurrence of a long monophthong or a diphthong with a geminate 
obstruent in a word with a syllable of Q2 is restricted (1) to genitive plural 
forms of some nouns and (2) to the second-person plural present-tense forms 
of monosyllabic vocalic verb stems, both of which have the suffix -teo 

A syllable of Q3 has an overlong monophthong, a long diphthong, or a long 
consonant or long consonant cluster, cf. 'piinad [pi:inad] 'you (sing) torment' , 
'saate [sa:atte] 'transmission (sG)" 'autu [auttu] 'dishonest', 'naeris [naeriz] 
'(s)he laughed', 'kallas [kallaz] 'it poured', 'enne [eime] 'before', 'salgas 
[salGaz] '(s)he disavowed', 'kaarte [ka:artte] 'card (pP)'. Syllables ofQ3 may 
have a more complicated structure than light long syllables, e.g. clusters 
consisting of three or more consonants Ctursk 'cod', 'vintskleb '(s)he rolls 
about'); the occurrence of certain diphthongs is restricted to syllables of Q3, 
e.g. 'kaotus [kaottuz] 'loss'. 

Estonian has both short and long vowels and consonants (or geminates) 
co-occurring with long vowels and consonants (or geminates) in syllables 
of different types, and Estonian words are frequently, even usually, 

Figure 4.1 Homomorphemic monophthong and stop sequences 

Ql lagi! makkl2 maioo3 mak4 

Q2 magi5 makld.6 

Q3 mag}? mitkki 8 mag9 mak!O 

Key: 1 'laGi 'ceiling', 2 'maki 'tape recorder (sG)', 3 'makki 'tape recorder (sP)', 4 'makk 'tape 
recorder', 5 'maagi 'ore (sG)', 'magician (sG)', 6 'Maacki 'Maack (sG)', 7 'maagi 'magician 
(sP)', 8 'maaki 'ore (sP)', 'Maacki 'Maack (sP)', 9 'maag 'magician', 10 'maak 'ore', 'Maack 
'Maack'. 
Note: In this figure and in Figure 4.2, special diacritics are used to indicate relative duration of 
segments. Listed (with the vowel a) in order of increasing quantity, these are ii a 11 a a a ii. 

'life'; 
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Figure 4.2 Monophthong and stop sequences conditioned by the morpheme 
boundary 

Q3 

Key: 1 'makki 'even althe tape recorder', 2 'maagki 'even althe magician', 3 'maakki 'even the 
ore', 'Maackki 'even Maack', 4 'maagi 'even the country', 5 'maake 'country (diminutive),. 

polymorphemic. As a result, Estonian has a complex system of quantitative 
patterns, especially because of complicated sequences of monophthong plus 
obstruent: cf. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 (note that in a morpheme, a long or geminate 
resonant occurs only after a short monophthong). 

Tone 
In addition to the features sketched above, the contrast of Q 1, Q2, and Q3 is 
usually supported by differences in the position of the peak of pitch in the 
stressed syllable: a syllable of Ql has a prevailingly rising pitch, followed by 
a short fall, a syllable of Q2 has a rising-falling pitch and a syllable of Q3 has 
a level or a falling pitch, sometimes preceded by a short rise. 

Vowels 

Monophthongs 
In flrst, primarily stressed syllables of native words, Standard Estonian has 
short and long monophthongs of nine qualities: 

i ti u 
e 6 e 0 

a a 

In standard orthography, all long monophthongs are written double; they 
can occur in syllables of both Q2 and Q3. The vocalism of non-flrst syllables 
is restricted to four short monophthongs: i, e, a and u. 

In several dialects, the number of long monophthongs has been reduced as 
a result of the breaking (diphthongization) of long monophthongs. In West 
Saaremaa and East Hiiumaa the system of short monophthongs has been 
reduced as a result of the merger of if and 0; this merger is somehow related 
to the labialization of long monophthongs *ee ) rere and *aa ) aa. 
First syllable Non-flrst syllable 

i ti u ii titi uu i u 
e 6 0 ee 66 00 e 
a a aa rere aa a 

makkl
makkl

makkl
makkl

makkl
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In South Estonian, the number of long monophthongs is the highest in Voru 
South Estonian, where the characteristic long upper mid monophthongs ii\ ii,ii,v, 

uu v and high back unrounded iTV occur only in syllables of Q3, and ee never 
occurs in syllables of Q3. In the Rapina and North Setu subdialects ofVoru, the 
vocalism of non-first syllables is the richest found in an Estonian dialect: 

First syllable 
Ql Q2 Q3 

ti 'i u ii titi uu ii titi 11 uu 
ii v titiV uuv 

e 6 e 0 ee 66 ee 00 ee 66 ee 00 

a a aa aa aa aa 

Non-first syllable 
i ti u 
e 6 e 0 

a a 

Diphthongs 
Diphthongs in standard Estonian end in u, 0, a, e, or i. All diphthongs occur 
in syllables of Q3; diphthongs ending in u and i (and a few others) also occur 

Figure 4.3 Standard Estonian long monophthongs and diphthongs 

u o a ii e 

u uu2 [u02] [ua] [ue] ui2 

o ou2 002 oa oe2 oi2 

a au2 ao aa2 ae2 ai2 

5u2 50 5a 552 5e2 5i2 

ii [iio] [iia] iiii 2 [iie] iii 2 

oa 002 oe oi2 

au2 ao aa2 ae2 oi2 

e [eu2] eo ea2 ee2 ei2 

iu2 rio] rial riel jj2 

Note: The index number 2 indicates that the sequence occurs in addition to syllables of Q3 also 
in syllables of Q2. Diphthongs that occur only in borrowings are given in brackets. The vowel if 
is here written with <6>. 

6 

6 

6 

o 

a 

o 

o 

a 

a a a a 

a 
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in syllables of Q2, cf. Figure 4.3. In non-first syllables of native words, only 
the diphthongs ui, ai, and ei occur; in such cases i is either a pluralizer or 
belongs to the superlative suffix -im. 

In Estonian dialects which have vowel harmony there are also diphthongs 
ending in U, viz. ou, au, eu. In Coastal, Northeast and northernmost North 
Estonian dialects, as a result of the breaking of long monophthongs, the 
diphthongs uo, ie, and uo occur instead of the 00, ee, and 00 of standard 
Estonian; in East Estonian such breaking was limited to long mid vowels of 
Q3. 

Consonants 
In standard Estonian eighteen consonant qualities are phonemic: 

v j 
f h 

s sj S 
P t ~ k 
m n ni IJ 

I lj 

r 

The orthography does not distinguish the palatalized dentals from the 
unpalatalized ones, and writes IJ as <0>. Long intervocalic and long 
postvocalic final consonants are written double in syllables of both Q2 and 
Q3, with the exception of long intervocalic stops and long s in syllables of Q2 
and after a vowel other than a short monophthong, even in syllables of Q3. 
The short and weak voiceless stops are written with <b d g>. 

Consonant palatalization in standard Estonian and in most Estonian 
dialects is manifested phonetically as a weak palatalization of the initial part 
of a denti-alveolar consonant or the presence of a very short i-coloured 
transition between the vowel of the stressed syllable and the following 
consonant; in view of this, any system of transcription (including the 
traditional FU ones) in which consonant palatalization is indicated by an acute 
accent written above or after the consonant letter is somewhat misleading. Thus 
the pronunciation of the 'phonetically' written kuJiJi for 'kull 'hawk' is actually 
[kuill]. When occurring after original long non-high back vowels, such 
transitions have developed into vocalic segments in Insular and locally also in 
West North Estonian, e.g. laes for klaas' glass' . In Voru South Estonian, where 
consonant palatalization is manifested as the thorough palatalization of a 
consonant or a consonant cluster and a word-final palatalized consonant 
receives aj-coloured terminal part, almost all consonants can be palatalized, cf. 
vaSik 'calf: vaSikj 'copper'. Coastal and Northeast Estonian and HiiumaaNorth 
Estonian have no palatalized consonants. 

Consonant clusters in Estonian consist of from two to five consonants. 
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Most clusters occur only after the vowels of the syllables with primary stress. 
The occurrence of certain clusters depends on the preceding long or short 
vocalism and on syllable quantity. Clusters beginning in a weak voiceless stop 
b d g never follow a short vocalism of a syllable of Q3. Several clusters, 
among them biconsonantal clusters ending in a resonant and all clusters with 
s after a weak stop, always contain a morpheme boundary or have arisen as 
a result of vowel syncope ('kiiiiniad 'candles', cf. 'kiiiinal 'candle'; 'kaablid 
'cables', cf. 'kaabel 'cable', 'vord'len 'I compare', 'kuld'ne 'golden': sG 
'kuld'se. 

Morphophonological Alternations 
Estonian is typologically more inflecting than agglutinating. It has numerous 
morphophonological alternations, most of which, however, occur in a certain 
restricted set of stems. 

Gradation 
Gradation in Estonian includes (1) quantitative gradation of long stressed 
syllables, whereby Q3 in the strong grade alternates with Q2 in the weak 
grade, and (2) qualitative gradation, whereby an initial weak stop of the 
second syllable, or t and k in the strong grade, are lost, assimilated or 
weakened into v or j in the weak grade. Quantitative gradation is reflected in 
the orthographical alternations <pp : p>, <tt: t>, <kk: 10, <ss: s> after a short 
vocalism (note that p, t, k, and s after a short vocalism render short geminates) 
and <p : b>, <t : d>, <k : g>, <ss : s> after a long vocalism or a resonant; there 
are also cases of quantitative gradation which are not reflected in the 
orthography. For qualitative gradation, t and k occur in the strong grade only 
after the consonants s and h. 

Although in most cases of gradation the strong grade is historically 
primary, gradations are classified on synchronic morphological grounds into 
(1) weakening and (2) strengthening gradations. For weakening gradations, 
the nominative and partitive singular forms of nominals and the da-infinitive 
form of verbs are in the strong grade whereas the genitive singular form of 
nominals and the first-person singular form of the present indicative are in the 
weak grade; for strengthening gradation the distribution of grades is the 
reverse, cf.: 

'Weakening' gradation: 

Strong grade 

sN 'niigu 'face', sP 'niigu 
sN 'jalg 'foot', sP 'jalga 
sN 'viilk 'lightning' , sP 'viilku 
sN 'vill 'wool' , sP 'villa 
sN 'keel 'tongue' , sP 'keelt 
inf 'siduda 'to tie' 
inf 'anda 'to give' 

Weak grade 

sG 'niio 
sG jala 
sG'viilgu 
sG'villa 
sG'keele 
s 1 pres 'sean 
slpres 'annan 



'Strengthening' gradation: 

Weak grade 

sN 'tahe 'will', sP 'tahet 
sN 'voti 'key', sP 'votit 
inf 'ommelda 'to sew' 
inf 'iirgata 'to wake up' 
inf 'kallata 'to pour' 

Strong grade 

sG'tahte 
sG'votme 
s 1 pres 'omblen 
s 1 pres 'iirkan 
s 1 pres 'kallan 
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Note that nominal stems with weakening gradation have their partitive 
singular in the strong grade and are either (1) monosyllabic and marked with 
the case ending -tt (after a short monophthong) or -t (elsewhere) or (2) 
bisyllabic and for the most part morphologically unmarked. Stems with 
strengthening gradation have their partitive singular in the weak grade; it is 
bisyllabic and marked with the case ending -to For both weakening and 
strengthening gradation all partitive plural forms of nominals and all supine 
illative forms of verbs are in the strong grade. 

Alongside cases of an easily recognizable single-stop mutation, qualitative 
gradation is also defined as characterizing certain types of nominals in which 
a single stop *t in the strong-grade forms has undergone several changes so 
that it has been eliminated in most or all environments, e.g. 

sN sP sG sIll pG pP Gloss 

1 'kasi 'katt 'kae 'katte 'kate 'kasi 'hand' 
2 

, 
uus 

, 
uut 'uue 

, 
uude 'uute 

, 
uusi 'new' 

3 '66s '66nt '66ne '66nde '66nte '66si 'cavity' 
4 

, 
vars 'vart 'varre , 

varde 'varte 
, 
varsi 'shaft' 

In such cases, the sequence *ti has become *si in the sN and pP forms and 
undergone apocope in the sN forms of (2), (3), (4). In addition, in the sP and 
pG forms earlier stem-final *t fused with case-ending-initial *t to yield new 
case endings. The short single stop has been geminated after a short 
monophthong in first illative forms as seen in stem-types (2)-(3); however, 
in these types the stop d has been treated as belonging to the case ending. 
These new sP, sIll and pG endings occur e.g. in the following paradigm where 
quality gradation did not originally occur: 

5 'keel 'keelt 'keele 'keelde 'keelte 'keeli 'tongue' 

Vowel Apocope 
In bisyllabic nominal stems with a long first syllable and weakening gradation 
and in most trisyllabic stems the stem vowel is apocopated in the nominative 
singular, cf. sN 'sepp 'smith', sP 'seppa, sG 'sepa; sN 'ring 'circle', sP 'ringi, 
sG 'ringi; sN Jumal 'god', sP Jumalat, sG Jumala. 
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Vowel Syncope 
In nominals with strengthening gradation, the vowel of the second syllable, 
present in weak-grade fonns, is syncopated in strong-grade fonns, cf. 'tatar 
'daughter': sG 'tatre; 'kamme 'ten': sG 'kamne; 'katel 'kettle': sG 'katla; 
'ainus 'single': sG 'ainsa; 'motelda 'to think': 'motlen 'I think'. Syncope also 
occurs in nominals which have a bisyllabic stem of Q3 that ends in a resonant 
or, in a-stems, in the sibilant s, e.g. 'ankur 'anchor': sG 'ankru; 'tahtis 
'important': sG 'tahtsa. 

Stem-vowel Alternation 
In addition to alternations conditioned by apocope or syncope of a stem 
vowel, there also occur the stem-vowel alternations i -e and u - o. 

Bisyllabic nominals with a short first syllable have the stem vowel i in the 
nominative singular instead of the stem vowel e, which is present in most case 
fonns, cf. 'tuti 'fire': sG 'tule, sEla 'tulest; 'nimi 'name': sGP 'nime; 'magi 
'hill': sG 'mae, sP 'mage. 

For bisyllabic stems with qualitative gradation the stem vowels u and, after 
a long first syllable, the i of strong grade fonns alternate with stem vowels 0 

and e of those weak-grade fonns that have lost the single stop d or g, cf. 'tigu 
'snail': sG 'teo; 'tegu 'deed': sG 'teo; 1ugu 'story': sG '100; pood'shop' : 
sP poodi: sG poe; 'saagida 'to saw' : 'saen 'I saw'. 

Lowering of Short High Vowels 
As a result of the loss of b d g in weak-grade fonns, the short high vowels 
i u a of the first syllable are lowered to the mid vowels e 0 0 before 0, a, and 
e, e.g. 'oad 'beans' Cuba 'bean'), poab 'cuts the hair' (pagada 'to cut the 
hair') 'seon 'I bind' Csiduda 'to bind'). 

-ne " -s( e) Alternations 
The suffix alternation -ne (sN): -s- (sP): -se(-) (elsewhere) occurs in 
adjectives, in the ordinal numerals esimene 'first', teine 'second' and in nouns 
(in complex suffixes such as = lane, =tine, =mine), cf. 'sakslane 'a/the 
Gennan': sP 'sakslast: sG 'sakslase. 

Gemination in the First Illative (Illative-I) 
In bisyllabic nominal stems with a short first syllable the intervocalic 
consonant is geminated in the illative-l singular or the 'short' illative, e.g. 
'veri 'blood': 'verre 'into the blood', 'udu 'fog': 'uttu 'into the fog'. See 
Nominal Inflection, p. 127. 

se-Syncopation in Illative 
A postvocalic stem-final se-sequence is optionally syncopated before the 
illative ending -sse in a trisyllabic stem of Q3 or in a quadrisyllabic stem, e.g. 
'rasku'sesse - 'raskusse, Juma1usesse - Juma'lusse, 'ini'mesesse - 'ini'messe 
from 'raskus 'difficulty', Jumalus 'deity', 'ini'mene 'man, human being'. 
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Plural Stem Formation 
In monosyllabic vocalic stems ending in a long monophthong other than iiii 
or ii, the long monophthong is shortened before the pluralizer -i-, e.g. puu 
'tree': pP puid, 'soo 'swamp': pP 'soid, 'tOo 'work': pP 'toid, i'dee 'idea': pP 
i'deid. 

For a set of bisyllabic vocalic stems with a short fIrst syllable or with 
weakening gradation the so-called stem plural is possible: in such cases the 
vowel is replaced by another vowel, mostly in the partitive plural, but also in 
other plural case fonns according to the following scheme: 

u > e, e.g. 'vork 'net', sP 'vorku, pP 'vorke; 
i> e, e.g. 'varv 'colour', sP 'varvi, pP 'varve; 
e> i, e.g. )arv 'lake', sP )arve, pP Jarvi; 
a> u, after fIrst-syllable a( a), i(i), 0(0), ei, or iii, and after lj after fIrst-syllable 

e or a, e.g. kala 'fIsh', pP kalu; 'vaal 'whale', sP 'vaala, pP 'vaalu; 
a> i, except after j, after fIrst-syllable e, a, 0 or ii, or if there is 0(0) or u(u) 

in the preceding long fIrst syllable, e.g. 'koer 'dog', sP 'koera, pP 'koeri; 
a > e after j and i if there is an 0, u, or ii in the fIrst syllable or if there is an 

o or u in the preceding short syllable, e.g. ori 'slave', sP 'orja, pP 'orje. 

Morphology 

Nominal Inflection 
In Estonian as elsewhere in Fennic, nominals, i.e. nouns, adjectives, numerals 
and pronouns, are mostly inflected in number and case. 

There are in Estonian fIfteen nominal cases, in both singular and plural. 
Three are grammatical cases, namely nominative (N), genitive (G), and 
partitive (P); the remaining twelve are adverbial cases, namely illative-l (111-
1) (sometimes called 'additive'), illative-2 (111-2), inessive (lne), elative (Ela), 
allative (All), adessive (Ade), ablative (Abl), translative (Trans), terminative 
(Tenn), essive (Ess), abessive (Abe), and comitative (Com). 

In a departure from tradition, here 111-1, from the proto-Fennic illative in 
*-hen, which is in modem Estonian morphologically unmarked (except for 
monosyllabic vocalic singular stems, where it has the endings -ha, -he, -hu), is 
treated separately from the innovative 111-2, (the 'long' illative) in -sse or -de. 
The 'short' illative cannot be fonned from several structural types of nominal 
stems; the 'long' illative is used instead, including adjectival attributes of nouns 
in 111-1. Nevertheless, when there exist in a paradigm both a 'short' and a 'long' 
illative fonn, the fonner one can be replaced by the interrogative pronoun 'kuhu 
'where to', whereas the corresponding 'long' fonn can be replaced by the 
pronoun 'mil/esse 'in(to) what'; the choice between these two fonns is not free, 
but depends rather on verb government. Thus, for example, it is possible to say 
1ahen 'soja'vakke 'I go into the army', 1ahen 'kooli 'I go to school', 'votan 
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Figure 4.4 Interrelations of case forms of weakening stems:jalg 'foot' 

N 

P 
Ill-I 

G ' jala 
111-2 ' jala sse 
Ine 'jala s 
Ela ' jala st 
All ' jala Ie 
Ade 'jala I 
Abl ' jala It 
Tr ' jala ks 
Term ' jala ni 
Ess ' jala na 
Abe ' jala ta 
Com ' jala ga 

Stem plural e-Plural 

<"""""VvVv> 

'jalga de - jalg! e 
'jalga ::::::'f::: 
'jalga des 'jalu s j' jalg! es 
'jalga dest 'jalu st j' jalg! est 
'jalga dele 'jalu Ie j' jalg! ele 
'jalga del 'jalu I j' jalg! el 
'jalga deIt 'jalu It j' jalg! eIt 
'jalga deks 'jalu ks L ...... ~ 

'jalga deni 'jalu ni 
'jalga dena 
'jalga deta 
'jalga dega 

'kiitte 'Itakein the hand' , pistan 'suhu 'I stick into the mouth' , 1wstab 'korva 'it 
sounds in (one's) ear', 1wstab 'korvu 'it sounds in (one's) ears' , but one cannot 
say *liihen 'soja'viiesse, *liihen Koolisse, *'votan 'kiiesse, *'pistan 'suusse, 
* Kostab Korvasse, * Kostab 'korva'desse> Note that one uses the 'long fonns' in 
constructions such as 'suhtun 'vaenu 1ikult 'soja'viiesse 'I have a hostile attitude 

Figure 4.5 Interrelations of case forms of strengthening stems: hammas 'tooth' 

N 
P 
111-1 

G 
111-2 
Ine 
Ela 
All 
Ade 
Abl 
Tr 
Term 
Ess 
Abe 
Com 

Singular de-Plural i-plural Stem plural 

'harnmas 
ri'hamba 'harnmas t id 

'hambull 

'hamba 'harnmas te 
'hamba sse 'harnmas tesse 'hamba isse 
'hamba s 'harnmas tes 'hamba is s 
'hamba st 'harnmas test 'hamba ist st 
'hamba Ie 'harnmas tele 'hamba 
'hamba I 'harnmas tel 'hamba 
'hamba It 'harnmas teIt 'hamba 
'hamba ks 'harnmas teks 'hamba 

ile 
il 
ilt 
iks 

'hamba ni 'harnmas teni 
'hamba na 'hammas tena 'hamba 
'hamba ta 'hammas teta 

ina 
'harbull ni 

'ha;Dbull ta 
'hamba ga 'hammas tega 

'ha;Dbull 
'ha;Dbull 

'ha;Dbull 

'jalga 

'jalga 
'jalga 

'jalu 
'jalu 'jalu 

'jalu 'jalu 

'jalu 
'jalu 

de 

dest 

e-Plural e-Plural 
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towards the army', see 'puutub 'kiiesse 'it concerns the hand' . As a result of 
the restricted functions of 111-1, many nominals have no 111-1 form for 
semantic reasons. On the other hand, in this chapter the illative in -de, often 
held to be a 'short' illative, since it has been abstracted from certain 111-1 
forms (cf. 'oonde from 'oos 'cavity', sG 'oone, where the -de was originally 
a part of the stem), is treated as different from 111-1. The illative in -de is 
beginning to replace the illative in -sse in bisyllabic stems whose stem vowel 
e follows a resonant preceded by a long vocalism, cf. 'keelde and 'keelesse 
from 'keel 'tongue; language'. 

Apart from 111-1, the remaining eleven adverbial cases of Estonian (111-2, 
Ine, Ela, All, Ade, Abl, Trans, Term, Ess, Abe and Com) can be formed by 
adding a case ending to the genitive singular form to yield the singular form, 
and to the genitive plural form to yield the plural form. In addition, the 
common genitive plural form can be formed by adding the ending -de or -te 
to the genitive singular form (this is not the case for most pronouns). Among 
the grammatical cases, the nominative singular (sN) and genitive singular 
(sG) are always unmarked, while the partitive singular (sP), partitive plural 
(pP), and genitive plural (pG) have several endings or, in the cases of the sP 
and pP, may be unmarked; see Figures 4.4 and 4.5. 

Plural Formation 
There are several types of plural stem formation. The most common is the 
so-called de-plural, based on the plural genitive form. This is the only method 
available for nominals which take only the ending -sid in the plural partitive; 
for nominals taking the pP ending -id the i-plural is also possible. For many 
nominals having in their partitive singular an unmarked bisyllabic form, the 
stem plural is possible alongside the de-plural. In such cases the stem vowel 
of the plural stem is different from that of the singular stem according to the 
general scheme given under Plural Stem Formation, p. 127. 

The different types of plural formation have different stylistic values and 
the stem plural, in particular, is subject to several restrictions, causing 
complicated alternations and homophony. 

Case Formation 
Nominative, genitive, partitive, and illative-l forms are often distinguished 
only by stem alternations that can be present also in morphologically marked 
case forms. A noun can have from one to six stem allomorphs. The 
interrelation of stem allomorphs in the paradigm depends also on the 
deployment of weakening v. strengthening gradation; see Figures 4.4 and 4.5. 

Comparative and Superlative of Adjectives 
Adjectives take the comparative suffix -m in the nominative singular and 
-ma(-) in other case forms; the suffix regularly follows the usual stem vowel 
(transparent in sG forms) for u-, i-, and e-stems and for trisyllabic a-stems and 
bisyllabic a-stems of Q3. In bisyllabic a-stems of Q2, the stem vowel a is 
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Table 4.1 Comparative and superlative of adjectives 

sN 

'rahulik 
'niiri 
'sinine 
'uhke 
'suur 
'madal 
'rikas 
'must 
'laisk 
'vana 
1<.ena 

pP 

'rahu'likke 
'niirisid 
'siniseid 
'uhkeid 
'suuri 
'madalaid 
'rikkaid 
'musti 
'laisku 
'vanu 
1<.eni 

Comparative 

'rahu1ikum 
'niirim 
'sinisem 
'uhkem 
'suurem 
'madalam 
'rikkam 
'mustem 
'laisem 
'vanem 
1<.enam 

Superlative 

'rahu1ikem 
1<.oige 'niirim 
'siniseim 
'uhkeim 
'suurim 
'madalaim 
'rikkaim 
'mustim 
1<.oige 1aisem 
'vanim 
1<.enim 

Gloss 

'peaceful' 
'dull' 
'blue' 
'proud' 
'big' 
'low' 
'rich' 
'black' 
'lazy' 
'old' 
'nice' 

regularly replaced bye, in stems of Q1 this is a rarer feature. The adjective 
'hea 'good' has the suppletive comparative form parem 'better'. The 
superlative suffix is -im in the nominative singular and -ima in other case 
forms; its occurrence is regular for adjectives having the plural partitive form 
ending in -id or -i and in derivatives built with =ik and =lik; the superlative 
suffix is -em and -ema. 

Alongside the suffixal superlatives for all comparable adjectives an analyt-
ical superlative form consisting of the sequence 'koige plus the comparative 
grade form is possible; Mige is the genitive singular form of 'kOik 'all' . 

The adjectives 'alumine 'lower', 'U/emine 'higher', 'pealmine 'upper, 
higher, 'esi'mene 'first, foremost, front', 'viimane 'latter, recent', 'tagu'mine 
'back', 'viili'mine 'outer, opposite from inside', 'iiiirmine 'outer, farther from 
the middle' have no comparative grade forms but may have the analytical 
superlative grade forms. 

Numerals 
The Estonian underived cardinal numerals and their patterns of declension are 
shown in Table 4.2. 

The corresponding ordinal numerals are mostly derived from the genitive 
singular stem; in the course of derivation the vowel e is substituted for the 
stem vowel i of certain cardinal numerals. The ordinal kolmas 'the third' is 
exceptional in that it adds the derivational suffixes to the stem vowel a instead 
of e. The ordinals esimene 'the first' and teine 'the second' are suppletive. 

The formation of the cardinal numerals from 11 to 19 is based on 
subtraction, e.g. 'iiks'teist'kiimmend' 11' (i.e. 'one of the second ten'), 'kaks-
'teist'kiimmend '12', where 'kiimmend is an otherwise obsolete partitive form 
of kiimme '10'; the corresponding ordinals are 'iihe'teist'kiimnes and 'kahe-
'teist'kiimnes. The cardinal numerals for tens, hundreds, thousands, millions 
etc. are based on multiplication, but with singular morphology, e.g. 'kaks 
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Table 4.2 Cardinal numerals 

o 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
100 

1,000 
106 

109 

sN 

'null 
'tiks 
'kaks 
'kolm 
'neli 
'viis 
'kuus 
'seitse 
1caheksa 
'tiheksa 
1ctimme 
'sada 
'tuhat 
'miljon 
'miljard 

sG 

'nulli 
'tihe 
1cahe 
1colme 
'nelja 
'viie 
Kuue 
'seitsme 
1caheksa 
'tiheksa 
'ktimne 
'saja 
'tuhande 
'miljoni 
'miljardi 

sP 

'nulli 
'tiht(e) 
'kaht(e) 
'kolme 
'nelja 
'viit 
'kuut 
'seitset 
1caheksat 
'tiheksat 
1ctimmet 
'sadat 
'tuhandet 
'miljonit 
'miljardit 

sIll-2 

'nulli 
'tihte 
'kahte 
'kolme 
'nelja 
'viide 
'kuude 
, seitsmesse 
1cahek'sasse 
'tihek'sasse 
'ktimnesse 
'sajasse 
'tuhan'desse 
'miljo 'nisse 
'miljar'disse 

Table 4.3 Ordinal numerals 

1 
2 
3 
4 
8 

1,000 
106 

sN 

'esimene 
'teine 
1colmas 
'neljas 
1caheksas 
'tuhandes 
'miljones 

sG sP 

'esimese 'esimest 
'teise 'teist 
1colmanda 1colmandat 
'neljanda 'neljandat 
1cahek'sanda 1cahek'sandat 
'tuhan'denda 'tuhan'dendat 
'miljo'nenda 'miljo'nendat 

I11-2 

'esi'messe 
'teise 
1colman'dasse 
'neljan'dasse 
1cahek'sandasse 
'tuhan'dendasse 
'miljo'nendasse 

pG 

'esi'meste 
'teiste 
1colman'date 
'neljan'date 
1cahek'sandate 
'tuhan'dendate 
'miljo'nendate 

'sada '200', 'kaks 'tuhat '2,000', 'kaks 'miljonit '2,000,000'. Teens, tens, and 
hundreds make compounds, and their declension pattern in cases other than 
nominative, genitive, and partitive differs from that of numerals for thou-
sands, millions etc., e.g.: 

12 200 2,000 

sN 'kaks'teist(1ctimmend) 'kaks'sada 'kaks 'tuhat 
sG 'kahe 'teist(kiirnne) 'kahe'saja 'kahe 'tuhande 
sP 'kahfteist(ktimmend) 'kaht'sada 'kaht( e) 'tuhat 
sIll 'kahe'teisfkiirnnesse 'kahe'sajasse 'kahte 'tuhandesse 
sIne 'kahe'teisfkiirnnes 'kahe'sajas 'kahes 'tuhandes 

With the exception of the informal fractional numerals 'pool 'half and 
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'veerand 'quarter', simple fractional numerals, i.e. denominators, are derived 
on the analogy of ordinal numerals by means of the suffix =ndik, e.g. 
'kahendik 'a half; 'kolmandik 'a third' 'neljandik 'a quarter'. Fractional 
numerals with numerators are inflected similarly to cardinals for thousands, 
millions, etc. e.g. 

sN 
sG 
sP 
sm 
sIne 

One-third 

'tiks 'kolmandik 
'tihe 'kolman'diku 
'tiht(e) 'kolman'dikku 
'tihte 'kolman'dikku 
'tihes 'kolman'dikus 

Table 4.4 Personal pronouns 

1 

Singular 
N 'mina - rna 
G 'minu - mu 
P 'mind 
I11-2 

, 
minusse - 'musse 

Ine 'minus - mus 
Ela 'minust - must 
All 'minule - 'mulle 
Ade 'minul- mul 
Abl 'minult - mult 
Trans 'minuks 
Term 

, 
minuni 

Ess 
, 
minuna 

Abe 
, 
minuta 

Com 'minuga - muga 

Plural 
N 'meie - me 
G 'meie - me 
P 'meid 
I11-2 

, 
meisse 

Ine 
, 
meis 

Ela 'meist 
All 'meile 
Ade 'meil 
Abl 'meilt 
Trans 'meiks 
Term 

, 
meieni 

Ess 'meiena 
Abe 'meieta 
Com 'meiega 

Two-thirds 

'kaks 'kolman'dikku 
'kahe 'kolman'diku 
'kaht(e) 'kolman'dikku 
'kahte 'kolman'dikku 
'kahes 'kolman'dikus 

2 3 

'sina - sa 'tema - ta 
'sinu - su 'tema - ta 
'sind 'teda 
'sinusse - 'susse 'temasse - 'tasse 
'sinus - sus 'temas - tas 
, sinust - sust 'temast - tast 
'sinule - 'sulle 'temale - 'talle 
'sinul- sui 'temal-tal 
, sinult - suit 'temalt - talt 
'sinuks 'temaks 
'sinuni 'temani 
'sinuna 'temana 
'sinuta 'temata 
, sinuga - suga 'temaga - taga 

'teie - te 'nemad - nad 
'teie - te 'nende 
'teid 'neid 
'teisse 'nendesse - 'neisse 
'teis 'nendes - 'neis 
'teist 'nendest - 'neist 
'teile 'nendele - 'neile 
'teil 'nendel-'neil 
'teilt 'nendelt - 'neilt 
'teiks 'nendeks - 'neiks 
'teieni 'nendeni 
'teiena 'nendena 
'teieta 'nendeta 
'teiega 'nendega 
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Personal Pronouns 
Personal pronouns have, in addition to the so-called long forms, short forms, 
most of which usually occur in unstressed positions. In the singular the fIrst-
and second-person short pronouns have two stems, one of which occurs only 
in the nominative, viz. ma 'I' and sa 'thou'; the other stems, mu(-) and su(-), 
occur elsewhere, except in the partitive, translative, terminative, essive and 
abessive; similarly, instead of the third-person plural forms of the illative, 
inessive, elative, allative, adessive, and ablative, forms exploiting the partitive 
stem 'nei- or (in monosyllabic forms also unstressed) nei- can be used. This 
stem has been borrowed from the paradigm of the demonstrative plural 
pronoun 'need 'these'. In the plural, the fIrst and second persons have the short 
forms me 'we' and te 'you' only in the nominative and the genitive; contrast the 
third person, where the short stem form ta occurs in several case forms. 

Possessive Pronoun 
The possessive pronoun is oma (substitutable by 'kelle? 'whose?'), e.g. 
Jutusta 'oma 1astest! 'tell about your children!'; contrast the adjective oma 
(substitutable by 'milline? 'which?', but not by 'kelle) as in 'ma ei 'riiiigi 
'omadest 'ini'mestest 'I do not speak about (my) own people', where 'oma 
agrees with the following noun in case and number (elative plural). 

Reflexive Pronoun 
The reflexive pronoun 'self has a suppletive paradigm. Sample forms: 

N 
G 
P 
I11-2 
Ine 

Singular 

'ise 
'enese - 'enda 
'ennast - 'end 
'ene'sesse - 'endasse 
, eneses - 'endas 

Demonstratives 

Plural 

'ise 
'eneste - 'endi 
'ennast - 'endid 
'enes'tesse - 'endisse 
'enestes - 'endis 

The underived demonstrative pronouns of Estonian are 'see 'this', 'too 'that', 
'sama 'same'. Of the two demonstrativellocative pronouns, most Estonians 
manage with just the fIrst, see 'this' which, like the personal pronouns, has both 
long and short forms, the latter normally unstressed. Historically, the genitive 
plural form and all long forms have been borrowed from the paradigm of the 
third-person plural pronoun nemad. The other demonstrativellocative pronoun, 
'too 'that', is characteristically used by South Estonians. Its declension is 
entirely analogous to that of 'see, e.g. sG 'tolle, sP 'toda, pN 'nood, pG 'nonde, 
pP 'noid. The pronouns 'see and 'sama are inflected as shown in Table 4.5. 

Demonstrative pronouns form compounds with one other, e.g. 'see'sama 
'the same', 'too' sama 'that same (one)' . 
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Table 4.5 Demonstrative pronouns 

Singular Plural Singular Plural 

N 
, 
see 

, 
need 

, 
sarna 

, 
sarnad 

G 
, 
selle 'nende 

, 
sarna 

, 
sarnade 

p 'seda 'neid 
, 
sarna 

, 
sarnu 

III 
, 
sellesse - 'sesse 'nendesse - 'neisse 

, 
sarnasse 'sarna'desse 

Ine 
, 
selles - ses 'nendes - 'neis 

, 
samas 

, 
sarnades 

Ela 
, 
sellest - sest 

, 
nendest - 'neist 

, 
sarnast 

, 
sarnadest 

All 
, 
selle1e 'nendele - 'neile 

, 
sarnale 

, 
sarna'dele 

Ade 
, 
sellel-sel 'nendel-'neil 

, 
sarnal 

, 
sarnadel 

Abl 
, 
sellelt - selt 'nendelt - 'neilt 

, 
sarnalt 

, 
sarnadelt 

Trans 'selleks - seks 'nendeks - 'neiks 'sarnaks 
, 
sarnadeks 

Term 
, 
selleni 'nendeni 

, 
sarnani 

, 
sarna'deni 

Ess 
, 
sellena 'nendena 

, 
samana 

, 
sarna'dena 

Abe 'selleta 'nendeta 
, 
sarnata 'sarna'deta 

Com 'sellega 
, 
nendega 

, 
sarnaga 'sarna'dega 

There is also a set of demonstrative adjectives formed from demonstrative 
pronouns either by derivation or compounding, e.g. 'selline 'such', 'see-
'sugune 'such', 'sama'sugune 'of the same kind', 'see'samane 'the same'. The 
demonstrative adjective 'nii'sugune 'such, of that kind', is formed from the 
adverb 'nii 'so, in this way'. The demonstrative adjectives are inflected on the 
model of 'selline and 'see 'sugune: 

Singular Plural Singular Plural 

N 'selline 'sellised 
, 
see'sugune 'see'sugused 

G 'sellise 'selliste 
, 
see'suguse 

, 
see'suguste 

P 'sellist 'selliseid 
, 
see'sugust 'see'suguseid 

III 'selli'sesse 'sellis'tesse -
, 
see'sugu'sesse 'see'sugus'tesse -

, sellis' eisse , 
see'sugu'seisse 

Interrogatives and Relatives 
Estonian has the interrogative/relative pronouns 'kes 'who', and 'mis 'what', 
both of which are usually inflected in the singular; they are inflected in the 
plural for special emphasis. The pronoun 'kumb 'which (of the two)' inflects 
in the singular or the plural depending on the singularity or plurality of the 
two sets under selection, e.g. 'kumb 'king 'which one of the two shoes' and 
'kummad 'kingad 'which (pair) of the two pairs of shoes'. The pronouns 'kes, 
'mis, and 'kumb are inflected as follows: 

Sg Plur Sg Plur Sg Plur 

N 'kes 'kes 
, 
mis 

, 
mis 'kumb 'kummad 

G 'kelle 'kellede 'mille 'millede 'kumma 'kumbade 
P 'keda 'keda 'mida  'mida 'kumba 'kumbi 
III 'kellesse 'kelle'desse 'millesse 'mille'desse 'kumba 'kumba'desse 
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There are also interrogative/relative adjectives meaning 'which', namely 
'milline, 'mis 'sugune, both formed from the pronoun 'mis, and the adjective 
miiherdune, which is sometimes used in informal style. 

Another set of interrogatives and relatives are case forms of the stem ku-, e.g. 
illative-l Kuhu '(to) where', inessive 'kus 'where', 'kust 'from where', Kuhuni 
'as far as where', essive Kuna 'when'. These forms occur in appositional 
compounds with several postpositions, e.g. Kuhu 'poole 'towards what, in 
which direction', 'kus'pool 'in which direction', 'kust'poolt 'from which 
direction', 'kusfkaudu 'which way, through which point', 'kust'peale 'begin-
ning from which point or time', 'kust'saadik 'up to which point or time'. The 
same stem also occurs in the interrogative/relative Kuidas 'how, in which way' , 
e.g. Kuidas sa tead? 'How do you know?') and in the interrogative/relative 'kui 
'how' ,e.g. 'kui vana 'how old' and the conjunction 'kui 'when; if. 

Indefinite and Negative Pronouns 
The pronouns 'keegi 'somebody; nobody', 'miski 'something; nothing', 
'mingi 'a, some; no' and 'kumbki 'either; neither (of two)' 'ukski 'at least one; 
none' are indefinite in affirmative sentences and either indefinite or negative 
in negative sentences. Example: 'keegi ei 'sulgenud 'viilis'ust means, 
depending on the context, either 'somebody has not closed the outer door' or 
'nobody closed the outer door'. The pronouns 'keegi and 'miski are inflected 
only in the singular, 'mingi (pG mingite, pP 'mingeid), 'kumbki and 'ukski are 
inflected in both singular and plural. Sample singular forms: 

sN 'keegi 'miski 
, 
mingi 'kumbki 'iikski 

sG 'kellegi 'millegi 
, 
mingi 'kummagi 'tihegi 

sP 'kedagi 'midagi 'mingit 'kumbagi 'tihtki - 'tihtegi 
sIll 'kelles'segi 'milles'segi 

, 
mingisse 'kumbagi 'tihtegi 

When used as negative pronouns, the negative character of the pronouns can 
be emphasized by means of the preposed word 'mitte, e.g. 'mitte 'keegi. The 
compound adjective 'mingi'sugune carries negative meaning only when 
preceded by the word 'mitte; otherwise it has the meaning 'a, some'. 

Some pronouns are purely indefinite, e.g. 'mani 'some', 'kOik 'all', 'muu 
'else' and 'iga 'any, every', 'emb 'kumb 'either this or that'. Sample forms: 

Sg Plur Sg Plur Sg Plur Sg 

N 'moni 'moned 'koik 'koik 
, 
muu 

, 
muud 'iga 

G 'mone 'monede 'koige 'koigi -
, 
muu 'muude 'iga 

'koikide 
P 'mond(a) 'monesid 'koike 'koiki 

, 
muud 'muid 'iga(t) 

III 'monda 'mone'desse 'koike 'koigisse 
, 
muusse 'muudesse 'igasse 
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Verb 
The Estonian verb has (1) finite forms, which occur only as predicates or as 
the auxiliary components of complex predicates, and (2) non-finite forms, 
which occur (a) in complex predicates in combination with a finite form (past 
participles), (b) similarly to adjectives as attributes and predicatives (partici-
ples), (c) as adverbials (supines and gerunds), (d) as subjects and objects 
(infinitives). 

Simple Finite Forms 
Finite forms can encode voice, mood, tense, aspect, person and number. 

Of the two voices, the personal voice (Ps) is indicated by person and 
number suffixes (sl -n, s2 -d, pI -me, p2 -te, p3 -d) that are obligatory in the 
indicative mood and optional in the conditional. Subject pronouns and nouns 
can be omitted when the finite form has a personal ending. There are no 
person or number suffixes in the quotative and jussive moods. The markers 
of the impersonal voice (Ips) are -a-, -da-, and -ta- in the affirmative present 
indicative, -da( -) and -ta( -) in the conditional, quotative, and jussive moods 
and in the negative present indicative, and -d- and -t- in the imperfect tense 
of the indicative mood. 

Mood in Estonian includes the indicative, conditional, imperative, quota-
tive and jussive. The indicative mood is used when the speaker affirms or 
denies the occurrence or non-occurrence of a situation or an action (sa konnid 
Uiga kiiresti 'you walk too quickly'). The conditional mood is used to express 
the speaker's opinion that a situation or an action should or should not have 
occurred, or would or would not occur, under certain conditions (konniksin 
aeglasemalt kui oleks soojem 'I would walk more slowly if it were warmer') 
or that the occurrence or non-occurrence of a situation or an action is 
obligatory or preferable (riiiigiksin niiiid tott 'I should tell the truth now'). 
The imperative mood expresses the speaker's request, order, or prohibition to 
the listener(s), e.g. minge molemad koju! 'you both go home!') or the 
speaker's suggestion to the listener(s) that a joint action be undertaken, e.g. 
voidelgem lopuni! 'let us fight to the finish!'). The quotative mood is used 
when the speaker wants to point out that (s)he is not responsible for the 
veracity of a statement, but is only an intermediator or reporter, e.g. sa ostvat 
maja 'you are (reported to be) buying a house'. The jussive mood expresses 
either that the listener(s) should convey the request, order, or prohibition to 
a third party (tulen kell viis, Mari oodaku mind! 'I'll come at five o'clock, let 
Mary be waiting for me!') or that one is compelled by someone to do (or not 
to do) something (meie lugegu niiiid iga senti! 'we should be counting every 
cent now!'). 

There are simple, i.e. non-compound affirmative present-and imperfect-
tense forms and complex, i.e. compound, perfect and pluperfect forms in the 
indicative mood and simple affirmative present-and past-tense forms in the 
conditional and quotative moods; there are also corresponding compound 
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forms for the non-compound past conditional and quotative. There are in 
addition to the non-compound present-tense forms of the imperative and 
jussive moods also compound perfect forms. All compound tense forms 
contain a finite form of the auxiliary verb 'olla 'to be' and a personal or an 
impersonal past participle. 

The affirmative is characterized by (obligatory or optional) personal 
endings in the personal indicative and conditional mood forms and by special 
tense suffixes in the impersonal indicative mood forms. The negative has 
characteristic complex forms: (1) in the indicative, conditional, and quotative 
moods, a specific negative form, which is marked only for voice and mood 
or tense, and the preposed negation particle ei, and (2) in the imperative and 
jussive moods, a personal form preceded by the appropriate form of the 
defective prohibition verb (s2imp 'iira, plimp 'iirgem - 'iirme, p2imp 'iirge 
and jussive 'iirgu). 

In the imperative, there is no first-person singular form, and the former 
third-person form has been generalized in most dialects (including the 
standard language) to all persons to render an indirect order or a forced action 
or situation, thus yielding a new mood, the jussive. The second-person 
singular form is unmarked, the second-person plural form has the suffix 
-ge/-ke, and the same suffix occurs in the rarely used formal first-person form, 
which has the unique personal ending -m. In informal style the first-person 
plural form of the present indicative is used instead of the imperative mood 
form; however, in contrast to the negative forms of the indicative mood, the 
first-person plural forms retain their personal ending when forming complex 
negative forms with the informal first-person prohibition verb form 'iirme, 
e.g. 'iirme 'ootame 'let us not wait', 'iirme 'liih(e)me 'let us not go', contrast 
the formal equivalents 'iirgem 'oodakem and 'iirgem 'mingem and the 
morphologically unmarked negative present indicative forms me ei 'oota 'we 
do not wait', 'me ei 1iihe 'we do not go' . 

With the exception of the imperative mood, the finite-form voice, mood, 
and tense suffixes in the affirmative (aft) and negative (neg) are as presented 
in Table 4.6. 

Non-finite Forms 
Non-finite forms include participles, the supine, the infinitive and the gerund, 
as set forth in Table 4.7. Participles and the supine may be either personal or 
impersonal, e.g. 'valvav 'mees 'a/the guarding man' and 'valvatav 'mees 'a/the 
man who is being guarded', 'valvanud 'mees 'a/the man who has guarded', 
'valvatud 'mees 'a/the man who has been guarded'. Present participles 
function like adjectives, and are inflected in case and number. Past participles, 
in addition to their use as attributes or predicatives, can compose complex 
tense forms built with finite forms of the verb 'to be', namely the perfect and 
pluperfect indicative, past conditional, past quotative and perfect imperative, 
e.g. 
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Table 4.7 Infinite form markers 

Infinite fonns 

Participle 

Supine 

Infinitive 
Gerund 

present 
past 

illative 
inessive 
elative 
translative 
abessive 
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Personal Impersonal 

-v -ev -day -tav 
-nud -dud -tud 

-ma -dama -tama 
-mas 
-mast 
-maks 
-mata 

-a -da -ta 
-es -des -tes 

1 Kutt on haavanud hunti 'A hunter has wounded the wolf. 
2 Hunti on haavatud 'One has wounded the wolf. 
3 Hunt on haavatud 'The wolf is wounded' . 

Sentences (1) and (2) have predicates in the perfect indicative and an object 
(hunti) in the partitive singular; sentence (3) has the predicate on in the 
present indicative and the subject hunt in the nominative singular, haavatud 
being a predicative complement. 

Supine forms function as adverbials, with various case forms expressing 
intentions or attempts at doing something, ongoing states and activities, goals, 
etc., for example, illative 1iihen 'malet 'miingima 'I'm going (somewhere) to 
play chess', 'hakka 1ugema! 'start reading!', inessive 'olin 'k/ubis 'malet 
'miingimas 'I was in the club playing chess', e1ative 'tulen 'malet 'miingimast 
'I come from playing chess', translative 'oled 'liiga 'vana 'valetamaks 'you 
are too old for lying', abessive 'iira 'lahku 'maks'mata 'don't leave without 
paying!' The impersonal supine is used only with the indicative and 
conditional verb forms 'peab 'must' and 'peaks 'should': 'seda 'peab 
'soodama 'one must eat it', 'seda 'peaks 'soodama 'one should eat it'. As the 
illative form of the personal supine is always in the strong grade, it has been 
the traditional citation form for verbs in Estonian dictionaries. 

Infinitives serve as subject (1ugeda on meeldiv 'reading is pleasant') or 
object ('eelis 'tame 'oodata 'we prefer to wait'). Gerunds are adverbials which 
indicate a parallel action or process Coodates 'rongi ma 1ugesin '(while) 
waiting for the train, I was reading'). 

In certain constructions the use of the illative supine or of the infinitive 
depends on the predicate verb, cf. ta 'peab 'ootama 'he must wait', tal 'tuleb 
'oodata '(s)he (adessive) has to wait'. 
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Verbal Nouns 
Most Estonian grammars include in the verb paradigm two (de )verbal nouns 
which are inflected in both case and number. These are the nomen agentis in 
=ja and the nomen action is in =mine, e.g. 'sooja 'eater', 'soomine '(the act 
of) eating'. In fact, nomina action is belong to a more complicated system of 
actor and undergoer nouns that has resulted from a split of the former past 
participles, cf. 'sooja 'eater (unspecified for time)" 'soonu 'one who has or 
had eaten (previously)" 'soodu 'something or someone that has been eaten 
(previously)'. In certain petrified phrases, ja-derivatives behave like present 
participles but remain unspecified for time, e.g. 'haukuja 'koer 'a/the dog that 
has the habit of barking (a lot)' and 'haukuv 'koer 'a/the dog that is (= just 
happens to be) barking' . 

Verb Inflection 
Like nominal inflection, verb inflection is complicated by extensive suffix 
and stem alternation, neither of which is entirely predictable. 

As an example of verb inflection the paradigm of the verb 'soOta 'to feed' 
is presented below; it represents verbs with weakening gradation. 

Infinite forms are as follows: 

Participles Personal: present 'sootev, past 'soOtnud 
Impersonal: present 'soodetav, past 'soodetud 

Supine Personal: ill 'sootma ine 'sootmas ela 'sootmast trans 
'sootmaks abe 'sootmata 

Infinitive 
Gerund 

Impersonal: ill 'soodetama 
'soOta 
'soOtes 

Table 4.8 Sample verb paradigm, indicative: soota 'to feed' 

Present Imperfect Perfect Pluperfect 

Affirmative 
sl 'soodan 'sootsin 'olen'sootnud 'olin'sootnud 
s2 'soodad 'sootsid 'oled'sootnud 'olid'sootnud 
s3 'soodab 'sootis 

, 
on 

, 
sootnud ' oli 'sootnud 

pI 'soodame 'sootsime ' oleme 'sootnud 'olime'sootnud 
p2 'soodate 'sootsite 'olete'sootnud 'olite'sootnud 
p3 'soOdavad 'sootsid 

, 
on 

, 
sootnud 'olid'sootnud 

Ips ' soodetakse 'soodeti 'on'soodetud 'oli'soodetud 

Negative 
Ps 'ei'sooda , ei' sootnud 

, 
ei ole 

, 
soOtnud 'ei 'olnud'sootnud 

Ips 'ei 'soOdeta 'ei'soodetud 
, 
ei ole soOdetud 'ei 'olnud 'soOdetud 
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Table 4.9 Sample verb paradigm, conditional: 'soota 'to feed' 

Present Past 

Affirmative 
sl 'soOdaks(in) 'sootnuks(in) 'oleks(in) 'sootnud 
s2 'soodaks(id) 'so6tnuks(id) 'oleks(id) 'sootnud 
s3 'soOdaks 'sootnuks 'oleks'sootnud 

pI 'soodaks(ime) 'sootnuks(ime) 'oleks(ime) 'sootnud 
p2 'soodaks(ite) 'sootnuks(ite) 'oleks(ite) 'sootnud 
p3 'soodaks(id) 'sootnuks(id) 'oleks(id) 'sootnud 

Ips 'soodetaks 'soodetuks 'oleks 'soOdetud 

Negative 
Ps 'ei'soodaks 'ei'sootnuks 'ei 'oleks'sootnud 
Ips 'ei'soodetaks 'ei'soodetuks 'ei 'oleks 'soOdetud 

Table 4.10 Sample verb paradigm, imperative: 'soota 'to feed' 

Present Perfect 
Affirmative Negative Affirmative Negative 

sl 
s2 'soOda 'lira'sooda 'ole'sootnud 'lira 'ole 'sootnud 
s3 
pI 'sootkem 'lirgem'sootkem 'olgem'sootnud 'lirgem 'olgem 

'sootnud 
p2 'sootke 'lirge'sootke 'olge'sootnud 'lirge 'olge'sootnud 
p3 

Table 4.11 Sample verb paradigm, quotative and jussive: 'soiita 'to feed' 

Present Perfect 
Affirmative Negative Affirmative Negative 

Quotative 
Ps 'sootvat 'ei'sootvat 'sootnuvat 'ei'sootnuvat 
Ips 'soode'tavat 'ei'soode'tavat 

Jussive 
Ps 'sootku 'lirgu'sootku 'olgu'sootnud 'lirgu 'olgu'sootnud 
Ips 'soode'tagu 'lirgu'soOde'tagu 'olgu'soodetud 'lirgu 'olgu 'soodetud 
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Adverbs 
Adverbs modify (1) a verb (Jookse 'ruttu 'run quickly'), adjective Cliiga 
'noor 'too young') or an adverb Cvaga 'ruttu 'very quickly') or (2) a clause: 
these are the interrogative/relative adverbs. 

The most frequent interrogative/relative adverbs are 'kuhu '(to) where', 
'kus 'where', 'kust 'from where', 'millal 'when', 'kunas 'when', 'kuidas 
'how' , and 'miks 'why'. 

Local adverbs often have three case forms, one lative, one locative, and one 
separative, depending on the direction of the verb's action, e.g. 'koju '(to) 
home', 'kodus 'at home', 'kodunt 'from home'; 'alla, 'all, 'alt 'down'; 'ules, 
'uleval, 'alevalt 'up'; 'ette, 'ees, 'eest 'before'; 'taha, 'taga, 'tagant 'behind'; 
'sUa, 'sUn, 'sUt 'here'; 'sinna, 'seal, 'sealt 'there'; 'sisse, 'sees, 'seest 'in'; 
'valja, 'valjas, 'valjast 'out' . Others are not inflected, e.g. 'ara 'away'. 

The most frequent temporal adverbs are 'nuud 'now', 'praegu 'now', 'kohe 
'immediately', parast 'after(wards)', 'sUs 'then', 'varsti 'soon', 'ammu 'long 
ago', niljuti 'lately', (,uks),kord 'once', 'asja 'not long ago', Just 'just', 'vara 
'early', nilja 'late', 'eile 'yesterday', 'tana 'today', 'homme 'tomorrow', 
'mullu 'last year', 'tanavu 'this year', nommikul 'in the morning', 'paeval 'in 
the daytime', 'ohtul 'in the evening', 'oosel-'oosi 'at night'. 

Adverbs of manner are most often built with the suffixes =sti or =It, and 
have special comparative forms in =mini and superlative forms in =imini, 
e.g. 'kUresti - 'kiirelt 'quickly', 'kiire'mini 'more quickly', 'kiirei'mini 'most 
quickly'. The adverb palju 'many; much' has suppletive comparative and 
superlative forms, viz. 'enam or 'rohkem 'more' and 'enim - 'koige 'enam or 
'koige 'rohkem 'most'. Some adverbs of manner have two case forms, one 
occurring with verbs which indicate a change into a state, the other occurring 
with verbs which indicate being in a state, e.g. (laheb) 'pilve '(it becomes) 
cloudy': (on) 'pilves 'it is cloudy'. 

Postpositions and Prepositions 
Prepositions and postpositions modify nouns in various case forms; many are 
identical with adverbs. Like adverbs, several local or orientational preposi-
tions and postpositions have as many as three case forms. There are more 
postpositions than prepositions. 

Some words act as both prepositions and postpositions, e.g. 1abi, 'ale, 
'umber, 'mooda, usually with a difference in meaning, (1abi 'puu 'through the 
tree', 'puu 1abi 'through the fault of a tree'; 'ule 'silla 'across the bridge', 
'silla 'ule 'about the bridge'), less often with only stylistic overtones Cumber 
'sorme - 'sorme 'umber 'around the finger', 'mooda 'teed - 'teed 'mooda 
'along the way'). 

Nouns governed by prepositions are in the genitive (with the prepositions 
'alla 'below, beneath', 'labi 'through', 'ule 'above; across, beyond', 'umber 
'round, around) and in the partitive (with 'enne 'before', 1igi 'close to', piki 
'along', 'keset 'in the middle or, 'mooda 'along', 'peale 'after', parast 'after', 
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'vastu 'against'). The terminative occurs with 'Iami 'until', the abessive with 
'ilma 'without' , and the comitative with ('iihes) 'koos 'together with' . 

Postpositions govern nouns in the nominative (the postposition liibi 'along, 
throughout, as in 'piiev 1iibi 'all day long'), the genitive (Jiirgi 'according to', 
'kaudu 'by way of, 'kaupa 'by', as in 'kahe 'tosina 'kaupa, 'by two dozens'), 
Jooksul 'during', 'kestel 'in the course of, 'korral 'in case of, 'paiku 'about', 
as in 'kella 'iihe 'paiku 'at about one 0' clock', piirast 'because of, and for 
most orientational postpositions, e.g. 'vastu 'against, to(wards); in exchange 
for', 'vastas 'beyond'. The postpositions 'peale 'beginning with', and 'saadik 
'up to' govern the elative. 

Conjunctions 
The most frequent conjunctions are ja and ning 'and', ehk and voi 'or', aga, 
vaid, ent and kuid 'but', 'ainult 'only', ega 'nor', kui 'if; as', 'nagu 'as', 'kuigi 
'although', et 'that', sest 'because, for', kuna 'while, as, for', 'ometi 'still', 
'siiski 'still, however, nevertheless', 'nii'siis 'hence, thus', 'nii('hiisti) ... kui 
(ka) 'both ... and', kas ... voi 'either ... or', 'ei . .. 'ega 'neither ... nor'. 

Syntax 

Word Order and Sentence Types 
In a clause, S[ubject], V[erb], O[bject], P[redicate], and A[dverbial] usually 
build the following patterns: (1) SV, (2) SVO, (3) SVP, (4) SVA, (5) SVAO, 
(6) AVS, (7) AV, (8) AVP, (9) AVA, (10) OV, (11) OVA, (12) AVO, as 
exemplified below. 

1 Tahe-d sara-vad. '(The) stars are shining.' 
STAR-plur SPARKLE-p3 

2 Ttidruk mtiti-b lilli. 'Althe girl sells flowers.' 
GIRL SELLS-s3 FLOWER.pP 

3 Lapse-d on vaikese-d. 'The children are small.' 
CHILD-plur IS.s3 SMALL-plur 

4 Kutsika-d ol-i-d aia-s. 'The puppies were in the garden.' 
PUPPY-plur IS-past-plur GARDEN-ine 

5 Ma lahuta-n tulu-st kulu-d. 'I delete the expenses from the income.' 
PRO.sl DELETES-sl INCOME-ela EXPENSE-plur 

6 Koera-l ol-i-d kutsika-d. 'The dog had puppies.' 
DOG-ade IS-past-plur PUPPY-plur 

Aia-s kasva-b lilli. 'There are flowers growing in the garden.' 
GARDEN-ine GROWS-s3 FLOWER.pP 
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7 Viilja-s miirista-b. 'It is thundering outside.' 
OUTSIDE-ine THUNDERS-s3 

8 Varvas-te-l hakka-s kiilm. '(The/his/her ... ) toes began to feel cold.' 
TOE-plur-ade BEGINS-past COLD 

Tanava-l ol-i kiilm. 'It was cold on the street.' 
STREET-ade IS-past COLD 

V60ras-te-l tule-b lahku-da. 'Strangers have to leave.' 
STRANGER-plur-ade COMES-s3 LEA VES-inf 

9 Me-i-l Hihe-b hasti. 'We are doing well.' 
PRO.pl-sAde GOES-s3 WELL 

10 Sin-d pete-t-i. 'You were deceived.' (= 'One has deceived you.') 
PRO.s2-sP DECEIVE-ips-past 

11 Rahvas-t pee-ta-kse rumala-ks. 'People are held (to be) foolish.' 
PEOPLE-sP HOLDS-ips-pres FOOLISH-trans 

12 Oun-te-st saa-da-kse mahla. 'One gets juice out of apples.' 
APPLE-plur-ela GETS-ips-pres mICE.sP 

Patterns 6-9 represent existential clauses, 10-12 impersonal clauses. In 
patterns 1-5, the verb agrees with the subject in person and number; in 
patterns 7-9 verbs are in the singular, in 10-12 in the impersonal mood. 
Pattern 6 includes both sentences in which the verb agrees with the subject 
in person and number and sentences with singular verbs and partial subject 
(i.e. with the subject in the partitive case). 

In the main, word order in a clause depends not on subject v. object, i.e. 
grammatical, relations, but rather on topic (what is assumed) v. focus (the 
central component of the comment on the topic). The topic normally occupies 
clause-initial position, and the focalized element either occupies clause-final 
position or attracts the strongest sentence stress in the comment. Thus 
sentence 5 can be reordered into tulust ma lahutan kulud 'from the income I 
delete the expenses' topicalizing the word tulust 'from the income'. Similarly, 
in kulud ma lahutan tulust 'as for expenses, I am deleting them from the 
income' the word kulud 'expenses' has been topicalized and tulust has been 
focalized. 

Subject 
A subject noun is in either the nominative or the partitive case. The subject 
noun is in the singular or plural partitive (1) when the predicate verb is in the 
third person singular and the subject noun, usually in final position, refers to 
an indefinite amount ('metsas on 'loom-i FOREST-ine IS.s3pres ANIMAL-pP 
'there are animals in the woods') or (2) when the clause, with predicate verb 
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in the third person singular and with the subject noun in final position, is negated 
(,metsas 'ei ole 'hunt-e 'there are no wolves in the woods'). Otherwise the 
subject noun is in the nominative. A subject noun in the partitive is called a 
partial subject; one in the nominative is called a total subject. 

Object 
Usually an object nominal is in the partitive: ema 'ostis 'leiba MOTHER 
BUYS-s3past BREAD.sP 'mother bought some bread', kas sa 'suudled mind? 
'do/will you kiss me?'). An object nominal is in the nominative or genitive 
only when it denotes a definite quantity in an affirmative clause whose 
predicate verb is either in distinctively perfective aspect or is a transitive verb 
with a final adverbial: 'ema 'ostis 'leiva 'mother bought the bread', kas sa 
'suudled mu 'surnuks? 'will you kiss me to death?' Note that in the first of 
these two sentences, the genitive singular object 1eiva permits three 
interpretations of the clause: (1) 'I bought one loaf of (rye) bread'; (2) 'I 
bought all the bread that was available' , and (3) 'I bought the amount of bread 
mentioned earlier'. An object nominal in the partitive is usually called a 
partial object; one in the nominative or genitive is called a total object. 

A singular nominal, including the first- or second-person singular pronoun, 
as a total object, is in the genitive if the clause is affirmative, the predicate 
verb is personal and not in the imperative or jussive mood. A singular 
nominal, except the first- or second-person pronoun, as a total object, is in the 
nominative if the predicate verb is impersonal or in the imperative or jussive 
mood. The total object case of plural nominals is the nominative plural; only 
the first- and second-person pronouns are in identical conditions in the 
partitive plural. 

Measure Adverbials 
Much like objects, these occur in the nominative, genitive, and often in the 
partitive, depending on the morphological form of the predicate verb. 
Examples: 'olin 1wdus 'terve 'niidala (sG) 'I was at home a whole week', 'ole 
kodus 'terve niidal! (sN) 'be at home a whole week!', rna ei 'olnud Kodus 
'tervet 'nadalat (sP) 'I was at home (but) not for a whole week'; cf.ma ei 
'olnud 1wdus 'terve 'niidal (sN) 'I was not at home for a whole week'. 

Lexicon 
In addition to the lexicon inherited from proto-Fennic and its daughter 
protolanguages, Estonian has borrowings from both Low and High German, 
from Estonian Swedish, Finland Swedish, and Sweden Swedish, from Old 
and Modem Russian, from Latvian, and from Finnish. German was the most 
significant source of loans from the thirteenth century until 1940, and it was 
via German that the greater part of the international lexicon entered Estonian. 
To this day, borrowing patterns of international lexical stock of Latin and 
Greek origin follow to a great extent those used when borrowing took place 
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via German, although from the 1920s the original source languages have been 
taken into account more carefully. Finnish has been a significant source of 
loans since the 1870s. 

Low German was influential up to the sixteenth century. After the 
Reformation the local German noblemen and bourgeoisie began to shift to 
High German, and with this shift the local standard form of High German 
(so-called Baltendeutsch) became the main source of borrowings. In many 
cases it is impossible to distinguish between borrowings from Low and High 
German on the one hand and between those from Low German and Sweden 
Swedish on the other. There are about 770-850 borrowings from Low 
German (e.g. aabits 'primer', haamer 'hammer', ingel 'angle', kants 'fort', 
kee 'necklace', kirik 'church', klooster 'monastery', kool 'school', kaarid 
'scissors', kOok 'kitchen', kuhvel 'shovel', kuun 'barn', munk 'monk', molder 
'miller', muur 'stone wall', naaber 'neighbour', ohver 'victim', orel 'organ', 
pann 'pan', pihtida 'to confess', pott 'pot', preili 'Miss', proua 'Mrs', 
pooning 'attic', raad 'city council', raatus 'town hall', ruum 'room', rostida 
'to roast', roovel 'robber', veerida 'to spell', vorst 'sausage', amber 'bucket'), 
and about 490-540 borrowings from High German (e.g. kamm 'comb', kett 
'chain', kirss 'cherry', loss 'palace', pirn 'pear; electric bulb', sink 'ham', 
vurts 'spice; flavouring') including about 60 Baltic German borrowings (e.g. 
kutsar 'coachman', redel 'ladder', sirel 'lilac', porgand 'carrot'). Loan 
translations from German are no less important. 

There are 100-150 borrowings from Swedish (e.g. hiivata 'to heave', iii 
'blast of wind', moor 'old woman', norss 'smelt', plika 'girl', riik 'state', 
raim 'Baltic dwarf herring' ,sang 'bed', tasku 'pocket'). 

Except in Setu and the other easternmost dialects which have been in 
contact with Russian from as early as the Old Russian period, borrowing from 
Russian began in earnest after 1710, when Russia first engulfed Estonia. In 
literary Estonian there are about 300-350 Russian loans, including both 
archaisms and Sovietisms (e.g. kapsas 'cabbage', majakas 'lighthouse', 
morss 'fruit juice', munder 'uniform', puravik 'boletus', riisikas 'milk 
mushroom', tassida 'to carry'). 

Borrowings from Latvian began to appear in Estonian in the eighth century. 
There are about 30-45 in literary Estonian (e.g. kauss 'bowl', kouts 'tomcat', 
laiits 'lentil', nuumata 'to fatten [tr]', sokal 'chaff, viisk 'bast shoe'). 

There are about 800 Finnish loans in Estonian. These are mostly derived 
stems built to roots which the two languages have in common, such as annus 
'portion', built to anda 'gives'; cf. the synonymous Finnish annos, built from 
Finnish anta-. There are also about 100 Finnish-origin stems which were new 
to Estonian, such as aare 'treasure', julm 'brutal', jaik 'stiff, mugav 
'comfortable', riinnata 'to attack', sangar 'hero', siiilida 'to preserve', tehas 
'factory'. 

Since the 1920s Estonian has taken on terminology from English and 
French, usually following the example and pattern of other languages 
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(Gennan, Russian, or Finnish); there is also direct borrowing from English. 
Estonian also has a few direct borrowings from other non-Indo-European 

languages, e.g. jaana+ in jaanalind 'ostrich', and koi 'stingy' from Hebrew, 
velmata 'to revive (tr)' from Mordvin, nulg 'spruce' from Mari. 

From 1913, about 55 artificial roots have been created quasi ex nihilo, 
mainly by Johannes Aavik, e.g. eirata 'ignores', kilillik 'rabbit', laip 'corpse', 
liink 'gap, lacuna', meenuda 'to come into one's mind', morv 'murder', milrsk 
'missile', nentida 'states', nome 'ignorant', range 'strict', relv 'weapon', 
taunida 'to condemn', veenda 'to convince'. 

(Northern Literary) Estonian Text 
AI-3: text in orthography; BI-3: transcription (primary stress is underlined, 
secondary stress is marked with colon); CI-3: morpheme-by-morpheme 
glosses; DI-3: free translation. 

Al laeva 
Bl If!eva 
Cl SHIP.sP 

kuid ainuIt 
k.!!lo .!!InuIt 
BUT ONLY 

paikesering 
p~kkeze+riDG 
SUN.sG+CIRCLE 

haripunkti. 
(h)f!rl+Bu:IJkti 
RIDGE+POINT.slll-1 

v6is 
v~1-s-0 

CAN-past-s3 

lihel 
i!he-l 
ON ONE 

oli 
QI-i-0 
IS-past-s3 

A2 
B2 
C2 

siiski p6letada, 
si:i--ki p~le=tta:-oa 

THEN--EVEN BURNS=VdeV-inf 

paeval aastas, kui 
p~eva-l ~sta-z kui 
ON DAY IN YEAR WHEN 

j6unud oma 
j~ilD-nuo Qma 
REACHES-past.part OWN.sG 

suveharjaks 
s.!!ve+(h)a:fja-ks 
SUMMER.sG+RIDGE-sTrans 

nimetati seda paeva. A3 
B3 
C3 

see 
s~ 
THIS 

nime=tta:-lt-i 
NAME=VdeV-imp-past 

on nlilidne 

s~-oa p~eva 

THIS-sP DA Y-sP 

on 
IS.s3pres 

ni!:lio=ne 
NOW=ADJdeADV 

jaani6htu. 
jaanii+~i1tu 
JOHN-sG+EVE 

DIOne could nonetheless burn a ship, but only on one day in the year, when 
the sun had reached its apogee. D2 This day was called the summer peak. D3 
It is the contemporary St John's Eve. 

p6letada, si:i--ki 

p~eva-l ~sta-z 

paikesering j6unud 

p~eva s~-oa 

jaani6htu. 
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5 Finnish 

Daniel Abondolo 

Finnish (native name: suomi) is the first language of some four and a half 
million people in Finland (roughly 95 per cent of the population), and of 
approximately half a million people living in Sweden, Norway, Estonia, and 
Russia. Census statistics show a steady decline in native speakers of Finnish 
in Russia, from about 60 per cent of 92,000 declaring themselves Finns in 
1959 to about 35 per cent of 67,000 in 1989 (Ktinnap 1992). There are also 
significant pockets of speakers in the United States and Canada, chiefly 
around the Great Lakes; the emigratory surge to these countries was at the 
tum of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. 

Contemporary standard Finnish is a northern Fennic language with both 
western and eastern features. It is northern by virtue of isoglosses such as the 
third-person pronoun hiin instead of *tama (as in Estonian tema), and -i- in 
sisar 'sister' instead of *e (as in Estonian sosar).1t is both western and eastern 
in that it combines 

1 western Finnish dialect features such as =U- detransitivizers (as opposed 
to eastern reflexives in =kse-, which are available to speakers of the 
standard language, to varying degrees according to education and 
interests, from poetic tradition) with 

2 eastern features such as neutral kesii 'summer', Uta 'evening' (as opposed 
to western suvi, ehtoo, which are stylistically charged synonyms). 

The complexity of nominal inflection, much of which centres on the 
formation of the genitive plural, is in part a consequence of east/west dialect 
amalgamation (Laakso 1991: 53). 

As a Fennic language, Finnish is peripheral and it is therefore not 
surprising that it has preserved many archaic features from proto-Uralic. On 
the other hand its high degree of agglutinativity (compared with, say, that of 
North or South Estonian, or Saarnic) may suggest innovation as well as 
conservatism, and 'the choice of Finnish as the Finno-Ugric prototype may 
have impeded progress in the field' (Austerlitz 1993: 29). 

Good short sketches are Austerlitz 1968: 1336-47, Branch 1987, and 
Karlsson 1992. 

149 
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Table 5.1 Finnish vowel phonemes 

Short Long 

ti u ii titi uu High 
e 0 0 ee 00 00 Mid 
a a aa aa Low 

+ + + + Rounded 
+ + + + Back 

Phonology 

Vowels 
Finnish has eight short and eight long vowel phonemes; see Table 5.1. 

The orthography writes the vowels as given above, except that the high 
front rounded vowels are written <y> and <yy>. 

Vowel length is distinctive in all positions. If we assume that proto-Uralic 
had no distinctive vowel length, then in Finnish the short vowel 0 and all the 
long vowels are ultimately of secondary origin in all positions, although the 
length of fIrst-syllable uu in some words is quite old. In native vocabulary, 
long vowels in fIrst syllable are most commonly the result of contraction after 
the loss of a p(F)U consonant, e.g *-1]- in riihi 'drying house' (Komi ri'nis) 
andjiiii 'ice' (North Saarnijiekga) and *-x- in kuusi 'spruce' « pU *kaxsi', 
cf. Nganasan kuo < proto-Samoyedic *kaSt). 

In the fIrst syllable, both 0 and 00 signal affect (halmo 'fool', joro 
'peevish', poonii 'coffee bean [folksy, jocular]') or relatively recent borrow-
ing (koli 'keel', cf. Swedish kol; kongiis 'precipitous waterfall', cf. North 
Saarni geavggis) or proper-name status (ToolO, a northwestern suburb of 
Helsinki). First-syllable ii, on the other hand, seems to continue pU *ti in fIve 
or six words, e.g. syli '(space between) outstretched arms; lap; womb' < pU 
*stili 'arms; lap' (Janhunen 1981b). 

Vowel Harmony and Morphophonemic Code 
Within root morphemes and any suffIxes attached to them, the mixed 
occurrence of front rounded with back vowels is restricted. In general, words 
with a front rounded vowel in their fIrst syllable have no back vowel 
in subsequent syllables, and words with a back vowel in their fIrst syllable 
have no front rounded vowels in subsequent syllables; thus koulussa 'in a 
school' and viiyliissii 'in a channel' occur, but forms such as *koulussa, 
*koulyssa and *vaylussa do not. Non-rounded front vowels mix with all 
other vowels, e.g. perunassa 'in a potato', pirussa 'in a devil', kielessii 'in 
a language' . 

The restrictions on the occurrences of vowels, and the front v. back variants 
of suffIxes such as the -ssa v. -ssii 'in' of forms such as the examples cited 

e 
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above, pennit the use of a morphophonemic code which writes Finnish 
vowels with only five symbols, I E A 0 U, and marks certain morphemes as 
front-prosodic with a prosodemic symbol, e.g. front-prosodic #SAVU siivy 
'nuance' v. unmarked, back-prosodic SA VU savu 'smoke'. To compress the 
discussion and to render much of the morphology explicit, this chapter 
presents Finnish forms using a morphophonemic code devised by Robert 
Austerlitz (Austerlitz 1964,1965,1967,1983). The elements of this code are 
set out in Figure 5.1; for the synchronic readings and the historical 
background of T, Q, and X, see p. 154. 

Root morphemes containing only the front unrounded vowels I and/or E 
are assumed to be prosodically front, with the exception of the singular 
partitive forms of MERE meri 'sea' and VERE veri 'sea', which are back-
prosodic, viz. MERETA mer-ta, VERETA ver-ta. 

In foreign vocabulary, violations of this distribution abound, e.g. volyy-
mistii 'from/concerning volume'; such forms must be written in code with 
modulations of prosody, e.g. VOL ~UMI-STA; cf. Hungarian ~Ub ANS 
[ntians] 'nuance'. But even in native vocabulary, the picture is quite complex 
if derived stems are considered: derivational suffixes behave differently from 
inflectional suffixes, and the degree of transparency of a given derivate is 
difficult to assess. For example, the nominalizer =U is front y when attached 
to #KASKE- 'commands', yielding #KASKF;::U kiisky 'command', but u 
when attached to ISKE- 'strikes', yielding isk=u 'blow', and there is in 
general a kind of vertical gradient according to which the more open the front 
vowel in a root, the more likely it is to trigger front readings of derivational 
suffixes. On the other hand, we have ~IITTA=U nUtty 'meadow', from 
~ITTA- 'mows'; contrast niitto '(a) mowing', with back 0 in spite of the 
front prosody of the root to which it is attached. This latter pair of forms 
illustrates a widespread distributional pattern which is the result of the relative 
newness of 0 as a phoneme. See Karlsson 1983: 98-104, with literature. 

In addition to the base vowel units I E A 0 U, it is useful to work with an 
operator 0, which copies the vowel to its left. In the most frequent occurrence 
of this operator, the first vowel to the left of ° is immediately adjacent. If this 
adjacent vowel is high or low, the result is a long vowel, e.g. PUD puu 'tree', 
#SAD siiii 'weather'; if it is mid vowel, the result is a vowel sequence 
equivalent to a high-to-mid diphthong of appropriate frontnesslbackness and 
lip-rounding, e.g. SODRA suora 'straight', #PODRA pyorii 'round', TEDRA 
tiera 'lump of snow and ice which adheres to the bottom of a shoe or a horse's 
hoof, #KEDRA kierii 'not straight'. The sequences EE and 00 also occur in 
the first syllable, but are rare in native non-affective vocabulary; examples are 
foreign SOOLO soolo 'solo', slang ~OOKI rooki 'cigarette', and TEERI 
teeri 'black grouse'. 

If the first vowel to the left of ° is not adjacent, the result is vowel copy, 
e.g. PUD_XDN puu-hun 'into a tree'; for more examples see the illative case 
and the discussion of X and Q (pp. 154-5). 

~OOKI 

~IITTA=U 

~ITTA-

~UMI-STA; ~Ub 
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Table 5.2 Finnish consonant phonemes 

1 2 3 4 5 

Nasals m n IJ 
Stops, -v P t k ? 
Stops, +v b d g 
Fricatives, +v v h 
Fricatives, -v f s S 
Lateral I 
Trill r 
Glide j 

Note: Non-marginal phonemes are given in bold. -v = voiceless, +v = voiced. Columns 
correspond to places of articulation: I = bilabial (nasals and stops) or labiodental (fricatives), 2 
= dental (but d is more usually alveolar, and the default pronunciation of s is somewhat 
retroflex), 3 = palato-alveolar (and hushing), 4 = dorsove1ar (h is glottal prevocalically), 5 = 
glottal. 

Consonants 
The consonant phonemes of Finnish are set out in Table 5.2. The orthography 
writes the consonants as given in the table, with two exceptions: 1), which only 
occurs intervocalically and long, is written <ng>; and lis not written at all. 

The difference between the vowel i and the glide j may usually be 
recovered from the morphemic shape, e.g. #OLIU oljy 'oil' but OL.E=IO olio 
'being'. The voiced stops b and g and the fricatives f and s are restricted to 
foreignisms and slang; some, especially older, speakers do not have some or 
all of these, and use p, k, (h)v, and s instead. The phonemes d, 1), and 1, on 
the other hand, occur frequently in native non-affective vocabulary, and thus 
may be seen as belonging to the core inventory of phonemes (Karlsson 1983: 
64-6). In a morphophonemic analysis such occurrences are predictable, 
however, and the flrst two Can be unambiguously recovered, via a process 
called gradation (outlined below), from morphophonemic T and N, e.g. 
RATA-N rada-n 'track sG', ONKE-N ongen [oIJIJen] 'flsh hook sG'. The 

Figure 5.1 Finnish morphophonemes and operators 

I U 
E 0 

A 

o 

M N 
P T K 
V S H 

L 
R 

x Q 
t 

Note: After Austerlitz 1967. For the operators Q X 't D, see text. 

R 
R 

R 
A 

P 
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glottal stop ? is only one of a range of phonetic phenomena which may 
emerge from the relatively abstract morphonemic operator Q; see below. 
Instances of standard-language d which arise from morphophonemic T have 
considerable dialectal variation, including [w], [v], [j], [1], [r], and [0]. 

Consonant length is distinctive for m n p t k sir j intervocalically; 
prevocalically to the right of nasals and liquids, length is distinctive for p t k 
s. In intervocalic consonant clusters of two, the fIrst consonant is pronounced 
with (non-distinctive) greater duration. See Karlsson 1983: 104-29 for details 
on surface consonant distribution. 

Gradation 
With certain systematic exceptions, the stops P T K are all converted to less 
fortis counterparts, called weak grade, when they occur in the onset of a non-
initial closed syllable within the word, provided that syllable contains a single 
vowel or vowel-i sequence. These less fortis counterparts are briefly specifIed 
below, using the suffIxation of the genitive singular suffIx (-N) as a sample 
conditioning environment (for more detailed treatments of Finnish consonant 
gradation, see Fromm 1982: 49-56, Austerlitz 1967: 24): 

1 The geminate sequences PP TT KK are read as single P T K, e.g. 
KORPPI-N korpin 'raven sG', TATTI-N tati-n 'boletus sG', TADKKA-N 
taakan 'hearth sG'. This sUbtype is called quantitative gradation, as 
distinct from the remaining types, called qualitative. 

2 Intervocalically, T is read as d; P is read as v, as is K in the sequence 
UKU; in other intervocalic positions, K surfaces as a variety of prosodic 
and glottalic transitional phenomena, including lengthening of the 
preceding vowel, e.g. TAIKA-N taian [taiiijan] 'magic sG', and whispery 
and/or creaky voice. In three morphemes, K exceptionally surfaces as 
zero in the weak grade: AIKA aika 'time', POlKA poika 'boy', and 
OIKO- 'straight' as in OIKO-SSA ojossa 'outstretched; fIxed (of 
bayonets)'. T is also read as d in the cluster HT, which is a by-product 
of KT in a few core words: see Numerals, p. 168. 

3 P T K assimilate fully to a nasal to their left, e.g. SAMPE-N samme-n 
'sturgeon sG', KANTE-N kanne-n 'lid sG', HANKE-N hange-n 
[haIJIJe-n] 'thick snow-cover' . 

4 To the right of L and R, P is read as v; T assimilates fully to these 
consonants (e.g. KORPE-N korve-n 'backwoods sG', PARTA-N parra-n 
'beard sG'). To the right of L, R, and H, K surfaces either as zero (e.g. 
~ALKA-N niilii-n 'hunger sG') or, before E, as j (e.g. ifJALKE-N jiilje-n 
'trace, track sG'). In some words, K in the cluster HK is resistant to 
gradation, e.g. #SAHKO-N siihkO-n 'electricity sG'. 

Note that word boundary and syllable boundary need not coincide, 
e.g. VAHINKO-N+ILO DAMAGEIMISFORTUNE-G+JOY vahingonilo 
[vahiIJIJonilo] 'Schadenfreude'. 

~ALKA-N 

sG', 
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Exceptions to gradation may be classified as morphological or lexical. 
Systematic morphological exceptions are found in (la) fonns inflected for 
person (see below); (lb) the readings t and tt for t in the genitive plural (see 
below), as well as in certain deictics, e.g. sitten 'then' : siten 'thus'; (lc) the 
sP and pG of nominals derived with =ISE, and the first infinitive, perfect 
active participle, and third-person imperative fonns of phonaesthemic-
affective verbs derived with =ISE, e.g. VALKO=ISE-tA valkoista 'white sP', 
VIKISE-tAQ vikistii? 'to squeal/squeak/peep'; (ld) fonns in which a vowel 
sequence ending in i arises from the suffixation of an -1-, with cancellation of 
an underlying vowel to the left of this -1-, fonnulaically VV-I-, e.g. ~ARKEA 
-I-SSA tiirkeissii 'important pIne', HAMPAX-I-SSA (> HAMPAill_I-SSA » 
hampaissa 'tooth pIne', contrast ilJARKE-I-SSA-~ jiirjissiiiin 'in hislher 
senses (s3plne)'. Systematic lexical exceptions are (2a) certain fonnal types 
of proper noun, which have only quantitative gradation (Austerlitz 1979, 
Vesikansa 1989a: 293-5); (2b) acronymic and stump-word abbreviations, e.g. 
alko 'Finnish state-run alcohol retail outlet', sapo 'secret police' < sa(la)+ 
po(liisi); (2c) slang, nursery, and otherwise affective vocabulary such as raaki 
'a smoke', pupu 'bunny', tapa 'short (of tails)'; (2d) unassimilated foreign-
isms, including auto 'car'. 

Consonantal Morphophonemic Operators 
These are Q, t, and X, all entities which are more abstract than the fifteen 
morphophonemes I E A 0 U P T K M N V S H L R. Q, t, and X differ from 
the vocalic operator D (introduced on p. 151) in that they can function as 
consonants and thus can close a syllable, 

thereby triggering 
gradation. 

The operator Q occurs only in position, and has a number 
of non-segmental realizations. In prepausal position, it is realized as a glottal 
stop or as relatively short duration of the preceding vowel, e.g. second person 
singular imperative ISTU-Q [istu?], [istii] 'sit!', ANTA-Q [anna?] 'give!' To 
the left of most inflectional suffixes, Q is realized as D, e.g. HUONEQ-N 
huoneen 'room sG' . It assimilates partially or wholly to the initial consonants 
of words and enclitics to its right, usually with transitional stretches of creaky 
and/or breathy voice. In traditional descriptions, this phenomenenon is 
usually called coda (loppu-) or onset (alku-) 'doubling' (kahdennus), i.e. 
loppukahdennus, alkukahdennus, after its acoustically most salient feature, 
the increased duration of the oral segmental consonant of the following 
morpheme; see Karlsson 1983: 348-50. The presence of Q in certain, 
especially inflectional, morphemes, varies dialectally, and the behaviour of 
the Q in the allative case suffix -LLEQ deviates slightly from the pattern 
outlined here; see pp. 157-8. 

Tau, i.e. the operator written here as t, occurs in both root and suffixal 
morphemes. It behaves like T except that it alternates, under circumstances 
which are morpheme-specific, not only with d but also with zero (and, in the 
genitive plural, with tt). For examples, see the partitive (-tA) and genitive 

VV-I-, 

HAMPAX-I-SSA 

thereby triggering 
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plural (-'tEN) suffixes of the nominal, and the infinitive suffix (-'tAQ) of the 
verb. 

X occurs both morpheme-final and suffix-initial. In morpheme-final 
position, X is read as s at word-end and before 't, as 0 elsewhere, e.g. # AKEX 
aes 'plough', sP # AKEX-'tA aes-ta, sG # AKEX-N akee-n. For further 
examples see the discussion of nominal and verbal X-stems. X may also be 
used to capture the suffix-initial s - h alternation which characterizes the 
illative suffix, q. v. 

Historical Background of the Consonants 
Relatively minor changes in the consonantal inventory of proto-Fennic 
separate Finnish from the rest of the Fennic languages. On the other hand the 
proto-Fennic consonantal inventory deviates sharply from that of proto-
Saarnic, putatively its closest congener; the sole shared Saarnic-Fennic 
innovation in the realm of the consonants is the merger of p U * 6L and *t - into 
*t- (Viitso 1996: 262). The major proto-Fennic innovations were the loss, 
through merger, of the palatalized apicals *n : *ni > n, *1 : *li > 1, and *s : 
*si (and *ci) > s, and the merger of initial *8- and *c- (yielding Finnish h-) 
and non-initial *t and *c (yielding Finnish t). Finnish non-initial h has at least 
eight sources (Hakulinen 1961: 36-8). 

In considering the development of the Finnish consonants, it is important 
to distinguish four kinds of position: (1) root-initial, (2) central, i.e. the 
position between the first and second syllables, (3) marginal, i.e. the position 
between the second and third syllables, and (4) final position. Whereas proto-
Fennic consonants in initial position (apart from the affricates) remained 
intact in terms of constriction type, consonants in the other positions 
underwent different types of weakening. In central position, stops were 
pronounced shorter, or even as fricatives, when their following syllable was 
closed (syllabic gradation); this positionally determined, morphologically 
conditioned alternation is the source of Finnish consonant gradation as seen 
in e.g. PATA-N pada-n 'pot sG'. In marginal position a similar, but not 
identical, kind of weakening occurred, regardless of the openness of the 
following syllable (rhythmic gradation); this positionally determined process 
led to allomorphy of the kind seen in the Finnish partitive, e.g. maa-ta 'land 
sP' « *maa-ta, with *-t- in central position) v. pata-a 'pot sP' « *pata-ta, 
with *-t- in marginal position). In final position, *k and (*8 » *h became 1, 
and *m became n. Massive analogical levelling has covered up most of the 
traces of rhythmic gradation in Finnish; for the distinction syllabic v. 
rhythmic, rather than the traditional root v. suffixal, gradation, see now 
Helimski 1996. An overview of the development of consonants in central 
position in Finnish and North Saarni is given in tabular form by Korhonen 
(1981: 189-92). 

A few sample forms and cognates will illustrate some of the developments 
sketched above (SN = North Saarni, ME = Erzya Mordva). Finnish syks=y 
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'autumn' < pFU *sjiiksi > SN cakca; Finnish siil(=)i '(outstretched) arms; lap' 
< pU *siili > SN salta; Finnish kynne-ssa < *kiinti-s-na , ME kence-se < 
*kinci-s-na '(finger)nail, claw sIne', with root from pFU *kiinci > SN gazza; 
Finnish kala-a 'fish sP' < pFU *kala-ta > ME kal-do 'fish sAbl'; Finnish 
vene? 'boat sN' < *wini=si > SN Janas; venee-t 'boat pN' < *wini=si-t > SN 
Jatnasa-t; Finnish nido-? 'stitches together s2imp' < *njiba=i-k, ME niedja-k, 
SN njaile. 

The functions of the operator Q correspond to the various positional and 
combinatory fates of *k and *s (as in NITO-Q nido-? and VENEQ vene? 
'boat', above) in morpheme-final position. Tau (r) is simply a morphono-
logically different sort of T, in terms of history: one which was susceptible 
to weakening by rhythmic gradation. The operator X is a multiple, covering 
phenomena related to the prehistory of both s and t in marginal position. 

Inflection 

Nominals 
As is to be expected in a language without agreement classes, the distinction 
noun v. adjective in Finnish is mainly a semantic and distributional/syntactic 
one. Even the comparative suffix (=MPA) can be attached to stems with noun, 
usually spatial, reference, e.g. RANTA=MPA-NA SHORE=cfv-ess 
ranne=mpa-na 'closer in to the shore'. A few nominals which are semant-
ically and syntactically adjective-like are morphologically deviant in that they 
are uninflectible: PIKKU pikku 'little', ENSI ensi 'next (in sequence)', 
VlIMEQ viime? 'last/most recent (in sequence)', ERI eri 'separate, distinct, 
different', KOKO koko 'whole, entire' , IOKAjoka 'each, every' . 

Finnish nominals are inflected for number, case, and person. As in most 
Uralic languages, zero (-0-) encodes singular (or non-plural) number, absence 
of person, and nominative case. 

Nominal plural forms are built with the suffix -T (in the nominative) and 
-1- (elsewhere; but see the discussion of the genitive plural, p. 160f.). Along 
with the meaning 'more than one' the suffix -T encodes a pragmatic/textual 
component of definiteness or knownness; this is not true of -1-. Examples: 
TALO-0 talo 'house', pN TALO-T talo-t 'the (definite/defined set of) 
houses', pIne TALO-I-SSA talo-i-ssa 'in (the) houses'. The greatest area of 
morphophonemic complexity in Finnish nominal inflection centres on 
operations triggered by the plural suffix -1-; see pp. 159-62. 

The case suffixes are attached to the right of the number suffix. There are 
twelve cases, and in the analysis offered here, each case suffix has only one 
underlying form, except the genitive, which has distinct singular and plural 
suffixes. The twelve cases may be divided into four groups as follows: 
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Table 5.3 Four-by-three matrix of Finnish cases 

Stasis Source Goal 

Grammatical -0 -N/-tEn (see text) 
Semi-grammatical -NA -tA -KSE 
Local interior oSSA -STA -XDN 

exterior -LLA -LTA -LLEQ 

1 Three purely grammatical cases: N[ominative] -0, G[enitive] (singular 
-N, Genitive plural -LEN), and A[ccusative], with various suffixes 
borrowed from other cases; 

2 Three semi-grammatical cases: Ess[ive] -NA, P[artitive] -LA, and 
Trans[lative] -KSE; 

3 Three interior-local cases: Ine[ssive] oSSA, Ela[tive] -STA, Ill[ative] 
-XDN; 

4 Three exterior-local cases: Ade[ssive] -LLA, Abl[ative] -LTA, and 
All[ative] -LLEQ. 

Following Austerlitz 1968: 1338 (cf. Fromm 1982: 71) we may think of the 
Finnish cases as they are set out in Table 5.3, i.e. in terms of a four-by-three 
matrix defined by function and reference (grammatical v. spatial) on the one 
hand, and the trichotomy stasis:: motion away: motion towards on the other. 

Grammatical case marking is complicated by the fact that nouns have no 
dedicated accusative suffix. In the singular, nouns use -N (homophonous with 
the genitive) if the finite verb is inflected for person, and with active 
participles; they use -0 (homophonous with the nominative) otherwise, e.g. if 
the governing verb is impersonal or the first infinitive. Plural nouns use -T 
(homophonous with the plural nominative) for all instances of the accusative. 
The cardinal numerals use -0. Both singular and plural personal pronouns 
have a dedicated accusative suffix -T, with a probable cognate in Khanty. 
Figure 5.2 is an attempt at capturing the interaction of some of the 
grammatical, syntactic, and aspectual factors at play in suffix selection for the 
nominative, accusative, genitive and partitive cases. Notice that the partitive 
stands out as being the only case to have its own suffix, not shared with any 
other case. For subject-marking types 1 and 2, see Syntax, p. 176. 

Many grammarians also recognize three adverbial cases: Abe[ssive] =TTA, 
Inst[ructive] =(I)N, and Com[itative] =INE-, e.g. Fromm 1982: 84-5, 
Karlsson 21979: 133. As their name implies, the status of the adverbial cases 
is not entirely solid; they are of restricted distribution and stylistically 
charged. 

The E final in the translative suffix is read as i when in word-final position, 
e.g. SAMMAKKO-KSE sammakoksi 'frog sTrans, = turned into a frog'. The 
Q final in the allative suffix is regularly glottal stop [?] when word-final 
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Figure 5.2 Finnish grammatical case marking 

N A G P 

Definite subject 

2 

Nouns in singular 

Cardinal numerals -0 -N 

Personal pronouns 

-tA 

Nouns in plural -tEN 

+ 

Resultative object 

I~ Finite verb inflicted 
- for person 

(~ULLU-LLEQ hylly-lle? 'shelf sALL'), but is cancelled before person 
suffixes; see p. 159. In the illative suffix -XoN the X is read as s, h, or zero, 
and the element ° is read as simple vowel copy, ee, or ii, depending on the 
surrounding segments and (in part) on the stem-type involved; see stem-types, 
pp. 159-63. The L of the genitive plural suffix -LEn, like all instances of L, is 
susceptible to cancellation, i.e. alternates with zero; it is unique, however, in 
allowing the parallel readings d and tt in forms built with the plural suffix -1-, 
e.g. OSA=STO-I-LEN osastoidenlosastoitten 'department pG', and in resist-
ing gradation in sequences such as that of MERE-LEN merten 'sea pG'; see 
Austerlitz 1983. 

The semi-grammatical cases stand somewhere between the local cases and 
the grammatical ones; their original spatial meanings are still evident in their 
use with postpositions and other deictics. 

The personal forms chiefly denote possession. They are built with the 
suffixes (s1) -N!, (s2) -SI, (sp3) -NSA(Q) - _ON, (p1) -MME(Q), and (p2) 
-NNE(Q), and are attached in agglutinating fashion to the right of any number 
and case suffixes, with two exceptions: 

1 the functions of the genitive and accusative singular and of the 
nominative plural are filled by the nominative singular. Thus TALO-SI is 
not only sN, but also sG, sA, and pN of 'house s2' . 

(~ULLU-LLEQ 

-N 

2 
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2 the Q final in the allative suffix -LLEQ, and the N final in the illative 
suffix -XoN, are read as zero before person suffixes. Examples: #ISA-
LLEQ-NI isii-lle-ni 'father sl sAll', LAUKKU-XoN-SI laukku-u-si 'bag 
s2 sIll'. 

Recall that person suffixes are a systematic exception to gradation, e.g. 
KOTI-NNE(Q) kotinne( 1) 'your home'. 

The element (Q) final in most person suffixes has a varied distribution 
across the dialects; axis-of-discourse forms without Q, and third-person forms 
with Q, are probably the more common; see the section on history, pp. 167-8. 

The variant _oN of the sp3 suffix is usual to the right of case suffixes that 
end in a vowel (including the allative, which loses its Q to the left of all person 
suffixes, including _oN, yielding the sequence -lIe-en). Further examples: 
TALO-SSA-MME talo-ssa-mme 'house pI sIne', LAPSEI-LLE-NNE Zaps-
i-lle-nne 'child p2 pAll'. 

Inflection Types 
At the most abstract level, all nouns inflect according to only one type. At the 
other extreme, we have the descriptive acribie of the Nykysuomen sanakirja 
(NSK), the Finnish Academy dictionary, wherein eighty-two non-compound 
nominal inflection types are distinguished (NSK 1: xi-xvi; re-analysed and 
annotated in Tuomi 21980: 525-39). To make the discussion tractable, here 
we distinguish the following basic types: (1) long-vowel stems; (2) stems in 
final E; (3) mutating stems (in final A and I); (4) consonant stems (in final Q, 
X, and 1'); and (4) stable stems (in final U, 0, and E2). It is a fruitful exercise 
to compare Karlsson 1982: 203, who also distinguishes five basic types, but 
with quite different limits and memberships (Karlsson uses the nominative 
singular as his point of departure, rather than a P~ini-like abstraction, as here 
or in Eliot 1890). 

1 Long-vowel Stems 
In accordance with the rules stated above, many of these are written as having 
° as their second member. All Finnish monosyllabic nouns belong to this 
type; there are about fifty such roots, if alongside core vocabulary such as 
PUo puu 'tree, wood' and TEo tie 'road' we include letter-names such as 
VEE [vee] '(the letter) v'. There are also some twenty-odd bisyllables, none 
native, e.g. VAPA ° vapaa 'free' « Slavonic), FILED filee 'filet'. Sympto-
matic of this type is the reading oft' as t in the partitive singular, e.g. VAPA 0_ 

'tA vapaa-ta 'free sP' . 
To the left of the plural suffix -1-, final ° is cancelled: MAW-I-'tA ma-i-ta 

'land pP', SOW-I-'tA so-i-ta 'bog pP'. The only other source of inflectional 
complexity involves the allomorphy of the illative suffix -XoN. When 
attached to monosyllables, the X is read as h and the ° is read as a copy of 
the first vowel to its left, e.g. MAA-XoN maa-han 'land sIll'; when attached 
to bisyllables, -XoN is read as -seen (optionally -hen to the right of EO) in 

abstraction, 
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the singular, and -hin or -sUn in the plural: VAPAD_XDN vapaa-seen 'free 
sIll', FfLED_XDN filee-seenlfilee-hen 'filet sIll', VAPAIZi_I-XDN vapa-i-sUni 
vapa-i-hin 'free pIll'. 

2 E-stems 
The E final in all E-stems is read as i in the citation form (= sN); E-stems thus 
formally resemble I-stems in any dictionary which does not indicate 
inflectional type. Any T penultimate in an E-stem is read as s to the left of i, 
whether this i is from underlying E (VETE-0 vesi 'water') or from the 
pluralizer -1- (VETE-I-SSA vesissa 'water pIne'). There are some 230 
E-stems, some of which date back to p(F)U and many of which are textually 
frequent. The chief variables which produce the NSK sUbtypes are: 

2a the cancellation v. persistence of stem-final E to the left of the partitive 
suffix (-TA); 

2b the order of preference for parallel forms emerging from dual output of 
variable 2a; 

2c double (-I-TEN) or single (-TEN) plural-marking in the pG; 
2d the application v. non-application of assimilation rules to the essive suffix 

(-NA). 

An example of the first type of variable is provided by the words ovi 'door' 
and suoni 'vein': ovi has sP ove-a, with persistence of stem-final E (OVE-l'A), 
but suoni has sP suon-ta, with deletion of E (SUONE-TA). The deletion v. 
cancellation of stem-final E in such circumstances is connected with the 
nature of the consonant(ism) which precedes it: if this is a single dental (N 
T S L R), the E is cancelled, witness suon-ta and VETE-TA vet-ta 'water sP' , 
KUUSE-TA kuus-ta 'spruce sP', NUOLE-TA nuol-ta 'arrow sP', and NUORE 
-TA nuor-ta 'young sP'. In eight words (NSK types 32 and 33), E is also 
cancelled to the right of H, e.g. LORE-TA loh-ta 'salmon sP'; this behaviour 
reflects the apical origins of H in most if not all of these words. Note also M 
> n, obligatory in textually frequent LUME-TA lun-ta 'snow sG', optional in 
rarer TUOME-l'A tuome-a, TUOME-TA tuon-ta 'chokecherry (tree)'. 

The second type of variable arises in the formation of the sP of stems ending 
in E preceded by a cluster whose second member is S; the NSK lists ten such 
stems (types 45-50), and reports that E-deletion is optional for all but two of 
them, viz. LAflSE-TA las-ta 'child sP' and VEI1SE-TA veis-ta 'knife' (note the 
concomitant cancellation ofP and T). The remaining eight stems have parallel 
partitives singular, with various preferences, e.g. SUKSE-l'A sukse-a is 
favoured over SUKSE-TA sus-ta, both 'ski sP'; with UKSE-TA us-ta, UKSE-l'A 
ukse-a, both 'doorway sP' the order of preference is reversed. 

The third variable reflects the prehistory of the pG suffix -TEN, in which 
the initial T was originally a plural marker. The T in this suffix behaves 
uniquely in that it resists gradation in forms such as the stylistically charged 
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VETE-tEN vetten 'water pG' (historically: *wete-te-n) alongside secondary, 
and normal, VETE-I-lEN vesien. 

The fourth variable is relevant to the language of verbal art, in which forms 
resulting from E-deletion and assimilation such as NUORE-NA > nuorra 
'young sEss' are possible. 

Certain E-final derivational suffixes are characterized by their own 
morphophonemic operations: 

(a) In nominals formed with =(I)SE, the S is read as n in the nominative 
singular, and the nominative is marked with a suffix -N, e.g. NA=ISE 
nainen 'woman' (cf. the section on numerals, p. 168); 

(b) In nominals formed with =NTE, which forms ordinal numerals, the N is 
cancelled in the sP, e.g. VIITE=1lffE-tA viidettii 'fifth sP'. 

(c) Stems built with =UUTE shift this suffIx to =UUKSE to the left of the 
-1- plural suffIx, e.g. SUURE=UUTE suuruus '(large) size', sG SUURF. 
=UUTE-N suuruude-n, pG SUURE=UUKSE-I -lEN suuruuks-i-en. 

(d) In the perfective active participle, =NUtE, the sequence Ut is read as ED 
to the left of all suffIxes except the sP, e.g. SAA=NUtE-N saaneen 'that 
has acquired sG' . 

About forty-five E-stems owe their somewhat deviant paradigms to the 
presence of a t, e.g. OLUtE olut 'beer', sG OLUlE-N olue-n. In most cases, 
the sequence UtE is synchronically a derivational suffix, e.g. PIL VH=UtE 
pilvyt 'little cloud (poetic)'. 

3 Mutating Stems End in Either I or A 
I-stems are of two basic types: those which form their pG with -tEN (NSK 
4) and those which use both -tEN and -I-tEN (NSK 5 and 6). Stems of the 
latter type are all at least trisyllabic. In all I-stems, the stem-final I is read as 
e to the left of the plural suffIx -1-, e.g. pP RISTI-I-tA riste-j-ii 'cross pP'. 

The chief variables which produce the NSK subtypes of A-stems are the 
mutation or cancellation of the stem-final vowel. To the left of the plural 
suffIx -1-, stem-final A is normally either (a) read as if 0 (i.e. 0 or 0, 
depending on prosody), or (b) it is cancelled. The conditions which determine 
which, if either, of the two operations a or b is to apply to a given string are 
multiples which involve the interaction of syllable-count, front v. back 
prosody, the consonant(ism) immediately preceding the stem-final vowel, 
homophonic pressure, and the reading of t in the pG (Karlsson 1982: 282-6 
is a concise account, with a slightly different approach; see also Tuomi 21980: 
530, notes 6 and 7). 

For example, the A final in LODLA luola 'cave' is cancelled to the left of 
plural -1- regularly, i.e. in accordance with a rule which prescribes such 
cancellation in bisyllables with a labial vowel in the first syllable: LODLA 
-I--tA luol-i-a 'cave pP'. The A final in #KESA 'summer' is also deleted to 
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the left of plural -1-, again regularly, but this time in accordance with a rule 
which prescribes such cancellation in all front-prosodic bisyllables. The A 
final in SODLA 'salt' is not cancelled, even though there is a labial vowel in 
its first syllable (SODLA-I--tA suoloja 'salt pP'), thus avoiding a homophonic 
clash with SODU~rI--tA suol-i-a 'intestine pP'. 

A further, more precious, example may be drawn from the I-stems. The 
NSK distinguishes the paradigms of paperi 'paper' (NSK 5) and banaali 
'banal' (NSK 6) ostensibly because in the pG of the latter, the non-
cancellation of T produces forms which are stylistically neutral: we have both 
PAPERI-lEN and bANADLI-lEN giving paperi-en and banaali-en, but only 
papere-i-den (PAPERI-I-TEN) is given as neutral, while the parallel banaale-
i-den (bANADLI-I-TEN) is given in brackets. 

Certain A-final derivational suffixes are characterized by their own 
morphophonemic operations: 

(a) The A final in the comparative suffix =MPA is read as i in the nominative 
singular, e.g. KORKEA=MPA korkeampi 'taller', cf. sG KORKEA= 
MPA-N korkeamma-n. Stem-final A in bisyllables is read as e before this 
suffix, e.g. VANHA=MPA vanhempi 'older' (cf. vanha 'old'); 

(b) The A final in the superlative suffix =IMPA is read as zero in the 
nominative singular, and the resulting impermissable fmal sequence *MP 
is read as n, e.g. KORKEIFIMPA korkein 'tallest', cf. sG KORKEA 
=IMPA-N korkeimma-n. Before the T of the sP, final MPA is read as n, 
e.g. KORKEIFIMfA-TA korkein-ta; 

(c) The morphophonemic behaviour of the privative suffix =TTOMA is the 
same, mutatis mutandis, as that of the superlative, e.g. ONNE=TTOMA 
onneton 'unlucky, unhappy', sG ONNE=TIOMA-N onnettoma-n, sP 
ONNE=TIOMA-TA onneton-ta. 

4 Consonant-final Stems end in Q, X, or r: 
The inflectional peculiarities of Q-stems all flow from the properties of Q, 
outlined above. The sequence Q-T, which arises in the partitive singular, is 
read tt, e.g. SATIFEQ-TA sadetta 'rain sP'. The X final in X-stems surfaces 
as s before the zero of the sN and the T of the sP, but as D elsewhere, e.g. sN 
HAMPAX hammas 'tooth', HAMPAX-N hampaa-n 'tooth sG', HAMPAX-
TA hammas-ta 'tooth sP'. Tau occurs final in very few words, of which only 
#KEVAT keviit 'spring' is frequent; its behaviour is identical to that of X, 
except that it is read as t where X is read as s, e.g. #KEVAT-N keviiii-n 'spring 
sG', #KEVAT-TA keviit-tii 'spring sP'. 

A few Q-stems and X-stems are synchronically monomorphemic, e.g. 
HUONEQ huonel 'room', VIERAX vieras 'guest, foreign-', but most are 
derivates built with the productive suffixes =EQ, e.g. #PEITIIFEQ peite 1 
'cover(ing)', cf. #PEITIA- 'covers', SATIFEQ sadel 'rain', cf. SATA- 'it 
rains', =IAX, e.g. ANTIFELB=IAX ante lias 'generous', cf. ANTIFELE-

SODU~rI--tA 
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'gives on several occasions', and =KKAX, e.g. LAHIA=KKAX lahjakas 
'gifted', cf. LAHIA lahja 'gift'. 

5 Stable Stems Exhibit no Stem-final Morphophonemic Peculiarities 
To this class belong all stems ending in U, 0, or E2; in all, easily over 6,000 
items. Examples are SATU 'fairy tale', #OLIU aljy 'oil', OLH=IO olio 
'being', ~OLMO halma 'fool', and fAdE2 fade 'father (slang)'. The class 
represented by this last item is fast growing; it contains neologisms such as 
ALE2 ale 'sale, period oflower prices' and slang. 

To the class of stable stems could also be assigned unassimilated 
foreignisms which end in an underlying consonant other than Q or X, such as 
SLALOM slalom, NAILON nailon 'nylon', or SANSKRIT sanskrit. These 
stems append an i for all of their inflected and derived forms built with 
consonant-initial suffIxes, e.g. NAILONi-STA nailonista 'nylon sEla'. 

To give an idea of the sorts of variety which are concealed by the 
morphophonemic lumping outlined above, Table 5.4 sets out the singular and 
plural genitive, partitive, and illative forms of thirty-two subvariants of the 
five stem types outlined above. The lexical examples are a slight reduction of 
the set chosen by Sarnmallahti (1989) for his concise presentation of Finnish 
nominal inflection types. The forms are given in morphophonemic code, with 
operations indicated as follows: (1) cancellation of an underlying segment is 
indicated by solidus, e.g." 1; (2) segments which undergo other changes (e.g. 
gradation; T > s to the left of i) are left unmarked. Vowel harmony is not 
indicated, nor are the readings of ° or XD , save where these serve to 
distinguish multiple surfacings, as in korkeihinlkorkeisiin 'high pIll'. 

Postpositions and Prepositions 
These are for the most part spatial nouns with defective paradigms. 
Postpositions often use the semigrarnmatical suffixes, or variants of these, 
with spatial meaning, e.g. TAKA-NA BACK.SPACE-ess takana 'behind', 
TAKA-tA takaa 'from behind', TAKA-KSE-Q taakse ?BACK.SPACE-trans-
lat 'to behind' . 

There are about thirty nouns of this type: most are used as postpositions 
in neutral styles, but can also be used prepositionally in poetic or other marked 
language, e.g. VETE-N ALLA WATER-G UNDER vede-n aUa 'under (the 
water)" ALLA VETE-N aUa veden 'under (the) water (poetic),. Neutral as 
prepositions are ennen 'before', ilman 'without', paitsi 'besides, except', 
vasten 'against', all of which govern the partitive, e.g. vasten seinii-ii 'against 
the wall'. The partitive is in fact the default case for prepositions, and the 
genitive for postpositions, e.g. keskeUii lattia-a, lattia-n keskeUii 'in the 
middle of the floor' , but there are also a few nouns which take one or the other 
case in both positions, e.g. liipi seinii-n, seinii-n liipi 'through the wall' , kohti 
seinii-ii, seinii-ii kohti 'towards the wall' . 

~OLMO 
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FINNISH 167 

Most postpositions and prepositions can take person suffixes as well, 
e.g. ALLA-SI allasi 'under you', VEDRE-XDN-NI viereeni 'to next to 
me'. 

Historical Background of Suffixes 
Both plural suffixes probably date back to pU, when they had essentially 
the same distribution and function as in present-day Finnish (Janhunen 
[1981a: 30] classifies their ancestors as plural case suffixes, pN *-t and 
pGA *-j). 

The historical background of the case suffixes is also for the most part 
clear. As for the grammatical cases, the use of the zero-case form to mark 
certain direct objects as well as subjects is in all likelihood an inheritance 
from pU. The genitive/accusative suffix -N is a merger of those two cases as 
inherited from pU, namely *-n and *-m. 

Two of the semigrammatical cases were originally local suffixes. The 
partitive, attested also in Saamic, Mordva, Mari and Samoyedic, continues a 
pU separative *-tA (- *-tl). The essive continues pU locative *-nA; alone or 
in combination with co-affixes, it has cognates in all Uralic languages. The 
translative is of disputed origin: it may be identical with the derivational 
suffix =(U)KSE; it may be a composite of two latives, *-k and *-s; it may even 
be related to the predestinative of Nganasan, Nenets, and Enets, cf. lanhunen 
1989. 

The present-day Finnish local cases are composites, built by the addition 
of primary case suffixes to the elements *1 (exterior cases) and *s (interior 
cases). The lines along which these elements developed is not known with 
precision, and their age and origin is disputed. In purely mechanical terms, 
however, the lines of descent of the Finnish inessive, elative, adessive and 
ablative cases are obvious, viz. *-s-nA > -SSA, *-s-tA > -STA, *-l-nA > 
-LLA, *-l-tA> -LTA, whatever the origins and original functions of *s and 
*1 might have been. The Finnish illative is clearly a composite of two latives, 
one (*-s) with cognates in Saamic, Mordva, and Mari, the other (*-n - *-nj ) 

of uncertain distribution across FU (Kangasmaa-Minn 1973); this particular 
combination, *-sVn, is known only from Fennic and Saamic. The geminate 
LL of the allative suffix -LLEQ arose via analogy with the adessive; the Q 
final in this suffix corresponds to n in Finnish dialects and in the Mari pendant 
-Ian. 

The set of Finnish possessive suffixes is a merger of two parallel sets used 
in nominative v. oblique-and-plural in proto-Fennic. For example, whereas 
the s2 suffix -SI, now used in all cases, continues a proto-Fennic s2 suffix 
(*-te) which was used only in the nominative, the suffixes ofthe first and third 
person singular, -NI and -NSA(Q), continue proto-Fennic suffixes which 
originally were not used in the nominative: 
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Proto-Fennic 

Nominative 

Non-nominative 

sl 

*-me 

*-ne> 

s2 

*-te > 

*-nte 

s3 Finnish 

-SI s2 
*-sA 

-NI sl 

*-nsA> -NSA(Q) s3 

As mentioned above, there is considerable dialectal variation concerning the 
auslaut of all person suffixes save those for fIrst and second person singular; 
the axis-of-discourse variants with fInal Q continue an old pluralizer, either 
*-k (as in Mordva pI -mok; cf. Korhonen 1981: 244) or *-t (as in Selkup pI 
-mi~; cf. Janhunen 1981a: 32). The origin of the (Q) fInal in the third person 
suffIx(es) is disputed; see Fromm 1982: 87, with literature. 

Numerals 
Each of the fIrst ten non-derived cardinal numerals deviates slightly from 
canon in shape, morphophonemic behaviour, or both: 

1 ~KTE yksi yhte- 6 KUUTE kuusi kuute-
2 KAKTE kaksi kahte- 7 #SEITSEMA seitsemiin seitsemii-
3 KOLME(Q) kolme( 1) kolme- 8 KAKTE=KSA kahdeksan kahdeksa-
4 mLIA neljii 9 ~KTE=KSA yhdeksiin yhdeksii-
5 VIITE viisi viite- 10 #KUMMENE kymmenen kymmene-

The numeral for '3' has a parallel stem KOLMA= used in derivation; this 
fInal E-A alternation is found in only two other words, SOoME Suomi, suomi 
'Finland; Finnish (language)' - SOoMA=LAISE suomalainen 'Finnish' and 
ROoTSI Ruotsi, ruotsi 'Sweden; Swedish (language)' - ROoTSA=LAISE 
ruotsalainen 'Swedish'. Nominal stems with shapes resembling VIITE and 
KUUTE (i.e. long vowel plus T plus E) exist, but they are lexically and 
textually rare. The cluster -lj- is unusual between mid and low vowel, as in 
neljii. Outside of poetic vocabulary, the abstract sequence KT is read as ht 
(- hd in weak grade) only in the numerals '1' and '2' (and in '8' and '9', 
which are based on them), and in the infInitives of the only front-prosodic two 
verbs that end in the sequence KE, ~AKEtAQ niihdii 'to see' and TEKE 
-tAQ tehdii 'to do'. The words for '7' to '10' take a nominative case suffIx 
-N unique to them and to nominals formed with the derivational suffIx =ISE. 

Above '10' there are the roots SATA sata '100', TUHANTE tuhat '1,000' 
(note NTE > t, sG is TUHANTE-N tuhannen), and MILIOONA miljoona 
'million', bILIOONA hiljoona '(US) billion', MILIARDI miljardi '(UK) 
billion', etc. Teens are formed with + TOISEtA, the sP of TOCZ!:::ISE toinen 
'other (oftwo)', e.g. mLIA+ TOCZ!:::IS-tA neljiitoista '14'. Decades are noun 
phrases with the partitive of '10' as second member, e.g. KAKTE 

~AKEtAQ 

KAKTE=KSA 

KUUTE 

cf. 
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#KUMMENE-TA kaksikymmentii '20', and hundreds and thousands are 
fonned in similar fashion, e.g. VnTE TUHAMfE-TA viisituhatta '5,000'. 

For the ordinals, see E-stems, p. 161. Fractions are fonned by the addition 
of =KSE to the ordinal stem, e.g. KOLMA=NTE-HSE kolmannes '(one) 
third' , sG KOLMA=NTE=KSE-N kolmannekse-n. 

Pronouns 
There are personal pronouns for all three persons, singular and plural; sample 
fonns are set out in Table 5.5. All personal pronouns have front prosody, but 
the stems for the first and second persons singular (#MINA #SINA) have 
back-vowel oblique stems (MINU- SINU-). The plural pronouns pI ME, p2 
TE, p3 HE inflect in a manner identical to that of the plural noun paradigm, 
except in three cases: the nominative lacks the plural suffix -T, and the 
accusative, partitive, and genitive case suffixes are attached to a plural stem 
extended with -TA. The s3 pronoun inflects like any E-stem of comparable 
shape, except in the nominative, where its final E is cancelled: ~ANE hiin 
'(s)he'. In colloquial speech, allegro sl and s2 fonns without the IN sequence 
are the nonn, e.g. nominative sl ~A mii, genitive s2 SU-N sun, and the third-
person personal pronouns are often replaced by the anaphoric pronouns SE 
and NE, qq.v. 

Apart from their use in contrasting or focalizing emphasis, the personal 
pronouns are nonnally used only in non-nominative fonns, with one 
exception: third-person pronouns always, and, in casual speech, axis-
of-discourse pronouns usually, are used as verb subjects, e.g. hiin/se kuuli-0 
'(s)he heard', m(in)ii kuul-i-n 'I heard', me o-n men=ty 'we went'. 

The genitive fonns of the third-person pronouns are used to indicate a 
possessor other than the salient actor (usually = the subject) in a sentence; if 
the personal pronoun ~NE is used, the noun indicating the possession 
bears the third-person suffix, e.g. hiin/se so-i-0 hiine-n voi+leivii-nsii/se-n 
voi+leivii-n '(S)he1 ate his/her2 sandwich', contrast hiin/se so-i-0 voi+leivii-
nsa '(S)he1 ate his/her1 sandwich'. 

Table 5.5 Sample Finnish personal pronoun forms: sl#M(IN)A - MINU-, p2 
TE(-I(-TA)-), s3 #HANE 

sl p2 s3 

N 'MINA TE #HANE 
mina te han 

A MINU-T TE-I-TA-T #HANE-T 
minut teidat hanet 

p MINU-l'A TE-I-tA 'HANll-tA 
minua teita hanta 

Ine MINU-SSA TE-I-SSA #HANE-SSA 
minussa teissa hanessa 

~ANE 

~NE 

mii, 
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The reflexive pronoun is ITSE(Q), oblique stem ITSE- itse( 1) 'self. It 
takes case and person (but not plural) suffixes like a regular noun, e.g. slsP 
ITSE-tA-NI itseani, p2All ITSE-LLE~NNE itsellenne. 

Finnish has a three-way demonstrative system, with distal TOo tuo, 
proximal ~A=MA tama, and anaphoric-neutral SE se. The inflection of all 
three of these words deviates from that of the noun in that their plural 
paradigms are based on stems with initial N, viz. NOD nuo, ~A=MA nama, 
NE ne. The proximal pronoun is also deviant in that it contains the morpheme 
=MA only in forms which would otherwise be monosyllabic, viz. sNG and 
pN. The anaphoric-neutral pronoun SE exhibits the uniquely deviant vowel 
alternation E -I -1 0 , with E occurring in sNG and pN, 10 in the interior local 
cases, and I elsewhere. In casual speech, the anaphoric-neutral pronoun is 
used instead of the third-person personal pronouns. In addition, it has two 
different but related functions: in casual speech as a premodifier in the noun 
phrase (e.g. se poika), it indicates a kind of definiteness, cf. Sulkala and 
Karjalainen 1992: 269; in more formal style, it is an explicit indicator of 
cataphora, and marks a following relative clause as restrictive, e.g se nainen, 
joka tul-i-{j hoitaa=ma-an laps-i-a PRO.NEUT WOMAN-N PRO.REL 
COMES-past-s3 CARES.FOR=inf3-ill CHILD-plur-P 'the woman that came 
to look after the children'; both constructions have exact parallels in Swedish 
(with den/det; cf. Andersson 1994: 288). 

It is instructive to consider the paradigms of the demonstrative pronouns 
in conjunction with the deictic adverbs, which similarly distinguish distal, 
proximal, and anaphoric-neutral spheres. These adverbs do not distinguish 
interior from exterior location; the distal forms are formally identical with the 
exterior cases of the corresponding demonstrative pronoun, but the proximal 
and anaphoric-medial forms use a lative suffix -NTEQ -nne 1 not known from 
the noun paradigm, as well as stem-extending morphemes, -KA- (proximal) 
and -KE- (anaphoric-medial), e.g. ~A-KA-LLA taalla, #SE-KE-LLA 
siella. The stem-extender -KA- also occurs, e.g., in the deictic adjective 
ta=kii=la=inen 'local, of this place' . 

The deictic adverbs (in italics) and sample forms of the demonstrative 
pronouns may be found in Table 5.6. 

Interrogative and relative pronouns overlap, in part. KU=KA - KE(NE)-
kuka 'who?' is only rarely used as a relative pronoun, but MI=KA mika 
'what?; which' is common in both roles. There is also a dedicated relative 
pronoun, IO=KA joka. The distribution of the =KA element in these words 
is similar to that of =MA in the proximal pronoun in that it occurs only in 
forms which would otherwise be monosyllabic, but the suffix order is the 
reverse, e.g. sG MI-N=KA minkii 'of what?, of which' (contrast sG ~A=MA
N taman 'of this'). The plural nominative is formed with -T, as in the noun 
paradigm, e.g. KE-T=KA ketka 'who (plur)?' Interrogative deictics are built 
to MI, e.g. MI-SSA missa 'where?', MI-NTEQ minne1 'whither?', MI=LL-
OIN milloin 'when?', MI-KSE miksi 'why?, 

~A-KA-LLA 

the 

their 

ITSE-LLE~NNE 

tama, 
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Table 5.6 Demonstrative pronouns and deictic adverbs 

Anaphoric-
Proximal Deictic medial Deictic Distal Deictic 
pronoun adverb pronoun adverb pronoun adverb 

N ta=ma se tuo 
G ta=ma-n se-n tuo-n 
p ta-ta si-ta tuo-ta 
Ine ta-ssa tii-ii-llii sii-na si-e-llii tuo-ssa tuo-lla 
Ela tii-sta tii-ii-ltii sii-ta si-e-ltii tuo-sta tuo-sta 
III ta-han tii-nne? sii-hen si-nne? tuo-hon tuo-lle? 
Ade ta-lla si-lla tuo-lla 
Abl ta-Ita si-Ita tuo-Ita 
All ta-lle? si-lle? tuo-lle? 

Indefinite and negative pronouns and deictic adverbs are built with the 
enclitic --(KA)DN, which is added to inflected interrogative pronoun bases 
(the longer form is used after consonants), e.g. sN KU=KA __ DN kukaan, sP 
(E-I) KE-LA--DN (ei) ketiiiin 'no one', sG (E-I) KENE-N--KADN (ei) 
kenenkiiiin 'nobody's', (E-I) MI-SSA--DN (ei) missiiiin 'nowhere'. There are 
also specifically indefinite pronouns, IO=KIN jokin 'some (one/thing)', 
which inflects like MI=KA, and the compound IO+KU joku 'some (one/ 
thing)', both of whose members inflect, e.g. sAde IO-LLA+KU-LLA 
jollakulla 'some (one/thing)'. 

Verb Inflection 
Finnish verbs can be inflected for either tense or mood, and for person. The 
tense/mood suffix attaches directly to the stem; in non-imperative forms, the 
tense/mood suffix is followed by the person suffix. 

The tense/mood suffixes are -0- (present indicative), -1- (past indicative), 
-NE- (potential), -ISI- (conditional), and, in the imperative, -Q (second person 
singular) - -KAA(-) (first and second persons plural) - -KO- (third person; 
there is no sl imperative form). The person, i.e. subject, suffixes are sl -N, 
s2 -0 (imperative) - -T (elsewhere), s3 _D (present and potential) - -0 (past 
and conditional) - _DN (imperative), pI -MME, p2 -TTE, p3 -VAT (- _DT in 
the imperative). There is also a subparadigm of impersonal inflection, used 
when the subject is unknown or to avoid stating the subject explicitly; see 
below. 

Both past-tense -1- and the second I of conditional -ISI- continue a past-
tense morpheme which probably evolved from a verbal noun in proto-Uralic. 
The IS of conditional -ISI- has an exact analogue in proto-Saamic *-nj(d)zL 
(Korhonen 1981: 251-2) and was homophonous, if not identical, with the 
antecedent of the diminutive nominalizer seen in Finnish =ISE. At least the 
-Q form of the imperative dates back to proto-Uralic, as well. Potential-NE-
has certain cognates in Mari, Mansi, and Hungarian, and possible cognates in 
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all of Samoyedic save Nganasan. The person suffixes are of either pronominal 
origin (axis-of-discourse fonns) or continue verbal nouns (third person _D < 
*-wV, rhythmic weak grade of the non-perfective active participle =PA; cf. p3 
-VAT < *=wV-t, with t plural). The long consonants initial in pI -MME and 
p2 -MME are thought to continue bimorphemic sequences *-k-mV-, *-k-tV-
in which *-k- was a present-tense marker. 

The NSK and its progeny (e.g. Tuomi 21980) distinguish forty-five patterns 
of verb inflection. Most of the variation is due to stem-final morpho-
phonemics triggered by the past-tense suffix -1- (cf. the effects of plural -l-
in nominal inflection, above). Examination of Table 5.7 will reveal that 
similar, but not identical, rules govern the behaviour of the verbal analogues 
of the nominal stem-types; for an exhaustive and systematic overview see 
Austerlitz 1965. Specifically, beside stable stems there are E-stems, A-stems, 
and long-vowel stems; there is also a rich and varied vein of X-stem verbs, 
many but not all of which are built with a synchronically segmentable suffix, 
such as factitive =X or inchoative =EXE. Notice that the X of the fonner 
behaves differently from the X of the latter, e.g. salasi '(s)he kept concealed' 
but vanheni '(s)he grew old'. Notice, also, that segmentation of such suffixes 
often leaves the analyst with a bound lexical morpheme, e.g. KATKE= of 
KATKE=X- 'breaks'; such morphemes, which have been called themes 
(Austerlitz 1976, Abondolo 1988), are a by-product of segmentation so 
ruthless as to resemble internal reconstruction. They deserve further scrutiny 
nonetheless. 

Impersonal fonns are built with the discontinuous morphemes -TA ... _DN 
(present tense) - -'tTA ... DN (all other tenses and moods); tense/mood 
suffixes are sandwiched between the two components, e.g. impersonal past 
SANO='tTA-I-DN sanottiin 'it was said, people said', impersonal imperative 
SANO-'tTA-KO-DN sanottakoon 'let it be said', impersonal present SANO-
TA-0-DN sanotaan 'it is said, people say', impersonal conditional SANO-
'tTA-ISI-DN 'it would be said, people would say'. To the left of the 
impersonal morpheme a stem-final A is read as e (cf. the comparative, p. 162), 
e.g. impersonal potential ANTA-'tTA-NE-DN annettaneen 'it might be given, 
people might give' . The prehistory of these fonns is obscure in its details. 

In casual speech, impersonal fonns usually replace first-person plural 
personal fonns, e.g. me men-t-i-in = me men-i-mme 'we went' . 

Negative fonns are built with the negative auxiliary E-, which is inflected 
for person but not for tense/mood; the tense/mood of the construction is 
encoded on the lexical verb, with suffixation as follows: present -Q (the 
so-called connegative, which is fonnally always identical with the s2 
imperative), past =NU'tE (i.e. identical with the perfect active participle), 
conditional -ISI-Q, potential -NE-Q. The negative auxiliary has deviant 
third-person fonns, viz. s3 E-I ei, p3 E-IVAT eiviit. Examples, using the 
verb EHTI- 'has enough time for X': E-N EHTI-Q en ehdi? 'I don't have 
time', E-I EHTI-ISI-Q ei ehtisi? '(s)he wouldn't have enough time', 
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E-T EHTI=NUtE et ehtinyt 'you didn't have time'. Prohibitives, i.e. negative 
imperatives, are formed with the prohibitive auxiliary # ALA. The s2 
prohibitive is formed by simple combination of this auxiliary stem with the 
connegative of the lexical verb, e.g. # ALA UNOHTA-Q iilii unohda? 'don't 
(s2) forget'. The p2, s3 (and impersonal), and p3 prohibitives are built with 
# AL-KAA, # AL_KO-DN, and # AI-KO-DT respectively, and combined with a 
prohibitive connegative verb form made with the suffix -KO, e.g. # AL-KAA 
UNOHTA-KO iil-kiiii unohta-ko 'don't (p2) forget!', # AL_KO-DN 
UNOHTA-KO iil-ko-on unohta-ko 'let him/her not forget!', # AL-KO-DN 
UNOHTA-tTA-KO iil-ko-on unohde-tta-ko 'may it not be forgotten, let 
people not forget', # AL_KO-DT UNOHTA-KO iil-ko-ot unohta-ko 'let them 
not forget! ' . 

Compound tenses and moods of personal forms of the verb are constructed 
with the perfective active participle and the auxiliary OLE- 'is' (LIE- in the 
potential),e.g. sl perfect OLE-N TULE-NUtE olen tullut 'I have come', sl past 
conditional OLE-ISI-N SAA-NUtE olisin saanut 'I would have gotten'. 
Example of negative compound constructions: E-N OLE-ISI-Q EHTI=NUtE 
en olisi? ehtinyt 'I wouldn't have had time'. Impersonal compound tenses and 
moods use the perfective passive participle, the finite verb standing in the third 
person singular, e.g. O-N #JARKE=STA-tTU, i.e. IS-s3 INTELLI-
GENCE=vsx-perf.pass.part on jiirjestetty 'one has organized, people have 
organized', E-I OLE-Q MENE-flU, i.e. NEG.VERB-s3 IS-CONNEG GOES-
perf. pass. part ei ole [ m J menty 'one didn't go, people didn't go' . 

Infinitives and Participles 
The non-finite forms of the verb are illustrated here with forms of the verbs 
MENE- 'goes', TAPA=X- 'meets', and TAPPA- 'kills'. 

We may distinguish at least four infinitives: 

1 First infinitive -tAQ, whose final Q descends from a lative: MENE-tAQ 
mennii?, TAPA=X-tAQ tavata?, TAPPA-'iAQ tappaa1. 

2 Second infinitive -tE-, which occurs in instructive (-N) and inessive 
(-SSA) forms, both with gerundive functions, e.g. MENE-tE-N mennen, 
TAPA=X-tE-SSA tavatessa, TAPPA-'iE-SSA tappaessa. A stem-final E 
that is not cancelled is read as i to the left of this suffix, e.g. TUNTE-
'iE-SSA tuntiessa. 

3 Third infinitive =MA, which occurs in numerous cases, including the 
nominative: MENE=MA menemii, TAPA=X=MA tapaama, TAPPA=MA 
tappama. A form built with person suffixes to the plural adessive of a 
derivate of this stem is sometimes called the fifth infinitive, e.g. (OLE 
-I-N) TAPPA=MA=ISE-I-LLA-NI (olin) tappamaisillani 'I was about to 
kill'. The third infinitive is also used suppletively as perfective passive 
participle in attributive constructions with explicit agents: see Syntax, 
p.l77. 
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4 =MISE, which is a fully declinable verbal noun: MENE=MISE menemi-
nen, TAPA=X=MISE tapaaminen, TAPPA=MISE tappaminen. 

The four participles are most succinctly presented in terms of a matrix 
which distinguishes perfective v. non-perfective and active v. passive: 

Active 
Passive 

Perfective 
=NUtE 
=tTU 

Non-perfective 
=VA (- =PA) 
=tTAVA 

The non-perfective passive participle is historically a composite consisting 
of the non-perfective active suffix =VA added to the impersonal stem. The 
alternate =PA of the non-perfective active participle is a strong-grade relict of 
rhythmic gradation alternations; its use in the present-day standard language 
is restricted, e.g. #KAU=PA kiiypii as in kiiy=pii hinta 'going price' parallel 
to #KAU=VA, as in koulu-a kiiy=vii 'attending school' and lexical-
izations such as #SUO=PA syopii 'cancer', cf. #SUO=VA syovii 'eats 
nonperf.act.part'. Sample participial forms: MENE-NUtE mennyt, TAPA=X-
NUtE tavannut, TAPPA-NUtE tappanut; MENE=VA menevii, TAPA=X=VA 
tapaava, TAPPA=VA tappava MENE-flU menty, TAPA=X=flU tavattu, 
TAPPA=tTU tapettu; MENE-flAVA mentiivii, TAPA=X=flAVA tavattava, 
TAPPA=tTAVA tapettava. Note stem-final A > e to the left of =TTU and 
=tTA VA, and compare the impersonal (p. 172). 

The N initial in the perfective active participle assimilates to dentals which 
become stem-final through the cancellation of final E, e.g. NOUSENUTE 
noussut, cf. NOUSE-D nousee 'rises s3', PURE-NUTE purrut, cf. PURE_D 
'bites s3'. 

The non-perfective passive participle often expresses necessity or obliga-
tion, e.g. LUKE=TTAVA KIRIA luettava kirja 'book which must/should be 
read'. 

Syntax 
The noun phrase is centred on a head nominal, which has optional modifiers 
before it, after it, or both. Quantifiers and adjectives, including demonstratives 
and other pronominal adjectives, and other noun phrases in the genitive, are 
all premodifiers. Examples: joku toinen henkilo 'some other person', tuo 
mielenkiintoinen ihminen 'that interesting person'. Premodifiers may them-
selves be preceded by modifiers such as (1) adverbs, e.g. hyvin 'very', aivan 
'quite', as in tii=mii aivan uusi kaupunki 'this quite new city', or (2) 
subordinated adjectival modifiers in the genitive, as in sellainen tumma-n 
ruskea takki THAT. KIND DARK-G BROWN JACKET 'that kind of dark-
brown jacket', or (3) adverbial expressions governed by the premodifer, such 
as the partitive of bested comparison, e.g. minu-a vanhe=mpi mies PRO.sI-P 
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OLD=cfv MAN 'a man older than 1'. This last type is especially frequent with 
participle premodifers, e.g. ta-ssa kaupungi-ssa asu=va saveltaja 'a com-
poser living in this city'. In general, premodifiers agree with their head in 
number and case, e.g. ta-ssa aivan uude-ssa kaupungi-ssa THIS-ine QUITE 
NEW-ine CITY-ine 'in this quite new city', kaikk-i-in na-i-hin kaupunke-i-hin 
ALL-plur-ill THESE-plur-ill CITY-plur-ill 'to all these cities', kaik-i-ssa 
Euroopa-n ma-i-ssa ALL-plur-ine EUROPE-G LAND-plur-ine 'in all the 
countries of Europe'; there are, however, a few invariable modifiers, most 
notablyensi 'next', viime( 1) 'last' ,joka 'each (and every)', koko 'whole', eri 
'various', pikku 'little', e.g. koko kahde-n miljardi-n asukkaa-n aluee-lla 
WHOLE TWO-G MILLIARD-G INHABITANT-G AREA-ade 'in the region 
of the entire two thousand million inhabitants' . 

Postmodifiers are normally in the partitive, and refer to some larger scope 
of which the head is a part or the measure, e.g. kymmene=s maaliskuu-ta 
TEN=ord MARCH-P 'the tenth of March', lasi olut-ta GLASS BEER-P 'a 
glass of beer'. Numerals over' l' and a few other quantifiers (such as PUOLE 
puoli 'half) function as head when they are in the nominative or accusative 
(both marked with -O, cf. p. 157); the items counted are then postmodifiers 
and so stand in the partitive, e.g. kolme-fJ lasi-a THREE GLASS-P 'three 
glasses (subject or direct object)'; such constructions may be chained, e.g. 
puoli-fJ tunti-a puhet-ta HALF-N HOUR-P SPEECH-P 'a half hour of (e.g. 
recorded) speech'. In cases other than nominative and accusative, numerals 
function as premodifiers, and accordingly agree with their head in case; 
number is usually formally singular, however, e.g. kahde-n erillise-n otokse-n 
tapaukse-ssa TWO-G SEPARATE-G SAMPLING-G CASE-ine 'in a/the 
case of two separate samplings' . 

A traditional European subject/object approach is unable to come to grips 
with the Finnish sentence, since not only subject/object case-marking, but 
also (1) verbal aspect, (2) topic/focus, and (3) kinds and degrees of 
definiteness of both subject and object are expressed by a combination of 
case-selection, constituent order, subject-predicate number agreement, and 
lexical valence. All of these factors therefore should ideally be treated 
together. Thus the nominative case normally marks a definite subject (type 1 
in Figure 5.2), and the accusative normally marks a resultative object, as in 
the sentence romppu-fJ sisiilta-a presidenti-n puhee-n CD-N CONTAINS-s3 
PRESIDENT-G SPEECH-A 'the CD contains the president's speech', with 
S[ubject]-V[erb]-O[bject] order. (On resultative objects and the verbs which 
attract and produce them, see Karttunen 1975). An indefinite subject is 
normally in the partitive, as in the sentences levy-ssa o-n puhet-ta DISK-ine 
IS-s3 SPEECH-P 'there is (some e.g. recorded or transcribed) speech on the 
disk', and levy-ssa o-n puhe-i-ta DISK-ine IS-s3 SPEECH-plur-P 'there are 
(some e.g. recorded or transcribed) speeches on the disk', both with 
A[dverbial]-V-S order; note the lack of number agreement in the latter, 
so-called existential, sentence. VS order is typical of sentences with indefinite 
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subjects, but topicalization moves even an indefinite subject into preverbal 
position, e.g. puhet-ta o-n levy-ssii 'as for speech, there's some on the disk'; 
contrast the neutral S-V-A order of puhe-fJ o-n levy-ssii 'the speech is on the 
disk'. The constituent orders S-O-(A-)V and O-S-(A-)V occur as a by-product 
of focalization, e.g. fussi-fJ tiimii-n hevose-n markkino-i-Ita ost-i-fJ JUSSI-N 
THIS-A HORSE-A MARKET-plur-abl BUYS-past-s3 'it was Jussi who 
bought this horse at the market' , tiimii-n hevose-n fussi markkino-i-Ita ost-i-fJ 
THIS-A HORSE-A JUSSI-N market-plur-abl BUYS-past-s3 'it was this 
horse that Jussi bought at the market' (Heinamaki 1976). 

The actor in constructions built with modal verbs is usually marked with 
the genitive (subject type 2 in Figure 5.2), and any resultative singular noun 
direct object of such a construction is marked with -O, thereby syncretizing 
with the nominative, e.g. opettaja-n tiiyty-y kirjoitta-a? kirja-fJ TEACHER-G 
IS.NECESSARY-s3 WRITES-infl BOOK-A 'the teacher must write the/a 
book'. The genitive is also used to mark the agent in constructions made with 
the third infinitive, e.g. opettaja-n kirjoitta=ma-ssa kirja-ssa o-n virhe-i-tii 
TEACHER-G WRITES=inf3-ine BOOK-ine IS-s3 ERROR-plur-P 'there are 
mistakes in the book written by the teacher' . 

Finite-verb clauses can be linked by simple parataxis, by co-ordinating or 
subordinating conjunctions, or by enclitics such as --KA, e.g. Minii e-n ole-?, 
e-n--kii halua-? ol-la?, ni-i-den jouko-ssa PRO.sl NEG.VERB-sl IS-conneg 
NEG.VERB-sl--enclitic WANTS-conneg IS-infl PLURPRO.NEUT-plural-
pG GROUP-ine 'I am not, nor do I want to be, among them', or --KO, which 
marks both direct and indirect questions, e.g. kyse? e-i ole-? sii-tii, piiiise-
e--ko puol=ue? hallit=ukse-en QUESTION NEG.VERB-s3 IS-conneg 
PRO.NEUT-ela MANAGES.TO.ARRIVE-s3--question.particle HALF=nsx 
CONTROLS=nsx-ill 'the question is not whether the party will get into 
government'. (There are also enclitics which express the speaker's attitude 
towards the utterance or the speech situation, or which invite the collocutor 
to concur; in casual speech, enclitics often form chains of up to three 
members.) Verbal nominals often express the equivalent of clauses, as 
mentioned above under case-marking; one further example: hiin kiiv-i-fJ 
Helsingi-ssii vuon-na 1984 pyyde-tty-ii-ni hiin-tii tule=ma-an PRO.s3 
COMES.AND.GOES-past-s3 HELSINKI-ine YEAR-ess 1984 ASKS-
perf.pass.part-sl PRO.s3-P COMES=inf3-ill '(s)he came to Helsinki (tempo-
rarily) in 1984 when I asked herlhim to (come)'. 

Lexicon 
Dialectal and folklore resources provide Finnish with a huge range of 
synonyms and affective-phonaesthemic vocabulary. Many domains of the 
Finnish lexicon are characterized by synonymic differentiation which appears 
rich in a European context, e.g. three words for 'or' (tai = Latin aut, eli = Latin 
vel, plus vai, used in questions; similarly, three words for 'and'); kinship 
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tenns (eno 'maternal uncle' : setii 'uncle'); verbs of disappearing; and verbs 
of possibility/sufficiency; on this last, see Flint 1980, which discusses a 
network of forty-five such verbs in detail. Besides calquing and outright 
borrowing, there is also a productive urban source of new lexical material, 
namely slang (Waris 1973, Anttila 1975, Karttunen 1989); nursery language 
also produces new stems and stem architectonics (e.g. Austerlitz 1960). 
Crisscrossing these sources is the mechanism of derivation: the Finnish 
lexicon bristles with words fonned with one or more derivational suffixes. 
Because of the sometimes imprecise boundaries between derivation and 
inflection on the one hand, and between derivation and compounding on the 
other, it is difficult to determine the precise number of derivational suffixes 
productive in Finnish. Nevertheless, about fifty-five nominal-forming suf-
fixes may be found in Vesikansa 1978: 22-90; note that this number far 
exceeds the number of nominal inflectional suffixes, which is less than thirty 
even if we include the comparative and superlative as inflectional categories. 
Words fonned with derivational suffixes number in the tens of thousands, and 
the derivational profiles of Finnish have not yet received a treatment which 
is both systematic and exhaustive (but see Vesikansa 1978 and Cannelin 
1932); here we have room for only a small sample. 

Prominent among suffixes which derive nominals is =EQ, which originally 
fonned nomina instrumenti, but is now a factotum nominalizer, e.g. KOKE 
=EQ koe 'test', cf. KOKE- 'tests, tries; earlier: checks fish-traps'. Currently 
names of instruments tend to be made with =URI (- =ERI - =ORI in foreign 
items), =IME and =KKEQ, e.g. PRINTT=ERI '(computer) printer', cf. 
PRINTT=AX- 'prints (from a computer document)" NOSTA=URI nosturi 
'crane', NOSTA=IME nos tin 'lever', both from NOSTA- 'raises', #SAATA 
=IME siiiidin 'regulator', cf. #SAATA- 'regulates', SULA=KKEQ sulake 
'fuse', cf. SULA- melts'; PALVELE=IMEpalvelin '(computer) server' from 
PALVELE- 'serves', cf. PALVELE=IApalvelija 'servant', with =IA (below). 
Other deverbal nominals are fonned with =0 and =U, e.g. MENE=O menD 
'going, course', cf. MENE- goes', LAULA=U laulu 'song', cf. LAULA-
'sings', #KASKE=U kiisky command, order', cf. #KASKE- 'commands'. 
Nomina actoris are fonned with =IA, e.g. LAULA=IA laulaja 'singer', 
KOKE=IA kokija 'fish-trap checker' (note stem-final E > i, as in the second 
infinitive). There is also =TTARE, from which some designations of women 
are made, e.g. RUNO=TTARE runotar 'poetess', cf. RUNO runo 'poem', 
KUNINKAX=TTARE kuningatar 'queen', cf. KUNINKAX kuningas 'king'. 
Locational nouns are made with =MO, e.g. KORIAX=MO korjaamo 'repair 
shop', cf. KORIAX- 'repairs', #KEITTA=MO keittiimo 'cookery', cf. 
#KEITTA- 'cooks'. Some of the more common suffixes which fonn 
denominal nominals are =SE, =ISE, =ISA, =LLISE, and =LAISE, e.g. KOKE 
=EQ=LLISE kokeellinen 'experimental', KALA=SE kalanen '(little) fish', 
KALA=ISE kalainen, KALA=ISA kalaisa, both 'abounding in fish' , LAULA 
=U=LLISE laulullinen 'musical, vocal', #KASKE=U=LAISE kiiskyliiinen 
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'subordinate, servant' . Abstract nouns are fonned primarily with =UDTE, e.g. 
LAULA=U=LLIS=UDTE laulullisuus 'musicality, songfulness', VAPAilb 
lLPTE vapaus 'freedom', cf. VAPAD vapaa 'free'. 

Verbs are fonned from verbs with some twenty different suffixes, used alone 
or in combination. The result is an abundance of fonns which express a range of 
aspectuall Aktionsart distinctions and degrees of (in)transitivity, or better: 
exocentric v. endocentric orientation (traditional tenninology in this area is 
especially infelicitous; see Austerlitz 1982). For example, from the inherently 
exocentric ('transitive') root~AKE- 'sees' (s3 niike-e) is fonned, by means of 
the suffix =U-, the less exocentric stem ~AKE=U- 'is visible' (s3 niiky-y); 
attaching the 'transitivizer' =TTA- to this stem produces the more exocentric 
~AKE=U=TTA- 'shows' (s3 niiyttii-ii). To this stem the 'frequentative' =ELE-
may be added, yielding ~AKE=U=TTA=ELE- 'displays, shows, portrays (a 
part on stage)' (s3 niiyttele-e). As is typical, there are also nominal derivates 
made from each of these verb stems, e.g. ~AKE=O niiko 'sight', ~AKP: 
=U=ISF.=UUTE niikyisyys 'showiness', ~AKE=U=TTA=MO niiyttiimo 'the-
atre, arena', ~AKE=U=TTA=ELE=IA=TTAREniiyttelijiitiir 'actress'. 

Loanwords are known to have come into Fennic, then Finnish primarily 
from Gennanic, Baltic, Slavonic and Saamic languages. The relative chrono-
logy of these language groups as sources is disputed; some investigators claim 
to have found reflexes of Indo-European laryngeals in words borrowed into 
pre-Fennic. For a review of the debate, see Helimski 1995. 

Among the old loanwords which can be ascribed with certainty are 
SAIRAX sairas 'ill' and RENKAX rengas 'wheel', from Gennanic *saira-z, 
*xrelJga-z (cf. English sore, ring); HAMPAX hammas 'tooth', IIJIEINA heinii 
'hay', tlrfUTTARE tytiir 'daughter' (and its derivational suffix pendant 
=TTARE, mentioned above), from Baltic; and AHRAIME ahrain (dialect 
atrain) '(forked fishing-spear)', RIST! risti 'cross', and PAPPI pappi 
'clergyman', from (Old) Russian. Examples of words borrowed from or via 
Saamic are POUNU pounu 'large tussock in a bog, especially in Northern 
Finland', SEITA seita 'striking topographical feature with traditional reli-
gious significance for the Saami', and KAAMO(S+), as in kaamo(s+aika) 
(AIKA aika 'time') 'sunless period in midwinter in the north of Finland' , this 
last ultimately from Norwegian skam(tid). 

Finnish Text 
Taken from p. 170 of H. R. Nevanlenna, 'Suomalaisten juuret geneettisen 
merkkiominaisuustutkimuksen valossa', in J. Gallen (ed.) (1984) Suomen 
viieston esihistoriallisetjuuret, Helsinki: Suomen Tiedeseura, pp. 157-74. 

A: text in orthography (but phenomena associated with Q are indicated with 
1); B: morphophonemic code; C: morpheme-by-morpheme gloss of B; D: 
paraphrase of C; E: fairly free translation. 

~AKE=U=TTA=ELE=IA=TTAREniiyttelijiitiir 

Fennic, 
Fennic, 

Fennic, 

Fennic, 

~AKP: 

'shows' 

'shows' 
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Al Suomenruotsalaisten vaestoe1ementtien 
Bl SODME-N+RODTSA=LAISE 

-'tEN 
Jty AKE=STO+ELEMENTTI-
tEN 
PEOPLE=coll+ELEMENT-pG 
of population elements 

C 1 Finnish-G+Swedish=adj-pG 
D 1 of Finland Swedish 

vaikutuksesta 
VAIKKUTTA=UKSE-STA 
INFLUENCES=NdV-ela 
about influence 

vaikea 
VAI.KEA 
DIFFICULT 
difficult 

juuri 
IUURI 
(particle) 
actually 

suomalaisiin 
SODMA=LAISE-I-DN 
Finnish=adj-plur-ill 
on Finns 

mitaan 
MI-'tA-_DN 
WHAT?-sP--enc 
anything 

on 
OU-N 
IS-s3 
it is 

sanoa? 
SANA=O=t'AQ 
WORD=vsx-inf 
to say 

koska 
KOSKA 
BECAUSE 
because 

suomalaiset 
SODMA=LAISE-T 
Finn=adj-pN 

ilmeisesti 
ILMEISE=STI 
OBVIOUS=adv 
obviously 

ovat 
Om-VAT 
IS-p3 
have the Finns 

vaelluksensa eri vaiheissa vastaanottaneet 
VAELTA=UKSE- ERI VAIHEQ-I-SSA VASTA-XDN+OTTA-
NSA NU'tE-T 
WANDERS-NdV- VARIOUS STAGE-plur-ine AGAINST + TAKES-
pGsp3 perf.act.part.-pN 
of their wanderings various in stages (they have) taken on 

runsaasti 
RUNSAX=STI 
AMPLE=adv 
amply 

germaanista ja skandinaavista 
GERMAAN=ISE-'tA IA SKANDINAA V=ISE-'tA 
German=adj-sP AND Scandinav=adj 
Germanic and Scandinavian 

geenistoa. A2 Edella jo mainitsin, etta 
GEENI=STO-'tA B2 ETE=LLA 10 MAINITSE-I-N ~TTA 
GENE=coll-sP C2 FORE-ade ALREADY MENTIONS- THAT 

genetic material D2 earlier 

suomalaiset 
(=Bl) 
(=Cl) 

the Finns 

eivat 
E-IVAT 
NEG.VERB-
p3 
have---

o 
ole? 
OLE-Q 
IS-conneg 

not 

past-sl 
I mentioned that 

havaittavissa 
HAVAITSE:=tTA VAI-SSA 
PERCEIVES=nonperf. 
pass.part-plur-ine 
in perceivables 



olevissa 
OLE=VA-I-SSA 
IS=nonperf.act.part-plur-
ine 
in beings 

miUirin 
~AARA=IN 
MEASURE=instr 

to degree(s) 
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siirtaneet 
#SIIRTA-NUtE-T 
TRANSFERS-perf.act.part-
pN 
(they have not) transferred 

naihin 
~A-I-XDN 

THESE-plur-ill 
to these (latter) 

omia 
OMA-I-1A 
OWN-plur-P 
own 

piirteitaan 
PIIRF.=TA=EQ-I-LA-DN 
CIRCLE=VdN=NdV-plur-P-sp3 
their traits 

ja 
(= B1) 
(=Cl) 
and 

erikoisuuksian. 
ERI=KO.lSF.=UDKSE-I-1A-DN 
VARIOUS=adj=nsx-plur-P-sp3 
their peculiarities 

E1 It is difficult to say anything, actually, about the influence of Finland-
Swedish elements of the population on the Finns, because at various stages 
of their wanderings the Finns have obviously taken on a great deal of 
Germanic and Scandinavian genetic material. 
E2 I have already mentioned earlier that the Finns have not transferred to 
these latter, to any degree which is perceivable, their own traits and peculiar 
features. 
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6 Mordva 

Gabor Zaicz 

Approximately thirty-five per cent of Mordva speakers, i.e. roughly 350,000 
people, live in the Autonomous Mordva Republic in Russia. Here the two 
primary ethnic and linguistic subgroupings, the Erzya and the Moksha, are 
represented in about equal numbers. But Mordva speakers make up only 
about one-third of the population of their own republic, the greater part of the 
population consisting of Russians; Tatars and Chuvash also live there. Outside 
of the Mordva Republic proper, Mordvas live in the Penza, Niznij-Novgorod, 
Simbirsk, Orenburg and Saratov regions; in the Chuvash, Tatar, and Baskir 
Autonomous Republics; in the zone between the Volga and the Belaja Rivers; 
in Siberia, and in Central Asia. Diaspora Mordva speakers live scattered from 
Ukraine to Vladivostok and Sakhalin. 

In terms of numbers, Mordva speakers today occupy third place in the 
Uralic family, after Hungarian and Finnish. Owing to the sparse settlement 
pattern of much of the population, however, the demographic figures show a 
diminishing tendency. Compared with the 1959 census, the 1989 census 
statistics show a drop from 1,211,000 to 1,073,000 speakers in Russia (88.6 
per cent). For the former Soviet Union as a whole, the drop is slightly greater: 
from 1,285,000 to 1,154,000 (89.8 per cent). What is more, the percentage of 
Mordvas who considered Mordva to be their native language dropped from 
77.8 per cent in 1970 to 72.6 per cent in 1979, and continued to fall, to 67.1 
per cent, in 1989. Although the official view recognized two distinct literary 
languages, Erzya and Moksha, national census figures do not make the 
distinction; it has been estimated that the Erzya make up some 65 per cent of 
the ethnic total. 

From the standpoints of linguistics, ethnography, and physical anthro-
pology, Mordva speakers may be divided into two groups: in Mordvinia 
proper, those living around the eastern branch of the Sura River are called 
Erzya, while a western group living in the valley of the Moksha River are 
called Moksha (two other ethnic groups, the Karatay and Terjuxan, no longer 
use Mordva). The two main dialect groups, Erzya and Moksha, differ chiefly 
in their phonology; subdialects of both Erzya and Moksha also differ chiefly 
in their phonology, but also, to a lesser degree, in their morphology (for Erzya 
dialects see Ermuskin 1984: 6-27; for Moksha: Feoktistov 1966: 219-20, 
1975: 258-60; for an overview and classification of subdialects: Keresztes 
1990: 14-18). 
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The following introduction to the grammar and lexicon of Mordva is based 
on the Erzya literary standard, but with reference, where pertinent, to the 
Moksha literary standard and to non-literary dialects as well. Unless 
otherwise specified, therefore, Erzya forms will not be marked; the abbrevi-
ations E[rzya] and M[oksha] signal forms cited for purposes of comparison. 

The ethnonym mordvin, mordva, like E mirae, M miraii 'man, husband' 
(Redei 1986:53) is presumably a loan from proto-Indo-Iranian *mi'hi-
'human', borrowed into proto-Mordvin as *murta (> *murda> *morda). The 
v of modem Russian MOP,[lBHH, collective MOp,[lBa, is secondary; compare 
Moskva < Old Russian MoskY. The self-designation may have been *morda 
in common Mordva, but this term was ousted by the tribal names E efia and 
Mmoksa. 

Phonology 

Consonants 
Literary standard Erzya has twenty-eight consonant phonemes (Redei 1984: 
209). This figure includes the marginal f and x, which occur only in recent 
(mostly Russian) loans: cf. E fabrika, dialect kvabrika 'factory', E kolxoz, 
dialect kolkoz 'kolkhoz'. Northern Erzya dialects have, in addition, the velar 
nasal .{] where the literary standard has innovated a v, e.g. E kov, dialect ko.{] 
'moon' «pU *kul)e). 

The consonant inventory of literary standard Erzya is set out in Table 6.1. 
Allophonic variation is the result of environment, as follows: (1) palatal-

ization of bilabials, labiodentals, and velars to the left of front vowels; (2) n 
is realized as velar [I)] the left of the velar stops k and g; (3) v is often [w] 
before consonants and at word-end; and (4) the sibilants s, s, and si are often 
realized as the corresponding voiced affricates when to the right of n, nl, rand 
rio Examples: pe [pje] 'end', venc [vjenc] 'boat'; kenks [kjel)ks] 'door' ,pango 
[pal)go] 'mushroom'; cuvto [cuwto] 'tree', kev [kjew] 'stone'; kumanza -

Table 6.1 Consonant inventory of literary standard Erzya 

Bilabial Labiodental Dental Alveolar Palatal Velar 

Nasals m n ni 
Voiceless stops p t tj k 
Voiced stops b d di g 
Voiceless fricatives f s S sj x 
Voiced fricatives v z Z zj 
Affricates c C cj 

Laterals 1 lj 
Tremulants r rj 

Glide C 

C 
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[kuman¢a] 'knee',erzia-[erj¢ja] 'ErzyaMordva'. 
Within the morpheme, length is non-distinctive. In intervocalic position, 

the voiceless stops and fricatives show a slightly greater duration, e.g. the ti 
of vetie 'five' is phonetically half-long [veije]. Phonologically long con-
sonantisms occur only at morpheme boundaries, e.g. vetJi-tie [vetjtje] 'water 
sAb!,. 

The present -day Erzya consonant system differs from that of proto-Mordva 
chiefly by virtue of the new phonemes f and x, which have taken root under 
the influence of Russian. Present-day Moksha, on the other hand, shows more 
significant innovations: the literary language has five additional phonemes, 
the voiceless laterals [i i j], the voiceless tremulants [R Rj], and the voiceless 
palatal fricative [~], which we shall write L U R Ri J. What is more, 
palatalized sj zj and cj are phonemes in some Moksha dialects. All eight of 
these additional phonemes may be present in Erzya dialects which have been 
subjected to strong Moksha influence. 

Correlations of Palatalization and Voice 
In literary Erzya, the correlation of palatalization extends to eight pairs of 
consonants: t : ti, d : tJi, n : ni, s : si, z : zi, c : d, I : Ii, r: ri. The correlation 
of voice also entails eight pairs: t : d, ti : tJi, p : b, k : g, f: v, s : z, s : Z, si 
: z!. 
Consonant Distribution 
In word-initial position in core (= non-borrowed, non-affective) vocabulary 
normally only the unvoiced members of the [+/-] voiced pairs occur, i.e. b d 
tJi g z Z zi occur word-initially primarily in loanwords and in onomatopoeic/ 
affective items. Relatively rare in this position are the newer phonemes f and 
x and the voiceless affricates c and d. Clusters of two or three consonants, in 
which the first consonant is a stop or sibilant, are not uncommon, e.g. pria 
'head', skal 'cow', ksnli 'iron', sna- 'praises', stapo (dialect: strapo) 'naked; 
only'. 

All consonant phonemes occur in word-internal position. Here a great 
variety of clusters occur, consisting of two to five consonants. Both the 
architectonics and the morphophonemics of such clusters are highly complex; 
they await a thorough and systematic study. A pilot study of twenty-three 
three-member clusters (R6dei 1984: 214-18) revealed that they always 
contain at least one liquid or sibilant. Four-member clusters usually begin 
with a liquid or nasal, e.g. kariske 'shoelace', vanlsitinle- 'defends (freq)'. 
Clusters of five are much rarer; examples are karks-t-ne BELT-plur-def 'the 
belts'. In Moksha, clusters may contain as many as six consonants. 

Word-finally, p b g f x c are extremely rare, occurring only in the most 
recent loans. Traditionally, a paragogic a has been added to Russian loans 
ending in b, g, or in a cluster alien to Mordva, e.g. stolba 'pillar', luga 
'meadow', tieatra 'theatre' « Russian). Often in bisyllabic and polysyllabic 
words the literary language has a voiced consonant where dialects have the 

c
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voiceless analogue, e.g. tarvaz 'sickle', riivezj 'fox', tarad 'bough' (dialect: 
tarvas, riive~, tarat). Word-final clusters are also quite common: R6dei 
(1984: 218-21) found twelve types oftwo-membered clusters and nine types 
of three-membered clusters. Four-membered clusters occur only through 
concatenation of morphemes. Examples: kom~ 'twenty', kanj~tj 'hemp', 
alks-t 'beds'. 

The stops are unaspirated. Palatalization is more prominent in Moksha than 
in Erzya. 

Vowels 
The literary language and most dialects have five vowels: 

High 
Mid 
Low 

Front 

e 

Central 

a 

Back 

u 
o 

There are no diphthongs. The back rounded vowels u and 0 show little 
allophonic variation, but the front unrounded i and e have backed variants 
when to the right of distinctively non-palatalized consonants (t d n s z c I r), 
e.g. sinj [slnj] 'they', se~ [senj] 'blue'; contrast ~i~tJie- 'breaks X' (with [i]), 
~e~ks 'heron' (with [e]). The phoneme a has a fronted allophone [a] when 
to the left of any palatalized consonant, e.g. a eriavi [ajerjavji] 'it isn't 
necessary/allowed' . 

In Erzya dialects which have been under Moksha influence there can be a 
phonemic ii and a phonemic reduced vowel ~, as well. The Moksha literary 
language has a rectangular system with schwa (i e ii u 0 a ~). 

We may reckon with a similar system, enriched by a frontlback schwa pair 
*:!!/*~, in the first syllable of the later stages of proto-Mordva (cf. Bereczki 
1988: 319,321), and in the earlier stages ofproto-Mordva there was certainly 
a high front rounded *ti, as well. A high vowel (*i *u *ti) in the first syllable 
followed by a low vowel (*a *a) in the second syllable triggered a stress-shift 
(from first to second syllable), followed by reduction (and usually loss) of the 
first-syllable vowel, e.g. (stressed vowels underlined) *usk~ > *~sk~ > EM 
skal 'cow', *ktirsj! > *k:!!rzj! > EM ksi 'bread'. In Erzya, the reduced vowels 
of non-first syllables have been replaced by full vowels, e.g. *juz~ > *joz:!! > 
joto 'skin', *kilm:!! > *kelm:!! > *keljme 'cold'. In Moksha, the reduced vowel 
developed from any full vowel in unstressed position. 

Vowel Correlations and Distribution 
Erzya has the smallest vowel inventory in the Uralic family. Even so, many 
oppositions are not heavily exploited. Of the high vowels, for example, u does 
not occur in word-final position in core vocabulary and i occurs there only in 
suffixes. Both high vowels are in fact frequent only in the first syllable. It is 

riivez

riivezkom~ kom~ 

[senj] [senj] 
'heron' 

*joz:!! 

*joz:!! *joz:!! 

in 

u 
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thus not surprising that it is the vowels e 0 a, which are free of such 
distributional restrictions, which are the most common (Veenker 1981: 46). 

Vowel sequences occur only in loans, e.g. njeusto 'really?' « Russian) or, 
occasionally, as the result of loss of an intervening consonant, e.g. rauzo 
'black' < *rawuzo. 

Further examples illustrating vowel distribution and canonic shapes: azoro 
'lord', i~zjej 'raspberry', tjePe 'winter', kuvaka 'long', moP-i '(s)he goes', 
srazu 'at once'« Russian). 

Morphophonology 

Morpheme Architectonics 
Perusal of Erzya texts has uncovered eighteen shapes for nominal, thirteen for 
verbal stems; with suffixes the pattern is the reverse, viz. eleven verb-suffix 
shapes but only five shapes for nominal suffixes; the distribution is roughly 
identical in Moksha (Keresztes 1990: 30-1). According to eygankin (cited in 
Raun 1988: 100), the most typical Erzya morpheme shapes are as follows: V, 
ve, vee, ev, eve. As an illustration, here are examples of (1) the vowel-
initial nominal stem types and (2) the consonant-initial verbal suffix types: 

1 ve ej 'ice', vev aso 'white', veve ozjaz 'sparrow', vevev uzjerie 
'hatchet', veev ekse 'cool', veeve iritPes 'rib', veevee ejkaks 
'child', veeeve ukStor 'maple'; 

2 e -k (s2 imperative), ev -do (p2 imperative), ee -zt (p3 optative), eve 
-~ek (pI first past), eev =vto- (transitivizer), evev =zjeve-(inchoativ-
izer), evee -sink (p2 subject, sp3 object), eeev =kSno-(frequentativ-
izer). 

Mordva is rich in morphophonological alternations. What follows is no 
more than a sketch based on the available literature (eygankin 1980: 31-43, 
Redei 1984: 225-9, Keresztes 1990: 31-7). 

Stem Variants 
All verbs and nouns have both consonant-final and vowel-final variants, to 
which suffixes attach according to various rules (Nadjkin 1981). Which 
variant is selected depends in part on the stem itself (i.e. is lexical) and in part 
on the suffix to be attached. Thus the third-person singular first past tense 
suffix -~ is always added to the vowel-stem of verbs ending in a, e.g. jarsa-
'eats', jarsa-~ '(s)he ate'; but it is added to the vowel stem of udo- 'sleeps', 
and to the consonant-stem of kado- 'leaves (tr)', giving udo-~ '(s)he slept', 
but kad-~ '(s)he left'. Somewhat parallel circumstances exist in the morphol-
ogy of the nominal, where certain suffixes tend to require consonant stems, 
and some stems even lose their last syllable before certain morphemes, e.g. 
pando 'hill', inessive pand-so, illative pand-s, plural pand-t; piljge 'leg', 

'raspberry', 

(pI 
(pI 

'(s)he 
udo-~ 

is 

kad-~ 
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inessive pizig-se, illative pUig-s, plural piIig-tj; siezime 'eye', inessive 
siezim-se, illative siezim-s, plural sieIi(m)-ti, note also sieIi+vedj 'tear (EYE 
+WATER)'. 

Certain suffixes always attach to the consonant stem, e.g. the third person 
singular present -i, e.g. jarsa- 'eats', jars-i '(s)he eats', udo-, ud-i '(s)he 
sleeps', kado-, kad-i '(s)he leaves'. Others always attach to the vowel stem, 
e.g. genitive -ni added to moda 'earth', or siezime 'eye' gives moda-nj , 
siezime-nj. Attaching such suffixes to consonant-final nouns such as os 'city', 
vi"; 'forest' triggers epenthesis: os-onj , vi";-eni . 

Suffix Variants 
The most salient type of suffixal allomorphy is determined by the frontlback 
prosody of the stem; stem prosody, in tum, depends on the presence/absence 
of palatalization of stem-final consonants and the identity and order of 
vowels. For example, the vowel of the inessive suffix is e in pice-se '(Scotch) 
pine (ine)' , but 0 in moda-so 'earth (ine)'; the (indefinite) plural suffix is non-
palatalized -t in os-t 'cities' and paksia-t 'fields', but palatalized -tj in vi";-t j 

'forests' and velje-tj 'villages'. As these examples show, suffixal allomorphy 
may entail frontlback vowels (usually elo), plain v. palatalized consonants 
(e.g. tltj ), or both, as in the ablative forms paksia-do, velje-dje. There is also 
automatic alternation of voice in cases such as ablative os-to 'from a city'; in 
addition to such voiced/voiceless allomorphy, the prolative suffix (-ka - -ga) 
has a variant -va which occurs after vowel stems: os-ka 'by way of the city', 
kedj-ga 'by the hand', moda-va 'along the ground'. 

Other Sandhi Phenomena 
Word-internally there is voice assimilation in which voicelessness moves 
from right to left; this type of voice assimilation devoices voiced stops and 
sibilants when the morphology places voiceless consonants to their right, e.g. 
kedj 'hand' with voiced [dj), but keczi-se with voiceless [tj) ([ketjse)). Further 
examples with 'hand': illative keczi-s [ketjs), plural keczi-tj [ketjtj), and the 
derivative keczi =ks [ketjks) 'bracelet'. In parallel fashion, from the root calga-
'treads on (tr)' is formed a frequentative calg=sie- [calksje). The official 
orthography is somewhat inconsistent in rendering these assimilations; for 
example, 'bracelet' is written Ke~bKC (not indicating the assimilation), while 
'tramples on' is written qaAKCe-, with the letter K indicating the voice 
assimilation. In nominal stems ending in n or nj these nasals may assimilate 
to the plural suffix, e.g. lomanj 'human being', plurallomatj-tj (-lomanj-tj ). 

There is also voice assimilation in which voice moves from left to right; 
in this type of assimilation, a non-distinctively voiced consonantism at the end 
of a morpheme causes the initial consonantism of the next morpheme to be 
voiced. This type of voice assimilation operates not only within the word but 
also across word boundaries, i.e. in the compound or phrase, e.g. tolbanidja 
'campfire' (compound of tol 'fire' and panjczia 'bed'), ejzjuro 'icicle' 

Ke~bKC 
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(compound of ej 'ice' and flura 'horn'), erzia=ni keli [erzial]igieli] 'Erzya 
language'. Word-internal examples: niizi-tiano (with [lidiD 'we swallow', 
cav-tan (with [wdD 'I strike you'. The orthography renders this type of 
assimilation only in compounds, i.e. not in phrases or within inflected forms. 

A few more examples will illustrate and expand upon the rules outlined 
above. We have voice assimilation (tF > ti ) in abessive ketF-tieme [titi] 
'without hand(s)'; assimilation of voice and palatalization (tF > t) in inessive 
kedi-se ([ttS

], phonemic ally /kecce/; more careful pronunciations with [tit is] 
also exist); and automatic replacement of voiced with voiceless in the middle 
of a cluster (*ndl > ntl) in frequentative kunt=zie- 'keeps grasping', from 
kunda- 'seizes'. 

Vowel and Consonant Harmony 
The p(F)U harmony of vowels within the stem has been fairly well preserved 
in Mordva: roughly 80 per cent of the inherited word stock of Mordva has 
either front or back vocalism, preserving the original frontness or backness 
inherited from p(F)U; in the remainder, front and back vowels occur mixed, 
usually because of secondary effects caused by consonants, e.g. uflke 'wire' 
with front e due to the fl. Borrowed and onomatopoeic vocabulary naturally 
show a higher proportion of mixed-vowel words, e.g. delkovoj 'rouble', 
poderidie- 'drips'. 

Vowel harmony in suffixes is a different matter. Whereas in Moksha most 
suffixes have only one harmonic shape, in Erzya over twenty have front v. 
back variants (Zaicz 1993). The vocalism of these suffixes adjusts to the 
prosody of the last stem vowel; the most common pair of alternants is 0 - e, 
e.g. kudo-so 'in a house', but pirie-se 'in a garden', tol-oz-onzo 'into hislher 
fire' but kezi-ez-enze 'into hislher language'. 

Alongside this kind of rudimentary vowel harmony Erzya has evolved a 
kind of consonant harmony. Suffixes with initial apical consonants (but not 
s) show an alternation plain - palatalized according to the prosody of the stem 
to which they are attached, e.g. kal 'fish', dative kal-nenl and plural kal-t, but 
kazi 'willow', dative kazi-nlenl and plural kazi-ti. The vocalism of piks 'rope' 
is front, but the distinctively non-palatalized s final in this stem selects the 
non-palatalized alternants, dative piks-nenl and plural piks-t; contrast viri 
'forest' with viri-nieni , viri_ti. 

Stress 
Erzya stress is free and non-distinctive with regard to grammar and lexicon. 
This means that any syllable of a word such as varakanltienl 'raven (dat)' or 
flimemazo 'drinking (s3)' may be given accentual prominence indifferently, 
and that the unstressed syllables are pronounced fully, with unreduced 
vowels. In general, compound words are stressed on the first syllable of their 
components, e.g. kiliej+by.lo 'birch grove'; first-syllable stress in non-
compound words is also quite common. Moksha deviates sharply in this 
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regard, placing a strong stress on the first full vowel of the word (Paasonen 
1903: 114-19). 

In recent Russian loanwords, stress follows the Russian pattern in both 
Erzya and Moksha. 

Morphology 

Nominals 

Types of Nominal, and Nominal Stem-types 
We may treat as nominals all stems which take declensional suffixes: nouns, 
adjectives, numerals, and pronouns. The citation form for Mordva nominals 
is the nominative singular, e.g. moda 'earth', viri 'forest', sirie 'old', od 'new; 
young', vejke 'one', komsi 'twenty', sie 'that, it', mon '1'. Nominals whose 
citation form ends in a consonant take an epenthetic vowel, e or 0 depending 
on prosody, before certain suffixes, e.g. the genitive -nj : viri-eni, od-oni, 
komsi-enj, moni-si-enj (mon-si 'I myself). 

Both Erzya and Moksha distinguish indefinite from definite forms of the 
nominal. The development of the definite declension was already well under-
way in common Mordva, and complemented the older, inherited dichotomy of 
plain v. possessive declension; examples of this three-way distinction are viri -se 
'in a forest', viri-senjtj 'in the forest', viri-seni 'in my forest'. 

Noun Declension 
Indefinite and definite paradigms. With certain syncretisms noted below, 
Erzya declension distinguishes two numbers, singular and plural. It has 
become standard practice to list eleven or twelve cases for the Erzya indefinite 
paradigm, and ten or eleven cases for the definite (Wiedemann 1865: 42, 
Bubrix 1947: 17, Collinder 1957: 232, Cygankin 1980: 220, Keresztes 1990: 
56). The discrepancies in case-counts are due to the inclusion or exclusion of 
the lative case in the indefinite, and of the translative case in the definite 
paradigm. 

In the I [ndefinitel D[eclensionl, the opposition singular : plural is 
neutralized in all cases except the nominative, e.g. sN kudo 'house' , pN kudo-t 
'houses', spEla kudo-sto 'out of a house - out of houses'. The ID pN suffix 
-t continues the pU plural suffix *-t. In the D[efinitel D[eclensionl, the illative 
and dative/allative cases syncretize, e.g. ID dative/allative viri-nieni 'to a 
forest', illative viri-s 'into a forest', but DD viri-enjtjeni '(in)to the forest'. 

The forms of the DD are distinguished from those of the ID by -si in the 
nominative singular, -tj in the genitive/accusative, and -nitj in the other cases 
of the singular; in the plural the definiteness marker is -njel-ne. These 
morphemes all derive from demonstrative pronouns (cf. Finnish se 'it, that', 
ne 'those', tii- 'this'); the -ni- in the sequence -nitj- probably continues the pU 
genitive *-n. Synchronically, it is no simple matter to derive the DD from an 
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agglutinating analogue made up of these definiteness markers and the case 
suffixes of the ID, and no such segmentation is essayed here. 

Besides the forms given in Table 6.2 for singular and plural inessive, 
elative, illative, prolative, and ablative (and singular comparative) there exist 
parallel constructions built with the noun in the definite genitive plus the 
postposition ez (- ej before s) in the appropriate case, e.g. DD sProl viri-ganiti 
or viri-eniti ez-ga 'through the forest'. 

Taxonomy and historical background o/the case suffixes. The nominative, 
genitive/accusative, and dative/allative are chiefly grammatical in function 
and thus differ clearly in function from the local cases. The nominative 
marker is zero, as generally in Uralic. The suffix -ni represents a merging of 
two originally distinct cases, pU genitive *-n and pU accusative *-m. In the 
definite declension in front-prosodic environments there occurred palataliza-
tion (*-n-t > *-nLt j

) and assimilation (*-m-t > *-m-tj > *-nLt j ); these forms 
then generalized to non-front environments, and the -ni- element invaded the 
indefinite paradigm as well. The -nienj suffix of the dative/allative (-nen; after 
distinctively non-palatalized consonants, e.g. panar-neni 'shirt [dat/all]') is 
the result of a reduplication of an old lative in *-n j . 

The local cases may be classified according to their concrete spatial 
reference into two subclasses, interior (inessive, elative, and illative) and 
exterior (ablative, lative, and prolative). Interior cases refer to more intimate 
contact than exterior cases. 

Historically, the interior cases are all built with a putatively lative suffix *-s 
known also from Cheremis, Fennic, and Saarnic. The Mordva inessive -se -
-so continues a suffix chain reconstructed as *-s-nA, cf. the fossilized inessive 
adverb on-sne 'in a dream', and n-allomorphs such as vaz-ne 'calf (ine)' , 
attested in Erzya dialects. The elative -ste - -sto consists of the same *-s plus 
a separative suffix *-tV which dates back to pU. The illative -s is the *-s suffix 
alone; contrast its intervocalic -z- allomorph (kudo-z-onzo 'into hislher 
house') with the -s- of the inessive « *-ss- < *-sn-) in the same phonotaxis 
(kudo-s-onzo 'in hislher house'). 

Turning to the exterior cases, we find the same pU *-tV separative 
occurring alone in the ablative -do (with allomorphs -die -de -to -tje -te in 
keeping with vowel and consonant harmony), e.g. verigiz-de 'wolf (abl) , , 
os-to 'city (abl) , , vent-tje 'boat (abl)" piks-te 'rope (abl)'. The prolative, 
which is -ga to the right of voiced consonants, -ka to the left of voiceless 
consonants, and -va to the right of vowels, continues a common Mordva 
suffix *-kV; this suffix no doubt contains pU lative *-k. The somewhat rare 
lative suffix -v, which has Erzya dialect reflexes -1] (in back-prosodic 
contexts) and -j (in front-prosodic contexts) and is represented in Moksha by 
-u - -i - -v, continues a nasal variant of the same *-k lative. 

The translative, abessive, and comparative may be seen as semi-
grammatical, i.e. half way between the local cases and the pure grammatical 
cases nominative, genitive/accusative, and dative/allative. The translative may 
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well be simply a concatenation of two of the old lative suffixes already 
mentioned, viz. *-k and *-s; or its history may be more complex, involving 
a connection with a pU noun-forming derivational suffix *=ks. Cognates of 
the Mordva abessive suffix are usually seen as adjective-forming derivational 
suffixes (compare Finnish piiii=ftomii-n with Mordva pe-vtieme-ni , both 
genitives of HEAD+ABESSIVE); here again we most probably have to deal 
with an old suffix-string, namely *=ptV plus *=mV. The comparative seems 
to be a string of two diminutive derivational suffixes, *=s and *=kA. 

In Moksha there is a thirteenth ('causative') case, built with -nkse, which 
has its origin in the inessive of a postposition inkse meaning 'on account of. 

Secondary and tertiary declension. Metadeclensional forms may be 
obtained by attaching definiteness strings such as sN -si, sGA -niti , sDAll 
-nltieni to most already-inflected case forms. Thus to the indefinite inessive 
form of moda 'earth, ground', moda-so, one can add the definite sN ending 
-si, yielding modasosi 'that which is in the ground', the definite inessive 
ending -sonlti , yielding modasosoniti 'in that which is in the ground', and so 
on. Each of the eleven definite case strings can be added to forms inflected 
for at least six of the cases (genitive, inessive, elative, translative, abessive, 
comparative). Such metaforms are built to genitive bases by the addition of 
a reduplicative: sN -siesi, sG -sienlti , sDAll -sienltienl, and so on, e.g. 
secondary lative form of the genitive vi~-eni-siesitienlti 'out of that of the 
forest' . 

Parallel to secondary forms such as the secondary inessive moda-so-si 
cited above there exist tertiary, essentially synonymous, forms in which the 
-siesi (-sienlti , -sienltieni , etc.) endings are added to an inflected form 
augmented by -nl-, e.g. sN moda-so-nl-siesi, sG moda-so-nl-sieniti (Erd6di 
1968: 233). 

Possessive declension. Alongside, and in complementary distribution with, 
the definite declension Erzya has forms which indicate the person and number 
of the possessor and, in the first and third person singular nominative, also the 
number of the thing possessed. 

The literature reckons with eight to nine distinct case forms for the Erzya 
possessive declension (Wiedemann 1865: 52, Cygankin 1980: 201, Keresztes 
1990: 196). The possessive suffix always follows the case suffix in Erzya, e.g. 
vi~-ste-nlek FOREST-ela-pl 'out of our forest(s)'. In Moksha, where distinct 
possessive forms for genitive/accusative and dative/allative have evolved, as 
well, the possessive suffix precedes the markers of those cases, and the 
number of the possession can be distinguished, e.g. M vatimii-zie WINDOW-
slsgposs 'my window', vatimii-nle WINDOW-slplurposs 'my windows', 
vatimii-zie-ni WINDOW-slsgposs-gen/acc 'of my window', valimii-nle-nl 
WINDOW-slplurposs-gen/acc 'of my windows', valimii-zi_tii WINDOW-
slsgposs-datlall 'to my window', valimii-nle-nitPi WINDOW-slplurposs-datl 
all 'to my windows'. In cases beyond the dative/allative even Moksha cannot 
distinguish possession number. 

-sienltienl, 

window', 
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Table 6.3 Selected Erzya possessive declension subparadigms, nominative: 
moda 'earth, ground', vi"; 'forest' 

Possessor 

sl 
s2 
s3 

pI 
p2 
p3 

Possession in 
Singular Plural 

moda-m moda-n 
moda-t 

moda-zo moda-nzo 

moda-nok 
moda-nk 
moda-st 

Possession in 
Singular Plural 

virLem 
virLe~ 

vi~-eze vi~-enze 

virLeniek 
virLenk 
virLest 

Table 6.4 Selected Erzya possessive declension subparadigms, s3, pI: moda 
'earth, ground', vi"; 'forest' 

sN 

pN 

Ine 
Ela 
III 
Prol 
Abl 
Trans 
Abe 
Cfv 

Third person singular 
Singular possession Plural possession 

moda-zo 

moda-nzo 

moda-so-nzo 
moda-sto-nzo 
moda-z-onzo 
moda-va-nzo 
moda-do-nzo 
(moda-ks-onzo ) 
moda-vtomo-nzo 
moda-ska-nzo 

First person plural 

spN 

virLse-njek 
virLste-njek 
virLezje-niek 
virLga-nok 
virLdie-niek 
(virLks-eniek) 
virL~eme-niek 
virLska-nok 

The Erzya possessive suffixes all go back ultimately to the pU personal 
pronouns, with roots *mV, *tV, and *sV for first, second, and third persons. 
Plurality of thing possessed, where expressed (e.g. kudo-n 'my houses'), is 
expressed by means of a reflex of a p(F)U pluralizer *-n-. The pI and p2 
suffixes (-nok - -~ek, -nk) contain a reflex of another p(F)U pluralizer *-k; 
the -nk of the second person plural may have spread analogically from a 
specifically plural-possession form *-ntVk (Bereczki 1988: 325). 

Adjectives: Declension, Comparison, and Superlative 
The morphology of adjectival declension is identical with that of the noun, but 
adjectives are ordinarily inflected only when they function syntactically as 
nouns, e.g. kona kudosoniti eriat, odsonjtj iIii tastosonjtj 'in which house do 
you live, in the old (one) or in the new (one)?'. Adjectives in predicate 
position are inflected for number to agree with nouns, e.g. cuvtosi poks 'the 
tree is big', cuvtne pokSt 'the trees are big'. In attributive position adjectives 

virL~eme-niek 

virLdie-niek 

vi~-enze 

virLem 
virLem 

vi~-eze 

-nk) 
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are not nonnally inflected either for case or for number, e.g. paro moda 'good 
ground', genitive paro moda-ni 'of good ground(s)', plural nominative od 
kudo-t 'new houses', inessive od kudo-so 'in a new house, in new houses'. 
The only exception is the optional, and rare, plural nominative agreement of 
attributes with their animate heads, e.g. par-t lomani-tj GOOD-plur 
HUMAN.BEING-plur 'good people'. 

Comparison is achieved not by means of a comparative suffix, but simply 
by placing the bested member of the comparison into the ablative, e.g. dora-
do pokS BOY-abl BIG 'bigger than a boy'. The thing than which something 
is 'Xer' must be specified, or at least referred to with the ablative of the 
demonstrative pronon ~e: ~e-dje pokS IT-abl BIG 'bigger'. Various super-
latives may be fonned, by (1) repetition of the root, with the first instance in 
the ablative and usually with the enclitic -jak, e.g. poks-to(-jak) pokS 
'biggest'; (2) more commonly, by preposing one of the particles ~ex(-tje) « 
Russian 'of all'), samaj « Russian 'the very'), pek « Tatar 'very') or 
ve~eme-tPe 'than/of all', e.g. ~extje pokS 'biggest', ve~emedje poks 'biggest 
of all'. Dialects also use the particle enj (cf. standard Erzya inie 'big' < pU 
*ena 'big, much' . 

A kind of excessive superlative is fonned by threefold repetition, e.g. poks, 
poks di poks (di 'and' < Russian) 'the very biggest'. 

Declension of Numerals and Pronouns 
Numerals used attributively remain uninflected, and their head is usually put 
in the plural, especially if the sole or last numeral is from 2 to 10, e.g. kavto 
Ci-tj 'two days', kolonigemenj niilje kal-t 'thirty-four fish', kavksonigemeni 
vejkse umari-tj 'eighty-nine apples', ~ado ije-tj 'a hundred years'. The head 
stands in the singular, however, after numerals ending in ve(jke) '1', e.g. 
kodgemenj vejke celkovoj 'sixty-one roubles', and after the compound 
numerals which constitute the teens, twenties, and (optionally) the hundreds, 
e.g. kom~+vetje=je kudo TWENTY +FIVE=sx HOUSE 'twenty-five houses', 
~i~em+~ad-t Ci SEVEN+HUNDRED-plur DAY '700 days'. 

When used as nouns, the numerals decline in the same way as nouns, in 
both indefinite and definite paradigms, e.g. inessive vejke-se 'in one' , DDsN 
vejke-~ 'the one', DDsine vejke-se-nitj 'in the one', DDpine kavto-tj-nie-
senitj 'in the two'. 

Ordinals, fonned with the suffix =de, are similarly declined, e.g. 
njiPe=cie-se 'in a fourth', ~ado=de-se-nitj 'in the hundredth'. 'First' and 
'second' are built to suppletive roots: va~enide, ombode. There are also 
collective numerals built with =nie followed by possessive suffix, e.g. 
kolmo=ni e-st 'the three of them (-st p3)' . 

Interrogative and relative pronouns decline in the same way as nouns, e.g. 
genitive indefinite kona-ni 'whose', p3 kona-st 'which of them?', DDpN 
mezj-tj-nie 'which ones?', mezje-m uP-i WHAT?-s1 EXISTS-s3pres 'what do 
I have?' The personal pronouns, however, deviate in that their oblique case-

Russian 

repetition 

'than/of 

ije-t

~i~em+~ad-t 

ombode. 
ombode. 

poks 

poks 

pokS poks 'than/of 

kom~+vetje=je 

senit
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Table 6.5 Selected Erzya pronominal paradigms 

PRO.s3 Possessive.PRO.s3 REFLEX. PRO. s3 
'(s)he' 'hislhers' 'himlherself' 

N son sonLsiesi - son-zesi esi 
G/A son-ze sonLsieniti - son-zeniti esLenze 
Dat/All soni-enze soni-sieni~eni - son-zeni~eni esL~enze 
Ine soni-senze soni-seseniti - son-zeseni~ esLsenze 
Ela soni-stenze soni-steseni~ - son-steseniti esLstenze 
III sonLzenze soni-zeseniti - son-zeseni~ esLsenze 
Prol soni-ganzo soni-gani~ - son~ganj~. esLkanzo 
Abl sonl-d'enze soni-dieniti - sonld'enltJ esLtiedienze 
(Trans sonLksenze soni-kseniti - son-kseniti esLksenze) 
Abess sonLtiemenze soni-tiemeniti - sonitiemeniti esLtiemenze 
Cfv sonLskanzo soni-skani~ - son-skaniti esLeskanzo 

forms end in redundant person markers, e.g. moni-se-ni PRO.s1.obl-ine-s1 'in 
me', soni-se-nze PRO.s3.obl-ine-s3 'in himlher'. There is also a possessive 
pronoun, e.g. soni-siesi (- son-zesi)'his/hers'. The forms of the third-person 
singular personal and possessive pronouns are set out in Table 6.S along with 
the s3 paradigm of the reflexive pronoun. 

The Verb 

Verb Stems 
The citation form of Mordva verbs is an infinitive built with -ms. The vowel-
final stem of a Mordva verb may be found by shearing off this ending, e.g. 
jarsams 'to eat', vowel stem jarsa-; jarsavtoms 'to feed', vowel stem 
jarsavto-; jarsiniems 'to eat (freq)" vowel stemjarisinie-. The consonant-
final stem is obtained by lopping off the last vowel, e.g. jars-, jarsavt-, 
jarisini -. The chief source of morphonological complications in Mordva 
conjugation lies in stem-suffix sandhi, and the situation is not clarified by the 
fact that the final vowel of some stems is intrinsic (i.e. we might do better to 
segmentjarisinie-ms) while that of others is epenthetic (i.e.jarsavt-oms). On 
Mordva verb stems in general see Nadjkin 1981. 

Conjugation 
Mordva conjugation is exceptionally rich in morphological entities, morpho-
nological rules, and paradigmatic categories (Abondolo 1982: 11-23). The 
primary category distinction is that of indefinite v. definite forms, e.g. 
indefinite kund-an 'I catch', definite kunda-tan 'I'll catch you'. 

Use of the definite conjugation presupposes (1) that the verb is transitive, 
(2) that there is a definite direct object, explicit or implied, and (3) that the 
aspect is perfective. The full definite paradigm evolved during the separate 
life of Mordva, but the core around which it formed is probably much older. 

soni-gani~ 

soni-gani~ 

soni-sesenit esL~enze 

soni-zesenit soni-zesenit
soni-zesenit

son~ganj~. 

son-zeseni~ 
son-zeseni~ 
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Table 6.6 Schematic for Mordva verb: tense and mood suffixes 

Mood Tense Mood suffix Tense suffix Person suffixes 

indicative present/future ( -f)- ) 

past 1 ( -f)- ) 

past 2 ( -f)- ) 

conditional present/future 
(past 

conjunctive present/future 
conditional! present/past 

conjunctive 
desiderative past 
optative 
imperative 

present/future 
present/future 

(-f)- ) 

-i-, -:/ 
present 
past 
past -i-P -

-il'icPeria-
-il'icPeria-
-vP-
-il'icP eria-vP-

-ikseP-

present 
past) 
past 
past 

past 
-zo-- -ze- present 

-k - -t - -# (s2) 
-do - -cPe (p2) 

Crisscrossing the definite/indefinite distinction is that of affmnative/ 
negative. Negative verb forms are built in some tenses/moods with negative 
particles, in others with a negative verb; compare a kund-an 'I don't catch', 
ezj-i-ni kunda 'I didn't catch', a kunda-tan 'I won't catch you', ezj-i-tjinj 

kunda 'I didn't catch you'. 
The Mordva grammars of the twentieth century all distinguish seven 

moods, all of which maintain the definite/indefinite distinction, at least in 
dialects (Keresztes 1990: 45-50; contrast Serebrennikov 1967: 202). 

Tense is distinguished in only two of the moods, the indicative and the 
conditional. The indicative distinguishes three tenses: present, and first and 
second past. The present-tense indicative could be said to be marked by double 
zero, -0- forindicative and -0- for present, e.g. sod-f:J-f:J-an 'Iknow'; for the sake 
of simplicity such zeros will not be indicated in cited forms. The past-tense 
markers are -i- (- -~ in the third person) for the first past, -ilji- for the second 
past, e.g. sod-i-ni 'I knew', soda-~-f:J '(s)he knew', sod-ilji-nj 'I used to know'. 
The structure of affirmative finite verb forms is set out in Table 6.6. 

When used as predicates, noun phrases and adverbs are also conjugated; 
only second past-tense (and not first past-tense) forms occur, and, since no 
direct object is involved, only indefinite person markers, e.g. kudo-so-nzo 'in 
hislher house', > kudo-so-nzo-lj-ini 'I was in hislher house'. Table 6.9 sets out 
the present and second past-tense forms of a verb, an adjective in the 
nominative, and an inessive noun phrase. 

In the present tense of the indefinite conjugation, the singular first (-n < 
*-m) and second (-t) person suffixes continue the pU personal pronoun roots 
*mV, *tV, cf. the present-day Erzya personal pronouns sl mon, pI mini, s2 
ton, p2 tini. The third-person singular suffix -i is homophonous with the 
present participle (see below), cf. lomani kand-i 'the person is carrying', 

'(s)he 
'(s)he 
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Table 6.7 Erzya conjugation: person suffixes: present tense 

Indefinite Definite conjugation 
conjugation 
Present tense Object 

s1 s2 s3 p1 p2 p3 

Subject 
sl -an -Tan -sa -Tadizj -sini 
s2 -at -samak -sak -samizj -si~ 
s3 -1 -samam -Tanzat -si -samizj -Tadizj -sinizje 

pI -Tano -Tadizj -sinjek -Tadizj -sinjek 
p2 -Tado -samizj -sink -samizj -sink 
p3 -itj -samizj -Tadizj -sizj -samizj -Tadizj -sizi 

Note: (T = t tj d <Ii, according to morphonology) 

Table 6.8 Erzya conjugation, person suffixes: first past tense (with past-tense 
morphemes -i-, -~-) 

Indefinite Definite conjugation 
conjugation 
First past tense Object 

s1 s2 s3 p1 p2 p3 

Subject 
sl -i-ni -i-tjinj -i-ja -i-diizj -i-ni 
s2 -i-tj -i-mik -i-k -i-mizj -i-~ 
s3 -sLO -i-mim -i-njzji~ -i-zje -i-mizj -i-djizj -i-nizje 

pI -i-niek -i-djizj -i-niek -i-djizj -i-niek 
p2 -i-dje -i-mizj -i-nk -i-mizj -i-nk 
p3 -sj-~ -i-mizj -i-diizj -i-zj -i-mizj -i-diizj -i-zj 

kand=i lomani 'carrying people, people who carry'. The -t( -) which figures 
in the plural forms continues the pU pluralizer *-t. The second components 
of both fIrst and second person plural also descend from pronominal forms 
(-Tano < *ta-mok, -Tado < *ta-tok). Negation in the present tense is carried 
out by the particle a, e.g. a mor-an 'I don't sing', son a mor-i '(s)he doesn't 
sing'; this particle probably descends from the base of the pFU negative verb 
*e- - *a- (with metaphony *e/a > * a in *e wole- »avofl 'isn't'). 

The present tense could more properly be termed a non-past, since it often 
refers to the future. There are also compound futures built with the present 
tense of the verb karma- 'begins' and the -mol-me infInitive of the main verb, 
e.g. karm-an mora-mo 'I shall sing, I'm going to sing', a karm-an mora-mo 
'I'm not going to sing'. 

The fIrst past tense is built with two different tense-suffIxes, -si- in the third 

-si~ 

-i-dje 

-i-mim 
-i-ni 

-~-) 
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Table 6.9 Erzya indefinite and predicative conjugation: kand( 0)- 'takes, 
brings', mazi(j) 'beautiful', os-so 'in a city' 

kand(o)- mazi(j) os-so 

Present tense 
sl kand-an mazij-an os-s-an 
s2 kand-at mazij-at os-s-at 
s3 son kand-i son mazi(j) son os-so 

pI kand-tano maziG)-tjano os-so-tano 
p2 kand-tado mazi(j)-tjado os-so-tado 
p3 sinj kand-itj sin! mazij-tl sini os-so-~ 

Second past tense 
sl kand-ilLini mazi-ILini os-so-IL ini 
s2 kand-i}i-itj mazi-ILi~ os-so-ILi~ 
s3 son kand-ilLO son mazi-ILO son os-so-lj 

pI kand-ilLiniek mazi-ILinjek os-so-IL iniek 
p2 kand-ilLidje mazi-ILidje os-so-IL icPe 
p3 sinj kand-iIL~ sini mazi-IL~ sini os-so-IL~ 

person and -i- in the axis of discourse. Both go back to suffixes reconstructed 
for proto-Uralic (*-j, *-sj). The palatalization of the initial consonants (-ni -tj 

-cP) of the person markers is due to the -i- past-tense suffix to their left. In the 
first past tense, negation is carried out by the negative verb ez!-, e.g. ezj-i-nj 

mora 'I didn't sing'. Historically, forms such as ez(i-ni are twice marked for 
past tense, because the zj final in the negative verb descends from the pU past-
tense suffix *-sL. It is possible that this sibilant suffix was originally used 
only with the negative verb, then spread to the affirmative paradigm (e.g. 
kand-~-@) to avoid homophonic clash with the present tense (kand-i). 

The second past tense, which is lacking in Moksha, refers to events in the 
past which either lasted long or habitually recurred. Its suffix, _ili_, developed 
out of the verb ulje- 'is'; thus son mor-iP-@ '(s)he used to sing' is 
homophonous with the past-tense predicative form of the present participle 
mor=i 'singer', i.e. equals '(s)he was a singer'. Negation is performed by the 
a particle: a mor-ilj-ini 'I didn't used to sing, I wasn't in the habit of singing'. 

Most of the person markers of the definite conjugation represent combina-
tions of the pU personal pronoun stems *m V *tV *s V, e.g. -samam, as in kunda-
samam '(s)he'll catch me', continues third-person *sV plus a reduplicated 
fIrst-person marker *m V. Details are spelled out in Bereczki (1988: 329). 

The suffix of the conditional, -inidjeria-, is historically a combination of 
two morphemes. The frrst component, -ini-, is perhaps a reflex of the pU 
conditional/potential morpheme *-ne-. The second component continues pre-
Erzya *tjerja-, a verb stem meaning 'tries, attempts' which survives in dialects 
to this day (cf. tjerjavto-id.). Sample forms: mor-injtJieri-an 'if I sing', son 

avoid 

mazi-IL~ os-so-IL~ 

os-so-ILi~ mazi-ILini 

os-so-~ 

kand-iIL~ 
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mor-inidjeria-j 'if (s)he sings'; note the deviant morphophonology a-i > aj, 
and contrast present-tense a-i > i, as in mor-i '(s)he sings'. (Past-tense forms 
of the conditional exist in dialects; examples: mor-injdieri-i-ni 'if I sang', sini 
mor-inidjeri-e~-tj 'if they sang'.) Negation is by means of the a particle, e.g. 
a mor-injdjeri-an 'if I don't sing'. 

The conjunctive suffix -vP- (-voP - velj in final position) is historically a 
combination of a verb-forming derivational suffix =v- plus the second past-
tense marker mentioned above, and as such is structurally reminiscent of the 
Tatar conjunctive (Bereczki 1988: 328). In more recent years conjunctive 
forms are reinforced by the particle bu « Russian 6hI), e.g. mora-vP-ini (bu) 
'I would sing, I would have sung', son moPe-velj-fJ (bu) '(s)he would go, 
(s)he would have gone'. The negative conjunctive is built with the first past-
tense forms of the negative verb avoP-, e.g. avolj-i-nj mora 'I wouldn't sing, 
I wouldn't have sung'. 

The suffix of the conditional/conjunctive, -inidjeriavlj -, developed from 
the concatenation of the two mood markers just discussed, e.g. mor-
injdjeriavP-itj 'if you were to sing, if you had sung'. Similar sorts of unlikely 
hypotheses and unreal conditions may also be expressed by the simple 
conjunctive plus the enclitic --gak (- --kak - --jak), e.g. mora-vP-itj--kak 'if 
you were to sing, if you had sung'. Negation: a mor-injdieriavlj-itj 'if you .. ' 

The desiderative is formed with -ikselj -. This, too, is a composite suffix: 
the first element is identical with the (rarer) =iks variant of the first present 
passive participle =viks, which historically contains the translative suffix -ks; 
the remainder (eP) descends from the verb 'is'. Thus mor-ikselj-ini 'I wanted 
to sing' is etymologically something like *'1 was leaning-towards-becoming 
(= translative) a singer". The negative desiderative is formed with desiderative 
forms of the negative verb avoP-, e.g. avoP-kseP-inj mora 'I didn't want to 
sing'. 

The optative suffix (-zo - -ze) derives from a person marker: it is 
historically identical with the third-person possessive suffix (kudo-zo 'his/her 
house'). The optative originally had only third-person forms, and to the 
present day these forms are textually the most frequent. Its main use is as a 
suppletion to the imperative, e.g. son mora-zo-fJ 'may (s)he sing', mora-z-an 
'let me sing', but second-person forms also occur, e.g. mora-z-tano 'may you 
(plur) sing'. Negative forms are built to the negative verb iPa-, e.g. iPa-z-an 
mora 'let me not sing', iPa-zo-fJ molje 'may (s)he not go', etc. 

The imperative has only second-person forms. In the singular, -k and its 
post-consonantal variants -tl-tj continue the pU imperative suffix *-k. The 
suffix (-do - -dj e) of the plural imperative forms is historically identical with 
the second component of present-tense -Tado, i.e. it is of pronominal origin 
(pU second person *tV). Sample forms: mora-k 'sing!', mora-do 'sing 
[plur]!', cav-t 'strike!', cavo-do 'strike [plur]!', tjej-tj 'do!', tjeje-die 'do 
[plur]!'. Commands are often mitigated and/or made more intimate by the use 
of various enclitics such as --(j)a(k), --jat, --ka, --tia, e.g. kand-t--a(ja) 'carry 

mor-injdjeri-an 

variants 
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(, please)!', astje-die--jak 'wait [plur] (a minute!),. The negative imperative 
(= prohibitive) is built with the negative verb iPa-; the bare stem serves in the 
singular, e.g. aia mora 'don't sing!'. Further examples: iPa--ka mora 'please 
don't sing', iPa-do tjej 'don't [plur] do'. 

Derivation 
Mordva has rich resources for the production of both nominals and verbs, and 
only a small sampling of the most important suffixes can be presented here. 
Derivation may stay within part-of-speech categories (cf. English strong> 
strongish) or cross (cf. English strong> strength, strength> strengthen). 

Formation of Nomina Is 
Here are the more productive Erzya nominal-forming suffixes: 

=de forms ordinals from names of integers, e.g. kolmo=cie 'third'. This 
suffix continues pU demonstrative base *cje (> Mordva sje 'that, it'). 

=Ci forms abstracts, e.g. sumbra 'healthy' > sumbra=ci 'health'. From *keca 
'frame, (circular) form' (cf. Finnish kehii 'ring, periphery', Mordva ci 
'sun'). 

=ka forms nouns from adjectives and vice versa, e.g. riizjanja 'sweet-and-
sour' > riizja~a=ka 'sorrel', atja 'Dad' > atja=ka 'male'; note also =aka, 
which forms nominalizations from verbs, e.g. pistje- 'goes without' > 
pistj=aka 'wretch'. Probably (also next =ke) from pU *kkY. 

=ke forms diminutive nouns and lends nuances to adjectives, e.g. mekS 'bee' 
> meks=ke 'little bee', ordakS 'sensitive' > ordaks=ke 'capricious'. 

=ks forms metonymic/metaphoric nouns from nouns, e.g. sur 'finger' > 
sur=ks 'ring', pizjol 'rowanberry' > pizjol=ks 'rowan bush'. Co-occurs 
with =Ci (vide supra), as injalga 'friend' > jalga=ks=Ci 'friendship'. Also 
forms result nouns and agentives from verbs, e.g. jovta- 'narrates', jov=ks 
'story' . From pU* =ks. 

=ma and =mo - =me form nomina actionis and instrumenti from verbs, e.g. 
lovno- 'reads' > lovno=ma= '(act of) reading', iza- 'harrows' > iza=mo= 
'harrow'. From different configurations of a pU nominal-forming suffix 
*=mV. 

=nj forms adjectives from nouns, e.g. erzia=nj 'Erzya [adj]', kev 'stone' > 
kev=e~ 'made of stone'. Historically identical with the pU genitive *-n. 

=nje (- =ne); =inje form diminutives from nominals, e.g. njurika 'short' > 
njurik=inje 'short, little', kal 'fish' > kal=ne 'little fish'. Descends from a 
pU nominalizer *=nA. 

=peP forms nouns from verbal nominals, e.g. jarsa=mo 'eating' > jarsa=mo 
=peP 'food'. Sometimes held to be a compound-formant rather than a 
derivational suffix (cf. the noun pelj 'half). 

=pulo forms collectives from nouns, e.g. tumo 'oak' > tumo=pulo 'oak 
grove'. Sometimes held to be a compound-formant rather than a deriva-
tional suffix (cf. the noun pulo 'tail; shaft; plait'). 

'sorrel', 

kev=e~ 
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=v - =j forms adjectives from nouns, e.g. varia 'hole' > varia=v 'full of 
holes', pitinie 'price' > pitinle=j 'expensive'. The j-variant favours 
environments with front, the v-variant environments with back, prosody. 
FrompU *=1). 

Formation o/Verbs 
Here are the more important suffixes which make verbs from verbs: 

=do- - =die makes intransitives and mediopassives into factitives, e.g. ef.e-
'warms up (intr)' > ef.=die- 'warms up (tr)'. This suffix may be related to 
the suffix =to- (- = tie- ), which has the opposite effect, e.g. stroja- 'builds' 
> stroja=to- 'is built' . Perhaps from pU *=ttY. 

=do- - =die- makes momentaneous verbs, e.g. vacka- 'stacks in a pile' > 
vacko=die- 'strikes'. Probably cognate with the Mari frequentative-
formant =ede-. 

=ksno- - =ksnie- makes iteratives, e.g. kekse- 'conceals', > kekse=ksnle-
'keeps hiding'. A combination of a pFV *=ks and of =no (see below). 

=lie- makes frequentatives and duratives, e.g. korta- 'speaks' > kort=li e-
'converses'. Continues a pU *1 frequentative. 

=no - =nie makes frequentatives and duratives, e.g. lovo- 'counts' > lov=no-
'reads'. Probably a continuation of a pU frequentative/durative suffix with 
*nt; cf. Moksha =nd-, e.g. M vane- 'looks' > vane=nde-'looks around'. 

=sie- makes frequentatives and duratives, e.g.jaka- 'goes, walks' > jak=sie-
'comes and goes, wanders about'. May be from p(F)U *=sj - *=cj. 

=v- makes reflexives and mediopassives, e.g. cav- 'strikes' > cavo=v- 'is 
smashed'; this suffix has clear cognates in Saamic, Fennic, Mansi and 
Hungarian « pU *=w). 

=vt- - =vti - makes factitives and causatives, e.g. ara- 'stands (intr)' > ara=vt-
'stands (tr)'; this suffix continues a suffix-string, either *=k=tV- or 
*=p=tV-, with wide but not entirely clear distribution across Uralic. 

=ziev- makes inchoatives, e.g. pezi- 'is afraid' > pezie=ziev- 'becomes 
frightened'. Perhaps a combination of a pFU momentaneous suffix *=sj 
with the reflexive/mediopassive =v- mentioned above. 

These suffixes, mostly of p(F)U (*=t, *=j, *=k, *=1 + *=tv, *-m) or pFP ([*=k 
+] *=kt, [*=nt] *=sj) origin, make verbs from nominals: 

=d- - =di-; = ta- make instructives ('provides with X'), e.g. onks 'measure' 
> onks=ta-measures'; siorma 'writing; epistle' > siorma=d- 'writes'. 

=gad- - =kad- (- =lgad- after vowels) « kad- 'leaves') makes translatives 
from adjectives and nouns, e.g. aso 'white' > aso=lgad- 'turns white', laps 
'flat' > laps=kad- 'becomes flat' . 

=gavt- - =kavt- (- =lgavt- after vowels) makes causative analogues to the 
preceding, e.g. aso=lgavt- 'makes white' , laps=kavt- 'makes flat' . 
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=ija- makes translatives from nouns ('becomes X-y'), e.g. sal 'salt' > sal=ija-
'becomes salty' . 

=ld- makes colour statives, e.g. pize 'green' > pize= ld- 'is green'. 
=m- makes translatives from nouns and adjectives, e.g. cuvto 'tree; wood' > 

cuvto=m- 'becomes stiff; cevtie 'soft' > cevtie=m-'becomes soft'. 
=nza- makes multiplicatives from numerals, e.g. kolmo 'three' > kolmo=nza-

'trebles', niilie 'four' > niilie=nza- 'quadruples'. A combination, perhaps, 
ofthe genitive *-n with pFP *=sj. Note also = nizia in pezienizia-'becomes 
cloudy' (pezi=eni 'cloudy'). 

It is also not uncommon for related nominal and verb stems to be 
homophonous, e.g. capo 'groove', cap( 0)- 'cuts out', kalado 'tom, worn out', 
kalad( 0)- 'is ruined, collapses' . 

Non-finite Verb Forms 
Mordva is unusually rich in non-finite verb forms. Literary Erzya distin-
guishes twelve forms: three infinitives, three present participles, three perfect 
participles, and three gerunds. These are set out in Table 6.10; rarer functions 
and forms are given in brackets. 

Negation is rendered by the particles a, avo[1, and apak; their distribution 
is determined by both structural and functional factors. Thus, for example, 
avoli is used for contrastive negation of the infinitive: avo[1 mora-ms, a kisti e-
ms 'not to sing, but/rather (a < Russian) to dance', cf. a mora-ms 'to not sing'; 
avo[1 moramodo kortatano, a liijado 'we're not talking about singing, but/ 
rather (we're talking about) something else', a moramodo kortatano 'we're 
talking about not singing' . Negative participles are formed with apak and the 
bare verb stem, or with avoli and the suffixed form, e.g. apak mora moro -
avoli mora-zi moro 'song not sung' . 

The participles are often used as nouns; =ida then indicates the agent 
(more rarely =i, =j) as in pidi=ida 'cook' (pidie- 'cooks'), car=i 'wheel' 
(cara- 'turns'), cenga=j 'vodka' (cenge- 'bums'), and =st (- =t - =vt) 
indicates the result of the action, e.g. kan=st 'burden' (kando- 'carries'), 
poc=t 'flour' < pocodo- 'pours out'. The nominal-forming deverbal suffixes 
=ks, =ma, and =mo/=me are also participial in origin. 

Adverbs and Postpositions 
Adverbs and postpositions are often built with non-productive suffixes from 
non-productive nominal stems. These stems usually have a spatial meaning, 
and may function as both independent adverbs and postpositions, e.g. ike[1e 
'in front (of)', udalo 'in back (of)', tombalie 'on the far side; beyond'. 
Possessive suffixes are also used, e.g. sikamo-n 'by myself, I (am) alone', 
sikamo-t 'by yourself, you (are) alone', sikamo-nzo ' himlherself, (s)he (is) 
alone'; malaso-n (- moni malaso) 'next to me', langso-t (- toni langso) 'on 
you', eksne-nze (- sonze eksne) 'behind itlhimlher' . 

The case forms of postpositions and adverbs often distinguish the static 
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Table 6.10 Erzya non-finite verb forms 

Primary Negative Example Origin 
junction/meaning built with 

Infinitives 
=mo - =me nominative of mora=mo 'singing', pU *=mV 

nomen actionis nieje=me 'seeing' 
=m-s illative a,avoP mora=ms, 'to sing', 

nieje=ms 'to see' 
=mo-do - ablative a,avoP mora=modo 'from 

=me-cPe 
singing', nieje= 
mecPe 'from seeing' 

Present participles 
=i(=da) non-past nomen a (avoP) mor=ida 'singer' , *=jA + *=ci 

agentis mor=i lomani 
'singing person' 

=viks passive non-past, a (avoP) mora=viks 'being *=w + trans I 
passive potential sung, singable' 

=ma passive necessive a mora=ma 'which pU*=m 
must be sung' 

Perfect participles 
=z! perfect agent apak, avoP mora=z! 'sung', pU *-sL 

(intransitives) or kulo-z! 'dead' 
patient (transitives) 

=ni perfect passive (apak) mora=ni 'sung' pU *-n 
participle 
(folkloristic) 

=vt- =vt agentive passive (apak) mora=vt 'sung' pFU *=kt 
participle nieje=vtj'seen' 

Gerunds 
=msto - anterior, avoP mor=amsto, 'singing' =mo/e 

=mste simultaneous nieje=mste 'seeing' +Ela 
=z! simultaneous avoP,apak mora=z! 'singing' perf. part 
=do simultaneous (not avoP ~ta=do 'standing' ? perf. part 

productive) *=do<pFU 
*-t? 

from the dynamic, and within the dynamic, source from goal (e.g. ikelie 
'in front' : ike[iev 'to the front' : ikelidie 'from the front'), but there are 
many postpositions and adverbs that occur in only one case form, as well. 
Further examples of adverbs built from noun and adjective bases: Ci-ti 'in 
the daytime', Ci-niek&ve-niek '(by) day and (by) night', tiezi-nia 'in winter', 
kudo-niek 'along with all the people of the house', par-sitie 'well'; from 
pronominal bases: koso 'where?', tiese 'here', kosto 'whence?', tieste 
'hence', kozoni, kov 'whither?', tiezeni, tie} 'hither', kuva 'along where?', 

~ta=do 
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tjija 'along here', koda 'how?', isitja 'like this', meks 'why?', sieks 'for that 
reason'; postpositions: eziems 'instead of, karso 'opposite', mejPe 'after'; 
ala 'under', aldo 'from under', alov 'to under', alga '(moving) along 
beneath'; pelje 'next to', peljdie 'from next to', pePev, pePej 'towards the 
side of. Most postpositions occur with their noun in the nominative (e.g. 
ezjems, alo) or the genitive (e.g. karso, pelje); a few take the ablative (e.g. 
mejPe, ikePe). 

Most other modifiers and conjunctions are of more recent (Russian) origin. 
Examples: da 'yes', vot 'look', --lji '(question particle)', daj(tje) 'come on!', 
vedj '(invites agreement on part of collocutor), , i, di 'and' , a 'but (rather)' , elji 
'or', sto(bu) '(in order) that', butii 'if, xotj 'although'. 

Syntax 

Simple Sentences 

Order of Constituents 
The rich formal morphological apparatus of Mordva allows constituent order 
to fulfil semantic, logical, pragmatic and stylistic functions rather than 
grammatical ones. Thus a four-member sentence, with S[ubject], O[bject], 
A[dverbial complement] and V[erb] may occur with any of the theoretically 
possible twenty-four orders. The basic rule is: topic(s) to the head of the 
sentence, focalized element immediately before the finite verb; a focalized 
verb must therefore stand sentence-initial. Suprasegmentals complicate the 
picture. A few examples: tjetjam kundasi kalt isiak (SVOA) 'it's my father 
who caught fish yesterday', tjetjam kalt kundasi isiak (SOVA) 'as for what my 
father caught yesterday, it was fish', tjdam kalt isiak kundasi (SOA V) 'as for 
my father's catching fish, it was yesterday that he did that', tjetjam isiak 
kundasi kalt (SA YO) 'as for my father, it was yesterday that he caught fish' , 
kalt isiak kundasi tjdam (OAVS), 'as for fish, it was yesterday that my father 
caught them', kundasi kalt isiak tjdam (VOAS) 'my father did catch fish 
yesterday' . 

The order SVO is textually preponderant; it derives from an earlier SOY, 
which ceded ground under foreign (Russian) influence. 

Within the noun phrase, the order of elements is fixed: modifier must pre-
cede modified. Examples: e"; an keve~ od kudoso 'I live in a new house made of 
stone' ,e";an od keve~ kudoso 'Ilivein anew stone house', Mordovija-so kas-itj 
piCe=~, covo";a=zj di ljistvennoj vi";-t j MORDVINIA-ine GROWS-p3pres 
CONIFER=adj, MIXES=past.part AND LEAFY FOREST-pN 'In Mordvinia 
there grow coniferous, mixed, and deciduous forests' . 

kudoso 
kudoso 

kudoso 
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Main Clause 

Relation of Subject to Predicate 
We may abstract - somewhat artificially - the subject and predicate from the 
rest of the sentence in order to examine their interaction more closely. 

The subject is most usually a noun or pronoun, though adjectives and 
verbal nominals (participle, infinitive) may also serve. The predicate may be 
nominal or verbal. Both verbal and nominal predicates occur in all persons 
and tenses. Examples: varaka-si siimev-si 'the crow drank itself full' ,jaksamo 
tiePe-si, psii kize-si COLD WINTER-defHOT SUMMER-def '(the) winter is 
cold, (the) summer is hot', ton dora-m-at PRO.s2 SON-sl-s2pres 'you are 
my son', tonavtinlida-ti-nle udalo-t, uCitieP-esi stoli eksse PUPIL-plur-def 
IN.BACK-p3 TEACHER-def TABLE BEHIND 'the pupils are at the back, 
(and) the teacher is behind the table', sikamo-Pi-ni, kijak ezi sa ALONE-
past2-s1 NO.ONE NEG.VERB.s3past COMES 'I was alone, no one came', 
tini ombode-ti-nle-tiado PRO.p2 OTHER-pN-def-p2pres 'you (plur) are the 
seconds'. 

When functioning as subject, toponyms appear in the definite, e.g. Sar-
ansko(je)si Mordovija-nl stoliica 'Saransk is the capital of Mordvinia', as do 
personal names when focalized, e.g. Niina-si sa-si 'it was Nina who came' . 

Normally, subject and predicate agree in person and number. 

Object-marking, Modality, and Negation 
Determinacy of the object is indicated by the choice of definite or indefinite 
conjugation of the verb. The moods reflect different stances towards the 
reality of the event expressed by the predicate: indicative and imperative for 
the relatively real, optative for what is not real but wished for, e.g. son molieze 
'let himlher go, (s)he can/may go'. The other four moods all refer to more or 
less unreal circumstances. The conditional refers to conditions or hypotheses, 
e.g. moPinitJie~an 'if! go' in moliinltJie~an bazarov, Pisme raman 'if! go to 
market I'll buy a horse'. The conjunctive implies possibility or desirability, 
e.g. son palavoP (bu) '(s)he might kiss/might have kissed'; it also occurs 
frequently in compound sentences, e.g. isiak molievPini uma~s, a tidi a 
molian 'yesterday I might have gone/might have felt like going berrying, but 
I'm not going today'. The conditional-conjunctive refers to contrary-to-fact 
conditions, e.g. son palinldieravoP 'if (s)he were to kiss (but [s]he won't), if 
(s)he had kissed (but [s]he didn't)'. In a compound sentence: uPinltJie~avliiti 
ton lomanl, pePenze carstvam maksovliija tieri 'if you werelhad been a (real) 
human being, I would give/would have given you half my kingdom'. The 
desiderative covers desired but non-occurring events in the past, e.g. son 
palikseP '(s)he would have liked to kiss (but didn't)'. 

Negation of the verbal predicate in the indicative (present, second past, 
future), the conditional, and the conditional-conjunctive is carried out by the 
particle a. Conjugated forms of the negative verb are used in the first past 

bazarov, 

uma~s, 

moPinitJie~an 

won't), 
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(e-), and in the conjunctive and desiderative (avol-); conjugated forms of 
the prohibitive verb (ili a-) are used in the imperative and optative. Negation 
of nominal predicates is normally effected with a or avozi. Examples: a 
lomani '([s]he/it is) not a person', alavozi poks '([s]he/it is) not large', a 
lama '(it is) not a lot', a eriavi '(it is) not necessary/allowed'; avoli atia 
'(he is [still]) not an old man', avoli sirie '([s]he/it is) not old', avoli isitia 
'it isn't like this'. Non-existence is expressed in Erzya with the particle arasi, 
which is also used for categorical denials (avozi is used to express doubt). 
Examples: - toni uzi-i siemija-t? - arasi, mon apak urivaksto PRO.s2 
EXISTS-s3pres FAMIL Y-s2 NOT.EXIST PRO.sl NEG.PARTIC MARRIES 
'do you have a family?' 'No, I haven't married/am unmarried'; - tink uzi-i 
ruzoni+erziani valks? - arasi, ruzoni+erziani valks miniek arasi, vesie tiirai-
osi mije=zi PRO.p2 EXISTS-s3pres RUSSIAN-ERZYA DICTIONARY 
NOT. EXIST, WHOLE PRINTRUN SELLS =part 'do you have a Russian-
Erzyan dictionary?' 'No, we don't have a Russian-Erzyan dictionary; the 
entire print run is sold out'; - ton umok us uc-at moni ej-se? - avozi, mon 
s-i-ni vetie minuta-do ike lie PRO.s2 LONG.TIME ALREADY WAITS-
s2pres PRO.sl.geniacc IN-loc NEG.PART PRO.sl ARRIVES-pastl-sl FIVE 
MINUTE-abl BEFORE 'have you been waiting for me long?' 'No, I arrived 
five minutes ago'; - kijak s-i-lii? - tiese kijak arasi. kijak ezi saksno. tieCi 
konastkak ezi sakSno NO.ONE ARRIVES-s3pres--interr.part HERE 
NO.ONE NOT.EXIST NO.ONE NEG.VERB.s3pastl COMES TODAY 
WHO-p3--part NEG.VERB-s3pastl COMES 'is anyone coming?' 'No one 
is here. No one came here. Not one of them came today'; a meri-an karSo 
val-gak NEG.PART SPEAKS-slpres AGAINST WORD-part 'I'll not say 
a word against himlher/it'. 

Direct Objects 
An indefinite direct object is normally in the nominative indefinite, but the 
ablative is often used with non-count nouns. If the verbal aspect is 
imperfective, the indefinite forms are used even if the direct object is definite. 
Examples: liisme ram-i-ni HORSE-ID.sN BUYS-pastl-sl 'I bought a horse', 
lovnan jovtiniema READS-slpres STORY-ID.sN 'I'm reading a story', 
varaka-si karma-si kajsie-me kevnie-ti CROW-DDsN BEGINS-s3pastl 
THROWS-infPEBBLE-pN 'the crow began to throw pebbles',jars-anjam-
do, siim-an vetJi-tie EATS-slpres SOUP-abl DRINKS-slpres WATER-abl 'I 
eat soup, I drink water', skal-osi tiikse(-tJie) porni-i COW-def.sN GRASS(-
abl) CHEWS-s3pres 'the cow eats grass'. 

A definite direct object is normally in the definite declension, and usually 
in the genitive/accusative, although the inessive is also used. Generally, the 
definiteness of the direct object is echoed by definite conjugation forms on the 
finite verb or personal suffixes on the infinitive. Personal names count as 
indefinite in Erzya, definite in Moksha. Examples: tie liisme-niti tietia-m ram-
izie THIS HORSE-DDgeniacc FATHER-sl BUYS-s3s3pastl'my father 
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bought this horse (as for this horse, it's my father who bought it)', njej-an 
Pisme-njtj/liisme-se-njtj SEES-s1pres HORSE-DDgen/acc or HORSE-ine-
def 'I see the horse', dora-~ ~e-injzje tiejtjer(tj~e-~ BOY-DDN SEES-
s3p3past GIRL-DDplur-gen/acc 'the boy saw the girls', katka, uzo, kiska--~ 
karm-i saje-me-tj CAT WATCH.OUT DOG-DDsN WILL-s3pres 
CATCHES-inf-s2 'watch out, cat, the dog will catch you'. 

Adverbial Complements 
These are expressed with inflected nominal and postpositional phrases, as 
well as with infinitives. The definite and indefinite declensional forms are 
identical from the syntactic perspective. The cases refer primarily to space 
(dat/all, ine, ela, ill, prol, abl, lat) and time (dat/all, ela, ill, prol, occasionally 
nom and gen/acc), but they also encode indirect object (dat/all), instrument 
(ine), cause (abl, trans), measure and other adverbial categories (abl, cfv). For 
details see Wiedemann 1865: 33-47, Koladenkov and Zavodova 1962: 
106-57, ErdSdi 1968: 209-14, Cygankin 1980: 159-78, Keresztes 1990: 
73-5. Examples: kardaz-so astje-~ vedi marto kuvsin YARD-ine EXISTS-
s3past1 WATER WITH JUG 'in the yard was a jug of water', piljge-m kev-s 
tomb-ija FOOT-s1-sN STONE-ill illTS-s1s3past1 'I hit my foot on a stone', 
moP-an kavto vajgeljbe-tj GOES-s1pres TWO VERST-pN 'I'm walking two 
versts', dokov mazi=ste mor-i NIGHTINGALE BEAUTIFUL=adv SINGS-
s3pres 'the nightingale sings beautifully', varaka-njtj-e~ a koda ~ime-ms 

CROW-def-dat/all NEG.PART HOW DRINKS-inf 'the crow didn't manage 
to drink at all', ram-i-~ knjiga ~ado-ska delkovoj-dje BUYS-past1-s1 
BOOK-sN HUNDRED-cfv RUOBLE-abl 'I bought a book for about a 
hundred ruobles', sluz-an uCitjeP-ks velje-se SERVES-s1pres TEACHER-
trans VILLAGE-ine 'I serve as a teacher in a village'. The tridimensional use 
of the elative, illative, and inessive local cases is one of the more archaic 
features of Mordva, e.g. bazar-sto kalaci ram-i-nj MARKET-ela LOAF-sN 
BUYS-past1-s1 'I bought a loaf at (lit. from) the market', poza~ik-e~ 
Pepija-~ kacamo-s FIREFIGHTER-sN SUFFOCATES-s3pastl FIRE-ill 'the 
firefighter suffocated in (lit. into) the fire', ~ive-die kaj-imim kudo-sto 
COLLAR-abl THROWS-s3sl.pastl HOUSE-ela '(seizing me) by (lit. from) 
the collar (s)he flung me from the house'. There are also verbs and nominals 
which govern the inessive or the ablative, e.g. karta-so naljkse-tano CARD-
ine PLAYS-p1pres 'we're playing cards', mora-mo-do mePe-m moP-~ 
SINGS-inf-abl FEELING-s1 GOES-s3pastl 'I don't feel like singing any 
more', bodka-~ peSk~e vina-do BARREL-def.sN FULL WINE-abl 'the cask 
is full of wine' . 

Attributive Constructions 
Nominals and participles may serve as attributes. Qualitative and quantitative 
attributes are unmarked; possessive attributes are in the genitive/accusative. 
The formal distinction is not always clear, however, because many qualitative 

dora-~ ~e-injzje tiejtjer(tj~e-~ 

katka, 
katka, 
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adjectives are formed with a suffix (=ni) which is homophonous with that of 
the genitive. If the possessor attribute is definite, the possession may stand in 
either the appropriate possessive or definite-declension form, e.g. nieri-eniti 

kuvalmo-zolkuvalmo-sf ezi sfato BEAK-def.sG LENGTH-s3/LENGTH-
def.sN NEG.VERB.s3pastl IS.SUFFICIENT 'the length of the beak wasn't 
sufficient' . 

Further attributive examples: Mordovija-va cutF-iti kavto pokS liej-ti : Sura 
di Moksa Mordvinia-prol FLOWS-p3pres TWO BIG RIVER-pN SURA AND 
MOKSA 'two great rivers flow through Mordvinia: the Sura and the Moksha', 
vejkinie, veekeviks dora-zo kulo-sf SOLE LOVES-part SON-s3 DIES-
s3past3 'hislher only beloved son died', ksnii-ni izamo-tinie cuvto-ni= 
sfe-ti-nietFe par-t IRON-abl HARROW-pN-def WOOD-abl-sec.def-pN-def 
GOOD-pN 'iron harrows are better than those (made) of wood', mezie tie: 
ksnii-ni vatFria kojme izii vatFria ksnii-ni kojme? WHAT ... 'what is this: a 
good iron spade or a good spade made of iron?', viri Ciri e-se eri zi a=ni dora-sf 
penig-ti keri-i FOREST EDGE-ine ERZYA=adj BOY-def.sN BILLET-pN 
CHOPS-s3pres 'at the edge of the forest an Erzyan boy is chopping wood' , 
varaka-niti sfimema-zo sa-sf CROW-gen THIRST-s3 ARRIVES-s3pastl 'the 
crow became thirsty' . 

The existential verb uli - is used in possessive sentences; the possessor 
stands in the genitive and the possession takes the pertinent possessive suffix. 
Examples: moni uzi-i alasa-m PRO.sl.gen EXISTS-s3pres HORSE-sl 'I have 
a horse', moni uzi-iti mazij( -ti ) pada-n PRO.sl.gen EXISTS-p3pres 
BEAUTIFUL(-pN) SCARF-plurposs.sl 'I have beautiful scarves', uCitieli -
eniti uzi=nie-sf vadiria kudo-zo TEACHER-gen EXISTS=freq-s3.pastl 
BEAUTIFUL HOUSE-s3 'the teacher used to have a beautiful house' . 

Constructions with Verbal Nouns 
Constructions built with verbal nouns are common Mordva equivalents of 
subordinate clauses. Those built with infinitives mainly express object or goal 
clauses, e.g. ucitieli-esf meri-sf tonovtinie-ms vadiria-sto TEACHER-def.sN 
SAYS.s3.pastl STUDIES-inf GOOD=adv 'the teacher said to (= said that 
we/they/youlone, etc. should) study well', son sov-i obeda-mo PRO.s3 
ENTERS-s3pres HAS.DINNER-inf '(s)he goes in to have dinner'. Those 
built with participles serve as qualifiers, e.g. isf=eni sajezi otFiriva-sf pek 
mazij YESTERDAY=adj CATCHES=part BRIDE-DDsN VERY BEAU-
TIFUL 'the bride who got married yesterday is very beautiful', sodav=t 
lomani-esf tieCi arasfezi KNOWS=part PERSON-DDsN TODAY 
NOT.EXISTS-s3.past2 'the person whom they (we, people) know wasn't 
(there) today', kado=viks tieve-niti son ezi-izie priado LEA VES=part 
WORK-DDsGA PRO.s3 NEG.VERB-s3s3.pastl FINISHES '(s)he didn't 
finish the work that was left'. Those built with gerunds serve the same 
function as clauses of manner or temporal clauses, e.g. ani sf ak ojmsf e=zi lama 
a tiejat ONLY RESTS=ger MUCH NEG.PART DOES-s2pres 'if you only 
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rest, you don't do much', tieve-ni apak priado a eriav-i ojm~e-ms WORK-GA 
NEG.PART FINISHES NEG. PART IS.ALLOWED-s3pres RESTS-inf 'if 
you don't finish the work, you can't rest'. 

Compound Sentences 
Co-ordinate clauses form compound sentences either asyndetically, e.g. vetP-
e~ kepetPev-~, varaka--~ ~imev-~ 'the water rose, the crow drank its fill', 
or with a conjunction, e.g. kardaz-so astie-~ kuvsin, no vedi uli=nle-~ ani~ak 
potmakske-se-nlti 'in the yard was a jug, but there was water only at its very 
bottom'. 

Subordinate clauses are normally linked by means of conjunctions, e.g. son 
nie-izie riivezi-eniti, kona-~ sal-izie saraz-onlti '(s)he saw the fox, which 
(had) stole(n) the hen', a sodan, ziardo s-i meke-v 'I don't know when (s)he'll 
come back'. Such subordination, often effected by means of conjunctions of 
Russian origin (e.g. sto 'that', butii 'if, xoti 'although'), is spreading at the 
expense of equivalent constructions built with verbal nouns. 

Lexicon 

Layers of the Lexicon 
Mordva roots belong to three main etymological classes, each accounting for 
about 30 per cent of the lexicon: inherited, innovated, and borrowed. The rest 
of the root inventory (about 10 per cent) is without etymology. Textual 
frequency is more difficult to assess, but a glimpse is provided by the text 
given at the end of this chapter: of the twenty-nine words occurring in this 
text, fourteen are inherited (three times each: varaka 'crow', vetP 'water'; 
twice: a 'NEGATIVE PARTICLE'; once each: sa- 'comes', koda 'how', nleri 
'beak', son 'PRO.s3', karma- 'begins', and probably sato- 'is sufficient'), 
nine are Mordva innovations (~ime=ma 'drinking', ~ime-ms 'to drink' and 
~imev- 'drinks one's fill', from ~im- 'drinks'; marta 'with', from mar 'hill, 
heap'; uli=nie- 'is FREQ', from u[i- 'is'; potm=aks=ke 'the very bottoml 
inside', frompotmo 'inside part'; kaj=~e- 'throws around, flings', from kaja-
'throws'; kev=nie 'pebble', from kev 'stone' and kepecPe=v-'rises' from 
kepecP-'lifts'); five are loans (kuvsin 'jug', three times, and no 'but' once, 
both from Russian; and kardaz 'courtyard', from Baltic), and only one is 
without clear etymology (astie- 'exists'). 

Inherited vocabulary is, in turn, of various ages, and may date back to 
Finno-Volgaic, Finno-Permic, Finno-U gric, or proto-Uralic. At each of these 
levels, a given word may be an internal innovation or a loan. Prominent 
among the former are onomatopoeic or affective-descriptive vocabulary such 
as Erzya puva- 'blows', which probably continues a proto-Uralic word of 
onomatopoeic origin (*puwV-, *puyV-, cf. Nenets pii- 'id'), and other items 
such as nacko 'damp' (Finno-Ugric *niackV, cf. Kazym Khanty niasax 
'raw'), tartPe- 'stiffens' (Finno-Permic *tara 'stiff, cf. Komi tur=d- 'stiffens 
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with cold'), and pizje- 'rains' (Finno-Volgaic *pisUla- 'drips', cf. Finnish 
pisa=ra 'drop'). 

Iranian and Indo-Iranian Loans 
The oldest loans which can be traced into various stages from proto-Uralic to 
Finno-Volgaic are those from (Indo-)Iranian; R6dei (1986: 94-5) counted 
roughly forty such items, e.g. mije- 'sells', a word dating back to Uralic 
*miye- 'gives', itself a loan from Indo-Iranian; tjeje- 'does', which dates back 
to FU *teke-, an Indo-Iranian or early Iranian loan. Other examples include 
sal 'salt', which can be traced back as far as Finno-Permic *salV, azija 'thill' 
« FP *ajsa), sazor 'younger sister' « FP *sasare), uzjeri 'axe' « Finno-
Volgaic *wasjara). Mordva paz 'god' and tarvaz 'sickle' lack cognates in 
Uralic, but their reconstructed shapes (FP *pakase, *tarwase) suggest that 
they were borrowed from some form of early Indo-Iranian; similarly, ~eja 
'goat' « FP or FV *sjaka or *sjawa) looks like an old Iranian word. Other 
Mordva words with probable Iranian backgrounds are kSnji 'iron' and sirinje 
'gold'; their antecedents may have been borrowed from a form or forms of 
Old or Middle Iranian into Finno-Volgaic (*ktirtana, *semja); Mordva pango 
'mushroom' is more difficult to date, since its reconstructum (*pankV) may 
reflect FU or FV age. If a Mordva word of putative Iranian origin has a 
pendant in Mari, as well, it is difficult to determine whether we have to deal 
with joint or separate borrowing, e.g. Moksha dong;} 'island', Erzya pusto 
'pap, mush' , ~ija 'silver'. 

Other Indo-European Connections 
Contacts with speakers of Tocharian may lie behind the antecedent of Mordva 
u~ke 'wire' « pU *wasjke '(a type of metal),); the word for 'salt', sal, also, 
may stem from Tocharian and not Iranian. 

Evidence for contacts between speakers of (Uralic) Finno-Volgaic and 
(Indo-European) Baltic may be found in items such as +kirda '-fold; -times' 
(FV *kerta, cf. Saami geardi), ksna 'strop' (FV *sisna, cf. Finnish hihna), and 
tjejtjeri 'daughter' (FV *ttiktare, cf. Finnish tytiir). The Mordva word for the 
elm (ukso), on the other hand, may ultimately be of either Baltic or Iranian 
origin; sazor 'younger sister' has also been considered as Baltic, and not 
Iranian, in origin. 

Semantic Fields 
An analysis of 566 inherited Mordva roots revealed the following breakdown 
according to semantic fields: nature, flora, fauna 186; actions 124; dwellings, 
clothing, meals, transport, tools 112; parts of the body 55; properties 45; 
kinship 23; spatial orientation 17; religion 4 (Zaicz 1988: 402; see also Mosin 
1985). 

Loans into Common Mordva 
The most important groups of loanwords from other languages into Common 
Mordva are Iranian, Baltic, Turkic, and Russian (Serebrennikov 1965: 

Other 

'silver'. 

'wire' 
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242-56). Besides these, however, there must also have been many other donor 
languages which are now no longer spoken and of which we have no trace. 
Furthermore, there is some small but compelling evidence of contact with 
speakers of East Germanic: pondo 'pound', and there is certain evidence of 
later (eighteenth-century) contact with German speakers who settled in the 
Volga area, e.g. keptie,J 'linden bark basket', pu,Je 'mead'. Loans from Baltic 
may have travelled via Muroma or Merja (two extinct west Uralic languages), 
and some older Turkic loans may have come into Mordva via Mari. 

Much of the vocabulary shared by Mordva and Mari may have been 
borrowed separately into the two languages from and via unknown donors. 
Examples include arvo 'honey dissolved in water', embe[i 'carpenter's plane', 
lav 'dandruff' (East Mari lege), siniaro 'that much', and zaba 'child'. All 
layers of the borrowed lexicon of Mordva await an up-to-date reworking, 
including both those words which have been borrowed directly and those 
which have entered Mordva via Turkic and Russian mediation; Mordva 
calques based on Turkic and Russian models should also be re-examined. The 
groundwork for such undertakings lies ready in the recently published 
dictionary by Paasonen (1990-96). 

Iranian Loans 
Old and Middle Iranian loanwords which entered Common Mordva more or 
less directly are usually classified under the labels Scythian, Sarmatian, and 
Alanic. Relatively certain members of this layer are E a[ia M aliii 'young 
man' , E kani siti M kaniJ 'hemp', EM lomani 'human being', EM marazi 'elm 
(E), maple (M)', E pitinie M pitini;) 'price', E se,Ja M siii,J;) 'acorn', E tirdaz 
'thrush', E vasta 'spouse', E vi,Jes M viir;)s 'lamb'; the list could be doubled 
with the inclusion of controversial examples. Iranian influence was not 
limited to the lexical sphere; according to E. Lewy, a great deal of the 
definiteness-marking and agreement phenomena of Mordva may be attributed 
to Iranian interference, altering Mordva typologically to resemble more 
inflecting types oflanguages such as (Iranian) Ossetian (Stipa 1973: 10). 

Baltic Loans 
These seem to be roughly equal to the Iranian elements in number, but it is 
often difficult to determine the time and trajectory of the borrowing: E kardaz 
'(court)yard', E [ienige M [ienig;) 'linden bark', E [iija M liijii 'other', E 
mukoro M m;)k;)r 'buttocks', E panst M pand;n 'bridle', E pejeli M pej;)[i 
'knife', E pu,Jginie 'thunder', E simeni M siim;mi 'root; tribe', E suro M sur;) 
'millet', E tor '(ritual) knife; rod (used at weddings)', E tiozoni M tioZiini 

'thousand' . 

Thrkic (Tatar and Chuvash) Loans 
Quite a few dozen Middle Bulgarian (= Old Chuvash) loans entered 
especially southern, i.e. pre-Moksha, dialects of Mordva during the heyday of 
the Volga Bolgar Empire (seventh century CE). Only a few of these Chuvash 
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words persist into the present-day literary languages; examples are E ajira M 
aj( ;,)ra 'cold, biting wind', E kenWal M kelda 'bedbug', E komozia M komljii 
'hops', E ksumanj M kusma 'radish', E siirit j M siiri:Jk 'elm, ash', E siukoro, 
M duk;,r 'a kind of pie'. 

With the thirteenth century came the Tatar invasions, and Tatar loans 
succeed Chuvash loans in Mordva. On (western) Mordva territory the 
predominant form of Tatar to exert an influence were the western, primarily 
MiSer, dialects; to the east, where Mordva speakers had settled beyond the 
Volga, Kazan Tatar and Bashkir were the main influences. 

Miser-Mordva contacts were a two-way street: many Mordva words were 
borrowed into Miser, as well. A more striking example of the depth of 
Mordva-Turkic contact is the ethnic and linguistic duality of the Karatay 
Mordva, who are descendants of Mordva speakers but who now speak Tatar. 
The Moksha Mordva in the south were more directly influenced by Tatar 
contact, as is witnessed by Tatar loans found only in Moksha and not in 
Erzya, e.g. M aru 'clean', debiiri 'good', ezna 'brother-in-law', isa 'willow', 
konak 'guest', osal 'evil', ud;JZ 'cheap'; there are also a few words with 
the opposite distribution, e.g. E tolkun 'wave', uda 'spine', ulov 'the 
deceased'. If we count all lexical items including obsolete words and words 
with limited dialectal distribution, the number of Tatar loans into Mordva 
exceeds one thousand: for example, Tatar loans beginning with k- in 
Paasonen 1990-96 number close to one hundred. As for the present-day 
literary languages, there may well be a hundred in Moksha and roughly half 
that many in Erzya. Among the Tatar loans of the core vocabularies of the 
Mordva literary languages are (both Erzya and Moksha unless otherwise 
indicated): ajdja- 'drives', alasa 'horse', E ajgor M ajg;,r 'stallion', ulav 
'car; team of horses', E paksia M paksiii 'meadow', E emef. M im.n 'fruit, 
berry', E paridej M paR.idi 'silk', dora '(young) man', dotmar 'cudgel', 
cavka 'Gack)daw', kurka 'turkey', jarmak 'money; coin', E karSo M karSa 
'opposite', E pek M piik 'very'. Chuvash and Tatar influence today is quite 
limited and affects only a few dialects. The enormously challenging task 
of sorting out the chronology and the linguistic-geographical and 
phonological detail of the older Turkic loans in Mordva still awaits an 
appropriately trained researcher. 

Russian Loans 
There are no Common Slavonic elements in Mordva, and lexical evidence 
from Old Russian is scant and uncertain; tentative candidates for the latter 
loan status include rozj 'rye' and rasta- 'increases (in number)'. Russian-
Mordva contacts were close in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, but the best 
evidence for such contacts is in the influence exercised by Mordva on non-
northern Russian dialects (cokanie and even akanie; see Stipa 1973: 13-24). 
In subsequent centuries Mordva provided many Russian place names in the 
Vyatka area. 
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From the thirteenth to the sixteenth century Russian influence on Mordva 
rivalled that of Tatar; from the seventeenth to the nineteenth it surpassed 
it; and in the twentieth century Russian influence became exclusive. All 
linguistic levels were affected: the adoption of If I and Ix! phonemes, the 
spread of the correlation of palatalization, the use of conjunctions (borrowed 
from Russian) and the resulting shifts in sentence structure, all originated 
in Russian. Towards the end of the twentieth century not only Russian 
dialects but also the Russian literary standard played an important role. In 
the realm of the lexicon this influence has swollen into a mass of several 
thousands of words. A short sampling from literary Erzya might include 
bednoj 'poor', narodnoj 'folk-', rodnoj 'domestic', glavnoj 'chief, zivotnoj 
'animal', scastlivoj 'happy, fortunate', vesiola 'merry', brat 'brother', nudka 
'grandchild', gositj 'guest', soldat 'soldier', jaguda 'berry', zjorna 'seed', 
kalada 'loaf, vina 'wine, vodka', stolj 'table', stul 'chair', skap 'armoire', 
zjerkala 'mirror', skola 'school', tjetradika 'notebook', ~iga 'book', pera 
'pen', pomod 'help', olja 'will; freedom' robota- 'works', stroja- 'builds', 
poluca- 'gets', otveca- 'answers', ,Jisova- 'sketches', raz '+times' 
(competing with the very early Baltic loan kirda from the Finno-Volgaic 
age), tisca 'thousand' (replacing the earlier Baltic loan tjozonj ). Present-day 
Mordva technical vocabularies and the vocabularies of the natural and social 
sciences consist, with very few exceptions, of Russian loan elements 
combined and extended on Russian models. 

Words of Internal Origin 
Onomatopoesis accounts for several hundred items, including verbs such as 
buldordo- 'murmurs, bubbles', daxa- 'neighs', dimbePdje-'flashes', di,Jnje-
'(piglet) squeals', gPonkodje- 'drinks in a noisy fashion', karno- 'claws', 
korca- 'slurps',potja- 'sucks' (- potje 'female breast'), t,JonkadJe-'thumps' 
(- t,Jonk 'sound of thumping') and barnyard and other animal calls such as 
ksu+ksu 'shoo!' and kuko 'cuckoo'. 

Less affective vocabulary has been regularly made by the processes of 
derivation and compounding. Derivation was broached on pp. 202-4; here 
we list a few more (Erzya) examples: from al 'lower (part)' is derived alks 
'(feather-)bed', and from ava 'mother' are derived avaks 'female (animal)', 
avaks 'female (bird)" and avavt 'mother-in-law'. The word for 'lock', 
panzoma, is derived from the verb panzo- 'opens'; the word for 'splits', 
lazo-, is derived from the noun for 'plank', laz. Further examples: jamks 
'millet' (jam 'soup'), siePmukS-t 'eyeglasses' (sieljme 'eye'), keve,Je-'rolls 
away' (keve,J 'round'), siormav 'multi-coloured' (siorma 'writing; em-
broidery'). 

Compounding may be co-ordinative or subordinative. Examples of the 
former are verbs such as kistje-+mora- 'has fun' (DANCES+SINGS), ljisie-
+sova- 'comes and goes' (EXITS+ENTERS), kuzje-+valgo- 'swings' 
(RISES+FALLS), slja-+narda- 'washes up' (WASHES+WIPES), sitja-+pra-

~iga 
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'lives'(STANDS.UP+PALLS), viePe-+soka- 'farms' (SOWS+PLOUGHS) 
and nouns such as ponks-t+panar-t 'linen' (TROUSERS+SHIRTS), ejkakS 
'child' (CHILD+CHILD), suks-t+unza-t 'vermin' (WORM+BUG). Mit-
igative verbs are built by combining the lexical verb with the verb root tieje-
'does', e.g. astie-+tieje- 'stands around (ineffectually), (astie- 'stands'), 
jarsa-+tieje- 'eats away at' (jarsa- 'eats'). 

Most subordinative compounds are of the order X+Y, i.e. are simple 
combinations of two root morphemes, e.g. inieveeP 'sea' (inie 'big' + vedi 

'water'), kirigapari 'throat' (kiriga 'neck' + pari 'basin'), modamari 'potato' 
(moda 'earth' + mari 'apple'). Some morphophonemics may be involved, 
with varying degrees of productivity, e.g. u - i in odiriva 'bride' (od 'young' 
+ uriva 'daughter-in-law'), me - {} in siezivedi 'tear' (siezime 'eye' + veeP 
'water'). Collocations involving the genitive of the modifier are best treated 
as syntagms (and the orthography writes them as two words), e.g. ije-ni ska 
'season (YEAR'S TIME)', pria-ni snamo 'self-praise (HEAD'S PRAISE)" 
sanzav-oni koct 'cobweb (SPIDER' S WEAVING)' . 

Quite a few dozen derivates and compound constructions which are now 
extinct may be found in eighteenth-century sources; the semantic fields of 
religion, government, societal structure, and law predominate, and conscious 
neologizing was probably the cause in most cases. Examples include cudii 
vedi 'river (FLOWING+WATER)" iniazoro(-ni) eriamo 'Russia; the State, 
the Tsardom (BIG.LORD'S+LIFE)' ,jovtiliida 'prophet (STORYTELLER)" 
kovoni val 'calendar (MONTHLY+WORD)" ziija keliida-t 'pagans 
(OTHERIFOREIGN LANGUAGE'D.ONES)" paz-oni urie 'angel (GOD'S 
+SERVANT)" pukSturdi 'soldier (ONE.WHO.CAUSES.[CANNON].TO. 
FIRE)" sacmo pezi 'family (TRIBE+PART)" vesie lomati 'world (ALL-
+PEOPLE),. 

Erzya Mordva Text 
A: text in transcription, segmented; B: morpheme-by-morpheme gloss; C: 

close translation; D: freer translation; 
nomsx = derivational suffix which forms nominals; vbsx = derivational suffix 

which forms verbs. 

Al varaka-njtj sa-sj sjime=ma-zo A2 kardaz-so 
Bl CROW-DDsG COMES-s3pastl DRINKS=nomsx-s3 B2 YARD-ine 
Cl the crow's it came its thirst C2 in yard 

astje-sj vedj marto 
STANDS-s3pastl WATER WITH 
it stood with -- water 

kuvsin, no 
JUG BUT 
jug but 

vedLesj 

WATER-sNdef 
the water 
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u1j=nie-sj potm=aks=ke-se kuvsin-senhj 

JUG-DDine IS=freq-s3pastl INSIDES=nomsx-
=nomsx-ine 

A3 varaka-njtjenj 

B3 CROW-DDdat 

in the jug it was at the very bottom C3 for the crow 

a koda 
NEG.PART HOW? 
no way 

sjime-ms: a 
DRINKS-inf NEG.PART 
to drink not 

sat-i 
IS.SUFFICIENT-s3pres 
it is enough 

njerLeze A4 son karma-sj kaj=sje=me 
BEAK-s3 B4 PRO.s3 BEGINS-s3pastl THROWS= 

=kuvsin-enjtjenj 

JUG-DDdat 

its beak C4 it 

kev=nje-tj 

STONE=nomsx -plur 
pebbles 

varaka-sj 

CROW-DDsN 
the crow 

freq-inf 
began to throw 

A5 vedLesj 

B5 WATER-DDsN 
C5 the water 

sjime=v-sj 

DRINKS=vbsx -s3past1 
it drank its fill 

into the jug 

kepedje=v-sj 

RAISES=vbsx -s3pastl 
it rose 

D1 The crow became thirsty. D2 In a courtyard stood a jug with water, but 
the water was at the very bottom. D3 There is no way for the crow to drink: 
its beak isn't (long) enough. D4 It began to throw pebbles into the jug. D5 The 
water rose, the crow drank its fill. 
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Eeva Kangasmaa-Minn 

The Mari (older name: Cheremis) language is spoken in Central Russia 
around the middle stretch of the Volga and in scattered areas in the east 
towards the Urals. There exists a Mari Autonomous (Soviet) Republic (now, 
Republic of Mari EI) extending to both sides of the river. The Volga is also 
a dialect boundary: the Mari on the western, hilly side speak kurfJk mari or 
Hill Mari those on the low eastern shore speak olfJk mari or Meadow Mari. 

Only about one half of the Mari live in their own republic. A large 
concentration of the Mari population is found in the Bashkir Republic, around 
the city of Ufa. The Mari in the Bashkir area call themselves upo mari; they 
speak far eastern variants of Meadow Mari dialects, a fact which indicates that 
they have wandered eastwards from the left bank of the Volga. 

The Mari are very unevenly distributed: in their own republic they 
comprise less than one-half of the population (323,009 or 48.3 per cent in 
1989) and are outnumbered by Russians. Speakers ofMari tend to live in rural 
areas, while the cities, most notably the capital loskar ala, are almost 
completely Russian. In addition, small numbers of Tatars and Chuvash live 
among the principal nationalities. In Bashkiria the number of Mari was 
reported in the 1989 census as 106,793. Together with the Mari living in 
scattered settlements in neighbouring districts, the number of Eastern Mari 
was 160,000 in 1970. Since the Soviet census in 1989 registered altogether 
670,277 persons of Mari nationality, the proportion of the Mari living outside 
their own republic is about one-third (Lallukka 1990: 112-24). 

The Mari have long been 3ettled in the area, but toponyms indicate that 
they once lived to the west of their present-day habitations. They are 
mentioned in the lordanes Chronicle (551) by the name of Sremnisc, together 
with their close relatives the Merens. The latter name seems to be a 
Latinization identical with the present-day self-designation mario The areas 
which the Mari have inhabited have also been home to Chuvash and Tatar. 
The Chuvash built a large and flourishing commercial empire which spread 
over central and southern Russia and far into the Balkans. The Tatars arrived 
somewhat later, with Genghis Khan, and overthrew all political opponents in 
the region. After the Russians had freed themselves from Tatar supremacy 
they began to invade the area around the middle stretches of the Volga, thus 
establishing dominance over the earlier inhabitants. The Mari people and 
language continued to live side by side with Turkic peoples and languages. 
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It was not until the twentieth century, and especially under the Soviet 
regime, that the Russification of Mari culture began in earnest. Material 
conditions and educational standards were improved, but at a cost: a decrease 
in the usefulness, cultivation, and prestige of the native language. Only in the 
villages, and there only at the elementary level, was education carried out in 
Mari; all higher education was in Russian. The Mari have retained, 
nevertheless, a sense of their cultural uniqueness and of the value of their 
native language, perhaps better than any other central Finno-Ugric group. 

The Mari language was first adapted to literary use by missionaries who 
translated parts of the gospels into the Western (Hill) Mari dialect. 

From the beginning, there were two literary languages, one based on 
Western (Hill), one on Eastern (Meadow) Mari. The two varieties are more 
or less mutually understandable, the differences consisting mainly in the 
inventory and distribution of the vowels and in certain discrepancies in 
vocabulary. The phonetic structure of Eastern Mari is somewhat simpler than 
that of the Western type, a fact which has tended to favour it as the more or 
less official language of Mari culture. 

The Mari people have a rich body of folklore and now a flourishing 
literature, as well. Their interest in their ethnic and national heritage is evident 
in the text fragment included at the end of this chapter, a fragment taken from 
a literary journal, celebrating the achievements of the ethnologist and folklore 
collector Timofei Evseev. 

Phonology 
(Literary) Eastern Mari has nineteen consonant and eight vowel phonemes. 

Consonants 

Distribution 
The unvoiced stops p t k occur in all positions, i.e. word initially: koklaste 
'among', tuOfm 'hislhers', pal~e 'known'; medially after both voiced and 
unvoiced sounds: koklaste, Zap~stw.e 'in hislher time', ske sotan 'as a matter 
of fact'; and word-finally: kalfJk 'people', surt 'farm', zap 'time'. The voiced 
counterparts to the stops, written here as b/w d g, present some allophonic 
complications. In earlier days it was sufficient simply to state that the 
phonemes in question occurred as voiced fricatives except after homotopic 
nasals, when they assumed the quality of voiced stops. In a compromise with 
phonetic transcription these phonemes were written as ~ 6 y, since the 
fricative allophones occurred far more frequently than the stop allophones. 
Nowadays, however, the velar and dental fricatives are usually replaced by 
stops in all positions and I see no controversy in writing them as such, i.e. as 
d g. For the sake of consistency, the labial should also be written with b in 
all environments; but for the sake of clarity in this chapter, w and b will be 
used according to the more common pronunciation. This practice parallels 

hislher 
hislher 
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Table 7.1 Consonant phonemes of Eastern Mari 

Phonemes Cyrillic equivalents 

Unvoiced stops p t k II T K 

Voiced b/w d g 6/B ~ r 
counterparts 
Affricate C q 

Unvoiced s S c III 

s(h)ibilants 
Voiced s(h)ibilants z Z 3 )K 

Nasals m n ni U M H Hh H 

Laterals I Ii JI JIh 

Trill r p 
Glide j ii 

Western Mari has four additional phonemes: 

tj Th 

f x cp x 
c U; 

Of these the palatalized tj and the two voiceless spirants, velar x and builabial or 
labio-dental J, occur in Chuvash loanwords; the dental affricate c is found in native 
words, as well. 

that of the literary language, which uses the Cyrillic letters <r> and <)J;> for velar 
and dental, but two different graphs for the corresponding labial phoneme: <6> 

after m, as in KOM60 kombo 'goose' and <B> elsewhere: JIyBIiT Zuwit 'fifteen'. 
This graphic discrepancy is due to a skew in distribution, which is itself due, 
in tum, to phonetic history. Mari g and d represent the p(F)U stops *k and *t 
in voiced environments, but the voiced labial represents a merger of two 
p(F)U consonants: *p in voiced (and, a fortiori, non-initial) environments, 
e.g. 'fox' (cf. Finnish repo of revo-n+tuZe-t 'aurora borealis') and *w 
in both medial and initial positions, cf. Zuwit 'fifteen' (Finnish viite 'five') and 

'maple' (Finnish vaahtera). This fact accounts for the differences in 
distribution: whereas g and d occur only word-medial after a vowel or a 
voiced consonant; their labial counterpart is found not only word-medially but 
word-initially as well. Therefore 1 have followed the principle adopted in the 
literary language and have throughout this chapter used the character b for the 
historical allophone after *m and the character w elsewhere, even for a w 
which has developed from an earlier *p. 

Examples of the occurrences of g, d, and b/w: soga '(s)he stands', tud~ 

nergen 'about him', kundem~se, 'hailing from the X region', Zombo 'Prunus 
padus', kuwa 'old woman', wer 'place', Zuwit 'fifteen'. 

The hushing affricate c has a voiced allophone [~] after ni. It is not marked 
in script and is lexically rare. Example: sinicem 'I know'. 

m n 

kundem~se, 

tud~ 

tud~ 

phonetic 

phonetic 
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Morphophonemic Alternations 
The occurrence of voiced v. voiceless consonant phonemes is largely 
conditioned by their phonetic environment. In principle, unvoiced stops, 
affricates, and sibilants change into their voiced counterparts in voiced 
environments and vice versa. Thus the voiced fricatives g and d become 
voiceless stops before voiceless consonants. Example: ludsowlaklan 'to the 
readers', derived from the verb ludem 'I read' (pronounced [lucem]), is 
pronounced [lutsowlak1an]. In the postpositional construction awa dee posna 
MOTHER FROM SEPARATE 'without mother', the initial voiced d of the 
postposition dee 'from' has developed from a t: cf. the historically related 
locational noun ter-, tor- 'proximity'. 

Further examples of the alternation between the two series: kio-~ 'hand 
sG', kit-kx 'from the hand' ,jol-gx 'from the foot', kit-se 'hislher hand' ,jol-
to 'hislher foot' . 

However, certain suffixes do not obserVe this basic rule, but remain 
unaltered in all environments, e.g. the verbal noun suffix =SV (lut=so 
'reader') retains its s even after a voiced consonant: tol=so 'one who is 
coming'. There are also several derivational suffixes in which a t remains 
unaltered after an I or r, e.g. pualtem 'I thresh', nortem 'I make wet', but not 
after a nasal: contrast poremdem 'I make wet' . 

It follows from the morphophonemic rule given above that voiced 
fricatives/stops and voiced sibilants do not form clusters with voiceless 
consonants. Certain types of consonant cluster may occur word-finally, 
especially those consisting of slllr + t (surt 'village', wost 'through') but 
medial clusters which become final through morphology lose their first or 
second member in most cases, e.g. kockam 'I eat', koc 'eat!'; sincam 'I sit', 
sic 'sit!' Word-finally, voiced stops/fricatives are automatically replaced by 
their voiceless counterparts: compare the long and short forms of the present 
third person singular negative verb in ogeS nal- ok nal '(s)he does not take'. 

Vowels 

Eastern Mari vowels: 

e 
ti 
6 

a 

u 
o 

Cyrillic equivalents 
Ii y Y 
e 6 

a 
hI o 

Western Mari has, in addition, the phonemes 

hI 

a 

'hand 

a 
a 

a 
a 
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Eastern Mari vowel alternations (allophonic representations in brackets): 

Non-final syllables Final syllable 

First Non-first Non-word-final Word-final 

ou ieuoaS S 0 

oti i e ti 0 [a][;}] [;}] 0 
as e i ieuoaS S e 

Figure 7.1 Western Mari palatal attraction 

1 st syllable 2nd syllable 3rd syllable Example 

a:lOU 

1 

a :loiiei ,.n,; 

kolenii 
'we die' 

to!Jna 
'we come' 

dlenii 
'we live' 

The presentation of the vowel phonemes would ideally use three dimen-
sions, since there are three phonological contrasts: 

1 Full v. reduced, the latter being written S. Literary Hill Mari distinguishes 
two reduced vowels, ~ and a (fronter) <7; some Western Mari dialects 
distinguish four reduced vowel qualities. 

2 Front v. back. Front are e i 0 a (and <7 ii in Western); a 0 u ~ are back. 
3 Labial v. illabial, i.e. 00 u a v. a e i ~ (<7 ii). 

Distribution 
All vowel phonemes occur in all syllables, but with restrictions imposed by the 
morphophonemic alternations outlined below. In Eastern Literary Mari (hence-
forth: EM), the back non-high vowels a and S have front variants if the first 
syllable has 0 or a (in dialects, also after e and i); these allophones are not 
indicated in the orthography. In the Western Mari (henceforth: WM) literary 
language non-fust-syllable ii and ;} are similarly not indicated in writing, but 
here they are phonemes, not allophones, since they occur in the first syllable, as 
well: niild '(s)hetakes' (EMnald), t<7g 'beginning' (EM tag). 

Morphophonemic alternations. Mari has two different types of vowel 
alternation, each morphophonemic ally conditioned. The first type is rooted in 
the fact that the first vowel in a word rules structurally over the following in 
subsequent syllables. This so-called vowel harmony is typical of several 
Uralic, as well as of Turkic and Mongolic languages. Vowel harmony in these 
languages is usually an alternation, in corresponding structural entities, of 
back with front vowels, of rounded with unrounded vowels, or of both. The 

a a :loiiei 

1 e e 

a:lOU a:lOU 
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second type of vowel alternation is based on the contrast between reduced v. 
full vowels and is characteristic of the Eastern dialects. 

In EM the contrast back : front, labial : illabial and reduced : full cannot 
be dealt with separately. The WM vowel system is ruled by palatal attraction 
and the situation is both more logical and more complex than the eastern one. 

In EM, palatal prosody prevails through the word only if the first vowel in 
the word is front rounded 0 or ii, i.e. then only front vowels (or front-vowel 
allophones) occur in the rest of the word. If there is a back vowel in the first 
syllable then there will be only back vowels and/or the phonetically front, but 
phonologically neutral vowels e and/or i in subsequent syllables. The 
alternation of full v. reduced occurs in morpheme-final syllables. An ~ in this 
syllable remains reduced if a further suffixal morpheme is attached but 
otherwise it is converted to a full mid vowel. The quality of this full vowel 
is determined by that of the first preceding full vowel in the (non-compound) 
word: (1) if this vowel is unrounded, ~ > e; (2a) if it is rounded and front, 
S > 0, but (2b) if it is rounded and back, ~ > o. Examples: t~lfJze 'moon', 
t~lfJzfJ-ste 'in the moon' , sor 'milk' , sor-zo 'its milk' , lud=so 'reader' , lud=sfJ-
n 'reader's', kaj=se 'walker', kaj=sfJ-lan 'to a walker'. (The conditions for 
this alternation are not uniform across the subdialects, and in some dialects 
the alternation is triggered by some suffixes and not by others.) 

The situation in WM is of special interest. Since here the occurrence of 
back v. front vowel depends on the phonetic quality of the vowel in the 
preceding syllable, a word may change sides, as it were, in the middle of its 
structure: compare tolfmam 'we seem to have come' with koleniim 'we seem 
to have died'. On the other hand, labial harmony is weak or nonexistent in 
WM and there is no alternation between reduced and full vowels. The great 
frequency and perseverance of the reduced vowels obscure the phonological 
patterns of WM; it is perhaps partly due to this fact that the EM varieties have 
established themselves as the primary basis for the standard language. 

Word stress is non-phonemic. In EM it falls on the last phonologically full 
vowel, e.g. olmg 'apple' but m!1no 'egg' (phonologically /munSI), m!1nfJ-n 'of 
an egg'. If a word contains only reduced vowels, the stress falls on the first 
syllable, e.g. t~lfJzfJ-m 'moon (accusative),. In WM stress usually falls on the 
penult, even if it contains a reduced vowel and the following syllable has a 
full vowel, e.g. ~stiis 'to sweep'; there is lability, however, if such a penult is 
preceded by full vowel, e.g. wiisk~tiis 'to hurry', but wilSk;nniis 'haste' 
(Alhoniemi 1985: 15-40). 

Morphology 

Morpheme Classes 
Mari words can be monomorphemic, but most contain at least two mor-
phemes. Morphemes fall into three classes: bases, suffixes, and enclitics. A 

Examples: 
'reader's', 

wilSk;nniis 

wilSk;nniis 

wilSk;nniis 
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base is a morpheme that can appear alone as a monomorphemic word, or as 
the first member of a polymorphemic word. Any sequence of a base plus one 
or more affixes which, in its morphological functions, is equivalent to a base, 
is a stem. 

A suffix is a morpheme which occurs only in connection with a base or a 
stem, i.e. bound in a polymorphemic word. Suffixes fall into three classes: 
derivational, inflectional, and enclitic. 

A derivational suffix is one which when added to a base or stem forms a 
polymorphemic word that in its morphological functions is equivalent to a 
monomorphemic word. The morphological class (part of speech) of a derived 
word is determined by the derivational suffix occurring last in it. An 
inflectional suffix is one which when added to a base or stem indicates the 
syntactic function of the form in question. Derivational suffixes precede 
inflectional ones, with one exception: the adjective-formant =s~, e.g. Morko 
kundem~=se 'hailing from the district of Morko' can occur to the right of 
local case suffixes, e.g. pus-~s=so jel) BOAT-ine-adj.sx PERSON 'the person 
in the boat' . Enclitics are bound morphemes that may occur last in any word, 
regardless of morphological category. 

There are a few suffixes which hover between the categories of case suffix 
and enclitic, e.g. the comitative -ge (see below). 

Morphological Categories 
We may classify Mari bases into three groups according to their susceptibility 
to suffixation: nouns, which take case suffixes; verbs, which take tense/mood 
suffixes; and particles, which do not take suffixes (these are usually petrified 
case forms of non-productive nouns). 

Nominal Inflection 
Nominal inflection extends to nouns, pronouns, and numerals. Adjectives are 
declined only when they function syntactically as nouns; they are declined in 
neither attributive nor predicative position. 

Case forms. As indicated above, the boundaries between case suffixes, 
derivational suffixes, and enclitics are far from clear-cut. The number of cases 
reported by various grammarians therefore varies considerably. Wichmann 
e1923: 8) gives the number as 13, as does Collinder (1957: 124), but Sebeok-
Ingemann list 8 (1956: 33-41), and Alhoniemi has 10 (1985: 44-5). Native 
grammarians usually list 7, e.g. Savatkova and Ucaev (1956: 803). 

In Table 7.2 below, noun inflection is illustrated by five stems: kol 'fish', 
wer 'place' , wilt 'water', muno 'egg', and pasa 'work'. 

The non-marginal cases may be divided into two basic groups: nominative, 
accusative, and genitive are purely grammatical cases, i.e. they indicate 
syntactic role and have no semantic content. The rest of the non-marginal 
cases are in the broadest sense local cases, since they can contain a semantic 
indication of locality. 

suffixes, 
suffixes, 

suffixes, 
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Table 7.2 Eastern Mari noun inflection 

kol 'fish' wer 'place' wilt 'water' muno 'egg' pasa'work' 

N kol wer wtit muno pasa 
A kol~m wer~m wtid~m mun~m pasam 
G kol~n wer~n wtid~n mun~n (pasan) 
D kollan werlan wtitlan mun~lan (pasalan) 
Ine (kol~sto) wer~ste wtid~st6 mun~ste pasaste 
Lat (koles) weres wtides munes pasas 
III (kol~s[ko]) wer~s(ke) wtid~s(ko) mun~s(ko) pasas(ke) 
(Abl kollec werlec wtitlec mun~lec pasalec) 

Marginal cases: 
Mod kolla werla wtitla mun~la pasala 
Com kolge werge wtio~ge mun~ge pasage 
(Car kolde werde wtitte mun~de olmade) 

Note: Textually less frequent forms in brackets; see text. 

Within the local-case subsystem a three-way distinction is maintained, as 
is characteristic of Uralic languages: static location in a place is distinguished 
from motion to (GOAL) and motion from a place (SOURCE). The inventory 
of cases recruited to serve this trichotomy is lopsided: there is only one static 
case, the inessive, and only one source case, the ablative, but there are as 
many as four goal cases. The functions of the lative and the illative overlap 
somewhat; the former seems to designate a more permanent change of place 
or condition than the latter (Alhoniemi 1967: 320-1). 

Another factor crisscrosses the categories of case, namely that of animacy. 
The nominative and accusative are commonly used by all nouns, but genitive, 
dative, and ablative are common only with nouns which refer to animates, 
while inessive, lative, and illative occur more frequently with inanimates. 
Deviations from this basic pattern do occur; for example, the inanimate pasa 
'work' occurs in the dative in a construction such as pasalan kaja 'goes (to 
look) for work'. The lative of animates is not uncommon in utterances 
indicating a change into a state, e.g. kuguzan udfJZ~ wates nal~ 'he took 
the king's daughter as a wife' . 

In dialects, the ablative -lee is quite common as a marker of the bested 
member of comparisons, e.g. mu-lee tutlo HONEY-abl SWEET 'sweeter than 
honey'. 

In addition to the core case forms there exist a few marginal cases which 
may also be classified as declension. Most prominent among these are modal 
-la, comitative -ge, and caritive -de. These suffixes have a somewhat 
restricted distribution, and forms built with them therefore resemble petrified 
adverbs; on the other hand their meaning is not so clear-cut as to suggest that 
they be termed adverbial modifiers as such. 

Modal -la (sometimes called the comparative) has lative undertones in 

udfJZ~ udfJZ~ 

wer~m 

wer~n 

wer~ste 

wer~s(ke) (koles) 

wtid~m 

wtid~m 

wtid~st6 

wtid~s(ko) 

mun~m 

mun~m 
mun~m 

mun~m 

mun~m 

mun~s(ko) 

mun~s(ko) 

mun~la 

mun~ge 

mun~de 

wtio~ge 

(koles) 

kol~m 

kol~m 
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constructions such as mar-la ojla 'speaks Mari', but is decidedly adjectival 
(and derivational) in a construction such as totar=la sol~ 'Tatar scarf'. In yet 
a third role, the modal suffix is tacked on to illative forms, thus resembling 
an enclitic, e.g.jal muca-sk~la kaja VILLAGE END-ill-mod GOES 'goes to 
the end of the village'; the sequence -sk~la is treated as a single suffix (the 
'approximative') by some grammarians (e.g. Bereczki 1990: 32, 39). 

The comitative quite commonly has an inclusive meaning, e.g. maskan 
kum igfJge satasenfJt BEAR-gen THREE CHILD-com GOES.ASTRA Y-
past2-p3 'the bear went astray with its three cubs'. The caritive, e.g. jol-de 
'without legs', contrasts not with the comitative but with the adverbial 
genitive, as injol-fm kost-d '(s)he/it goes on foot'; an example is trupka-de 
kuze ii-em TOBACCO.PIPE-car HOW? LIVES-slpres 'How (can/will) I live 
without (my) pipe?'. 

The above-mentioned functional gaps in the somewhat lopsided local case 
system are smoothed over with the help of postpositions. The most important 
of these are historically petrified case forms built from non-productive local 
nouns with obsolete declensional suffixes. Among the more important are 
gx, with various separative meanings, e.g. port gx lektas 'to come out of the 
house'and de-, with fossilized forms det(fm) 'from', den(e) 'with, at, by', 
de ran 'at', deke 'to'. From the point of view of declension, the most important 
function of de- is supplying animate concepts with the means of expressing 
their locational relations, e.g.jolmal dec serfJs 'a letter (ser;)s) from a friend', 
oza kuwaideke '(coming back) to the old woman (who is their) owner (aza)'; 
the form den also serves to link noun phrases, e.g. maska den pire BEAR 
WITH WOLF 'a bear and a wolf. 

Pronouns have a limited declension when used as head words. 
Number and Person. There are two numbers, singular and plural, and three 

persons, first, second, and third. The singular and plural person markers are 
sl -(e)m, s2 -(e)t, s3 -(fJ)i(fJ), pI -na, p2 -da, p3 -(fJ)/I; the -e- element of the 
sl and s2 suffixes is dropped after a stem-final a. The distribution of the 
various allomorphs of the third-person suffixes is also largely phonologically 
conditioned. 

In the genitive and accusative, person markers precede the case suffix, in 
the local cases they follow it; in the dative the order varies. Cf. Table 7.3. 

A kind of generic, non-personal plural may be expresssed by the p3 suffix, 
e.g. suspfJk-fJst mura er dene NIGHTINGALE-p3 SINGS-s3pres MORNING 
AT 'nightingales sing in the morning', note also tosdfJSt ulo kazde jeyfm 
FRIEND-p3 EXISTS EVERY HUMAN-gen 'every person has hislher 
friends' . 

There are also several dedicated plural markers, occurring with different 
distributions in different dialects. Chief among these in eastern dialects is 
-wlak, e.g. pD lud=so-wlak-lan 'to readers'. This suffix may be a loan from 
Tatar, where it is a noun meaning 'cattle'; or it may be related to Mordva 
ve[ie 'village' and Saarni valvi 'pack (of wolves, dogs)'. Its position in 

sequence 

sequence 

sequence 
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Table 7.3 Selected Eastern Marl possessive declension forms: animate noun kol 
'fish' 

Nominative Genitive Accusative Dative 

sl kolem koleman kolemam kolemlan 
s2 kolet koletan koletam koletlan 
s3 kolazo kolazan kolazam kolazlan 

pI kolana kolanan kolanam kolanalan 
p2 kolada koladan koladam koladalan 
p3 kolast kolastan kolastam kolastlan 

Table 7.4 Selected Eastern Marl possessive declension forms: inanimate noun 
port 'house' 

Nominative Accusative Dative Inessive Lative Illative 

sl portem portemam portlanem porta stem portesem portaskem 
s2 portet portetam portlanet porta stet porteset portasket 
s3 portso pOrts am ports alan portastazo portesaze pOrtaskazo 

pI portna portnam portlanna portastana portesna portastana 
p2 portta porttam portlanda portastada portesta portaskada 
p3 portast portastam portastlan portastast portesast portaskast 

relation to person and case suffixes is rather labile. In the nominative, it 
can either precede or follow the person marker, e.g. olma-m-wlak or olma-
wlak-em 'my apples', and in the grammatical cases both orders, person-
number and number-person, are possible again, e.g. joltas-em-wlak-~ 

FRIEND-s l-plur-acc, joltas-wlak-em( -~) FRIEND-plur-s l-acc 'my friends 
(acc)'. In local cases, besides these two orders, there also exists a third order, 
number--case-person, e.g. olma-wlak-fJst-em APPLE-plur-ine-sl 'in my 
apples'. The only restrictions operating in trisuffixal sequences with local 
cases seems to be that the plural marker cannot come last, and that the case 
marker cannot come first. Other, distributionally more restricted, plural 
suffixes in EM are -la, used mainly with nouns which designate places (e.g. 
ola-la 'cities'; see also Derivation, p.234), and -mfJt, which is used with 
(chiefly human) animates and forms inclusives, e.g. awa-mfJt 'mother and 
her associates' . 

A singular form often designates a plural conception; depending on the 
situation kol can refer to one fish or to many. There are also syntactic means 
of expressing plurality, viz. a noun in the singular followed by a verb in the 
plural: kol ijat FISH SWIMS-p3pres 'fish( es) swim', contrast kol ija FISH 
SWIMS.s3pres 'a fish swims' and the example with siispfJk-fJit 'nightingales' 

wlak-em( 
wlak-em( 
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cited above. In sum, the category of number is in statu nascendi in Mari, and 
is highly pragmatic. 

As in many Uralic languages, referents (usually body parts) normally 
occurring in pairs are encoded morphologically as singulars, e.g. the 
unmarked meaning of kit is '(the two) hands/anns'. Disambiguation therefore 
specifies the marked meaning 'one hand/ann', which is expressed by means 
of the word pel 'half, e.g. pel+kid=an HALF+ARM=adj 'one-anned'. 

The second-and third-person singular person markers also act as indicators 
of definiteness, thus functioning as article surrogates, e.g. uzeS 
kuguZan+iidfJr-fm. kuguzan+iidfJr-et mfJgfJra 'he sees a princess 
(kuguzan+iidfJr-fm, sA). The princess (kuguzan+iidfJr-et, s2; lit. your 
princess) is weeping.' 

Verb Inflection 
Finite forms. There are two conjugations, called em and am conjugations after 
their first-person singular present indicative endings. The precise mechanics 
of the development of these two inflectional patterns - discernible in most 
forms, both finite and non-finite - have not been adequately explained. In all 
probability the difference is due to the conspiracy of several factors, phonetic, 
morphological, and functional. In this chapter, the membership of a verb stem 
to one conjugation or another will be indicated by stem-final S: presence of 
this segment indicates the em-conjugation class; its absence indicates the 
am -conjugation. 

There are three moods: indicative, desiderative, and imperative. The 
indicative has a present/future, i.e., non-past, tense as well as two past tenses. 
The other two moods have no tense oppositions. The indicative and the 
desiderative distinguish three persons, singular and plural, while the imper-
ative has only second-and third-person (singular and plural) forms. 

These finite forms are set out in Table7.5. 
The primary difference between the two past tenses is neither grammatical 

nor lexical/aspectual but rather pragmatic. The first past refers especially to 
states and events which the speaker has personally witnessed, while the 
second past is more or less a record of what has been or happened without any 
emphasis on the speaker's attitude towards the truth value of the utterance; the 
second past might be called a 'non-witnessed past' ([Kangasmaa-] Minn 
1960: 116-7). In many contexts this pragmatic opposition is neutralized, i.e. 
the two tenses are interchangeable. 

The first past derives historically from the pU past-tense markers *-i- (in 
the am conjugation) and *-sL (in the em conjugation). The former is 
discernible in Mari only as morphophonemics: stem-suffix sandhi (e.g. pI 
present ludfJna, pI first past lutna), palatalization of stem-final n and I (as in 
naPe '(s)he took) and the s2 suffix variant -c (as in toli-oc 'you came'). The 
second past is historically a construction consisting of the gerund and the 
present-tense forms of ulam 'is', except in the third person singular, where the 
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Table 7.5 Eastern Mari finite verb forms 

nalam 'I take' 

Indicative 
Present/future (non-past) 
sl nalam 
s2 nalat 
s3 nales 

pI nal~na 

p2 nal~da 

p3 nal~t 

First past 
sl nalj~m 

s2 nalj~c 

s3 nalje 

pI naljna 
p2 naljda 
p3 nalj~c 

Second past 
sl nal~nam 

s2 nal~nat 

s3 nal~n 

pI nal~nna 

p2 nal~nda 

p3 nal~n~t 

Desiderative 
sl nalnem 
s2 nalnet 
s3 nalneze 

pI nalnena 
p2 nalneda 
p3 nalnest 

Imperative 
s2 nal 
p2 nalza 

s3 nalze 
p3 nal~st 

kodem 'I leave (tr)' 

kodem 
kodet 
koda 

kodena 
kodeda 
kodat 

kod~s~m 

kod~s~c 

kod~s 

kod~sna 

kod~sta 

kod~st 

kodenam 
kodenat 
koden 

kodenna 
kodenda 
koden~t 

kod~nem 

kod~net 

kod~neze 

kod~nena 

kod~neda 

kod~nest 

kodo 
kod~za 

kod~zo 

kod~st 

gerund occurs alone. This reflects the fact that these forms (e.g. nal~n, koden) 
were originally nominal predicates in which the present-tense copula is 
zero. 

The third person plural imperative is the only finite verb form which is 
homophonous in both conjugations. In the main, the am conjugation is 
characterized by the occurrence of consonant stems and reduced vowel, the 

nal~na 

nal~da 

nal~t 

kod~s~m 

kod~s~c 

kod~s 

kod~sna 

kod~sta 

kod~st 

nalj~m 
nalj~c 

nalj~c 

nal~nam 

nal~nat 

nal~n 

nal~nna 

nal~nda 

nal~n~t koden~t 

kod~nem 

kod~net 

kod~neze 

kod~nena 

kod~neda 

kod~nest 

kod~za 

kod~zo 

kod~st nal~st 

koden) 
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em conjugation by vowel stems, both full and reduced. The axis-of-discourse 
personal endings coincide with the person markers which are attached to 
nouns. The third-person endings of the indicative paradigms differ from those 
seen in the noun, having developed from verbal nouns or tense stems. 

The primary auxiliary verbs ulam 'is' and lijam 'becomes' have slightly 
divergent paradigms and functions. Both are conjugated as regular am verbs 
(but note the u - ~ metaphony in the flrst past of ulam), and there is also a 
special s3 present form ulo used in existentialllocal and possessive construc-
tions, and a special nominal form ulmas used for the s3 in the second past. 
The two verbs are interchangeable in many contexts, but the present of lijam 
often refers to the future and sometimes expresses change. Besides their use 
in the present tense, ulam functions chiefly as an auxiliary and lijam chiefly 
as an independent verb, but there are deviations in various dialects. The 
'regular' s3 present-tense form uleS is textually quite rare (Kangasmaa-Minn 
1969b: 7). The simple (flnite) forms of ulam and lijam are set out in Table 
7.6. 

Another auxiliary is the negative verb 0-, which has a defective and 
heterogeneous paradigm. In the present tense it has the present-tense marker 
-k (- -g-) and conjugates like an am verb; in the first past its stem is ;J.. (-zero) 
and it conjugates like an em verb. The negative second past is a compound 
form, consisting of the gerund plus forms built from the present-tense of the 
negative verb plus the ~l variant of the verb 'is'. The negative verb never 
stands alone but always together with the connegative of the main (lexical) 
verb. The connegative is always homophonous with the s2 imperative. The 
negative counterpart of ulo 'exists, it y a' is uke, a noun of perhaps Turkic 
origin which meant something like 'non-existence'; this form also functions 
as a sentence-substitute in the answer 'no'. 

There is no formal category of passive voice in Mari. Passive meaning is 
achieved by means of syntactic constructions and certain derivational 
elements. 

Non-finite forms. Verbal nouns play an important role in Mari sentence 
structure. They are formed with various derivational sufflxes, often combined 
with case endings. Actually their status as members of the verb paradigm is 

Table 7.6 Eastern Mari primary auxiliaries ulam 'is' and lijam 'is, becomes' 

Present First past Second past Desiderative Imperative 

sl ulam,lijam ulnem, lijnem 
s2 ulat, lijat ulnet, lijnet -,Ii 
s3 ulo,lijes ulmas, ulneze, lijneze -,lize 

pI ulna, lij~na ulnena, lijnena 
p2 ulda, lij~da ulneda, lijneda 
p3 ulnest, lijnest 

ulna, 
ulda, 

ulo,lijes ulo,lijes 

the 

ulda, 
ulmas, ulda, 

ulmas, ulda, 
ulmas, ulda, 

ulmas, ulda, 
ulo,lijes 

ulo,lijes 

ulnena, lijnena 
ulneda, lijneda 
ulnest, lijnest 

ulnem, lijnem of 

-,lize 
-,lize 
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Table 7.7 Eastern Mad negative verb 

Present First past Second past Desiderative Imperative 
(= prohibitive) 

sl o(g~)m +C (~)s~m+ C G+om~l ~nem+C 

s2 o(g~)t + C (~)s~c + C G + ot~l ~net+ C it+C 
s3 ok - oges + C ~S+C G+og~l ~neZ+C ~nze +C 

pI o(g~)na + C ~sna+ C G+onal ~nena+ C 
p2 o(g~)da + C ~sta + C G+odal ~neda+ C ida+C 
p3 og~t+ C ~st+C G +og~t~l ~nest + C ~n~st+ C 

Note: C = connegative; G = gerund. 

dependent on their syntactic roles, since most non-finite verb forms may also 
occur as ordinary deverbal nominal derivatives. 

Verbal nouns represent embedded sentences and as such may take their 
own arguments, both objects and adverbials. The verbal noun is fitted to the 
structure of the matrix sentence and occurs as a noun dependent on the 
governing (matrix) verb. The number of forms belonging to this category 
varies from dialect to dialect; EM recognizes two infinitives, four participles, 
and five gerunds. These are: 

la Infinitive =as: kodas 'to leave', nalas 'to take'. This form is homo-
phonous in the two conjugations. It is therefore unfortunate that it is the 
citation form, since the conjugation must then be given separately. 

1 b Necessive infinitive =man: kod~an 'must leave', nalman 'must take' . 
2a Active participle 'leaver', nalse 'taker'. 
2b Passive participle =m~: kod~o 'left; act of leaving', nalme 'taken; act 

of taking'. 
2c Future participle =sas: kod~sas 'which must be left' , nalsas 'which must 

be taken'. 
2d Negative participle =d~~: kodM-~mo 'not left' , nald~e 'not taken'. 
3a Mfirmative gerund -n: koden 'leaving', nal~ 'taking'. 
3b Negative gerund =de: kodM-e 'without leaving', nalde 'without taking' . 
3c Simultaneous gerund =s~la: kod~s~la 'while leaving', nals~la 'while 

taking'. 
3d Anterior gerund =mek( ~): kod~eke 'having left', nalmeke 'having 

taken' . 
3e Posterior gerund =mdke: kod~dke 'until leaving', nalmdke 'until 

taking'. 

The morphological makeup of many of these non-finite forms is fairly 
transparent, and still other deverbal nouns might be invoked as members of 
this category, e.g. nald;Jmas~n 'without taking' might be analysed as the stem 

conjugations. 

conjugations. 

conjugations. 

conjugations. 

conjugations. 

conjugations. 

conjugations. 

nald~e 

nald~e 

'while 

'without 

=m~: kod~o 'left; conjugations. 

~n~st+ 

~n~st+ 
oges 
oges 

oges 
oges 

oges 
oges 
oges 

oges 
oges 

+ C 

G+om~l 

G+om~l 

G+om~l 

G+om~l 

C 

C C 

~nena+ 

~neda+ 

~nest 
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'takes' plus a string of semi-productive nominalizers (mfJ, =as) and case 
suffix variants (caritive, genitive). 

Derivation 
Derivational suffixes serve to make new words from words already existing 
in the language. Some suffixes attach only to nominal stems, others only to 
verb stems, but the greatest number attaches to both. Derivation may remain 
within a part-of-speech category (noun> noun, verb> verb) or cross from one 
category into another (noun> adjective, noun> verb, verb> noun, etc.). 

We may thus distinguish six types of derivational suffix according to the 
parts of speech before and after the derivational process (N = nominal): 

1 NN > N, e.g. =mfJ in pukSer=me HAZEL=mS 'hazel bush' and palfJ=me 
KNOWS=mS 'known'; 

2 N > N, e.g.lfJin lam=1O NAME=IS'famous'; 
3 V> N, e.g. =em in kuc=em SEIZES=em 'handle'; 
4 NN > V, e.g. ust=al- BELT=al- 'puts a belt on X', mur=al- SINGS=al-

'hums a tune'; 
5 N > V, e.g.joskar=gfJ.. RED=gS-'becomes red'; 
6 V> V, e.g. kalas=kalfJ- TALKS=kaIS- 'chats'. 

Derivational suffixes which do not alter the grammatical status of a word 
have instead a modifying influence. Modifying nominal meanings include 
collectives, abstracts, and diminutives, e.g. puks 'hazelnut' plus =er > 
puks=er 'hazel (tree)" soVgo 'old' plus =lfJk > soVgfJ=lfJk 'old age'. 
Modifiers within the verb category indicate the Aktionsart, or quality of the 
event, producing frequentative, momentaneous, or durative derivates, e.g. pu-
'gives' plus =edfJ > pu=edfJ.. 'distributes', kustfJ.. 'dances' plus =altfJ.. > 
kust=altfJ.. 'dances (once)'. As types (1) and (4) above illustrate, the same 
suffix may operate as both modifier within a category and transformer from 
one category to another. 

Noun-forming Suffixes 
The textually most frequent noun-forming suffixes have already been listed 
in connection with the non-finite verb. All also form nouns from nominal 
stems, at least to a degree: 

=as as an infinitive suffix enjoys 100 per cent productivity. It also occurs in 
combination with other suffixes, e.g. *=sS=as > =sas (future participle) 
and *mS=as > =mas, the nomen action is : nal=mas 'the act of taking'. It 
is productive and thus lexically frequent added to nouns, e.g. parnia 
'finger' > parnias 'thimble', sorfJk 'sheep' > sorfJkas 'lamb', tfJlze 'moon, 
month' > tfJlzas 'one month long'. 

=sfJ added to verb stems forms the active participle (see above). The same (or 
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a homophonous) suffix occurs (with an -m- element) in the formation of 
ordinal numerals, e.g. nfJl 'four' > nfJlfJrnse 'fourth'. 

=mfJ added to verbs makes passive participles and names of actions. 
Occasional denominal derivates are found referring to individuals within 
a collective, e.g. pukSerme 'hazel bush' . 

=fJs forms nouns from both nominal and verb stems, e.g. kut 'long', kutfJs 
'length', peled- 'blooms', peled=fJs 'flower'. 

Among derivational suffixes which operate only within the nominal 
category are those which form adjectives from nouns or vice versa. The most 
productive of the former type is =an, e.g. lum 'name' > liim=an 'having X 
name', juk 'voice' > juk=an 'loud'. Another productive adjective-formant is 
=lfJ, originally borrowed from Chuvash together with its stem, e.g. tamle 
'sweet' (cf. tam 'taste'), but now productive with native words as well, e.g. 
lum=fij 'famous'. The suffix =sfJ is unusual in that it can be added to adverbs 
or nouns which are already inflected for case. It thus may render the 
equivalents of spatial and temporal subordinate clauses, e.g. wud-fJstfJ=SD 'the 
one which is in the water'; there is no parallel in Mordva. Purely denominal 
suffixes which form nouns from adjectives are rarer, but there is non-
productive =t (e.g. kelge 'deep', kelgfJ=t 'depth'); compare the =fJs men-
tioned just above, and the weakly productive =er, which forms collectives 
and phytonyms (see p. 233), may be seen in a formation such as tfJgfxl=er 
'shrub' (tfJgfxle 'small, delicate') or the neologism toster 'museum' (tosto 
'old'). 

Collective-forming suffixes, in particular, abound, and may even be used 
in combination, e.g. koz 'spruce' > koz=er 'spruce grove', koz=la, koz=er=la 
'forest', similarly puneD 'pine', > pune=er 'pine grove' > pune=er=la 'pine 
forest'; this =la is historically identical with the pluralizer mentioned above, 
p.228. 

There are also a few adjective-to-adjective derivations. These may have a 
syntactic function, e.g. =(g)e, which forms predicatives from colour words, 
e.g. sar 'yellow', sar=e 'yellow (pred)',joskar 'red (attrib)"joskar=ge 'red 
(pred)' as in sar saska, joskar saska 'yellow flower(s), red flower(s)' and 
saska sare, joskarge 'flowers are yellow and red', or they merely mitigate 
semantically, e.g. =alge in kande 'blue' > kand=alge 'blueish', and =rak in 
joskar=gfJ=rak 'reddish'. 

Verb-forming Suffixes 
Most verb-forming suffixes belong unswervingly to one of the two conjuga-
tions; deverbal verb formation may therefore entail a switch from one 
conjugation to another, e.g. the em-conjugation verb tuganfJ.. 'wears out 
(intr)' becomes an am-conjugation verb when mitigating/momentaneous =al-
is added: tugan=al- 'wears out a little'. There are in fact about a dozen verb 
pairs of which the transitive member belongs to the em-conjugation and its 
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intransitive counterpart belongs to the am-conjugation, e.g. kod-em 'I leave 
(tr)', kod-am 'I remain', woz-em 'I drop, let fall', woz-am 'I fall'. The origin 
of this duality is uncertain, and the degree to which it might reflect an ancient 
distinction is highly controversial. Whatever its pedigree, it is also seen in 
some deverbal derivational suffixes, e.g. reflexive/passive-forming =alt-, 
which produces am-conjugation verbs like sarn=alt-eS 'is remembered, 
comes to mind', and momentaneous-forming =alt~, which produces 
em-conjugation verbs like sarn=alt-a '(s)he remembers it, calls it to mind, 
mentions it'. Whatever the original difference between the two conjugations, 
it is not to be sought in transitivity alone, for there is ample counter-evidence, 
e.g. kol-am 'I hear' and kol-em 'I die'. 

Among suffixes which form verbs from both nominal and verbs are: 

=t~ (=d~ to the right of nasals). This forms factitives from nominals, e.g. 
lam 'name' plus =d?J- > lam=d~ 'names', joskar 'red' plus =t?J- > 
joskar=t?J- 'makes X red'. As a deverbal suffix it changes intransitive and 
reflexive verbs into transitive ones, and builds causatives, e.g. pur-
'enters' > pur=t?J- 'lets in'. It is extremely common to the right of the 
productive translative denominal verb suffix =em-, e.g. poro 'good' > 
por=em- 'becomes better' > por=em=d?J- 'cajoles, wins over (earlier: 
heals),. 

=~kt~ also makes factitives from nominals, e.g. k~lme cold' > k~lm~=kt~ 

'makes X cold'. As a deverbal suffix it builds causatives, e.g. soc- 'is 
born' > soc=fJkt~- 'gives birth to X', ku~ 'weaves' > ku=~kt~ 'makes 
X weave'. 

=al- builds denominal instructives, e.g. upsa 'cap' > ups=al- 'puts on cap' (> 
ups=al-t~ 'puts cap on X'). Used deverbally this suffix has a diminutive, 
hypocoristic meaning. In keeping with this type of affect, it may occur 
reduplicated, e.g. mur~ 'sings' > mur=a[-, mur=al=a[- 'hums to oneself, 
sings a little'. 

Suffixes which create verbs exclusively from nominals are many, but most 
are no longer productive. The chief productive suffixes are: 

=em-, mentioned above in connection with =t~ (- =d~), e.g. molo 'other' 
> mo[=em- 'changes (intr)'; 

=lan~, as in kokte=lan~ 'doubts, is of two minds', from kok(t~=) 'two, 
dual', cf. kokt~te 'in twain'; 

=ay-, as in pu=ay- 'grows stiff/numb', from pu 'wood, tree', kumd=ay-
'widens (intr)' , from kumda 'wide'. 

There is also a non-productive =g~ (- =k~), which may be related 
historically with =ay-, e.g. kud~r 'curl(s)' > kud~r=g~ 'becomes curly'. The 
formation of a verb such as suld~ray- 'becomes winged' (su[d~r 'wing', 

=d?J-=d?J-

'makes 

'makes 

k~lm~=kt~ 

ups=al-t~ 

builds builds 

builds 

mur~ 

=d~), =d~), 

'becomes 'becomes 
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suld~r=an 'winged') is not entirely clear: is the 1] at the end of this stem a 
variant of =a1]- and/or =g~? 

Among the suffixes which create verbs exclusively from nominals, 
reflexive/passive-forming =alt- and momentaneous-forming =alt~ were 
mentioned above. To these we may add the still somewhat productive 
=(e)St(~)-. Note the conjugational ambiguity; it is difficult to determine 
whether we are dealing here with one suffix or two, since the meaning is 
sometimes frequentative, e.g. ru~- 'chops; fells (trees)' > rU=eSt- 'chops 
repeatedly' and sometimes (though less often) momentaneous, e.g. torg-
'jumps' > tor=st~ 'jumps once/suddenly'. Numerous frequentatives are built 
with the no longer productive suffix =ed~, e.g. nal=ed~ 'keeps taking' 
(from nal- 'takes'); the meaning of these derivates, as with frequentatives 
generally, is often connected with multiple object complements, e.g. pu~ 

'gives' > pu=ed~ 'gives to many, distributes'. 

Enclitics 
If we restrict to the class of clitics only those elements which lack any 
grammatical or semantic implications, we are left with very few examples. 
Only --at and --ak qualify; the former is especially frequent. Examples: ikt~t 

je1]--at uke 'there is not even one person' , tud~m--ak uz~ PRO.s3-acc--enc 
SEES.slpastl 'It was (s)he that I saw'. The enclitics act as emphasizers and 
can be attached to verbs as well as to nominals, e.g. kol=en--at kolt-~n~t 

DIES=ger--enc FINISHES-p3past2 'they certainly did die'. 
A few case suffixes, e.g. comitative -ge and modal -la, occasionally 

function as enclitics, and the comparative/adjective-formant =rak may also 
behave in this way. The temporal/modal conjunction g~n (- k~n) 'if, when; 
(evidential), hovers between being an enclitic and an independent word. 

Syntax 
A great many gaps in the morphological system of Mari are conspicuously 
smoothed over with the help of syntactic constructions. It is therefore 
difficult, and perhaps counterproductive, to keep the two categories strictly 
apart. The problem is clear from both the nominal and verbal side. 

Noun Phrases 
Noun phrases consist of a single noun, optionally preceded by another noun 
or by an attributive phrase (see p. 237). The noun may also be followed by a 
postposition; this construction is treated in the next section. 

Post positional Phrases 
These consist of a noun or pronoun followed by a postposition. Postpositions 
are nouns with local meanings and defective paradigms, the forms often being 
built with non-productive case suffixes. The postpositional phrase has the 
syntactic function of a case, the adjunct noun acting as a stem and the 

=a1]-
=a1]-
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longer 

longer 
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postposition (local noun) acting as a case ending. Adjunct nouns - which 
could more accurately be termed conjuncts - normally stand in the 
nominative, even if they refer to animates; pronouns are in the genitive. 
Examples:jeg-ze-wlak kokla-ste PERSON-s3-plur INTERSTICE-ine 'among 
the people', tudfJ-n nergen PRO.s3-gen ABOUT 'about himlher/it'. The 
textually most frequent postpositions, gx and the various forms den(e), dee, 
deran, dek(e) - all fossilized inflections of a noun *ter, which survives as an 
independent word tur 'edge, border' - were presented in the morphology 
section, p. 227 (Kangasmaa-Minn 1966: 38). 

Attributive Phrases 
These may be simple, i.e. consist simply of a noun head preceded by an 
adjective (lumlO jeg 'famous person') or by an adjective which is itself 
modified by an adverb (peS lUmlO jeg 'a very famous person'). Adjectival 
attributes are not declined; there is often no difference between a noun and 
an adjectival attribute, e.g. in mari kalfJk 'Mari people' man designates both 
individual ('a Mari') and quality ('pertaining to Mari'). 

As indicated in Morphology, p. 226 the genitive is used to mark the 
animate owner in possessive constructions. The possession is then usually, but 
not necessarily, marked with the appropriate person marker: kugM.a-n 
udfJr( -zo) 'the Tsar's daughter'. An inanimate noun adjunct appears in the 
nominative, and there is no marking on the head noun (kurfJkjol HILL FOOT 
'foot of the hill'). Animate noun adjuncts also occur in the nominative, and 
the use of the genitive to mark inanimate noun adjuncts has begun to spread 
in the present-day language, but the original distinction is still discernible 
(Kangasmaa-Minn 1966: 255). 

Attributive phrases may also be complex, i.e. consist of two or more noun 
phrases joined. For example, the two noun phrases mari kalfJk 'Mari people' 
and lUmlO jeg 'famous person' may be joined by placing the head of the fIrst, 
or subordinate, noun phrase in the genitive and attaching the third-person 
singular suffix to the head of the second phrase, viz. mari kalfJk-fJn lUmlO 
jeg-ze 'a famous person of the Mari people'. Attributive and postpositional 
phrases can co-occur: Mari kalfJk-fJn lUmlO jeg-ze-wlak kokla-ste 'among the 
famous persons of the Mari people' . 

Comparative and Superlative Phrases 
The comparative phrase is special in that in it the adjunct noun is in a local 
case: the bested member of the comparison stands in one of the source cases, 
separative -dec or ablative -lee, depending on dialect. The adjective which 
expresses the quality by which the comparison is made may take the suffIx 
=rak, but is just as often unmarked. The literary language favours -dee; an 
example is therefore wastar kue-dee kugu(=rak) MAPLE BIRCH-sep 
BIG(=cfv) 'the maple is taller than the birch'. 

The superlative is usually formed with en, a loan from Tatar: en alama 
'worst' (alama 'bad'). 
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Verb Phrases 
These contain a finite verb fonn in connection with another verb fonn, either 
finite or non-finite. 

Compound Tense Forms 
The finite verb paradigm is augmented by two types of compound verb fonns. 
One type, built with the negative verb, was presented in the section on 
morphology. In this section we turn to the other type, namely compound 
tenses built with the auxiliary ul- 'is'. 

There are four compound tenses, the first and second imperfect and the first 
and second perfect. All four tenses refer to the past. These four tenses are the 
products of combining the· present and second-past fonns of the main verb 
with the first and second past-tense fonns ofthe auxiliary: 

Auxiliary verb 

Past 1 Past 2 

Main verb Present Imperfect 1 Imperfect 2 

Past 2 Perfect 1 Perfect 2 

Both the imperfects translate in the same way, e.g. imperfect 1 kod~ ~lje, 
imperfect 2 kod~ ulmas are both English 'I was leaving'. The functional 
difference between the two constructions parallels the fonnal difference: first 
v. second past in the auxiliary. The use of these two tenses is the same as the 
use of the first and second past in general, i.e. they are more or less 
interchangeable, but the first past refers especially to events the speaker has 
personally experienced. The same is true of the two perfect tenses: koden ~zie 
(perfect 1) and koden ulmas (perfect 2) both translate as '(s)he had been 
leaving' , and the choice of the auxiliary is more or less a pragmatic one. 

The Mari compound tenses are built on two subsequent predications, as are 
the corresponding categories in other languages. But in Mari there are 
fonnally two kinds of compound tense, built on two different principles. In 
the first, person-marking occurs on the auxiliary. Recall that the second past 
is itself a complex tense, at least historically: it consists of the main verb in 
the gerund plus the present -tense personal fonns of the verb 'is', ul-. In some 
dialects the ingredients are still synchronically transparent in the plural, e.g. 
nal~ ulna corresponding to literary nal~na, both 'we have taken' . 

The periphrastic imperfects and perfects are built on the reverse principle, i.e. 
person-marking occurs on the main verb, not on the auxiliary. The main finite 
verb, on which are encoded person and tense, is the underlying predication, 
while the auxiliary merely relates the event to a point in time, that is to the past. 

functional 
functional 

built built 

been 
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The negative periphrastic imperfects and perfects are a sequence of three verbs: 
person is marked on the negative verb, time (present or second past) is marked 
on another verb - these two taken together form the lower predication - and the 
third verb, the auxiliary, stands for the upper predication and relates the verb 
process to present or past, e. g. first imperfect ok kodo ~lj e NEG. VERB -s3(pres) 
LEA VES-conneg IS-(s3)past '(s)he was not leaving', second perfect nal=~n 

o-na-l ul=masTAKES=ger NEG.VERB-p1past(2) IS=nomen.actionis 'we had 
not been taking'. The same system operates in the desiderative mood, e.g. 
second imperfect desiderative kod~ne-da ul=mas 'you (plur) would like to be 
leaving', negative first imperfect desiderative ~ne-z nal ~lje '(s)he would not 
like to be taking' . The desiderative lacks periphrastic perfects. 

Indicative periphrastic perfects and imperfects sometimes have decidedly 
moralizing overtones, e.g. second imperfective nal~am ulmas 'I should have 
been taking' (Kangasmaa-Minn 1976). 

Adverbial Complements and Converbs 
Verb phrases consisting of a finite verb together with a verbal nominal may 
be divided into several subgroups according to both the nominal form used 
and to the inner cohesion of the construction. 

The infinitive in =as is found in causal contexts; the finite verb usually 
designates locomotion or change, e.g. mal=as woz-eS' SLEEPS-inf 
DESCENDS-s3pres 'goes to bed', kol kuc=as kaj-a FISH SEIZES-inf GOES-
s3pres '(s)he goes to catch fish'. The infinitive also serves as complement to a 
few modal verbs such as toc~ 'tries', tiilJal- 'begins', lij- 'becomes, is 
permitted', kiil- 'is necessary', e.g. kol kuc=as toc-a '(s)he tries to catch fish', 
mur=as kust=as tiilJal-en~t 'they began to sing (and) dance', nal=as lij-eS'? 'Isit 
permittedtotake(this)?',miind~rmod=askaj=aso-g-~tkiistOFARPLAYS -inf 

GOES-infNEG.VERB-pres-p3 COMMANDS-conneg 'they don't allow one 
(me, us) to go far to play', tud~m tun~kt=as kiil-eS'PRO.s3-acc TEACHES-inf 
IS.NECESSARY-s3pres '(s)he must be taught'. 

The gerund in =n is widely used in verb phrases. It is the usual form of the 
verb complement with a variety of verbs having vague semantic content such 
as able', onc~ 'looks, tries', kert- 'is able' as in mo-m ~ste=n most-
et WHAT?-acc DOES=ger IS.ABLE-s2pres 'what can you do?', ojle=n onc-a 
'(s)he tries to speak', tud~m Mte=n kert-am 'I can do that'. 

But the most important function of the n-gerund is its uses in converb 
constructions. These consist of one or more gerunds followed by a finite verb 
form; the semantic core of the construction may reside in a converb, in the finite 
verb, or in both. The following more common types may be distinguished: 

1 The event indicated by the gerund is simultaneous with that of the finite 
verb, e.g. oksa mure=n tol-eS' ta siiske=n kaj-a MONEY SINGS=ger 
COMES-s3pres AND WHISTLES=ger GOES-s3pres 'money comes 
singing and goes whistling' . 
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2 The event indicated by the gerund occurs before that of the finite verb, 
e.g. nuno male=n kfmi el-f1t 'after sleeping, they get up'. Note that the 
order of the gerunds need not necessarily match the order of events, e.g. 
maska kaza-m kuce=n tol-f1n kaj-a BEAR GOAT-acc SEIZES=ger 
COMES=ger GOES-s3pres 'the bear comes, catches the goat, and goes' . 

3 The converb construction may convey aspectual information about the 
event, stressing its duration or its punctuality. In such cases the semantic 
content is borne by the gerund, while the aspect is specified by the lexical 
choice of the finite verb. Verbs used for this purpose are somewhat 
colourless and simple in meaning, and their number is limited - there may 
be as many as forty. Imperfective, continuous action is conveyed by finite 
verbs such as sog?/- 'stands', e.g. ojf1rtemaltse wer-fJm nal=f1n sog-a 
DISTINGUISHED PLACE-accusative TAKES=ger STANDS-s3pres 
'will always have a distinguished place'. Various kinds of perfective 
aspect are expressed by finite verbs designating actions such as begin-
ning, finishing, finding, leaving, sending, readying, reaching, and going 
or coming, e.g. kas tene ola-ske tol=fm su-eS EVENING AT CITY-ill 
COMES=ger REACHES-s3pres '(s)he will arrive in town in the eve-
ning', joralt( = f1n) kaj-enf1t ta kole=n--at kolt-enf1t FALLS.DOWN( =ger) 
GOES-p3past2 AND DIES=ger--enc SENDS-p3past2 'they fell down 
and died' (the bare stem of am-verbs, asjoralt- here, may function as the 
gerund in converb constructions) (Bartens 1979: 143-9). 

Simple Sentences 
In Mari, predication is based on a noun or a verb. 

Noun-based Predication 
Nominal predication sets two nouns against one another. The borderline 
between them is marked by the copula, which in the present indicative third 
person singular is zero; in other persons, tenses, and moods, verb forms based 
on both ul- 'is' and lij- 'becomes' occur. Examples: soygo ul-at 'you are old', 
kuwa soygo 'the woman is old', kuwa soygo ul=mas 'the woman was old'. 
It is not the absence (zero) of the copula that makes the sentence a nominal 
one; the nominality lies in the fact that the copula is merely a peg on which 
to hang person, tense, and mood markers. 

On the other hand lij-eS (s3pres) does occur; but kuwa soygo lij-eS is 'the 
woman grows old'. This approach recognizes another, dynamic type of 
nominal sentence alongside the static statement 'the woman is old'. The 
system oftwo verbs 'to be' is discernible in most Finno-Ugric languages, but 
the functions of the two verbs have become tangled; in Mari, too, they are not 
clearly differentiated, and there is much dialectal variation. In fact, lij- may 
be found in static sentences, as well, especially in those referring to the past; 
recall that standard EM has second-past forms of lij- in suppletion for the 
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defective paradigm of ul-. On the other hand, ul- cannot replace lij- when 
notions of futurity or change are involved (Kangasmaa-Minn 1969b: 6). 

Verb-based Predication 
When built on a verb form the sentence structure presupposes the 
co-occurrence, actual or implied, of a noun in a local case form. There are 
several subtypes: 

The possessive sentence is most akin to nominal-based predication. It is built 
on a verb characteristically found in localizing connections but occurring 
without a local adverbial. The verb most often is ul- 'is, exists', with its special 
third-person singular present indicative form ulo and uke as its negative 
counterpart; the verb always stands in the third person. The possessor is an 
animate noun in the genitive case, and the thing possessed usually has the person 
marker implicated by the genitive, e.g. m~~ kok ud~r-em ulo PRO.s1gen 
TWO DAUGHTER-s1 EXISTS.s3pres 'I have two daughters', erg~n imni ~ze 
uke BOY-gen HORSE-s3 NOT.EXIST.s3pres 'the boy does not have a horse', 
memnan ul-mas port-na 'we had a house', lud=so-wlak-~ knliga-ze (- knli-
ga-st) uke 'the readers do not have a book'; as the last example shows, the third 
person singular marker (-ze) often appears instead of the third person plural (-st) 
if the owners possess one thing together, or all of them one thing each. 

A possessive relation is not necessarily static; it can involve loss and gain, 
as well. An animate genitive is found in constructions such as tud~n jum~ze 

su-eS PRO.s3-gen THIRST-s3 ARRIVES-s3pres '(s)he becomes thirsty', 
nun~n soc-~n ud~r-ze PRO.p3-gen IS.BORN-s3past2 DAUGHTER-s3 'a 
girl was born to them', jelJ-~n jom-~n oksa-ze PERSON-gen GETS.LOST-
s3past2 MONEY-s3 'a (wo)man lost hislher money'. 

Static possessive constructions are reminiscent of nominal-based predica-
tions inasmuch as they may occur without the verb 'is': erg~n imnl~ze, when 
representing a sentence, may be translated as 'the boy has a horse'. The 
possessor noun need not be present; the person marker, encoding the possessor, 
then achieves syntactic significance: imnl ~ze ulo '(s)he has a horse', Ud~r-em 
uke 'I do not have a daughter' ,jum-em su-eS 'I become thirsty' . 

Locational predication consists of a verb and a local adverbial, usually a 
noun in one of the local cases or followed by a postposition. The verb may 
be transitive or intransitive; the occurrence of a direct object does not affect 
the basic locational structure of the utterance. A static verb presupposes an 
adverbial in the inessive or locative, e.g. Mari kal~k-~ lUm=1O jelJ-ze-wlak 
kokla-ste ... T. Jewsejew ... sog-a, 'T. Jewsejew stands among the famous 
persons of the Mari people' in which sog-a 'stands', as a static verb, requires 
an adverbial in a static case form, here the postpositional phrase jelJ-ze-wlak 
kokla-ste 'among persons', with the inessive ending -ste. An example with a 
static transitive verb is tud~m m(~)lande umbal-ne kij~=kt-em PRO.s3-acc 
GROUND SURFACE-at LIES=caus-s1pres 'I keep himlher lying on the 
ground'. As in possessive constructions, the third-person singular present 

(wo)man lost hislher 
(wo)man lost hislher hislher 

knliga-ze 

imni 

jum~ze jum~ze 

horse'. horse'. 

kal~k-~ 

horse', horse', 

imni 
imni imni 

umbal-ne umbal-ne umbal-ne 
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indicative ulo may be omitted in simple statements such as iidfJr portfJ-stO 'the 
girl is in the house'; such constructions do not represent nominal sentences, 
since an adverbial modifier is present. 

A dynamic predication requires adverbials in separative and/or in lative or 
illative cases, or in postpositional phrases with appropriate, i.e. goal or source, 
functional endings. The verb designates motion of some kind, e.g. (separative) 
surt-so gxfln lekt=fln kajat HOUSE-s3 FROM EXITS=ger GOES-p3pres 
'they leave his house'; (lative) ko-n ter-d sine-at WHO?-gen SLEIGH-Iat 
SITS.DOWN-s2pres 'into whose sleigh do you sit?'; (illative) koz piigelme 
wol=en woz-d ik meragfln wuj-fJskfJ-zo SPRUCE CONE DESCENDS=ger 
FALLS.s3pres ONE HARE-gen HEAD-ill-s3 'a spruce-cone, falling, hits a 
hare on the head', me eotl-ena puseggfJ-m fJlfJksfJ-s PRO.pl ESTEEMS.pl 
TREE-acc LIVING-ill 'we consider a tree a living thing'; (illative) wara pop 
memnan ergfJ-lan liim-fJm pu-a 'then the priest gives a name to our son' . 

Complex Sentences 
Apart from relatively recent borrowings Marl has few conjunctions; coordina-
tion and subordination of simple finite sentences is accordingly rare. Instead, 
utterances are linked together with the help of non-finite verb forms. 

Nominalization 
This is the process whereby a verb is converted, by derivational morphology, 
into one of the non-finite forms introduced above, p. 232. This non-finite verb 
form, together with its arguments, is then embedded into the framework of the 
matrix sentence, and any elements which the two sentences share are deleted. 
We have already met with an example of a gerund serving as a simple 
embedding, in which the subject is the same in both embedded and matrix 
sentences, viz. oksa mur=en tol-d 'money comes singing' , a compression of 
oksa mur-a, oksa tol-d 'money sings, money comes' . Even a nominal sentence 
can be nominalized: mfJj-fJn mo jegem( -fJm) sinefJm-et su-d--gfln PRO.sl-gen 
WHAT? PERSON-si-acc KNOWS=pass.part-s2 ARRIVES-s3pres--IF 'if 
you want to know what kind of person I am' shows a nominal predication (mflni 
mo jeg 'I am what kind of person') embedded as a direct object (- fJm, optional to 
the right of s I -em-) into the matrix sentence sine= fJm-et su-d--gfJn 'IF YOUR 
KNOWING IS WANTED» if you want to know'. 

A nominalized possessive phrase is a genitive attribute with its head; the 
relation is transparent since the same case - the genitive - occurs in both 
constructions: embedding ergfJ-n ulo imni fJ-ze 'the boy has a horse' into imnie 
kudal-d 'the horse is running' gives ergfJ-n imnjfJ-ze kudal-d 'the boy's 
horse is running'. 

Locational embeddings are the most complex because many functional 
elements may be involved: subject, object, one or more adverbials plus 
adjectival attributes and modal adjuncts. The subject of the embedded 
sentence stands in the nominative or the genitive, the object in the nominative 
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or the accusative, and the local adverbials in the appropriate case forms. All the 
non-finite forms mentioned in the morphology section may occur. Examples: 
kug~za us~ze kaj=en sog-a OLD.MAN MIND-s3 GOES=ger STANDS-
s3pres 'the old man stands stupefied' ,p~r~s uz-~n maska-n ka tarw~/t~=m~m 

CAT SEES-s3past2 BEAR-gen STONE MOVES=pass.part-acc 'THE CAT 
SAW THE BEAR'S STONE-MOVING »> the cat saw the bear move the 
stone', mozx t~j sine-et m~j-fm kusan kol=sas-em tozo MAYBE PRO.s2 
KNOWS-s2pres PRO.sl-gen WHERE? DIES=fut.part-sl ALSO 'maybe you 
know where I'm going to die, as well?', er-Ia pazar-M mij=d~=mas-Ia

-rak lij=fm ojl=en kodo MORNING-mod MARKET-Iat GOES=car= 
nomen.actionis-mod--enc IS=ger SPEAKS=ger REMAINS-s3pastl '(S)HE 
REMAINED SAYING BEING SOMEHOW-WITHOUT-GOING TO MAR-
KET NEXT-MORNING »> '(s)he persisted in saying that (s)he would 
somehow not be going to market the next morning' (Kangasmaa-Minn 1969c). 

Co-ordination and Subordination 
Besides norninalization and embedding, Mari also uses the locational 
postposition den as a co-ordinator between equal members, as in the riddle 
pire den maska was one-at WOLF AT BEAR MUTUALLY LOOKS-p3pres 
'the wolf and the bear look at one another' . Since the verb one-at is in the third 
person plural we may take den here to be a conjunctive element. (The answer 
to the riddle is torza den opsa 'window and door'). 

An enclitic can sometimes link two co-ordinated clauses, e.g. ik kana m~j 

eodra-s mij-~s~--ak peS suko pir~m uz-~ ONE TIME PRO.sl FOREST-
lat/ill GOES-slpastl--enc VERY MANY WOLF-acc SEES-slpastl 'once 
when I went into the forest I saw many wolves'. An enclitic --k~n - --g~n 

added to the finite verb at the end of an utterance marks a temporal or 
conditional clause: meraIJ waske osem-eS--kfm, lum waske tol-eS HARE 
EARLY WHITENS-s3pres-enc SNOW EARLY COMES-s3pres 'if the hare 
becomes white early, there will be an early snow' . 

Finite relative clauses do occur in Mari; they usually refer to a determi-
native pronoun in the main clause, as in ko dene il-et, tud~n dean koNs-~ 

pog-et WHO AT LIVES-s2pres, PRO.s3-gen FROM CHARACTER-acc 
GATHERS-s2pres 'you get your character from the person with whom you 
live'. This type of relative clause also appears in rather early translations, e.g. 
in that of the Gospel according to St Matthew, edited by J.F Wiedemann in 
a Hill (= Western) Mari dialect: mar-Ian kej-enet sedii ketsii jakte, kuda-ze-n 
Noi pur=en pos-ska MAN-dat GOES-p3past2 THAT DAY UNTIL, WHICH-
s3-loc NOAH ENTERS-s3past2 ARK-ill 'they married (= went to man) until 
the day on which Noah entered the Ark' . 

Lexicon 
Three chronological layers are clearly discernible in the Mari lexicon. The 
basic vocabulary is Uralic or Finno-Ugric in origin; this is followed by a thick 

kol=sas-em kol=sas-em 

kol=sas-em kol=sas-em kol=sas-em 
kol=sas-em kaj=en 

'maybe 

sometimes ONE 

enclitic enclitic 

dean dean 

kana 
suko 
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layer of Turkic (Tatar and Chuvash) loans; and on top are the Russian 
loanwords, which are the easiest to detect. 

At fIrst glance the Turkic element seems to predominate; this reflects the 
high lexical frequency of the Turkic loans in Mari. Words of (F)U origin, on 
the other hand, have been in the language longer and thus tend to have more 
derivates; for this reason, but also because they designate primary concepts, 
words of (F)U origin have a higher textual frequency in most everyday texts. 
The semantic fIelds covered by words of (F)U origin include nature, the body, 
primitive genre de vie, and basic feelings and actions. 

An inventory of the word roots occurring in the text at the end of this 
chapter gives representative results. If we discount proper names, there are 
forty-fIve words in total. Fifteen roots of (F)U origin account for twenty-one 
occurrences: occurring twice are mari 'Mari' (an old loan from IE to FU), 
ske 'self, and lam 'name', which is of Uralic pedigree; the root lu-, with an 
original meaning of 'counts', occurs three times in the text (in lud=so 
'reader', lu+wit 'fIfteen', and kok+lu 'twenty'). The remainder occur once 
each: Uralic kok 'two', wit 'fIve', tide 'this', tudo 'that', ilfr 'lives', and kodfJ-
'leaves'; Finno-Ugric ij 'year', sog- 'stands', wij 'strength', tiiI) 'base', fJstfr 
'fInishes, does'. Of Turkic origin (or mediation) are oj fJr- 'divides', samfJdk 
'mostly', sagal 'a little', palfr 'knows', ojlfr 'speaks', sfJmlfr 'studies', 
kundem 'region', pfJtartfr 'fInishes', gfJna 'only', nergen 'about, concerning', 
dokan (hypothetical/conditional sentence particle), suap 'reward for good 
deeds' and kalfJk 'people' (both < Tatar < Arabic), zap 'time' « Chuvash < 
Arabic), sot=an 'intelligible, clear' « Chuvash < Russian), possibly also nal-
'takes' and jiila 'way', altogether seventeen occurrences. Two of the words, 
jeI) 'person' and woz- 'writes', cannot be assigned a sure etymological 
classifIcation. Only the sentence particles a and wet, used together in the 
transitional collocation a wet 'anyway', and the pan-European kultur are 
direct Russian loans. 

Even more striking evidence of strong Turkic influence is provided by the 
morphology. Of Turkic origin is the moderative/comparative suffIx/enclitic 
--rak, as are (perhaps) the pluralizer -wlak and the modal suffIx -lao There are 
also a number of derivational suffIxes which Mari shares with Chuvash and/or 
Tatar. These originally entered Mari along with the roots to which they were 
attached, but were then abstracted and functionalized, becoming parts of the 
Mari derivational machinery. According to the degree to which these 
morphemes have been freed from their Turkic roots they may be classified 
into two broad types: those that appear only in words of Turkic origin and 
those that occur attached to native roots as well. Only the latter qualify as 
borrowed suffIxes in the strict sense; among them are the =le - =10 - =10 , 
as in liim=1O 'famous' which originally occurred only in Chuvash loans such 
as in the above-mentioned tam=le 'sweet'. Borrowed suffIxes often are 
connected more loosely with the stem than their native counterparts, cf. -wlak, 
=sfJ, --rak and the abstract suffIx =lfJk (from Chuvash), which can be added 
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even to finite verb forms, e.g. kul-eS=lfJk 'necessity' (kul-eS 'it is necessary' , 
a third person singular present-tense form). Among borrowed verb-forming 
suffixes is the iterative =kalfJ-, originally occurring only in Chuvash 
borrowings, e.g. jamdfJl=kalfJ- 'prepares repeatedly', but available now for 
(F)U roots, as well: liij=kalfJ- 'shoots repeatedly' from liijfJ- 'shoots'. 

Canonic Shapes for Non-borrowed Vocabulary 
Compared with its putative original structure, the inherited Uralic and Finno-
Ugric lexical stock of Mari is well worn. Original I-stems and most A-stems 
have lost their final vowel, e.g. lum 'name' < *nime, cf. Erzya Mordva ljem, 
Finnish nimi; kok 'two' < *kakta < *kiikta, cf. Mordva kavto, Finnish kahte-; 
kol 'fish' < *kala, cf. Mordva kal, Finnish kala. Some original A-stems which 
had a rounded vowel in the first syllable have preserved their final vowel, e.g. 
kudo '(summer) cooking-house' < *kota, cf. Mordva kudo, Finnish kota 
'Saami tent', (Northern) Saami goahti 'tent'; lumo 'glue' < *&tima, cf. 
Finnish tymii; size 'autumn' < pFU *sUltiksjV, cf. Erzya Mordva sioksi, 
Finnish syksy, Saami cakCa. 

On the other hand, Mari has preserved Uralic consonant oppositions fairly 
well. The most characteristic changes are the following: (1) intervocalic *-k-
has gone to -j or zero, e.g. ij, WM i 'year', cf. Finnish ikii 'age', Saamijahki 
'year'; (2) there is no clear evidence of original geminates *-pp- *-tt- *-kk-; 
(3) the s(h)ibilants *s *sj *s have all regularly fallen together into s, save in 
certain positions in certain eastern dialects; (4) stops and sibilants have 
become voiced in voiced environments. 

Many Turkic loanwords have taken on canonic shapes in Mari; for 
example, word-initial voiced stops and sibilants have become voiceless, as in 
Far Eastern pagfJt 'time', from Tatar bayfJt. The voiceless velar fricative x, 
more or less at home in WM (xala 'town', from Chuvash), was lost in such 
older loans into EM (ola 'town, city'), but has entered with Russianisms such 
as xarakteristika, which also has Russian stress. 

Chuvash loanwords have been responsible for the reintroduction of s and 
the high frequency of I and r, even in clusters: jorlo 'lazy', soria 'sickle', but 
these are features which are not unknown in native vocabulary, as well. 
Because of structural parallels between Uralic and Turkic, foreign influence 
is not always easy to ascertain. Russian elements on the other hand are very 
easily recognized. Russian loanwords refer to technical and political concepts 
and they are usually pronounced as strictly in accordance with Russian 
phonology as possible. Despite the rich resources within Mari to coin new 
vocabulary, for political reasons most twentieth-century neologisms have 
been Russian, often down to the last suffix; thus for example 'railway station' 
is zelezobetQnnfJj sooruZfZ.nij, defined in a Mari-Russian dictionary (Asylbaev 
1956: 116) as 'zelezobet.Qnn~j sooruz~nij'. sooruZfZ.nij, sooruZfZ.nij, 
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Literary Eastern Mari Text 
From Kugarnia, 31 January 1992. 

A: text in phonological transcription, segmented; B: morpheme-
by-morpheme gloss; C: close English translation; D: free English trans-
lation. 

adj = 'adjective-forming suffix'; =vb = 'verb-forming suffix'; =nom 
'nominal-forming suffix' 

A1.marij kalSk-Sn lum=16 jeIJ-ze-wlak kok=la-ste 

Bl.Mari PEOPLE-gen NAME=adj PERSON- TWO-
s3-plur =nom-ine 

Cl.Mari people's famous persons among 

Morko kundem=Sse Az+jal marij 
(toponym) REGION=adj (toponym) + VILLAGE MARl 
Morko region's Azjal Mari 

ske sot=an ojSr=t=em=alt-se wer-Sm 
SELF SENSE=adj DIVIDES=vb=act.part PLACE-acc 

nal=Sn 
TAKES=ger 
oc-own clear 

sog-a 
STANDS-s3pres 
-copies 

distinct place 

A2. samSrSk lud=so-wlak-Ian tide 
B2. MOSTLY READS=act.part-plur-dat THIS 
C2. mostly to readers this 

lum sagal palS=me dokan A3. tud-Sn 
NAME A.LITTLE KNOWS=pass.part (hypothesis) B3. PRO.s3-gen 
name little known ITMAYBE C3.ofhim 

nerge-n 
ABOUT-Ioc 
on the subject 

pSt=ar=t=Ss 
FINISHESvb=nom 
last/most recent 

lu+wit 
TEN+FIVE 
fifteen 

kok+lu 
TWO+TEN 
twenty 

ij-Ia-ste gSna ojl=as woz=as tUIJ=al-Sn-St 
YEAR-plur-ine ONLY SPEAKS-inf WRITES-inf BASE=vb-past2-p3 
in years only to speak to write they have begun 

A4. a wet T. Jewsejew ske zap-SstS-ze kultur-Sm 
B4. BUT LO T.J. SELF TIME-ine-s3 CULTURE-acc 
C4. In an event T.J. in his own time culture 

= 



wij=an=1J=d=m=as-(s)te il~=s+jtila-m 

STRENGTH=adj=vb=vb=nom=nom-ine LIVES=nom-
+WAY-acc 

in making strong way of life 
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s~ml~=m=as-(s)te 

STUDIES=nom=nom-ine 
kugu 
BIG 

suap-~m ~st=en kod-en 
BENEFIT MAKES=ger LEA VES-

s3past2 
in studying great benefit he left behind 

D 1. Among the famous personages of the Mari people Timofej Evseevich 
Evseev, from the village of Azjal in the district of Morko, stands out in his 
own class, taking a glorious place. To many readers this name may well be 
unknown. Only in the last fifteen or twenty years have people started to talk 
and to write about him. In any event, in his era T. Evseev had great merit in 
strengthening culture and studying folkways (i.e. in doing cultural and 
ethnographic research). 
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8 Permian 

Timothy Riese 

Much has been written about the meaning and origin of the word 'Permian'. 
The controversy began in the nineteenth century and to this date no one 
explanation has found general acceptance. Here there is space for only a very 
brief survey of the various theories. It is advisable to begin with the facts and 
then proceed to the hypotheses. 

The word 'Permian' is used today to designate a subgroup of the Uralic 
language family which is composed of the Komi (Zyrian) and Udmurt 
(Votyak) languages, both spoken in the northeastern part of European Russia. 
It is a scholarly designation, not having been taken from the languages in 
question; these do not have a native expression denoting 'Komi + Udmurt' or 
'Udmurt + Komi'. The word can be traced back philologically to the Russian 
IIepeMb - IIepMb, forms which occur in medieval Russian chronicles. At 
ftrst, the word was used to designate certain territories, not a people or 
language. The ftrst territory in question was the area of the lower course of 
the Dvina River (near the present-day city of Arkhangelsk, on the White Sea), 
the second was the area very roughly bounded by the Urals in the east and the 
Pechora, Vychegda, and Kama Rivers on the north, west, and south. This latter 
territory was incorporated into the Russian Empire in 1478. 'Greater Perm' 
lay on and about the area of today's Komi Republic. The word 'Permian' 
(rrepMCKHll:) was used for the non-Russian inhabitants of this territory, for the 
most part Zyrians, both before and for some time after its annexation to the 
Russian realm. Later the Russians began to use the appellation 'Zyrian'. Since 
the nineteenth century 'Permian' has been in use in scholarly writing to 
designate not only the Zyrians, but also their close linguistic relatives, the 
Udmurt. 

There is much evidence which points to the Russian 'Perm' being 
ultimately identical with the 'Bjarma-Land' of old Scandinavian sagas. This 
'Bjarma-Land' can be located on the Kola Peninsula and the southern shores 
of the White Sea, i.e. an area approximately corresponding to the ftrst territory 
called 'Perm' by the Russians. The inhabitants of this area, the 'Bjarmians', 
were certainly not Zyrians, but rather Karelians, who very likely had intensive 
trade contacts with the Zyrians farther to the east. The fabled wealth of 
'Bjarma-Land' cannot have been due to the richness of the land itself, but to 
the trade routes running through it and connecting Scandinavia, via the upper 
Kama/Zyrian territory, with the Bulgarian Empire on the lower Kama and 
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Volga. Even if 'Penn' and 'Bjanna' are accepted as being etymologically 
identical, this does not solve the problem of the origin of the word. For this, 
several theories have been offered, the most widespread being the following 
three: 

1 It is of Zyrian origin. The Komi word panna '(certain kind of) wooded 
mountain ridge' has been advanced in this regard. 

2 It is of Baltic-Fennic origin. A hypothetical *perii+maa 'back country, 
hinterland' has been much discussed. 

3 It is of Scandinavian origin. Under this theory, it is regarded as cognate 
with Gennanic *benn-, *bann- (cf. English brim), meaning 'border; 
shore'. 

Of these theories the first and second still have their supporters, but the 
third is perhaps in the (shaky) ascendancy. 

At this point it is necessary to clarify the question as to how many Permian 
languages there actually are. The traditional view is that there are two: Komi 
and Udmurt. In the Soviet Union, however, the official line spoke of three: 
Komi-Zyrian, Komi-Pennyak, and Udmurt. The question is, therefore, 
whether Komi-Zyrian and Komi-Pennyak constitute two separate languages 
or are dialects of the same language. 

Since the 1920s two separate literary languages, differing from one another 
in no significant way, have been in use: Komi-Zyrian for the Zyrians in the 
Komi Republic, and Komi-Pennyak for the Zyrians in the Komi-Pennyak 
Autonomous Region to the south of the Komi Republic. The Soviet official 
line maintained that these two literary fonns are distinct, separate languages 
and that the people speaking them constitute distinct, separate nationalities. 
Consequently, they were treated separately in censuses. The question as to 
whether the Komi-Pennyak constitute a separate nationality or are a part of 
the Komi people as a whole can be answered only by the Komi-Pennyak 
themselves. National affiliation is a subjective matter which cannot be 
determined by outsiders. 

Linguistic affiliation, on the other hand, is objective and can be judged just 
as capably by non-Komi-Pennyak as by the Komi-Pennyak themselves. 
There is no doubt that dialectal differences exist between Komi-Zyrian and 
Komi-Pennyak. These differences are, however, much smaller than the 
differences between the dialects of most western European languages and are 
by no means so large as to justify speaking of two distinct languages. The 
opinion that we are dealing with two separate languages has never been 
accepted outside the Soviet Union and presumably there would have been 
much more debate on this matter within the Soviet Union had citizens not had 
to fear the consequences of deviation from the official line. 

Why, then, was a separate literary fonn, Komi-Pennyak, created in the 
1920s? Why was not the literary Zyrian language adopted for all Zyrian-
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speaking territories, as would have been more expedient? One reason is 
administrative unimaginativeness. In addition to the above-mentioned dia-
lectal differences, the Komi-Permyak are separated from the Komi-Zyrians 
by a swath of Russian-populated territory and have traditionally belonged to 
a different administrative unit. Another reason is idealism. One must bear in 
mind the linguistic policy of the early years of Soviet power, a policy for the 
most part highly beneficial to the speakers of smaller minority languages. 
New literary languages were created and the opportunity of using them in 
education, publication, and other cultural pursuits was provided. In several 
cases, however, the authorities went too far and fostered the creation of two 
literary languages where one would have sufficed, thus splitting a nationality 
into two segments. It has been maintained that this was no coincidence and 
had the purpose of weakening minority languages vis-a.-vis Russian (divide et 
impera), but it is not felt to be necessary to impugn the efforts of the language 
reformers of the 1920s, which were undoubtedly laudable to a high degree. 
On the other hand, there is no doubt that the existence of two literary forms 
for one language has served to estrange the Komi-Permyak from the Komi-
Zyrians and has made the struggle of both groups for linguistic development 
and survival all the more difficult. 

The following data are taken from various censuses conducted in the 
Soviet Union. It should be noted that in the censuses of the Soviet era citizens 
were asked to report their ethnic nationality as well as the language they 
considered to be their mother tongue. Due to the widespread language shift 
of the last few decades (usually, minority language> Russian) the reported 
mother tongue is very often not the language of the citizen's ethnic group, i.e. 
many people may feel that they are Komi or Udmurt (and not Russians, 
Tatars, etc.), but give their mother tongue not as Komi or Udmurt, but (in the 
great majority of these cases) as Russian. In the following statistics the word 
Zyrian is, unless otherwise indicated, used to mean Komi-Zyrian and Komi-
Permyak. 

The number of people identifying themselves as Zyrians and Votyaks has 
risen in every census in this century, but at a pace much slower than that of 
other peoples of the CIS. Indeed, the word stagnation would now seem more 
appropriate than growth. The growth rate of the last decade was a mere 0.2 
per cent (Zyrian) and 0.5 per cent (Votyak). 

Nationality affiliations: 

1939 
1959 
1989 

Zyrians 

422,300 
431,128 
496,579 

Votyaks 

606,300 
624,800 
746,793 
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Of even more interest are the linguistic data of the censuses, which purport 
to tell us how many people actually speak these languages. These statistics 
present a gloomy picture: in the past few decades the actual number of 
speakers has been slowly but steadily decreasing. In 1989 a total of 360,000 
people declared Zyrian, and 520,000 declared Votyak, to be their mother 
tongue. The language-retention rate expressed in percentages of Zyrians/ 
Votyaks with ZyrianIVotyak as their mother tongue, is particularly revealing: 

Komi-Zyrian Komi-Permyak Votyak 

1959  89.3 87.6 89.1 
1970 82.7 85.8 82.6 
1979 76.2 77.1 76.4 
1989 70.4 70.1 69.6 

Language retention can also depend on (1) whether the ZyriansNotyaks 
live in their ethnic administrative areas, (2) whether they live in a rural or 
urban area, and (3) sex. 

1 The percentage of Komi-Zyrians living in the Komi Republic remained 
stable throughout the twentieth century (1926: 84.5 per cent; 1989: 84.5 
per cent). Approximately two-thirds of the Komi-Permyaks still live in 
the Komi-Permyak Autonomous Region. The percentage of Votyaks 
living in the Udmurt Republic has declined somewhat (1926: 78.5 per 
cent; 1989: 66.5 per cent). That residence in these areas is conducive to 
the retention of the native language is borne out by the figures. In 1989, 
74.3 per cent of the Zyrians in the Komi Republic spoke Zyrian, and 75.7 
per cent of the Votyak living in their administrative region spoke Votyak, 
as their mother tongue. The slightly higher retention rate is due, inter alia, 
to the possibilities of using Zyrian and Votyak to some extent in 
education, the press, and other cultural pursuits, possibilities which are 
not normally available outside the republics in question. 

2 Zyrians and Votyaks have traditionally been rural peoples. The language 
retention rate is also consistently higher among those still residing in the 
countryside as opposed to those who have moved to urban centres, which 
uniformly have an overwhelming Russian-speaking majority. 

3 The number of women retaining Zyrian and Votyak as their mother 
tongue has always been 3 to 4 percentage points higher than that of men. 

The cause for the decline in the number of ZyrianiVotyak speakers has thus 
not been a decrease in the numbers of ZyriansNotyaks, but a steadily 
accelerating linguistic assimilation of ZyrianiVotyak > Russian. What have 
been the major causes of this switch-over? 
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1 The prestige of Russian. Russian is the language identified with modem-
day society, with progress. Zyrian and Votyak on the other hand have to 
some extent come to be identified with a rural, antiquated way of life. A 
good command of Russian became imperative in the past few decades for 
anyone wishing to rise in Soviet society. 

2 Loss of compact ZyrianNotyak territories. While still existing, the size 
and numbers of areas where ZyrianNotyak is spoken almost exclusively 
have been steadily shrinking. Previously, large-scale ethnic contact, 
intermingling, and assimilation took place only in urban areas or on the 
fringes of a large, relatively homogeneous Zyrian or Votyak area. Now, 
a much greater proportion of the Zyrian and Votyak peoples live in the 
'fringe' areas, and the rural exodus affecting all peoples of the CIS has 
also led many Zyrian and Votyaks to (Russian-speaking) urban centres. 
There has also been an influx of Russians and other nationalities into 
traditional Zyrian and Votyak territories. This is readily evident from the 
percentages of Zyrians and Votyaks in the total number of inhabitants of 
the Komi and Udmurt Republics. Whereas in the 1920s the Zyrians and 
Votyaks made up about 90 per cent of the population of their respective 
republics, this figure has now plummeted to (1989) 23 per cent in the 
Komi Republic, 58 per cent in the Komi-Permyak Autonomous Region, 
and 30.9 per cent in the Udmurt Republic. The offspring of the now 
commonplace ethnically mixed marriages are overwhelmingly raised as 
Russian speakers. 

3 Decline in the use of ZyrianNotyak in education and the press. The 
decade following the Bolshevik Revolution saw a rapid upswing in the 
use of Zyrian and Votyak in education and print. An effort was made to 
provide all Zyrian and Votyak children who lived in their respective 
republics with the opportunity of being educated in their native tongue -
if not for their complete schooling then at least for the first years of 
primary education. Ever since the 1950s, however, the opportunities for 
education in Zyrian and Votyak have been gradually whittled away, until 
now the great majority of Zyrian and Votyak children are educated 
exclusively in Russian, their native tongue being at most an optional 
subject. An interesting survey has shown that rural Zyrians prefer to 
speak Zyrian, but to read and write in Russian. It does not need to be 
stressed that being educated in Russian is highly conducive to linguistic 
assimilation. It was not until the 1920s that Zyrian and Votyak began to 
be used extensively in printed media. The number of books in these 
languages has, however, declined steeply in the past few decades. This 
development has also been detrimental to the fostering and development 
of Zyrian and Votyak. 

What are the prospects now for the Permian languages? Will there still be 
speakers of Zyrian and Votyak fifty years hence, or will the process of 
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assimilation result in complete Russification? It can safely be said at the 
present moment that the situation is serious, but not yet hopeless. The fall of 
the Soviet regime and the weakening of central power have brought about the 
possibility that the Permian peoples will be able to determine their own affairs 
as regards education, the press, and other cultural activities. The situation is, 
however, still extremely volatile, making predictions quite hazardous. It is 
also a question of what Permians themselves want and what efforts they are 
willing to make to achieve their goals. If a concentrated effort is made now, 
a great deal can be done to offset the weakening of the language which has 
set in over the recent past. If a strengthening of national consciousness were 
to come about, one which results in a renewal of school education in the 
Permian languages and a new upswing in the use of Zyrian and Votyak in the 
press and in local government, the future of these languages would be 
assured. 

Proto-Permian 
After the westward migration of the ancestors of the Finno-Volgaic (= western 
Finno-Permic) peoples, a group of Finno-Ugrians (or Finno-Permians, if we 
assume that U gric had already broken away) remained in the area of the Kama 
and Vyatka Rivers, to the east of the Volga. It has been estimated that this 
separation took place about 2000 BCE. Those remaining became the ancestors 
of the Zyrians and Votyaks and are referred to as proto-Permians. The 
language they spoke is called proto-Permian (pPN). During the long pPN 
period the language underwent far-reaching changes involving all linguistic 
domains. These changes produced a separate language quite distinct from its 
congeners. Proto-Permian later evolved into two separate languages after the 
ancestors of the present-day Zyrians began migrating northwards in the eighth 
and ninth centuries CEo We have no written records of pPN, and all our 
statements about it are therefore hypothetical. Studies of pPN are based on the 
evidence provided by present-day Zyrian and Votyak, older written records of 
these languages, by other Uralic languages, and by loanwords in and from 
other languages, related and unrelated. Of particular interest are the Middle 
Bulgarian and Iranian loanwords in pPN. 

The present-day Permian languages are relatively closely related. That they 
are related is obvious not only to linguists, but also to naIve native speakers. 
The areas of identity and similarity extend to all subsystems of language 
structure. Mutual intelligibilty over any significant stretch of discourse is, 
however, not possible. 

Old Zyrian (OZ) and the Yaz'va Dialect of Zyrian (PO) 
In the following sections of this chapter linguistic examples will be cited from 
both Old Zyrian and the yaz'va dialect of Zyrian. 
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Old Zyrian 
By 'Old Zyrian' is meant the language of the earliest texts in Zyrian. These 
date from the fourteenth century and are based on the Lower Vychegda (VU) 
dialect of that time. It does not mean an older stage of Zyrian from which all 
the modem dialects evolved. 

Yaz'va Dialect 
This dialect, also known as East Permian, is spoken by 3-4,000 people in the 
northeastern portion of the Perm' Oblast. It diverges markedly from other 
Zyrian dialects and is especially noteworthy in that it has preserved a number 
of features that have been lost elsewhere. Of particular interest are the vowel 
and stress systems of PO. The creation of a separate literary language would 
have been more justified in the case of PO than in the case of Komi-Permyak, 
but this was not essayed because of the small number of speakers. 

Phonology 
In what follows, I shall attempt a survey of the phonological structure of the 
Permian languages. The main emphasis will be on historical development, i.e. 
p[ roto-]U[ ralic ]/p[roto-]F[inno-]U[gric] > pPN > Z[yrian] and Vo[tyak]. Only 
a succinct review of the most important historical processes will be provided; 
details lie in the literature listed. 

The Consonant System 

Initial Consonants 
Our point of departure is, for the sake of simplicity, the consonant system of 
proto-FU. This system is generally accepted, while of course being hypo-
thetical and still subject to debate. 

Clearly the main difference between pFU and pPN is the appearance, in 
pPN, of voiced analogues for most of the pFU obstruents. About one-sixth of 
inherited pFU words appear with voiced initial obstruent in pPN. 

The bilabial glide *w- of pFU developed into pPN labiodental V-. A new, 
i.e. secondary, w- arose in initial position (> *90- > wo-) in pPN from the 
diphthongization of the pPN vowel *0. 

Table 8.1 The pFU initial consonant system 

Labials 

Nasals *m 
Stops *p 
Affricates 
Fricatives 
Glides *w 
Liquids 

Dentals 

*n 
*t 

*s, *b? 

*1 

Alveolars 

*6 
*1; 

*r 

Palatals 

*ci 

*si, *bi 

*j 
*li 

Palatovelars 

*k 
i 
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Table 8.2 The pPN initial consonant system 

Labials Labiodentals Dentals Alveolars Palatals Palatovelars 

Nasals *m *n *ni 
Voiceless stops *p *t (*ti ) *k 
Voiced stops *b *d (*di) *g 
Voiceless affricates *c *ci 
Voiced affricates *¢ *¢i 
Voiceless fricatives *s *1; *si 
Voiced fricatives *z (*z) *(zi) 
Glides (*w) *v *j 
Liquids *1 *r *li 

pFU *6 j > pPN *lj (Permian offers no good evidence for initial pFU *6). 
The consonants given in brackets (w, tj, di, z, zj) are of late pPN origin 

and probably played only a peripheral role in the consonant system of that 
time. 

The initial consonant system of the present-day Permian languages is 
almost identical with that of pPN. The Permian languages are thus quite 
conservative in this respect. 

Secondary pPN *w- > Zyrian/Votyak V-, W-, or zero, depending on dialect. 
pPN *r- > Votyak ~- or ¢L depending on the frontnesslbackness of the 

following vowel in pre-Votyak. 
Initially, ti-, tJi-, z-, and t- are still among the least frequent phonemes of 

the Permian languages. 
The following examples illustrate these three-stage developments. Unless 

otherwise indicated, the stages are pFU > pPN > Zyrian and Votyak. 

1 pFU *p- > pPN *p-I*b- > Zyrian/Votyakp-, b-
*piIJe 'tooth' > *piIJ > ZlVo pili 
*pera 'back part' > *bar> Z ber Vo ber 

Table 8.3 The Zyrian/Votyak initial consonant system 

Labials Labiodentals Dentals Alveolars Palatals Palatovelars 

Nasals m n ni 
Voiceless stops p t ti k 
Voiced stops b d di g 
Voiceless affricates c c i 

Voiced affricates ¢ ¢i 
Voiceless fricatives s 1; si 
Voiced fricatives z z zi 
Glides v j 
Liquids r Ii 

1; 

1; 



2 pFU *t- > pPN *t-I*d- > Zyrian/Votyak t-, d-
*HUwa 'winter' > pPN *tOl > Z tev Vo tol 
*tarV 'proximity' > pPN *dor > Z dor= Vo dor 

3 pFU *k- > pPN *k-I*g- > Zyrian/Votyak k-, g-
*kate 'hand' > pPN *ki > ZlVo ki 
*kince 'nail, claw' > pPN *gUii > Z giiVo giii" 

4 pFU *m- == pPN *m- == Zyrian/Votyak m-
pFU *maye 'land, earth' > pPN *mu > ZlVo mu 

5 pFU *n- == pPN *n- == Zyrian/Votyak n-
pFU *nej6e 'girl, daughter' > pPN *nUl > Z niv Vo nit 

6 pFU *ni- == pPN *nj == Zyrian/Votyak Ti-
pFU *niele 'arrow' > pPN *njl>l > Z Tiev Vo Tiel 

7 pFU *c- > pPN *c-I*~- > Zyrian/Votyak c-, ~

pFU *ciIJ 'fog; smoke' > pPN *cUIJ > ZlVo Gin 
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pFU *cacV '(a sort of) bed' > pPN *~o~ > Z ~~ 'cellar' Vo ~(~+ol 'space 
under bed' 

8 pFU *ci- > pPN *ci-I*¢L > Zyrian/Votyak d-, 1-
pFU *ciaIJkV- 'breaks' > pPN *cieg- > Z deg-Vo dig-
pFU *cierV 'grey' > pPN *~or > Z lor Vo lar, both 'dawn' 

9 pFU *w- > pPN *v- == Zyrian/Votyak v-
pFU *wete 'water' > pPN *va > Z va Vo vu 
later pPN *w- (generally) > Zyrian/Votyak v-
pFU *06e 'year' > early pPN *0- > late pPN *wo- > Z vo Vo va 

10 pFU *s- > pPN *s-I*z- > Zyrian/Votyak S-, z-
pFU *soja 'arm, sleeve' > pPN *soj > Z soj Vo suj 
pFU *sorV '(sort of) plant' > pPN *zl>r > Z zer 'oats' Vo zer 'Bromus 
secalinus' 

11 pFU *s- == pPN *s- == Zyrian/Votyak s-
pFU *siIJe=re 'mouse' > pPN *sUr > ZlVo srr 

12 pFU *sj == pPN *sL == Zyrian/Votyak si-
pFU *sjata 'hundred' > pPN *~o > Z sio Vo siu 

13 pFU *j- == pPN *j- == Zyrian/Votyakj-
pFU *jaIJe 'ice' > pPN *ji - *jl> > Zji Vo je 

14 pFU *1- == pPN *1- == Zyrian/Votyak 1-
pFU *luwe 'bone' > pPN *lU > ZlVo lr 

15 pFU *lL == pPN *lL == (Zyrian?)Notyak P-
pFU *ljekkV 'tight, narrow' > pPN *ljok > Vo Puk=i'+ 

16 pFU *&- > pPN *lL == Zyrian/Votyak P-
pFU *&eme 'Prunus padus' > pPN *ljl>m > ZlVo lJem 

17 pFU *r- == pPN *r- > Zyrian r-, Votyak ~-, 1-
pFU *rekkV 'mush, grits' > pPN *rok > Z rok Vo ¢Uk 
pFU *repa=ciV 'fox' > pPN *rVp V ci > Z ruCi Vo did' 

smoke' 

smoke' smoke' smoke' 

pPN 

*~o 
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Non-initial Consonants 
In the Finno-U gric languages it is of great importance to differentiate between 
the development of consonants in initial and non-initial position, as these 
developments can differ greatly. As will be seen below, in the development 
of the Permian consonants the nasals and the liquids show no great difference 
due to position, but the obstruents (stops, affricates, and fricatives) show a 
strong divergence. Whereas the consonant development of p(F)U > pPN > 
Zyrian/Votyak is remarkably conservative with regard to initial position, in 
non-initial position great changes took place, drastically altering the shape of 
pPNwords. 

The stock of pFU non-initial consonants was larger than that of initial 
consonants. In addition to all the initial consonants treated on p. 257 the 
following consonants could occur in non-initial (primarily intervocalic) 
position: (1) *-1)-, *-b-, *-y-; (2) intervocalic geminate stops *-pp-, *-tt-, 
*-kk-; (3) many consonant clusters at the border between the first two 
syllables. 

In the present-day Permian (literary) languages the stock of non-initial 
consonants is identical with that of the initial consonants. This state of affairs 
dates back to late pPN. In the following survey the intermediate stage ofpPN 
can be omitted, as in most cases there was no major change between pPN and 
ZyrianiVotyak. 

The following examples illustrate the development of non-initial con-
sonants, pFU > ZyrianiVotyak. 

Intervocalic position: 

1 pFU *-p- > ZyrianiVotyak 0 
pFU *kopa 'skin, bark' > pPN *ku > 2No ku 

2 pFU *-t- > ZyrianiVotyak 0 
pFU *sjata 'hundred' > pPN *sjo > Z sio Vo siu 

3 pFU *-k- > ZyrianiVotyak 0 
pFU *joke 'river' > pPN *ju > Zju Vo ju+ 

4 pFU *-pp- > ZyrianiVotyak -p-
pFU *sappa 'gall (bladder), > pPN *sap > Z sep Vo sep 

5 pFU *-tt- > ZyrianiVotyak -t- (in some words, with secondary palataliza-
tion t> ti) 
pFU *witte 'five' > pPN *vit > Z vit Vo viti 

6 pFU *-kk- > ZyrianiVotyak -k-
pFU *rekkV 'mush, grits' > pPN *rok> Z rok Vo i/uk 

7 pFU *-m- == ZyrianiVotyak -m-
pFU *s-ieme 'fish scale' > pPN *Si6m > 2No Siem 

8 pFU *-n- == ZyrianiVotyak -n-
pFU *sene 'vein' > pPN *s6n > 2No sen 

9 pFU *-ui- == ZyrianiVotyak -ni-
pFU *kuuia- 'shuts eyes' > pPN *kUnL > Z kuni- Vo kiW-
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10 pFU *-IJ- == pPN *-IJ- > Zyrian -li-, -n-, -m- Votyak -1)- -li-, -n-, -m-
(Depends on dialect and vocalic environment. In general: in front-vocalic 
surroundings *-IJ- > -li-, in back-vocalic surroundings *-IJ- > -n- or, 
particularly in the neighbourhood of rounded vowels, > -m-. Some Votyak 
dialects retain -1)-.) 

pFU *piIJe 'tooth' > *piIJ > VVo pili 
pFU *paIJe 'head' > pPN *POIJ > Z pom/pon Vo pum/pu1) 

11 pFU *-c- > Zyrian/Votyak -c-, -jt-, -s-, -z-
pFU *mucV '(sort of) illness' > pPN *mUz > VVo miz 
pFU *keca 'ring, circle' > pPN *kUc > VVo kic 

12 pFU *-ci- > Zyrian/Votyak (various sibilants or affricates) 
pFU *repa=ciV 'fox' > Z rud Vo ~ici" 

13 pFU *-w- > Zyrian/Votyak 0 
pFU *luwe 'bone' > pPN *lU > VVo Ii" 

14 pFU *-b- > Zyrian/Votyak -1-, -0 
pFU *sjiiDa=m V 'heart' > pPN *s-iVlVm > Z si elem Vo siulem 
pFU *wib V =m V 'marrow' > pPN *vem > Z vem Vo vim 

15 pFU *-&- > Zyrian/Votyak -P-
pFU *wu&e 'new' > pPN *vUlj > VVo viP 

16 pFU *-s- > Zyrian/Votyak -z-
pFU *pesa 'nest' > pPN *poz > Z poz 'nest' Vo puz 'egg; scrotum' 

17 pFU *-sL > Zyrian/Votyak -z!-
pFU *kusjV 'twenty' > pPN *kUzj > VVo Hz! 

18 pFU *-s- > Zyrian/Votyak-z-
pFU wansa 'old' > pPN *VDZ > Z vazVo vuz 

19 pFU *-j- == Zyrian/Votyak -)-
pFU *woje 'adipose tissue' > pPN *vOj > Z vi} Vo vel 

20 pFU *-y- > Zyrian/Votyak -0-
pFU *maye 'land, earth' > pPN *mu > VVo mu 

21 pFU *-1- == Zyrian/Votyak -1-
pFU *kola- 'dies' > pPN *kul- > VVo kul-

22 pFU *-lL == Zyrian/Votyak -P-
pFU *eljV 'wet' > pPN *ul j > Z uP Vo iP 

23 pFU *-r- == Zyrian/Votyak -r-
pFU *wire 'blood' > pPN *vir > VVo vir 

We may summarize the major developments among the non-initial 
intervocalic consonants as follows: (1) the oral stops went to zero, as did *-w-
and its velar analogue *-y-; (2) the nasals, liquids, and the palatal glide *-j-
usually remained unchanged; (3) the affricates partially lost their stop 
components, sometimes acquiring voice; (4) the intervocalic fricatives 
voiced, *-s- *-s-i- *-s- > *-z- *-zL *z-; (5) the interdental fricatives merged 
with the laterals, *-b- *-&- > *-1- *-lL. 

VVo 
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Consonant Clusters 
Approximately seventy different consonant clusters have been reconstructed 
for p(F)U, with roughly an additional twenty for Finno-Permic. Although 
there are not always Permian reflexes for these combinations, we still have 
some sixty-five clusters to account for. Here I shall do no more than illustrate 
the developments of the main types of clusters. 

Development of the clusters is of two basic types: retention or simplifica-
tion. Simplification, usually the loss of one element, was much the more 
frequent. 

1 pFU clusters of two stops: pFU *-pt- was simplified to ZNo -t-; *-kt-
most frequently gave the alternation k - kt-. 
pFP *saptV=rV 'currant' > pPN *soter > Z seter Vo suter 
pFU *kakta 'two' > pPN *kUk( t -) > Z ki"k Vo ki"k( t-) 

2 pFU stop plus sibilant: in this combination, the stop was lost in pPN. 
pFU *mekse 'bee' > pPN *mos > ZNo mus 
pFU *kipsV 'leg hide' > pPN *kUS > Z kis 

3 pFU sibilant or affricate plus stop: retention of the cluster is possible, but 
not uniform. 
pFU *musike- 'washes' > pPN *mUsik- > Z mi"Sik-Vo miSik-
pFU *kusika 'dry' > early pPN *kosi > late pPN *kwosi > Z kosi Vo 
kwasi 

4 pFU nasal plus stop: the nasal went to zero; the stop was subsequently 
voiced. 
pFU *kumpa 'wave' > pPN *gUb= > Z gib= 'ripples', Vo gib=ed 
'dungheap' 
pFU *lamte 'low(lands)' > pPN *lud > ZNo Iud 
pFU *cial)kV- 'breaks' > pPN *cieg- > Z deg-Vo dig-

S pFU fricative, glide, or liquid plus stop: both retention and simplification 
occurred, but the latter was more frequent. The fricatives *6 *& and the 
glides *w *j disappeared more readily than the liquids, which proved to 
be somewhat more resilient. 
pFU *pilwe 'cloud' > pPN *pil > Zpiv Vo pizi=em 
pFU *kertV '(sort of) wild duck' > pPN *gord=a > Z gorda Vo gurdo 

Development of Consonantism after Proto-Permian 
Although in various dialects a number of minor changes have taken place 
since the breakup of Permian unity, there has been only one change of major 
importance. This change involves the phoneme I which, depending on the 
dialect, has either (1) remained unchanged or (2) developed wholly or partly 
into v, w, or zero. 

In Zyrian the dialects may be classified into four groups according to the 
development of pPN *1: 
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1 *l remains unchanged; 
2 *l > v (or w) in all positions; 
3 *l> v in non-prevocalic position within the word; 
4 *l> zero in non-prevocalic position within the word; the preceding vowel 

is lengthened. 

We may use variants of Common Zyrian lol 'soul; breath' and the suffixes 
-teg 'without' and -en 'with' to illustrate these developments: 

1 2 3 4 

Word-initial, Word-final 101 vov lov 100 
Preconsonantally lolteg vovteg lovteg  looteg 
Intervocalically lolen voven lolen lolen 

In the Zyrian literary languages the l- v alternation (type 3) is the accepted 
norm. In the majority ofVotyak dialects as well as in the literary language 1 has 
proven to be stable (type 1), but in some dialects (e. g. Shoshma) we find changes 
and alternations similar to those seen in Zyrian (literary Votyak nil 'girl', niltek 
'without a girl' , nilez 'girl (acc)'; Shoshma dialect ni'w, ni'wtek, ni'wez). 

The Vowel System 

Vowels of the First Syllable 
The development of the vowel system in the Permian languages has been the 
subject of a great deal of study and of even more debate. There are few topics 
more controversial within the field of Finno-Ugric linguistics than that of 
vowel history, and the Permian vowels form one of the most contested parts 
of the whole. 

It seems to be a linguistic universal that vowels adjust to their phonological 
surroundings more than do consonants and similarly, that vowels are more 
susceptible to change than consonants. That consonants tend to be more stable 
than vowels is well illustrated by the present-day Finno-Ugric languages, since 
the differences between dialects are made up to a large part by differences in the 
vowels and not by differences in the consonants. Although many problems 
remain unsolved, a relatively high degree of consensus has been reached in the 
field of Finno-U gric consonant history. The major points of Permian consonant 
history are similarly relatively free of controversy: research being carried out 
now in this field is directed at details, not at basic questions. 

With the vowels, on the other hand, the situation is quite different. While 
it is possible to speak of prevailing theories in this field, nothing approaching 
a consensus on consonant development has been reached. Views vary on the 
reconstructed pU, pFU, and pPN vowel systems. 

Scholars who work on p(F)U vowel history have made much use of the 
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concept of 'key' languages, assuming that one or more languages have 
retained the original vowel system to a much greater extent than others. 
Whereas at one time a commonly held theory spoke of the inherent 
conservativeness of the East Cheremis and East Ostyak vowel systems, today 
most researchers are more inclined to regard the vowel system of Baltic-
Fennic as having preserved better the original character of the pFU vowel 
system. Whether this is correct or not, this theory automatically entails not 
only a comparative regularity of vowel correspondences between Baltic-
Fennic and Permian, but also a comparative irregularity of vowel cor-
respondences between Permian and pFU. Such a starting point for the 
examination of the Permian vowels therefore makes a description of their 
development all the more difficult. 

This chapter cannot essay a comparison, or even a survey, of the various 
theories regarding the diachrony of the Permian vowels. Instead, the best-
known and perhaps most widely accepted theory, that connected with the 
names Itkonen, Lytkin, and Redei, will be briefly presented. The order of 
stages will be descendent rather than ascendent, with each stage becoming 
more hypothetical and subject to query. We may number the stages thus: (la) 
Zyrian < proto-Zyrian, (lb) Votyak < proto-Votyak; (2) proto-Zyrian and 
proto-Votyak < pPN; (3) pPN < pFU. 

As noted above, the consonant systems of both Zyrian and Votyak (literary 
languages) are identical. Interestingly enough, the same is true for their vowel 
inventories. The seven vowel phonemes of literary Zyrian and Votyak are 
shown in Figure 8.l. 

Of relevance here are also the dialects with divergent vowel systems. For 
Zyrian, these are above all yaz'va (PO) and (to a lesser extent) Upper Sysola 
(SO). Old Zyrian (OZ) as attested in medieval texts also plays an important 
role in the research of Zyrian vowel diachrony. Votyak is on the whole 
somewhat more uniform in this connection, but the Beserman (B) dialect and 
the southwest (SW) dialects diverge somewhat and must be taken into 
account. The Yaz'va vowel system is shown below. (R = rounded, UR = 
unrounded. ) 

Figure 8.1 Zyrian and Votyak vowel inventory (literary languages) 

Unrounded Rounded 

High i 1 u 

Mid e e 0 

Low a 

Front Back 
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Front Back 
UR R UR R 

High U u 
Close-mid e 
Open-mid e 6 0 
Low a 

Corresponding to (literary) Zyrian 0 Upper Sysola Zyrian has two vowel 
phonemes, a relatively closed (high) 0 and a more open (lower) o. For present-
day Zyrian 0 and e, Old Zyrian had two vowel phonemes each, closed and 
open 0, 0, and e, e. 

Corresponding to literary Votyak i: e, and (pPN *6 » u Beserman has fJe, 
e, fJ and southwestern dialects (such as Shoshma) have e, u, o. 

It must be emphasized that the precise phonological nature of several of the 
above-mentioned phonemes is controversial (e.g. PO e) and subject to 
varying interpretation, a fact which makes historical analysis all the more 
difficult. It must furthermore be noted that although the vowel systems in the 
literary Permian languages are identical, cognates in the two languages do not 
necessarily, indeed do not often, show the same vowels. As will be shown 
below, there are important correspondences between Zyrian and Votyak, but 
also a great number of minor correspondences and exceptions. 

Zyrian < proto-Zyrian (pZ) 
OZ SO PO ZLit < pZ 

a a  a a < *a 
0 0 0  0  < *0 
6 6 u  0  < *6 
u u uJu u < *u 
e e 6 e < *0 
e e  u e < *6 
1 1 e 1 < *u 
e e  e e < *e 
e e  e < *e 

< *. 1 

The reconstructed vowel system for pZ is thus: 

*. 1 *u *u 
*A e *6 *6 
*e *0 *0 

*a 

6 

 0  0  
 u  0  

 0  
 0  

 a  

 e  

 e  
 e  

e 

e 

e e 
e 

e e 
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The development from pZ to literary Zyrian, which represents the majority 
of present-day dialects, is thus characterized by delabialization (*li > 1), 
merger (*0, *6 > 0 and *e, *e > e), or both (*0, *0 > ii). There is a good 
possibility that the distinction between the pairs *0/*6, *0/*0, *e/*e was not 
so much tongue height as a difference in tensenessllaxness. 

Votyak < proto-Votyak (p Vo) 
B SW VoLit pVo 

a  a  a  < *a 
1'1 li u < *6 
u  u  u  < *u 
0  0  0  < *0 
e <'> e < *0 

" " 1 < *li 
e  e  e < *ii 
e/o  e/o  e/o < *e 

< *i 

The vowel system of proto-Votyak is thus: 

*. 1 *li *u 
*0 *6 

*e *0 
*ii *a 

The developments from proto-Votyak to literary Votyak are not as regular 
as those of pZ > Zyrian and are thus less compelling. There are examples of 
raising (*6 > U, *ii > e), delabialization (*0 > ii, *li > i"), partial labialization 
(*e > e/o) and backing (*0 > 0). 

The Development of pZ and p Vo from pPN 
The following four tongue-height vowel system has been reconstructed for 
pPN: 

*. 1 *u *u 
*e *0 *6 
*e *0 *0 
*ii *a 

In pZ, pPN *ii merged with its rounded neighbour *0 to give the pZ vowel 
system. In the development from pPN to p Vo on the other hand 
neighbouring *e and *e merged as pVo *e, and pPN *u and *0 (not *6 
!) merged as pVo *u. That *u and *0 underwent a merger, rather than 
*u and *6, could be an indication that the difference between these vowels 

*i *i *i 
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was one of tensenessllaxness rather than tongue height, as in the case of 
pZ mentioned above. 

Examples illustrating the development of the vowels in pPN > Zyrian and 
Votyak: 

pPN *baI) 'face' > Z ban Vo bam 
pPN *poz 'nest' > Z poz Vo puz 
pPN *161 'breath, soul' > Z lov Vo luI 
pPN *juk 'pile' >ZjukVojuk 
pPN *tOl 'winter' > Z tev Vo tol 
pPN *sj(jm 'fish scale' > Z stem Vo stem 
pPN *lUmi 'snow' > Z lim Vo limi" 
pPN *sappa 'gall (bladder)' > Z sep Vo sep 
pPN *pelj 'ear' > Z peP Vo peP 
pPN *zer 'rain' > Z zer Vo zor 
PPN *vez 'green' > Z veiVo vot 
pPN *vir 'blood' > Z vir Vo vir 

ZNo correspondence 

ala 
0/0 
o/u 
u/u 
e/o 
e/e 
"iii 
e/e 
e/e 
e/o 
e/o 
iii 

The Developmentfrom Proto-Finno-Ugric to Proto-Permian 
The vowel system usually proposed for pFU is this: 

*i 
*e 
*a 

*[ii] 
*e 
*a 

*u 
*0 

Many attempts have been made to derive the pPN vowel system (and its 
descendants, the pZ and pVo systems) from pFU, but hitherto the task has 
proven well nigh insurmountable. One is juggling here with three reconstructed 
levels of vowel diachrony, and thus far no one has succeeded in reconciling the 
widely accepted pFU reconstructed inventory with a pPN reconstruction. A 
survey of the etymological material reveals that most pPN vowels have at least 
two pFU forebears. To list only the most frequent reflexes: 

pPN pFU pPN pFU 
*a < * .. * a, e *(j < *e,*o 
*a < *a,*e,*a *U < * .. * u, u 
*0 < * .. * a, e *e < *e, *i 
*A 0 < *a,*e,*o *e < * .. *. a, 1 

*u < *a,*o *. 1 < *. 1 

*0 < *a 

Given this many major reflexes (not to mention the many minor ones), the 
chasm between pFU and pPN has not been bridged. What has been possible 
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in the case of the consonants seems still out of reach in the case of the vowels. 
In conclusion, one is tempted to believe that either (1) a satisfactory theory 
accounting for the basic outline of pFU > pPN vowels diachrony will never 
be found, or (2) such a theory would involve considerable rewriting of what 
most now assume to be true for p(F)U and pPN. 

Vowels Beyond the First Syllable 
In the preceding section only the vowels of the first syllable were discussed. 
It is typical for the Finno-Ugric languages that not all the vowels occurring 
in the first syllable can occur in other syllables, or that some occur with less 
frequency. In present-day Zyrian, for example, the vowels 0, U, and e occur 
only rarely in non-first syllable. For pFU only *e and *a/*a (the distribution 
being dictated by vowel harmony) are usually reconstructed for non-first 
syllables. 

The attentive reader will already have noted the drastic shortening of words 
which occurred in the transition from pFU to pPN: among the examples given 
above are pFU *kate 'hand' > pPN *ki; pFU *sil)ere 'mouse' > pPN *SUr. 
These two examples illustrate one of the most common fates to befall a non-
first vowel, namely annihilation. The other possibility was raising of the non-
first syllable *e and *a/*a to a high vowel, probably *i, with allophones. This 
high vowel was in turn lost in Zyrian, but retained in most Votyak dialects (as 
i or n. Further examples of annihilation: 

pFU *soja 'arm, sleeve' > pPN *s6j > Z so) Vo sui 
pFU *sappa 'gall (bladder), > pPN *sap > Z sep Vo sep 
pFU *pil)e 'tooth' > *pil) > 7JVo pitt 

Examples of raising (with later loss in Zyrian): 

pFU *lume 'snow' > pPN *lUmi > Z liin Vo liini' 
pFU *kince 'nail, claw' > pPN *gUzi > Z giz Vo gizi' (with pPN *u < pFU 
*[0]) 

Vowel Hannony 
Unlike many other Finno-Ugric languages Permian has no vowel harmony. In 
p(F)U it was certainly present, but in a rudimentary form. In some Finno-
U gric languages it has developed into a mechanism which pervades the 
phonology; in others it has waned away. The massive vowel changes in the 
first syllable and the wholesale reduction and loss in the second eradicated 
vowel harmony already in pPN, and it has not sprung up anew in either Zyrian 
orVotyak. 

Stress 
In p(F)U stress was probably non-distinctive. It is also probable that stress 
tended to fallon the first syllable. We can assume the same for proto-Permian. 
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In the present-day languages the stress systems are different and form one of 
the major distinguishing factors between Zyrian and Votyak. 

Zyrian 
In most Komi-Zyrian dialects stress is non-distinctive and the tendency is 
to stress the first syllable. Stress in the Komi-Permyak dialects is more fixed: 
certain grammatical endings are accented, others are not. The system in these 
dialects is not entirely uniform. In the yaz'va dialect (PO) we find a unique 
stress system. In general, the first non-high vowel in polysyllabic words is 
stressed, but in inflected words with a high vowel in their monosyllabic stem 
this high vowel either loses or retains its stress in the inflected form 
depending on its history. The high vowel retains the stress if it developed 
from a pZ non-high vowel, as in the case of PO i < pZ *e, u < *0, or U 

< *6, e.g. 

pPN *t08 'beard' > Zyrian Lit tos, PO tus, instrumental tgs-()n 

but if the high vowel continues a pPN high vowel, then the stress moves to 
the right in accordance with the general rule, e.g. 

pPN *purt 'knife' > Zyrian Lit purt, PO purt, instrumental purt-fln 

In Votyak, the stress falls on the last syllable except in certain grammatical 
forms. This accentuation pattern, so atypical of the Finno-U gric languages, is 
certainly due to the influence of the neighbouring Tatar language. In both 
Tatar and Votyak the imperative forms of the verb form an exception to the 
general rule in that they are accented on the first syllable. 

Morphology 
Both Permian languages are typically agglutinative in that their word stems 
are normally not subject to change when inflected and every semantic element 
is expressed, as a rule, with a single morphological element. Words which 
contain several semantic elements are thus built up out of morphological 
elements of the same number. For example, the Zyrian equivalent of Latin in 
silv-fs 'in forests' is ver-jas-i"n, with separately encoded plural (-jas-) and 
local case (-in). 

Declension 
This section briefly treats number, case, and the possessive suffixes. 

Number 
In addition to singular and plural, for p(F)U a dual is also postulated. This 
ancient dual is not to be found in Permian. The p(F)U plural markers *-t, 
*-i- are similarly absent (the plural morpheme *-n will be mentioned below, 
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under possessive suffixes). In pPN a new plural suffix evolved from the 
pPN noun *jOsV 'limb; joint; people, folk'. This word survives in both 
Zyrian and Votyak both as an independent noun (Zyrian jez 'people, folk; 
joint', Votyakjoz 'limb, joint; contemporary') and as a plural suffix (Zyrian 
-jas, Votyak -jos - -os). The suffix occurs in all cases of the plural, 
including the possessive forms, e.g. ZNo ki 'hand', plural nominative 
Zyrian ki-jasNotyak ki-os, plural dative Zyrian ki-jas-li"Notyak ki-os-li: 
dative plural third person singular ('to hislher hands') Zyrian ki-jas-is-li"f 
Votyak ki-os-ez-li". 

Case 
Both Permian languages are characterized by a relatively large number of 
cases: in the Komi-Zyrian and Komi-Permyak literary languages the number 
is usually held to be seventeen; in Votyak it is fifteen. The discussion to follow 
briefly treats eighteen case suffixes; in Zyrian, the adverbial is not generally 
viewed as being a case, and in Votyak the first and second prolatives are 
usually regarded as one case, although historically they are distinct. 

Zyrian Votyak 

1 Nominative (zero)  (zero) 
2 Accusative zero, -es, -e zero, -e, -G)ez 
3 Genitive -len -len 
4 Genitive/Ablative -11sj -lesi 
5 Dative -11 -11 
6 Approximative -lanj -lanj 

7 Inessive -"in -"in 
8 Elative -"isj -"isj 
9 Illative -e -G)e 

10 Terminative -e¢j -ozJ 
11 Instrumental -en -G)en 
12 Egressive -sjau-i -("i) sj en 
13 Caritive -teg -tek 
14 Prolative 1 -ed -G)eti 
15 Prolative 2 -ti -ti 
16 Adverbial -ja, -ji -ja 
17 Consecutive -la 
18 Comitative -ked 

The Permian case suffixes fall into two main historical groups, primary and 
secondary. The latter group may be further subdivided into those suffixes 
which are built with the co-affix *-1- and those suffixes which are the result 
of combining two case suffixes. 

Primary case suffixes: (2) the accusative, from pU *-m. The m has been 
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lost, and its role has been taken up by the stem-final vowel. In the forms 
Zyrian -es, Votyak -ez the element slz is identical with the third-person 
singular suffix; see below. (7) the inessive continues the pU locative *-nA. (8) 
the elative: it is very likely that this suffix is identical with the homophonous 
nomen possessi derivational suffix, e.g. Komi-Permiak ver=isi 'forest spirit' , 
derived from ver 'forest' with the suffix =isi 'belonging/pertaining to X'. The 
-t- element found in the Votyak non-final variant of the elative (e.g. gurt-i"sit-i"d 
'out of your house') can be traced back to the pU ablative *-tA. (9) the illative, 
from pU lative *-k:. Mter the k was lost, its role was assumed by the stem-
final vowel, as in the accusative. (10) the terminative continues pU lative 
*-cjv. (11) the instrumental probably continues the pU genitival/adjectival 
suffix *-n. (14) the first prolative continues pU ablative *-tA. 

Secondary case suffixes built with *-1-: the (3) genitive, (4) genitive/ 
ablative, and (6) approximative cases are innovative formations combining a 
coaffix *-1- with the descendents of pU *-nA, pPN elative *-sj, and a pU lative 
*-nj. The Permian dative (5) and consecutive (17) cases are the result of a 
bifurcation; both go back to coaffix *-1- plus the descendant of a pU lative 
*-k. 

Other secondary case suffixes: (12) in Zyrian, the egressive combines the 
elative -si with the reflex of pU lative *-n,i; in Votyak the second component 
seems to be an allomorph of the inessive case. (13) The caritive is probably 
a combination of the pU caritive suffix *=ttA plus the pU lative *-k, but the 
retention of the final k is irregular. (15) the second prolative continues a pFU 
locative *-ttV plus pFU lative *-j. (16) the adverbial is a combination of some 
p(F)U lative or locative suffix with lative *-k, but the details are unclear. (18) 
the comitative is probably a k-coaffix with locative meaning (cf. the Cheremis 
comitative -ke - -ye) plus the first prolative. 

Possessive Declension 
As in most of Uralic, in the Permian languages personal suffixes are used to 
indicate possession. The basic inventory is set out below: 

Zyrian Votyak 

sl -eG) -e, -i: 
s2 -i:d -ed, -i:d 
s3 -i:s -ez, -i:z 

pI -ni:m -mi: 
p2 -ni:d -tldi: 
p3 -ills -slzi: 

In the singular the systems of the two languages are close to identical (the 
-j in the Zyrian sl is a secondary element, of diminutive/vocative origin). It 
is in the plural that the two systems diverge. For pPN a different system has 
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Table 8.4 Proto-Permian possessive suffixes 

Possession in singular Plural 

sl *-mV *-nV-mV 
s2 *-tV *-nV-tV 
s3 *-sV *nV-sV 

pI *-mV-k *-nV-mV-k 
p2 *-tV-k *-nV-tV-k 
p3 *-sV-k *-nV-sV-k 

been reconstructed, in which plurality of the possession was expressed by a 
suffix *-n- (known from several related languages), and plurality of the 
possessor was marked with the pFP pluralizer *-k. The basic building-blocks 
of this reconstructed system are the pU personal pronouns of the first, second, 
and third persons, *me, *te, and *se. 

This reconstruction is continued intact in the singular forms of the present-
day Permian languages (in the first person singular -m was lost in most cases 
and its role was assumed by the preceding vowel). Zyrian plural possessive 
suffixes such as pI -niin are the continuation of the pPN singular system with 
plural possession, i.e. the marker of plurality of the possession came to mark 
plurality of the possessor. In Votyak on the other hand the suffixes of 
analogous function (e.g. -mi) continue the old pPN plural suffixes with 
singular possession. The loss of word-final vowels is regular, as is the 
retention of the vowel before a consonant which was later lost, as in Votyak 
-mf< *-mV-k. 

The general rule (from which there is a certain amount of deviation) for the 
order of possessive and case suffixes in both Zyrian and Votyak is that 
primary case suffixes precede, and secondary case suffixes follow, the 
possessive suffixes. Examples: the terminatives of 'hislher house' are Zyrian 
kerka-e¢-is, Votyak korka-oz!-az; the datives of 'hislher daughter' are Zyrian 
nil-is-li: Votyak nil-ez-lr. 

Conjugation 
The conjugational systems of Zyrian and Votyak resemble one another to a 
great degree, but not to the extent that their declensional systems do. The 
following remarks will concentrate on the differences more than on the many 
similarities. 

Number of Conjugational Patterns 
In p(F)U as well as later in pPN there was only one conjugational pattern. This 
is still the case in Zyrian. In Votyak, however, a major change has come about: 
historical phonetic changes have caused verbs originally ending in a certain 
common derivational suffix to be conjugated in a different way from other 
verbs. This suffix, pre-Votyak *=al-, was originally a frequentative formant, 
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but this meaning is now no longer obvious in most cases. The I element of this 
suffix now appears only in intervocalic position, while the a has been 
preserved in all positions. The stem-final vowel is now synchronically 
diagnostic: if it is i", the verb is of the first conjugation; if it is a, the verb is 
of the second conjugation (the synchronic stem is most easily obtained from 
Votyak dictionary citation forms by lopping off the infinitive suffix -nil The 
most important differences between the two conjugations are the presence or 
absence of the -a(I)- sequence, and the fact that the primary past-tense suffix 
*-i- shows up only in the first person singular of second-conjugation verbs 
(vera-j 'I said'), while it runs through the entire paradigm of first-conjugation 
verbs (min-i 'I went', min-i-d 'you went, min-i-z '(s)he went', etc.). 

Tense 
Proto-Permian had four non-compound tenses: present, past, perfect (= 
auditive, narrative), and future. The present was marked with zero. The suffix 
of the past tense was *-i-, inherited from pU. The suffix of the perfect was 
historically identical with that of the past participle, from pU *=mA. The 
future tense was morphologically distinct only in the third person; this is still 
the case in present-day Zyrian: mune '(s)he goes', muneni" 'they go'; munas 
'(s)he will go', munasni" 'they will go'. Otherwise, present and future forms 
syncretized. 

Zyrian has retained the old pPN tense system. The perfect (auditive, 
narrative) is used only in second and third persons and the future is restricted 
to the third person. This system has been augmented by a number of 
secondary, periphrastic tenses, built for the most part with the verb vi!l- 'is'. 

In Votyak, on the other hand, the tense system has undergone restructuring. 
Once again a frequentative suffix is to blame: the derivational suffix =sik 
came to function as a present-tense marker. This morpheme now occurs in the 
first and second persons of the present-tense paradigm, e.g. misik-isik-o 'I am 
washing', dasia-sik-odi" 'you (plur) are preparing'. The future tense, originally 
formally distinct only in the third person, now came to differ from the present 
tense in all persons, i.e. alongside the original distinction between misik-e 
'(s)he washes' and misik-oz '(s)he will wash' there arose the new and parallel 
distinction between misik-isik-o 'I am washing' and misik-o 'I shall wash'. 
With the auditive perfect (used in all persons), Votyak thus has four full basic 
tenses; like Zyrian, it also has a number of secondary, periphrastic tenses, 
built with the invariable past-tense forms val and vilem. 

Mood 
Proto-Permian had only two moods, indicative and imperative, the pU 
conditional (built with *-ne-) having vanished without trace. In Votyak a new 
conditional mood has arisen secondarily. Synchronically, the suffix is -sal-. 
Historically, it is the result of fusion of the gerund (=sa) with the past-tense 
auxiliary val mentioned above, thus the syntagm *mini"=sa val became 
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restructured as the finite form mfni~sal 'I would go; I would have gone'. In 
Zyrian, the category conditional is either expressed by the indicative plus the 
particle (v)esi-ke or implicit in the context. 

Personal Endings 
Nearly all personal endings figuring in the Permian conjugational system can 
be traced back to the personal pronouns *me *te *se or are ultimately identical 
with an old participial suffix. The Zyrian and Votyak systems are quite similar 
and the deviations are in most cases of easy explanation. The sole major 
discrepancy is found in the Zyrian s2 ending -n, e.g. muna-n 'you go', mun-i-n 
'you went'. The Votyak pendant, -d (as in mfnisikod 'you go', mfnid 'you 
went'), is the expected reflex « pU *te, the second-person singular pronoun). 
Thus far no explanation for this anomaly has found general acceptance. NB: 
in both Zyrian and Votyak we find -d as the s2 suffix in the nominal paradigm. 
It is true that we find the same s2 ending -n in the ObUgrian languages, but 
this does not solve the problem. 

Negative Verb 
Like most Uralic languages, both Permian languages make use of a special 
verb of negation. In this verb, which is defective, are encoded number and 
person of the subject as well as tense. Following the negative verb the stem 
of the main, lexical verb, is used. 

In both Zyrian and Votyak the negative verb has fewer distinct forms than 
there are grammatical person-and-number distinctions. Syncretism of subject 
number is avoided by suffixation on the lexical verb, e.g. Zyrian oz mun '(s)he 
does not go', oz mun-nf 'they do not go', Votyak ed mfnf 'you (s.) didn't go', 
ed mfne(le) 'you (plur.) didn't go'. For the full paradigms, see pp. 315,292. 

The stem of the negative verb can be traced back to the pU negation 
morpheme *e-*a. The past-tense forms seen in Permian developed from this 
stem plus the past-tense suffix *-i-. 

Syntax 
The Permian languages are traditionally left-branching, i.e. determining or 
modifying elements precede the elements determined/modified. In terms of 
word order this means adjective precedes noun, noun precedes postposition, 
possessor precedes possession, and - very generally speaking - direct object 
precedes verb. Traditional Permian sentence structure seems not to have 
differed from that of other Uralic languages, which in turn is for all practical 
purposes identical with that of the typologically similar Turkic, Mongolic, and 
Tungusic languages. One salient feature of this language type is the nearly 
complete lack of relative pronouns and conjunctions; this lack, in turn, entails 
a lack of subordinate clauses. Sentence subordination could, of course, be 
made plain enough through mere juxtaposition and context, but the more 
usual way to express what (Indo-)European languages typically express with 

would 
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subordinate clauses was by means of deverbal nominal and adverbial 
constructions: participles, infinitives, gerunds, nomina actionis, using the 
usual nominal case and person suffixes. The Permian languages possess a 
richly developed store of such deverbal constructions, the greater part of 
which goes back to pPN. 

So much for the traditional picture. The past decades have seen the rapid 
advance of the 'Indo-European' model of sentence extension via subordinate 
clauses, the catalyst being chiefly Russian. Today all Permian literary 
languages use a goodly number of both subordinating and co-ordinating 
conjunctions, many of which have been been borrowed from Russian, e.g. If 
'and' > 7JVo i, HO 'and, but' > 7JVo no, 6Y,[lTO 'as if > Z bftjtje, Vo budto, 
etc. The interrogative pronouns 'who' and what' (Zyrian kod, mij; Votyak kin, 
ma) are nowadays also used as relative pronouns, this use involving the 
employment of case and plural suffixes on the pattern of Russian KOTOPbIH 

and qTO. Zyrian mij 'what' is also used as a subordinating conjunction; cf., 
once more, Russian qTO. 

Russian influence on Permian sentence structure is by no means new; it has 
simply become more marked in recent years. What Hungarian underwent in 
the Middle Ages is now occurring in Zyrian and Votyak, namely a radical 
restructuring of traditional sentence patterns. 

Contacts with Other Languages 
Proto-Permian and its daughter languages have come into contact with a 
number of other languages, and these contacts have left their traces in present-
day Zyrian and Votyak. These traces are clearest in the lexica, but they can 
also be demonstrated in the domains of phonology, morphology, and - as we 
have seen in the previous section - syntax. The discussion below is limited 
to a brief survey of the loanword strata to be found in Permian. 

Base Vocabulary of Proto-Permian 
The basic lexical stock of pPN was dominated by words inherited from pU, 
pFU, and pFP and enriched by loanwords, mostly from branches of Indo-
European, adopted prior to pPN. Non-borrowed vocabulary included items 
such as p(F)U *nie(e)le 'arrow' > pPN *nil>l > Z riev Vo riel, pFU *sappa 
'gall (bladder), > pPN *sap > Z sep Vo sep. 

In addition, we can identify an important layer of pPN words which are not 
demonstrably inherited or borrowed. Examples are pPN *ker 'log, beam' (Z 
ker, Vokor), *dUz 'membrane' (Zdis, Vodiz), *gl>rd 'red' (Zgerd, Vogord), 
*bOshi- 'takes' (Z bosit-, Vo basitf-). 

Proto-Permian had strong contacts with Iranian languages and a number of 
Iranian loanwords in pPN have been identified, e.g. *amV~ 'ploughshare' (Z 
ami:/, Vo amez/; cf. present-day Persian amaa~), *das 'ten' (7JVo das; cf. 
present-day Ossetian diis). 

Of equal importance for pPN were the contacts with Middle Bulgarian 

amaa~), 

amaa~), 
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(MB, an earlier stage of the branch of Turkic from which present-day 
Chuvash descends); these contacts began approximately in the eighth century. 
This stratum of Turkic loanwords, the earliest in the Permian languages, can 
be distinguished from later Turkic loanword strata, both later Middle 
Bulgarian and later Tatar, by their distribution (the oldest MB loans are found 
in both Zyrian and Votyak, later ones only in Votyak - and possibly Komi-
Permyak) and by means of phonetic criteria. For example, Votyak bam, 
Zyrian ban 'face' are from pPN *bau < MB *b1i.ij - *beI), but Votyak murjo 
'chimney' is a later loan from Chuvash, and Votyak azbar 'courtyard' is from 
Tatar. 

Zyrian Particulars 
The move northwards which gave rise to the separate Zyrian nation and 
language also determined which languages would be sources for new loans. 
Through loss of direct contact Zyrian could no longer borrow directly from 
MB, or later from Tatar, but as Zyrian settlements spread to the north, west, 
and east, they came into contact with Baltic-Fennic languages such as 
Karelian and Veps, with Nenets, and with the ObUgrian languages. The 
number of loans from these languages is not great and they are to a large 
extent restricted to the Zyrian dialects spoken farther to the northwest (Baltic-
Fennic contacts), the north (Nenets), and the northeast (ObUgrian). Nonethe-
less, some of these loanwords have spread to all areas of Zyrian, e.g. joma 
'witch' < Baltic-Fennic jumala 'god', Pampa 'ski' < Nenets lampa, jaran 
'Samoyed; northerner' < Ostyak (cf. Southern Ostyak jaran) or Vogul (cf. 
Northern Voguljaar~). 

Of much greater importance for Zyrian are the loans from Russian. The 
contacts between Zyrians and Russians began long before the conversion of 
the former to Christianity, and the flow of loans grew with the passing of the 
centuries. One can distinguish between an older stratum of loans adopted by 
various dialects and adapted to some extent to the Zyrian sound system (e.g. 
visit 'news' < north Russian v'is't', gi'rnjid 'pot', cf. Old Russian ropHhl\h) 
and more recent loans, adopted in greater numbers, which preserve more 
closely the sound qualities of the original. 

Votyak Particulars 
Three languages shaped the vocabulary of Votyak: Middle Bulgarian, Tatar, 
and Russian. These are also the three peoples under whose hegemony the 
Votyak have lived to the present day. 

Unlike the Zyrians, the Votyaks remained within the sphere of Middle 
Bulgarian culture until the Golden Horde put an end to that kingdom. 
Accordingly, there are many more Bulgarian loans in Votyak than there are 
in Zyrian. Examples: busi' 'field' (cf. Chuvash pusi'i) , kuno 'guest' (cf. 
Chuvashxi'ina), uksio 'money' (cf. Chuvash uksa). 

Until the fall of Kazan in 1552 the Votyaks formed a part of the territories 

northerner' 
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subject to the Tatars, and there are many Tatar loanwords in Votyak to attest 
to this. Not all such loans are found in all Votyak dialects or used in the literary 
language; many are restricted to dialects spoken in areas close to, or 
co-territorial with, Tatar. Examples: batir 'hero(ic)' (cf. Tatar batir), gine 
'only' (cf. Tatar genii), taza 'healthy, strong' (cf. Tatar taza). 

In the sixteenth century the Tatars were supplanted by the Russians as 
rulers of the Votyak territories. As in the case of Zyrian, one can distinguish 
an older and a younger layer of Russian loans. The older loanwords took part 
in Votyak-specific sound changes, e.g. ukno 'window' < Russian OKHO, dusko 
'board' < I:(OCKa. In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries Votyak has been 
inundated by Russian loanwords which for the most part have retained their 
original shape. 
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9 Udmurt 

Sandor Csucs 

In the 1989 Soviet census 747,000 people declared themselves to be of 
Udmurt nationality; of these approximately 70 per cent (thus c.520,000 
people) speak the language of their ancestors. 

Two-thirds (c.500,000) of the Udmurt (older name: Votyak) live in the 
Udmurt Republic (Udmurtia), which is located between the Vyatka and Kama 
Rivers and forms a part of the Russian Federation. The area of Udmurtia is 
42,000 km2

, its population is 1.6 million; its capital is the industrial city 
Izhevsk, with 635,000 inhabitants. The Udmurt are thus a minority within 
their own republic. (Breakdown by nationality: Udmurt 31 per cent, Russian 
59 per cent, Tatar and other 10 per cent.) The distribution of the Udmurt 
population is not homogeneous: their proportions are greater in villages than 
in the cities. So for example 16.5 per cent of the population of Izhevsk is 
Udmurt, but in Alnasi province the Udmurt make up more than 80 per cent. 
This disproportion is characteristic of language use, as well. Generally in the 
villages 95 per cent of the Udmurt population speak their mother tongue, 
while in the cities the proportion is considerably lower. This state of affairs 
is partly due to the fact that in urban schools no provision for education in 
Udmurt was provided under the Soviet system. 

Approximately 100,000 Udmurt live in the neighbouring republics of 
Bashkiria and Tatarstan, and in the Vyatka (Kirov) and Perm' regions. These 
Udmurt have lived in the same places for several centuries, almost exclusively 
in villages, and have in general preserved their language skills well. The 
proportion of mother-tongue speakers here is between 80 and 90 per cent. 

The remaining roughly 150,000 Udmurt live in scattered settlements in the 
former Soviet Union, chiefly in towns. This dispersion occurred during the 
Soviet period; the motivation to move was to lessen economic hardship. 
Among this population the proportion of mother-tongue speakers has fallen 
to 40-50 per cent. With time, the majority will probably become completely 
Russified. 

At least 90 per cent of the Udmurt are bi- or trilingual. The second 
language is generally Russian, the third Tatar. Udmurt who live in Tatarstan 
and Bashkiria speak Tatar as their second or third language. There is great 
variety in the degree of competence in the second and third languages; factors 
include place of residence, amount of schooling, occupation, age, social and 
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societal status and family circumstances. The young and the intelligentsia 
speak Russian perfectly, but when communicating with one another con-
sciously strive to use their mother tongue. In the countryside in everyday 
situations Udmurt is spoken, but at official functions Udmurt speak Russian 
even among themselves. It will be interesting to observe to what degree the 
political events of the early 1990s will influence language use. 

Russian and Udmurt are quite distinct from one another, but I have 
occasionally witnessed the mixture of the two. In one instance, I was with the 
head of a kolkhoz in his office. He was a native speaker of Udmurt; we were 
discussing the kolkhoz. The person accompanying me was posing the 
questions, and our host duly tried to reply in his native language; but he kept 
slipping into Russian or, at least, mixing Russian expressions and sentences 
into his speech. The difficulty was caused by the fact that he had acquired the 
habit of dealing with official matters, in his office, in Russian or Tatar, and 
not in Udmurt. On many occasions I have observed conversations among 
students or teachers in which extensive code-switching to Russian occurred 
(phrases, half-sentences, proverbs). Such code-switching is usual whenever 
the subject-matter is better expressed in Russian. 

Between Udmurt dialects there are no significant differences. The syntactic 
and morphological systems are nearly identical across the entire linguistic 
area. The phonemic systems of the central dialects of Udmurtia are identical 
with each other and with that of the literary standard. The only real deviation 
is in the distribution of phonemes, e.g. the cacuminal affricates (c and ~) occur 
word-internally only in the central dialects, while other dialects and the 
literary standard have the corresponding fricatives. 

Common Udmurt i' has reduced, retracted, and lowered variants in the 
northern and southern dialects. This feature is also typical of the dialects 
spoken outside Udmurtia, i.e. to its west, south, and east, chiefly in the two 
Turkic republics. These dialects are often lumped together as a 'peripheral' 
group. Their shared isoglosses are word-internal -1)- and the retention of 
proto-Udmurt *(j and *1i, see pp. 263-4. In some peripheral dialects a new 
(front open unrounded) ii phoneme has arisen through Tatar influence. Strong 
Tatar influence in these dialects is evident in other domains, as well. 

The lexicons of the various dialects differ only in non-central domains. 
Regionalisms are usually deviant only in form or in meaning, but true 
regionalisms do occur, e.g. macPi'ni' 'sings - 'tells', mumi' - anaj 'mother'. It 
is not uncommon for one dialect to borrow a Russian word, and another 
dialect to borrow a synonymous word from Tatar, e.g. zavod (from Russian) 
- arberi (from Tatar), both 'stuff, rubbish'. Often both words are at home in 
the literary lexicon. 

Dialectal peculiarities thus present little or no obstacle to mutual 
comprehension. This is not least due to the fact that the literary standard, 
which is taught in schools and used in the media, is a felicitous alloy of 
the dialects, based on the central dialects but amply enlarged by northern 
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and southern features which are not strongly divergent. 
The development of literary written Udmurt began in the eighteenth 

century, but Udmurt-Ianguage publications did not begin to appear until the 
middle of the nineteenth century. 

Before the 1917 revolution the demand for the development of a unified 
Udmurt literary language did not arise. Publications were written in the local 
dialect, but the small interdialectal differences meant that - as far as material 
circumstances allowed - these works were theoretically able to become 
common intellectual property for the entire Udmurt population. 

During the 1920s there was lively debate over questions of orthography. As 
elsewhere, among the Udmurt, too, there arose the idea of switching to the 
Latin alphabet. Numerous articles on this question appeared, but there had 
been no tradition of the use of Latin letters in writing Udmurt (linguistic 
transcriptions aside), nor was the cultural milieu favourable for such a 
solution. The idea was thus more or less definitively rejected. The use of 
Cyrillic on the other hand had an extensive tradition: since the eighteenth 
century, every Udmurt publication that appeared in Russia was in Cyrillic. A 
second debate arose among Udmurt writers and linguists over the question of 
how Cyrillic was to be implemented. One camp wanted to develop their own 
orthography, based on Cyrillic letters, but adapted and augmented to accord 
with Udmurt phonology; the opposing camp argued for the importation not 
only of the letters, but of Russian orthographic principles, as well. The latter 
side won the argument. This led to the adoption of the entire Russian alphabet 
along with many of its orthographic rules. In this system, which is valid to this 
day, the three Udmurt affricates and one Udmurt vowel which Russian lacks 
are indicated by Cyrillic letters with diacritical marks q = c, i: = ¢, 3 = ~, 
6 = if). A further diacritical letter, H was introduced to write the vowel i when 
this sound was preceded by a distinctively non-palatalized consonant, i.e. 
after t, d, n, t, s, z (the letter with the analogous function in the Komi alphabet 
is i). Thus HH = ni, but HH = nii, and MH represents mi, because m has no 
distinctively palatalized pendant. It would be more consistent, and technically 
simpler, if the distinctively palatalized consonants were uniformly indicated 
with the aid ofthe soft sign (h); this solution is already employed at word-end 
and before the vowel r (written hI). A further oddity of the present-day 
orthography is the practice of preserving the Russian spelling of recent 
Russian loanwords intact, e.g. 'dictionary' is written CAOBaph in spite of the 
fact that Udmurt has no palatalized ri phoneme. 

A good feature of the orthography, and a vital one, is its ability to 
distinguish unambiguously every Udmurt phoneme - albeit with the aid of a 
somewhat complex system of rules. 

This is not the place to go into the history of the Udmurt language, but a 
brief listing of important innovations and retentions will be of use. Prominent 
phonological innovations include the development of the voiced : voiceless 
opposition among the obstruents, the simplification of the vowel system, and 
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the large-scale erosion of the ends of words. As a result of these changes, 
present-day Udmurt is morphophonemic ally straightforward, a mainstream 
agglutinating language with very few stem or suffix alternations. 

A prosodic innovation is the shift of the word stress, partly as a result of 
Tatar influence, to the last syllable. 

The main morphological innovations are the hypertrophic case system and 
the development, in the verb, of future and conditional paradigms. 

Against the background of all these innovations one should mention that 
Udmurt, like Komi, has retained the older proto-FU distinctions among the 
s(h)ibilants and affricates, as well as the system of personal suffixes. The 
extensive use of verbal nominals, including that of asyndetic sentence-
linking, is perhaps also a retention. 

Phonology 

Consonants 
The velar nasal (0), which probably belonged to the inventory of proto-

Udmurt, has been lost in all save certain peripheral and southern dialects. The 
post-alveolar affricates c, ~have (apico)retroflex articulations. 

The status of the sound written w in the table is problematic. This sound 
occurs in three contexts: 

1 Word-initially before the vowel a in about twenty words, e.g. wani 
'exists'. This is a dialectal phenomenon; the literary standard has vani. 

2 After word-initial k in a few dozen words, e.g. kwala 'family shrine', 
kwini 'three'. This phenomenon is characteristic of the entire language. 

3 Word-internally and word-finally after vowels in the Shoshma dialect 
(older name: Malmizh-Urzhum). 

Table 9.1 The Udmurt consonant system 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Nasals ill n ni (IJ) 
Voiceless stops p t ti k 
Voiced stops b d cti g 
Voiceless affricates c c i 
Voiced affricates ¢ ¢i 
Voiceless fricatives v s s si (x) 
Voiced fricatives z z zi 
Laterals I Ii 
Rhotic r 
Glides (w) 

Note: Places of articulation: 1 bilabial, 2 labiodental, 3 (apico)dental, 4 post-alveolar, 5 palatal, 
6 (palato )velar. 

written 

s 

s 
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The salient characteristic feature of the Udmurt consonant system is the 
presence of the correlations of voice and palatalization. Nine consonant-pairs 
participate in the correlation of voice, eight in that of palatalization. In fact, 
only four consonants take part in neither correlation; these consonants may be 
thereby defined as peripheral (v,j, m, r). 

There are no long consonant phonemes, but geminates do arise at 
morpheme boundaries, often as the result of assimilation, e.g. a ~ ~ini" 'to 
look', li"kti[i[iam 'they came'. 

With the exception of 1], all consonants may occur initial, final, and medial 
in the word; certain consonants are rare, however, in certain positions. So for 
example the palatal stops tj and dj are quite rare in word-initial position in the 
literary standard and in the majority of the dialects, as are the post-alveolar! 
cacuminal affricates in word-internal position. 

Clusters of two consonants are not uncommon in word-internal and word-
final position; clusters of three also occur, e.g. murtli" 'to a person'. In clusters 
of three, one of the consonants is usually a liquid. 

Vowels 
The literary language and the majority of the dialects have the same seven-
vowel system, one shared with Komi: 

Front Back 
Unrounded Rounded 

High 'i u 
Mid e e 0 

Low a 

The e is open-mid [E], especially in word-final position; the 0 is 
pronounced quite far back. 

In suffixes, there are no examples of e; u is rare; and 0 occurs only in 
certain verb suffixes (e.g. mi"no 'I shall go') and in the noun plural suffix 
-(j)os. 

Certain dialects have vowel systems which differ from that given above. 
There are also combinatory variants of the above-listed vowels. 

Vowel sequences are rare, and occur usually at morpheme boundaries, e.g. 
korka-os HOUSE-plur 'houses'. 

Stress 
The stress is of the quantitative-dynamic type and generally falls on the last 
syllable. A stressed syllable is approximately 1.5 times as long as an 
unstressed one. Unstressed vowels do not undergo reduction. 

In certain verb forms, stress location distinguishes meaning: sik '(s)he 
stands', sj:.1e 'stand! (plural imperative),; verg '(s)he speaks', Vf.ra 'speak! 
(singular imperative)'. As these examples illustrate, in imperative forms the 

medial 

'i 
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stress falls on the fIrst syllable. Initial-syllable stress also characterizes 
negative verb forms (e.g. ud mfniSike 'you [plur] do not go') and reduplicative 
adjectives and adverbs (e.g. gQrd&gord 'very red'). 

Certain adverbs and pronouns (with first component og-, olo-, no-, koti -) 
and certain affective-onomatopoeic words have free stress, i.e., in these cases 
stress placement depends on expressive and logical features of the utterance. 

Morphophonemics 

Deletions and Additions 
Vowel syncope. Certain stems show syncope of their last vowel (usually n 
when a vowel-initial suffIx is added. Adjacent to the syncopating vowel is 
always at least one liquid or nasal. Examples: turin 'hay', tumani" 'to mow'; 
polis 'oar' ,polsani" 'to row'; koti"r 'circle', kotres 'round'. 

Paragogic consonants. Certain stems show a paragogic consonant to the 
left of vowel-initial suffIxes. The consonant is always one of the set k t m. 
Examples: niules 'forest', niulesk-in 'in the forest', but niules-mi" 'our forest'; 
in 'sky', inm-in 'in the sky'; ki"k 'two' , ki"kt=eti 'second'. 

Hiatus-blocker j 
Aj-glide is epenthesized in the literary standard between a stem-final vowel 
and certain vowel-initial suffIxes (e-initial suffIxes, the adjective-formant =0, 
and the verb-formant =a[lJ-). Examples: kuno-e > kunoje 'my guest', 
uksio=o > ukSiojo 'moneyed', gubi=al- > gubijal- 'goes mushroom-picking' 
(from kuno 'guest', ukSio 'money', and gubi 'mushroom'). In dialects, 
j-epenthesis is more widespread. 

Assimilation 

Assimilation of voice, general 
In a sequence of two obstruents C)C2, C) adjusts in voicing to match C2. This 
assimilation is not indicated by the orthography. Examples: pereSi 'old', 
comparative peref/=gem 'older'; lud 'meadow', prosecutive lut-ti 'along the 
meadow'; goz=ja-ni" 'to write', gos=ti~ni" 'to write down'. 

Adaffrication 
The dental stops t and d melt into, and lengthen, the stop element of the 
affricates Ci and ~ when these immediately follow, e.g. kut 'sandals', kutCiani" 
[c:~] 'to pull on (one's) sandals'; li"d 'number', li"d¢ini"[J:?'] 'to count'. 

Assimilation of voice, special 
This assimilation affects only the possessive suffIxes. The initial consonant of 
the second-person suffIxes is t or d, and that of the third-person suffIxes is s 
or Z, in assimilation to the preceding consonant. (To the right of vowels d Z 

occur.) Notice that the direction in which this assimilation operates is the 
reverse of that of general assimilation, above. Examples: val-de 'your horse 
(ace)', e.s-te 'your friend (acc)' , val-Zi" 'their horse', e.s-si" 'their friend'. 

'meadow', 

pull pull 
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Inflectional Morphology 
Nominals (including postpositions, see p. 293) and verbs take inflectional 
suffixes as detailed in the sections immediately following. Conjunctions, 
particles, onomatopoeic words and interjections do not inflect. 

Nominals 
The noun (and in certain instances the adjective and numeral) distinguishes 
the following categories: number, case, and person (= possessor). All three 
categories are indicated by suffixes. 

In terms of their stem structure, Udmurt nouns are unusually straightfor-
ward. With very few exceptions, all nouns belong to a single, unvarying, 
declension-type. 

Number 
The singular is unmarked; stated in terms of the orthography, the suffix of the 
plural is -jos to the right of consonants, -os to the right of vowels U -epenthesis 
is regular to the left of the -os suffix.) Examples: korka 'house', korka-os 
[korkajQs] 'houses'; bekCie 'barrel', bekiJeos [bekCiejQs] 'barrels'; murt 
'human being', murt-jos 'people'; derem 'shirt', derem-jos 'shirts'. 

The plural suffix also functions as a collective marker, e.g. mumi" 'mother' , 
mumi"-os-iz MOTHER-plur-s3 'mother and her relatives/associates'. 

Case 
There are fifteen cases. Every noun is declinable, but according to recent 
grammars nouns which designate animates do not take local cases (inessive, 
illative, elative, transitive, egressive) and usage with the approximative and 
terminative fluctuates. Observation in the field shows that these cases are 

Table 9.2 Absolute declension, singular: val 'horse', busr 'field' 

Nominative -{} val busf 

Genitive -len yellen busllen 
Ablative -lesi vallesi busllesi 
Dative -11 vam busHi 
Accusative -O, -(j)ez valez busljez 
Instrumental -(j)en, -In valen busljen 
Abessive/Caritive -tek valtek busltek 
Inessive -In busi-in 
Elative -lsi busi-isi 
Illative -(j)e buslje 
Approximative -lani vallani busllani 
Egressive -Isieni busi-isieni 
Transitive -([jJe)ti busljeti 
Terminative -ozJ buslozi 
Adverbial -ja valja buslja 
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in fact used with animates, but in non-local meanings, e.g. disetisJ-fn uza 
TEACHER-ine WORKS.s3pres '(s)he works as a teacher'. 

The j-initial allomorphs occur to the right of vowels. Nouns referring to 
places and ending in a, most notably korka 'house', take vowelless variants 
of the local suffixes, e.g. inessive korka-n, elative korka-sJ, illative korka-f1. 

A closed set of nouns (chiefly body-part and kinship designations) take the 
-fn allomorph of the instrumental, e.g. ki-fn 'by hand'. Another closed set take 
-rin the illative, e.g. niulesk-f 'into the forest' . 

The transitive variants -eti - -ti appear to be in free variation. 
The zero-accusative is used with indefinite direct objects. For further 

information concerning the uses ofthe cases see Syntax, pp. 295 and 297-9. 
For the most part, plural case forms are built by adding to the stem the 

plural suffix followed by the same case suffixes as those used in the singular, 
e.g. abessive/caritive val-jos-tek 'without horses', approximative busi~os-lanj 
'towards the fields'. In a few cases, however, the case suffixes have different 
forms in the plural: 

Singular accusative 
Plural accusative 

val-ez 
val-jos-ti: 
val-jos-lz 

Singular instrumental val-en 
Plural instrumental val-jos-ln 

Singular illative 
Plural illative 

Singular transitive 
Plural transitive 

busl-jez 
busi-os-ti: 
busi-os-iz 

busl-jen 
busl-os-ln 

busi-je 
busl-os-l 

busi-jeti 
busi-os-ti 

The variants of the plural accusative (e.g. valjosti~ valjosiz) are in free 
variation in the literary standard (the former is characteristic of northern, the 
latter of southern and peripheral dialects). 

The shape of the instrumental suffix in the plural (-in) means that plural 
inessive and instrumental cases have syncretized (e.g. busi~os-in). 

Possessive Forms 
The allomorphic distribution is fairly straightforward: j-variants to the right 
ofvowels,j-Iess variants elsewhere. There are, however, exceptions, e.g. ku-e 
'my skin'. 

All singular possessives with initial e have variants with f which are used 
with a closed set of nouns, most of which designate body parts, kinship, or 
(periods of) time, e.g. jfr-f 'my head', milkill-iz 'hislher mood', lui-ill 'your 
soul' , tusbuj-iz 'hislher exterior', drr-f 'my time', nunal-iz 'hislher day' , nil-ill 
'your daughter', nil-in-fm 'with my daughter'. Not all words belonging to 
these semantic areas follow the rule, however, e.g. jfrsJi-je 'my hair'. 

different 

valjosiz) 

busi~os-in). 
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Table 9.3 Possessive paradigm: possession in singular 

sI s2 s3 

Nominative -(j)e, -I -(j)ed, -Id -(j)ez, -IZ 
Genitive -efilen -efidlen -efizlen 
Ablative -efm -efidl"i -efizl"i 
Dative -efilesi -efidlesi -efizlesi 
Accusative -me -te, -de -se, -ze 
Instrumental -efinlm -efinld -efinlz 
Abessive/Caritive -efitek -efidtek -efiztek 
Inessive -am -ad -az 
Illative -am -ad -az 
Elative -isit"im -isi@ -isitiz 
Egressive -isienim -isienid -isienlz 
Transitive -efitim -efitid -efitiz 
Terminative -oziam -oziad -oziaz 
Adverbial -efija -efidja -efizja 

Table 9.4 Possessive paradigm: possessor in plural 

pI p2 p3 

Nominative -mi -ti, -di -si, -zi 
Genitive -mllen -tldllen -slzllen 
Ablative -mllesi -tldllesi -slzilesi 
Dative -mm -tldm -slzm 
Accusative -mes -tides -sIzes 
Instrumental -enimi -enidi -enizi 
Abessive/Caritive -mllani -tldllani -slzllani 
Inessive -ami -adi -azi 
Illative -amI -adi -azl 
Elative -isit"imi -i'sit"idl -isitizi 
Egressive -isienimi -isienidi -isienizi 
Transitive -etimi -etidi -etizi 
Terminative -oziami -oziadi -oziazi 
Adverbial -mija -tldija -slzija 

Examples of the slz and tid alternation (special assimilation, above): busi"-
di" 'your (plur) field', gurt-ti" 'your (plur) village', pud-de 'your foot (acc)', 
gurt-se 'hislher village (acc)'. 

The order of case and person suffixes is of two types. In the first type, the 
person suffix precedes the case suffix. This is the order in the genitive, 
accusative, dative, ablative, abessive/caritive, adverbial, and approximative 
cases. Example: val-ed-tek 'without your horse'. The reverse order, i.e. case 
before person, occurs in the remaining cases, e.g. busi"-jeti-d 'along your 
field'. 
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The only striking allomorphy among the case and person suffixes which 
results from their co-occurrence is in the accusative (-me, -tide, -size, -mes, 
-tides, -sizes), the inessive/illative (-am, -ad, -az, -ami: -adi: -azi") , and the 
elative (-i"Sit- instead of -is:i). 

Plurality of possession is expressed by the ordinary plural suffix -(j )os 
followed by the possessive suffixes as set out above, with the following 
stipulations. Initial f is always used, and never initial e, in both possessive 
suffixes and in the instrumental case suffix; the transitive suffix is -ti. 
Examples: val-jos-fHORSE-plur-s1 'my horses', pi-os-iz-lf SON-plur-s3-dat 
'to his/her sons', val-jos-iit-iinfHORSE-plur-ins-p1 'with our horses', uram-
jos-ti-z STREET-plur-transitive-s3 'along its streets'. 

The possessive forms are used primarily to express possessive relations in 
both narrow and broad senses of the term, e.g. miitam tir-e PRO.s1gen AXE-
s1 'my axe', Bagirdi Siin-jos-iz BLUE EYE-plur-s3 'his/her blue eyes', 
korka-len Pipet-ez HOUSE-gen ROOF-s3 'the roof of the house', nil-iz-len 
nil-iz DAUGHTER-s3-gen DAUGHTER-s3 'his/her daughter's daughter', 
so-len milkia-iz PRO.s3-gen MOOD-s3 'his/her mood', pinal-jos-len kir~an
zfCHILD-plur-gen SONG-p3 'the children's song', nil-len Beber-ez GIRL-
gen BEAUTY-s3 'the girl's beauty'. 

The first-person singular suffix is also used in affectionate forms of 
address, e.g. if/, ii/ giai'k-e, nuni'ka-je, Beber-e 'sleep, sleep, my dove, my 
child, my beauty' . 

The second-and third-person singular suffixes are also used to express 
definiteness or determinedness. Second-person forms are rarer in this 
function, and seem to have affective overtones, e.g. vatiSik-i-z sundf-jed teP 
Sier-fCONCEAL.refl-past-s3 SUN-s2 FOREST BEHIND-ill 'the (dear) sun 
has hidden behind the forest' . 

There is widespread use of the third-person singular suffix (-ez) as a 
stylistically more or less neutral means of marking definiteness. It functions 
much as the definite article in Hungarian or English, e.g. guzdor vil-iit turiit-ez 
Beber CLEARING SURFACE-ine GRASS-s3 BEAUTIFUL 'the grass in the 
clearing is beautiful'. It can be added not only to nouns, but also to fully 
declined nouns, thereby rendering them both definite and susceptible to 
further declension, e.g. gurt 'village', genitive gurt-len 'of the village', with 
added s3 gurt-len-ez 'that of the village', metagenitive gurt-len-ez-len 'of that 
of the village', metainessive gurt-len-az 'in that of the village'. 

Adjective 
The adjective is formally not distinct from the noun, but it has morphological 
and syntactic properties peculiar to it. 

Chief among these is comparison. The absolute degree is unmarked; the 
comparative is built with =ges (or =gem, in free variation). Example: kuzi 

'long', kuzj=geslkuzj=gem 'longer'. The superlative is built with the help of 
particles or by means of reduplication, e.g. piBi 'small', samoj piBi-jez 'the 

nil-iz-len 
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smallest ones'; tuz kuzi 'longest' (tuz 'very'); sied 'black', Sied&Sied 
'blackest', viP 'new', vanimiz-leSi vili EVERYTHING-abl NEW 'newest (= 
than everything new)'. 

Plurality in the predicate adjective is indicated by the suffix -eSi, e.g. kiset 
liz 'the cloth is blue', kor-jos kuzi-eSi no zek-eSi 'the beams are long and 
thick' . 

Most Udmurt adjectives can be used as adverbs with no change in form 
(umoj 'good; well'). The meaning of some adverbs (e.g. kema 'for a long 
time') can be intensified by means not unlike that of the superlative (kema-leSi 
no kema 'long, long ago; the very longest time ago'). 

Numerals 
Numerals used as quantifiers in noun phrases do not decline or otherwise 
agree with the head; the head is usually in the singular, occasionally in the 
plural, e.g. so tue tiami's kion kut-em PRO.s3 THIS.YEAR EIGHT WOLF 
CATCHES-s3perf '(s)he caught eight wolves this year', ta~rte viti vorgoron-
jos Bori'ga-ni' kosk-i-zi' THIS EVENING FIVE MAN-plur FISHES-inf 
DEPARTS-past-p3 'this evening five men went fishing'. 

Used as nouns, the numerals can be fully declined, in both absolute and 
possessive declensions. In compound numerals only the last number is 
declined. 

Ordinals are formed with the suffix =eti, e.g. niil=eti klass 'fourth class'. 
The definite (i.e. s3) forms of ordinals are also declined, e.g. kwinim=eti-jez-
len 'of the third'. 

Fractions are formed with =mos: viti=mos '(one-) fifth', ukmi's=mos 
'(one-) ninth', kwini kwati=mos 'three-sixths'. 

Approximate number is expressed either with the word og or the adjective-
forming suffix =0, e.g. og viti=ton murt 'about fifty people', das=o minut-jos 
'about ten minutes'. 

Pronouns 

Personal Pronouns 
The personal pronouns distinguish nine cases; they lack the inessive, illative, 
elative, transitive, terminative and egressive cases. 

The declension of the third-person pronoun is analogous to that of the 
noun. 

Reflexive Pronouns 
Three similar but distinct roots figure in the paradigm of the Udmurt reflexive 
pronoun. These are as-, asi-, and aB-. The first root (as-) also occurs 
uninflected in the meaning '(one's) own', e.g. as nih 'my own daughter', and 
with postpositions, e.g. as dor-az 'at hislher own home'. 

vorgoron-
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Table 9.5 Udmurt personal pronouns: singular 

sI s2 s3 

Nominative mon ton so 
Genitive mi"nam finad solen 
Ablative mi"nesjti'm ti'nesiti"d solesj 

Dative mi"ni'm ti"ni"d sol'i 
Accusative mone tone soje 
Instrumental monen(i"m) tonen(i"d) soin 
Abessive/Caritive montek tontek sotek 
Adverbial monja tonja . soja 
Approximative monlanj tonlanl solanj 

Table 9.6 Udmurt personal pronouns: plural 

pI p2 p3 

Nominative mi ti soos 
Genitive miljam tiljad sooslen 
Ablative miljesiti'm tiljesjtYd sooslesj 

Dative miljem(h) tiljed(l'i) soosl'i 
Accusative miliemi"z tiljedi"z soosiz 

miljemdi" tiljeddi" soostY 
Instrumental miljemi"n tiljedin soosi"n 

mWeni"mi" tiljeni'di' 
Abessive/Caritive mitek titek soostek 
Adverbial mija . tija soosja . 
Approximative milan! tilani sooslan! 

Table 9.7 Udmurt reflexive pronouns: singular 

sI s2 s3 

Nominative a()iim acjid acjiz 
Genitive aslam aslad aslaz 
Ablative aslesiti"m aslesjtYd aslesiti'z 
Dative asl'im asl'id asl'iz 
Accusative asme aste asse 
Instrumental aseni'm aseni"d aseni'z 
Abessive/Caritive acjimtek acjidtek aCiiztek 
Adverbial aCiimja aCiidja acjizja 
Approximative acjimlani acjidlani aCiizlani 
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Table 9.8 Udmurt reflexive pronouns: plural 

pI p2 

Nominative asimeos asiteos 
Genitive asimelen asitelen 
Ablative asimelesi asitelesi 
Dative asimeli: asitell 
Accusative asimemlz asitedYz 

asimedl asitedl 
Instrumental asimemln asitedYn 

asimeos"in asiteosln 
Abessive/Caritive asime( os )tek asite( os )tek 
Adverbial asime( os )ja asite( os )ja 
Approximative asime( os )lani asite( os )lani 

Other Pronouns 

p3 

asiseos 
asiselen 
asiselesi 
asiseli: 
asisezlz 
asisezl 
asisezln 
asiseosln 
asise( os )tek 
asise( os )ja 
asise( os )lani 

Reciprocal pronouns are built by attaching the appropriate plural personal 
suffixes to reduplicated o(diJg 'one': og&og-mi~lr 'to one another (of us)', 
og&og-en-fmf 'with one another (of us)', og&og-di~tek 'without each other 
(of you [plur]), ,og&og-zes 'each other (ofthem [acc]) , . 

With the exception of the definite forms ta--iz and so--iz 'this/that 
particular, precisely this/that, this/that very', the demonstrative pronouns are 
not inflected when used attributively. Example: ta udi"s-i"n THIS REGION-ine 
'in this region'. The inflection of taiz and soiz is identical with that of nouns, 
and when used as attributes these words agree with their head, e.g. ta--iz 
knjiga 'this very book', taiz-tek knjiga-tek 'without this very book', ta-os-iz 
knjiga-os 'these very books'. 

When used independently, all the demonstrative pronouns are declined. 
Their paradigm follows that of the nominal closely, but there are deviations, 
e.g. ta-je 'this (acc)' (cf. mon-e 'me'). Other demonstrative pronouns are tace 
'like this', sice 'like that', tami"nda 'this much', somi"nda 'that much'. 

The interrogative pronouns are also used as relative pronouns. The most 
important are kin 'who', ma(r) 'what, which', kud(iz) 'which', kice 'what 
kind', ki!nia 'how much'. Apart from a few deviations (e.g. kin-e 'whom') 
they decline like nouns, e.g. kin-If 'to whom', kin-en 'with whom'. Plural 
personal suffixes may be used with kud, e.g. kud-mf 'which of us'. 

Indefinite, negative, and general (universal, indifferent) pronouns are 
formed, in the main, from the interrogative pronouns. Both absolute and 
personal declension are frequent. Examples: kin+ke, olo+kin 'someone', 
no+kin, nie+kin 'no one', kotj+kin 'anyone, no matter who', kotj+ma(r) 
'anything, no matter what', no+kin-mf 'none of us', no+mfr-df 'nothing of 
yours (plur),. Others include muket 'other', and vanj(miz), Mies 'all', 
inflected: vanj-df 'all of you (plur),. 

The addition of the suffix -na forms numeric pronouns; they are always 

ta-os-iz 
ta-os-iz 
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inflected for person. Examples: og-na-m 'I alone', kik-na-di~lf 'to you 
two'. 

Verb 

Conjugation: Finite Forms 
The finite verb paradigm distinguishes the categories of mood, tense, number, 
and person. 

Stem-types and conjugations. The citation form in Udmurt dictionaries is 
the infinitive, whose suffix is -nr. Lopping off this suffix gives us the verb 
stem, which always ends in either r or a. Two conjugations may be 
distinguished, the first conjugation (f-stems) and the second conjugation 
(a-stems). Suffix allomorphy presented below will be labelled with 1 and II 
accordingly. The stem-final f of first-conjugation verbs is deleted whenever 
a vowel-initial suffix is attached. 

Mood and tense. Tense and mood are in complementary distribution. There 
are three moods: indicative, imperative, and conditional. The indicative mood 
distinguishes four tenses: present (vetliSiko 'I go', turnaSiko 'I mow'), future 
(vetlo 'I shall go', turnalo 'I shall mow'), primary past (or preterite: vetli 'I 
went', turnaj 'I mowed'), and secondary past (or perfect: vetlem '(s)he has 
gone', turnam '(s)he has mowed'). The primary past refers to activities in the 
past without reference to their completion or to any result. The secondary past 
refers to the result of activities in the past, events which are often not directly 
witnessed. The suffix of the primary past is -i- in the first conjugation, -a- in 
the second conjugation. The suffix of the secondary past is -(e)m, which is 
preceded in the first person, and in the second and third persons plural, by 
other morphemes of derivational origin. The -(e)m suffix is historically 
identical with that of the perfect participle, see below. 

The segmentation of the present and future morphemes is not synchron-
ically transparent. 

All four simple tense-forms may combine with val 'was/been' and vilem 
'has been, was (evidently), to form compound tenses. These tenses express 
durativity or habitual activity, e.g. so gfr-e val PRO.s3 PLOUGHS-s3pres 
BEEN '(s)he was ploughing', so gfr-oz (s3fut) val '(s)he used to plough (long 
ago)', so grr-oz vilem '(they say that) (s)he ploughed; (s)he ploughed (as 1 
remember)" min-em val GOES-past2 BEEN '(s)he had (already) gone 
(evidently),. Dialectal use of such compound tenses varies considerably and 
awaits further investigation. 

The suffix ofthe imperative is zero in the singular. First-conjugation verbs 
optionally lose their final f if this is preceded by a single consonant. 
Examples: vf.tlf 'go!', gfr(ij 'plough!', Vf.ra 'speak!' The second-person plural 
imperative is formed with -e(le) (I)/-le (II), e.g. min-e 'go! (plur)', kfr~a-le 
'sing! (plur),. Commands and suggestions directed to other persons are 
expressed with the future tense; outside the axis of discourse, the particle med 

persons 

og-na-m 
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Table 9.9 Finite affirmative forms of the verb 

Indicative mood 
Present 
sl 
s2 
s3 

pI 
p2 
p3 

Future tense 
sl 
s2 
s3 

pi 
p2 
p3 

Primary past 
sl 
s2 
s3 

pi 
p2 
p3 

Secondary past 
sl 
s2 
s3 

pI 
p2 
p3 

Imperative mood 
s2 
p2 

s3 
p3 

Conditional mood 
sl 
s2 
s3 

pI 
p2 
p3 

First conjugation 
mi"ni"- 'goes' 

mYnisjko 
mYnisjkod 
mYne 

mYnisjkom(I) 
mYnisjkodY 
mYno 

mYno 
mYnod 
niinoz 

mYnom(Y) 
mYnodY 
mYnozY 

mYni 
mYnid 
mYniz 

niinimY 
niinidY 
mYnizY 

mYnisjkem 
mYnem(ed) 
mYnem(ez) 

mYnisjkemmY 
mYniljl-iam(dY) 
mYniljljam(zY) 

m:!n(Y) 
m:!ne(le) 

m5<.d mi'noz 
m5<.d niinozY 

mi'nYsal 
mYnYsal(yd) 
mYnYsal(Yz) 

mYnYsalmY 
mYni'saldY 
mYni'salzY 

Second conjugation 
daSia- 'prepares' 

dasjasjko 
dasjasjkod 
dasja 

dasjasjkom(I) 
dasjasjkodi' 
dasjalo 

dasjalo 
dasjalod 
dasjaloz 

dasjalom(y) 
dasjalodY 
dasjalozY 

dasjaj 
dasjad 
dasjaz 

dasjamY 
dasjadY 
dasjazY 

dasjasjkem 
dasjam(ed) 
dasjam(ez) 

dasjaSikemmi' 
dasjaljljam( dI) 
dasjaljljam(zi') 

df!sja 
df!sjale 

m5<.d dasal-ioz 
m5<.d dasaljozi' 

dasjasal 
dasjasal(i'd) 
dasj asal (Yz) 

dasjasalmY 
dasjasaldY 
dasjasalzY 
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must also precede the verb, e.g. m~d uzal-oz 'let himlher work'. 
The conditional suffix is -sal-. The fIrst person singular is zero, and the 

second-and third-person suffixes may be omitted; syncretism of singular 
forms is thus possible. Example: disi-sal(-iz) '(s)he would study, (s)he would 
have studied'. 

Some negative verb forms are built with the negative verb (u- in the present 
in future, e- in the primary past, e- in the imperative), others with negative 
particles (evel in the secondary past, ej in the conditional) or the negative 
suffIx =mte (in the secondary past, in free variation with the use of the particle 
evel). 

Tables 9.9 and 9.10 set out the complete fInite paradigms of mi"ni"- 'goes' 
and daF a- 'prepares'. Brackets are used to indicate parallel forms which seem 
to differ at most stylistically in the standard language. 

Alongside the completely regular factotum verb lui~ 'is, becomes, happens; 
is able, is possible; exists' there is also a constellation of suppletive forms 
which express pure existence: present vani 'exists', primary past val, 
secondary past vilem, negative present evel 'there isn't'. These forms inflect 
for neither person nor number. 

Verbal Nominals 
Infinitive (-ni) is used with auxiliary verbs and as a substitute for fInal clauses 
with verbs of motion, e.g. potizi" ara-ni" 'they went out to harvest'. 

Participles function as both attributes and predicates (see Syntax, p. 299). 
The imperfective active participle (=iF U=F II), e.g. vetl=iSi 'going', 

vera=F 'speaking' forms many nouns, e.g. diset=iF 'teaching, teacher' . It has 
its own negative form, built with =tem, e.g. (from diFt- 'is brave') 
diFt=iF=tem 'timid'. 

The perfect participle (=em U=m II) renders passive meanings with 
transitive verbs and resultative meanings with intransitive verbs. Examples: 
gi"r=em busi" 'ploughed fIeld', tone vaj=em murt gurt-az kosk-iz PRO.s2acc 
BRINGS=perf.part HUMAN HOUSE-s3ill DEPARTS-s3pastl 'the person 
who brought you went home', li"kt=em kisnomurt ARRIVES=perf.part 
WOMAN 'the woman who has arrived'. This suffix also forms many nouns, 
e.g. kul=em 'death (kuli~ 'dies'), uza=m 'work' (uza- 'works'). It has its own 
negative form, =mte, e.g. kuti"=mte kion 'a wolf which has not been caught'. 

The necessitive participle (=ono U=no II) expresses the necessity of 
carrying out an action, e.g. esker=ono uz 'a matter which must be 
investigated', kora=no pu 'a tree which must be felled'. Its negative form is 
=on=tem U=n=tem II and expresses impossibility, e.g. biaest=on=tem uz 
'work that is impossible to carry out' , Bida=n=tem peF nunal 'an unbearably 
hot day'. 

The potential participle (=mon VII) is the affirmative analogue to the 
preceding (=(0 )n=tem), e.g. giif=mon pijas 'a young man capable of 
ploughing' , gi;f=mon inti" 'a place which can be ploughed'. 

verb 

m~d 

'dies'), 
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Table 9.10 Finite negative forms ofthe verb 

Indicative mood 
Present 
sl 
s2 
s3 

pI 
p2 
p3 

Future tense 
sl 
s2 
s3 

pI 
p2 
p3 

Primary past 
sl 
s2 
s3 

pI 
p2 
p3 

Secondary Past 
sl 

s2 

s3 

First conjugation 
mini~ 'goes' 

u-g minisjkI 
u-d minisjkI 
u-g mInI 

u-m minisjke 
u-d minisjke 
u-gmino 

u-gmini 
u-dmini 
u-gmini 

u-m mIne(le) 
u-d mIne(le) 
u-g mIne(le) 

e-j mInI 
e-d mini 
e-z minI 

e-m mine (Ie) 
e-d mine(le) 
e-z mine(le) 

minisjklmteUe) 
evel minisjkem 
minimtejed 
eve! minem(ed) 
minimteUez) 
evel minem(ez) 

pi mi:nisjkimtemi 
eve! miniSikemmi 

p2 miniljljamte(dl) 
evel miniljljam(dl) 

p3 miniljljamte(zl) 
evel miniJiljam(zl) 

Imperative (prohibitive) 
s2 !<n mIn(]) 
p2 !<n mIne(le) 

s3 
p3 

med~z mIn(i:) 
med~z mIne(le) 

Second conjugation 
daSia- 'prepares' 

u-g dasjasjkl 
u-d dasjasjki 
u-g dasja 

u-m daSiasjke 
u-d das.iasjki:e 
u-g dasjalo 

u-g dasja 
u-d dasja 
u-g das.ia 

u-m dasjale 
u-d dasjale 
u-g dasjale 

e-j dasja 
e-d dasja 
e-z dasja 

e-m dasjale 
e-d dasjale 
e-z dasjale 

dasjasjklmteUe) 
evel dasjaSikem 
dasjamtejed 
eve! das.iam(ed) 
dasjamteUez) 
evel dasjam(ez) 

dasjasjklmtemi 
eve! dasjaSikemmi 
dasjaljljamte(dl) 
eve! dasjaljljam(dl) 
dasjaljljamte(z]) 
eve! dasjaPljam(zl) 

!<n 
!<n 

med~d~sja 
med~z 

'goes' 

med~z 

med~z med~z 
med~d~sja 

med~d~sja 

med~d~sja 
med~d~sja 



Conditional mood 
sl 
s2 
s3 

pI 
p2 
p3 

ej mi"ni"sal 
ej mi"ni"sal(i"d) 
ej mi"ni"sal(i"z) 

ej mi"ni"salmi" 
ej mi"nYsaldY 
ej mi"ni"salzi" 
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ej dasiasal 
ej dasiasal(i"d) 
ej dasiasal(i"z) 

ej dasiasalmi" 
ej dasiasaldi" 
ej dasiasalzi" 

The inessive of the perfect participle expresses resultative predicates, e.g. 
busf gfr=em-i"n 'the field is (in a) ploughed (state), , turin tuma=m-in 'the hay 
is (in a) cut (state),. 

Gerunds express cause and result as well as various temporal relations 
(simultaneity, anteriority, duration). 

The =sa gerund expresses simultaneity or anteriority, e.g. Sierekja=sa 
vetl-e LAUGHS=ger GOES-s3pres '(s)he walks laughing'. This gerund 
occurs frequently in compound verbs, see below. 

The =tek gerund is the negative of the =sa gerund, e.g. veraSikf=tek puk-e 
'(s)he sits without speaking'. 

General temporal relations are expressed with the =ku- gerund, which may 
also take personal suffixes. Examples: ~eg ara=ku tui peSi val RYE 
HARVESTS=temp.ger VERY HOT EXISTED 'at rye-harvest time it was 
very hot', bertf=ku-m 'when I returned'. 

The =to~ gerund refers to the terminus post quem non, e.g. iadh=to~ biz/-
iz TIRES-term.ger RUNS-s3pastl '(s)he ran until (s)he was exhausted'. 

The =mon gerund, homophonous with the potential participle, means 
something like 'in a manner such that X can be Y'd, -ably', e.g. vala=mon 
ver-az 'he spoke intelligibly' (vala- 'understands'), lia~f=mon goit=em-in 'it 
is (in a) legibly written (state),. 

Further gerundive forms are made from the perfect participle by adding the 
instrumental and elative case suffixes, e.g. berd=em-en-iz nomfr vera-nf u-g 
bigatfWEEPS=perf.part-ins-s3 NOTHING SAYS-infNEG.pres-s3 IS.ABLE 
'what with hislher weeping it is impossible to say anything', OPos kopa= 
m-i"F dugd-iz ALYOSHA DIGS=perf.part-ela CEASES-s3pastl 'Alyosha 
ceased digging'. 

Postpositions 
These may be classed morphologically as either segmentable, e.g. ul-in 
'under', ul-i"F 'from under', ul-e 'to under' (cf. ul 'lower part') or 
unsegmentable, e.g. ponna 'for'. Personal suffixes are attached to the 
postposition, not to its head, e.g. ukno ul-am WINDOW UNDER-sline 
'under my window'. 

The head is usually in the nominative, but there are exceptions, e.g. tonen 
seren PRO.s2ins BECAUSE 'on account of you'. 

ara=ku 

ara=ku 

lia~f=mon 

=to~ 
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Derivational Morphology 

Formation of Nouns 
Some of the more important noun-forming suffixes in the literary standard are 
=li"k, which build abstracts (zem 'truth' , zem=lik 'justice' , muskit 'moist' , musk= 
i"t=lik 'moisture'), =Cii, which builds names of occupations (vuz 'item for sale', 
vuz=di 'merchant', argan 'accordion', argan=Cii 'accordionist'), =es (imple-
ments and body parts: kut- 'grasps', kut=es 'threshing-rod', urd 'rib', urd=es 
'side'), =on U=n II (abstracts: vera~kr- 'converses', vera~k=on 'conversa-
tion'), =et (objects, results: [iuki"- 'divides', IJuk=et 'part, piece'), =em U=m II 
(abstracts; = perfect participle: pizi~ 'roasts', piz=em 'roast, joint'). 

Formation of Adjectives 
These include =0 (roughly 'having X': jel 'milk', jel=o skal 'milk cow', 
kuzJm 'strength', kuzm=o 'strong'; this suffix has a mitigating effect when 
added to intensive reduplicated adjectives, e.g. gord 'red', gQrd&gord 'very 
red', gord=o&gord=o 'reddish'), =tem (privatives: vu 'water', vu=tem 
'waterless', sud 'happiness', sud=tem 'unhappy'), =es (makes adjectives and 
nouns from nouns, adverbs, and onomatopoeics: ~erem 'laughter', ~erem=es 
'funny', ul-Iani 'downward', ul-IanJ=es 'declivity', zingir 'ting-a-ling', 
zingr=es 'small bell'). 

Formation of Verbs 
Verbal derivation is extensive, and permits nuanced differentiation in the 
expression of the type and manner of the action as well as the relation of actor 
to action. 

The following suffixes make verbs from verbs: =li~ (regular, repetitive 
action: giri"=li~ 'ploughs regularly, is always ploughing, ploughs and 
ploughs', kusti~ 'throws out/away', kusti"=li~ 'throws around a lot, keeps 
flinging'), =[1IJa- (with similar function: loba- 'flies', 10ba=[1[1a- 'flits about', 
vera- 'says', vera=[1[1a- 'keeps saying, regularly/always says'), =ti~ (causa-
tives and factitives: uza- 'works', uza=ti~ 'makes [someone] work'), =i~ki~ 
(- =skr) U=~ki~ II (reflexives, mediopassives, and reciprocals: di~a- 'dons', 
di~a=~ki~ 'gets dressed', Ciupa- 'kisses', Ciupa=~ki~ 'kiss one another', diSeti~ 'teaches', diset=ski~ 'learns'), =emja~ki~ U=mja~ki~ (devalues or 
questions the quality or validity of the action: uza=mja~ki~ 'pretends to work; 
works away (ineffectually) at'). 

Other verb-forming suffixes include =i~ (zor 'rain', zor=i~ 'rains', viz 
'bridge', viz=i~ 'crosses'), =a- (nJim 'name', nJim=a- 'names', jig&jig 
'knock-knock' ,jig=a- 'knocks, hits'), =ma- (gord 'red', gord=ma- 'makes X 
red', vozJ- 'holds, contains', vozJ=ma- 'waits'), =mi~ (iz 'stone', iz=mi~ 
'petrifies', viti 'new', vilJ=mi~ 'is renewed', vizJ=tem 'stupid', vizJ=tem=mi~ 
'becomes stupid/stultified'), =di~ (vij=di~ 'renews, reconstructs'), =ti~ (goz 
'line, mark', goz=ti~ 'writes'). 

~erem=es ~erem=es 

'rains', 

=i~ki~ 

(goz 
(goz 
(goz 

(goz 

(goz 

(zor 
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The Morphology of Compounding 
Nominal compounds may be co-ordinative, e.g. §iedales+liZ 'dark blue 
(DARK+BLUE)" ulirlO+vilirlO 'one-storey house (roughly: DOWNSTAIRS 
+UPSTAIRS), or subordinative, e.g. peSi +kil 'typhus (HOT +ILLNESS)', 
vajo+biz 'swallow (DOUBLE+ TAIL)'. Dvandva compounds also occur, 
e.g. iin+nrr 'face (MOUTH+NOSE), , anaj&ataj 'parents (MOTHER 
&FATHER)'. 

Co-ordinative verb compounds may consist of paired verbs, e.g. sudi~ 

nr&Sierekja- 'has fun (PLA YS&LAUGHS)', or of NOUN+ VERB syntagms, 
e.g. kur+a~~~ 'suffers (BADIEVIL+SEES),. 

Subordinative verb compounds, so-called 'double verbs' (they are in fact 
verb complexes built with the =sa gerund), are extremely common. The 
semantics of the two verbs meld to create complex aspectual/semantic 
shadings. Examples: kora=sa bidti~ CUTS=ger FINISHES 'fells (perfec-
tive)', ~a=sa brri~ BURNS=ger PERISHES 'bums down completely', 
peg~r=sa koski~ ESCAPES=ger DEPARTS 'gets away safely'. 

Another type of compound verb is built from recent Russian loans. In this 
construction, the Russian verb is put in the (Russian) infinitive and the 
Udmurt factotum verb kari~ 'does' is added, e.g. diktovati kari~ 'dictates'. 

Syntax 

Nominal Constructions 
In attributive constructions modifier precedes modified. Besides adjectives, 
modifiers may be deictics, numerals, nouns, and participles; participles may 
have, in tum, their own complements. Examples: te{h de rem 'white shirt', 
sice Borrg 'such a fish', ukmiseti klass 'ninth class', pu korka 'wooden 
house', lulo gondirez kutiinon pejSuraSi 'hunter capable of catching a live 
bear'. 

Attributive adjectives stand before the noun they modify and do not 
generally agree with it, either in number or in case, e.g. liz kiset-jos-tek 
'without blue cloths'. Exceptionally there is plural agreement; the adjectival 
plural suffix is again -eSi, e.g. kuf/-eSi no zek-eSi kor-jos uram-rn kitizio 'long 
and thick beams lie in the street', veraSikiSitem-eSi vorgoron-jos 'silent (non-
speaking) men'. Adjectives with the s3 definiteness-marker are declined as 
nouns, whether alone or in noun phrase apposition, e.g. viP-ez-lrNEW-s3-dat 
'to the new (one)', jegit-jos-rn-iz nil-jos-rn YOUNG-plur-ins-s3 GIRL-plur-
ins 'with the young ones, with girls', bur-in-iz §iinm-in-iz RIGHT-ins-s3 
EYE-ins-s3 'with his right eye'. 

In the possessive construction the possessor stands either in the genitive or 
(if the possession is the direct object) in the ablative. The possession takes 
person suffixes. Examples disetiSi-len kniiga-os-iz TEACHER-gen BOOK-
plur-s3 'the teacher's books', gurt-len pum-iz 'the end of the village', 

kur+a~~~ 

kur+a~~~ 

kur+a~~~ kur+a~~~ 
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muz/ej-leSi jurt-se tupat=jano MUSEUM-abl BUILDING-s3acc RENO-
VATES=nec.part 'the museum building has to be renovated'. If the possessor 
is encoded by a personal pronoun, this stands in the genitive: so-len vin-iz 
'hislher younger brother'; the pronoun may also be omitted (vin-iz). 
Furthermore, invariable as or the inflected reflexive pronoun may be used 
instead: as pi-jez-li" 'to hislher own son', aslad korka-jed 'your own house'. 

Two other constructions which border on the possessive are simple 
juxtaposition (~k kuk 'the leg of the table (TABLE LEG)" korka iis 'the door 
of the house (HOUSE DOOR)" used with inanimates, and the use of the 
elative to mark the place where something belongs or comes from (jag-iSi 
puzJm-jos 'pines from/of the forest', magaz/in-iSi vitrina-in 'in the shop 
window'). 

Subjects and Predicative Constructions 
Any nominal can function as subject. The subject is usually in the nominative, 
with or without personal/determinative suffixes: pi turna 'the boy is mowing' , 
soos turnalo 'they are mowing', pimi" disetske 'our son is studying', bad{ziin-
ez pi-je zavod-in uza, piBi-jez kolxoz-in ELDER-s3 SON-sl FACTORY-ine 
WORKS.-s3pres, SMALL-s3 KOLKHOZ-ine 'my older son works in a 
factory, my younger son in a kolkhoz'. Paired subjects go into the 
instrumental, e.g. nil-in pi-jen gorod-e kosk-i-zi" GIRL-ins BOY-ins CITY-ill 
DEPARTS-pastl-p3 'the boy and girl went to the city'. 

A special form of subject is marked with a case suffix (most commonly 
elative or genitive) followed by the plural suffix -jos; this construction is used 
to express a collectivity of people from a certain place or group: otin kutsa-
Sik-o kolxoz-iSi-jos THERE THRESHES-p3pres KOLKHOZ-ela-plur 'people 
from the kolkhoz are threshing there', aSime-len-jos gi"ron-zes bidest-i-Zi" 
PRO.REFLEX.pl-gen-plur PLOUGHING-s3acc FINISHES-pastl-p3 'our 
lot have finished the ploughing'. The infinitive can also function as subject: 
tilled-in uza-ni" tuz kapBi PRO.p2-ins WORKS-inf VERY EASY 'working 
with you (plur) is very easy' . 

In impersonal constructions the logical subject stands in the dative: Kotia-/r 
disetiSi dor-i" min=ono lu-i-z KOLYA-dat TEACHER NEAR-ill GOES= 
nec.part IS-pastl-s3 'Kolya had to go to the teacher'. 

Predicates are of two basic types: verbal and nominal. Verbal predicates 
agree with their subject in number and person, and express the modality and 
relative time of the action. The conditional mood is used to convey desirability 
or contingency, e.g. ti dor-i"vetli~sal-mi" 'we would (like to) go to you(r place)' , 
so-leSi ki1ziSiki~sal-zi~-ke, nomi"r iij lui~sal PRO.s3-abl LISTENS-cond-p3--IF 
NOTHING NEG HAPPENS-cond 'if they had listened to him/her, nothing 
would have happened' . Commands and prohibitions are expressed directly by 
the imperative: kosk-ele tatiSi '(you plur) go away from here', en min 'don't 
go!', nil-/r vera, med pi"r-oz korka-f} GIRL-dat SAYS-s2imp PARTICLE 
ENTERS-s3futHOUSE-ill 'tell the girl to go into the house' . 
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We may classify not only nouns, adjectives, numerals, and adjectives, but 
also adverbial complements as nominal predicates. Examples: viznan nier 
kuf! 'the fishing rod is long', so disetiSi '(s)he is a teacher', mi doriSien BupBi 
sur kitPok-i"n PRO.pl FROM CHEPCHA RIVER DISTANT-ine 'the Chepcha 
River is far from us', so kniiga-jez li"d~=ono 'this book must be read'. 

Present-tense forms of the nominal predicate take zero copula, e.g. ton 
udmurt--a 'are you Udmurt?', mon tati"n Sier murt PRO.sI HERE STRAN-
GER HUMAN 'I am a stranger here'. In the past tense, indeclinable val is 
used for all persons and numbers: ti"nad brat-ed soku studientval 'your (older) 
brother was a student then', tolon bert=ono val 'yesterday it was necessary 
to return (home)' . In other tenses or to express change of state, the copula and 
factotum verb lui~ is used: minam brat-e agronom lu-oz 'my (older) brother 
is going to be an agronomist', zor ber-e omi"r Bilkn lu-i-z RAIN AFfER-ill 
AIR CLEAN BECOMES-pastl-s3 'after the rain the air became clean' . 

Pure existence is expressed by the indeclinable particle vani : ta gurt-in 
odig motor nil vani 'there is a beautiful girl in this village'; non-existence is 
expressed by indeclinable evel: kanfet evel, sakar evel, rna-in ben Baj ju-omi" 
SWEETS NOT.EXISTS SUGAR NOT.EXISTS WHAT-ins INDEED TEA 
DRINKS-pipres/fut 'there isn't any sweet, there isn't any sugar, with what 
shall we drink tea?'. 

Udmurt lacks a possessive verb corresponding to English 'has', and vani 

(negative: evel) is used instead, e.g. aSime-len tros uzaSi-jos-mi" vani 
PRO.REFLEX.pl-gen MANY WORKER-plur-pl EXISTS 'we have many 
workers', pi-je-Ien kostium-ez evel SON-sl-gen SUIT-s3 NOT.EXISTS 'my 
son has no suit'. 

Direct Objects 
The direct object can be in the nominative or the accusative. The general rule 
is that indefinite objects stand in the nominative (-0) , e.g. goitet-@ gozto 'I'll 
write a letter', vumurt so abi~li" Siote majtal-@ 'the water-spirit gives that old 
woman (some) soap', niulsekaSijos gondi"r-@ kutiziziam 'the hunters have 
caught a bear', while definite direct objects stand in the accusative: '{!eg-ez 
oktisa bi"dtimi" inii 'we've already gathered in the rye', ta gazet-jos-ft" ~ek vile 
pon 'put these newspapers on the table'. Direct objects marked with person! 
defmite suffixes always count as definite; the nominative personal forms are 
therefore never used as direct objects. Examples: baSite majtal-ze '(s)he picks 
up his/her soap', kin so ti"pi~jez pogirtoz, so-Ii" nil-me Siot-o, su-em eksej 
WHO THAT OAK-acc FELLS-s3fut PRO.s3-dat DAUGHTER-slacc 
GIVES-sipres/fut SAYS-past2 TSAR 'whoever fells that oak, to that one I 
shall give my daughter, said the Tsar', azitem-IeSi umoj uiam-ze en vitii" 
LAZY-abl GOOD WORK-s3acc PROHIB.VERB-s2AWAITS 'don't wait for 
the good work of a lazy person, i.e. don't expect good work from a lazy 
(person),. The infinitive, too, can serve as direct object: tros mediSikod lePti:. 
ni" 'you want to accomplish a lot' . 
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Adverbial Complements and the Use of the Case Suffixes 
Adverbials are eitherindependent, like ~eCi 'well': so ~eCi leSit-e '(s)he does 
it well', gerunds, or formed from nominals with case suffixes or postpositions. 
Here there is space for only a brief survey of some of the more important 
adverbial uses of the cases. 

Ablative expresses motion away from X, origin, cause: Petrov masina-leP 
palensk-i-z 'Pterov Jumped away from the machine', stal-leP kuso leSit-o 
'they make scythe[s] of steel', suniY-leP limf suna 'the snow melts from the 
heat' . It is also used to mark the superlative member of a comparison (sundr-
leP jugU 'brighter than the sun') and with certain verbs (kaban-leP val u-g 
kiskaSikf 'a horse isn't afraid of a hayrick'). 

Dative is most frequently used to indicate the indirect object, as in es-e-li' 
k~iga Siot-i 'I gave a book to my friend', nene-li'jurtti~nf 'to help mother', 
but it can also express intended time-span (nunal-lf 'for a day'), objective 
(Olja vu-li"mfn-e 'Olya goes for water'), or result (CiaSi-i-z, kii/pu-ez selep-li" 
permit-i-z 'lightning struck (it), the birch turned into (a piece of) kindling'. 

Caritivelabessive expresses the lack of something: mumi"-tek&bubi"-tek 
kili-i 'I was left without mother or father'. 

The adverbial case indicates accordance with something, whether tem-
poral or qualitative: plan-ja 'according to plan', uzam-ja milki"d ~tskil-i-z 

'during/in the course of the work the mood became more cheerful' , tus-si"-ja 
no soos og&og-zi~lf kePs-o 'they resemble one another in their appearance, 
as well'. 

Instrumental is used both for instrumental proper (kaCii"-jen vandi~nf 'to 
cut with scissors', Pulm-in-iin sediSiko 'I feel (it) with my heart') and for 
accompaniment (Pedor-en uza-mf 'we worked with Pedor'). 

Approximative indicates drawing near to a place or approximation in time: 
nil sur-la~ bii/ -i-z 'the girl ran towards the river', guzem-la~ ozjf lu-i-z 
'this happened towards summertime'. 

Inessive refers to location within or on a place (gurHn 'in a village' , busi~ 

os-in 'in the fields'), to point in time (vitj=eti Cias-in FIVE=ord.num HOUR-
ine 'at five o'clock'), or to state, as in disetiP-in uza '(s)he works as a 
teacher'. 

Illative refers primarily to movement towards a place (Petrov kanava-je 
uSi-i-z 'Petrov fell into the canal'), but also to points in time (a~a nunal-e 
'on Sunday'), ~t-jos-f 'evenings, every evening', sundijo nunal-jos-f 'on 
sunny days'. 

Elative refers primarily to movement from a place (busi"-iSi bert-e '(s)he 
comes back from the field'), but is also selected by certain verbs, e.g. va~-ze 
so-je ti sedit-odi"ta k~iga-iSi 'you (plur) will find all this in this book'. 

Transitive indicates trajectory, i.e. route traversed or aperture franchised, 
e.g. uWa-jeti avtobus kosk-i-z 'the bus drove along the street', so ukno-jeti 
uCike val '(s)he was looking (out) of the window'. 

Terminative indicates the point in space or time beyond which something 

leSit-e leSit-e 

indirect Siot-i 

cheerful' 

drawing 

drawing 

busi~ 

bii/ 

resemble 

va~-ze 

(a~a 

trajectory, 

'evenings, 
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does not proceed, e.g. arama-of! bi"f/-i-mi" 'we ran as far as the grove', '{Itt-of! 
uza-zi" 'they worked until evening' . 

Egressive indicates the reverse of the tenninative, i.e. the spatial or 
temporal starting-point: Iievsk-iSien pojezd-en min-i-mi" 'From Izhevsk, we 
went by train', sif/i1-iSien '(starting) from autumn'. 

Major Constituent Order 
In neutral sentences the subject is in the first part of the sentence, the predicate 
is at the end, and any direct object and adverbial complements stand 
somewhere in between, e.g. Mixajlov vaf! Ciukna ik uzaFjos dori" li"ktiz 
MIKHAILOV EARLY MORNING DULY WORKERS TO WENT 'so, early 
in the morning M. went to the workers'. Deviation from this neutral order is 
the rule, however, particularly (but not exclusively) in interrogative and 
exclamatory sentences. Factors include position in the discourse, communic-
ational roles, sentence-types, and logical stress (emphasis). 

Constructions with Verbal Nominals 
Verbal nominals (infinitive, participles, gerunds) which function as comple-
ments may take complements of their own; they then are functionally 
equivalent to subordinate clauses. The nature of the subordination may be 
temporal, causal, or other. A sentence can contain more than one such 
construction, e.g. gorod-iSi tolon li"kt=em inzenier, uz-ze li"msor-ozi bi"desti" 
=sa, gurt-e benziin-li" kosk-i-z CITY-ela YESTERDAY ARRlVES=perf. 
part ENGINEER WORK-s3acc NOON-term COMPLETES=ger TOWN-ill 
PETROL-dat DEPARTS-pastl-s3 'the engineer who came from the city 
yesterday, having finished his work by midday, left for town to get petrol' . 

Here are some further examples of verbal nominal constructions. With 
infinitive: ta uz-ez ~og bi"desti"-ni"ponna, t70s kuzi"m kule luoz THIS WORK-
acc QUICK FINISHES-inf FOR, MUCH ENERGY NECESSARY IS.s3fut 
'much energy will be necessary in order to finish this work'. With participles: 
Ferpala !1Cikiz no urobo dorin siliP atPamijez ad~iz Oleksan 'Oleksan 
looked to his side and saw the man who was standing next to the waggon 
(WAGGON NEXT. TO STANDING MAN)" vuko-iSi berl=em Oddo val-ze 
jusk-e 'Oddo, having returned from the mill (MILL-ela RETURNS-
=past.part ODDO) unharnesses his horse', pinal-jos kosk=em ber-e, tatin 
mezmn lu-i-z 'after the children left (CHILD-plur DEPARTS=past.part 
AFTER-ill) it became boring here'. With gerunds: nunalbit Pekit mesok-jos-
ti· '{tutja=sa zatJi-i-z Mikvor Pedor 'lifting heavy sacks all day (ALL.DAY 
HEAVY SACK-plur-acc LIFTS=ger) P. M. became tired', ma sui"-ni" 
todi"=tek, so palensk-i-z 'not knowing what to say (WHAT SAYS-inf 
KNOWS=neg.ger), (s)he left', pi-me disetski"-ni" nui"-ku-m vedra duren 
kiFt=em kadi zor-i-z 'when I took my son to be taught (to his lesson; SON-
slacc TEACHES-inf TAKES=temp.ger-sl) it was raining as if poured from 
a bucket (BUCKET FROM POURED AS)" ton niulesk-i" vui"=tof! so gurt-az 
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lu-oz inii 'by the time you get into the forest (PRO.s2 FOREST-ill 
ARRIVES-term.ger) (s)he will be home already'. 

Compound Sentences 
Compound sentences may be further subdivided into co-ordinate and 
subordinate types. In the following examples the conjunctions and relative 
pronouns are highlighted. Co-ordinate examples: kwaf! zoriz no, turin 
vozektiz 'the rain fell, and the grass grew green', guzem nunaljos kuz/eSi luo, 
a ujjos vakCiijeSi 'summer days are long, whilelbut the nights are short', 
sutetskono val no, di"r eve! 'one ought to rest, but there isn't time', umme 
uSiini" ug lui:' to punios uto, to jegitjos ki"r~alo 'it is impossible to fall asleep: 
either the dogs are barking or the young people are singing'. Subordinate 
examples: ton vaz/ valad, kin luono tini"d 'you learned early who you should 
become', kinn tolon giridi; olin ik voz/mano luodi" 'where you ploughed 
yesterday, there you must wait', kuke sunn luiz, soku Ciori"gani" minomi" 
'when it has become warm, [then] we shall go fishing' ,pinal-jos korka-n evel 
dir·ja, mon kniiga li"d~-iSik-o CHILD-plur HOME-ine NOT.EXIST TIME-
adv PRO.sl BOOK READS-pres-sl 'when the children aren't home I read a 
book', kin len praktikajez bad~iin, solen uzez no vozin mine '(s)he who has 
(had) a lot of practice [that person] has hislher work go smoothly', adjamilen 
kiee Siulmiz, siee ik uzez no 'as a person's heart is, so too is hislher work', 
uz bordi" kutskid ke, soje odno ik biaestini" tirsi" 'if you have started to do 
something, try to finish it as well'. 

There are also asyndetic compound sentences of both types, e.g. brigadaos 
Sief.jiZes gine oktisa&kaltisa vuizi; vilhSi zorini" kutskiz 'the brigades had just 
finished bringing in the oats, it began to rain' ,juz vilti valen vetlizi; sokem so 
jun val 'they went by horse over the snowcrust, so firm was it' . 

Indirect Discourse 
Declarative, interrogative, and exclamatory sentences are reported by means 
of the conjunction suisa (i.e., the sa-gerund of sui:' 'says'): vara veraz, so 
vanimiz SiariSi todiz sUi"sa VARA SAYS-s3pastl PRO.s3 EVERYTHING 
ABOUT KNOWS-s3pastl SAYS=ger 'Vara said that she knows about it all', 
kuzito vorttomi" sat sui"sa, purga kenez puzej-leSi juaz SHEAF DELIV-
ERS.plfut PERHAPS SA YS=ger, PURGA MRS PUZEY-abl ASKS-s3pastl 
'Mrs Purga asked Puzhey whether we might perhaps send sheaves'. As these 
examples show, the subordinate clause may stand before or after the main 
clause. 

Imperatives are rendered indirectly by means of the future forms of the 
verb, preceded by the particle med. As in other forms of indirect discourse, 
the subordinate clause ends with sui"sa, e.g. Ciebersur-iSi kalik-ez viCiak-se 
tatCii" med uljzialoZi" suisa, pop kos-e CEBERSUR-ela PEOPLE-ace ALL-
s3acc HITHER PARTIC DRIVES.p3fut SA YS=ger PRIEST COMMANDS-
s3pres 'the priest orders that they drive all the people from Cebersur here' . 

people 
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Lexicon 

Architectonics 

Loanwords 
Native roots have a relatively simple structure. Two vowels occur adjacent 
normally only at morpheme boundaries. Consonant clusters of two normally 
occur only root-internal and root-final; in the latter case one of the consonants 
is a resonant. Examples: iz 'stone', gu 'pit', uno 'many', bur 'good', bord 
'wall', tili" 'feather', gondi,. 'bear'. Onomatopoieic words typically show 
(partial) reduplication, e.g. iingi,.&iangi"r 'ting-a-ling'. 

Older Loans 
Older loanwords do not deviate formally from native canonic shapes. There 
is a Chuvash layer (the Udmurt paid tribute to the Chuvash from the tenth to 
the thirteenth century), e.g. ara- 'harvests', amia 'week', buskeP 'neighbour', 
uk~o 'money'. There is also a later layer of Tatar loanwords dating from the 
thirteenth century. Four to five hundred Tatar loans entered common Udmurt, 
and even more into many dialects. Examples: bati,. 'fearless; hero', kijar 
'cucumber', uram 'street', jemisJ 'fruit', adiami 'person', alda- 'cheats, 
deceives', bujol 'paint'. Tatar loans continue to flow into peripheral dialects 
of Udmurt to the present day. 

Russian Loans 
The consonants f, x, and c occur only in recent loans, mostly from Russian 
(cement, fabrika 'factory', xirurg 'surgeon'). In earlier Russian borrowings, 
these sounds were replaced by p, k, and c, e.g. porma 'form', kalera 'cholera', 
ulca 'street'. 

More recent loans also retain initial consonant clusters, e.g. dvorec 
'palace'; in earlier borrowings such clusters were either syncopated or 
rendered medial by prothesis, e.g. durug 'suddenly' < B,upyr, iiiver 'wild 
animal' < 3Bepb. 

Northern groups of Udmurt speakers had already come into contact with 
Russian during the Tatar reign, but the great upsurge in Russian influence 
began after 1552, when the Udmurt came under Russian domination and the 
numbers of Russian colonists began to increase. By 1917 some six to eight 
hundred Russian loans had been borrowed into Udmurt; some of these were 
used only in translations of religious literature, however. 

After 1917 writers and scholars worked to create an Udmurt literary 
language. Thorough language renewal and hundreds of neologisms would be 
necessary if Udmurt was to be a useful and supple instrument in all the new 
social, economic, and cultural domains of life. The outstanding author Gerd 
Kuzebaj and like-minded contemporaries began this work with enthusiasm, 
but the 1930s and Stalinism put an end to their activity. Only a few neologisms 

'money'. 
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managed to take root, e.g. vir+ser 'artery (BLOOD+ VEIN)" nJimtu[=tem 
'anonymous (NAME.AND.PATRONYMIC=LESS)" kil+oz 'debate (LAN-
GUAGE+WAR), . 

UdmurtText 
A text in the literary language, written by the prominent linguist V. I. 

Ke1jmakov. Adapted from Csucs (1990: 71). 

A: Cyrillic orthography; B: Latin transcription, segmented; C: morpheme-
by-morpheme gloss; D: word-by-word English translation; E: freer English 
translation. 

AI. Y)KMe 6blraTaMeH YMollrec 6b1}:13C'bHHbI 
BI. uz-me b'igat=em-e-ja umoj=ges bi"desja-n'i 
CI. WORK-slacc KNOWS=NdV-sl- GOOD-cfv ACCOMPLISHES-

adv inf 
Dl. my work according to my better to carry out 

ability 

TypTTHCbKO yrocb TO}:lHCbKO 03bbI rllH3 
turtt-isjko, ugosj tod-iSiko, ozj'i gine 
STRIVES-s 1 pres PARTIC KNOWS-s 1 pres THUS ONLY 
I strive after all I know thus only 

KaJIbIKeJIbI 3eq JIeCbTbIHbI 6b1raTO rnYblca 
kalik-e-l'i ¢jei9 lesh'i-n'i b'igat-o su'i=sa 
PEOPLE-s I-dat GOOD BUILDS-inf IS.ABLE-slfut SAYS=ger 
my people good to build I shall be able [end quotation] 

A2. Y}:IMypT KaJIbIK a3bJIaHH3 HO KbIJI33 
B2. udmurt kalik aZLlanLaz no ki1-ze 
C2. UDMURT PEOPLE FORE-app-s3ine/ill AND LANGUAGE-

s3acc 
D2. Udmurt people in the future both its language 

HO KyJIbTypa33 Me}:l YTe3 rnYblca 
no kulhura-ze med uti-oz su'i=sa 
AND CUL TURE-s3acc PARTIC FOSTERS-s3fut SA YS=ger 
and its culture in order that it fosters [end quotation] 

TblprnllcbKo 
t'irs-iSiko 
STRIVES-slpres 
I strive 

A3. OCKllCbKO 
B3. osk-isjko, 
C3. BELIEVES-slpres 
D3. I believe 

JIblKTHCb 
likt=isj 
COMES=pres. part 
coming 



BhDKhIOCMhI 

vlzl-os-nU 
GENERATION-plur-pl 
our generations 

Y)l(aJI03hI 

uzal-ozl 
WORKS-p3fut 
they will work 

HO 

no 
AND 
as well 
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Ta y}:\hIChIH ThlpIIIhIca 

ta udls=ln t'irsl=sa 
OEM.PRO AREA-ine STRIVES=ger 
this in area diligently 

E1. I try to do my work to the best of my ability, because I know that this is 
the only way I shall be able to do my people good. E2. I work hard to ensure 
that in future the Udmurt people foster their language and culture. E3. I 
believe that future generations, too, will work diligently in this area. 
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10 Komi 

Anu-Reet Hausenberg 

Komi, together with Udmurt, make up the Permian group of the Uralic 
language family. Since ancient times speakers of Komi have lived in the 
Vychegda basin and along rivers on the upper reaches of the Kama. 

History has divided Komi into three dialect groups. The Komi-Zyrian 
dialects are spoken in the northern part of the area, while the Komi-Permyak 
and the Yaz'va groups dominate in the southern part. Some linguists treat the 
Komi-Zyrian and the Permyak groups as separate languages. As the name 
'Komi' is often applied to the Zyrians only, this may cause misinterpretation 
of statistics. 

According to the 1989 census there were 344,519 Zyrians and 152,060 
Permyaks in the Soviet Union. 84.5 per cent of the Zyrians (291,542 people) 
live in the Komi Republic (capital Syktyvkar). The average density of the 
population is 3 people per km2, but the actual distribution is rather uneven. 
The Zyrian-dominated villages are situated along rivers. Of the population of 
the Republic (1,263,000 in 1989) 954,000 are urban, but of these only about 
15 per cent are ethnic Zyrians. 

Outside the Republic relatively compact Zyrian settlements exist on the 
Kola Peninsula and in western Siberia. A major exodus (mostly from the 
Izhma basin) took place in the second half of the nineteenth century. 

The administrative territory of the Permyaks, the Komi-Permyak National 
Okrug (capital Kudymkar), is part of the Perm' Oblast. Unfortunately about 
14,000 Permyaks remained outside the Okrug when it was created; they live 
in separate villages in the neighbouring region. There are also some small 
Permyak settlements in western Siberia which date from the second half of 
the nineteenth century. The socio-political situation renders official statistics 
concerning the Permyaks scarce and not very reliable. 

Speakers of the Yaz'va dialect live east of the Permyaks on the banks of 
the Vishera and the Yaz'va Rivers. In the 1960s the number of Yaz'va 
speakers was estimated at 4,000. 

Dialectal Variation 
The present-day variants of the Komi language reflect the impact of natural 
factors as well as migrations and contacts - both a result of the language's 
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linguo-geographic position in the centre of the Finno-U gric area. Watersheds, 
dense forests, and bogland have favoured differentiation. Prolonged settle-
ment alongside related tribes, however, has supported parallel developments 
and led to lexical borrowing. The ancient trade routes which traverse the 
original Komi homelands used to connect Scandinavia with Siberia and the 
South. The Komi themselves were enterprising merchants, setting up contacts 
with several distant peoples. Different reasons forced the Komi to migrate to 
smaller and more remote rivers and to more sparsely populated areas. This 
brought about a mixing of dialects and a distortion of dialect borders. The 
most heterogeneous area nowadays is situated near the Vychegda and the 
Pechora. According to documents it was in the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries that the Upper Vychegda region received many new settlers from the 
Udora, Vym', and Lower Vychegda regions, and later on from the basins of 
the Sysola and Luza Rivers. The Komi settlement of the Pechora basin began 
at the end of the seventeenth century, the settlers coming mostly from the 
banks of the Sysola, Vym', and Mezen', and from the Upper Vychegda. 

It is traditionally emphasized that differences among the Komi dialects are 
insignificant, as most of them are the result of phonological development 
(among them: variation in the reflexes of a syllable-final I, depalatalization of 
tJi and I, variation in Anlaut glide phenomena and in suffixal vowels). While 
this statement is true of the Zyrian dialects, the greater Komi area is divided 
by differences in word stress as well as in morpheme inventories and 
morpheme-assignment (e.g., the number and functional load of the cases, cf. 
Baker 1985: 50-115). The three-way dialectal division mentioned above, i.e. 
a division into Komi-Zyrian (kZ), Komi-Permyak (kP) and Yaz'va (kY) 
varieties, is based primarily on administrative and territorial principles, and 
finds linguistic support only in isoglosses which concern word stress. In kz, 
stress is free; in kP, it is morphological; in kY, it is phonological. 

The isogloss lines do not coincide with administrative boundaries. The 
southern Zyrian and Permyak groups are linked via the language pockets in 
the Kirov Oblast (the Upper Kama subdialect) on the one hand, and via the 
Upper Vychegda and Upper Lup'ya subdialects on the other. Even the Yaz'va 
dialect, despite its notable idiosyncrasies, is linked to the southern Permyak 
group via the highly divergent On' subdialect. 

The main criterion underlying the traditional division of the Zyrian dialects 
is the varied representation of original syllable-final I. In fact, however, the 
I-phenomenon could just as well be treated as an argument for a linguistic 
continuum, as it links the southern Zyrian dialects with the Permyak and 
Yaz'va groups. South of the Vychegda, proto-Komi *1 is generally manifested 
as I in all environments. The periphery is characterized by phonetic instability 
of I, the occurrence of I or its surrogates (w, v, 0, I - v alternation) being 
environmentally conditioned (see Phonology, p. 309). Dialectal variation seen 
as a linguistic continuum within the whole Komi area has been described by 
Baker (1985). 
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History and Present-day Status of the Literary Standards 
The oldest written records of the Komi language date from the fourteenth 
century and are connected with the (self-)Christianization of the Komi. The 
northern territories, with their relatively sparse population and rich natural 
resources, had interested Russian colonists as early as the tenth century. From 
the twelfth to the fifteenth century the Komi paid tribute first to the feudal 
state of Novgorod, then to the Principality of Moscow, until their territory was 
finally annexed to Russia. State power was to be reinforced by Christianity. 

One of the most enthusiastic missionaries was Stefan Khrap, the first 
bishop to the Zyrians, called St Stefan of Perm' since 1383. He devised an 
alphabet that has been described as a combination of Ancient Greek, Aramaic, 
and Old Slavonic letters with Komi owners' marks (pas). The so-called Old 
Komi writing system was used to some extent until the seventeenth century; 
later linguistic monuments use Cyrillic. Only 225 words of Old Komi writing, 
fragments of religious texts, have been preserved to this day (Lytkin 1952). 
The development of a literary standard began after the 1917 socialist 
revolution, together with efforts to create an independent national state. But 
as the Zyrians and the Permyaks had been separated geographically by that 
time, they were subjected to administrative separation as well. In 1921 the 
Komi (Zyrian) Autonomous Oblast (the later Komi Autonomous Soviet 
Socialist Republic) was formed within the Russian Federation, and in 1925 
the Komi-Permyak National Okrug was established in the Perm' Oblast. The 
cleavage was further sharpened by different literary standards. The Zyrian 
version was based on the Syktyvkar dialect, a natural transitional dialect. 
Permyak literary norms, on the other hand, are not based on anyone natural 
dialect. Especially striking is the adoption of the I - v alternation from literary 
Zyrian. Such official differentiation has contributed to a further weakening of 
the Komi language in its struggle for existence. 

Subsequent developments are the result of Soviet language and national 
policies. In 1940 the Zyrians still constituted an ethnic majority of about 80 
per cent on their own territory. Their language enjoyed official status as the 
language of national affairs. Beginning in the 1950s, however, there was a 
marked rise in Russification. The growing intensity of exploitation of the 
natural resources of the Komi lands brought with it an influx of aliens, mostly 
ethnic Russians. According to the 1989 census the proportion of Zyrians in the 
Komi Republic had decreased to 23.3 per cent. The industrial regions are 
dominated by aliens, while the Komi prevail numerically in the villages on the 
Udora, Sysola, Izhma and Upper Vychegda Rivers (Lallukka 1990: 125-35). 
This means, of course, that there is a great asymmetry in Komi-Russian 
bilingualism: only 1.2 per cent of the local Russians can speak Komi. This 
bilingualism is on its way to the second phrase: the Komi language has been 
ousted from business management, services, and other non-domestic spheres. 
The prognosis for coming generations is not good, for Komi is spoken less 
and less at home, as well. Only 39 per cent of urban Komi speak Komi at 
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home, and no more than 3 per cent use Komi at work (Napalkov et al. 1990). 
The abolition of national schools has, in tum, limited the use of literary Komi. 
For example, about 60 per cent of the rural population between the ages of 
eighteen and sixty who speak Komi and Russian about equally fluently, prefer 
to use Komi in speech only, while Russian is preferred for reading and 
writing, since schooling in literary Komi has not been sufficiently systematic 
(Rogacev 1984). 

Although the Permyaks have retained ethnic numeric prevalence (60 per 
cent) on their own territory, their language enjoys even fewer rights. Only the 
most recent changes in national policy have enabled the local intelligentsia to 
begin the work of restoring the vernacular culture. 

Phonology 

Phonemes 
Standard literary Komi has thirty-three segmental phonemes, seven vowels, 
and twenty-six consonants. The vowels are differentiated by frontnessl 
backness, tongue-height, and +1- lip-rounding. To describe the Komi vowel 
system it suffices to use four distinctive features: high, low, back, and front. 
The Yaz'va system differs substantially. 

Literary Komi Yaz'va-Komi 

"i u ti u 
e- o e 

e 0 e 0 

a a 

In the literary standard, only back vowels are rounded, whereas in dialects 
one may find also labialized P' and e¢. In the Yaz'va dialect, however, there 
are front rounded it (indicated by various scholars as Ii, W, and y) and 0 (0, 
:3) instead of back unrounded vowels. The role of non-low back unrounded 
vowels is filled by a reduced vowel written here as 8. According to Lytkin 
(1961: 24-6) this vowel is to be placed somewhere between a and 0, but the 
system would lead one to expect a high back (unrounded) vowel (R6dei 1978: 
67-8). In the first syllable it is always unstressed, corresponding to Old Komi 
and Zyrian r. In non-initial syllables Yaz'va 8 can correspond to any Zyrian 
vowel. 

The literary standard has non-distinctively short vowels. However, in those 
dialects which have undergone *1 > 0, the preceding vowel may be 
lengthened, e.g. Izma tuusoo 'vernal', pukoonr 'to sit', og vetlii" 'I don't walk' 
(cf.literary standard tuvsov,pukavnr, og vetliv). 

Vowel combinations may occur at morpheme boundaries, e.g. va-in 'in 
water', kerka-rsi 'out of the house', nu-a 'I am taking (something some-

ti ti 
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where),. In dialects a long vowel may develop in such contexts via 
assimilation, e.g. una-an « una-en) 'many', baba-as « baba-i"s) 'his wife'. 

The initial syllable may contain any vowel. In non-initial syllables rounded 
vowels are rare. In non-foreign vocabulary, e never occurs in the non-initial 
syllable of stems. The inflectional suffixes, if they have a vowel at all, usually 
have one of the back unrounded ones (i~ e, a). (In some dialects, f> i and/or e> e 
in suffixes.) Thus, in texts the unrounded back vowels are the most frequent. 

Consonants are distinguished not only by place and manner of articulation 
but also by correlations of voice and of palatalization (see Table 10.1). 

The sounds here transcribed as c, f, and x occur only in relatively recent 
Russian loans and are not (yet) part of the Komi core phonemic inventory. (In 
older loans they had been replaced by s, p, and k.) 

All consonants except I and v may occur in any position. The occurrence 
of I and v is restricted by their position and phonetic environment. The literary 
standard and those dialects which, like the literary standard, have the I - v 
alternation, do not have I in word-final position as there I > v has occurred: 
vev 'horse' , vel-en 'with a horse'. Word-internally v occurs only as a substitute 
for a pre-consonantal I: vev=teg 'horseless' Morpheme-internal v is not 
characteristic of genuine Komi words. In the In'va subdialect ofkP, I has been 
ousted by v in all positions. 

There is no quantitative opposition in Komi. Long consonants may occur 
at morpheme boundaries, however, either through accidental adjacency or 
because of word-internal or word-external sandhi, e.g. misJ §ii~ 'washes self, 
cf. misJkav-'washes (tr)'; [kossor] « kos sor) 'dried-up creek'; li(jidii~ 'reads' 
(morphophonemic ally l'id=j'i-). In kz, morpheme-initial j is assimilated to a 
preceding palatalized consonant, in kP to any preceding consonant: kz kart-
rtas 'cats' (morphophonemic ally kanLjas), kP ri"itig}nas 'in the evenings' 
(morphophonemic ally nt=ja=l-na-s). 

Table 10.1 The consonant system of Komi 

1 2 

Nasals m 
Voiceless stops p 
Voiced stops b 
Voiceless affricates 
Voiced affricates 
Voiceless fricatives (f) 
Voiced fricatives v 
Laterals 
Rhotic 
Glide 

3 

n 
t 
d 
(c) 

s 
z 
I 
r 

4 

is 
¢ 
s 
z 

5 6 

ni 
ti k 
<Ii 
is.i 

g 

¢i 
sJ (x) 
zi 
Ii 

Note: Places of articulation: 1 bilabial, 2 labiodental, 3 (apico)dental, 4 post-alveolar, 5 palatal, 
6 (palato )velar 

'washes 
'washes 

6 

6 

e, 
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Consonant clusters occur word-initial only in onomatopoeic and late 
Russian loans, e.g. zborgi~ 'purls', drug 'friend'. Word-finally one finds 
consonant clusters of the following types: (1) liquid plus stop/sibilant: koFk 
'egg', purt 'knife', gerd 'red', por~ 'pig', gors 'throat'; (2) fricative plus t (kZ 
only): kost 'interval', bo~t-@ 'take', suv=t-@ 'stand up! (tr)' (with v < I). This 
type of cluster occurs mostly astride a morpheme boundary and to the left of 
the imperative, which is zero. The cluster does not occur in kP or kY, where 
t > @ in this position. 

Word-internal consonantisms occur at morpheme boundaries, e.g. un=~fk 

'more', et+medar 'both'. In theory, any two consonants may be adjacent, but 
with the following restrictions. In clusters of three the first consonant is 
always either a liquid or a fricative, e.g. vorsli~ 'plays', berd-ni" 'to weep', 
gort=sa 'domestic', vevtji~ 'covers'. Note also that there are no combinations 
of liquids or fricatives alone. 

In texts the ten most frequent consonants are, in descending order, s, n, d, 
k,j, I, v, t, m, ~ (Veenker 1982: 436). 

Orthography 
Both of the Komi literary standards now use the Cyrillic alphabet, with 
modifications as detailed below. 

Palatalization is indicated either by 51, e, e, 10, II, or h to the right of the 
relevant consonant. A non-palatalized consonant is written with a, 3, 0, y, or 
i following. 

The Komi-specific vowels i: e are indicated by hI, o. Two of the Komi 
affricates (c, <Y) are written with simple IJ" q. The remaining affricates are 
rendered by digraphs: C = TIll, ~= ~)I(, ?I = ~3. The transcription-systems used 
by various scholars are summarized by Redei (1978: 65-8). 

In 1935-8 an attempt was made to adopt the Latin alphabet, but as in the 
case of other Soviet minorities the effort was suppressed. 

Stress 
Komi word stress varies across the dialects. In kZ word stress is free, i.e. one 
may stress any syllable without changing word meaning. The first syllable 
usually exhibits a slight prominence. In southern kZ dialects stress is in part 
morpheme-bound. 

In kP, word stress is morphological: it differentiates morphemes and parts 
of speech. Stress never falls on inflectional suffixes, whereas certain 
derivational suffixes are always stressed. Example: ol=gm 'life', QI-em '(s)he 
lived' (Batalova 1975: 81-123). 

Yaz'va word stress is phonological: it is dependent on the etymological 
quality of the vowels involved. The non-high stem-vowels a e 0 0 are always 
stressed; e is never stressed. Whether or not the high vowels i if u are stressed 
depends on further conditions (they are each the result of a merger; Lytkin 
(1961: 33-4); see Permian, Chapter 8 ofthis book). 

adjacent, 

TIll, ~3. 
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The phonetic character of kZ stress is more pitch-based, while that of kP 
and kY stress has been characterized as dynamic. 

Morphophonology 
Due to historical sound changes most non-borrowed Komi roots are 
monosyllabic. The most common type of root is CVC; VC, CV, VC] C2 ' 

CVC] C2 occur more rarely. A longer stem suggests foreign origin or the 
presence of a latent derivational suffix. The most common syllable structure 
types are CV and CVe. The basic shapes for bound morphemes are V, C, VC, 
CV, CVC, all of which can be combined into longer chains. Variation in both 
free and bound morphemes is for the most part phonologically conditioned: 

1 Regular stem variants arise through the I - v alternation. Before a suffix 
beginning with a consonant, stem-final I > v, whereas before a vowel the 
I remains, e.g. vel-en 'with a horse', vev=teg 'horseless'. This rule does 
not apply to onomatopoeic words, e.g. kolski:' 'smacks'; niavzi:' 'miaows', 
niavest- 'miaows once', nor does it apply to adjectives derived with the 
suffix =ov (- =ev), e.g. lez=ov-esi 'bluish (plur)'. 

2 Certain stems show syncopation of the vowel in their final syllable when 
certain vowel-initial derivational suffixes are attached: geti"r 'wife', 
getr=asi- 'gets married', but geti"r=a 'married'. 

3 Certain, chiefly nominal, stems show a paragogic consonant to the left of 
vowel-initial suffixes. The consonant, always one of the set} k t m, is only 
partly predictable on the basis of the synchronic phonology. Examples: 
bi"g 'foam', bi"gj=a 'foamy'; lok- 'comes', lokt-i-s '(s)he came'; mes 
'cow', mesk-en 'with a cow'; §in 'eye', §inm-i"Si 'out of the eye'. This 
phenomenon is for the most part restricted to kZ; in kP it is quite rare. 

4 In dialects, variants of bound morphemes follow their own idiodialectal 
phonotactic rules, giving rise, for example, to alternations such as e -e, 
i" - i, or d - t in suffixes. There may also be sporadic deviation, however, 
in both derivational and inflectional suffixes; in several dialects, vowel 
harmony at an earlier stage of the language has been replaced by 
secondary assimilation, resulting in allomorphs which are difficult to 
classify (cf. the Upper Vychegda forms in Table 10.2). 

The stem variants of the personal and reflexive pronouns and of certain 
verbs are conditioned morphologically. The plural of the personal pronouns 
and the ordinals for 'first'and 'second' are suppletive. 

Morphology 

Noun Declension 
The morphological categories encoded in the Komi noun are number, case, 
and person. Person is associated with both possession and definiteness. 
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Table 10.2 Noun declension paradigms (after Baker 1985: 66,111) 

Permyak Zyrian Zyrian Yaz'va 
(standard) (Upper Vychegda) 

Nominative -0 -0 -0 -0 
Genitive -yen -len  -len -Ian 
Ablative -visi _llsi -lisi _lisi 
Dative -ve -II -Ii -Ie 
Accusative -0, -es -0, -es -0, -(e/aJo/e)s -0, -es 
Instrumental -en -en  -(e/aJo)n 
Comitative -ket -ked -ked -ket 
Abessive -teg -teg  -teg -teg 
Consecutive -la -la -la 
Inessive -In -In -(i/aJo/u)n -en 
Elative -lsi -lsi  -(i/aJo/u)si _isi 
Illative -e -e -e/aJo/0 -e 
Approximative -vani -lani -laui _Ii ani 
Egressive -siaui -siaui  -siaui -siaui 
Prosecutive -eti -ed -(e/a)d -et 
Transitive -ti -ti 
Terminativel -e¢i -e¢i  -( e/aJo/e)¢i 
Terminative2 -vi 
Superessive -vln 
Superlative -ve 
Sublative -viSi 
Perlative -yeti 
Superterminative -ve¢i 
Comparative -sia 

The category of number has two representations: singular (unmarked) and 
plural. The marker for plural varies across the dialects: kZ -jas (- -jes), kP 
-(j)ez, -e, kY -jez. 

The number of cases is fifteen for Yaz'va, seventeen for kz, and twenty-
four for kP. The plural suffix precedes the case morpheme, e.g. iJoj-jas-ked 
'with sisters'. For an example of the variation of case morphemes across the 
principal dialects see Table 10.2. It should be noted here that the consecutive 
case is absent only in southern kP dialects, and that the comparative in -Jia 
occurs in southern kz dialects as well. 

Postpositions are functionally akin to case suffixes. They come after the 
noun in its basic (sN) form and can be complemented by plural and case 
suffixes of their own, in which case they resemble the second members of 
compounds, e.g. pizan vi'v TABLE SURFACE 'the surface of the table', pizan 
vil-i'n TABLE SURFACE-ine 'on the table', pizan vi'v-jas-i'n TABLE 
SURFACE-plur-ine 'on the tables'. In southern kP dialects the development 
of postpositions into case suffixes is synchronically evident (Baker 1985: 
175-201). 

The association of certain nouns with certain case suffixes seems to be 

 -en  

 -lsi 

 -siaui  

 -e¢i  -siaui 
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influenced by animacy. Animate nouns tend to take -es in the accusative, and 
their use of the illative, inessive, elative and tenninative is restricted. The 
transitive and prosecutive forms do not occur, their functions being carried out 
by postpositions. Usually an inanimate noun takes the instrumental and not 
the comitative suffix. At the same time, it must be noted that there is no one-
to-one correspondence between natural and grammatical animacy. Thus 
'cow' can be inanimate, e.g. niebi mes-0 'I bought a cow'; cf. a{l{la mort-es 
(with accusative -es) 'I see a man'. 

The personal (possessive) suffixes are: sl -ej, s2 -rd, s3 -is, pI -nim, p2 
-nia, p3 -nis. Plurality of the possession is indicated by means of the regular 
pluralizer -jas: vok-is 'hislher brother', vok-jas-is 'his brothers'. 

The sl suffix may also perform a vocative function. The singular second-
and third-person suffixes indicate definiteness more often than possession, 
e.g. lun-is gaza 'the day is merry'. The s2 suffix -ia tightens the sphere of 
reference closer to the collocutors, while s3 -is is neutral in this respect. 

As a rule, the personal suffix precedes the case suffix, but in some cases 
the positions are reversed. In the inessive and illative, the case endings have 
fused with the possessive suffix, resulting in a syncretism: gort-am 'in(to) my 
house', gort-anis 'in(to) their house'. 

The personal suffixes may, in certain syntactic functions, be attached to the 
adjective (to mark definiteness). They may also be attached to certain 
pronouns and verbal nouns, and participate in the formation of collective and 
emphatic pronouns. 

Pronominal Declension 
Komi pronouns may be divided according to their function into prosub-
stantives, proadjectives, and pronumerals. The prosubstantives (or pronouns 
proper) are generally declined in the same way as nouns. Personal and 
reflexive pronouns exhibit deviant stem allomorphy, however, and certain 
cases are formed differently from their nominal analogues. Examples: me 'I', 
accusative mene, ablative menSirm (kP menBim); mi 'we', accusative mijanes, 
ablative mijanliSi. For the third person plural the kZ dialects offer the 
following variants: naja - najezda - nijii.zda - nije - nija - nia - niaa - niida 
- niidajas - sijajas - sijii.zda - enZajas. 

The functions of possessive pronouns are performed by the nominative, 
genitive, and ablative forms of the personal pronoun and the genitive and 
ablative of the reflexive pronoun, e.g. menam jort PRO.sl-gen FRIEND 'my 
friend', as-la-nim kerka SELF-gen-pl HOUSE 'our own house'. The 
reflexive stem as also denotes the neutral 'one's own', as in as kerka dor-in 
'near one's own house' . 

The reciprocal pronouns eta+med, meda+med 'each other' take both case 
and personal suffixes; only the second member is declined, e.g. meda+med-iSi 
'from each other' , meda+med-nis-lr 'for one another of them'. 

Demonstrative pronouns serve to distinguish between the closer (taje 
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'this', tacem 'such') and the more distant (sije, seeem). Both sets can take the 
emphatic proclitic e--, e.g. e--taje 'this (one) here', e--sicem 'like that (one) 
there' . When functioning as substantives they may take suffixes for plural and 
case, but not for person, e.g. ta-i"n 'in this one', taje-jas-len 'of these'. 

Interrogative and relative pronouns may stand for nouns (kod - kodi 'who', 
mij 'what'), adjectives (kucem, mij+Siama 'what kind of) and numerals 
(kiini"n, mijta, mij mi"nda 'how many'). The interrogative pronoun kod(i) (kY 
kin) is declined, and can take personal suffixes, e.g. kod-nia 'which of you?' , 
kod-is taje-jas pi-i"Si WHO-s3 THIS-plur BOY-ela 'which of these boys?', kY 
kin-ket 'with whom?'. In dialects one may meet variants such as kin - kini -
ked 'who', keda 'what kind of, muj - mej 'what?', and others. 

Negative pronouns are formed by means ofthe negative particle ni( e) - nii, 
e.g. nie+kod 'nobody', ni+efi(k) 'not one' (efik 'one'), nie+kodnan 'not a 
single one'. In substantival function, they are declined, and nie+kod(nan) may 
also take a personal suffix, e.g. nie+kodnan-niin 'none of us' . 

Indefinite pronouns are formed by means of the particles --ke and =Siure. 
The latter forms a lexical unit with the pronoun, e.g. kod=Siure-li" 'to 
someone'. The former particle, on the other hand, is attached as a loose 
enclitic to the right of any inflectional suffix, e.g. kod-liSi--ke 'from someone', 
and even to the right of a postposition, e.g. kod+vil-e--ke 'onto someone'. 

Totalizing pronouns (inter alia bia 'every(one)', stav 'all') may be declined 
if in substantival function. Stav may also take personal suffixes, e.g. stav-nam 
(sl instrumental) 'I wholly', stav-niin 'we all'. 

Comparative and Superlative 
Adjectives may be put into comparative and superlative grades. The 
comparative is formed with a suffix =~i"k (kP =fJk, kY =~ik - =~g). The 
superlative is most commonly constructed by means of preposed med or 
med-Sia (the latter is written separately), e.g. med+jon, med-Sia jon '(the) 
strongest'. The superlative may also be formed by means of a reduplicative 
construction with the elative: jon-iSi jon STRONG-ela STRONG, roughly: 
'the strongest of the strong'. The negative comparative is built by adding 
the comparative suffix to the negative particle abu, e.g. abu=~rk miCia 'less 
beautiful'. Occasionally, comparatives may be formed from adverbs or 
even from verbs, e.g. vo~ 'early', vo~=~rk 'more early', eni o-g={ifk viSilrfJ 
NOW NEG-sl=cvf AILS-conneg 'I am less (often) ill now' (Coates 1982). 

Verb Conjugation 
The finite paradigm of the verb distinguishes the grammatical categories of 
person, number (singular v. plural), tense (present v. various pasts), mood 
(indicative, imperative), and +/- AFFIRMATIVE. The endings are predom-
inantly syncretic, and simultaneously encode several grammatical meanings. 
There is little stem/suffix allomorphy, except that stems which have an r 
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Table 10.3 Zyrian (kZ) verb conjugation, with a few relevant kP and kY 
variants: mun- 'goes' 

Indicative 
Present tense 
sl 
s2 
s3 

pI 
p2 
p3 

Affirmative 

mun-a 
mun-an 
mun-e 

mun-am (kY mun-.!!me) 
mun-annldlad (kY mun-.!!te) 
mun-enl (kY mun-~nes) 

Future tense (= present, except:) 
s3 mun-as 
p3 mun-asnl (kP mun-ase) 

Imperfect 
sl 
s2 
s3 

pI 
p2 
p3 

Perfect 

s2 

s3 

p2 

p3 

Pluperfect 
sl 

s2 
s3 

pI 
p2 
p3 

Imperative 
s2 
pI 
p2 

mun-i 
mun-i-n 
mun-i-s, mun-i-0 

mun-i-m (kY mun-i-me) 
mun-i-nnld (kY mun-i-te) 
mun-i-snl (kY mun-i-nis, kP 
mun-i-se) 

mun-emld 

mun-em(a) 

mun-emnld 

mun-emaesi 

mun-ema vel-i 

mun-emld vel-i(-n) 
mun-em(a) vel-i 

mun-emaesi vel-i( -m) 
mun-emnld vel-i( -d) 
mun-emaesi vel-i( -nl) 

mun-0 
mun-ame(j) 
mun-e(j) 

Negative 

o-gmun-0 
o-nmun-0 
o-z mun-0 

o-g(e) mun-ej 
o-n(e) mun-ej (kP o-de myn-e) 
o-z mun-nl (kY o-z mun-nis) 

e-gmun-0 
e-nmun-0 
e-z mun-0 

e-g(e) mun-ej 
e-n(e) mun-ej (kP e-d[e] mune) 
e-z mun-nl (kY i-z mun-nis) 

abu mun-emld (kY Qbe 
mun-~m[a]) 

abu munem(a) (kY Qbe 
mun-~m[a]) 

abu munemnld (k Y Qbe 
mun-~masi) 
abu munemaesi (kY Qbe 
mun-~masi) 

abu mun-ema vel-ille-g vev 
mun-ema 
etc. 
etc. 

etc. 
etc. 
etc. 

e-nmun 
o-g(e) mun-ej 
e-ne mun-ej 

mun-ase) 

mun-~masi) 

mun-~masi) 

mun-~m[a]) 

mun-~m[a]) 
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before the infinitive suffix -nf lose this f before a vowel-initial suffix, e.g. 
vetlf-nf 'to go' , vetl-a 'I go' , vetl-enf 'they go' , vetli'-{!J 'go!' 

The negative forms are built by means of either a negative verb or a 
negative particle. For the system see Table 10.3. 

The perfect and pluperfect 'tenses' refer more to point of view than to time. 
Formally, they are compound, consisting of the present tense of the finite verb 
plus a form of the verb vev- 'is', either the past-tense form vel-i or the perfect 
participle vel=em. Examples: me bi'd+lun si~lf vel-i nieb-a kalbas PRO.s1 
EVERY+DAY PRO.s3-all IS-s3past BUY-s1pres SAUSAGE 'every day, I 
used to buy him a sausage', buxta-e u~-e vel-i nie+i'~'d sor BAY-ill FALL-
s3pres IS-s3past NOT +BIG BROOK 'a small brook fell into the bay', 
kefajka-is vi!l=em nok~-e paB dor-in MISTRESS-s3 IS=past.part 
BUSIES.SELF-s3pres STOVE SIDE-ine 'the mistress was busying herself 
near the stove'. The context often implies inferentiality, i.e. that the events 
being reported were not directly witnessed. In addition, various shadings of 
Aktionsart have been observed (Serebrennikov 1960: 58-82). 

Non-finite Verb Forms 
The Infinitive is formed with the suffix -nf. In dialects it may co-occur with 
plural, comparative, and personal suffixes, e.g. Lower Vychegda ju-ni~niin 
ko~m-e DRINKS-inf-p1 GETS.DRY-s3pres 'we want to drink', pukti"Si= 
ist-ni~jas-te ots=ist-e PLANTS=momentaneous-inf-plur-s2 HELPS=momen-
taneous-s3pres '(s)he is having a go at helping (us) plant them' (note the use 
of the s2 suffix; cf. p. 313). According to Ludykova (1984: 173-7) there is a 
second infinitive, namely the verbal derivatives built with =m(=em), which 
functions in a manner analogous to the Baltic-Fennic supine. Traditionally the 
=m(=em) derivatives are classed along with the other productive deverbal 
derivatives; this approach emphasizes the importance of the semantics of 
each verb, and the productivity of the suffix - it may be attached to all verbs 
(Fedjuneva 1985: 66-9). Unlike the derivatives, which are fully declined like 
ordinary nouns, the =m(=em) verbal nouns occur in the singular only, and 
they take only a few case suffixes (elative, consecutive, illative). Examples: 
dugd-i-s jekt=em-i"Si CEASES-past-s3 DANCES=verbal.noun-ela '(s)he 
ceased (from) dancing', vu~-i-s ~il=em-e BEGINS-past-s3 SINGS= 
verbal.noun-ill '(s)he began to sing'. 

Participles are formed by means of the suffixes =isJ (present imperfective 
passive), =an (present perfect passive), =em (perfect active/passive), and =tem 
(negative perfect active/passive). This traditional list has been extended by 
Cypranov (1987: 17) to include a participle built with =men, which expresses 
the extent of the action, e.g. eBBi'd lomtf=men pes ONCE HEATS=ext.part 
FIREWOOD 'enough firewood to heat up (the oven) once' , murt=sa ki'v=men 
geles BARELY HEARS=ext.part VOICE 'a barely audible voice'. 

Verbal adverbs, or gerunds, express time relations between actions. 
Simultaneity is indicated by forms built with =emen, =sen, and =ig (kY =ki 

DANCES=verbal.noun-ela 
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- =k), precedence by forms built with =miSit(en) - =miSi; and succession by 
forms built with =te~. The suffix of the negative gerund is the same as the 
nominal abessive case, viz. =teg. The simultaneous gerund suffix =ig usually 
occurs in the instrumental or illative case and with personal suffix, e.g. 
leBB=ig-a-s DESCENDS=ger-ill-s3 'when (s)he descended/descends' 

Derivation 
The formation of the comparative of the adjective, and of verbal nouns and 
participles, has been discussed on p. 314 because they are regular formations 
typical of their word classes. True derivational suffixes, by contrast, are not 
regular in this sense: they do not associate with all members of their word 
class. 

Most of the noun-forming suffixes are unproductive. Having once formed 
nouns from both nominal and verbal stems, they have now ceased to 
participate in active derivational processes. They are characterized by 
sporadic variation of their vocalic component (all are of the shape VC). 
Examples: kuF=em - kuF=em - kuF=im - kuF=im 'spawn' (kuF- 'spawns'), 
Sieter - Siefi"r 'currant', asiv - asuv 'morning' (cf. aski 'tomorrow'). They are 
also characterized by a motley semantic structure, involving a great deal of 
synonymy, e.g. kis=ed - kis=an - kis=as 'clothes', Sioj=an - Sioj=ed -
Sioj=em - Sioj=eb 'food' (Fedjuneva 1985: 43-50, 60-61,116-17). 

Two groups of derivational suffixes are productive in the formation of 
nominals: 

1 the deverbal suffixes =i"§i and =an. The first forms agents, the second 
forms nouns referring to actions, means, and objects. Examples: from 
ger- 'ploughs', ger=isJ 'ploughman', ger=an 'ploughing'; from Sioj-
'eats', Sioj=an 'food'; from si"r- 'cuts', si"r=an 'scissors'; 

2 secondary nominal suffixes which have developed from independent 
words and can be attached to most word classes. The most productive 
representatives of this group are from lun 'day' and tor 'piece'. 
Examples: bur=lun 'goodness' (contrast the syntagm bur 19n 'Good 
day!'), pov=tem=lun 'fearlessness' (pov- 'fears', pov=tem 'fearless'), 
etkotF=lun 'similarity' (etkodJ 'similarly'), vuzal=an=tor 'article for 
sale' (vuzav-'sells', =an participle), em=lun 'property, something extant' 
(em 'exists'). 

Komi verbs can be derived from nouns by means of suffixes (including 
zero), but also from other verbs. Phonaesthemic themes enter into construc-
tions with auxiliary verbs to form onomatopoieic verbs. Of the primary verb-
forming suffixes the most productive are =m, =t, =Si, =1, = (e)d, =al, and 
=is(t). More frequently, however, one meets compound suffixes consisting of 
two to four primary suffixes chained together. Most suffixes (and all suffix 
chains) are polysemantic. Thus =t and =(e)d express causativity and 

The 
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factitivity, =1, =al, =i1, =i'vl, =li'vl, =lal express durativity and frequentativity, 
=§i, =1/, ={! express inchoativity, reflexiveness, or simple non-transitiveness. 
Examples: lebav- 'flies', lebfi:' 'takes off', lebfi'vli:' 'takes off repeatedly', 
lebti:. 'raises', lebtav- 'raises slowly', lebti"Sti:. 'raises a little'. 

Compounding and Reduplication 
Komi compounds are formed by the juxtaposition of word stems. They are 
distinguishable from analogously built syntagms by the fact that the meaning 
of a compound differs from the mechanical sum of the meanings of its 
components. Most such compounds are nouns, e.g. paSi+kem 'clothes 
(FUR.COAT+FOOTWEAR)" Siin+va 'tears (EYE+WATER)', Ciuni+kic 
'ring (FINGER+HOOP)" kad+kolast 'period (TIME+INTERVAL)'. Since 
the semantic shift is not always obvious the borderline between a compound 
and a syntagm may be indistinct. The orthography tends to follow tradition 
rather than semantics. 

Compounding is surpassed in productivity by reduplication and paired 
words. Paired words may be found in practically all word classes, formed 
from associative-metonymic, antonymous, or synonymous stems; often the 
difference between such reduplicatives and their simplices is one of emphasis 
only. 

The components of paired words denoting collectives may have an =a 
suffix: Cioj=a&vok=a SISTER=a&BROTHER=a 'sister and brother', 
mam=a&zon=a 'mother and son', vel=a&mesk=a 'cattle (HORSE&COW)" 
lun&voj 'day and night', ni"r&vom 'face (NOSE&MOUTH)', ber-e&vo{!-e 
'here and there (BACK-ill&FORTH-ill)" pu-ni"&pef.av-ni" 'to cook and 
bake', pi"r-ni"&pet-ni" 'to go in and out (ENTERS-inf&EXITS-inf), , lun&lun 
'from day to day', maHn&maHn 'very close', aj=tem&mam=tem 'without 
father and mother', Sioj=an&ju=an 'food and drink'. In onomatopoeic pairs 
the stem may vary considerably: giina&gama + ki'v-ni" 'to rattle' (ki'v- = 'gives 
off sound'), tur&bar su-ni" 'to speak hurriedly and indistinctly' (su- 'says'), 
terli&merli 'nonsense', Pigi&Pogi 'staggering(ly)'. 

Syntax 
Komi syntax shows many Uralic traits as well as innovations that are mostly 
due to Russian influence. Many aspects of the field still await systematic 
exploration. 

The Noun Phrase 
In a sentence the Komi noun phrase may function as subject, object, adverbial 
or predicate. The head of the noun phrase may be a noun or pronoun, an 
infinitive, a substantized adjective or a numeral. The head may take an 
attribute from any nominal subclass, e.g. bur ni'v 'good girl', taje kniiga 'this 
book', kik pi 'two boys', ger=tem mu 'unploughed land'. As a rule the 
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attribute precedes its head and does not agree with it: gaza lun-jas 'merry 
days', bur ni"v-jas-en 'with good girls'. A noun following a numeral is always 
in the singular, varying only in case, e.g. vit pi-Ii" 'for five boys'. There are 
no prepositions. Before a postposition the noun is usually in its basic (sN) 
form. 

An attribute, in tum, may be preceded by members of various word classes, 
e.g. lim je{zia dera 'snow-white shirt', ruB kotJi muder ni'v FOX LIKE 
CLEVER GIRL 'a girl clever like a fox', Efiek oponi kerka din jofi EuEK 
OPONJ HOUSE BASE BROOK 'brook near the house of Eljek Oponj'. A 
noun attribute denoting a possessor precedes adjectival attributes and is put 
in the genitive, or, sometimes, in the ablative, e.g. ur-jas-Ien kuZ! gen=a bef.-
jas-nis SQUIRREL-plur-gen LONG HAIR=adj TAIL-plur-p3 'the long-
haired tails of the squirrels', batJi-liSi murtsa na pet=em posnii"tJiik da neriniik 
kor-jas WILLOW-abl BARELY YET EXITS=perf.part SMALL AND TEN-
DER LEAF-plur 'the small and tender just-opened leaves of the willow'. 

Extensions of a noun phrase may also come after the head; in this position 
they agree with the head in number and case. The plural morpheme in this 
construction is -eSi. Appositions also agree with the head. Examples: vaj-fJ te, 
Varuk, niani-te, Beskia-es da peSi-es BRING-imp PRO.s2 VARUK BREAD-
s2acc TASTY-acc AND WARM-acc 'Vera, will you bring some bread, tasty 
and warm'; naje, vaz kotJi veSiel-eSi da ki"pia-esi PRO.p3 OLD LIKE GAY-
plur AND MERRY-plur 'they, gay and merry as before .. .'; ketjajn-is su-i-s 
si"-li; Lisko-Ii" MASTER-s3 SAYS-past-s3 PRO.s3-all IlSKO-all 'the master 
said to him, to Lisko ... ' . 

The Verb Complex 
In a sentence the verb complex functions as a predicate. A predicate may be 
(1) a simple verbal predicate consisting of finite (including compound) forms 
of the verb, (2) a compound verbal predicate consisting of finite verb forms 
and an infinitive, or (3) a nominal predicate consisting of a copula and a 
noun. 

The finite predicate agrees with the grammatical nominative subject in 
number and person. In generic-personal and impersonal sentences the third-
person singular form is used: zer-e 'it's raining', pemd-i-s 'it was getting 
dark', mort-ia ed bia+tor verm-as veB-ni" HUMAN-s2 PARTICLE ANY-
THING IS.ABLE-s3fut DOES-inf 'Man can do anything, after all'. If a 
quantifier phrase is functioning as subject, the verb form depends on the 
genus verbi (active or passive) and the animateness of the subject: sentences 
with an active verb and animate subject prefer the plural form of the predicate 
verb, and in the opposite case the singular is preferred, e.g. ekmis mort vol-
i-sni"NINE HUMAN COMES-past-p3 'nine people came', soBiY-i-s kiK kerka 
BURNS.INTR-past-s3 TWO HOUSE 'two houses burned down'. 

Modal verbs, verbs which denote the beginning or ending of an activity, 
and several verbs of perception and cognition form the predicate in 
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combination with an infinitive: sije dugd-i-s Sierav-ni' '(s)he stopped laugh-
ing', dietjina-jas zavodiit-i-sni' veleCiCii'-ni' 'the boys began to do their 
homework'. The traditional infinitive may be replaced by the verbal noun in 
=em (see under verbal nouns, p. 316), e.g. dugd-i-s majsaSi=em-i"Si '(s)he 
stopped worrying' ,per-i-{J busit=em-e 'it started drizzling'. In the case of the 
modal verbs pof/- 'is possible; is permitted', kov- 'is necessary', 10- 'is 
obliged' and others, the subject is in the dative: meniin kol-e mun-ni'PRO.sl-
dat IS.NECESSARY-s3pres GOES-inf 'I must go', si~li·poi-e mun-ni' '(s)he 
is allowed to go'. 

In the function of the copula in a nominal predicate we find the finite forms 
of the verb 'is', vev- (- 10-). In the present affirmative, however, the copula 
is zero: lun-is zar 'the day is hot', lun-is lo-e zar 'it's going to be a hot day' . 
The place of the predicate can be filled by a noun, adjective, numeral, 
pronoun, or participle. Examples: Viktor Savin vel-i-{J bur artist-en 'v. S. was 
a good actor (NB -en instrumental)" povodidia-is vel,=la=Si=an=a 'the 
weather is changeable', pu-jas lo-i-ni' kerka sud=ta-eSi njin TREE-plur 
BECOME-past-p3 HOUSE HEIGHT=adj-plur ALREADY 'the trees have 
grown as tall as the house', sije vel-i-{J kekjamis=ed '(s)he was the eighth'. 

The copula of a nominal predicate agrees with the subject in person and 
number, while a predicative agrees with the subject in number. The plural of 
a predicate noun is formed by means of -jas; other word classes take -eSi. 
Examples: nioF=nan-niin morjak-jas FOUR=collective-pl SAILOR-plur 'we 
four are sailors', tuj-jas bur-eSi 'the roads are good', mu-jas vel-i-ni' ger=tem-
eSi 'the fields were unploughed' . 

The modality of a sentence is modified by modal words, verb semantics, 
and their corresponding sentence structures. Komi has several verbs which 
denote psycho-physiological reactions; in sentences containing these verbs, 
the experiencer is put in the accusative, genitive, or dative, e.g. mene kiz=ed-e 
PRO.s l-acc COUGHS=causative-s3pres 'I feel like coughing' , Mise-len vun-
i-{J Sioj=em-is MISE-gen IS.FORGOTTEN-past-s3 EATS-verbal.noun-s3 
'Misha forgot to eat', meniin o-z ui=Sii~{J PRO.sl-dat NEG.PRES-s3 
SLEEPS=intr-conneg 'I don't feel sleepy' (Ievleva 1984: 5-9). 

Passive, durative, and continuative meanings are conveyed by certain past-
tense forms of the verb. Repetition of a verb form also emphasizes the 
intensity or duration of an activity, and for the same purpose a particle or 
certain non-finite forms of the verb may be used: vot sije Siil-i-s--ke i Siil-i-s 
'oh, how (s)he sang!', jez-is zu=emen zu-e 'what a crowd!' (zu- 'buzzes, 
swarms'). 

Negation is conveyed by a negative verb (present tense stem 0-, past tense 
and prohibitive e-) or one of the negative particles abu, nie, nii. In sentence 
negation the negative verb immediately precedes the main verb; emphatic 
negation is expressed by using the negative verb or particle before the focus: 
piSime-see-gmegiZLETTER-s3accNEG.PAST-sl PRO.sl WRITES 'itwasn't 
I who wrote the letter', si~len lo-i-{J nie eli, a das mes PRO.s3-gen BECOMES-

(Ievleva 

lo-i-{J 

mun-ni' 
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past-s3 NOT ONE BUT TEN COW '(s)he got not one, but ten cows'. Double 
negation occurs if a sentence contains both a negative verb (expressing sentence 
negation) and a negative pronoun, adverb, or an emphatic negative particle: naje 
rti+nem o-z su-ni" PRO.p3 NOTHING NEG.PRES-p3 SA YS-conneg.plur 
'they don't say anything' , si~len niv rti pi abu PRO.s3-gen DAUGHTER NOT 
SON NOT.EXISTS '(s)he has neither daughternor son' . 

Simple Sentence 
An ordinary Komi sentence consists of a subject and a predicate, with their 
extensions, the usual order being S[ubject] P[redicate] O[bject] A[dverbial]. 
But any other order is possible, constraints applying only within the phrase. 
Only the position of the nominal predicate after the subject is fixed: kerka i"i?id 
'the house is big' (contrast the noun phrase i"i?id kerka 'big house'). 

Closer observation reveals certain regularities in the relations obtaining 
between other sentence constituents. If a sentence begins with an adverb, the 
predicate precedes the subject: sije kad-§art koP-i-@ kif! vo 'since this time 
passed twenty years'; tedli"=teg koP-i-@ vo 'a year passed unnoticed' (contrast 
vo koP-i-@ tedlr=teg 'the year passed unnoticed'). An infinitival subject 
normally precedes the predicate, and an infinitival object usually follows it, 
e.g. ker-en mun-ni" vel-i-@ le§id 'to go by reindeer was pleasant', tan pot-e 
i Cieri vugrav-ni" 'here it is permitted even to fish'. Deviant word order is 
usually caused by discourse structure. A focused element is usually brought 
nearer to the beginning of the sentence, and new information moves towards 
the sentence's end. Examples: pukal-a me gorHn SITS-lpres PRO.sl 
HOME-ine 'I'm sitting at home' ,pu-se e-g me pered-@ 'as for the tree (pu-se), 
it wasn't I who felled it', me vok-liSi bo§-t-i viP krtiga 'I took a new book 
from brother' , vok-§ art pi§me lokt-i-s 'a letter has come from brother' . 

In writing, the focus may be raised into prominence by means of word-
order, sometimes also with the emphatic particles (ne, ie, inter alia). In 
speech, prominence is primarily achieved prosodically: the focused element 
receives greater stress and has distinctive intonational profiles. 

Prosodic means play an important role in illocutionary meanings, as well. 
Although there are grammatical means to distinguish various functional types 
of sentence, the participation of distinctive stress and intonation is obligatory. 
An imperative sentence, for example, is formed either by means of the 
imperative form of the verb or by special particles, but a command can also 
be expressed as a statement (te vo-an as kad-e 'you will come on time'). An 
interrogative sentence is usually formed with a question word such as mij 
'what?' as in mij te-ked lo-i-s 'what happened to you?' or with a particle, e.g. 
--e in o-z--e sije ted 'doesn't (s)he know?' But a question can be implied 
purely by intonation, so that the stress falls on the focused word. In writing, 
the actual focus can be discerned only from the answer, e.g. if the focus of 
- te gazet-se rteb-i-n? 'did you buy a newspaper?' is on 'did you buy' (rteb-
i-n), an affirmative answer will be - da, rteb-i 'yes, I did (I bought)'. If on 

niv 
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the other hand the focus is on 'you' (te), the answer will be - da, me 'yes, 
it was I (who bought the paper)'. 

Non-simple Sentence 
Co-ordination between the components of a compound sentence can be 
expressed either by purely prosodic means (intonation, pause) or by 
co-ordinating conjunctions such as i, da, daj « da + i), nii. Examples of the 
latter: mijtem oZi"rlun tani, i stavis ve§sere kujle 'so many riches here - and 
all lying about useless', uifavni" dugdim, daj zermis 'we stopped working and 
it started raining', Iti mort vu?:er nieken e-z tiaav, nP e-z ki'v neikucem si" 
NEITHER HUMAN SHADOW NO. WHERE NEG.PAST-s3 IS.VISIBLE-
conneg NOR NEG.PAST-s3 IS.AUDIBLE NO.KIND.OF SOUND 'not a 
soul could be seen anywhere, not a sound could be heard'. Usually the 
conjunction stands at the beginning of the clause, but the contrasting particle 
--a can be added to the end of the clause only: bur jez-li" prazdniik talun--a, 
mi so uifalam GOOD FOLK-dat HOLIDAY TODAY-whereas PRO.pI 
BEHOLD WORKS.-pIpres 'good people have a holiday today, but we are 
working', kucema bi-is eli voj-en pa§kal=ema, teri"t na niemtor e-z vev--a 
HOW FIRE-s3 ONE NIGHT-ins SPREADS.INTR-evid, YESTERDAY 
STILL NOTHING NEG.PAST-s3 IS--whereas 'how the fire has spread in one 
night, even though yesterday there was still nothing' . 

Subordination is expressed by conjunctions and relating words. Most of 
the subordinators which relate subclauses to the main clause are of 
pronominal origin, though some are borrowed. The position of a subclause 
depends on the semantics as well as on the structure of the sentence as a 
whole. As a rule the subclause comes after the main clause and begins with 
a subordinator, e.g. vot i mevpala eni, miJla me oli 'here I am thinking now, 
(wondering) why I have lived', a kodi siiSi miza, miJ kejdisis abu? 'but who 
is at fault that there is no seed?' On the other hand the subordinators da and 
si always stand at the end of their subclause, e.g. pePuk roz buras rozjale si, 
bur ru{leg voas 'if the rowan blossoms bloom well, there will be a good 
harvest', taje kniigase me tenia §eta, lilJidia daTIl give this book to you 
when I have read it through' . 

The conditional clause usually precedes the main clause. The relating 
particle --ke never stands at the beginning of its subclause; rather, it follows 
the first (rarely the second) component, e.g. ez--ke sog vel, gaz eg tede 'if 
there had not been sorrow, I would not have experienced joy', jen--ke §ias, 
teked loam sudajasen 'if God (jen) will, we shall be happy with you' . 

The subclause of indirect speech is analogous to any other subordinated 
clause. Which subordinator is selected depends on the character of the 
message: a statement has mij, a command or wish has med(im), and an 
indirect question uses the same words as a direct question (e.g. kucem 'which, 
what kind?', kimi"n 'how many?'), e.g. Stepan cektis, med viBBiSiasni" 
'Stephan ordered that they should wait', Nadia jualis, kucem kniiga niebni" 
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'Nadya asked which book to buy'. Indirect yes/no questions are built with the 
interrogative particle --e, e.g. iBe#ik Peder jualis, rlebis--e cPedi"s si1i"piscaFse 
'little Peter asked whether Grandfather had bought him the rifle'. 

Instead of a subordinate clause one often finds a non-finite construction, 
functioning as subject, object, attribute, predicate, or adverbial. Examples: 
(subject) mun=i"F-jas puk§-i-sni"piz-e GOES-part-plur SITS-past-p3 BOAT-
ill 'those who were leaving sat down in the boat'; (object, adverbial) stav-se 
viil-i daFt=ema bur=a dumist=emen ALL-s3acc IS-s3past PREPARES-evid 
GOOD=adv CONSIDERS=gerund 'one had prepared everything, everything 
having been well considered'; Fifim ar-es ti"rt=e~ na me-ne mame skola-e 
meded-i-s SEVEN YEAR-acc FILLS-perf.part YET PRO.sl-acc MOTHER 
SCHOOL-ill SENDS-past-s3 'already before I was seven my mother sent me 
to school'; zerkale vo~-i"n Buzem-se kosed=ig su-i-s ... MIRROR FRONT-
ine FACE-s3acc DRIES=gerund SA YS-past-s3 'drying his face before the 
mirror, he said ... ' 

Lexicon 
The basic word-stock consists mostly of monosyllabic roots with the structure 
CV(C), rarely Vc. Examples: va 'water', ki 'hand', vo 'year', Fin(m-) 'eye', 
vir 'blood', jem 'needle', ruB 'fox', ki"k 'two', ur 'squirrel', ov- 'lives', ju-
'drinks', mun- 'goes', vaj- 'brings'. The same structure is typical of early 
loans, but here bisyllabic roots begin to tum up, as well. The oldest layer of 
loanwords comes from various Iranian languages, of which the following is 
a sampling: das 'ten', dom- 'tethers', ideg 'angel', njebeg 'book' ,purt 'knife', 
zamii 'gold'. 

The contacts between the Permyaks and the Volga Bulgars are reflected in 
the Komi lexicon by a few dozen words such as gob 'mushroom', ban 'face', 
Barla 'sickle', and Forkni 'turnip'. The northwestern Komi dialects have 
borrowed from Baltic-Fennic, while the northern dialects have taken most of 
their reindeer-breeding vocabulary from the Nenets. 

The greatest number of loans comes from Russian. The earliest have a 
typical Komi structure, but in more recent loans even foreign sounds are 
retained. 

The non-borrowed word-stock has developed and grown richer by means 
of derivation and compounding, and belles-lettres have served as a channel 
for the dissemination of regionalisms. Further examples of word-formation: 
bi"dmeg 'plant' < bi"dm- 'grows'; redmanlun 'fertility' < redm- 'bears fruit'; 
lomtas 'fuel' < lomt- 'heats'; ki"riinpas 'signature (ki"riin 'hand' + pas 'sign')'. 
These methods have also been used for creating new terminology, e.g. njimtan 
'nominative' < rlimt- 'names', ni"rpi"r su=F=an 'nasal sound' (ni"r 'nose' + pi"r 
'through'; su=F- '(re)sounds (intr)" =an participle; "pronounced through the 
nose"), but for the most part vernacular creations retreat before terms 
borrowed from Russian. The result is a pidgin well exemplified by a sentence 
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taken from a university handbook: Sostavnej skazujemej podPei.asBej-ked 
seglasujt=em COMPOUND PREDICATE SUBJECT-com AGREES=perf. 
part 'agreement of a compound predicate with the subject', in which all 
morphemes are Russian save the suffixes of the comitative and the negative 
participle. 

Komi Text 
Sysola dialect. Adapted from Redei (1978: 110). 

A: text in phonological transcription, segmented; B: morpheme-
by-morpheme gloss; C: word-by-word English translation; D: freer 
English translation. 

car = caritative; egr = egressive. 

AI. drug 
B 1. SUDDENLY 
C 1. suddenly 

sjinm-e 
EYE-ill 
into (my) eye(s) 

plck-a-s tIdal-e 
MIDST-ine-s3 IS. VISIBLE-s3pres 
in its middle can be seen 

abI va+vel 
NOT.EXIST WATER+SURFACE 
not water's surface 

pIck-a-s. A2. sije vel-i 

usLi, 
FALLS-s3past 
it fell 

pa~=tem 
CLOTHING=car 
naked 

dor-a-s 
EDGE-ine-s3 
at 

tIdal-e 

va 
WATER 
water 

mort, 
HUMAN.BEING 
person 

a va 
BUT WATER 
but water 

toljke 
MIDST-ine-s3 B2. PRO.s3 IS-s3pret IS.VISIBLE-s3pres ONLY 
in its middle C2. it was is visible 

sitan-sjanLIs vel+dor cjash-Is, 
BUTTOCKS-egr-s3 UPPER+EDGE PART-s3 
from its buttocks upper body its/the part 

kuni=ema, jUr+sji=tem, n1r=a 

only 

sjin-se 
EYE-s3acc 
its eye(s) 

vom=a 
SHUTS.EYES-s3perf HEAD+HAIR=car NOSE=adj MOUTH=adj 
it had shut (evidently) bald with a nose with a mouth 

pelj=a i klrlm-jas-Is bok kuzja 
EAR(S)=adj AND HAND/ARM-plur-s3 SIDE ALONG 
with ear(s) and its hands/arms side along 

pa~=tem 



niuzed=ema-esj A3. me 
STRETCHES=perf.part-plur B3. PRO.sl 
were stretched C3. I 

zel 
VERY 
very 

di"r 
LONG.TIME 
for long 

vi¢jed-i 
WATCHES-slpast 
I watched 
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sij-es 
PRO.s3-acc 
it 

Dl. Suddenly I saw it: a naked person was visible in the water, not at the 
surface, but in the water. Only its upper body was visible, from the buttocks 
(up); it had its eyes closed and was bald, (but) it had nose, mouth, and ears, 
(and) its arms were stretched along (its) side(s). I watched it for a long time. 
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LaszlO Honti 

The common ancestor of the ObUgrian languages, proto-ObUgrian, was 
spoken after the breakoff of Hungarian (roughly, in the fIrst half of the second 
millennium BCE) and before the split into proto-Vogul (Mansi) and proto-
Ostyak (Khanty) (roughly, in the fIrst centuries CE). 

This long period of independent existence - nearly two millennia -
distinguishes proto-ObUgrian clearly, in terms of cladistic status, from 
branches which diverged more recently, such as Permian or Fennic. The 
resulting enormous divergences and independent innovations in p[roto-] 
O[styak] and p[roto-]V[ogul] make it extremely diffIcult to reconstruct the 
history of proto-ObUgrian and its daughter languages. Although Ostyak and 
Vogul share a good stock of inherited root and suffIxal morphemes and 
common syntactic features, each of them also shows features which are 
characteristic of it alone, or which are present in it to a higher degree than in 
the other, and in many instances the same or similar aims are achieved by 
different, historically unrelated, means, as in the case of the different Ostyak 
and Vogul passive morphemes. As a result of these differences, over the years 
various scholars have called into question the validity of setting up a proto-
ObUgrian node, a proto-Ugric node, or both. One aim of this chapter is to 
make clear why this author cannot share such views. 

However it must be noted that a full and clear outline of the prehistory of 
either of the two ObU grian languages is yet to be written. Many questions of 
detail remain unresolved, and the following presentation will accordingly 
contain lacunae and some unevenness of emphasis. An appendix at the end of 
the chapter summarizes the key ObUgrian and Ugrian shared features. 

Internal Divisions of Vogul 
Most conservative from the phonological point of view were the southern 
dialects of Vogul, which at the beginning of the twentieth century were still 
spoken along the T[avda] River. To this group belong those of the villages 
Janyckova (TJ), Candyri (TC), and Gorodok (TG); all these forms of Vogul 
are now extinct. 

The eastern group of Vogul dialects includes those forms spoken along the 
Konda River and its tributary, the Jukonda (Jk). These are the dialects of 
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Vogul spoken by people living along the Lower Konda (KU), Middle Konda 
(KM), and Upper Konda (KO). 

To the western group of dialects belong North Vagilsk (VN), South Vagilsk 
(VS) and those which were spoken along the Lower (LU) and Middle (LM) 
L[ozva] and the P[elymka] Rivers. It appears that this dialect group no longer 
has any speakers living. 

The northern group, which served as basis for the Vogulliterary language, 
is made up of the following dialects: Upper Lozva (LO), So[sva], Sy[gva], 
and Ob'. 

Internal Divisions of Ostyak 
Among the Ostyak dialect groups it is the eastern that is the most conservative 
from the phonological point of view. The eastern group consists of the far-
eastern pair of dialects V[ach] and Vasjugan (Vj), often cited together (VVj) 
because of their genetic closeness, and the dialects of the Surgut region, 
including Tremjugan (Trj), Pim, and J[ugan]. The Sal[ym] dialect may also 
be classified as eastern, although it is in certain respects transitional between 
the eastern and southern groups. 

The southern group consisted of dialects spoken along the Irt[ysh] River. 
Best-known among these are the Upper (DN) and Lower (DT) Demjanka, 
K[onda], and Kr[asnojarsk] dialects. It appears that no speakers of these 
dialects remain. 

To the northern group belong the Sherkal (Ser), Kaz[ym], and Syn[ja] 
dialects, as well as, to the south, the Atl[ym] and Ni[zyam] dialects, although 
these two latter show southern morphological features. The O[bdorsk] dialect, 
spoken around present-day Salexard, preserves well the vowel system of 

Figure 11.1 Vogul and Ostyak dialect groups 
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proto-West Ostyak, but is somewhat deviant among the northern group 
because of innovations in its consonantism. 

In what follows, I shall survey the developments which brought about the 
present-day Ostyak and Vogul dialects from their protolanguages chiefly upon 
the basis of material cited from two Vogul, and two Ostyak, dialects: the 
phonologically conservative T Vogul and VVj Ostyak on the one hand, and 
the innovative So Vogul and Kaz Ostyak on the other. 

The Phoneme System of Proto-ObUgrian 

Vowels 
We must distinguish the vowel systems of fIrst and non-fIrst syllables. 

The development of the vowels of the fIrst syllable in the ObUgrian 
languages was investigated and written up in detail by W. Steinitz (1950, 
1955). He also attempted to reconstruct the vocalism of the fIrst syllable of 
their common ancestor; writings on this subject have been published in part 
(1989), but parts still remain in manuscript. There are serious problems with 
Steinitz' assumptions, however, and I have found it necessary to attempt a 
revision of his views (see Honti 1980, 1982a, 1983b for details). 

For Steinitz (n.d.), the proto-ObUgrian (pOU) vowel inventory was 
identical with that of proto-Ostyak (pO), with the exception that pOU 
probably lacked *66: see Table 11.1. 

My own reconstruction differs primarily along structural, quantitative, 
lines. Instead of Steinitz' full/reduced dichotomy, I propose a system of long 
v. short vowels, with roughly equal membership in the two quantitative 
classes: see Table 11.2. 

I thus set up a three-way opposition among the short front umounded 
vowels (*i : *e : *ii) where Steinitz had only *e. Whereas Steinitz reckoned 
with a split of his *e in pOU which led to the correspondences pV *i = pO 
*e on the one hand and pV *e = pO *e on the other, I set up respectively pOU 
*i and *e/*ii for these correspondences. Similar considerations have led me 
to propose two tongue-heights for the short back vowels *u and *0. Steinitz' 

Table 11.1 pOD/pO vocalism according to Steinitz 

Front Back 
-R +R -R +R 

Full *ii *iiii *iY *uu High 
*ee (*00) *00 Mid 
*lUi *cece *aa *M Low 

Reduced *e *6 *a *0 
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Table 11.2 pOU vocalism according to Honti 

Front Back 
-R +R -R +R 

Long *ii *titi *iT *uu High 
*ee *66 *00 Mid 
*iiii *aa Low 

Short *i *ti *u High 
*e (*6) *0 Mid 
*li *a Low 

*ila and *rere are unnecessary for a reconstruction of pOU, since they are 
allophones of Steinitz' *aa and *00 on the one hand, and of *66 and *liii on 
the other. 

On the way to p V, the pOU non-high vowels merged, such that e.g. *00 and 
*aa became *aa. Some pOU long vowels shortened in pV, probably in 
connection with syllable structure, e.g. long *uu became short *u in the closed 
syllable of pOU *juust- 'rewards' > pV *just-, but remained long in the open 
syllable pOU *kuu/i'ir;)y 'bag' > pV *kuur;)y. On the other hand, shortening 
probably also occurred in connection with the quantity of the vowel of the 
second syllable, cf. the short *u of p V *tuljaa 'ring' from pOU *8uu&(VVj). 

In pO, *0 and *a became *ii, and *6 and *a became *re, sporadically (but 
usually in the neighbourhood of velar consonants). Non-low pOU long 
vowels became low in pO if the vowel of the second syllable was stem-final. 

The following examples are meant to illustrate these and other regular 
developments of the pOU vowels of the first syllable: 

Proto-ObU grian 

*11 *njn1V 'arrow' > 
pV *nieelV > T nieei, So niaai 
pO *niaal > VVj niaai, Kaz niat'H 

*uu *8uup 'oar' > 
pV *tuup > T toop, So tuup 
pO *iuup > V iuw, Vj juw, Kaz l(Jp 

*00 *800p;)s 'net-needle' > 
pV *taas > T taas 'small stick' 
pO *SOOP;)s > VVj saw~, Kaz S(JP;)S 

*aa *aac 'sheep' > 
pV *aas > So aas 
pO *aac > VVj aac, Kaz ailS 

*ii *8iil;)yt;)- 'mixes' > 
pV *tiil;)yt;)- > T tiit-, So teei;)yt-
pO *iiil;)yt;) > V iiil;))'t;r, Vj iil;))'t;r, Kaz lil;)f-

stick' 



*ee *meel= 'warm' > 
pV *maru= >T miiiil=iit; So maal=tip 'thaw' 
pO *meel~k > VVj mee{;,k, Kaz meel;}/( 

*aa *aampV 'dog' > 
pV *aampV > T iiiimp, So aamp 
pO *aamp > VVj iiiimp, Kaz aamp 

*titi *ctitiUk'fog'> 
pV *siiUwkw > T siikw, So seeI]wkw 
pO *cuuy > VVj caay, Kaz siw 

*66 *66UkV 'mother' > 
pV *aauwkwV > T ayCw\ So aaI]wkw 
pO *aauki > VVj iiiiI]ki, Kaz aaI]ki 

*u *8uy 'summer' > 
pV *tuj > T toj, So tuji 
pO *ioU > V 10I], Kaz lUI] 

*0 *jok~t- 'comes' > 
pV *joy~t- > T jokt-, Sojoxt-
pO *joy~t- > VVjjoy;}t-, Kazjox;}t-

*a *tay= 'reindeer hide' > 
pV *taw=;}P > T taw;}lj, So towl 'skin, leather' 
pO *tay=ta > Kaz taxti 'reindeer hide' 

*i *8iy~l- 'flies' > 
pV *tiyl- > T tiiwl-, So tiyl-
pO *iey~l- > V ley;}l-, Vjjey;}l-

*e/*a *jey/*jay 'father' > 
p V *jay > T jaw, jiiw, So jiy 
pO *jey > VVjjey, Kazjiw 

*ti *8tik~s 'autumn' > 
p V *ttibs > T taks, So takw;}s 
pO *s6y~s > VVj soy;}S, Kaz sus 

*6 *86y '(s)he, it' > 
p V *taw > T tiiw, taw, So taw 
pO *i6y > V lOy, Vj joy, Kaz iuw 
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In non-first syllables, the vowel inventory of pOU was as follows: 

Long 

Short 

Front 

ii 
aa 

Back 

11 
aa 

This system persisted, virtually unchanged, into pV and pO. 
Frontlback vowel harmony, inherited from proto-Uralic, survived into only 

mee{;,k, 

jokt-, 
jokt-, 

jokt-, 

jokt-, 

soy;}S, 

soy;}S, 

soy;}S, 

ii ii 
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some of the ObU grian dialects: southern Vogul and eastern Ostyak. Elsewhere 
it perished, a victim of various vowel shifts and mergers. For example, 
contrast the T Vogul form-pair mini-ii '(s)he goes' : kart-ee '(s)he pulls' 
(frontlback suffix-alternants ii : ee) with the corresponding So Vogul forms 
min-i, xart-i (phonetically front, phonologically neutral i in the suffix of both 
forms). Similarly, we have VVj Ostyak front-vocalic iiiimp-iim - iimp-;»n 'my 
dog' v. back-vocalic kaat-am - kuut-fnn 'my house', but Kaz Ostyak aamp-
;»n, xaat-;»n. 

Word Stress 
In pOU, as in the present-day ObUgrlan languages, word stress was probably 
on the first syllable, except when displaced by sentence stress (emphasis). 

Consonants 
When non-initial, p(F)U *w became *y in proto-Ugric (Honti 1985b: 150), 
e.g. pFU *kiwe 'stone' » VVj Ostyak kooy. 

The non-palatalized p(F)U sibilants *s and *8 merged in proto-Ugric to *8, 
which subsequently, after the breakup of pOU, developed into pV *t and pO 
(secondary) *i. 

In the inventory below, the reconstructed voiceless lateral fricatives *4 and 
*V replace the traditional *6 and *&i. It is more convincing to reckon with *4 
and *V through pOU, after which in early pV they became approximants (*4 
> *1, *V > *lj), and in pO *4> *1 but *V> *j; later in pO, a new *4 arose, from 
*8 (Honti 1992). 

w 
8 
4 
s 

P t 
m n 

1 
r 

j 

V 

cj 

ni 
lj 

8 
C 

k 
I) 

As is clear from the inventory, in pOU, as in pV and pO, there was a 
correlation of palatalization affecting non-obstruent coronals (1 : lj, n : nj, 4 : 
V). 

In pOU, *w was restricted to word-initial position, while *y, *yW, and *1) 
did not occur word-initial. The etymological data indicate that *4 was also 
restricted to non-initial position. 

There was only one labialized consonant in pOU: *yw. This segment was 
lexically quite rare, but occurred invariably in first-person plural possessive 
and verb suffixes. 

k k 

lj 

lj 
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The pOU sibilants *s and *8 are not the descendants of p(F)U *s and *8 
(which merged as pOU *8, see above), but are rather the result of a split, and 
date back to early proto-Ugric, when the depalatalization of p(F)U *sj had 
begun. This depalatalization started first in those *sLinitial words which had 
a following *j or a palatalized consonant, i.e. we may assume simple 
dissimilation *sj > *s. In other environments, *sj became *8. 

The following examples may serve to illustrate the main developments of 
the consonants from pOU to the daughter OU languages: 

Proto-ObUgrian 

*w- *wuui;}m - *wuuimV 'dream; 
sleep' > 

pV *uulmV> T oo/;m, So uu/;m 
pO *wuul;}m - *waal;}m > VVj wuu/;m, Kaz wuul;m 

'dream', VVj aa/;m, Kaz (J(Jl;m 
'sleep' 

*j *jobt 'comes' (see above) 
*-y(- ) *8uy 'summer' (see above) 
*_yW(_) *jey-VyW - *jay-VyW 'our 

father' > 
pV *jay-VyW > T jiiw-;MI,jaw-;MI, So jiY-;M1 
pO *jey_;}yW > V jey-oy, VjjeY-;MI, Kazjiw-;M1 

*8 *8uy 'summer' (see above) 
*-i(-) *weei;}m 'marrow' > 

p V *waiil;}m > T wa/;m, KU KM wa!a!/;m, VS 
waa/;m, VN P wa/;m, LU LO So 
waa/;m 

pO *weel;}m > VVj wee/;m, Trj J wii/;m, DN KSll 
Ni weet;m, 0 weel;m 

*~ *~iIm(V) 'Prunus padus' > 
pV *ljiImV > T /jeem, KU Paam, KM KO 

/jeem, VS VN P LU LM /jeem, 
LOSoPaam 

pO *jafun> VVjjaam, Trj J joom, DN Ni 
juum, Kazj(J(Jm 

*s *siImV 'fish scale' > 
pV *siImV> T seem, So saam 
pO *saam> VVj saam, Kaz saam 

*8 *8im 'heart' > 
pV *8im> T sam, So sim 
pO *sem> VVj sem, Kaz sam 

*cj *daiir;}y - 'hurts' > 
p V *cjaiir;}y- > T dark-, So ~aariy-
pO *daiir;}y- - *drerer;}y- > Kaz siaari-, Trj tjeer;ry-

'Prunus *s 

~aariy-tjeer;ry-
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*c *ctitil]k 'fog' (see above) 
*p *pii8- 'cooks, boils' > 

pV *piit- > T piit-, So peet-
pO *palH:- > Vj piiiil-, Kaz paal-

*t *tay- 'reindeer hide' ( see above) 
*k *k66y 'stone' > 

p V *kaw > T kiiw, So kaw 
pO *k66y > VVj kooy, Kaz keew 

*m *meel= 'warm' (see above) 
*n *niIp~t- 'drifts, floats' > 

pV *mlt- > So naat-
pO *naap~t- > VVj naaw;]t-, Kaz nQQP;]t-

*ni *njiI1V 'arrow' (see above) 
*1] *ctitil]k 'fog' (see above) 
*1 *luuntV 'goose' > 

pV *luuntV > T loont, So lu(u)nt 
pO *laant > VVj llulnt, Kaz IQQnt 

*lj *ljtitik - 'reviles' > 
pV *ljtitik- > So ljuuk-
pO *ljrerey~t- > VVj ljrerey;]t-, Kaz Paaw;]t-

*r *rtiy~t- 'mixes' > 
pV *raw~t- > T riiwt-, So rawt-
pO *r6y~t- > VVj roy;]t-, Kaz ruw;]f-

The Development of the Vogul Phonemic System 

Vowels 
Once again we must distinguish developments in first from those in non-first 
syllables. 

Proto-Vogul vowels of the first syllable are shown in Table 11.3. This 
inventory is the author's own departure from that proposed by Steinitz 
(1955). 

In southern Vogul, we must reckon with the following changes: (1) *ii > 
ee to the left of *r; (2) *iI > ee to the right of *j or a palatalized consonant, 

Table 11.3 P V vowels of the first syllable 

Front Back 
-R +R -R +R 

Long ii titi 11 uu High 
aa aa Low 

Short i ti 1 u High 
a a a Low 

'reviles' 
'reviles' 
'reviles' 

floats' 

floats' 

'reviles' 
'reviles' 
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but otherwise i:l fell to ee; (3) *iiii, which was quite rare, merged with *ii; (4) 
*uu > 00 and *u > o. 

In the other three dialect groups *aa went to *00 (So. ad) and *ii went to 
ee in non-palatal environments; *11 fell to aa, merging with the aa from *iHi. 
For examples, see the material assembled above. 

In non-initial syllables, the vocalic inventory of pOD survived intact into 
pV; the frontlback opposition of the reduced vowels (*;) : *~) became 
neutralized, however. 

In southern Vogul, high vowels fell (*ii > ee, *11 > ee); in the north, *ii and 
*11 fell together as e; it is possible that there was a phonemic quantitative 
distinction e : ee. 

Some Vogul non-initial vowel inventories: 

Long 

Short 

Tavda 

ee 
aa 

Consonants 

ee 
aa 

Sosva 

e 
a 

In some dialects of p V, *k and *1) frequently, and *y always, became 
labialized when adjacent to rounded vowels; *y thus merged with the already 
extant but rare *yw. When such labialization occurred, the rounded vowel 
itself became unrounded. All instances of *yW eventually became w. 

Among the laterals, the opposition fricative: approximant was neutralized 
in favour of the latter, yielding *i, *1> *1, *ti, *lj > *lj. By pV, pOD *c had 
lost its stop component (> *8). 

The pOD fricative *8 became *t. 
The consonant inventory of p V is set forth below: 

w j y yW 
S 

cj 

P t ~ k k W 

m n ni 1) 1)w 
1 lj 
r 

With the breakup of pV, in northern and most eastern dialects *s and *8 
merged as s. The palatalized pV affricate *cj lost its stop component (*cj > 
s-i) in all dialects except those of the south, where it persisted as an affricate, 
particularly in syllable-initial position. 

(*;) 

a a 

a 

S 
S 

m n 
k k
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Table 11.4 pO vowels of the first syllable 

Front Back 
-R +R -R +R 

Full 11 titi n uu High 
ee 66 00 Mid 
lili cece aa iiii Low 

Reduced e 6 a 0 

The Development of the Ostyak Phonemic System 
In the first syllable, pO distinguished full v. reduced vowels (Steinitz 1950: 
2): see Table 11.4. 

Apart from sporadic changes in a few words, the vowel inventory of VVj 
Ostyak preserves the pOU distribution. The journey from pOU to Kaz Ostyak 
is much more complicated: we may sketch it in ten steps. 

In proto-Western Ostyak, two major developments occurred: 

1 *rere became *00 when adjacent to *k or *1], but otherwise unrounded to 
*iUi; 

2 *66 unrounded to ee, and *iiti unrounded to ii. 

The transition from proto-Western to Kaz Ostyak involved the following 
changes: 

3 to the left of pO *w, *k, or *1], *0 > *u, then*6 > *0; elsewhere *6 > *e 
and *0 remained; 

4 to the right of *w, *e became *u, unless adjacent to *j, in which case it 
became *i; otherwise it became *li; 

5 *iI became ii, while *uu and *ii underwent an uncompleted split, with *ii 
> ii, ee, and *uu > *uu, *00. At this stage, the first-syllable vowel 
inventory must have been *ii *uu *ee *00 *lili *aa *iiii *e *a *0; 

6 the quantitative opposition was then neutralized among the high vowels, 
such that *uu x *u > u and *ii x *i > i; 

7 to the right of *w, *i rounded to *u; 
8 the full back mid rounded vowel *00 became slightly fronted to (J(J; 

9 *aa rounded to aa, and *a rounded to 0 (but *a remained a to the left of 
x and gx); 

10 finally, the depleted slots were replenished by the changes *lili > aa and 
*li > a. 

The resulting first-syllable vowel inventory for Kaz Ostyak was therefore as 
follows: 



Full 

ee 
aa 
-R 

QQ 
aa 
+R 

Reduced 

a 
-R 

u 
o 
+R 

Non-low 
Low 
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For examples, see the etymological material assembled in previous sections. 
The pO vowel system in non-initial syllables was preserved intact into 

VVj. The origin and morphophonemic behaviour of the passive suffix (-uj-) 
of the first and second persons remains unclear, however. 

In the predecessor to the western dialects the frontlback harmonic 
opposition was destroyed. First, each of the phoneme-pairs *ii and *iI, *aa 
and *lUi merged at the expense of the marked members, yielding *ii and *aa. 
Later, the quantitative pair *ii and *i merged as *i, and *e to the left of *j 
became *i. The resulting non-initial inventory in Kaz Ostyak was thus only 
ee aa i e. 

Consonants 
From pOU to pO, the most important consonant changes occurred among the 
coronals. 

1 The pOU palatalized voiceless lateral fricative *ti became *j in pO, while 
*i became *1. After this change, pO soon acquired a new *i: 

2 pOU *8 became pO *i, e.g. pOU *8iIn V 'new' became pO *iaan. 

The change *8 > *i was blocked (2a) when *8 occurred in word-initial 
position and there was an *s later in the word. In this environment, total 
assimilation took place, i.e. *8-s > *s-s, e.g. pUgric *8iiysV 'autumn' > pOU 
*8iik~s > pO *s6y~s, cf. pV *tiik~s (Honti 1974: 369-70, 1986b: 262; cf. also 
Collinder 1960: 96). 

The cacuminals (*1). *l) are the result of a secondary development within 
pO: they originally occurred as allophonic variants when adjacent to the (non-
distinctively) cacuminal affricate *c, then spread, beginning with affective 
and descriptive vocabulary, to other positions, where they became phonemic 
(ltkonen 1961: 58-9). 

The consonant inventory of pO is set out below: 

Glides w j y yW 
Central fricative s 
Lateral fricative i 
Affricates cj c 
Stops P k 
Nasals m n n j 

I). 1J 
Lateral approximants lj 1 
Other r 

(Honti (Honti (Honti 

u 

I). 

I). 

I). 

I). 
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Table 11.5 Consonant systems ofVVj and Kaz Ostyak 

VachIVasjugan Kaz 

w y w j 
s S sJ S X 

is 
P ti k p k 
m n ni l)- I) m n ni l)- I) 

I Ii ! t ii I 
r r 

The systems of the modem dialects are the results of the following 
developments: 

3 The laterals *<1: and *1 merged everywhere: in VVj as I (except in initial 
position in Vj, where *<1: > *j > j - fJ), in the Surgut group and in Kaz as 
I, in all other dialects as t. In somewhat parallel fashion, (3a) *li > P in 
VVj Syn 0, Pin Surgut and Kaz, and ti in Sal Irt At! Ni Ser. 

4 The labialized velar glide/approximant *yW remained only in Trj; it 
became y in Vach, w elsewhere. 

5 *y remained more or less unchanged in the eastern dialects, changed 
(partly) to 1] in southern dialects, and was replaced by w, j, and x in 
northern dialects. 

6 *c remained unchanged in eastern dialects, and changed (partly) to sin 
southern dialects. *ci lost its fricative release to become ti in the east and 
south; it became si in the north. In Kaz, both affricates lost their stop 
component: *c > s, *ci > si. 

Further detail may be found in Ronti (forthcoming). 

Morphophonology 
There were in all likelihood alternations involving various kinds of cluster 
simplification at morpheme boundaries, much as in the present-day OU 
languages, such as *l)c+C ~ *I)C - *cc. 

Proto-U gric had a class of verbs which I shall term unstable stems. In these 
verbs, longer stems ending in the glides *y, *w, or *j alternated with shorter, 
vowel-final stems which lacked these semi-consonants. The majority of 
unstable stems were inherited from p(F)U, e.g. pFU *sewe- 'eats' > pUgric 
*8ewV- > > POU *8iiy(V)- > pV *tii- - *tiij- - *tiiy- (> T tii- - tiiiij-, So tee-
- teey-- taaj-) and pO *iii(y)- (> V lii- -liiy-, Vj ii- - iiy-, Kaz lee- - leew-); 
for details see Ronti (1985a: 51-4; 1987). It is not clear whether each unstable 
stem had two or three variants, i.e. whether more than one distinct final 
consonant could be distinctive in any given paradigm. In all Vogul dialects 
except T, three variants are attested: the w-variant « *y) is used in the present 

j 

j 

j 
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indicative (the picture here is somewhat clouded, because the present-tense 
morpheme is also -y-I-w-), the j-variant is used in the imperative, the passive, 
and with certain derivational suffixes, and the vowel-final variant is used in 
the past tense and the conditional. Examples from Sosva Vogul: teey-;m 'I 
eat', taaj-;m 'eat!', tee-s-;m 'I ate', wiy-;m 'I take', woj-;m 'take!', wi-s-;m 
'I took'; compare Tavda Vogul tii-m, tiiiij-;m, tii-s-;m and u(w)-m, iij-;m, 
u-s-;m. In proto-Ostyak unstable stems had two variants: a consonant-final 
stem, which occurred with the past tense built with *-0- and with certain 
derivational suffixes, and a vowel-final stem which occurred elsewhere. The 
consonant of consonant-final stems was *j if the stem began with a labial 
consonant, *y if it began with a coronal (no unstable stems began with a velar 
consonant), i.e. a kind of core/peripheral dissimilation was at work, e.g. pO 
*me- - *mej- 'gives' but *iii- - *iiiy- 'eats'. Examples from the daughter 
dialects: Vach me-s-;m 'I gave', mej-iiii 'give!', lii-s-;m 'I ate', liiy-iiii 'eat!', 
cf. Kazym ma-s-;m, mij-aa, lee-s-;m, leew-aa. 

There was also a class of thematic verbs in pOU, characterized by the 
alternation of a low vowel, *aa or *lili, with zero in the second syllable; in some 
thematic stems, the vowel of the first syllable alternated, as well. It is difficult to 
interpret historically the evidence for thematic verbs: there are just under thirty 
in T Vogul, and more than fifty in Ostyak, but only nine are attested in both 
languages. An example is pOU *kolaa-- *kaal- 'dies' >p V *kalaa-- *kaal-, pO 
*kalaa-- *kool-; for details see Honti (1982a: 83, 104-7). 

Rich systems of vowel alternations, occurring in both inflectional para-
digms and derivational profiles, are attested in eastern Ostyak dialects and in 
all Vogul dialects save the northern ones. These alternations may have 
originated partly in analogy to those of the thematic verbs, partly as a result 
of independent developments (Honti 1983b). 

In Vogul we must distinguish between two basic types of alternation. One 
is dependent on syllable structure, with long vowels tending to occur in open, 
and short vowels tending to occur in closed syllables, e.g. T kiiiil;;1W 'rope', 
plural kiilbt. In the other type of alternation, long fust-syllable vowels 
followed by high vowels in the second syllable (e.g. long iiii in wiiiirii '[s]he 
does, will do') alternate with their short pendants when followed by non-high 
vowels (e.g. short ii in wiireem 'I [will] do', wiiriiiint '[s]he does'). 

In proto-Ostyak, a system of vowel alternations arose in derivational 
profiles such as *wuul;}m 'dream' - *aal;}m 'sleep', both derived from the 
verb *alaa- - *001- 'sleeps'. The historical background of these alternations 
has not yet been satisfactorily explained, but they must in part be connected 
with the fact that there was an incomplete shift of pOU long high vowels to 
long low vowels in early pO, e.g. VVj tiin, Kaz tin 'price' - VVj tiiiin, Kaz 
taan 'bride-price', cf. KU So Vogul tiin 'price'. In many cases the vowel of 
the root word and that of its derivate are indications of a particular pO vowel 
alternation, and we may associate particular derivational suffixes with 
particular alternations. Thus for example roots with original long high vowels 
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show long low-vowel alternants when the momentaneous/pusillanimous 
suffix *=';}y/~y is attached, as in Trj kiit-, Kaz kit- 'sends', TIj kiiiit;;ry-, Kaz 
kati- 'sends for a bit', VVj kaal- 'gets up', l«e<£l;;ry- 'gets up for a little while'. 
The reverse distribution occurs in verbs formed with the momentaneous 
suffix *=t';}/t~, namely roots with original long low vowels show high-vowel 
alternants when this suffix is attached, e.g. VVj maas-, Kaz mtuls- 'is 
necessary; loves', VVj muustS-, Kaz m(J(Jst';}- 'appeals'. 

In eastern Ostyak dialects, an elaborate system of vowel alternations has 
evolved in both verb inflection and in the nominal possessive paradigm. 
Forms showing the alternations have not completely supplanted the older, 
non-alternating forms, with the result that there is much superabundance and 
many parallel forms are attested, in different degrees and in different lexical 
items, across the dialects. In VVj, for example, the first-person singular form 
of iiiimp 'dog' is either iiiimpiiiim or iimp;;nn. High vowels optionally replace 
low ones in parallel fashion in the formation of the imperative and of the past 
tense built with -0, e.g. V liiiiw;nl;;nn 'I feed', liiiiwtiiii or liiwtiiii 'feed!', 
liiiiwt.,m or liiwt;;nn 'I fed'. 

Morphology 
The categories of the nominal are number, case, and person (possession). The 
verbal categories are number, mood, tense, genus, and person (subject and 
object). In order to compress the discussion, pertinent reference to syntactic 
phenomena is incorporated in the presentation of the morphology. 

Number 
Proto-OU distinguished three morphological numbers: singular, plural, and 
dual. The morpheme of the singular was 0; plural and dual each had a range 
of markers, depending on the lexical and grammatical category of the word 
in which they occurred. 

A dual-marker *-n may be seen in the sequence *iin known from the forms 
of the dual personal pronoun: *miin 'we two' (> pV pO *miin), *niin 'you 
two' (> pV pO *niin), *8iin 'they two' (> pV *tiin, pO *iiin), compare the 
corresponding singular pronouns pV *aam, pO *maa(n) 'I' and pV *nay, pO 
*ney 'you (sg)'. No corresponding plural morpheme can be isolated in the 
plural personal pronouns, pV *maan, pO *meIJ 'we', pV *naan, pO *neIJ 'you 
(plur), ,pV *taan, pO *ieIJ 'they'. 

Another dual marker, *y or *yW, may be seen in nouns (1) as the dual 
marker in the non-possessive paradigm, (2) as a marker of duality of 
possession, and (3) in verbs, as a marker of duality of the direct object. The 
category dual has vanished from the morphology of T Vogul. Otherwise, 
Vogul dialects have -y-. 

In Ostyak the dual marker is formally more substantial: the -y- is followed 
either by -n- (in case 1) or -1- - -1- - -t- (in cases 2 and 3), e.g. VVj weeli-y;m 

namely 

namely 
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'two reindeer' , kaat-k~ 'two houses', V kiiiir-;1)' l-aam AXE-dual-s 1 'my two 
axes', Vj kaat-k~l-aam HOUSE-dual-sl 'my two houses', V tuu-l-~yl-aam 

BRINGS-pres-dO-sl 'I'm bringing them (2)" Vj we-l-;1)'l-aam TAKES-pres-
dO-sl 'I'm taking them (2)'. 

The -y- in all of the above-cited manifestations descends from the proto-
Uralic dual marker. The -n- of -y;m- is identical to the dual marker found in 
the personal pronouns. The -1- of -y;}l- is perhaps related to the Fennic 
toponym-formant =lal=la, which in Karelian dialects has developed into a 
pluralizer. In south Ostyak dialects, the number marker of the possessive 
declension came to mark the number of the direct object of finite verbs, as 
well: see below. 

The plural marker of the non-possessive nominal paradigm is -(;})t in 
Vogul, -( ;}/~)t in Ostyak. The marker of plural possession and the marker of 
plurality of the direct object of finite verbs is -aan-/-aan- in Vogul, -1- in 
Ostyak. Examples: So Vogul kWol-t 'houses', kWol-aan-;Jm HOUSE-plur-sl 
'my houses', V Ostyak aamp-;}t 'dogs', kiiiiri-l-aam AXE-plur-sl 'my axes', 
kaat-l-aam 'my houses', tuu-l-l-aam BRINGS-pres-pO-sl 'I bring them', Vj 
Ostyak we-l-l-aam 'I take them'. The n of the Vogul plural marker may be 
related to the n initial in the plural demonstrative pronouns of Fennic, e.g. 
Finnish nama 'these', cf. tama 'this'. 

In certain dialect groups, particularly western Vogul and western Ostyak, 
the paradigms marking possession and direct object have undergone consider-
able simplification. 

Person 
Both nouns and verbs were inflected for person in pOU. In the nominal 
paradigm, person correlated mainly with possessor; the verb paradigm could 
encode information about both subject and direct object. 

Person was encoded in combination with number, and in most cases the 
morphemes involved correspond clearly to the pertinent personal pronouns, 
as is consistent with their putatively agglutinative p(F)U prehistory. There are 
three exceptions, however: (1) non-singular second-person subjective and 
passive suffixes reflect an older form of the personal pronoun (see below); (2) 
the suffix of the first person plural cannot be connected with any pronominal 
base; and (3) in some dialects, the suffix indicating third-person singular 
subject and definite singular direct object is not of pronominal origin (see 
p. 342-3). In proto-Vogul, the marker for third-person plural possessor and 
plural direct object was *-aan~l-/-aan;")l-, a form which arose through analogy 
(Honti 1983d). 

The OU second-person pronouns deviate from the rest of Uralic in having 
not initial *t, but rather initial *n, e.g. the s2 pronoun is T Vogul nuw, naw, 
So Vogul naI], VVj Ostyak nOI], Kaz Ostyak naI], contrast Hungarian or Komi 
te, Mordva or Udmurt ton, Finnish sina « *tina), Selkup tan. Hajdu (1985; 
1987: 241) has suggested that the OU pronouns are the result of an 

bringing 
bringing 

bringing 

Ostyak. 

third-person 
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Table 11.6 pOU personal pronouns and person suffixes 

Personal pronoun Verb suffixes 

Subject Object 

sl *aam, *maa *-(V)m 
s2 *nay, *ney *-(V)n 
s3 *80y *-0 *-(V)8, *-8(V) 

dl *miin *-miin 
d2 *niin *-niin, *-t;m 
d3 *8iin *-y *-8iin 

pI *mafu;), *maan *_(V)yW 
p2 *naal), *naan *-(V)n(Vn)' 
p3 *8VVI), *8VVn *-(V)t *-(V)8(Vn) 

Nominal (possessive) 
suffixes 

*-(V)m 
*-(V)n 
*-(V)8, *-8(V) 

*-miin 
*-niin, *-tan 
*-8iin 

*_(V)yw 
*-(V)n(Vn) 
*-(V)8(Vn) 

assimilation (*tVn > *nVn) that pre-dates pOU; evidence of t-initial pronouns 
may be found scattered in the morphology, however, such as the d2 suffixes 
which continue pOU *-t;}n/-t;)n, as in Vj Ostyak ooyi-t;m 'the daughter of you 
two', Vj Ostyak we-l-;Jt;m TAKES-pres-d2 'you two take', and the p2 suffixes 
which continue pOU *-t;}y/-t;)y, as in Vj Ostyak we-l-t;Jy 'you (plur) take' 
(Hajdu 1966: 132-3, Honti 1984: 38). 

Table 11.6 sets out reconstructions for the personal pronouns and person 
suffixes of pOU; to conserve space, only front-vocalic pendants are given. 

This system survived largely into p V, with modifications as outlined above; 
the Vogul dialects show varying degrees of person syncretism, especially 
s2-d2-p2 and d2-d3-p2. See also the section on object marking, p. 347 ff. 

In the proto-Ostyak system, a geminate sequence *1:-1: arose in certain 
forms of the possessive and objective paradigms; this was simplified to *-1:-, 

Table 11.7 p V personal pronouns and person suffixes 

Personal pronoun 

sl *am 
s2 *nay 
s3 *tay 

dl *miin 
d2 *niin 
d3 *tiin 

pI *maan 
p2 *naan 
p3 *tVVn 

Verb suffixes 

Subject Object 

*-(V)m 
*-(V)n 

*-0 *-ii, *-tii 

*-miin 
*-niin 

*-ay *-iin, *-tiin 

*_(a)yW 
*-(a)n(an) 

*-(a)t *-VVnaJ 

Nominal (possessive) 
suffixes 

*-(V)m 
*-(V)n 
*-ii, *-tii 

*-miin 
*-niin 
*-iin, *-tiin 

*_(a)yW 
*-(a)n(an) 
*-VVnaJ 
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Figure 11.2 Proto-Ostyak personal pronouns and person suffixes 

sl *miiii(n) *-(V)m *-iim *-iiiim *-(ii)m 

s2 *nolJ *-(V)n *-iin * .... -aan *-(ii)n 

s3 *iOy *-8 *-(il)V-Hi 

dl *miin *-miln I *-imiln *-iiiimiln *-(ii)miln 

d2 *niin *-tiln *-iiiiniln *-tiln 

d3 *iiin *-Yiln I *-bn 

pI *melJ *_yW *_iyw *_iiiiyw *-iiy W 

p2 *nelJ *-tilY *-(il)tiln *-iiiin * *-(il)tiln 

p3 *by *-(il)t *-iii *-iiiii *-iii 

Note: subj cj = subjective (= indefinite) conjugation. 

e.g. pO *ooyi-pl:-i > *ooyi-y;:)i > V Ostyak ooyiy;:)Z 'hislher two daughters'. 
The Ostyak dialects tend to syncretize the same categories as Vogul (see 
Figure 11.2 above). 

Cases 

Noun Declension 
Six noun cases can be reconstructed for pOD (cf. Riese 1992: 387): alongside 
the nominative in zero (-0) there were 

Accusative 
Locative I 
Locative II 

*-m(V) 
*-naa/-naa 
*-taa/-taa 

Ablative 
LativeI 
Lative II 

*-(V)l 
*-(V)y 
*-(V)j 

Lative I probably already also functioned as a translative ('turning into/ 
treated as X'). Beside these case suffixes there were also three postpositional 
forms, lative *naaj, comitative *naat, and ablative *naru, built from a 
pronominal base. These had begun to agglutinate on to their head noun in 
pOD; in present-day Ostyak may be found traces of their use both as 
postpositions and as suffixes. 

The number of cases in the noun paradigms of the various Vogul and 
Ostyak dialects varies greatly: while T Vogul had seven and Sosva Vogul has 
six, the easternmost dialects of Ostyak have ten or eleven, while northern 
Ostyak dialects such as Kazym have only three. 

conjugation. conjugation. conjugation. two 
two two dialects alongside alongside 

dialects 
Ostyak 
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Table 11.8 Case suffixes 

Nominative 
Accusative 

Dative/lative 
Locative 
Ablative 

Comitative 
Instrumental 
Translative 
Approximative 

Abessive 
Comparative 
Distributive 

Ostyak 
Kaz 

-0 

-aa 
-~n, -nii 

Ostyak 
Vach/Vasjugan 

-0 

-lilil-aa 
-n~/-n;) 

-o(o)y/-o( o)y 

-nlilitl -naat 
-( t)~/ -( t);} 
-~y/-;}y 

-(lili)plilil-(aa)paa 

-l~y/-l;}y 

-nllJI( t)/ -nilJi( t) 
-t~ltlilil-t;}ltaa 

Vogul Vogul 
Tavda Sosva 

-0 -0 
-m, -mee/-mee 

-n, -nliii/-naa -n 
-t, -tlilil-taa -t 
-nlilil/-naal -n~l 

-nlilitl-naat 
-(t)~l -(t)~l 

(~)w -~y 

The case suffixes of our four sample ObUgrian languages are set out in 
Table 11.8 for comparison. 

The zero nominative is a continuation of the proto-Uralic state of affairs. 
The m-accusative of southern Vogul is also of Uralic origin; it is attested in 
eastern Vogul dialects as well, but there is no trace of it in Ostyak. 

The functions of the three primary spatial cases - dativellative, locative, 
and ablative - are performed, in Ostyak and Vogul, by morphemes which are 
not historically connected. Thus the Ostyak dativellative suffixes are not 
connected with those of Vogul. The Vogul suffixes developed either from a 
Ugric postposition *naa (Liimola 1963: 91-5, 120-3) or from a pronominal 
base which functioned as a postposition (Riese 1992: 381); the origin of the 
Ostyak *-aaJ-aa lative is obscure. 

The Ostyak and Vogul locative suffixes are also unrelated. The t of the 
Vogul suffixes date at least from U gric times; cognate elements are attested 
in fossilized adverbs in Ostyak. The n of the Ostyak locatives is inherited from 
proto-Uralic. The vocalic components of both the Vogul and the Ostyak 
locatives are obscure. 

Finally, there is the ablative. The function of this case is carried out 
in Vogul by a suffix which derives from the same postposition seen in 
the dativellative (*naa), but with an ablative suffix I which dates back to 
at least Ugric times (Liimola 1963: 66). In western dialects, the ablative 
has taken on the function of indicating the (partial) direct object (Liimola 
1963: 43-4). In Ostyak, the ablative is expressed by means of a range 
of morphemes (suffixes in the east and south, e.g. V -ooy/-ooy, DN -eew~, 

postpositions in the Surgut group and in the west, e.g. Pim iiw~i, Kaz 
eew~i) which probably all go back to a spatial noun of the shape *Vyw, 

shape 
shape 

shape 

-nllJI( t)/ -nilJi( 

-o(o)y/-o( -lilil-aa 

nilJi( nilJi( 

t);} 
t);} t);} 

o)y 

o)y 
-( t)~/ -( t);} 

naat 
naat 
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with or without case suffixes (Redei 1977: 208-9, Honti 1984: 61). 
Note that the less central cases, comitative, instrumental, and translative, 

continue common pOU ancestors. The comitative, known as a suffix in Vogul 
only in the south, and in Ostyak only in the east, derives from the base *nlHi 
plus the t-Iocative mentioned on p. 344. It also survives in one western Ostyak 
dialect, Sherkal, as a postposition occurring with person suffixes, e.g. 8er maa 
naataaIJeem 'with me', naIJ naataaIJeen 'with you (sg)', tuw naataaIJeet 'with 
himlher' (DEWOS: 1023). 

In the Vogul instrumental suffix -(t)Vl, the I element derives from an 
ablative suffix dating from the Ugric period. The t of the longer variant, -t;}l, 
is identical with the t-Iocative mentioned above; this is also the origin of the 
t in the Ostyak suffix (Liimola 1963: 100--101, 117-18). 

The translative suffix derives from a lative *-y in both ObU grian languages 
(Liimola 1963: 129-30); this *y is also attested in adverbs with its original 
lative function (Liimola 1963: 176). 

At least the easternmost dialects of Ostyak innovated the approximative 
case, which like the dativellative indicates lative motion, but in a more general 
direction. The shorter form cited above (-piiiil-paa) is presumably identical 
with a homophonous emphatic particle; the longer variant (-iiiipiiiil-aapaa) is 
a compound of this particle with the dativellative suffix. We may assume that 
the particle was originally used with lative deictics, e.g. nuu-y-paa 'upwards', 
then spread to other contexts, e.g. kaat-aa-paa 'towards the house' (Honti 
1984: 62). 

The comparative is another eastern Ostyak innovation. It derives from the 
postposition *nii1J;)t, with (spatial) ablative meaning - cf. Trj miiii niiIJteem 
'from me', Vj tii=m-iiiil niiIJ;}t seem=l;,y IS.BORN=past.part-s3 FROM! 
SINCE EYE=LESS '(s)he has been blind since birth' (DEWOS: 1006; Honti 
1982b: 111-12; 1984: 65, 83). 

The distributive, also limited to Ostyak, is clearly a compound, but its 
prehistory is unclear. The Ostyak abessive is also of obscure origin. 

Declension of Personal Pronouns 
The case systems ofVogul and Ostyak personal pronouns are for the most part 
identical with those of their nouns, and there is no reason to suspect that the 
situation was any different in pOU. 

Apart from minor differences (such as the lack of translative, and of course 
of distributive, forms in Ostyak) the main difference between the nominal and 
pronominal paradigms in both ObUgrian languages may be seen in the 
formation of the accusative. In Vogul the relevant personal suffix is attached 
to an oblique variant of the pronoun base, e.g. K niina-n 'you two (acc)'. The 
base may occur alone, e.g. T iiniiii-m 'me', or reinforced (T iiniiii-m-mii 'id.'); 
metathesized forms are also attested (T iimiiiin, iimiiiinmii 'id. '). Examples 
from So Vogul: aan;}-m 'me', naIJ;}-n 'you (sA)', meen-men 'us two'. In the 
northernmost dialects of Ostyak, the accusative of personal pronouns is built 
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in the same way, e.g. Kaz man-eem 'me'; elsewhere in Ostyak, the suffix -t 
is used, e.g. V miiiin-t 'id.'. The divergences evidenced by the pronominal 
paradigms of the various Ostyak dialects are so great as to prevent the 
reconstruction of the pO system; the pOU system is thus completely out of 
reach. 

Verb Inflection 

Tense 
The ObUgrian languages have two non-compound tenses, past and present. 
In pOU, the morpheme of the present tense was *-y-, zero, or possibly both; 
both p(F)U past-tense markers, *-j- and *-sL (> pOU *-s-) were used. 

Vogul and Ostyak form their respective present tenses using similar 
strategies, but with different materials. In most Vogul dialects the most widely 
used present-tense marker consists of a vowel plus a -y- which, in western and 
southern dialects, undergoes sandhi (consonant gemination, vowel lengthen-
ing) with preceding and/or following segments; this y is perhaps a continua-
tion of the pFU present-tense morpheme *-k-. Another present-tense marker, 
-i-, attested in e.g. the Sosva s3 form ool-i-tJ LIVES-pres-s3 '(s)he/it lives', 
may be a reflex of the pFU deverbal nominalizer *=jV (e.g. Finnish opetta=ja 
'teacher', from opetta- 'teaches'). In some dialects, many forms of the 
subjective conjugation contain both present-tense markers combined syn-
chronically into one, e.g. So min-e(e?)y-~ 'I go' < *min-iiy-;)m < *min-
;)j-y-;)m, while forms of the objective conjugation contain -i- alone, e.g. So 
tot-i-l- ~ 'I bring it' . In the passive paradigm, a variant of the y-Iess present-
tense marker is used, e.g. So tot-a-w-em 'I am brought; (it) is brought to me'. 
In southern Vogul at the beginning of the twentieth century, these present-
tense markers were used to refer to future and momentaneous events; ongoing 
events were indicated by means of different, historically derivational, 
suffixes, notably -iiiint-/-aant- and -( iiii/aa)l-, e.g. T miniiim 'I shall go', 
miniiiiinteem 'I am going (now)'. 

A somewhat similar adaptation was made in Ostyak, where the present-
tense markers of the present-day dialects (Surgut and Kaz -1-, Sal, Southern, 
Ni, and Ser -t-, VVj Ber 0 -1- ) all descend from a frequentative derivational 
suffix *=1. In the easternmost dialects this I-marker was preceded, in the third 
person singular, by an element *-piUiI-paa, yielding a suffix sequence -w-;;,l > 
-w;;,l, e.g. Vj we-w;;,l-tJ '(s)he takes'; the sequence w;;J(l) then spread to the s2 
and p3, e.g. menw;m 'you (sg) go', menw;;,lt 'they go'; contrast men-l-~ 'I 
go'. This *-paiil-paa was originally a deverbal nominalizer; a parallel 
development may be seen in the Finnish third-person present-tense forms, viz. 
mene-e '([s]he) goes' < *mene=pa 'goer', mene-viit '(they) go' < *mene=pa-t 
'goers'. 

The pU past-tense morpheme *si (> -s-) survives in both ObUgrian 
languages, e.g. So Vogul min-;;JS-tJ, VVj Ostyak men-;;,s-tJ '(s)he went'. The 

conjugation 

spread 

bring 
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other inherited past-tense morpheme is pFU *-j-, attested only in Ostyak, 
where it melted into the preceding stem-final vowel. The result has been 
interpreted synchronically as a linking vowel, and the descriptive grammars 
therefore refer to a zero past-tense (or 'perfect') morpheme, e.g. VVj men-
({J-;»n 'I went' opposed to men-s-;»n 'I was going' and men-l-;»n 'I am going'. 
Only the eastern dialects use both past tenses; to the west, either -({J- (southern 
dialects and Nizyam) or -s- (Ser Kaz Ber 0) is used. In Vach and Vasjugan 
Ostyak two additional tenses evolved, the so-called 'historic perfect' (-yiiiis-
I-yaas-) and the 'historic imperfect' (-yiiiil-I-yaal-), e.g. men-yiiiis-;»n, men-
yiiiil-;»n 'I went'; the function of these tenses has not been clarified. 

Mood 
We can be certain that Proto-ObUgrian had the three following moods: 
indicative (*-0-), imperative (*-0-), and conditional (*-n Vy-). Although the 
morphemes for indicative and imperative were both zero, the two moods did 
not syncretize, because the indicative occurred only with tense markers, while 
the presence of the imperative zero precluded tense-marking. 

The indicative morpheme is still zero in both ObUgrian languages. The 
imperative, on the other hand, has evolved along distinct paths. In Vogul, zero 
still marks the imperative, i.e. the person suffixes are attached directly to the 
stem; in this Vogul contrasts with all other Uralic languages, all of which have 
either a distinct imperative morpheme, distinct person suffixes characteristic 
of the imperative paradigm, or both. Number syncretism characterizes the 
northern Vogul imperative, e.g. min-:m serves as singular, dual, and plural 
'go!' 

In Ostyak, the imperative morpheme is reflexes of *-iUi/aa- in the s2 
subjective, *-ii-/-iI- elsewhere, e.g. V tuuy-aa-({J 'bring (some[thing])!', tuuy-
n~t~ 'you two bring (some[thing])!; you (dual or plur) bring (something or 
someone definite)" tuuy-n~({J 'bring (something or someone definite)!', tuuy-
n~yl-aa 'you (sg) bring them (dual)!'. 

The pU conditional/optative morpheme was preserved in Vogul. We may 
reconstruct pV *_n;'}yW_, the reflexes of which (T -nee-I-nee-, So -n~-) occur 
in complementary distribution with tense morphemes, e.g T minl-nee-m, So 
min-n~-;»n 'I would go'. In Ostyak the categories of conditional and 
optative are expressed by means of various participles, often in conjunction 
with particles. 

Marking of the Direct Object 
As in many other Uralic languages, the pOU verb encoded information, in its 
morphology, about the direct object. This information included indications of 
definiteness and number (as in Nganasan or Nenets), but not of person (as in 
Mordva, or, in part, Hungarian). Forms which indicate a 'definite' direct 
object are usually called the objective, or definite, conjugation. The material 
makeup of the morphemes which indicate definiteness varies from language 

Vogul. 
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to language, except in the case of the third-person singular subject forms, 
where the morpheme signalling a definite object derives from a third-person 
pronoun (in eastern Ostyak dialects, this morpheme stems from a demon-
strative pronoun). The marking of definiteness elsewhere in the Ostyak and 
Vogul paradigms, and the marking of object number throughout, is so highly 
heterogeneous that the reconstruction of the pOU objective conjugation is 
wellnigh impossible. 

In non-southern Vogul dialects, definiteness of the direct object is indicated 
by -1- if the subject is first or second person, but by -t- if the subject is third 
person; secondary developments have altered this picture in southern Vogul, 
where -t- came to be used in past-tense forms, and -1- was used elsewhere. The 
-t- or -1- element is followed by morphemes which indicate whether the 
(definite) object is singular (sO), dual (dO), or plural (pO); these morphemes 
are historically identical with those which indicate the number of possessions 
(cf. above). In both instances the -[- is historically identical with the third-
person marker (see above). The vocalic element which follows this -[- is of 
unknown origin and function (Liimola 1963: 222). To the right of consonants, 
only this vocalic element normally survives: compare -te in Sosva tot-i-te 
'(s)he brings (sO)' with -e in tot-i-an-e '(s)he brings (pO)'. Further examples: 
Sosva tot-i-an-:»n 'I bring (pO)" tot-s-an-e '(s)he brought (pO)" tot-n;;1W-te 
'(s)he would bring (sO)" tot-n;;1W-ay-e '(s)he would bring (dO)'; Tavda tat-
ee-l '(s)he brings (sO)" tat-ee-l-aan-:»n 'I bring (pO)" tataa-s-t-aan-ee '(s)he 
brought (pO)" tat-n-~~l '(s)he would bring (sO)'. 

In proto-Ostyak, as in non-southern Vogul, the primary split in the 
morphology of the objective conjugation was along the feature [+/-] axis-
of-discourse. In forms with a third-person subject, definiteness of the direct 
object was marked by an ending which derived from the third-person 
pronoun, while in forms with first-and second-person subjects, the subject 
person suffix was preceded by a full vowel, *iIlii if the (definite) object was 
singular, *aaliili if dual or plural. Much analogical levelling has occurred in 
the modem dialects; for details, see Honti (1976; 1983c; 1984: 38-46). Unlike 
Vogul, the Ostyak objective conjugation forms for axis-of-discourse subjects 
have the same morphemic schema as those of the corresponding non-
objective forms, viz. STEM-TENSEIMOOD-PERSON. The difference lies in 
the vowel to the left of the person suffix: in the non-objective forms this vowel 
goes back to pO *S/;}, in the objective forms to *iIlii - *aaliiii. Examples: VVj 
tuu-l-~ 'I bring (something, someone)', tuu-l-iTm 'I bring (sO)" tuu-l-~l

aam 'I bring (dO)" tuu-l-l-aam 'I bring (pO)' . 
In southern Ostyak dialects, the position of the dual and plural (definite) 

object markers moved from the left of the subject person-marker suffix 
(STEM-TENSEIMOOD-dO/pO-PERSON) to its right (STEM-TENSE/ 
MOOD-PERSON-dO/pO). The identity of these number-marking suffixes 
changed, as well: the new scheme used the same number suffixes as those of 
the non-possessive nominal paradigm, e.g. older Kr see1Jk-fj-eey;]t-aam 

tat-ee-l-aan-:»n 

bring Examples: 
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STRIKES-past-dO-sl was gradually being replaced by see.(Jk-fJ-eem-y;;m 
STRIKES-past-sl-dO, both 'I struck (past) (dO)'; the corresponding forms 
with plural object were see.(Jk-fJ-~t-aam STRIKES-past-pO-sl and see.(Jk-
fJ-eem-~t STRIKES-past-sl-pO. This shift probably occurred in stages; for a 
reconstruction, see Honti 1983c. 

Genus Verbi 
Both Vogul and Ostyak know the distinction between active and passive. The 
active is unmarked; if it is to be assigned a morpheme, that morpheme is zero 
(-fJ-). The passive is marked differently in the two ObUgrian languages. In 
Vogul the morpheme is -W-, which goes back to a proto-Uralic derivational 
suffix (*=w) which built reflexives. In Ostyak the passive is marked by -Vj-, 
in which the j-element is thought to descend from another pU reflexivizer 
(*=j). The use of the passive is widespread in both Vogul and Ostyak, and we 
may therefore assume that the category was present in pOU, even though its 
formal expression in the daughter languages is effected by morphemes of 
different origin. 

In VVj and Surgut Ostyak, the vowel of the passive marker is invariably 
[+ BACK] in the first and second persons, regardless of the frontness or 
backness of the stem to which it is attached; in the third person, on the other 
hand, this vowel reflects the harmonic pO pair *aaj/aaj, e.g. V tuu-l-uuj-fJrn 
'I am brought; to me is brought', tuu-l-iT « *tuu-l-aaj) '(s)he is brought; to 
himlher is brought', Vj we-l-uuj-fJrn 'I am taken; from me is taken', we-l-ii « 
*we-l-aaj) '(s)he is taken; from himlher is taken'. 

Derivational Morphology 
Vogul and Ostyak have rich derivational morphologies, and many of the 
individual derivational suffixes go back to shared pOU morphemes, often 
with p(F)U backgrounds (Ganschow 1965; Sauer 1967). Here we shall restrict 
our attention to the morphemes which form verbal nouns. 

The forms of the infinitive in the various Vogul dialects are quite diverse, 
but certainly must go back to something like pV *-IJwkwe. The full form of 
this morpheme persisted, for the most part, in northern dialects, while 
elsewhere there was loss of at least the vowel, and often of one or the other 
of the consonants, e.g. Sosva tee-.(Jkwe, Pelymka tee-x, LM tee-xw, Tavda tii-.(J, 
all 'to eat'. The origin of the Vogul infinitive suffix is unclear. Gombocz 
(1898) thought it to be a combination of the present participle (=n-) plus the 
translative ending -y; while this is plausible functionally (cf. the formation of 
the Ostyak infinitive, below), it does not explain the labiality of the infinitive 
morpheme. It is in any case likely that the translative morpheme was 
somehow involved: variants of this suffix similar to that of the infinitive may 
be found in adverbs, as well (Liimola 1963: 193-4). 

In proto-Ostyak the infinitive morpheme was *-taal-taa; in the Surgut 
dialects, this base was extended with the translative, yielding e.g. Trj -taayat 

probably 
probably 
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-tiiiiy~ (cf. the Finnish infinitive from *-ta-kl-ta-k). The pO infinitive 
morpheme was probably one and the same as that of the present participle; 
the forms subsequently diverged in most dialects, yielding distinct verbal 
nominals. Thus in Vach Ostyak we have the infinitive lii-tiiii 'to eat' distinct 
from the present participle lii-t;J 'eating', but in Kaz Ostyak both forms are 
iee-ti; cf. Sauer (1967: 96, 102). 

In the Vogul dialects the morpheme of the present participle derives from 
a different suffix, consisting of n plus a vowel, and related, inter alia, to the 
infinitive suffixes of Hungarian and Permian, e.g. T tii-nii, So tee-ni, both 
'eating' . 

Both Vogul and Ostyak form their past participle with reflexes of pOU 
*=Vm, a suffix of proto-Uralic origin, e.g. T Vogul tasaam, So Vogul tiMsam 
'dry' = Trj Ostyak sasfnn, Kaz Ostyak sos;m 'hard, tough', the past participles 
of pV *tasaa-= pO *sasaa-'drieslbecomes dry'. In addition, both languages 
have a gerund which is clearly related to this *=Vm, cf. T Vogul tateel;Jm 
'(whilelby) bringing', So Vogul nomim '(whilelby) thinking'. The Ostyak 
pendant, which had a high/low vowel alternation in pO (*=maan/maan -
*=miInI=miin), is clearly compound, and perhaps dates from the U gric period 
(Kispal 1968: 272). Examples: Vj Ostyak poot=miTn- '(whilelby) running', 
Kaz iaaw;J/=maan '(whilelby) leading'. 

Syntax 
Both ObUgrian languages have preserved, by and large, the dominant pU 
constituent order SOY, e.g. Sosva Vogul taw aan-;Jm waay-te s3.PRO 
s1.PRO.acc SEES.pres-s3s0 '(s)he sees me', Vasjugan Ostyak nii jel,,", 
potjiiI]kaa .!ddt=k$l-wf>l WOMAN NEW SHOE BUYS=refl-s3pres 'the 
woman buys (a pair of) new shoes (for herself)'. Also of Uralic age is the 
tendency to put nouns in the singular when they are modified by numerals 
over 'two', e.g. Vach Ostyak liiiiw;Jt aal SEVEN YEAR 'seven years', Sosva 
Vogul saat eet SEVEN NIGHT 'seven nights'. The dual is usually used with 
'two' e.g. Pim Ostyak kiiiit kOltr-Y;Jfl TWO MALE. REINDEER-dual 'two 
reindeer', So Vogul kit aayi-iy 'two girls'. 

Both Vogul and Ostyak use the mihi est (it is to me) possessive 
construction, e.g. Vj Ostyak men-n;J wal-w.,l maa~njaaljrr s1.PRO.loc 
IS/EXISTS-s3pres PURSE 'I have a purse', but each has also innovated its 
own verb meaning 'has', e.g. Sosva Vogul tas at oo~ ~ -eeY-;Jm CONTAINER 
NEG HAS-pres-sl 'I don't have anything to put it in', Tromagan Ostyak iimii 
jek-k;Jfl iiiiI]kee-y;Jfl taj-;JU:J WOMAN FATHER-dual MOTHER-dual HAS-
pres-s3 'the woman has a father and mother' . 

In both Vogul and Ostyak, constructions with verbal nouns frequently 
correspond to subordinate clauses in other languages. The verbal nouns 
usually take person suffixes and either case suffixes or postpositions, e.g. 
Pim Vogul kiiiim+min=n-iiiit wuj;J1 si'm-t;J neek;JS-w-;Js-fJ OUTWARDS+ 

probably 

innovated 
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GOES=pres.part-s3 WHEN HEART-Ioc PECKS-pass-past-s3 'when (s)he went 
out, (s)he felt a pang in hislher heart', Vj Ostyak kuuj-~Z liiiiyt=;»n piTr-n;, 
nii mey+uuj leeeek-ooy iiZ;m+joyil-w;,Z HUSBAND-s3 EXITS=past.part 
AFTER-Ioc WOMAN EARTH+SPACE.UNDER PATH-abl FORWARD 
+GOES-s3pres 'after her husband had gone out, the woman went along the 
underground passage' . 

The widespread use of the passive in both Vogul and Ostyak suggests that 
it is an ObUgrian innovation. Ostyak has innovated ergative constructions, 
common especially in the eastern dialects; see (Kulonen 1989: 297-302). 

Lexicon 
The ObU grian languages inherited a considerable number of words and stems 
from earlier phases of their Uralic past. The UEW reports just over 700 Vogul, 
and just under 800 Ostyak words of p(F)U or proto-Ugric origin. Most of 
these words belong to the core of the lexicon, and are thus liable to wide 
derivation, so that a substantial percentage of the Ostyak and Vogullexicons 
are made up of non-borrowed vocabulary. 

We have no reliable data concerning the period after the breakup of Ugric 
unity. In all probability the speakers of pOU had intensive contacts with the 
aborginal populations of western Siberia, but of the genetic and linguistic 
affiliations of these people we know next to nothing. It is natural, but 
intellectually sterile, to suppose that some of the unetymologized Ostyak and 
Vogul vocabulary stems from such contacts. 

After the breakup of pOU, speakers of pV and pO took vocabulary from 
speakers of Iranian languages in roughly the fourth to sixth centuries CE 

(Korenchy 1972), e.g. Vogul T iis;,r;»n, KU KO Pim ees;,r;»n, KM ees;,rm;" 
VS VN LU jees;,r;»n, LO So eesarma '(feeling of) shame' < Middle Iranian 
*afsarm, cf. Avestan fiar;»na-, Middle Persian sarm; Ostyak Kr kiiiirt, Ni 
kaart;" Kaz kaarti, 0 kurti 'iron' < Middle Iranian *kart (? *k1irt), cf. Avestan 
kar;")ta- 'knife', Modem Persian kaard; Ostyak V Zooy;,r, Vjjooy;,r, Trj iayfJr, 
DN Kr Ni tax;,r, Kaz iax;,r, 0 Zax;,r 'armour, mail (shirt)' < Middle Iranian 
*zyar- 'armour', cf. Ossete zyar, zyiir, Afghan zyarah 'chain-mail armour' . 

About thirty loanwords into Ostyak attest to contacts with speakers of 
various kinds of Tungus before the twelfth century CE (Futaky 1975), e.g. VVj 
jeee(1), Trj J jee1)w, DN Ko joo1), Ni Ser Kaz Synjaa1), 0 joo1) 'ten' < Tungus 
*Joan - *Joon. 

Most loans taken into Vogul and Ostyak during the past millennium are 
borrowings from Komi, Tatar, Samoyedic (chiefly Nenets, to a lesser degree 
Selkup), and Russian. From Komi comes, for example, the word for 'bread': 
Vogul KU KM KO nieeeeni, VS VN niiini, Pim niinj, LU njenj, LO So njaanj 

and Ostyak VVj Trj J DN niiiiin j, Ni Ser Syn njaani, 0 niiiiini are all from 
Komi niani (which, together with its homophonous Udmurt cognate, was 
originally a loan from Iranian). Also from Komi (and also ultimately Iranian) 

Ostyak 
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is the word for 'paper; writing': Vogul KU KM KO VS VN Pim LU neep;]/(, 
LO So neepak and Ostyak VVj Trj niipiik, J niipeek, DN Ko Kr neepaak, Ni 
5er Kaz Syn 0 nee peek are all from Komi njebeg - nebeg 'book, paper; 
birchbark with property marks'. 

Example of loanwords from Tatar: T Vogul aaci;,w, KU VN oo~;ry, DN 
Ostyak aatj ;;) 'sour', cf. Tatar acy 'sour'; T Vogul jannaa, KU KO joonn;;), 
KM joor;m, Pim LU jor;m, DN Ostyak jaannaa, Ko jiiiinniiii 'grits', cf. 
Tatar janna '(barley) grits'. From Nenets: LO Vogul xoopt, So xaapt, 5er 
Ostyak xaapt;;), Kaz xaapti, 0 xaapti 'castrated reindeer', cf. Nenets xabtO 
'id.', LO Vogul poorxa, So poorxa, Ni Kaz Ostyak paarxa 'parka' < Nenets 
parka 'id.'. From Russian: T Vogul pop, KM KO VN Pim pup, LO So puup, 
V Ostyak paap, paaw, Trj poop, Ko Kr Ni puup, Kaz P(J(JP, 0 poop 'priest' 
from Russian non, T Vogul riimkiiii, KU KM KO LU riimk;;), P rumb, So 
rumka, DN Ostyak ruumkaa, DT riiiimkaa, Kr Ni 0 ruumka 'whisky glass' 
< Russian plOMKa. 

Loan relations have long existed between northern Vogul and northern 
Ostyak on the one hand, and (to a lesser extent) between eastern Vogul and 
southern Ostyak on the other, for example LO So Vogul aap~i 'younger 
brother' is a loan from Ostyak, cf. Kaz Syn Ostyak aap~i, 0 iiiip~i 'id.' as 
is northern Vogul kaat 'idol', cf. Ni 5er Ostyak kaat, Kaz kaalt, 0 kiiiilt 
'protective spirit'. Loans in the other direction include Kaz Ostyak xasap, 0 
xasap 'midge-proof tent' , from northern Vogul, cf. So xasap, and 5er Ostyak 
aamtjikee, Kaz aamaam~i 'riddle' < LO Vogul aam~i, cf. So aam;;)~ 
(ultimately from Tatar iimiilci). 

Appendix 
In order to supplement the picture given in the main body of this chapter, in 
the two sections below I list briefly the most important features shared by (1) 
the ObUgrian and (2) the Ugric languages. The presentation is based chiefly 
on Honti 1979. 

ObUgrian Shared Features 
1 The names of the teens (11-19) in northern, western, and eastern Vogul 

and in western Ostyak were based on the model 'X (and) lying ten', e.g. 
So Vogul kit+xujp+luw, Kaz Ostyak kat+xo~+jalJ both TWO+LYING-
+TEN '12' (Honti 1986a: 199). 

2 Widespread use of the passive. 
3 In passive sentences, marking of the agent with a morpheme containing 

n. The suffixes which perform this function in the modem ObUgrian 
languages are of different origin: in Vogul, it is the lative -n( aa/iiii), which 
derives from a Ugric postposition *naa-, while in Ostyak it is the locative 
« pO *-naal-naa, from a pU locative). But the occupation of the Vogul 
'lative' slot by -n( aa/iiii) is secondary. What happened is this: in pOU, the 
locative in *-n V served to mark agents in passive sentences. Qua locative, 

Ostyak 

joonn;;), 

kat+xo~+jalJ 

'id.' 
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this suffix was lost in proto-Vogul, where it was replaced by the newer, 
probably Ugric, locative *-ttv. The potential homophonic clash with the 
p V lative may have helped to oust the old locative; in any event, the -n 
which marks passive agents in Vogul is now synchronically a lative. 

4 In both ObUgrian languages there is a copula-like verb which is 
phonologically similar, but unrelated, to the verb 'is': T Vogul aas-, So 
lMs-, VVj Ostyak was-, Kaz W{J{JS- 'is someone or something' (DEWOS: 
1630-1) "# T Vogul aal-, So i'u'll-, VVj wal-, Kaz w{J{JI- 'is, exists, lives' 
(DEWOS: 1577-80). 

5 In both Ostyak and Vogul, the instrumental marks the object in sentences 
with benefactive force; the benefited participant is put in the accusative, 
if there is one available. Thus alongside Trj Ostyak liiiij;;mz miiiinteem 
mej-ee AXE sl.PRO.dat GIVES-imp.s2s0 'give me the axe!', there is 
also the benefactive liiiij;;mz-iiiit miiiin-t mej-iiii AXE-ins.fin sl.PRO.acc 
GIVES-imp.s2, roughly 'endow me with the axe!' 

Ugric Shared Features 
1 In proto-Ugric, the sibilant (*s) and shibilant (*8) inherited from p(F)U 

fell together and changed into *8; the resulting gap began to be re-filled, 
in proto-Ugric, by the depalatalization *sj > *s. 

2 Already in proto-Ugric, *k had markedly different allophones in front-
vocalic versus back-vocalic environments. The result was the develop-
ment, albeit separately in each of the three Ugric languages, of *k > x (> 
h- in Hungarian) in back-vocalic words. In Vogul, this change was 
restricted to the northern and Lower Konda dialects; in Ostyak, it was 
restricted to the western (= southern plus northern) dialects. 

3 Non-initial p(F)U *w changed to *y in proto-Ugric. This *y subsequently 
reverted to W (> v in Hungarian) in certain dialects and in certain 
environments. For details, see Honti 1985b. Examples: pFU *Hilwa 
'winter' (the source of Finnish talvi) gave proto-Ostyak *tel~y > VVj 
Ostyak tel::ry, pU *luwe 'bone' (the source of Finnish luu) gave pOU *luy 
> pV *luw (> So luw), pO *loy (> VVj loy), pFU *kiwe 'stone' (the 
source of Finnish kivi) gave pOU *k66y > p V *kaw (> So kaw), pO 
*k66y (> VVj kooy ), pFU *kewbe (or perhaps better: *kewie) 'rope ' (the 
source of Finnish koysi) gave (with metathesis) pOU *k66l~y > pV 
*kwaal~y (> So kWaaliy), pO *k66l~y (> Ni keet;}, Kaz keel). 

4 The sequence-type p(F)U lateral plus *m (i.e. *lm, *im, *Vm; in more 
traditional formulation *lm *bm *Dim) yields parallel results in the three 
U gric languages. 

5 In certain words, the Ugric languages have preserved evidence of an 
original high back unrounded vowel (*1), as in the word for 'arrow': 
Hungarian nyfl (with i < *1), pV *nj'm, pO *niaal (with aa < *i'1); contrast 
Finnish nuoli. 

6 In the word for '3', Hungarian and Vogul have changed internal *-1- to 
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-r- (Hungarian hdrom, So Vogul xuur;;mz). Contrast Finnish kolme - and 
VVj Ostyak kadlfJrn. 

7 The gerundive suffixes of Hungarian (=vdn/=ven) and Ostyak (*=maan/ 
=maan - *=rriiYnI=miin) point to U gric origin. 

8 A new set of local suffixes, based on the pronominal base *na-, evolved 
in proto-Ugric. 

9 It is virtually certain that the ablative suffix -l is not older than Ugric. 
10 Proto-Ugric innovated a derivational suffix which formed momentaneous 

verbs, *=pp(V)-. Cf. Hungarian dll- 'stands', (fifteenth-century Hungar-
ian) dll=ap- 'stops', So Vogul sialt- 'enters', sialt=ap- 'enters suddenly', 
Jugan Ostyak njaxt- 'sneezes', niaxt=ip- 'sneezes once'. 

11 Also of U gric origin are the Hungarian denominal verb-formant =h- and 
its ObUgrian pendants. 

12 The Hungarian and Vogul formulation of the caritive suffix is probably 
ofUgric origin (but see also Itkonen 1992). 

13 The non-attributive form of the numeral 'two' is of parallel structure in 
the three Ugric languages, viz. STEM+dual: Hungarian kettS « *kat;)y), 
So Vogul kitiy, VVj Ostyak kiiiitk;m, cf. the attributive forms ket, kit, 
kiiiit. 

14 The long front rounded vowel of the Hungarian third-person singular 
pronoun, 0, reflects the loss of an earlier *=1) suffix which is still attested 
in Ostyak and Vogul. 

15 The possessive and verbal suffixes marking the first person plural are to 
be reconstructed as 'rounded vowel plus *k' in proto-Ugric (Honti 1985a: 
75--6). 

16 The Hungarian word for 'flea', tetli, descends from a form derived with 
the same compound derivational suffix as in pO and pV (Honti 1985b: 
153). 

17 The =kdly element of Hungarian harkdly 'woodpecker' is an U gric 
derivational suffix -chain. 

18 The development of the class of unstable verb stems appears to date from 
the period of common Ugric (Honti 1985a: 50-52,77-8; 1987). 

19 The U gric languages show a tendency to use distinct suffixes in the 
formation of certain types of exocentric adjectival compounds depending 
on whether the attributes are alienable (Hungarian =s, northern Vogul =y) 
or inalienable (Hungarian =u/Ii, northern Vogul =p). (Kruman 1983.) 

20 The order of suffixes in nominal inflection is identical in the three U gric 
languages: STEM + PERSON SUFFIX + CASE SUFFIX for nouns, 
STEM + CASE SUFFIX + PERSON SUFFIX for postpositions. 

21 In all three Ugric languages, postpositions reflect three-way deixis. 
22 In all three U gric languages, coverbs play an important role in the lexical, 

aspectual, and pragmatic domains. 
23 Ugric preserves the pU dichotomy of subjective v. objective conjugation 

(Honti 1990a). 
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24 Hungarian iafia 'descendants (of someone)' appears to be a copulative 
(*'daughter-s3+son-s3') compound ofUgric origin. 

25 The U gric languages have a considerable number of shared inherited 
vocabulary items (Honti 1979: 13-18). Among these, certain types invite 
special attention, such as the vocabulary and even phraseology of 
equiculture and the shared self-designation Hungarian magy=ar 'Hun-
garian' = So Vogul maanisii 'Vogul'. 

26 The Hungarian collocation kenyere-t keres-'earns [literally: seeks] one's 
bread (= living)' is a taboo-motivated euphemism which may be retraced 
to the Ugric period (Honti 1990b). 
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12 Khanty 

Daniel Abondolo 

Khanty (older name: Ostyak) is a complex chain of dialects spoken by people 
who live in a vast, roughly L-shaped area along the Ob', the lower Irtysh, and 
tributaries. According to the most recent figures (1989 census), there are some 
22,000 speakers of Khanty; of these, 62.9 per cent were native speakers (i.e. 
c. 14,000). Khanty speakers make up about 1 per cent of the population ofthe 
Khanty-MansiAutonomous Okrug (Kiinnap 1993: 86). 

From a historical-typological perspective, Khanty presents with a rather 
odd amalgam of central and peripheral Uralic features. Like Permian and 
Hungarian, Khanty has lost the proto-Uralic accusative *-m, but like Saarnic 
and Samoyedic, it has preserved traces of the proto-Uralic reflexivizer *=j. 
Khanty is the only Finno-Ugric language in which proto-Uralic *& has 
merged fully with *j in all positions - the regular development in proto-
Samoyedic. The closest congener of Khanty is almost certainly Mansi, but 
many of the KhantylMansi shared features could be Sprachbund convergence 
phenomena, and many aspects of their putative protolanguage, proto-
ObUgrian (most critically, the vocalism) have not been reconstructed in fully 
convincing detail (Abondolo 1996: 7-15). Some of the mystery of the 
morphophonemics of the present-day Khanty dialects is a result of our 
ignorance of this aspect of Khanty (and Ob U grian) linguistic prehistory. 

Dialects 
On both historical-phonological and syntactic-typological grounds, these may 
be broken into two major groupings, East v. West. The East group further 
subdivides into (1) the Far Eastern dialects V(ach) and Vasjugan (Vj), and (2) 
the Surgut group, which includes Jugan, Malij Jugan, Pim, Likrisovskoe, 
Tremjugan (Trj), and Tromagan (Tra); for the difference between these last 
two varieties, see pp. 362-4. The Vartovskoe dialect is transitional between 
the Surgut and the Far Eastern dialects. There is also a Sal(ym) dialect, which 
some see as transitional between the major East and West groupings, but 
which probably is better classified with the southern subgroup of the western 
group. 

The West group subdivides into North and South subgroups. Clearly 
southern are the Oemjanka (ON OT) dialects and Konda, Cingali, and 
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Krasnojarsk. Clearly northern are the O(bdorsk) dialect and the Ber(jozov) 
subgroup, consisting of the Synja, Muzhi, and Shurishkar dialects, and, to the 
south, Kaz(ym). Transitional between North and South are the Sher(kal) and 
Ni(zyam) dialects. 

Reliable population figures for the various dialects are not available. 
Perhaps two-thirds of Khanty speakers use a northern dialect, the remaining 
third being speakers of one of the eastern forms; southern Khanty is probably 
no longer used. 

Selected dialect isoglosses are set out in Figure 12.1. The table has been 
designed to dramatize the fact that the periphery, i.e. far northwest Obdorsk 
and far southeast Vj and V, is in several respects more conservative than the 
centre, but also that there are pocket retentions just short of the periphery, 
such as the /- of Kazym and the Surgut group. The western innovation *k- > 
x- before back vowels may be seen as convergence with northern and some 
eastern Mansi dialects, where the same change took place, e.g. (in the word 
for 'three') Pelymka (western) Mansi kuurfim, v. Lower Konda (eastern) and 
Sosva (northern) Mansi xuurfim = Tremjugan Khanty koo/-;nn v. Obdorsk 
Khanty xool;nn = Nizyam Khanty xuutfim. The -r- of all Mansi dialects in this 
word is probably an example of an earlier convergence, namely of proto-
Mansi and proto-Hungarian, cf. Hungarian haarom. 

Vowel harmony of the palatovelar (i.e. front/back) type is found in the 
easternmost dialects: Vach, Vasjugan, and some of the Surgut group. 
Example: Vach kooy-iiiim 'my stone', kuul-aam 'my fish'. Since Southern 
Mansi dialects also had vowel harmony it is assumed that vowel harmony in 
east Khanty is a retention from at least proto-ObU grian times. 

Vowel inventories vary greatly from dialect to dialect, with the largest in the 
east and the smallest in the north. As in most Uralic languages, and in keeping 
with the principles of vowel harmony, the full vowel inventory occurs only in 
the first syllable of the word, the vocalism of non-first syllables being severely 
restricted in every Khanty dialect, regardless of whether it has retained 

Figure 12.1 Selected Khanty dialect isoglosses 

0 Ber Kaz Sher Ni Irt Sal Trj Vj V 

VH - + 

*kB- x- k-

*ci si t i 

-s- past + - + 
*i- I- i- t- i- j- I I-
*1 I i t i 1 
*aa aa aa 00 aa aa 

Note: VH = vowel harmony, B = back vowel. For dialect abbreviations, see text. 

i 1 
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vowel harmony. As in all Mansi dialects, the vocalism of all Khanty dialects 
is characterized by a quantitative opposition, termed in Ostyakology full v. 
reduced; full vowels will be transcribed here as long, i.e. written geminate. 
Examples of minimal pairs: Vach kaOt 'hand', kat 'distance'; seem 'eye', sem 
'heart'; jool 'sorcery' ,jol 'border'; saart 'pike (fish), , sart 'interstice'. 

Sample Inventories 
A relatively rich system is that of Vach Khanty, in the far southeast, with nine 
(or eleven, Katz 1975: 78-81) full, and four reduced vowels: 

ii 
ee 
aa 

titi 
66 
(rere) 

11 

aa 

uu 
00 

(M) 
e 6 o 

a 

Contrast Obdorsk, in the far northwest, with only six and three, respectively: 

11 

ee 
aa aa 

uu 
00 

a 

The smallest system is found in Nizyam, Sherkal, and Berezovo: 

uu 
ee 

aa aa a 

o 

u 
o 

This inventory is identical with that of Sosva Mansi, which is spoken directly 
to the west. At least two waves of rotation have shuffled the lexical 
distribution of the vowels of these two idioms, with the result that for each 
vowel in Nizyam Khanty there are two, equally regular, correspondents in 
Sosva Mansi. For example, Nizyam Khanty ee corresponds to Sosva Mansi 
a in seem/sam 'eye', keew/kaw 'stone', teel)k;Jr/tal)k;Jr 'mouse', and weet-
/al- 'kills', but to Sosva Mansi aa in weet;}ffl/waal;}ffl 'marrow', eew;J/aayi 
'daughter', keej/kaaP 'female (animal)', and teep-/laap-'has enough room to 
fit' . In parallel fashion, Nizyam Khanty aa corresponds to Sosva Mansi aa in 
aamp/aamp 'dog', paaw/paakw 'pine cone', niaar;J/niaar 'raw', and saas/ 
saans 'knee', but to Sosva Mansi ee in niaat;}ffl/nieel;}ffl 'tongue', taal)bl 
leel);;Jn 'squirrel', aal);;m/eel);;Jn 'chin', and paat-/peet-'cooks, boils'; parallel 
patterns hold for the rest of the vowels, the regular Nizyam Khanty/Sosva 
Mansi correspondences being ilee and iii, o/u and 0/0, uu/o and uu/aa, aa/aa 
and aa/uu, u/uu and u/u, ali and ala. 

In Vach, Vasjugan, and the Surgut dialects, many nouns and verbs undergo 
stem-vowel alternations in their paradigms, e.g. Trj Mat 'house', kuut-~ 'my 
house'. The same, as well as other, alternations underlie many processes of 

a 

11 

processes 
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(now no longer productive) derivation, e.g. Trj kaiir 'bark', kiir 'snowcrust'; 
jiilfk W 'ice', je.(]k 'water'; k<rt 'hand', kiit=;Ji 'bear's forepaw'. The 
reconstruction of the vowel system of proto-Khanty (and thus of proto-
ObUgrian) is complicated by these alternations, whose extent in both space 
and time is hotly disputed. 

Consonants 
In all Khanty dialects distinctive voice is marginal or non-existent. On the 
other hand all Khanty dialects have the correlation of palatalization to some 
degree. For example, Vach Khanty has t -:;:. I, n -:;:. Ii, 1-:;:. P and Kazym Khanty 
has s -:;:. si, n -:;:. Ii, i -:;:. I. (The Surgut dialects and Kazym Khanty have plain and 
palatalized voiceless lateral fricatives.) Most Khanty dialects have retroflex 
consonant phonemes: parallel with the hushing non-palatalized c and/or s which 
are well established in e.g. Mansi, Komi, and Hungarian, we find in e.g. Vach, 
Vasjugan, and Kazym a retroflex lateral (written here () and a retroflex nasal (1]). 
Minimal pair from Vach: liis '(snare for trapping birds)', fjis 'slack, not tight'. The 
Surgut dialects distinguish labialized v. plain velars (as in Sosva Mansi); these are 
in perhaps all cases the result of transfer of the feature of labiality from the 
preceding vowel, e.g. TrjjayWei 'bow' < *joyei; cf. Vachjooyet. 

Morphology of the Noun: Case Suffixes 
The number of cases varies considerably from dialect to dialect. Vach, in the 
far east, has ten cases; Obdorsk, in the far north, has three. All dialects 
distinguish singular, dual and plural forms of both possessor and possessed; 
non-possessed nouns also have three numbers. For example: Nizyam Khanty 
xaap 'boat' has these non-possessed forms: 

Singular Dual Plural 

N xaap xaap-lJ~n xMlp-~t 

Lat xaap-a xaap-lJ~n-a xaap-~t-a 

Loc xaap-na xaap-lJ~n-na xaap-~t-na 

Examples of possessed forms: xaap-eem 'my boat' , xt'lap-.(]fJt-aam 'my (two) 
boats' ,xaap-t-am 'my (3 or more) boats' , xaap-eemfJn 'the boat of us (two)', 
xaap-.(]fJt-fJrnfJn 'the (two) boats of us (two)'. Person suffixes precede case 
suffixes, e.g. xaap-eem-na 'in my boat'. 

Khanty verbs observe essentially the same categories as Mansi verbs, viz. 
(1) definite v. indefinite direct object; (2) within the category 'definite', 
number (sg/dual/plur) is distinguished; (3) there is also a so-called 'passive'. 
Thus in Vach we have e.g. (-1- is the present-tense morpheme) tuu-l-fJrn 'I 
bring', tuu-l+m 'I bring itlhimlher', tuu-l-;,ylaa-m 'I bring them (two)', tuu-
l-laa-m 'I bring them (3+)" tuu-l-uuj-fJrn 'I am brought; X is brought to me'. 
These are the same five distinctions made by Sosva Mansi, but with different 
material. 

xaap-lJ~n-na 

xaap-lJ~n-na 
xaap-lJ~n-na 

xaap-~t-na 

xaap-~t-na 

xaap-~t-na 
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Whereas all known Mansi dialects have distinct suffixes for present and 
past tense, Khanty presents a more complex picture: northern dialects have an 
-s- past-tense morpheme, southern dialects (and Nizyam) have a (2) past-tense 
morpheme, and Vach, Vasjugan, and most Surgut dialects have both. 

Sketch of TremjuganfI'romagan Khanty 
Tremjugan (Trj) and Tromagan (Tra) Khanty are two varieties within the 
Surgut subgroup which differ in time rather than in space: Tromagan is now 
spoken where Tremjugan was in the nineteenth century, along a tributary of 
the Ob' which is called tor~ jayW;m 'sacred river' by Trjffra speakers 
(Csepregi 1993: 59). Because of the sparseness of available material, data 
from both varieties will be adduced in the sketch which follows, with the two 
temporal variants (Trj or Tra) marked only when it is crucial to the discussion; 
data from other dialects is also adduced for purposes of contrast, or when an 
appropriate Trjffra example is lacking. 

Segmental Inventory 
Vowels. In the first syllable, Trjffra Khanty has a vowel inventory of thirteen 
terms, with nearly equal membership in the two quantitative classes. 

In non-first syllable, Tremjugan Khanty had six full vowels, front ii ee iiii and 
back i'i'ee aa, and two reduced vowels, front and back schwa: ;}fJ. In Tromagan 
Khanty, the frontlback opposition has been neutralized in favour of the 
unmarked members; fieldworkers report only ii ee aa ;}. This neutralization has 
eliminated vowel harmony from the phonology: contrast Tremjugan waajfJy, 
Tromagan waaj;Jy 'animal'. Throughout this chapter, only the unmarked forms 
will normally be cited, with the understanding that in earlier, i.e. Tremjugan, 
instantiations there was also the corresponding front or back analogue. 

Notes on Pronunciation 
The phonetic realization of iiii is more central than front; since the last 
century, this phoneme has been moving back, in the wake of aa, which 
developed from earlier *aa (** in the table). The reduced vowels classed here 
as mid are usually pronounced as close mid. The duration of the low reduced 
vowels often approaches or equals that of the full lows; the primary acoustic 
cue is then vowel colour (Csepregi 1993: 60). 

Table 12.1 First-syllable vowel inventory of Trjtrra Khanty 

Full Reduced 

High 11 11 uu 
Mid ee 00 e 0 0 
Low aa ** aa a re a 

Rounded + + + + 
Back + + 

the 
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Full vowels may be pronounced short, especially in non-flrst syllables. 
Within the non-compound word, stress is never distinctive, and is normally 

on the flrst syllable, but may move to the second syllable under certain 
circumstances (Honti 1988: 176). Secondary stress has been perceived on 
non-flnal odd syllables, e.g. sii"m+ienk-k;}'I-aam EYE+WATER-dual-sl 'my 
tears'. There is evidence that stress on subsequent syllables within the noun 
phrase is forbidden, e.g. niuur ooy=;}]) BARE HEAD=ED 'bald', cf. w~r=;}o 
wiiiinim=;}p BLOOD=adj CHEEK=ED 'rosy cheeked'. 

Consonants and consonant sandhi. The TrjfTra Khanty consonant inven-
tory distinguishes three places of apical articulation: a dental, a palatalized, 
and a cacuminal series, in rather uneconomical fashion. This three-way 
opposition is phonetically at its purest among the nasals. Mfricate pronunci-
ation characterizes the palatalized obstruent usually; it characterizes the 
cacuminal obstruent always, except before the apical fricatives I and s. 

Nasals m n ~ I,l IJ IJw 
Stops P t ~ k k W 
Affricate ¢ 
Non-lateral fricatives s y yW 
Lateral fricatives i i-i 
Lateral approximant 
Glides w j 
Trill r 

The bilabial approximant or glide w and the labialized velar fricative or 
approximant yW are probably to be subsumed under one phoneme. 

Both the palatalized and the cacuminal consonants continue proto-
Khanty segments, where the palatalized consonants are of proto-Uralic 
origin, and all the cacuminals save c seem to be proto-Khanty innovations. 
A pre-Surgut innovation is the transfer of labiality from a preceding vowel 
to a following velar (k YO); this has given rise to an opposition between 
plain and labialized velars, e.g. (eekW 'ring', cf. Vach (cecek. Note also *-aIJ-
in laoaal '(s)he enters', but *-OIJ- in laow '(s)he entered'. These two velar 
series contrast to the right of the two vowels which are each the result 
of a merger of one rounded with one unrounded pre-Surgut vowel: flrst-
syllable a (ultimately from *1) and ii (from *ijti) , e.g. layWr 'knot in a 
bough or in split wood' : layr 'wave', piiyw;}1 'heart (of the bear; a taboo 
word; cf. Vach piiiiy;}l 'flshing-line') : pUy;}1 'patch on boat' (cf. Katz 
1975: 88-9). Another Surgut innovation, but one shared with Kazym 
Khanty in the west, is the fricativization of the proto-Khanty plain and 
palatalized laterals, *1 > i and *lj > i-i, the cacuminal l alone remaining 
an approximant. 

When adjacent to kyO, the voiced velar fricatives y and yW are 
automatically replaced by the corresponding stops k and kW, e.g. y-y > k-k in 

w~r=;}o 

yW 

j 

~ 
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jek-k;m iiiiI)kee-y;m FATHER-dual MOTHER-dual 'father and mother' (cf. 
jey 'father', iiiiI)kii 'mother'), yW -k > kWk in lakw kiinitiiiii 'compared to a 
horse' (cf. layw 'horse'). Stem-final y goes to k before the adjective-forming 
suffix =fJI), e.g. w<Ek=fJI) 'strong' (cf. W<Ey 'strength'). 

There is left-to-right assimilation among the distinctively D(ental), P(ala-
tal), and C(acuminal) consonants such that C+D > CC and P+D > PP if the 
second consonant is an obstruent, e.g. poc- 'rakes together' plus the infinitive 
suffix -taayfJ yields poccaayfJ (with longer duration in the closed phase, not 
in the release), and the infinitive of /aa/- 'stands' is laaftiaayfJ. The 
sequence c-I yields [ttl because of the unreleased pronunciation of c before 
I, e.g. [til in koc-I-eem 'I tune it (musical instrument), I swaddle it (child in 
cot)' . 

Morphology 

Architectonics 
Monomorphemic nouns tend to be of the shape (C)VC(C) or (C)VC(C);:!(C), 
i.e. with at most one full vowel, and that in the first syllable. Apart from nouns 
ending in filii, which continues a proto-Khanty diphthong whose components 
more often than not straddled a morpheme boundary, deviance from this 
canon usually signals a loanword or affect, e.g. jiimaas 'shirt' (a loan from 
Komi), nieeyWreem 'child'. Consonant clusters in initial position seem to be 
excluded, even in fairly recent loans such as poruunt 'one of several small 
pieces of wood used as a guide in hollowing out a boat' « Russian dialect 
sprunt, cf. standard spunt, from German Spund). Final clusters are always 
homotopic, and their second member is always a stop or affricate, e.g. mp, rt, 
flC, I)k. In triconsonantal clusters which arise through the concatenation of 
morphemes, the middle consonant is cancelled, but its voicelessness is 
transferred to the latter portion of the preceding segment, e.g. perfect kenc=@ 
-fJrn 'I was hunting, looking for' : present ken[N]-I-fJrn 'I'm hunting, I'll hunt'. 
Stems of the shape (C)VC(C);:!C syncopate the schwa before vowel-initial 
suffixes, e.g. kaalf1r 'nephew': kmy-fJrn 'nephew sl', jOnt;ry 'bowstring', 
jonr]y-:}I 'bowstring s3', kiimp:}t 'unevenness in bark of birch; individual 
scale of cedar cone' : s3 kiim[M]I-M. 

Further examples of each shape: (C)VC(C): cuunc 'flea', iiiimp 'dog', 
niiiiI)k 'larch', saart 'pike (fish)" kilar 'male (animal)', ayW 'current', tiayw 
'thin ice', koos 'star', kor 'swampy place'. (C)VC(C);:!(C): pan:} 'string', 
aalfJI) 'tip', iip:}l 'smell', muuyM 'liver', niiiiilfJrn 'tongue', nioorfJrn 'swamp', 
kilalfJp 'net', k<Ej;ry 'female (animal)', ooyfJt 'sandbank on river'. 

Ablaut 
We may distinguish two types of ablaut series. In the first, the high full vowels 
alternate with their low and mid counterparts in the following sets: ii - iiii, ii 
- ee; uu - aa, uu - 00. This type occurs widely in both nouns and verbs, in 
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both derivation and inflection. Examples from nominal inflection: maay 
'beaver' : muuy-;]m 'beaver sl', iiiimp 'dog' - iimp-;:nn 'dog sl', leekw 'ring': 
liikw-;:nn 'ring sl', ooy 'head' : uuy-;:nn 'head sl'. In verbs, aa alternates with 
iT in the imperative: kaant- 'picks up' : kiTnm-ee 'pick it up!' and in 
derivation, e.g. faalfJrn- 'steals' : fiTfm=fr;t- 'approaches stealthily'; the aa 
- iT alternation also occurs in at least one noun, namely kaalfr; 'nephew' : 
kiTfy-fJrn 'nephew sl'. 

The second type is restricted to verbal inflection. Here the ablaut involves 
the reduced sets ii - e and a - 0, e.g. wiif-f}.eem 'I killed it' : wei-ee 'kill it!', 
kafaa-f '(s)he is dying' : kof-f) '(s)he died'. As mentioned above, the 
roundedness of 0 or 0 is transferred to a following velar, giving rise to 
alternations such as faIJ-aa- 'enters' - faIJw '(s)he entered' , iiyw;]f_ 'believes', 
s2 imperative iiyf-iiii; there are also analogicallevellings. 

The age of the various kinds of ablaut found in Khanty is one of the most 
hotly disputed questions in Uralic historical and comparative linguistics; 
opposing views may be viewed in Honti (1982: 18-23) and Katz (1987-8). 

Nominal Paradigms 

Nominal Stem Types 
Two nouns have irregular stem allomorphy: koo 'man', with a stem kuu(j)- in 
certain inflected forms, e.g. kuuj-;:nn 'my husband'; and nee - niiIJ- 'woman', 
e.g. niiIJ-;]t 'women'. 

Number 
Singular is marked with zero (~; dual is -y;]n (-y;]f- before person suffixes); 
plural is -t (-f- before person suffixes). Consonant-final stems epenthesize 
schwa before -t, and schwa-final stems show a final low full vowel before 
both -t and -y;]n. Examples: sN iiyWii 'daughter', dN iiyWii-y;]n, pN iiyWii-t; 
sN kaat 'house', dN kadt-y;;m, pN kaat-;]t; sN tayt;] 'piece', dN taytaa-y;;m, 
pN taytaa-t. Stem-final ii vacillates: it either remains (as in dN iiyWii-y;;m 
above) or changes to ee, e.g. iiiiIJkee-y;;m 'mother dN'. 

Person 
The person suffixes are sl -(V)m, s2 -(V)(n), s3 -f, dl -m;;m, pI _yW, p3 -iii, 
all others (i.e. d23p2) -iin. Sample forms may be found in Table 12.2. 

Stem-suffix Sandhi 
To the left of person suffixes with an initial consonant, stem-final schwa> aa, 
e.g. panaa-f 'string s3', taytaa-yW 'piece pI'. To the left of person suffixes 
with initial ii, all final stem-final vowels are cancelled, e.g pan-iii 'string p3', 
wiif-iin 'reindeer d23p2'. But the chief locus of allomorphy in person 
inflection is to be found in the first and second persons singular, where there 
is a complex pattern of vowel alternation which is reminiscent of vertical 
vowel harmony, and which is captured here as (V). When attached to vowel-

dual 
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Table 12.2 Number and person suffixes of a Trjffra Khanty noun (all 
nominative forms): klult 'house' 

Possessor in Possession in 1st person 2nd person 3rdperson 

Singular 
Singular kuut-dffi kuut-dn kuut-di 
Dual kaiit-Ydi-aam kiiiit-Ydi-aa kiiiit -ydi-O 
Plural kaat-i-aaffi kaat-i-aa kiiiit-di-O 

Dual 
Singular kuut-ffidn kuut-iin kuut-iin 
Dual kiiiit -Ydi-dffidn kaat-Ydi-dn kiiiit-Ydi-dn 
Plural kaat -i-dffidn kaiit-i-dn kiiiit-i-dn 

Plural 
Singular kuut-dYw kuut-iin kuut-iii 
Dual kaat-Ydi-dYw kiiiit-Yd<l-dn kaat-Ydi-aai 
Plural kaat-i-dYw kaiit-i-dn kiiiit -i-aai 

fmal stems, suffixes with initial (V) have zero vowel; stem-final ii then 
changes to ee and schwa changes to aa, e.g. wiilee-m 'reindeer sl' (wiilii 
'reindeer'), panaa-m 'string sl' (pan;) 'string'). When attached to consonant-
final monosyllabic stems, (V) is read (1) as a full low vowel, if the root vowel 
is a reduced vowel; (2) as ee « *ii *11), if the root vowel is a high full vowel; 
and (3) as schwa, if the root vowel is a low full vowel; in this last case the 
low vowel ablauts to its high full counterpart. Examples of these three types 
are (l)pay-aam 'son sl', miiyWI-iiiim 'breast sl', kar-aam 'foot sl'; (2) kuul-
eem 'fish sl', liil-eem 'breath sl'; (3) kuut-;;»n 'house sl' (lazat sN), iimp-;;»n 
'dog sl' (iiiimp sN). Some kinship terms behave as if they belonged to class 
(3), e.g. uup: uup-;;»n 'my father-in-law' ,jey-;;»n 'my father'. Roots with more 
than one syllable fluctuate. 

The (n) final in the second person singular suffix is realized as n when 
followed by a case suffix or a postposition, as zero otherwise. Both the 
debilitation of this n and the lowering of the vowel to its left are Surgut 
innovations (Honti 1984: 46). 

Case 
Case suffixes come after any number or person suffix. Following tradition, we 
shall call the morphologically unmarked (-t'» case the nominative, even 
though absolutive would be a better name. There are no other dedicated 
grammatical cases, the remaining nine being either local (locative -n;), lative 
-aa, approximative -naam, ablative -ii) or more abstract, i.e. adverbial 
(instructive -aat, comitative -naat, abessive -I;;,y, expletive -ptii, translative 
-y;}). There is also a suffix -iin which forms temporal adverbs from time 
words such as loy 'summer', e.g. loy-iin 'in the summer(time), . Certain other 
case suffixes, now extinct, are fossilized in deictics, e.g. separative -I in to-I 
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Table 12.3 Selected Trjffra noun number and case forms: kUat 'house' 

Singular Dual Plural 

N kaat kaat-yan kiiat-at 
Lat kiiiit-aa kaat-yan-aa kaat-at-aa 
App kiiat-naam kiiat -yan-naam kiiiit-at-naam 
Loc kiiiit-na kiiat-yan-na kaat-at-na 
Abl kiiiit-ii kiiiit-yan-ii kaat-at-ii 
Inst kiiiit-aat kiiiit -yan-aat kaat-at-aat 
Com kiiiit-naat kiiiit-yan-naat kaat-at-naat 
Trans kiiiit-ya kiiiit-yan-ya kaat-at-ya 

'from there'; see p. 370. There is also a distributive suffix -t;}ftaa which 
occurs with some postpositions and with numerals. Abessive plural, and 
expletive dual and plural forms are not attested. For sample forms, see Table 
12.3. 

Suffix order is invariably person + case, as in Mansi and Hungarian, e.g. 
iiiiI]kee-m-n;} MOTHER-sl-loc, fuuf-;}f-ii MOUTH-s3-abl, ont-;}f-n;} 
INTERIOR-s3-loc '(thought) to himlherself. Such bisuffixal forms appear to 
be relatively rare, however. 

Postpositions, Preverbs, and Gerund 
The true postpositions are nouns with defective paradigms and distributions. 
Some have only one form, with fossilized, synchronically opaque morpho-
logy, e.g. the intrinsically lative mob '(to) as far as', e.g. flldr tom=pii peet;} 
mob LAKE THERE=adj SHORE AS.FAR.AS 'as far as the opposite/far 
shore of the lake'. Most, however, occur with at least one, and usually two 
or more synchronically segmentable local suffixes attached, e.g. lative piTr-aa 
'to behind' : locative piTr-n;} 'behind, after' : distributive pir-;}ftaa 'from 
behind'; this is especially true of postpositions formed with the suffix =pii, 
e.g. locative iTf=pii-n;} 'under' : lative iTf=pij-aa 'to underneath' : ablative 
i"i"f=pii-jii 'from under', cf. iH+piilfkw 'lower teeth'. It is probably impos-
sible to draw a sharp outer perimeter around the class of postpositions, since 
many nouns can enter into ad hoc postpositional constructions, e.g. kiim 
'extent' in fuuf-eem kiim-n;} jeI]k-n;} fddf-f-;Jm MOUTH-s1 EXTENT-loc 
WATER-loc STANDS-pres-s1 'I'm standing in water up to my mouth'. 

Postpositions are defective distributionally, i.e. they are syntactically 
bound, in that they always occur either with a head noun or with person 
suffixes. Nouns are usually in the nominative, e.g. fddrttJ-fJ kot-n;} SNOW-sN 
INTERSTICE-loc 'in the snow', pef;}I] ont-naam CLOUD INTERIOR-app 
'into (the) cloud'. In most Khanty postpositions, person suffixes precede case 
suffixes just as in the inflection of fully productive nouns, e.g. kot-iin-n;} 
INTERSTICE-d2-loc 'between the two of you', iifp-eem-aa 
SPACE.lN.FRONT-s1-lat 'to in front of me'. Here Khanty patterns with 
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Mansi (e.g. North Mansi xal-anel-t INTERSTICE-p3-loc 'between them') but 
not with Hungarian, where the order is case suffix + person suffix (koz-t-iik 
INTERSTICE-Ioc-p3 'between them'). In Khanty, only a very few older 
postpositions show the reverse order, e.g. Synja Khanty nal) xosi-aj-;m 
PRO.s2 SPACE.BESIDE-Iat-s2 'to beside you', cf. the isomorphic and 
synonymous Hungarian hoz-zaa-d. 

Another special subclass of adverb is the set of preverbs, which are 
adverbial, usually lative, particles such as nok 'up', iTt 'down', uut~ '(up) on 
to shore from the water; (up) inland from the shore', niik '(down) to the shore 
from inland; (down) from a smaller river to a larger one' ,jakW~ 'back, home, 
back home'. Preverbs create loose compounds which are semantically and/or 
aspectually distinct from their simplices, e.g. wiir- 'does, makes, puts' : iTt 
wiir- 'buries', kiif- '(a)rises' : nok kiif- 'stands up'. Their normal place is 
immediately before the verb, but a negative particle usually intervenes, e.g. 
toy~ iiiif tiiiifiifiitt;m 'don't (d2) drag me into it', cf. toy;:) tiiiif- 'drags 
thither'. From the lexico-cultural and syntactic point of view the Khanty 
preverbs are most closely akin to those of Mansi, but there are close parallels 
in Hungarian and even, in terms of aspect, in Estonian and Livonian, as well. 
See Sauer 1992 for a review of the literature and a discussion of preverbals 
from pronominal bases. 

For the gerund, see p. 376. 

Comparison 
There is no comparative suffix. In TIjffra Khanty, the bested member of a 
comparison is marked with a postposition borrowed from Komi, e.g. wiifii 
tayW kiiritiiiii riaayM REINDEER HORSE COMPARED.TO SHORT 'a 
reindeer is shorter than a horse'. In Vach and Vasjugan Khanty the bested 
member is marked with the postposition niil)iit (niil)a), e.g. Vj looy 
mees+niil);:) ooy~r HORSE COW+niiIJ~ VALUABLE 'a horse is more 
valuable than a cow'. 

Pronouns 
The case inventory of the personal pronouns differs from that of nouns in two 
key points: (1) they have a dedicated accusative form, built with the suffix 
-( aa)t, and (2) there are no distributive and expletive case forms. Several of 
the cases show deviant formations: (1) all oblique cases other than the locative 
and ablative are formed by the addition of an element =tii (with regular 
alternant =t;:)j- before vowel-initial case suffixes), and in the first-person 
singular pronoun (only!) this element is followed by the first-person singular 
suffix, resulting in the sequence =t-eem; (2) to the right of this =tii, the lativel 
dative suffix is zero; (3) the ablative is formed by the addition of an element 
+niil)t- (cognate with the postposition used in VVj in comparative construc-
tions mentioned above) followed by the appropriate person suffix. 

The personal pronouns also have intensive forms, especially in far eastern 
and southern dialects (Honti 1984: 72-3). 

'back, 

'back, 

'back, 

COW+niiIJ~ ooy~r 
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Table 12.4 Paradigms of selected Trj personal pronouns 

PRO.s1 

N mliii 
A maan-t 
LatIDat maan-t-eem 
App maan-t-eem-naam 
Loc maa-ng 
Abl maa-niilJt-eem 
Com maan-t-eem-naat 
Instr maan-t-eem-aat 
Trans maan-t-eem-yg 
Abe maan-t -eem-igy 

PRO.s2 

nOIJ 
nOlJaa-t 
nOlJaa-tii-0 
nOlJaa-tii-naam 
nOIJ-ng 
nOIJ-lJiilJt-ee 
nOlJaa-tii-naat 
nOlJaa-tgj-aat 
? 
? 

PRO.d3 

hin 
hinaa-t 
hinaa-tii-0 
hinaa-tii-naam 
hin-ng 
hin -niilJ t -iin 
hinaa-tii-naat 
hinaa-tgj-aat 
hinaa-tii-yg 
? 

Personal pronouns are used solely for emphasis (foregrounding, contrast). 
Paradigms of three sample pronouns are set out in Table 12.4. 

Demonstrative Pronouns and Other Deictics 
The eight demonstrative pronouns distinguish concrete/visible (with the 
consonantal frame t--m) v. abstract/invisible (with initial ti -), near (with -ee-, 
-ii-) v. far (with -0-, -uu-), and independent v. attributive forms (with and 
without final-ii, -t): 

Figure 12.2 Trjffra Khanty demonstrative pronouns 

Independent Attributive I Independent 

~ tleemlii tleem tilii tiliilt 
~ 

ConcreteNisible AbstractlInvisible 

The 'independent' forms can be used attributively, as well, and the 
'invisible' category includes anaphora. Examples: tom pii/~-n;} THAT 
SIDE-Ioc 'on that side', tiuu Nlar-aa tie iit-fJ-fJ THAT LAKE-Iat BEHOLD! 
ARRIVES-perf-s3 'and sure enough, (s)he arrived at that (previously 
mentioned) lake', teemii toyW;;m man=ma-/ taay;; THIS THITHER 
GOES=past.part-s3 PLACE 'this is the place where (s)he went by'. 

Other deictics include spatial adverbs built from the stems te- for near, and 
to- - taa- for far reference, with suffixation of -t, -I, and -y;J(-naam) 
indicating stasis, motion from, and motion towards the location referred 
to: 

includes 

tleemlii tleem tilii tiliilt 
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Stasis 

Near te-t 
Far to-t 

Motion from 

te-i 
to-i 

Motion to 

te-y~ 

tMl-Y~ 

Motion towards 

te-y~-naam 

taa-y~-naam 

There are also variants with palatal initial, e.g. fee-naam 'in this direction', 
and modal deictics such as fee(y;,)n;, 'in this way'. 'Now' is iit, 'just now; 
in a moment (French tout a /'heure)' is iin, 'then' is fuut-n;,. 

Interrogative and indefinite pronouns are few. Most are built to the 
inherited interrogative stems ko- and me- with fossilized suffixes similar or 
identical to those of the demonstrative pronouns. Thus corresponding to tot/tet 
'therelhere' is kot 'where?', to toUtei is kof(faa) 'whence?', to teyaltiMg;, is 
kot (mob) 'whither?' Further examples: 'who?' is kojayii, 'what?' is meyWii, 
'someone' is kojiikaam, and 'something' is metiiiilii. 'How' is kotn;,; 'what?' 
is kot;,; 'when?' is kuunt;,. (Note: constituent order seems to be decisive in 
such minimal pairs as men-t-:;m kuunt;, 'when you go' : kuunt;, men-t-:;m 
'when are you going?'). 

The numeral ej 'one' and the noun stem koo - kuu(j)- 'man' serve as the 
base for individuative pronouns such as ej+kuuj-m:;m ONE+MAN-d1 'one of 
the three of us' . 

Negative pronouns are also built with ej, e.g. ej+metiiiitii-p(;,) 'nothing'. 

The synchronically monomorphemic cardinal numerals are: 

1 ej 6 kuut 
2 kiiiit 7 tiiiip;,t 
3 ko(o)l;Jm 8 riiihy 
4 niei;, 9 jerjeelf /iirjeeJf 
5 wiit 10 jeeJf 

20 koos 
100 saat 

1,000 for;JS 

'9' is from *ej+or.t-jeel)w (*)ONE-SHORT.OF-TEN (Honti 1984: 77). Other 
cardinals are formed by (1) addition, with the particle -or;,kk( ;')-, e.g. jee{r-
or;}/ck-ej '11', (2) multiplication, e.g. koot;Jm+jeeJf '30', (3) subtraction, 
with the element iir (cf. '9', above), e.g. iir+saat '90', and (4) combinations 
of these, e.g. iir++jeel]w +saat '900, i.e. one (hundred) less than ten hundred', 
jeel]w+or;}/Ck+iir+jeel]w '19, i.e. ten plus one (unit) less than ten'. Note also 
riiit+saat '80'. The roots meaning' 100' and '1,000' are Iranian loans; the 
origin of '10' is obscure. The word for '20' is a core innovation shared with 
Mansi, Hungarian, Permian, and perhaps Mordva, and built to a root meaning 
'(hu)man', cf. koo 'man'. The word for '8' is either related to the Hungarian 

tMl-Y~ 
te-y~ te-y~-naam 

taa-y~-naam 
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word rialaab 'bundle (originally, of hides)' or - less likely - is an eroded, 
ablauted, dual of '4'. Multiplicatives are formed with the suffix =paa(/iiii) or 
by compounds built with the roots piT/iic or pny~r, e.g. kiit=piiii 'twice', 
koo/~ pny~r, kool:»n piTc 'three times'. 

Ordinal numerals are formed from the cardinals more or less regularly with 
the suffix =mfJI~t, e.g. riel=m~t 'fourth', wiit=m~ 'fifth', kuut=m~t 'sixth', 
liiiip~t=m~t 'seventh', riirl~=m~t 'eighth'. 'Third' is either koo/~m~ or 
kuuim~t. 'First' is aQl~1J (also 'tip, beginning'); 'second' is kiim~t < 
*kiit=m;)t. The translative of ordinals forms ordinal multiplicative temporal 
adverbs, e.g. kiim~t-k~ 'for a second time'. Fractions with the denominator 
'two' are made with piili1/( 'half; the others consist of the formula (numerator 
= cardinal) + (denominator = ordinal) + jokiiiin 'part'. 

Verb Conjugation 
Khanty verb finite forms distinguish two moods (indicative and imperative) 
and, depending on dialect, from two to five tenses. Conditional, optative, and 
conjunctive moods are constructed with the help of particles and/or deverbal 
nominals; see p. 375. As in Mansi and Northern Samoyedic, different sets of 
person suffixes, traditionally termed definite (or subjective) v. definite (or 
objective) conjugations, refer to the definiteness v. indefiniteness, of the direct 
object, as well as to its number (singular v. non-singular) or its absence (the 
so-called passive). Tremjugan had three tenses: present -1-, past -13-, and 
perfect -s-; in Tromagan, the -s- perfect seems to have been lost. The far 
eastern dialects Vach and Vasjugan have innovated two additional tenses, 
-yiiiil- and -yiiiis-, with discourse functions. The rest of the Khanty dialects, 
like Tromagan, have only one past tense: southern dialects and Nizyam have 
no perfect, and the dialects from Sherkal north have no simple past. Futurity 
is expressed by means of derivation, e.g. inchoative =yt-, or with syntagms 
of infinitive plus inceptive verbs such as je- or (in western dialects) pit-, both 
'begins' (Honti 1984: 49-50). 

Tremjugan/I'romagan Conjugation 
As in all Khanty dialects, three formal classes of verbal stem types may be 
distinguished: the closed sets of thematic and unstable stems, and the open set of 
regular stems (Honti 1984: 35-6). The thematic stems show an alternation of 
stem-final aa (in the infinitive and present tense) - 13 (elsewhere), e.g. 101( aa)-
'melts', kol( aa)- 'leaks'. Most stems with a in their longer alternant show an 
ablaut with 0 (or its prosodic equivalent, a1Jw, see Consonants, p. 363) in their 
shorter form; examples arekalaa-- kol- 'dies' ,pa1J,caa-- po1J,c-'ripens', alaa-
- 01- 'sleeps', sasaa-- sos- 'dries (intr)', kanaa- - kon- 'adheres', la1Jaa- -
la1Jw - 'enters' . Other such roots keep the a in all forms, e.g. lal( aa)- 'gets/makes 
wet' ,pan( aa)- 'places, lays' . Unstable stems also have longer and shorter stem 
alternants; in this case the longer forms have an additional j (if the initial 
consonant is a labial) or yW ( otherwise) in imperative, perfect, and most derived 
forms. Examples include we(j)- 'takes', me(j)- 'gives, endows', wuu(j)- 'sees', 
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nii(yW)- 'is visible', lii(yW)_ 'eats', and tuu(yW)- 'brings'. Note also the 
bifurcated pairjo(yW)- 'comes' ,je(y)- 'begins'. 

Both thematic and unstable stems have lexical counterparts in Mansi, but 
the prehistory of both the phonology and the morphology of these stem types 
is still unclear (for thematic stems, see Honti 1982: 104-8). 

Makeup of Indicative Mood Forms 
The suffix of the indicative mood is -0-, added directly to the stem. Only the 
indicative mood has morphologically distinct tenses. A tense suffix is added 
to the right of the indicative suffix -0-, and is itself immediately followed by 
a person suffix from one of three series, termed traditionally after their 
agreement properties with direct objects indefinite, singular definite, and non-
singular definite. Alternatively, the tense suffix may be followed by the 
passive suffix -oo(j)- - -ii-, which is then followed by a suffix from the 
passive series. The different pre-zero allomorphs of the passive suffix (-00-

in the second-person singular, -U- in the third person singular) reflect the 
different histories of these person suffixes: s2 -0 reflects a recent loss of final 
*n in Surgut, while s3 -0 dates back to proto-Khanty and beyond. The Khanty 
passive suffix is notorious in the literature for its back rounded vocalism, a 
vocalism which is not only immune to vowel harmony but overturns the front 
vocalism of a word, e.g. back uu ... ~ after e .. . iiii in Vasjugan historic perfect 
we-yiiiil-uuj-~ TAKES-hist.perf-pass-sl 'I was taken (long ago)'. The 
staunch back-roundedness of its vowel is due to its recency: it is the 
analogically levelled outcome of earlier diphthongs (*aj, *iij) in which the *j 
element continues a Uralic reflexive morpheme known from Saamic and 
Samoyedic, as well (Honti 1984: 52). 

The person suffixes of the Khanty passive series are similar to, but not 
identical with, those of the indefinite series. They are most different from 
those of the singular definite series, a state of affairs which parallels that 
found in Tundra Nenets, where the paradigmatic analogue of the passive is the 
reflexive conjugation (cf. Ostrowski 1983: 17). 

The person suffixes of the four series are set out in Figure 12.3 (the -y suffix 
variant in the third person singular occurs only in the perfect tense, and is obliga-
tory only with verbs in final ii- - :Jj-, e.g. lzar:Jj-0-"Y 'it broke', stem 
aarii- ). From a glance at the table it is obvious that with the exception of the suf-
fixes which mark a second person singular subject, all subject classes syncretize 
to one degree or another, and there is even syncretism of subject person (e.g. 
-tt;m can be second or third person dual, as well as second person plural). 

A more protracted examination of Figure 12.3 will reveal that the first and 
third person subject classes are mirror images of one another in terms of the 
failure to syncretize (see Figure 12.4). The singular first person has a 
dedicated suffix for non-singular definite objects (-aam), but the non-singular 
first person does not: first person dual -m;m and plural -"Yw encode not only 

back-roundedness 
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Figure 12.3 Trjffra Khanty indicative verb suffixes 

Indefinite 
Definite object 

Passive I Non-singular object Singular 

sl -;1m -eem  -aam 
S s2 

U s3 
-0 

-t 
-;In -ee -aa 

-t;lY -0 

B 
dl -m;ln -t;lm;ln -m;ln 

J d2 -tt;ln -;In 
E d3 -y;ln -tt;ln -;In 

C 

T 
pI _;lYw _t;lYw _;lYw 

p2 -t;lY -tt;ln -;In 

p3 -t -iii -aai 

Figure 12.4 Selected verbal person suffixes in Trjffra Khanty 

Sub'ect 

First Third 
singular I dual, plural singular I dual, plural 

Passive -am yan, 

Indefinite -man, -9 -at 
Non-singular -aam _ayw -an, 

definite -aai 

Singular -eem -taman, -tay -tan, 

definite _tayW -iii 

non-singular definite object, but also indefinite and passive. With the third 
person the reverse is the case: it is the non-singular third person which has a 
dedicated suffix for non-singular definite objects (dual third-person subject 
-;;m, plural third-person subject -aal), while in the singular third-person non-
singular definite objects are encoded by -O, which also marks agreement in the 
passive and indefinite series. 

This symmetry is perhaps part of the explanation for the singular definite 
suffixes which Trjffra has innovated, distinct from those of other Khanty 
dialects, viz. dl -t;nn;;m, pI -t;)J!w; these suffixes were built with the addition 
of a -t- element to the template of s3 definite singular -t;)J!, which has a 
pendant in VVj. 

Sample conjugational forms are given in Table 12.5. 
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Table 12.5 Present-tense indicative forms of Tromagan pan- 'puts, places' 

Object type 

Singular subject 
Indefinite 
Singular 
Dual 
Plural 
Passive 

Dual subject 
Indefinite 
Singular 
Dual 
Plural 
Passive 

Plural subject 
Indefinite 
Singular 
Dual 
Plural 
Passive 

Subject person 
1 

pan-i-;)ffi 
pan-i-eeffi 
pan-i-;)y;)i-aam 
pan-i-;)i-aaffi 
pan-i-ooj-;)ffi 

pan-i-;)ffi;)n 
pan-i-;)t;)ffi;)n 
pan-i-;)y;)i-;)ffi;)n 
pan-i-;)i-;)ffi;)n 
pan-i-ooj-ffi;)n 

pan_i_;)yW 
pan-i-;)t;)yW 
pan-i-;)y;)i-;)yW 
pan-i-;)i-;)yW 
pan-i-ooj-;)yW 

2 

pan-i-;)n 
pan-i-ee 
pan-i-;)y;)f-aa 
pan-i-;)i-aa 
pan-i-oo-0 

pan-i-;)tt;)n 
pan-i-;)tt;)n 
pan-f-;)y;)f-;)n 
pan-i-;)i-;)n 
pan-i-oo-tt;)n 

pan-i-;)t;)y 
pan-f-;)tt;)n 
pan-f-;)y;)i-;)n 
pan-i-;)i-;)n 
pan-i-oo-t;)y 

Note: Adapted from data courtesy of M. Csepregi. 

Imperative 

3 

pan-;)f-0 
pan-i-;)t;)y 
pan-f-;)y;)i-0 
pan-i-;)i-0 
pan-i-ii-0 

pan-i-;)y;)n 
pan -i-;)tt;)n 
pan-i-;)y;)i-;)n 
pan-i-;)i-;)n 
pan-i-ii-y;)n 

pan-i-;)t 
pan-i-iii 
pan-i-;)y;)i-aai 
pan-i-;)i-aai 
pan-f-aa-t 

It is useful to distinguish primary (second-person active), secondary (non-
second-person active), and tertiary (all passive) imperative forms. Only 
southern and eastern dialects have secondary and tertiary imperative forms. 
In primary and secondary imperative forms, the suffix of the imperative is (1) 
-iiii/aa- with the indefinite s2 suffix -0, (2) -0- with the definite s2 suffix -ee, 
and (3) -ii- (- -;,j-) elsewhere; see Figure 12.5. 

The secondary imperative forms consist of stem plus imperative suffix (as 
given above), followed by the regular indicative suffixes, followed by the 
enclitic --iiiitiaat, which also occurs as a free sentence particle meaning 
'letC s)!' . Thus 'let me feed' is FEEDS-imp-s l--enc iiipt-ii-m-@--aat , 'let him! 
her feed' is FEEDS-imp-s3--enc liipt-;,j-@-@--aat, and 'let them (2) feed them 
(2)' is FEEDS-imp-d3dO--enc iiipt-ii-y;,l-aal--aat. The function of non-
singular first-person adhortatives is usually filled by ordinary indicative forms. 

Tertiary imperatives are formed by means of a suffix -moos-- -muus-and 
the enclitic --aat. Between these two morphemes stand the indefinite verb 
suffixes, e.g. liiiip;,t-muus--;Jm--aat 'let me be fed', except in the third person 
plural, where the person marker is unexpectedly -iiii-. The provenance of the 
suffix -moos-- -muus-is also unknown (Honti 1984: 49). 
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Figure 12.5 Trjffra Khanty primary imperative suffix sequences 

Indefinite Definite 

Singular Non- singular 

Dual Plural 

s2 -iiii-0 -0-ee -iiy;)i-iiii -ii-i-iiii 

d2 -ii-y;)i-;)n -ii-i-;)n 
p2 -ii-t;)y -ii-t;)n -ii-y;)i-;)n -ii-i-;)n 

Nonfinite Verb Fonns 
It is difficult to distinguish infinitive from present participle in proto-Khanty, 
and the two categories are scarcely distinct in Trjffra, where they are built 
with =taa (with an optional longer form, built with the translative suffix: 
=taa-y;J) and =t;J (before person suffixes: =taa), respectively. There is also 
a past participle built with =( ;J)m(;J) - =( ;J)maa-, and a conditional participle 
=I)aa. 

The infinitive functions as a complement to verbs of motion and to modals, 
e.g. (*kenc-taa » kenc=aa(-y;J) men-I-;nn 'I'm going hunting'. The partici-
ples are often used adjectivally, e.g. waaj~ wai=t;J taayii WILD.REIN-
DEER LIVES=pres.part PLACE 'place where the reindeer lives'. An agent 
can be encoded as a person suffix, as well, e.g. toyW-;;m men=maa-I taayii 
THERE-Ioc GOES=past.part-s3 PLACE 'place where s3 has gone'. The past 
participle is also frequently used with passive meaning; in this case the agent 
is normally in the nominative if the participle is used attributively, and in the 
locative if it is used predicatively: niiiij liiyw=;nn taayiT FIRE EATS= 
past.part PLACE 'a place which has been consumed by fire', Kazym Khanty 
xojaat-;;m waant=;nn 'seen by someone' (Honti 1984: 57). However, the 
locative sometimes marks the agent when the participle is used attributively, 
as well, e.g. Vasjugan Khanty apaa-l-nfJ mej=miiii way FATHER-Ioc 
GIVES=past.part MONEY 'money given by his father'. 

Both present and past participles can have temporal reference. The past 
participle refers to past or previous time, as in wej=maa-y;J kiiiisaa-I-;nn 
TAKES=past.part-trans DOUBTS-pres-s1s0 'I doubt that it was taken', 
kor=;JI) waaj tol men=maa-I LEG=GED ANIMAL THENCE GOES= 
past.part-s3 'after the reindeer had gone from there'. With person and various 
case suffixes, the past participle constructs equivalents to subordinate clauses, 
e.g. tiiiis;JI)-kfJ je=tiiii-niiiit taj-ee RICH-trans BECOMES=pres.part-approx 
HAS-s2s0imp 'keep it until you become rich!' Compounded with the noun 
kiim 'extent', the present participle forms constructions which refer to ability, 
e.g. laal=#;J+kiim taj-I-;nn STANDS=pres.part + EXTENT HAS-pres-s1 'I 
can stand', laal=# ;J+kiim ent;nn 'I/yoU/(s)he can't stand'. 

The conditional participle, used almost exclusively with person suffixes 
attached, renders the equivalent of a finite verb plus the adverbial kuuntfJ 

where 

-ii-t;)y -ii-t;)n 
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'when/if, e.g. men-IJa-f GOES=cond.part-s3 'if (s)he goes', cf. men-;;,UJ 
kuuntfJ GOES-pres-s3 'if (s)he goes'. It is also used with postpositions. 

The negative participle usually has imperfective aspect. It is made with the 
suffix =[;;,'1, which is formally identical with that of the abessive case of the 
nominal paradigm. Examples: fOIJ-iin paat=l;ry tMy-iin paat=l;ry 
SUMMER-temp FREEZES=neg.part WINTER-temp FREEZES=neg.part 
'(remaining) unfrozen winter and summer', kad kool=l;ry koo WORD/ 
LANGUAGE HEARS=neg.part MAN 'obtuse man'. Unlike its nominal 
analogue, the negative participle frequently occurs with person (and case) 
suffixes, e.g. wal=l;ry-aam-n;;, men-43-0 IS=neg.part-sl-loc GOES-perf-s3 
'(s)he went while I was not (t)here'. 

There is also a gerund, i.e. a verbal adverb, formed with full productivity 
from verbs by means of the suffix =miin. It takes neither case nor person 
suffixes. Examples: nayw(iip=miin PaaP-43-0 LEANS=ger STANDS-pres-s3 
'(s)he stands leaning', nieeyWreem fiiiip;Jt=miin iin;;,=mt:J-f-;]m CHILD.nom 
FEEDS=ger BIG=vsx-pres-sl 'I raise the child by feeding (it)', puut jeIJk-;;'f 
keeyW;;,r=miin t;;,r;]m-43-0 POT WATER-s3 BOILS=ger STOPS-perf-s3 'the 
water in the pot boiled away (until it was all evaporated)'. 

Non-finite verb forms frequently combine to form complex noun phrases, 
e.g. GERUND + INFINITIVE + PARTICIPLE in paat=miin piiyw=taay;;, 
wiir=t;;, fiiiit-n;;, FREEZES=ger BURSTS=inf STARTS=pres.part TIME-loc 
'when X is about to burst, it's so cold = when it's very cold'. For more 
examples, see Syntax, below. 

Syntax 

The Use of the Cases 
The use of case suffixes in Khanty to mark the participants in actions and 
events is most easily understood not in syntactic terms of subject and object, 
but rather in semantic terms of agent and patient. There are three basic 
sentence types, active, ergative, and passive: 

1 In active sentences, the agent is in the nominative; any patient noun is also 
in the nominative, but a patient pronoun is in the accusative (-t); the verb 
takes active (i.e. non-passive) suffixes. 

2 In ergative sentences, the agent is in the locative (-n;;,); the patient is 
marked as in active sentences, and the verb takes active suffixes. 

3 In passive sentences, the patient is marked as in active sentences, and any 
agent is marked as in ergative sentences; the verb takes passive suffixes. 

The NP agents of passive sentences can be, but are not typically, omitted; 
the passive nature of a sentence is in any case clear from the passive 
morphology of the verb. A noun-phrase subject, i.e. the agent of active and 
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the patient of passive sentences, can also always be omitted if it is clear from 
the context; subject person and number are in any case encoded on the verb. 
Since the only formal difference between active and ergative sentences is the 
marking of the subject, it is perhaps prudent to work with the hypothesis that 
the active/ergative distinction is neutralized in sentences without explicit NP 
subjects. Note that such neutralization never occurs with direct objects: 
objects known from the context are normally omitted from a sentence, but 
they are then always encoded formally on the verb. 

Ergative sentences are most frequent when the agent is in the third person 
(Honti 1984: 94), but overall they are decidedly rare (Kulonen 1991: 189-91), 
and this has hindered attempts at elucidating their function. The choice of one 
sentence type over another seems to be discourse-driven, i.e. narrative 
salience and speaker's point of view are leading factors. In terms of topic-
focus grammar we may simplify, with Gulya (1970: 80-3), and say that 
whereas the definite-object suffixes on the verb signal that the direct object 
is known, ergative (i.e. locative) case-marking on the subject signals that the 
subject is known. In terms of functional sentence perspective we may simplify 
by saying that while passive sentences focalize the patient, and active 
sentences, ceteris paribus, are neutral with regard to focus, in ergative 
sentences neither the patient nor the agent is singled out, but the subjecthood 
of the agent is highlighted. It has been claimed that both the subjects and the 
objects of ergative sentences tend to be relatively high on the animacy and 
intentionality hierarchies; this is a tendency only, however, and not a rule, as 
shown by the examples given below. 

The following are examples of each subtype as outlined above: 

la Active sentence, definite (singular-object) verb: kiTnt-;;m;;m-l1 nOl) kii"nm-
ee BACKPACK-dl-sN PRO.s2 PICKS.UP-s2s0imp 'you pick up our 
backpack!' 

Ib Active sentence, indefinite verb: kajm-~/-l1 nok ken-I-;;m 
GRAZING.AREA-s3-sN UP SEEKS-pres-sl 'I'll look for its grazing 
area'; ki"i"nt-l1 kiinm-aa BACKPACK-sN PICKS.UP-s2imp 'pick up the 
backpack'. 

2 Passive sentence: wiin~-l1 kuul-n~ ral)kaltal-l1-ii-0 HOOK-sN FISH-Ioc 
NIBBLES-pres-pass-s3 'the hook is being nibbled by a fish'; (jey-;;m-n~) 

piistaa-y~ iiiirjal-l1-oo-0 (FATHER-sl-loc) SWIFT-trans CREATES-
perf-pass-s2 'you were created swift, my father made you swift when he 
created you'; koo-n~ mej-0-ii-0 MAN-Ioc GIVES-perf-pass-s3 'the man 
gave (some[thing])'. 

3a Ergative sentence, definite (singular object) verb: kuul-n~ wiin;]p rial= 
laay;] wiir-0-t~ 'the fish is beginning to bite at the hook', loyW-n;] 
kor;rI-l1 toy;] oyw;]rk;;mt;rl1-t~ PRO.s3-loc LEG-s3-N THITHER 
STRIKES.INVOLUNTARIL Y-perf-s3s0 '(s)he bumped her leg against 
it' . 

ral)kaltal-l1-ii-0 

ken-I-;;m 

ken-I-;;m 

ken-I-;;m 
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3b Ergative sentence, indefinite-object verb: Vasjugan Khanty riiiit-n~ miiiin-
iiii me-s-0 OLD.MAN-Ioc PRO.s1-lat GIVES-perf-s3 'the old man gave 
me (something)' (cited by Kulonen 1991: 193). 

Although passive sentences of the classic type, i.e. in which the agent and 
patient have syntactic roles opposite to those of their active-sentence 
counterparts, are frequent, e.g. iiiimp-n~ por-s-ooj-;mz DOG-Ioc BITES-past-
pass-s1 'I was bitten by a dog', cf. Vach por-s-iim niiilm-;mz BITES-past-s1s0 
TONGUE-s1-sN 'I bit my tongue', passive sentences with intransitive verbs, 
especially statives and locomotives, are also quite common, e.g. juuyW-n~ 

iinm-tJ-ii-0 TREE-loe GROWS-perf-pass-s3 'a tree was growing', miiii-n 
lii"I:=m~t-0-oo-0 PRO.s1-loc APPROACHES. STEAL THIL Y-perf-pass-s2 
'I sneaked up on you' . 

The picture is only slightly complicated by the fact that for many verbs the 
ends are expressed by the means, i.e. they take direct objects in the instructive, 
e.g. kuul-aat wiinqJ=I-~/-;mz FISH-inst ANGLES-pres-s1 'I'm angling for 
fish', riiiik-aat liiiiy/~ks;}-/-0 GRUEL-inst WAITS.AROUND-pres-s3 
'(s)he's waiting for gruel'. This use of the instructive is probably connected 
with its appearance in benefactive constructions (see below). 

Comitative and Instructive 
The comitative is used to express accompaniment, e.g. tje iimii-naat 
wall~;m '(s)he lived with that/the woman'. Both comitative and instructive 
are used as instrumentals, but the instructive has an additional nuance: with 
ditransitive verbs it also expresses alienability from the agent (to the benefit 
of the patient, if there is one). Examples: comitative/instrumental jayW~1 

t'Ulhy-naat payW ~/-taa wiir-0-ii-0 BOW TIP-com POKES-inf BEGINS-pres-
pass-s3 '(s)he began to poke with the tip of (his/her) bow', instructive tom 
niayw;}-jaat Iii liiiip~-I-;m THEREITHEN MEAT-inst BEHOLD FEEDS-
pres-s2 'then you'll feed (someone) with meat', moo nOIJ-aat me-I-;mz jem 
jiirnaas-aat PRO.s1 PRO.s2-acc GIVES-pres-s1 GOOD SHIRT-inst 'I'll give 
you a good shirt (I'll endow you with a good shirt)' (see Honti 1984: 63,96). 

Noun Phrase 
The members of noun phrases show no agreement, except that number may 
optionally be expressed formally on the head noun in noun phrases which 
contain a numeral higher than ej '1', e.g. kiiiit nieeyWreem(-y;m) TWO 
CHILD(-dual) 'two children', wiit wont(-~t) FIVE HIGH.FOREST(-plur) 
'five wooded ridges' . 

Unmodified nouns are co-ordinated by simple juxtaposition (see below), 
or, if they share one or more semantic components, by putting both in the 
dual, e.g. siiyW~s-y;m kOr;]/C-k;m OSPREY-dual EAGLE-dual 'an osprey and 
an eagle'. 

Noun phrases can be linked in two basic ways. One type of linkage forms 

miiii-n 

miiii-n 

miiii-n miiii-n 

benefit 

instrumentals, 

higher 
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possessive constructions; in these, the possessor is unmarked, and the 
possessed is optionally in the third person, e.g. tor:wr iiiij pay(-;,I) GOD 
YOUNG SON(-s3) 'God's young(est) son'. In the other type of linkage, the 
two nouns are simply juxtaposed, e.g. lakw kdat HORSE HOUSE 'stable', 
poom kaat HAY HOUSE 'house made of hay'. In Tremjugan Khanty, if 
the fIrst noun was inflected for case or even followed by a postposition, 
the two nouns were linked with the attributivizing particle -y;" e.g. ej liir-
n;,-y;, kdat-;,t ONE ROW-Ioc-y~ HOUSE-plur 'houses in a row' ,juuyW ont-
ii-y;, /eekw FOREST INTERIOR-abl-y~ PATH 'a path (leading) out of the 
forest'. It is not clear whether or not this construction is now extinct, but 
in Tromagan a noun in the locative can function as an attribute to a second 
noun, e.g.#aar;,s-n;Jjeyk-aa SEA-Ioc WATER-Iat 'into the sea water' (Honti 
1984: 87). 

Direct-object Marking 
The formal encoding, onto the verb, of semantic and pragmatic features of the 
direct object was outlined in the verb morphology section above. We may 
summarize the deployment of this agreement system briefly as follows. A 
direct object may be indefInite; or it may be defInite, either intrinsically 
(unique global entities, e.g. the sky, names, deictics, nouns with person 
suffIxes) or by virtue of its occurrence earlier in the discourse. In active and 
ergative sentences, this defIniteness may optionally be encoded on the fInite 
verb. If the defIniteness is encoded, the non-singular number of the direct 
object may optionally be encoded, as well. (Note: in northern dialects number 
agreement with non-singular objects is obligatory for defInite verbs.) 

For sentences with defInite direct objects there are thus three scenarios, A, 
B, andC: 

A B C 

1 DefIniteness encoded on + + 
verb 

2 Non-singular number 0 + 
encoded 

Nominal and Adverbial Predicates 
Sentences with nominal predicates display a range of formal alternatives. 

1 In sentences with non-past reference, a nominal predicate in the 
nominative case may combine with the copula wos-, which has no tense 
inflection and is zero in the third person, e.g. (miiii) tiilaay wos-:wr 'I'm 
healthy', (lOyW) tiilaay '(s)he's healthy'. 

2 A nominal predicate in the translative case may combine with the copula 
wal-, which takes tense markers and is otherwise fully inflected, e.g. the 
synonymous (miiii) tiilaay-b wal-I-:wr, (loyW) tiilaay-k;, wal-I-@. 

INTERIOR-abl-y~ 

ROW-Ioc-y~ 

2 A 
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3 Contaminations of types 1 and 2 are also attested, e.g. Vasjugan maa 
mor;w-b was-;;mz 'I'm healthy' (Honti 1993: 138). 

In all cases, number agreement between subject and predicate is the norm, e.g. 
pak-k~l-aam aaj-y~ 'my two sons are young'. Existential sentences can also 
have zero verb, e.g. k(uln~l]-n~ oyW ~r wont SHORE-Ioc TALL FOREST 'on 
the shore there is a tall forest' . 

Sentences with adverbial predicates are characterized by optional number 
agreement between subject and predicate. The regular nominal number 
suffixes are then added to the case form, e.g. miin kaat-naa-y~ PRO.d2 
HOUSE-Ioc-dual 'we two are in the house', contrast non-predicative kaat-
y~-n~ 'in two houses', with the reverse suffix order. 

Major Constituent Order 
Within the simple declarative or interrogative sentence, the neutral major 
constituent order seems to be SOY, no matter whether the sentence is active, 
ergative, or passive. Sentences can be co-ordinated or subordinated by simple 
juxtaposition or by means of conjunctions such as paan 'and' or clitics such 
as --p~. As is to be expected, topics are normally at the beginning of clauses, 
and the place for focus is immediately before the verb, as in nOl] ayw-e-0 jem-
y~ taj-l-e, maan-t waaj~l~-l-~ PRO.s2 DAUGHTER-s2-sN GOOD-trans 
HAS-pres-s2s0, PRO.sl-acc MISTREATS-pres-s2 'you love your daughter, 
(but) me you mistreat' or nOl] kiim=~ koo-n~ kot~ war-l-ii-0 PRO.s2 
EXTENT=adj MAN-Ioc WHAT? DOES-pres-pass-s3 'what can a man like 
you do?' 

Negation and Prohibition 
Negation of constituents or of the sentence as a whole is effected by the 
negative particle ent~, e.g. ent~ taj-l-;;mz 'I don't have any'. Existence is 
negated with ent;;mz, e.g. lal]wkw ~r ent;;mz 'there is no mouse'. Prohibition is 
expressed with the modal negative particle aM plus the imperative, e.g. teem 
riTt-aa aallel-aa THIS BOAT-Iat DON'T SIT-s2imp 'don't sit in this boat'; 
Trj Khanty had distinct prohibitive forms in all persons and numbers, e.g. 
third person singular passive prohibitive aM aar~j-~j--aat 'may it not break' 
(Honti 1984: 89). 

Substitutes for Subordinate Clauses 
Equivalents to the subordinated sentences of other languages are regularly 
constructed with the help of verbal nouns; many of these have been illustrated 
above in the section on non-finite verb forms. Here, two more examples will 
illustrate the principle underlying this type of construction. 

1 Equivalents to 'if/when' clauses can be built as noun phrases with the 
locative of laat 'time' as head, modified by the participle of the main 
verb. The participle, in tum, may have its agent explicit, e.g. teyW ~t 

prohibitive prohibitive 

and 

and 

Major 
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piiyW;;mz=t;} liiiit-n;} FIRE GIVES.OFF.SPARKS=pres.part TIME-Ioc 
'when/if a/the fire gives off sparks' . 

2 Another type of subordinate clause-equivalent, a temporal one, is made 
up of the past participle (plus any explicit agent) plus a postposition such 
as piTr-n~ 'after', e.g. iikii soocm=~ pii"'-n~ OLD.MAN LEAVES= 
past.part BEHIND-Ioc 'after the old man left'. 

Alongside the noun-phrase substitutes for subordinate clauses, in Trjtrra 
Khanty we may distinguish at least two kinds of parallel construction 
involving finite verb forms: (1) conditionals, which merely state conditions, 
built with kuunt~ 'if/when', e.g. men-I-;;mz kuunt~ GOES-pres-sl 'if I go', 
feeyw;}t-I-;}t;Jn kuunt~ARGUES-pres-d2 IF 'if you two are going to argue', 
and (2) conjunctives, which refer to contrary-to-fact states and actions, built 
with the particle ol;}I], e.g. ol;}I] men-I-;;mz 'I would go'. 

Lexicon 
The nature of Khanty (and Mansi) traditional poetic devices has created lexica 
which are particularly rich in synonyms (e.g. Sherkal saI]k : maas 'sweat') 
and parallel words, both natural (Sherkal til;}si 'moon': xatl 'sun') and cultural 
(Sherkal taap;}t 'seven' : xuut 'six'). The vocabulary pertaining to the bear 
and the bear festival, as well as to other spiritual matters, further supplements 
the basic lexical stock with a large array of secret words and taboo 
paraphrase. 

The lexical stock is also enlarged by processes of derivation, only a small 
sampling of which can be touched upon here. 

Deverbal Derivation 
In addition to the fully productive non-finite forms treated above, both 
norninals and, to a rather greater extent, verbs are formed from verbs. Among 
the most common verb-forming suffixes are the frequentative/multi-
objectival =1- and =nt-, e.g. iiyw;}t- 'cuts', iiyw;}f=I_ 'cuts into many pieces', 
kool- 'hears', kool=;Jnt- 'listens, obeys', the inchoative =m-, e.g. keeyw;}r-
'(water) boils (intr)" keeywr=;;mz- '(water) begins to boil', the transitivizer/ 
causative =t-, e.g. keeyw;}r=t- 'cooks (tr)', and the momentaneous/ 
pusillanimous/repetitive =y-, e.g. kiil- 'rises', keel=;Jy- 'gets up for a little 
while; gets up usually; makes a short side-trip'. Often two or more suffixes 
share a root morpheme which does not occur otherwise (synchronically; cf. 
Hungarian and Finnish themes), e.g. paas= ~- 'drips once' : paas=;Jy- 'drips 
repeatedly', soj=;;mz- 'spits once' : soj=;Jy- 'spits repeatedly'. 

Verb-forming deverbal suffixes occur in clusters and chains at least as 
frequently as they do singly. For example, alongside the simple derivates 
keeyw;}r=t- and keeywr=;;mz- mentioned above there is also keeyWr= 
;;mz=;}l=t;J- 'brings to the boil'. Further examples: laI]- 'enters', laI]=;}l=t-
'causes (animals or people) to enter'; wiil- 'kills', wiil=ii=l- 'kills on several 

paas= 
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occasions'; uus=ii=p- 'yawns once', uus=ii=/- 'yawns (repeatedly)', 
uus=ii=p="'!=;:J/- 'yawns a little'. 

With the exception of the non-finite verb fonns treated above, deverbal 
nominal derivation is sparse and unproductive. Historically, many nouns are 
secondary fonnations built from verb stems with =P;:J, =;:JP, =<7S and their 
combinatory variants =p<7S and =pS;:J, e.g. ayW_ 'flows', ayw=;:Js 'lower stretch 
of a river', /iiyW_ 'eats', /iiyw=p<7S 'food'. 

Denominal Derivation 
Suffixes which fonn verbs from nominals are for the most part homophonous 
with their deverbal counterparts, e.g. tOf",! 'winter', to/y=;:Jm- 'it begins to be 
winter', /01) 'summer', fo1)=;:Jt- 'it is/will be summer', wiin;:JfJ 'fish-hook', 
wiin;:Jp=/- 'angles'. 

Denominal nominals, on the other hand, are both lexically and textually 
frequent. Particularly salient are the suffixes =~1) and =p~ - =~, which build 
nomina possessoris and bahuvrihi compounds, respectively, e.g. kuuf= ~1) 

'rich in fish', ej+siim=;:JfJ ONE+EYE=adj 'one-eyed'. The frequent use of 
these suffixes is due, in part, to their role in the fonnation of circumlocutions, 
e.g. kor;:J=1) 'having legs' (kOr;:J 'leg'), kOr;:J=1) w£itlj",! 'deer (legged animal)" 
oyw;:Jr kor;:J=p ot LONG LEG=adj THING '(taboo word for) wolf, but also 
because of their role in the fonnation of parallel lines of verse in traditional 
Khanty verbal art, e.g. (recited, i.e. not sung, version; from Csepregi 1995: 
272): si'is=;:J1) waaj",! kow jem siis-;:J/!miir;:J=1) waaj",! kow jem miir;r/ 'the 
long( -lasting) good persistence of the persistent animal/the long( -lasting) 
good perseverence of the persevering animal'. There are also secular 
circumlocutions, many of which are areal calques, e.g. 'mirror' is wiiiiti;:Jm 
saaf=ii way FACE ISJUST.VISIBLE=adj METAL, with parallels in Mansi 
and Selkup (Austerlitz 1990: 50). 

Khanty (with Mansi) deviates from the Uralic nonn in having a verb which 
means 'to have', e.g. Trj taj(aa)- - toj-, Sosva Mansi ootisi-. Neither verb has 
a credible etymology, but it is likely that each is a separate borrowing during 
a period of bi- or multilingual convergence with an autochthonous language 
or languages now lost. 

Loanwords 
It is difficult to distinguish loans from Iranian languages into proto-Khanty 
after the breakup of ObU grian from those borrowed into proto-ObU grian and 
subsequently lost in Mansi. An example of the fonner is probably pent 'path'; 
this item was also borrowed into Komi (cf. pad+veZ 'crossroads') and 
Gennanic. With all due caution one can speculate, on the basis of the number 
and distribution of Iranian loans in the two ObUgrian languages, that Iranian-
Mansi contacts were more intensive, longer lasting, or both, than Iranian-
Khanty contacts. If there is truth in such a speculation, it is echoed in the fact 
that the number of well-distributed Komi loans is greater in Khanty than it is 

kuuf= 
kuuf= kuuf= kuuf= 
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in Mansi (Toivonen, Redei); from this Salminen (1989: 19) has inferred that 
at the time of contact with Komi speakers, speakers of pre-Khanty lived to the 
north of speakers of pre-Mansi. Examples of loans acquired by both Khanty 
and Mansi from or via Komi include iiniiiir 'saddle' (acquired by proto-
Permian from a Turkic language of Chuvash type), and the northern and 
eastern words for 'cow', e.g. Obdorsk mus, Trjffra mas (originally an Iranian 
loan into proto-Permian). Komi loans attested only in Khanty include not only 
words limited to western dialects, such as Obdorsk korti, Kazym karti 'iron' 
or to southern dialects, such as Demjankapuus 'sieve' (cf. Yaz'va Komipuz), 
but also widely distributed items such as Trj and Demjanka met;}/(, Obdorsk 
maz~x 'fist' (cf. Lower Vychegda Komi mi"fJk 'punch'), Vach riim;}/(, Nizjam 
rim~x 'dark (cf. Komi rem 'dark(ness)'). 

The question of the age and extent of contacts between speakers of Khanty 
and various Tungus languages remains open; possible Tungus loans are aj~ 

'luck', siiy(=)~ 'short brook between lakes', and iileem 'shame, shyness' 
(Futaky 1975; Katz 1977). 

From Turkic languages come, e.g., Vasjugan jaarmaa 'barley grits' and 
Demjanka muuy~t 'haycock'. A Turkic word for 'cow' was the source of the 
word found in southern Khanty, e.g. Demjanka say~r (the word is also 
attested in non-northern Mansi dialects). Note alsojiiiim 'posting station'(via 
south Khanty as early as the twelfth century, and ultimately from Chinese, 
perhaps through Mongolic, see Futaky 1992: 18-20 and Clauson 1972: 933). 
From Ket: k{uln~(J '(edge of) river bank'. 

Loans from Tundra Nenets are most numerous in the northern dialects of 
Khanty (and Mansi); the Khanty Surgut group has had closer contacts with 
speakers of Forest Nenets (Sal 1976: 336). An example of a Selkup word 
borrowed into (eastern) Khanty is (Taz) Selkup aqsil '(mushroom)" cf. Vach 
axs~l, Trjffra aks=~(J. 

Russian loans began to enter Khanty in the seventeenth century. The first 
and strongest impact was on southern and western dialects, and Russian 
contacts have always been most intensive here, e.g. Krasnojarsk sufniiik 
'onion' « qeCHoK), Nizjam ruupuutaa, Kazym roopaataa 'work' < pa60Ta, 
Nizjam iisifeTJiiii, Demjanka sfeniiii 'wall' < CTeHa, but many old loans have 
a wide distribution across the dialects, e.g. Demjanka, Trj iiiir;mt, VVj iiiir;m, 
Nizjam iiiiT1J~, Obdorsk iiiir;m 'debt' < apeH.n;a 'lease'. In terms of semantic 
fields, older Russian loans in Khanty resemble Latin loans into Old High 
German (cf. Mauer 'wall', Tisch 'table', Zwiebel 'onion'); more recent, 
especially Soviet, loans resemble twentieth-century English loans into French 
or Hungarian. 

Tromagan Text 
Excerpted from Honti 1984: 165. 

began 

began 

are 

Russian 
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A: segmented text, in transcription; B: morpheme-by-morpheme gloss; C: 
periphrase; 0: metaphrase (free translation). 

Al iikii-0 taj-;}i-0, iimii-0 wej-0-0 
B 1 OLO(ER).MALE- HAS-pres-s3 OLO(ER).FEMALE TAKES-perf-s3 

sN 
Cl an older male 

relative 
he has, a woman he took 

A2 iimii-0 jek-k;}n afu;Jkee-y;}n taj-;}i-0 
B2 OLO(ER).FEMALE FATHER-dual MOTHER-dual HAS-pres-s3 
C2 (his) wife father- and-mother she has 

A3 uup-;}i + iikii-n;} 
B3 FATHER.IN.LAW-s3 + OLO(ER).MALE-Ioc 
C3 by his father-in-law 

afu;Jk=aayt;}=miin 
NAGS=ger 
naggingly 

koi;} 
always 
always 

taj-i-ii-0 
HAS-pres-pass-s3 
he is had 

A4 n1im=t-0-ii-0 

sey+jel)k=ii 
BURBOT+WATER=adj 
burbot soup 

iaar;}y+jel)k=ii 
RUFFE+WATER=adj 
ruffe soup 

A5 nom=s-;}i-aa 

B4 NAME=vsx-perf-pass-s3 
C4 he is called 

100ywtiaa=0 
SPLASHES=pres.part 
splashing 

100yW tj aa=0 
SPLASHES=pres.part 
splashing 

kon-0 
BELLY-sN 
belly, 

kon-0 
BELLY-sN 
belly. 

B5 THINKS=NdeV-s3-lat 
C5 to his mind 

ent;} 
NEG.PART 
it doesn't 

joyw;}t-;}i-0 
ARRIVES-pres-s3 
come 

01 He has a father-in-law, (because) he has taken a wife. 02 His wife 
has a father and a mother. 03 He is constantly being nagged by his father-
in-law. 04 He is called burbot-soup-belly, ruffe-soup-belly. 05 He doesn't 
like it. 
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13 Mansi 

LaszlO Keres'lJes 

History of the Investigation into Mansi 
The fIrst written attestation of Mansi is in the form of personal names, found 
sporadically in Russian chronicles. Interest in the Mansi language dates from 
the eighteenth century, when travellers from various lands (Messerschmidt, 
Strahlenberg, Fischer, Schl6zer, Klaproth, Pallas) began to report vocabulary 
they had collected. This early lexical evidence is both linguistically naive and 
of great philological importance; it must be used, therefore, with linguistic 
judiciousness and acumen. 

The fIrst investigator to visit the Mansi for the express purpose of 
collecting linguistic and ethnographic data was Antal Reguly (1819-58; 
fIeldwork 1843-4). At that time about fIfty Mansi still lived west of the Urals. 
Reguly travelled east of the Urals, as well, where he managed to make contact 
with an informant from along the Lozva River, from whom he collected 
extremely important material. After Reguly, August Ahlqvist (1826-89) made 
three trips to the Mansi region, but managed to bring back relatively little 
material. 

Reguly died young. It fell to his contemporary, Pal Hunfalvy (1810-91), 
to work up the texts Reguly had collected, something he did with only limited 
success. It was not until Bernat Munkacsi (1860-1937) that Mansi studies 
were put on a fIrm footing. Munkacsi sorted out Reguly's material, and in a 
year of his own fIeldwork (1888-9) collected further material from all Mansi 
dialects. The longest stretch of fIeldwork was carried out by Artturi Kannisto 
(1874-1943), who spent nearly six years (1901-6) among the Mansi, and 
visited every area where Mansi was spoken. 

After the 1917 Revolution, foreign access to the Mansi was effectively shut 
off; between the two world wars and after, the only foreigner permitted to 
enter the region was Wolfgang Steinitz (1905-67). Fortunately, Soviet 
linguists, as well, visited the area, among them v.I. Chernetsov and A.N. 
Balandin. 'Western' investigators - among whom the most important is Bela 
Kalman - were allowed to travel no further than St Petersburg, where they 
were able to collect fresh material from Mansi, studying at the Herzen 
Institute. Other investigators fortunate enough to carry out such fIeldwork 
with native speakers include Gy6rgy Lak6 and the present author. 
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The first researcher to venture beyond St Petersburg after the Second 
World War was Eva Schmidt, who reached the Mansi lands by dint of 
persistence in the face of natural adversity and bureaucratic obstacles. Since 
the beginning of the 1990s it has become possible once again for researchers 
from the West to do Mansi fieldwork. 

Among native-speaker researchers of Mansi, M.P. Vakhrusheva, A.I. 
Sainakhova and E.I. Rombandeeva deserve special mention. At the end of the 
twentieth century a new brigade of indigenous Mansi language scholars is 
beginning to test its wings. 

Mansi has always enjoyed a favoured position among Finno-U gric scholars. 
This is evidenced in the first instance by the attention paid it by scholars in 
Hungary (in the nineteenth century: Moric Szilasi and ZoItan Trocsanyi; in the 
first half of the twentieth century: Oliver Hazay, Odan Beke, David Fokos, 
ZoItan Gombocz, Mano Kertesz, Antal Klemm, Dezs() SzabO, Magda Kavesi; 
in the second half of the twentieth century: Magdolna Kispal, Eva Sal, Odan 
Lavotha, Karoly Redei, Janos Gulya, Laszlo Honti, Eva Schmidt and Laszlo 
Keresztes). But in Finland, too, prominent scholars have devoted their attention 
to this language which, for them, is only a distant relative (Matti Liimola, Kaisa 
Hakkinen, VuokkoEiras, Ulla-MaijaKulonen). 

The work of Wolfgang Steinitz stands out among that done by scholars 
whose native language was not a Finno-Ugrian one. Besides Steinitz, one 
should also mention the names of Wolfgang Veenker, Robert Austerlitz, and 
Giuliano Pirotti. 

Mansi Linguistic Sources 
Great caution must be used in exploiting the wordlists from eighteenth-
century expeditions. It was these early perceptions, however, which led the 
first dedicated linguistic investigators to the Mansi regions. They returned 
with extensive folkloristic texts. The chain of scholarly collectors was 
unbroken, from Reguly to Hunfalvy (who made promising stabs at inter-
pretation) to Bernat Munkacsi, who was the first to make a thorough analysis 
and to publish the data. Munkacsi also did his own fieldwork; he began to 
work up the texts he had collected and part of a commentary, and after his 
death Bela Kalman finished the commentary. By this time Kalman had 
already been collecting texts himself: he published these, and worked their 
lexical material into the corpus of the Mansi dialect dictionary based on 
Munkacsi's notes. 

Another important, albeit smaller, source for Mansi is the nineteenth-
century material collected by August Ahlqvist. The material collected by 
Kannisto has been edited and published, for the most part, by Matti Liimola. 
The most extensive Mansi dialect dictionary is still in preparation, under the 
direction of Vuokko Eiras. 

E.I. Rombandeeva's monographs (1976, 1979) offer ample storehouses of 
examples for investigators. She is currently working on an edition of folklore 
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texts and on a dictionary. School textbooks and university teaching materials 
produced during the Soviet era are also illuminating. 

The Development of the Mansi Language and People 
The Mansi - in their own language, maanjsii -live chiefly along rivers in the 
area between the Urals and the left bank of the Ob'. With its closest congener, 
Ostyak, it forms the so-called ObUgrian branch ofthe Uralic language family. 
The term Ugric is used to refer to ObUgrian and Hungarian together. 

After the speakers of proto-Hungarian broke away (roughly seventh to fifth 
century BCE), the linguistic ancestors of the Khanty and the Mansi remained 
in western Siberia, where they spoke a common language for some 
considerable time. Although linguistically they are the closest relatives to the 
Hungarians, in terms of physical anthropology they are quite distinct. This 
differentiation may be due to genetic admixture with other, unknown, groups. 

The distinction, in name, of 'Mansi' from 'Khanty' is datable to no earlier 
than the fourteenth century. This is doubtless due to the great similarities in 
the physical and spiritual culture of the two groups. The linguistic split, 
however, must have been much earlier, perhaps as early as the first half of the 
first millenium CEo The period between the breakaway of Hungarian and the 
breakup of Khanty and Mansi is called the ObU grian period, and the common 
language, proto-ObUgrian (Honti 1982a: 15). 

During the ObUgrian period a significant number of speakers lived to the 
west of the Urals. The ethnonym Vogul is first attested in 1396: the Russians 
thus named the first mansi speakers with whom they came into contact, mansi 
who were then living along the Vogulka River. The name then spread to 
designate all the Mansi. The self-designation maanisii (western maanisi, 
eastern ma:a:njsi, southern miinjdi) is perhaps an Iranian loan meaning 
'human', but it is also connected with the name of a Khanty/Mansi phratry 
(Mansi moosi, Khanty Vakh maaniti , Kazym maasi ) and with a Hungarian 
tribal name (Megyer) and with the self-designation of the Hungarians 
(magyar) as whole. 

Between the tenth and fifteenth centuries CE the northern and western 
groups of Mansi speakers were subject to Komi, then Russian influence; 
southern and eastern groups experienced intensive contact with Siberian 
Tatar. The Russians took western Siberia from the Tatars in the sixteenth 
century; thereafter Russian colonization hit the Mansi population hard. In the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries there were new waves of Komi migration; 
these Komi settled between and among the Mansi, Khantak, and Samoyed 
population. During their entire history, the Mansi have been in contact with 
the Khanty, and northern groups of Mansi speakers have had contact with 
Nenets speakers, as well (Honti 1982a: 13-17; Kalman 1988: 395-412). 
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Mansi Dialects 
Mansi is spoken along the left-bank tributaries of the lower Ob', on the 
Siberian side of the Urals. The dialects are traditionally classified into 
Northern, Western, Eastern and Southern groups (Kalman 1976: 10-11). 

Northern Group 
These dialects, upon which the literary standard is based, are spoken along the 
Sosva and Sygva Rivers, also formerly along the upper Lozva and in the 
Berezovo region (it is here that the Vogulka River is located). This grouping 
of dialects is characterized by strong Russian, Komi, and Nenets influence. 
The area is adjacent to that of northern Khanty, with which there has been 
intense contact. Phonological innovations include: the backing of certain 
vowels (e.g. *a > a, *aa > aa); gemination of intervocalic consonants (upper 
Sosva); 1JX > x and kW > k and k > t' before front vowels (Sygva); in Ob' 
subdialects, Si instead of si, and fricative laterals (I, P) instead of approx-
imants (l, [1) - this latter feature a result of northern Khanty influence. 
Throughout the Northern dialect area the accusative is unmarked, i.e. 
homophonous with the nominative. Dual forms of the direct object and of 
possessions are distinguished (Rombandeevea 1964: 51-8). 

Western Group 
These dialects were formerly spoken along the mid and lower reaches of the 
Lozva, also along the Vagilsk and Pelymka. In Reguly's day Western group 
dialects were spoken west of the Urals, as well (Chusovaya); they are now in 
the final stages of extinction. Russian and Komi influence was significant. 
They are characterized by a withering away of the dual, and, in common with 
dialects of the Eastern group, by the dipthongization of long vowels. 

Eastern Group 
Eastern group dialects are spoken by some 100-200 people along the Konda 
and Yukonda Rivers. There was close contact with Khanty speakers along the 
lower Konda; considerable Tatar influence is also present. Vowel harmony has 
been preserved. Word-initial s is more common in Yukonda subdialects. 
Corresponding to Northern aa and Southern iiii is the characteristic a?a?, which 
is frequently diphthongized. 

Southern Group 
These dialects were still spoken, along the Tavda River, at the beginning of 
the twentieth century. Vowel harmony and the greater part of the original 
vocalism are best preserved here; on the other hand the dual has disappeared. 
There is strong Tatar influence. The main stress is on the second syllable. 

Table 13.1 provides an overview of the chief dialectal isoglosses for the 
Northern, Western, Eastern and Southern dialect groups (Honti 1982a). 

There are differences in the morphology, as well (cf. Kalman 1976: 12), as 
shown in Table 13.2. 
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Table 13.1 Illustrations of chief dialectal isoglosses 

Gloss, Ronti page no. Northern Western Eastern Southern 

grandfather 123 aasj reresj aacji 
daughter 123 aayi aa rere aaw 
dog 126 aamp aamp reremp aamp 
pulls out 127 aal)xw- eel)kw- aal)xw- aal)k-
thin 130 sjaaliy  sjaaliy sjrereli cjaal~w 

hill 131 saal)kw sax  saxW silk 
pours out l3l soos- saas-
flea 133 sus sus sons sos 
fog l33 seel)kw seex

w 
seel)kw siikw 

stone 147 kaw  kaw kaw kilw 
dies 149 xool- kool- xool- kaal-
wave 150 xuump kup xop kop 
claw 152 kWoss, kos klis kWas kilns 
breast 163 maay~l mayl mreyl mawl 
wades 181 suus- soos-
cuts 183 saayr- sayr- sreyr- sawr-
heart 184 sim sim  sim  sam 
hundred 186 saat seet seet  saat  
god 190 toor~m tooraamt toor~m taar~m 

fat 192 wooj wooj wooj waaj 
lives, exists 193 001- 001- uul- aal-

Table 13.2 Sample morphological differences 

Northern Western Eastern Southern 

Accusative -m(~) -m -mi - -me 
Translative -iy -a -j -0 --u 
Ablative -n~l -n~ -n~l -naal - -naal 
Dual -iy- -a- -aa-- -~j-
Conjunctive H [+] [+] H 
Future [-] [-] [-] [+] 
Infinitive -I)kwe -ux -~x - -ax -I) 
Pres. part. -ne -n~ -p -ni - -ne 

If alongside phonological and morphological differences we consider 
lexical ones, as well, it becomes obvious that interdialectal communication 
can become problematic (cf. Kalman 1976: 12). 

soos- soos-

maay~l 

toor~m 

suus- suus-

cjaal~w 

toor~m taar~m 

-ax 

-m(~) 

-m(~) 

-m(~) -m(~) 

-ax 
-aa-
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Table 13.3 Sample lexical differences 

Northern Western 

[negator] at at 
fire naaj, ulja taawt 
small maani wiisj 

bread niaanj niaani 
cow mis salr 
reindeer saali kunna 
wolf saaliuj sees 

Phonology 

Vowels 

Eastern 

u:u:t 
tu:u:wt 
wisi 

nju:u:ni 
su:y;}r 
xon;}j 
saas 

Southern 

aa,ak 
taw;}t 
musi 
itimax 
saw;}r 
kOIJka 
cjeesj 

The vowel system of Northern (Literary) Mansi is summarized below (cf. 
Rombandeeva 1973: 17-28; Kruman 1984: 73--6): 

11 

ee e ;) 

a aa 

u 
o 

uu 
00 

Here are the values of these symbols in some phonetic detail: 

luI: short back rounded high: ut 'something', rusi 'Russian', laawuokwe 'to 
say'. 

luu/: long back rounded high: uus 'town', suuj 'forest'. 
Ii!: short front unrounded high: iO 'still', kit 'two', toti- 'brings'; retracted 

variants occur after x and before y (piy [p"iy] 'boy', xili- [xi1i] 'digs'). 
Iii!: long front unrounded high: iitii 'at night' ,jiiw 'tree'; retracted before y: 

wUy;,r [wriy;)r] 'red'. 
10/: short back rounded mid: niol 'nose' ,jom:JS 'good', low 'ten'. 
100/: long back rounded low [iiii]: ooli- 'is, lives', poor 'fish roe'. Often 

diphthongized as [mil. 
leI: short front unrounded mid [E]. Occurs rarely in first syllable; example: 

ness 'only'. In non-first syllable it is more frequent, especially in absolute 
final position: jaate 'its river', laawuokwe 'to say', luwkwel 'with a little 
horse'. In non-first syllables and when non-final, the e phoneme is usually 
pronounced long. Velarized and diphongized variants also occur, e.g. 
mineyen [mineeyeen] 'you (plur) go', taajen [taajeen] '(you plur) eat! 
(imperative), minimen [minimeEn] 'let's go!'. 

lee/: long front unrounded lower-mid [E:]. Examples: nee 'woman', keelp 
'blood', seem;,l 'black'. 

Ia!: short back unrounded low: aji- 'drinks', kan 'space', josa 'ski'. Fronted 
variants occur after j, e.g. janiy [jiin"iy] 'big'. 

e 
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faa/: long back unrounded low: aamp 'dog', taal 'winter', maa 'earth', saat 
'hundred'. 

I:J/: A reduced vowel, occurring in the literary language only in unstressed 
syllables: joxt:Js 's3 came' . Before m p, rounded variants occur, e.g. toor;»n 
[to:rum] 'sky, god', lilt;p [liltup] 'air'. In the environment of palatalized 
consonants [i]-like variants occur, e.g. aakani:J1 [a:kanjil] 'with a doll'; in 
certain other environments [a]-like variants occur, e.g. xans:JIJ [xansaIJ] 
'many-coloured', min:Js [minas] 's3 went'. These three phonetic variants 
of :J - [u], [i], and [a] - are indicated by the Cyrillic orthography, e.g. 
TOpyM, JIHJITyrr, aKaHHJI, xaHcaHr, MHHac. 

Oppositions among the Vowels 
The most pervasive correlation in the vocalism is that of quantity. Witness the 
pairs: sam 'eye' - saam 'fish-scale; region' , xot (perfectivizing coverb) - xoot 
'six; where?', tur 'voice' - tuur 'lake'. Qualitative differences accompany the 
quantitative distinctions; for example, short 0 is higher than its long 
counterpart 00, and short u is higher than its long counterpart uu. The 
quantitative opposition is old; it is reconstructed for proto-Mansi and for 
proto-ObUgrian (cf. Steinitz 1955: 154; Honti 1982a: 26). 

In all surviving Mansi dialects, the correlation front: back is irrelevant, i.e. 
[+1-] back can be considered a trivial byproduct of [+1-] labial. 

Distribution o/Vowels 
The phonologically long vowels tend to occur in the first, stressed, syllable; 
contrast e, which tends to occur as (phonetically) long in non-first, non-final 
syllables. Short u and 0 are rare in unstressed syllables; in word-final position 
only a e i occur. The reduced vowel :J occurs only in unstressed syllables. 

In descending order of textual frequency, the vowels are a i :J 0 ee aa 00 

u e uu ii. The proportion of back to front vowels has been measured as 66 to 
34 (cf. Kalman 1976: 36). 

Consonants 
The consonant system inventory of North (Literary) Mansi is summarized 
below (cf. Rombandeeva 1973: 28-37; Kalman 1984: 76-9): 

m n ni I) 

p t ~ k k W 

s sj x 
w j y 

Ij 

r 

Here are the values of these symbols in some phonetic detail: 

r 

r k k
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1m!: voiced bilabial nasal: maam 'my land' . 
In!: voiced dental nasal: naan 'you (plur)' . 
Inj/: voiced palatalized dental nasal: njaani 'bread' 
ITJ/: voiced velar nasal stop: distinctive only word-internal and word-final, e.g. 

sia.(]sii 'sparrow', xuri.(] 'good-looking'. Frequent, in all subdialects, before 
/k/ and lx!, e.g. paa.(]k 'soot' , noo.(]x 'up' . 

Ip/: voiceless bilabial stop: puut 'pot', tuup'oar'. 
It/: voiceless dental stop: taal 'winter' , tuur 'lake' . 
IV/: voiceless palatalized dental stop: waatji 'short'. 
/k/: voiceless velar stop: kol 'dwelling', keer 'iron'. 
/kw I: voiceless labialized velar stop: kW onkw aalu.(]kwe 'to exit', eekwa 

'woman'. More frequent along the Sosva; along the Sygva, replaced by /k/, 
especially in initial position, e.g. kol 'dwelling' , kon 'out' 

Iw/: voiced bilabial fricative or approximant: wooj 'fat',jiw- - juw- 'comes'. 
In some subdialects there is word-internal free variation of Iwl with Iyl, e.g. 
puwi- - puyi- 'seizes'; in others, Iwl alternates freely with zero in word-
initial position, e.g. Ob' uPa - wuPa 'fire'. 

Ij/: voiced palatal glide:joxti- 'arrives', wooj 'fat'. 
Ix!: voiceless velar fricative: xanisii- 'knows', xum 'man', nox 'up'; in some 

(idio )lects, also occurs labialized, e.g. see.(]xw (- see.(]kW) 'fog'. 
Iy/: voiced velar fricative: janiy 'big', piy 'boy'. Does not occur word-

initially; cf. Iw/. Along the Ob', frequently corresponds to Iwl in other 
areas, e.g. paay;;,l (other dialects: paaw;;,l) 'village', moyiniti- (mowinti-) 
'laughs'. 

lsi: voiceless hissing sibilant: saaw 'many', pos 'light, shining'. 
lsi: voiceless hushing shibilant: occurs only in recent Russian loanwords and 

in Ob' subdialects, e.g. uuS(other dialects: uus) 'town'. 
Isj/: voiceless palatalized sibilant, varying subdialectally and idiolectally with 

a palatalized hushing sibilant [sj]: siuni 'wealth', pasia 'greeting'. 
/1/: voiced dental lateral approximant: lili 'breath, life', laawi- 'says'. Along 

the Ob', as a result of Khanty influence, most words have a voiceless 
lateral fricative (i). 

/lj/: voiced palatalized dental lateral approximant: ljuuP 'bad'; Along the Ob' , 
as a result of Khanty influence, most words have the corresponding 
palatalized voiceless lateral fricative (~), e.g. PuuPi- 'stands'. 

Ir/: voiced strong apical trill: roo.(]xi- 'shouts', xuri.(] 'good-looking'. 

Oppositions among the Consonants 
An important characteristic of the Mansi consonant system is the correlation 
of palatalization, which is relevant for all the consonants here classified as 
dental, e.g. saaj 'space behind', siaaj 'tea'; sun 'sled', siuni 'wealth'; naan 
'you (plur)', niaani 'bread'; paal 'side', paP 'ear'; waati- 'picks', waatji 
'short time'. The palatalized stop IVI is rare, although a new tj is common in 
Sygva subdialects, where a change ke, ki> tje, tji has occurred, e.g. Sy (kit 

e.g. 
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» tJit 'two', contrast tit 'here'. The sound sometimes transcribed as c', which 
occurs in a few loanwords, is to be interpreted as a sequence of tJ plus ~, e.g. 
tutJ~a1) 'sewing-bag made of reindeer hide' (cf. Honti 1977: 412). 

No Mansi dialect knows a correlation of voice. The voiceless stops and 
sibilants generally lack voiced counterparts, and the sonorants and j lack 
voiceless ones. The only pair distinguished solely by the feature of voice are 
the velar fricatives Ix! : Iy/; the functional load is slight, however, since Iyl 
never occurs word-initially and these phonemes do not appear to contrast 
word-internally, either. 

Quantitative oppositions among the consonants are also few: geminates 
occur only at morpheme boundaries, e.g. witt 'in water' (wit 'water'), xass~ 

'I wrote' (xansi- 'writes'), laawwes~ 'they said to me = I was told' (laawi-
'says'). 

The contemporary northern (and western) dialects preserve the proto-
Mansi consonant system essentially unchanged, the only restructuring 
stemming from the disaffrication of p V *ci and the realignment of the 
sibilants (cf. Honti 1982a: 24-5 and Chapter 11 in this book). 

Distribution of the Consonants 
Most consonants occur in all positions, with the exception of y and 1), which 
do not occurword-initially. Mansi also tends to avoid word-initial clusters; a 
limited number of word-final clusters are tolerated. 

In descending order of textual frequency, the consonants of Northern 
Mansi are: t, I, m, s, w, r, n, p, k, y, x,j,~, Ii, ni, 1), tJ (cf. Kalman 1976: 36). 

Morpho(no )logy 

The Phonological Makeup of Morphemes 

Free Morphemes (Stems) 
The canonic Mansi word is bisyllabic, but monosyllabic and trisyllabic words 
are common as well. The most frequent types of stem morphemes are shown 
in Table 13.4. 

Nominal stems end in vowels, consonants, and consonant clusters, but 
most verb stems have a final consonant(ism). There are just six verb stems, 
all monosyllabic (e.g. wi-, 'takes'), which have vowel-final forms before 
certain suffixes; but these, too, have consonant-final allomorphs. 

Bound Morphemes (Suffixes) 
The most common shapes of simple inflectional and derivational suffixes are 
shown in Table 13.5. 

The Syllable 
The number of syllables in a Mansi word-form is conditioned by the number 
of vowels present. Syllables begin with a consonant whenever possible, and 

Mansi 

xass~ 

laawwes~ 

k, y, x,j,~, 
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Table 13.4 Canonic shapes of stem morphemes 

Noun Verb 

ve ur 'mountain' uur- 'waits' 
ev maa 'earth' Wl- 'takes' 
eve tul 'cloud' laaw- 'says' 
vev ulja 'fire' 
vee oln 'money' uunl- 'sits' 
veev oojka 'oldman' 
evev saali 'reindeer' 
evee suunt 'opening' roOI)X- 'shouts' 
eveev soomji 'gold' 

Table 13.5 Canonic shapes of inflectional and derivational suffixes 

Nominal suffixes Verbal suffixes 

V -e (s3 px) -i (s3 vx) 
ve -iy (dual) -ew (pI vx) 
vev -awe (pass) 
veev -ul)kwe (int) 
e -t (loc) -s (pret) 
ev -te (s3 px) -te (s3 VX) 

eve -n;}l (ab1) -nuw (cond) 

the last element in any word-internal cluster belongs to the subsequent 
syllable, e.g. molwallaalli 'laughs', roogixaxltely;)t 'they shout'. 

Morpbonological Alternations 

Stem Alternations 
Nominal stems. Nominal stems which end in a vowel do not alternate: suffixes 
simply attach to the final vowel. 

Consonant-final nominal stems, on the other hand, are augmented by the 
reduced vowel ;;J or, rarely, by i when certain suffixes are attached: contrast 
kol;rt 'dwellings' with kol-t 'in a/the dwelling' (kol 'dwelling'); xumi-te 'her 
husband' with xum-n;;J1 'from a man'. 

When vowel-initial suffixes are attached, an analogous loss of ;;J and i in 
final syllables characterizes the syncopating class of stems, e.g. xuur;;»n 
'three', xuurm=it 'third'; sooj;;»n 'brook', soojm;rt 'brooks'; eeriy 'song', 
eery-e 'song s3'; laaY;;J1 'foot, leg', laayl-e 'foot/leg s3'. 

The word maa 'earth' shows a unique alternation of y with zero, e.g. the 
instrumental case form maay;rl. 

Verbal stems. There are no non-alternating vowel-final verb stems. All 
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consonant-final verb stems are characterized by the alternation of zero, ~, i, 
and a to the left of various suffixes, e.g. zero in waar-s-~ 'I made', waar-
nuw 's3 would make', waar-we-s 's3 was made', and ~in waar;rs 's3 made', 
waar;rs-te 's3 made s3', i in waari-l~ 'I make s3', waari-te 's3 makes s3', 
and a in waara-we 's3 is made' . 

In verbal stems ending in nasal plus homotopic obstruent (sibilant or x), the 
nasal goes to zero when consonant-initial suffixes are attached (denasalizing 
type): liuunisii- 'weeps', liuusi-s;rm 'I wept'; sunsi- 'looks', sus-s;rm 'I 
looked'; xaa1Jxi- 'climbs', xaax-s;rm 'I climbed'. 

Six verbal stems are characterized by alternations of final consonants (y, 
w, j) with zero, and, in some cases, by vowel alternations as well. Table 13.6 
sets out the stem variants of these verbs to the left of present, preterite, 
conditional, imperative, and passive suffixation. 

Table 13.6 Stem variants 

Present Preterite, conditional Imperative, passive Gloss 

miy- ml- maj- 'gives' 
liy- li- laj- 'throws' 
wiy- Wl- woj- 'takes' 
teey- tee- taaj- 'eats' 
waay- waa- waaj- 'sees' 
juw- - jiw- ju- - ji- jaj- 'comes' 

Suffix Alternations 
Suffix allomorphy is dependent on whether the preceding segment is a 
consonant or a vowel (cf. Kalman 1976: 40). 

The third-person singular possessive suffix is -te after vowels, -e after 
consonants: aayi-te 'hislher daughter', piy-e 'hislher son'. A homophonous 
pair is found in the third-person singular suffix of the definite conjugation: 
waari-te '(s)he makes it', waari-jay-e '(s)he makes them (dual)', waari-jan-e 
'(s)he makes them (plur)'. 

The suffix of the instrumental is -I in the singular and plural, -t~l in the 
dual: puut;rl 'with a pot' ,puut;rt;rl 'with pots', puut-iy-t~l 'with two pots' . 

The distribution of the alternants of the diminutive suffix is unclear: 
aayi=ke-m 'my (little) girl', aayi=kwe 'herlhis little girl'. 

Vowel Distribution and Vowel Harmony 
The present-day dialects of Mansi have lost vowel harmony. The Southern 
(Tavda) dialect data collected at the tum of the last century show that this form 
of Mansi was archaic in this respect, e.g. Tavda kiil-niiiil 'from the/a house', 
kaap-naal 'from the/a boat'; kiiiit-tiiii 'in the/a hand', maa-taa 'in the earth' 
(cf. Honti 1975: 122). 

diminutive 
pots' 
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Stress 
The primary stress falls on the first syllable. There is also a secondary, but 
considerable, stress on the third, but no stress falls on a final syllable. 
Examples: lu "jyante 'y;]t 'they chirp', kaa" sala 'san;]l 'they noticed itlhiml 
her'. The Tavda dialect deviated from this pattern: it had stress on the second 
syllable, apparently as a result of Tatar influence. 

Verbs 

Stem types 
Mansi verb stems normally end in one or two consonants. Stem augmentation 
comes in the form of an additional ;], i, or a; the selection is conditioned by 
the suffix. Only six stems have vowel-final variants (see p. 397). 

Conjugation 
Active v. passive forms are distinguished. All forms encode tense/mood. In 
addition, passive forms encode the person and number of the experiencer, 
while active forms encode the person and number of the subject. Active forms 
further encode whether or not there is a definite object; if the object is definite, 
its number is also encoded. Number can be singular, dual, or plural (cf. 
Balandin-Vakhrusheva 1957: 111-39; Rombandeeva 1973: 111-45; Kalman 
1976: 56-64). 

Indeterminate (Indefinite, Subjective) Conjugation 
Three moods are distinguished: indicative, conditional, and imperative. 

The indicative distinguishes two tenses: present and preterite. The 
indeterminate person-suffixes in the present tense are as follows: 

Singular Dual Plural 

1 -ey;)m -imen -ew 
2 -ey;)n -ey;)/en -ey;)/en 
3 -i -ey -ey;)t 

The -ey- component of certain of the person suffixes was originally a 
present-tense morpheme (?pFU *-k-). The y and w final in the ablauting stems 
appear to have always belonged to the stem, however. 

Most of the fIrst- and second-person suffixes derive from personal 
pronouns. The -n of the second person, which has pendants in Khanty, 
Permian, and Nenets, is attributed by some scholars to dialectal variation in 
proto-Uralic, by others to a sound change (*t > *n; cf. Hajdu 1966: 132-3, 
142). In either event, the distribution seems to indicate an areal phenomenon. 
In general, second-person forms - particularly dual and plural ones - tend to 
syncretize in Mansi. 

The third-person forms of the indeterminate conjugation are not of 
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pronominal origin. The third-person singular -i is historically the suffix of a 
now non-productive imperfective/continuous participle (pFU *=j). The six 
ablauting verbs have zero in the third person singular. The dual and plural 
third-person forms consist of dual and plural suffixes (-y, -t) added to the 
stem; this state of affairs is best preserved in the forms of the ablauting stems. 

The first-person plural suffix -w is perhaps a continuation of a pFU 
pluralizer *-k. 

Future time is indicated either by present-tense forms, often with the aid 
of a temporal adverb, or with the auxiliary verb pati-, e.g. eery-e sujtugkW akw 

tox pari 'hislher/its song will always (re )sound'. 

Table 13.7 Present-tense indeterminate person suffixes ooli- 'is, lives', waari-
'makes',xansi-'writes' 

Singular Dual Plural 

1 ool-ey;}m ool-imen ool-ew 
2 ool-ey;}n 00 I-ey;)/ en ool-ey;}/en 
3 ool-i ool-ey ool-ey;}t 

1 waar-ey;}m waar-imen waar-ew 
2 waar-ey;}n waar-ey;}/en waar-ey;}/en 
3 waar-i waar-ey waar-ey;}t 

1 xans-ey;}m xans-imen xans-ew 
2 xans-ey;}n xans-ey;}/en xans-ey;}/en 
3 xans-i xans-ey xans-ey;}t 

Table 13.8 Present-tense forms of the six ablauting stems 

'gives' 'throws' 'takes' 'eats' 'sees' 'comes' 

sl miy-;}m liy-;}m wiy-;}m teey-;}m waay-;}m juw-;}m 
s2 miy-;}n liy-;}n wiy-;}n teey-;}n waay-;}n juw-;}n 
s3 miy Iiy wiy teey waay juw - jiw 

dl miy-men Iiy-men wiy-men teey-men waay-men juw-men 
d2 miy-en Iiy-en wiy-en teey-en waay-en juw-en 
d3 miy-iy Iiy-iy wiy-iy teey-iy waay-iy juw-iy 

pI miy-uw Iiy-uw wiy-uw teey-uw waay-uw juw-uw 
p2 miy-en Iiy-en wiy-en teey-en waay-en juw-en 
p3 miy-;}t Iiy-;}t wiy-;}t teey-;}t waay-;}t jUW-;}t 

Note: See Table 13.6 for ablauting stems. 

The preterite forms are built with the suffix -s « pU *-si), which is added to 
the plain (unaugmented) stem in all forms save the third person singular, where 
either ~ or (more rarely) a occurs. The person suffixes in the preterite are: 

waay-en 
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Singular Dual Plural 

1 -~m -~men -uw 
2 -~n -en -en 
3 -0 -iy -~t 

The third-person singular suffix is always -0 in the preterite; the dual and 
plural third-person forms are built with the dual and plural suffixes found in 
the nominal paradigm. 

Dual and plural syncretize in the second person. 

Table 13.9 Preterite-tense person suffixes: ooli- 'is, lives', mini- 'goes', sunsi-
'looks' 

Singular Dual Plural 

1 ool-s-~m ool-s-~men ool-s-uw 
2 ool-s-~n ool-s-en ool-s-en 
3 ool-(~)s-O ool-s-iy ool-s-~t 

1 mina-s-~m mina-s-~men mina-s-uw 
2 mina-s-~n mina-s-en mina-s-en 
3 mina-s-O mina-s-iy mina-s-~t 

1 sus-s-~m sus-s-~men sus-s-uw 
2 sus-s-~n sus-s-en sus-s-en 
3 suns~-s-O sus-s-iy sus-s-~t 

Table 13.10 Preterite-tense forms of the six ablauting stems 

'gave' 'threw' 'took' 'ate' 'saw' 'came' 

sl mi-s-~m li-s-~m wi-s-~m tee-s~m waa-s-~m juw-~m 

s2 mi-s-~n li-s-~n wi-s-~n tee-s-~n waa-s-~n juw-~n 

s3 mi-s-O li-s-O wi-s-O tee-s-O waa-s-O ji-s-O 

dl mi-s-men li-s-men wi-s-men tee-s-men waa-s-men juw-men 
d2 mi-s-en li-s-en wi-s-en tee-s-en waa-s-en juw-en 
d3 mi-s-iy li-s-iy wi-s-iy tee-s-iy waa-s-iy juw-iy 

pI ml-S-UW li-s-uw wi-s-uw tee-s-uw waa-s-uw juw-uw 
p2 mi-s-en li-s-en wi-s-en tee-s-en waa-s-en juw-en 
p3 mi-s-~t li-s-~t wi-s-~t tee-s-~t waa-s-~t juw-~t 

Conditional. The suffix of the conditional mood is -nuw- « pFU *-nek). 
The person suffixes in the conditional are: 

1 
2 
3 

Singular Dual Plural 

-amen -uw 
-en -en 
-iy -~t 

ool-s-en 
ool-s-en 
ool-s-en 

ool-s-en 
ool-s-en 

ool-s-en 
ool-s-en 
ool-s-en 

sus-s-~men 

sus-s-~men 

sus-s-~men 

sus-s-en 

sus-s-en 

sus-s-en 

waa-s-~m 

waa-s-~n 

juw-~m 

juw-~n 

tee-s~m 

tee-s-~n 

wi-s-~m 

wi-s-~n 

li-s-~m 

li-s-~n 

mi-s-~m 

mi-s-~n 

mi-s-~t li-s-en li-s-en li-s-en li-s-en li-s-en 

-en 
-en 
-en 

-en 

-iy 
-iy 
-iy 

-~men -~men 
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Table 13.11 Conditional mood person suffixes: toti- 'takes away, brings', mini-
'goes', xanli- 'glues', mi'Y- 'gives' 

Singular Dual Plural 

1 tot-nuw-gm tot-nuw-amen tot-nuw-uw 
2 tot-nuw-gn tot-nuw-en tot-nuw-en 
3 tot-nuw-0 tot-nuw-iy tot-nuw-;}t 

1 min-nuw-gm min-nuw-amen mm-nuw-uw 
2 min-nuw-;}n min-nuw-en min-nuw-en 
3 min-nuw-0 min-nuw-iy min-nuw-gt 

1 xanl;}-nuw-gm xanl;}-nuw-amen xanlg-nuw-uw 
2 xanl;}-nuw-gn xanl;}-nuw-en xanlg-nuw-en 
3 xanlg-nuw-0 xanlg-nuw-iy xanlg-nuw-;}t 

1 mi-nuw-;}m mi-nuw-amen mi-nuw-uw 
2 mi-nuw-gn mi-nuw-en ml-nuw-en 
3 mi-nuw-0 mi-nuw-iy mi-nuw-gt 

i.e., identical with those of the preterite except for the initial vowel in the first 
person dual. 

Some scholars (e.g. Kalman 1976: 56) use the term 'conditional', others 
call this mood 'conjunctive' (e.g. Rombandeeva 1973: 128-9) or 
'conditional-optative' (Riese 1984: 75). 

Conditions may also be expressed by means of a particle ke, used with the 
indicative, e.g.jo[;:,[ ke mini 'if (s)he/it goes up there' (cf. Rombandeeva 1973 
129). 

Imperative. The imperative is formed by direct suffixation of the second-
person suffix to the stem, i.e. its suffix is zero. This may preserve an archaic 
(pU) state of affairs, or the imperative *-k- may have been lost through sound 
change (cf. Hajdu 21966: 136). 

Examples: waari- 'makes', plus the ablauting verbs: 

s2 waar-.m 
d2 waar-en 
p2 waar-en 

maj-gn laj-gn 
maj-en laj-en 
maj-en laj-en 

woj-:m taaj-.m waaj-:ln ji/aj-:ln 
woj-en taaj-en waaj-en ji/aj-en 
woj-en taaj-en waaj-en ji/aj-en 

Imperatives for the other persons are constructed by means of a particle 
(w)os plus the present indicative, e.g. (w)os ujj-ey;Jm 'may I sink'. 

Determinate (Definite, Objective) Conjugation 
Fonns of the detenninate (definite, objective) conjugation encode not only the 
person and number of the subject but also the number of a direct object which 
is 'definite' (seep. 417). 

The detenninate conjugation has the same tenses and moods as the 
indetenninate. The person suffixes are shown in Table 13 .12. 
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Table 13.12 Determinate conjugation person suffixes 

Definite object number 
Singular Dual Plural 

sl -l;}m -(j)ay;}m -(j)an;}m 
s2 -l;}n -(j)ay;}n -(j)an(;}n) 
s3 -te -(j)aye -(j)ane 

dl -Iamen -(j)ay(a)men  -(j)an(a)men 
d2 -len -(j)ayen -(j)an(en) 
d3 -ten -(j)ayen -(j)anen 

pI -luw -(j)ayuw -(j)anuw 
p2 -len -(j)ayen -(j)an(en) 
p3 -an;}l -(j)ayan;}1 -(j)an(an);}l 

Indicative forms of the determinate conjugation are shown in Table 13.13. 
The paradigms of xanli- 'causes to adhere' and miy- 'gives (away)' in 

Table 13.14 illustrate the preterite forms of the definite conjugation. 
The person suffixes of the determinate conjugation are difficult to analyse 

from both descriptive and historical points of view. In forms which encode 

Table 13.13 Determinate conjugation present-tense forms: uunti- 'occupies (a 
place)', tee'Y-'eats (up)' 

Singular Dual Plural 
Definite object Definite object Definite object 

sl uunti-l;}m uunti-jay;}m uunti-jan;}m 
s2 uunti-l;}n uunti-jay;}n uunti-jan( ;}n) 
s3 uunti-te uunti-jaye uunti-jane 

dl uunti-Iamen uunti-jaymen uunti-janmen 
d2 uunti-Ien uunti-jayen uunti-jan( en) 
d3 uunti-ten uunti-jayen uunti-janen 

pI uunti-Iuw uunti-jayuw uunti-januw 
p2 uunti-Ien uunti-jayen uunti-jan( en) 
p3 uunti-Ian;}l uunti-jayan;}l uunti-jan(an);}l 

sl teey-l;}m teey-ay;}m teey-an;}m 
s2 teey-l;}n teey-ay;}n teey-an( ;}n) 
s3 teey-te teey-aye teey-ane 

dl teey-Iamen teey-aymen teey-anmen 
d2 teey-Ien teey-ayen teey-an(en) 
d3 teey-ten teey-ayen teey-anen 

pI teey-Iuw teey-ayuw teey-anuw 
p2 teey-Ien teey-ayen teey-an(en) 
p3 teey-Ian;}l teey-ayan;}1 teey-an(an);}l 
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Table 13.14 Determinate conjugation preterite forms: xanli- 'causes to 
adhere', miy- 'gives (away)' 

Singular Dual Plural 
Definite object Definite object Definite object 

sl xanl~-sl~m xanl~-say~m xanl~-san~m 

s2 xanl~-sl~n xanl~-say~n xanl~-san(~n) 

s3 xanl~-ste xanl~-saye xanl~-sane 

dl xanl~-slamen xanl~-saymen xanl~-sanmen 

d2 xanl~-slen xanl~-sayen xanl~-san( en) 
d3 xanl~-sten xanl~-sayen xanl~-sanen 

pI xanl~-sluw xanl~-sayuw xanl~-sanuw 
p2 xanl~-slen xanl~-sayen xanl~-san (en) 
p3 xanl~-san~l xanl~-sayan~l xanl~-san(an)~l 

sl mi-sl~m mi-say~m mi-san~m 

s2 mi-sl~n mi-say~n mi-san(~n) 

s3 mi-ste mi-saye mi-sane 

dl mi-slamen mi-saymen mi-sanmen 
d2 mi-slen mi-sayen mi-san(en) 
d3 mi-sten mi-sayen mi-sanen 

pI mi-sluw mi-sayuw mi-sanuw 
p2 mi-slen mi-sayen mi-san(en) 
p3 mi-san~l mi-sayan~l mi-san(an)~l 

fIrst- and second-person subjects, a singular defInite object is generally 
indicated by the element -1-, which is of uncertain origin; in analogous forms 
with third-person subject-marking, a singular defInite object is indicated by 
-to, which descends from either pU *se, a personal, or pU *tl:i, a demonstrative, 
pronoun. Duality of the defInite object is encoded by -(j )ay- « pU *-ka-/ka-), 
and plurality by -(j )an- « pU *-n). 

To the right of the element which encodes the number of the defInite object 
come the (subject) person suffIxes. Some of these - those of pronominal 
origin - are identical to those found in the indeterminate conjugation. 
Syncretisms, especially among second-person forms, are common here as 
well. Throughout the defInite conjugation, third-person plural subject is 
encoded by the historically obscure suffIx -an;]l. 

Passive 
Forms of the passive conjugation are all built to a stem formed with the suffIx 
-(a)we-, which continues a proto-Uralic reflexive-passive derivational suffIx 
*=w. The person encoded in passive forms is the experiencer; there is no 
direct object and a fortiori no need to distinguish defInite from indefInite 
objects. Passive forms may be built to both transitive and intransitive verbs. 

xanl~-slamen 
xanl~-slen 
xanl~-sten 

xanl~-sluw 
xanl~-slen 
xanl~-san~l 

mi-sl~m 

xanl~-sayen 
xanl~-sayen 

xanl~-sayuw 
xanl~-sayen 
xanl~-sayan~l 

xanl~-san( 
xanl~-sanen 

xanl~-sanuw 
xanl~-san 

xanl~-san(an)~l 

xanl~-sl~m xanl~-say~m xanl~-san~m 

xanl~-sl~n xanl~-say~n xanl~-san(~n) 

xanl~-ste xanl~-saye xanl~-sane 

xanl~-sayen xanl~-sanmen 

mi-say~m 

mi-say~n 
mi-san~m 

mi-san(~n) mi-sl~n 

mi-sayen mi-sayen mi-sayen 
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Table 13.15 Conditional (present): waari- 'makes', li,,{- 'hits by throwing, 
shoots (dead)' 

Singular Dual Plural 
Definite object Definite object Definite object 

81 waar-nuwl::lm waar-nuwaY::lm waar-nuwan::lm 
82 waar-nuwl::ln waar-nuwaY::ln waar-nuwan(en) 
83 waar-nuwte waar-nuwaye waar-nuwane 

dl waar-nuwlamen waar-nuwayamen waar-nuwanamen 
d2 waar-nuwlen waar-nuwayen waar-nuwan(en) 
d3 waar-nuwten waar-nuwayen waar-nuwanen 

pi waar-nuwluw 
p2 waar-nuwlen waar-nuwayen waar-nuwan(en) 
p3 waar-nuwan::ll waar-nuwayan::ll waar-nuwan::ll 

81 li-nuwl::lm li-nuwaY::lm li-nuwan::lm 
82 li-nuwl::ln li-nuwaY::ln li-nuwan(en) 
83 li-nuwte li-nuwaye li-nuwane 

dl li-nuwlamen li-nuwayamen li-nuwanamen 
d2 li-nuwlen li-nuwayen li-nuwan(en) 
d3 li-nuwten li-nuwayen li-nuwanen 

pi li-nuwluw li-nuwayuw li-nuwanuw 
p2 li-nuwlen li-nuwayen li-nuwan(en) 
p3 li-nuwan::ll li-nuwayan::ll li-nuwan::ll 

In the Present conditional the w' s of the conditional and the passive 
suffixes merge (-nuw-w-> -nuw-). 

Table 13.16 Imperatives: toti- 'takes away, brings', tee,,{- 'eats (up)' 

Singular Dual Plural 
Definite object Definite object Definite object 

82 tot-eln tot-eY::ln tot-en 
d2 tot-e1en tot-eyen tot-en 
p2 tot-elen tot-eyen tot-en 

82 taaj-eln taaj-eY::ln taaj-en 
d2 taaj-e1en taaj-eyen taaj-en 
p2 taaj-elen taaj-eyen taaj-en 

Imperative. The imperative passive can be fonned periphrastically: (w)os 
'let!' + the indicative present passive - e.g. naIJ wos alawen 'may you be 
killed' (more literally: 'let + you.are.killed'), taw wos alawe 'may (s)he be 
killed' (more literally: 'let + [s]he.is.killed'). 

waar-nuwayen waar-nuwanen 
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Table 13.17 Indicative passive, present tense: keeti- 'sends (away)' ,joxti-
'arrives', waa'Y- 'knows' 

keeti- joxti- waay-
'sends (away)' 'arrives' 'knows' 

sl keet-awem joxt-awem waa-wem 
s2 keet-awen joxt-awen waa-wen 
s3 keet-awe joxt-awe waa-we 

dl keet-awemen joxt-awemen waa-wemen 
d2 keet-awen joxt-awen waa-wen 
d3 keet-awey joxt-awey waa-wey 

pI keet-awew joxt-awew waa-wew 
p2 keet-awen joxt-awen waa-wen 
p3 keet-awet joxt-awet waa-wet 

Table 13.18 Indicative passive, preterite tense: loti- 'takes away, brings', alisili-
'kills (game)',mi'Y-'gives' 

toti- alisili- miy-
'takes away, brings' 'kills (game)' 'gives' 

sl tot-wes;}m alisil-awes;}m maj-wes;}m 
s2 tot-wes;}n alisil-awes;}n maj-wes;}n 
s3 tot-wes alisil-awes maj-wes 

dl tot-wesamen alisil-awesamen maj-wesamen 
d2 tot-wesen alisil-awesen maj-wesen 
d3 tot-wesiy alisil-awesiy maj-wesiy 

pI tot-wesuw alisil-awesuw maj-wesuw 
p2 tot-wesen alis.il-awesen maj-wesen 
p3 tot-wes;}t alisil-awes;}t maj-wes;}t 

Occasionally simple forms in the second person singular are also found, 
e.g. 

s2 miy-wen liy-wen wiy-wen tey-wen waay-wen 

Narrative 
Narrative verb forms express events not eyewitnessed by the speaker. 
Translations include 'allegedly', 'they say', 'it seems'. 

The indicative present is built with personal suffixes from the continuous/ 
non-perfective participle. Its suffix is -ne- « pFU *-n, which formed nouns 
from verbs; cf. pp. 414-15). In transitive verbs, the active/passive opposition 
is neutralized: tot-ne-m can be either 'allegedly I bring' or 'allegedly I am 
brought/to me is brought'. The categories of the definite object can also be 
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Table 13.19 Present conditional, passive: xanii!lti- 'teaches', mi-y- 'gives' 

xanji~ti- miy-
'teaches' 'gives' 

sl xaniisita-nuwem miy-nuwem 
s2 xaniisita-nuwen miy-nuwen 
s3 xaniisita-nuwe miy-nuwe 

dl xaniisita-nuwemen miy-nuwemen 
d2 xaniisita-nuwen miy-nuwen 
d3 xaniisita-nuwey miy-nuwey 

pI xaniisita-nuwew miy-nuwew 
p2 xaniisita-nuwen miy-nuwen 
p3 xaniisita-nuwet miy-nuwet 

Table 13.20 Indicative present, narrative form: por-yi- 'jumps', toti- 'brings' 

(Definite) sO (Definite) dO (Definite) pO 

sl pory;)-nem tot-nem tot-nel;)m tot-ney;)m  tot-nen;)m 
s2 pory;)-nen tot-nen tot-nel;)n tot-ney;)n tot-nen(;)n) 
s3 pory;)-nete tot-nete tot-nete tot-neye  tot-nene 

dl pory;)-nemen tot-nemen tot-nelamen tot-neyamen tot-nenamen 
d2 pory;)-nen tot-nen tot-nelen tot-neyen tot-nenen 
d3 pory;)-neten tot-neten tot-neten tot-neyen tot-nenen 

pI pory;)-new tot-new tot-neluw tot-neyuw tot-nenuw 
p2 pory;)-nen tot-nen tot-nelen tot-ney;)nen tot-nenen 
p3 pory;)-nen;)1 tot-nen;)1  tot-nen;)1 tot-neyan;)1 tot-nen( an);)1 

expressed, as in tot-ne-l-;nn 'I bring himlher/it, allegedly'. 
In the preterite narrative, the opposition of voice is not neutralized. The 

active indicative preterite is built with personal suffixes from the perfective 
participle. Its suffix is -m- « pFU *=m, which formed nouns from verbs; cf. 
p. 415). There can be epenthesis, to the left ofthis suffix, of an :J, U, or a. 

With person suffixes, the number of a definite direct object may also be 
expressed, as in the present. 

The passive indicative narrative is formed with personal suffixes from the 
gerund, whose suffix is -ima- (cf. p. 415). 

sl 
s2 
s3 

tot-imam 
tot-iman 
tot-ima 

'I was brought, allegedly' 

'teaches' 
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dl tot-imamen 
d2 tot-iman 
d3 tot-imay 

pI tot-imaw 
p2 tot-iman 
p3 tot-imat 

Table 13.21 Indicative preterite, narrative form: ooli- 'is, lives', ali- 'kills' 

ooli- ali-
'is, lives' 'kills' 

sl ool-m;)m ala-m;)m 
s2 ool-m;)n ala-m;)n 
s3 ool-um ala-m 

dl ool-mumen ala-mamen 
d2 ool-men ala-men 
d3 ool-miy ala-miy 

pI ool-muw ala-muw 
p2 ool-men ala-men 
p3 ool-m;)t ala-m;)t 

Table 13.22 Person suffixes, narrative form: loti- 'brings' 

sO dO pO 

sl tot-aml;)m tot-may;)m tot-man;)m 
s2 tot-aml;)n tot-may;)n tot-man;)n 
s3 tot-am(t)e tot-maye tot-mane 

dl tot -amI amen tot-mayamen tot-manamen 
d2 tot-amlen tot-mayen tot-manen 
d3 tot-am(t)en tot-mayen tot-manen 

pI tot-amluw tot-mayuw tot-manuw 
p2 tot-amlen tot-mayen tot-manen 
p3 tot-aman;)l tot-mayan;)l tot-man(an);)l 

Precative 
Although some grammars (e.g. Kalman 1976: 56-61) treat the precative as a 
mood, it is more accurate, on formal grounds, to distinguish these interesting, 
affect-laden verb forms from the true moods (cf. Rombandeeva 1973: 176-8). 
Formally, the precative suffixes lie somewhere between inflection and 
derivation; they are coloured by positive affect (-ke-, -kwe-; dialectally -tje-; 
e.g. xaajtikWe '(s)he/it is running, the dear') or pity (-risi-). To the right of 
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these suffixes may occur temporal or modal suffixes, or both; the passive 
occurs, as well (Honti 1977: 414-6). 

Indicative present. Example: xaajti- 'runs'. 

sl xaajtikem xaajtirisj;}m 
s2 xaajtiken xaajtiri~;}n 

s3 xaajtikWe xaajtiri~ 

dl xaajtikemen xaajtirisj;}men 
d2 xaajtiken xaajtirisjen 
d3 xaajtikew xaajtirisjiy 

pI xaajtikew xaajtirisjuw 
p2 xaajtiken xaajtirisjen 
p3 xaajtiket xaajtiri~;}t 

Further examples: teeytiem 'I, cute little thing, am eating'; sunsiytiewes-
men 'we two dearies are being looked at'; sunsirisilas::nn 'I looked around, 
poor me'; sunsiyrisiawem 'I, miserable thing, am being looked at'; woje-
risilen 'catch it, you wretch!'. 

Verb Formation 
Verbs may be formed from verbs or from nominals (Rombandeeva 1973: 
148-76; Kalman 1976: 55--6). 

Table 13.23 Examples of deverbal verb derivation 

Suffix Function Origin Example Gloss 

=axt- reflexive <pFU *=kt paajt=axti- cooks (intr) 
=xat- reflexive <pFU *=kt lowt=xati- washes (refl) 
=aj- momentaneous <pFU *=k por=aji- flashes 
=iyl(aal)- frequentative suns=iyl(aal)i- looks around 
=iyt- frequentative xaajt=iyti- runs around 
=1- frequentative <pFU *=1 pee1;J=li- pokes at 

causative xan=li- causes X to adhere 
=Iaal- frequentative laawi=laali- keeps saying 
=It- inchoative jeekw;J=lti- begins to dance 

causative oj;J=lti- puts to sleep 
frequentative laaw;J=lti- mentions 

=ltaxt- reflexive/inchoative rooIJxa=ltaxti- (suddenly) shouts 
=m- momentaneous <pFU*=m muur=mi- sinks 
=mt- momentaneous puw;J=mti- seizes 
=ml- inchoative xaajt;J=mli- starts running 
=nt- frequentative <pFU *=nt mina=nti- goes along 
=p- momentaneous <pFU*=pp sialta=pi- pops in 
=s- frequentative <pFU*=Sl jala=si- goes around 
=t- causative <pFU *=tt jooIJx=ti- turns (tr) 

xaajtirisj;}m 
xaajtirisjen 

xaajtirisjen 
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Table 13.24 Examples of denominal verb derivation 

Suffix Function Example Gloss 

=m- becomes X janiymi- grows (janiy big) 
kantmi- grows angry (kant anger) 

=t- provides with X ooxti- tars (oo( O)x resin, tar) 
=1- becomes X sakwali- breaks (intr; sakw small piece) 

aaygmli- becomes ill (aaY;Jm sickness, 
pain) 

provides with X xoramli- decorates (xoram decoration) 
tinisiaI)li- lassoos 

=ltt- transitive act samgltti- notices (sam eye) 
=j- intransitive act uulm=aji dreams (uul;JfTI dream) 

namaji- names; offers (to gods) (nam 
name) 

=laxt- reciprocity pasialaxti- greets (pa~ 'reciprocally') 
rumalaxti- become friends (ruma friend) 

Besides the more common derivational suffixes and suffix-sequences 
(such as =iylaal-) there are also numerous nonce-combinations, e.g. 
joo1Jxiypapti- 'turns on heel', joo1Jxataxtiyli- 'turns round and round (intr)', 
juuntsaxti-, nom;]lmati- 'thinks, ponders', teesi ;]flti- 'keeps eating', etc. 

Nominals 

Nouns 
The base form of nouns is the nominative singular. This can end in a 
consonant or a vowel; among the latter group, nouns ending in i form a special 
subclass. There is no grammatical gender. 

Absolute declension. Three numbers are distinguished: singular, dual, and 
plural (Balandin-Vaxruseva 1957: 50--72; Rombandeeva 1973: 38--64; Kal-
man 1976: 41-7). 

Singular is unmarked. The suffix of the dual is -y « pU *-kA); that of the 
plural is -t « pU *-t). Examples with a vowel-final stem: eekWay 'two 
women', eekWat 'women'. Stems in final i show a hiatus-blocking j in the 
dual: aayi 'girl', aayijiy 'two girls'. Consonant-final stems are extended, e.g. 
luw 'horse', luwiy 'two horses', luw;]t 'horses'. Syncopating stems lose their 
stem-internal vowel, e.g. siax;]l 'pile, heap', siaxliy 'two heaps', siaxl;]t 
'heaps'. In northern dialects, reduplicated forms are also attested. 

Northern Mansi noun declension distinguishes six cases: 

Nominative 
Locative 
Lative 
Elative/ablative 
Instrumental 
Translative/essive 

-0 
-(;J )t 
-(;J)n 
-n;Jl 
-(;J )1/-t;J1 
-iy 

<pFU *-ttA 
< pUg *-na-k/j 
<pUg *-na-l 
<pUg *-1 
<pU*-kA 

(= Accusative, Genitive) 

greets 
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The translative/essive is not frequently used in the dual and plural. The -t-
ofthe instrumental is the result ofJausse coupe in the plural. Certain northern 
dialects also have a vocative in -aa (Liimola 1963: 24-131; Riese 1992: 
379-88). 

Possessive declension. Suffixes express the person and number of the 
possessor, and the number of the possession; see Table 13.26. 

Consonant-final stems take the variants with initial a (or e); i-final stems 
take the j-initial variants, and stems ending in other vowels take the 
consonant-initial variants. 

Personal suffixes precede case suffixes (example: puut 'pot'): 

NING Gloss Loc Lat ElalAbl Ins 

puut;)m my pot puut;)mt puut;)mn puut;)mn;)l puut;)mt;)l 
puutay;)m my 2 pots puutay;)mt puutay;)mn puutay;)mn;)l puutay;)mt;)l 
puutan;)m my 3+ pots puutan;)mt puutan;)mn puutan;)mn;)l puutan;)mt;)l 

Table 13.25 Noun declension: ala 'roof',aawi 'door',puut 'pot',paart 'board', 
iaa-yai 'foot, leg' 

ala aawi puut paart laay~l 
'roof 'door' 'pot' 'board' 'foot, leg' 

Singular 
NIAIG ala aawi puut paart laaY::lI 
Loc alat aawit puutt paart::lt laaY::llt 
Lat alan aawin puutn paart::ln laaY::lln 
ElalAbl alan::ll aawin::ll puutn::ll paartn::ll laaY::lln::l1 
Ins alaI aawil puut::ll paart::ll laayl::ll 
Trans/Ess alay aawijiy puutiy paartiy laayliy 

Dual 
NIAIG alay aawijiy puutiy paartiy laayliy 
Loc alayt aawijiyt puutiyt paartiyt laayliyt 
Lat alayn aawijiyn puutiyn paartiyn laayliyn 
ElalAbl alayn::ll aawijiyn::l! puutiyn::ll paartiyn::ll laayliyn::ll 
Ins alayt::ll aawijiyt::ll puutiyt::ll paartiyt::ll laayliyt::l! 
Trans/Ess 

Plural 
NIAIG alat aawit puut::lt paart::lt laayl::lt 
Loc alatt aawitt puut::ltt paart::ltt laayl::ltt 
Lat alatn aawitn puut::ltn paart::ltn laayl::ltn 
ElalAbl alatn::ll aawitn::ll puut::ltn::ll paart::ltn::ll laayl::ltn::ll 
Ins alat::l! aawit::ll puut::lt::ll paart::lt::ll laayl::lt::ll 
Trans/Ess 

paart 
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Table 13.26 Possessive declension 

Possession in singular Possession in dual Possession in plural 

sl -(;})m -(Ola)y;}m -(Ola)n;}m 
s2 -(;})n -(Ola)y;}n -(Ola)n 
s3 -(t)e -(Ola)ye -(Ola)ne 

dl -men -(Ola)yamen -(Ola)namen 
d2 -(e)n -(Ola)yen -(Ola)nen 
d3 -(t)en -(Ola)yen -(Ola)nen 

pI -(Olu)w -(Ola)yuw -(Ola)nuw 
p2 -(e)n -(Ola)yen -(Ola)nen 
p3 -(Ola)n;}i -(Ola)yan;}i -(Ola)n(an);}i 

Table 13.27 Possessive declension stem variants: ula 'bow', anyi 'girl' 

Possession in Possession in 
Singular Dual Plural Singular Dual Plural 

sl uiam uiay;}m uian;}m aayim aayijay;}m aayijan;}m 
s2 uian ulay;}n ulan;}n aayin aayijay;}n  aayijan;}n 
s3 ulate ulaye ulane aayite aayijaye aayijane 

dl ulamen ulayamen ulanamen aayimen aayijayamen aayijanamen 
d2 ulan ulayen ulanen aayin aayijayen aayijanen 
d3 ulaten ulayen  ulanen aayiten aayijayen  aayijanen 

pI ulaw ulayuw ulanuw aayijuw aayijayuw  aayijanuw 
p2 ulan ulayen ulanen aayin aayijayen aayijanen 
p3 ulan;}l ulayan;}l ulan(an);}l aayijan;}l aayijayan;}l aayijan(an);}l 

In general, the personal suffixes are pronominal in origin; the dual and 
plural suffixes are also of FU or U origin (-m -n -te < pU *-me, *-te, *-se; dual 
-y- < pU *-kA-, etc.). 

The personal suffixes in the noun are similar to those of the definite 
conjugation of the verb; they are of a common origin (cf. p.402; Liimola 
1963: 202-41). 

Adjectives 
Adjectival declension. In attributive position, adjectives remain uninflected. 
In predicative position, adjectives agree with their subject in number, and thus 
take dual and plural suffixes, e.g. towl-ay-;nn osisia-y WING-dual-s1 THIN-
dual 'my (two) wings are thin', laayl-an-;an xosa-t LEG-plur-s1 LONG-plur 
'my legs are long'. The translative case is frequent, e.g. xoopsim mos<11J-iy 
jeemt<1S 'my lung became ill' (mos<11J ill; Rombandeeva 1973: 82). 

Comparative and superlative. There is a comparative suffix -nuw, e.g. ta 
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xum kar;;,s-nuw 'that man is taller', but in full-blown comparisons the plain 
form is at least as usual. The bested member of the comparison is then in the 
ablative, e.g. nalJ aa~-;;nn-n;;,l janiy PRO.s2 FATHER-s1-abl BIG 'you are 
bigger than my father' (cf. Kalman 1976: 48). The superlative is rendered by 
particles, e.g. am ~ar kar;;,s s1.PRO PARTIC TALL 'I am the tallest'. 

Numerals 
Cardinal numerals are as follows: 

1 akW(a) 20 xus 
2 kit(iy) 21 waat nop<ll akwa 
3 xuur<lm 30 waat 
4 njila 40 naliman 
5 at 50 atpan 
6 xoot 60 xootpan 
7 saat 70 saatlow 
8 njololow 80 njolsaat 
9 ontolow 90 ont<lrsaat 

10 low 100 (janiy) saat 
11 akwxujplow 1000 soot<lr 

The non-primary numerals are built either by compounding, e.g. '95' is 
ont;;,rsaat at, '991' is ontolowsaat ont;;,rsaat akwa, or by 'adding' the smaller 
number to the larger. The larger numeral is then put into some form of lative, 
either the lative case, e.g. waat-n akwa THIRTY-Iat ONE '21 (i.e., one 
towards thirty), or by means of the postposition nop;;,l 'towards', e.g. naliman 
nop;;,l akwa FORTY TOWARDS ONE '31 (i.e. one towards thirty). Numerals 
occur most frequently in the nominative, translative, and instrumental 
(Rombandeeva 1973: 91-8; Kalman 1976: 48-9). The numerals for 1-6, 10, 
20, and 100 are FU in origin; '7', '8', and '1,000' date from the Ugric period, 
as do some of the now synchronically opaque decades. 

Ordinal numerals. 'First' is oow;;,l, 'second' is moot or kit=it. All other 
ordinals are formed, like kit=it, from the corresponding cardinal with the 
suffix =it, e.g. xuurm=it 'third', saat=it 'seventh', low=it 'tenth'. 

Pronouns 
Table 13.28 attempts to capture the formal system of Mansi personal 
pronouns (Com = comitative). 

There is also an intensivizing clitic, -ki (-tji) , which is particular to the 
personal pronouns, e.g. amki 'I myself, neenki 'you two yourselves' 
(Rombandeeva 1973: 103-5). 

The intensive forms of the personal pronouns are used as reflexive 
pronouns, e.g. accusative amkinaam 'myself, takWinaate 'himlherself, 
dative amki(naa)mn 'to myself, takWi(naa)ten 'to himlherself. For the 
declension ofthese forms see Rombandeeva 1973: 103-4. 

Kalman 

kar;;,s 
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Table 13.28 ~ansipersonalpronouns 

Person 
First Second Third 

Nom am nalJ taw 
Ace aan;}m nalJ;}n tawe 
Dat aan;}mn nalJ;}nn tawen 
Ab! aan;}mn;}! nalJ;}nn;}! tawen;}! 
Com aan;}mt;}! nalJ;}nt;}! tawet;}! 

Dual 
Nom meen neen teen 
Ace meen(a)men neenan teen(a)ten 
Dat meen(a)menn neenann teen(a)tenn 
Ab! meen(a)menn;}! neenan;}nn;}! teen(a)tenn;}! 
Com meen(a)ment;}! neenant;}! teen(a)tent;}! 

Plural 
Nom maan naan taan 
Ace maana(nu)w naanan(en) taanan(an);}! 
Dat maana(nu)wn naanann taanan( an);}!n 
Ab! maana(nu)wn;}! naanan(;}n)n;}! taanan(an);}!n;}! 
Com maana(nu)wt;}] naanan( ;}n)t;}! taanan(an);}!t;}! 

Demonstrative pronouns may be subdivided into proximal and distal sets, 
e.g. tiji 'this', ta(ji) 'that'; akWti 'this same (one)', akWta 'that same (one)'; 
tamlie, tixurip 'this kind of', taxurip 'that kind of' (Kfumin 1976: 51). 

Interrogative and relative pronouns may distinguish animate from inan-
imate, e.g. xoo1Jxa 'who?', man;)r 'what?' Others include mana(x) 'what kind 
of?', mansaawit 'how many?'. They decline like nouns, xoo1Jxa-t;)1 'with 
whom?', man;)r-n;)l 'from what?' (Rombandeeeva 1973: 107-8; Kalman 
1976: 51). The interrogative pronouns are also used as relative pronouns. 

Indefinite and negative pronouns include forms such as xootpa 'someone', 
neemxootpa 'no one', xotixootpa 'no matter who'; mat;)r 'something', 
neemat;)r 'nothing', mat;)rsirmat 'some kind of', neemat;)rsir 'of no kind', 
mataxkem 'somewhat'. 

Nominal Formation 
Examples of denominal derivation of nominals: 

Noun-forming suffixes: 

=it 
=k(W)e 
=risj 

abstracts 
diminutive/affectionate 
diminutive/pejorative 

<pFU *=tt 
<pU *=kk 

xos=it 
piy=kwe 
piy=risj 

length 
little boy 
little boy 

Certain roots occur so frequently as the second member of compounds that 
they begin to take on derivational status, e.g. kol 'house; place' in pumkol 

~ansipersonalpronouns 
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'grassland' (pum grass), ut 'thing' in teenut 'food' (teen eating), sakw 'small 
piece' injiwsakW 'splinter' (jiw tree, wood). 

Adjective-forming suffixes: 

=i position <pU *=j num=i upper 
jol=i lower 

=kapaj augmentative kapaj 'giant' mil=kapaj very deep 
=kwe diminutive <pU *=kk FuuF=kwe pretty bad 
=tal privative <pFU=pt= way=tal weak (way 

strength) 
paF=tal deaf (paP ear) 

=1) provided with X <pU *=1) xuul=g rich in fish 
wit=;;}g wet, watery 

=p(a) bahuvrhi compounds < pU *=p wit=q:> -watered 
xuul=pa -fished 

Numeral-forming suffix: 

=it ordinals < ?pU *=mt ~il=it fourth 

Examples of deverbal derivation of nominals: 

=m abstract = perf. mat=;;Jm old age 
participle (mat- ages) 

=p nomen instrumenti <pU *=p saayra=p axe (saayri-
cuts) 

=t nomen resultatis <pU *=tt nom=t thought 
(nomi- thinks) 

=tal privative <pFU*=pt= joxt=tal inaccessible 
(joxt- arrives) 

Verbal Nouns 
Infinitive, participle, and gerund are distinguished in Mansi (Rombandeeva 
1973: 145-7; Kalman 1976: 62). 

Infinitive 
The suffix is -(u/a)gkwe. The initial vowel is u with verbs whose stem has an 
odd number of syllables, a with verbs whose stem has an even number of 
syllables. The consonant-initial variant, -gkWe, occurs only with the six 
unstable stems (see Table 13.6). Examples: laaw-ugkWe 'to say', pot;;}rt-agkWe 
'to speak', tee-gkWe 'to eat' . 

Participles 
The present (imperfective) participle suffix is -ne « pU derivational *=n + 
?*-k-*-j lative; the participial role is a Mansi innovation (Sz. Kispal1966: 68, 

nom=t 
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185). This suffix attaches to the consonant-stem of all verbs save the unstable 
six, e.g. laaw-ne 'saying', pot~rt-ne 'speaking', tee-ne 'eating'. These forms 
are also used as nouns denoting actions, e.g. laaw-ne 'a(n instance of) 
saying'. 

With personal suffixes, -ne forms the present narrative (see p. 406). 
The older imperfective participle, built with =i « pFU *=j or *=k, which 

made deverbal nouns, Sz. Kispa11966: 28-9), now serves as the third-person 
singular ending in the finite paradigm (laawi '(s)he says'). In folkloristic 
texts, however, it may still be found in its original participial function, e.g. 
teeli '( child-)bearing' . 

The privative suffix =tal may be thought of as a kind of negative participle, 
e.g. sam+pos joxt=tal xosa woolj EYE+UGHT ARRIVE=priv LONG 
RIVER-STRETCH 'stretch of a river longer than the eye can see'. 

The perfective participle suffix is -m, preceded, except when added to the 
six unstable stems, by one of the vowels i-a - ~, e.g. laaw-;;m 'said', pot~rt

am 'spoken', waar-im 'made', tee-m 'eaten'. According to Sz. Kispal (1966: 
193), this suffix dates back to pU *=m, which formed norninals from verbs. 

With personal suffixes, -m forms the preterite narrative active (see p. 407). 
The perfective participle can syncretize with variants of the gerund (Sz. 

KispaI1966: 337). 

Gerund 
The suffix is -im( a) « *-j + *-m, a combination of deverbal noun-forming 
suffixes, plus a lative ?*-k (cf. Sz. Kispal 1966: 336-7». Examples: juuns-
im(a) 'while sewing' ,pot~rt-im(a) 'while speaking', taaj-im 'while eating'. 

With personal suffixes, -im( a) forms the preterite narrative passive (see 
p.407). 

Adverbs 
This class may be defined to include forms built from interrogative and 
demonstrative stems, both productive and non-productive, by means of the 
addition of case and other suffixes. Meanings range from space through time 
and other abstracts (Rombandeeva 1973: 186-92; Kalman 1976: 52). A few 
examples must suffice here. 

Place: xoot 'where?' , xot~l 'whence?' ,xottaP 'whither?' , tit 'here' , tot 'there' , 
tiyl 'hence', tuwl 'thence', tiy(lje) 'hither', tuw(Pe) 'thither'. 

Time: xu~ 'when?', tuwl 'then', akWmateert(n) 'once', moolal 'recently', anj 

'now', xoli 'in the morning', eetji 'at night', teeli 'in winter'. 
Manner: xumus 'how?', tox 'like that, thus', maa~~i1Ji~ 'in Mansi', moljax 

'quickly' ,jor~l 'very; powerfully', taak~~ 'very'. 
Cause: manriy 'why?'. 
State: xomi 'prone', sisi 'supine'. 
Quantitative: manax 'how many times?', ~os '-fold' (xuur;;m ~os 'three 

times'). 

,jor~l 

xu~ 

maa~~i1Ji~ 

added 

suffixes, 

'-fold' '-fold' 

'thence', 
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Preverbs 
These were originally independent, concrete-spatial, adverbs. They gradually 
grew together with their verbs, first modifying them semantically, then 
aspectually; some among them have now become pure perfectivizers. The 
most frequent preverbs are: xot (perfectivizer), eel 'away', jol 'down', juw 
'inlback', k(W)on 'out', lakwa 'asunder', lap 'down!away, shut', nal 'down! 
riverward', nO(1J)x 'up', paay 'outlriverward', pal 'apart'. (Kalman 1976: 
53-4.) 

Postpositions 
Some were originally (spatial) nouns with defective case paradigms. All 
Mansi postpositions follow the noun in the nominative. Among the most 
frequent are: xalt 'in between', xaln~1 'from between', xaln 'to between', 
xoojt~1 'in the manner of', xoPt 'as', jot 'with', kiw~m 'into', lialit 'against', 
maay~s 'because of', muus 'as far as', muw~/, onts~l 'around', nup~l 

'towards', sist 'behind', sisn~l 'from behind', sisiy 'to behind', tarm~l 'on', 
taara 'through', uultta 'across'. 

Fitted with personal suffixes, postpositions function as adverbial comple-
ments, e.g.jot;;nn 'with me' (Rombandeeva 1973: 193-5; Kalman 1976: 54). 

Particles 
These express the speaker's attitude towards the utterance (Rombandeeva 
1973: 196-8; Kalman 1976: 53). Their chief functional categories are: 

• interrogative: -a (signals yes/no questions); aman 'or, whether'; 
• assent and denial: sooli 'yes, indeed'; atxuni 'no way!'; 
• uncertainty: tel 'probably';jar 'as if'; tup 'hardly'; eer~1J 'perhaps'; 
• negation, prohibition: aatii 'no' at 'not'; ul 'don't!'; 
• command: (w)os 'let!'; 
• hypothesis: ke, p~1 'if' . 

Some particles have become filler-elements without lexical meaning: ti, ta, i, 
ja, etc. 

Conjunctions 
The conjunctions tie together sentences and sentence-parts. They originate in 
part from independent words, in part from adverbs (Rombandeeva 1973: 
198-200). The most frequent conjunctions are os 'and/also', i 'and', xunl 
'when', ke 'if', akWtup 'as if', kos 'although'. 

Interjections 
Alongside the greeting pasia 'hi' these include kaaj 'oh!', axaa 'aha', ja ti 
'there you are!', ananaa 'alas!', a-a 'now you're talking'. 

tarm~l 

eer~1J 

eer~1J 
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Syntax 

The Simple Sentence 

Predicative Construction: Subject-Predicate 
The subject of a sentence is generally a noun, but it can also be another type 
of nominal, including infinitives and participles. There is no article. Definite-
ness and its opposite is implicit in the context, thus nee juunt-i out of context 
can be 'a woman is sewing' or 'the woman is sewing'. The suffix of the third 
person singular can serve to mark for definiteness, however: nee-te juunt-i 
'thelhis woman is sewing', woot-e xoot WIND-s3 WHERE 'where is the 
wind?', eekWa-te laaw-i 'the woman says' (Kalman 1976: 65; Rombandeeva 
1979: 104-11). 

Predicate: the most common type is the verbal predicate, e.g. xootal 
kaatkWe witkWet jOIJy-i SUN BEAM WATER.dimin.loc PLAY-s3 'the sun-
beam is playing on the water', but nominal predicates are also common (as 
in Hungarian), e.g. njool-;;mz peelp NOSE-sl POINTED 'my nose is pointed'. 
Zero copula is used in all three persons (unlike Hungarian), e.g. naIJ ~ar kar;Js 
PRO.s2 SUPERL TALL 'you are the tallest' (Kalman 1976: 65; Romban-
deeva 1979: 9, 32-6, 87-98). 

Direct Object Constructions 
The direct object stands in the nominative if a noun, in the accusative if a 
pronoun, e.g. xum xaap waar-i MAN BOAT MAKE-s3 'the man is making 
a boat', xaap wit-n jol+xarti-te BOAT WATER-lat DOWN+DRAG-s3s0 
'(s)he drags the boat down to the water', taw aan;;mz waay-te PRO.s3 
PRO.s1.acc see-s3s0 '(s)he sees me'. Definiteness of the object may be 
implicit in the context, or may be encoded by a personal suffix on the noun 
and/or definite endings on the verb, e.g. puki-te lap+juunt-;JS-te STOMACH-
s3 COVERB+SEW-past-s3s0 '(s)he sewed hislher/its stomach shut', saa-
li+ur=ne xum ~ar jomas saali-jay-e sun-n keer-s-ay-e REINDEER 
WATCHES=pres.part MAN SUPERL GOOD REINDEER-dual-s3 
SLEDGE-lat HARNESS-past-dO-s3DEF 'the reindeer herder harnessed his 
two best reindeer to the sledge'. Objects of first and second person can be 
definite, as well, e.g. manriy at wiy-lan 'why don't you take (me) away?', 
eerapti-lam 'I love (you)' . 

Adverbials 
Adverbial complements may consist of adverbs, nominals with case suffixes 
or postpositions, or verbal nouns, e.g. aas waata-t PuuPey;;mz 'I stand on the 
bank of the Ob", aayit eeryimjaleY;Jt 'the girls go a-singing'. 

The following is a summary of the adverbial functions of the cases: 
The nominative (-f)) expresses temporal relations, e.g. eet-f} xuml-awe-f} 

NIGHT LIGHTNING-pass-s3 'there is lightning in the night' . 
The locative (-t) refers to stationary location, e.g. witkasi mil aaY;Jr-t ooli 

jomas 

kar;Js 
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'the water-monster lives in a deep whirlpool' or to time, e.g. am ta pora-t 
maansiup=tal xaajtiyta-s-;;nn PRO.sl THAT TIME-Ioc UNDERPANTS=priv 
RUNS.AROUND-past-s1 'at that time I ran around without underpants'. 

The lative (-n) refers to motion to a place, e.g. nee kol-n sialt-i WOMAN 
HOUSE-Iat ENTERS-s3 'the woman comes into the house'; it also functions 
as indirect object marker, e.g. am ti xum-n oln miy-;;nn PRO.sl THIS MAN-Iat 
MONEY GIVES-sl. In passive constructions, the lative marks the agent, e.g. 
woot-n tot-we-s-@ WIND-I at BRING-pass-past-s3 'it was carried (away) by 
the wind', aamp-;m joxt-we-s-fJ DOG-Iat ARRIVE-pass-past-s3 '(s)he was 
approached by a dog' , neemxotjut-n at puwa-we-m, neemxotjut-n at ala-we-m 
NO.ONE-Iat NOT SEIZE-pass-s1 NO.ONE-Iat NOT KILL-pass-sl 'no one 
can catch me, no one can kill me' . 

The elative/ablative refers to motion from a place, e.g. niaawram-;;,t woor-
n;;,l xaajt-ey;]f CHILD-plur FOREST-ela/abl RUNS-p3 'the children run out 
of the forest', or from a person, e.g. am asi-;;nn-n;;,l neepak-;;,l joxt-we-s-;;nn 
PRO.s1 FATHER-sl-ela/abl LETTER-ins ARRIVE-pass-past-sl 'I got a 
letter from my father'. It also has a prolative function: am suup-;;nn-n;;,l kWaal-
;;m 'come out through my mouth!' 

The instrumental refers to both means and accompaniment. Examples: 
man kasaj-;;,l jakt-ew 'we cut with a knife', niaawram aakw eekw a-I uunl-i 'the 
child is sitting with the grandmother'. In passive constructions the instru-
mental encodes the direct object of the corresponding active, cf. neepak-;;,l 
'letter' in the preceding paragraph. 

The translativelessive refers to results and states into which things change, 
e.g. am aasi-iy jeemt-s-;;nn 'I became a father', and to goals (manr-iy 
'why?'). 

All of the cases participate in lexicalized verb rections, e.g. the elative/ 
ablative with pil- 'fears', the translative/essive with namtal- 'names', the 
instrumental with niult- 'swears (by)'. 

Attributive Constructions 
Any nominal (including the participles) may stand in attributive position; it 
then takes no agreement suffixes, e.g. eery=;;'1) maake-m-n SONG=FUL 
HOMELAND-s1-lat 'into my songful homeland', xurmit klass-;;,t 
THREE=ord CLASS-Ioc 'in the third class'. 

In possessive constructions the possessor is similarly unmarked. The 
possession, on the other hand, may be marked with the third-person singular 
suffix, e.g. eel;;nnxolas saat as-e HUMAN SEVEN APERTURE-s3 'the seven 
openings of the human (head)', waanika maani xaap-e VANYKA SMALL 
BOAT-s3 'Vanyka's little boat'. Zero marking of both possessor and 
possession is also possible, at least with inanimates, e.g. poriypanekWa ta tuur 
waata-t i1) ooli FROG THAT LAKE SHORE-Ioc STILL EXISTS-s3 'the frog 
still lives on the shore of the lake', (Kalman 1976: 66). 
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Habeoconstruction 
Unlike most Uralic languages (but like Khanty) , Mansi has a verb which 
means 'has': taw saali, aamp oonisi-i '(s)he has a reindeer (and) a dog'; 
oojka=lJ eeka tin at oonisi-~-fJ HUSBAND=adj WOMAN MONEY NOT 
HAS-past-s3 'the married woman had no money'. 

Agreement 
Subject and predicate agree in number and person: nalJ tinisialJ-ay-:m kol 
muw.,l joxt-ey PRO.s2 LASSO-dual-s2 HOUSE AROUND ARRlVE-d3 
'your two lassos reach around the house' . 

Within the noun phrase, the existence of a numeral triggers the singular: 
waat xum TWENTY MAN 'twenty men'; the predicate to such a noun phrase 
agrees with the sense rather than the form, viz. waat xum saayr-ey.,t 
TWENTY MAN CHOPS-p3 'twenty men are chopping'. Dvandva com-
pounds decline in the dual, and their predicates agree with them in number, 
e.g. eekWa-y&oojka-y xuu tot-ey WIFE-dual&HUSBAND-dual FISH 
BRlNG-d3 'the married couple bring (a/some) fish'. 

If the verb is in the definite conjugation, it agrees with its direct object in 
number, e.g. laayl-ay-e eelali nar=iyta-s-ay-e LEG-dual-s3 FORWARD 
STRETCHES-past-dual-s3 '(s)he stretched hislher legs forward', 
saayrapsup-an-e ta tiiwt-ulJkwe pat-s-an-e AXE-plur-s3 THEN HONES-inf 
BEGINS-past-plur-s3 'then (s)he began to sharpen hislher axes' (Kalman 
1976: 66-7; Rombandeeva 1979: 17-21). 

Modality 
Non-singular first-person indicative forms are hortative in force, e.g. 
tuujtiylaxt-imen PLAYS HIDE-AND-SEEK-d1 'let's (the two of us) play 
hide-and-seek!', min-ew GO-pI 'let's (all) go!' (Rombandeeva 1979: 24). 

The narrative mood refers to activities and states recounted by others, e.g. 
xaaroojka al-am-e '(s)he killed, it seems, the reindeer-stag' (Rombandeeva 
1973: 137-44). 

The conditional mood refers to unreality: tot-nuw-:m 'you might bring/you 
might have brought'. With the particle ke it may express hypothesis, e.g. 
jomsiakW ke xuuntla-nuw-;;mt, puss:m toryamta-nuw-l;;mt WELL IF LISTEN-
cond-s1 ENTIRELY UNDERSTAND-cond-slDEFsg 'if I had paid attention, 
I would have understood everything'. Notice the neutralization of tense: any 
temporal reference must be understood from the context (Riese 1984: 87). 

The affectionate/commiserative moods reflect the speaker's affective 
stance towards the utterance. Used with the imperative, the commiserative has 
precative undertones, e.g. wooje-risi-l-en, taaje-risi-en TAKE-commis-
DEFsg-s2 EAT-commis-s2 'take it and eat (you miserable wretch)!' 

woman 
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Negation and Prohibition 
The general negative particle is at: at teey-;m 'I'm not eating'. Prohibition 
is expressed by ul: ul eessiyxat-;m 'don't boast!' 

Negation of existence is expressed by predicative aatiim, which agrees 
with its subject in number: naIJ ooma-n tit aatiim PRO.s2 MOTHER-s2 
HERE NON.EXlST 'your mother isn't here', niaawram-iy neemxot aatiim-iy 
CHILD-dual NOWHERE NON.EXlST-dual 'the two children aren't any-
where'. 

There is also a negation particle which is equivalent to a sentence: aatJi. 
This is usually followed by a negated sentence, e.g. - naIJ xuuzitey;m? - aatJi. 
at xuulitey;m '- are you staying? - no, I'm not staying'. 

Aspect 
As in the other U gric langauges, perfective aspect is expressed in Mansi by 
means of coverbs, e.g.jakti- 'cuts', xot+jakti- 'cuts off, cuts completely'. The 
development of the individual coverbs from spatial adverbs seems to have 
occurred independently in each U gric language. 

Constituent Order 
Mansi is basically SOY. An indicative predicate normally stands at the end of 
the sentence, e.g. taaliy&tuwiy sis mat;m woorajanxum sawsir uuj ti pisazi-;;Jl 
aliyla-s-0 WINTER&SUMMER TIME OLD HUNTER VARIOUS AN-
IMAL THIS RIFLE-ins KILLS-past-s3 'winter and summer, the old hunter 
killed all kinds of animals with this rifle' (Kalman 1976: 65; Rombandeeva 
1979: 52-67). 

Constructions Involving Verbal Nominals 
Embedded in the sentence, verbal nominals often replace subordinate clauses. 
Verbal nominals take the same complements as finite verbs. The most 
important types are listed here. 

Infinitive 
This can replace an object-clause in an analogue to the accusative and 
infinitive (indirect statement) construction: akmateertn maataaprisi kW on;;Jl 
kW aal-uIJkw e nom;;Jlmata-s-0 SUDDENLY MOUSE OUT GOES-inf 
THINKS-past-s3 'suddenly, the mouse thought he would go out'. It can also 
replace goal-clauses and respect-clauses, either concrete, e.g. am xuul alisi-
aIJkwe mina-s-;m PRO.s 1 FISH KILLS-inf GOES-past-s 1 'I went fishing' , or 
abstract: uus-iy laaw-uIJkwe maani naaIJk-i CITY-trans/ess SA YS-inf 
SMALL APPEARS-s3pres 'it seems (too) small to be called a city' (Kalman 
1976: 70). 

Participle 
This, too, can replace an object-clause, e.g. ani xaap jii-ne ta kaasala-s-an;;Jl 
NOW BOAT COMES-pres.part THEN PERCEIVES-past-p3 'now they 
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noticed that a boat was coming', but it may also function as subject, e.g. 
tjiwtxa-ne-te sujt-i SHARPENS-pres.part-s3 IS AUDIBLE-s3pres 'one can 
hear that he is sharpening (his teeth)'. But participles most commonly replace 
descriptive or determinative clauses, e.g. piykWe-t joom-ne xara njol BOY-
plur WANDERS-pres.part BARRENNESS 'a barren promontory where boys 
wander', maasit~r saaxi mas-~ aayi-t EXCELLENT FUR.GARMENT 
DONS-perf.part GIRL-plur 'girls who have put on excellent furs'. The 
original imperfective participle, now the marker of the third person singular 
present (see p. 399), survives as a participle in archaicizing constructions such 
as nieelm-e xul=i ~eelm=~IJ uuj TONGUE-s3 FALLS.OFF=imperf.part 
TONGUE=adj BIRD 'the tongued bird whose tongue perishes' (Kalman 
1976: 70--1; Rombandeeva 1979: 44). 

Gerund 
This replaces temporal clauses: am ta sis waanjka maa~ xaap-e sunsiyla-
ma-m kaasala-s-~ 'meanwhile, while (I was) watching Vanyka's little boat, 
I noticed ... '. The following sentence illustrates both the gerund and the 
perfective participle: joomant=ima-te akWmateertn aamp xil=~ wooIJxa-n 
raayat-i RUSHES-ger-s3 SUDDENLY DOG DIGS=perf.part HOLE-Iat 
FALLS-s3pres 'as (s)he rushes (along), (s)he falls in a hole dug by a dog'. The 
gerund also replaces clauses of manner and of state, e.g. poriypaneekwa 
njeelm-e jol+xanuwjane xurip=a, akWtop eeljm-~l sart=ima FROG 
TONGUE-s3 DOWN+STICKING SURFACE=adj, AS.IF GLUE-ins 
SMEARS-ger 'the frog's tongue is sticky as if it had been smeared with glue', 
pees jakti=m jiiw+aaIJkwal tuujt-n pat=ima LONG.AGO CUTS=perf.part 
TREE+STUMP SNOW-Iat FALLS=ger 'the tree stump, cut long ago, has 
been covered by snow' (Kalman 1976: 71). 

Compound Sentences 
Co-ordination 
Co-ordination is usually effected by simple asyndetic concatenation, e.g. 
laayl-e waaytal, kaat-e waaytal 'hislher legs are weak, (and) hi/her hands are 
weak', turpate taaylak sar~l toxrite, kosamtite, mossake astal uunli, tuwl oow~lti '(s)he fills hislher pipe full of tobacco, lights it, sits for a while 
without speaking, then begins' (Rombandeeva 1979: 122-34). 

There are native conjunctions (os 'and, also', man 'or'), but the majority 
are of Russian origin (i 'and', a 'but'). 

Subordination 
Alongside the use of participles to express subordination (p. 420) Mansi also 
uses clauses with finite verbs, linked by conjunctions. These are derived from, 
or equivalent to, interrogative pronouns and adverbs, e.g. xoot 'where' , xomos 
'how'. Examples: naIJ waayl~, xoot oln waarawe? 'Do you know where 
money is made?' In sentences containing a hypothesis, the particle ke (tje) is 

maa~ 
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used, e.g. ~i~naaj tie teey, asj:»nay jeemti 'if the aurora borealis is burning, 
it will be cold' (Rombandeeva 1979: 135-40). 

Lexicon 
Etymological research has determined the origin of roughly 60 per cent of the 
Mansi lexicon. A significant portion of the base vocabulary is either inherited, 
i.e. Uralic, Finno-Ugric, or Ugric in origin, or has arisen internally by 
morphological means (derivation and compounding) or by sound-symbolism. 

Inherited Vocabulary 
The entries of the UEW demonstrate that a great part of the known Uralic and 
Finno-Ugric lexicon has been preserved in at least one of the Mansi dialects 
(cf. p.390). Approximately 155 Mansi words may be seen as Ugric 
innovations; these have cognates only in Hungarian, Khanty, or both. Half are 
found in all three Ugric languages, e.g. saat 'seven', niololow 'eight', tur 
'throat',jomas 'good',joxti- 'arrives', kWon 'out', maani~i 'Mansi',posim 
'smoke', mil 'deep', tawt 'quiver', aamp 'dog', luw 'horse', nlayir 'saddle'; 
roughly one quarter are found only in Mansi and Hungarian, e.g. jeekw::Jr 
'root', puwi- 'seizes', kol::Js 'grain (millet)" mowinlt- 'laughs' cf. Hungarian 
gyoker,jog-, kales, and nevet-. 

LoanWords 
We may reckon with Proto-Iranian (saat 'seven') and Proto-Turkic (luw 
'horse') influence as early as the Ugric period. Both Iranian and Turkic 
influence continued after Hungarian broke away. 

Iranian Loans 
The influence of Old Iranian languages on ObU grian is attested by a body of 
loanwords in diverse semantic fields. This vocabulary must have entered 
proto-ObUgrian no later than the fourth to sixth century CEo About a dozen 
survive in Mansi, e.g. aara~ 'hearth', waasiy 'calf', eeriy 'song', ees::Jrma 
'shame', oot::Jr 'chief, price', puuy 'wealth(y)', ~ak '(sledge)hammer', woot 
'wind', waar- 'makes', tuujt- 'hides' (Korenchy 1972: 46-84). 

Tatar Loans 
There is evidence for Siberian Tatar influence on Southern dialects of Mansi 
from the fourteenth century onwards. There are more than 500 Tatar loans, 
embracing most social and economic semantic spheres: alongside words 
pertinent to animal husbandry, agriculture, handicrafts, and commerce we also 
find vocabulary from the domains of clothing, food, medicine, and even Islamic 
religious life. The main current of Tatar influence was broken by the Russian 
conquest of western Siberia in the sixteenth century. Only about 5 per cent of the 
Tatar loans are found in all Mansi dialect areas, and only about 10 per cent 
reached the northern dialects. Among these latter loans are e.g. xoosax 

teey, 
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'Cossack', xoon 'Khan' ,japak 'silk' , suuntax 'box' , toor 'piece of cloth', eelak 
'sieve', tolmasi 'interpreter', aam;,si 'riddle', (Kannisto 1925: 1-264). 

Russian Loans 
There appears to have been sporadic Russian influence as early as the twelfth 
to the fifteenth century. With the conquest of western Siberia, however, 
Russian influence grew significantly; since then Russian loans have flowed 
into Mansi consistently and directly. Russian loans number over 600 in dialect 
texts collected in the last century; the number in the standard language as 
currently used is demonstrably greater. From the semantic point of view, 
Russian loans extend and elaborate the fields represented by Tatar loans; an 
important novelty are the terminologies of Russian central government and 
orthodox religion. Examples: aark;,ri 'bishop', Peekkar 'physician', mir 
'people', isiwesisia 'candle', laampa 'lamp', turpa '(tobacco) pipe', puska 
'cannon', peet;,r 'pail', tas 'vessel', ras 'case, instance', siaaj 'tea', kaalasi 
'bun', kurka 'hen' ,paania 'bath-house' (Kalman 1960: 1-327). 

Komi Loans 
The earliest Komi merchants and settlers appeared in western Siberia in the 
tenth century, and we may date the first phase of Komi influence on Mansi 
to the period from the tenth to the fifteenth century, when commercial centres 
and towns arose. The second phase of Komi influence on Mansi occurred in 
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. In both phases, the greatest contact 
was in the northern Mansi linguistic area. Of the more than 300 Komi loans 
in Mansi, 85 per cent may be found in northern dialects. Only about 10 per 
cent pervaded to all Mansi dialects. Prominent among the Komi loans are 
words from the semantic domains of building, furnishings, foodstuffs, 
clothing and transport, e.g. isnas 'window', kuur 'oven', ulas 'chair', pasan 
'table', niaani 'bread', kaasi 'women's undergarment', toos 'cross-strut in 
boat'. Other examples include moojt 'tale', pupakwe 'bear', siaar;,si 'sea', 
kaasal- 'notices', sart- 'smears', turap 'storm', aakani 'doll', oojka 'old 
man', rusi 'Russian'. 

It should be noted here that Udmurt loans penetrated the Chusovaya dialect 
of Mansi described by Reguly (Kalman 1988: 411). 

Samoyed Loans 
Roughly thirty Nenets loanwords concerned with reindeer-breeding and life 
on the tundra have entered Northern Mansi. Such are xalew 'gull', tinisiaI] 
'lasso', tutisialJ 'sewing bag made of reindeer hide', siowal 'chuval' (Steinitz 
1959: 426-53). 

Khanty Loans 
The Northern Mansi dialect groups are in contact with Obdorsk (now 
Salekhard) and Kazym Khanty speakers, and Eastern Mansi dialect groups 
were once in contact with the Konda Khanty. In the case of two closely related 
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languages such as Mansi and Khanty it is of course difficult to determine 
whether in a given instance we have to deal with a cognate or a later 
borrowing; the entire question still awaits monographic treatment. It is 
beyond doubt, however, that there are many Khanty loans in many layers of 
the Mansi lexicon. This is especially true of the vocabulary of the bear 
ceremony: to this day the Khanty are the custodians of the world's most 
elaborate bear cult. Examples of probable Khanty loans in Mansi are: 
niaawram 'child', aapsii 'younger brother; nephew', kur 'leg', laj 'dark', uunt 
'forest', leelJk;Jr 'mole', luuli 'wild duck', luulJi 'dog', maay 'honey', ooxi 
'bear's head', xos 'bear's eyes' (Sz. Bakr6-Nagy 1979: 23-59; Steinitz 
1996-93 s.vv.). 

Words of Internal Origin 
There is much sound-symbolic vocabulary, e.g. liaty- '(fire) crackles', miry-
'there is thunder'. The most productive form of word-formation, however, is 
regular derivation (cf. p. 408, 414). The oldest roots have the most extensive 
derivational profiles, e.g. xuuli - 'leaves behind', xuulit- 'remains', xuuzitiyl-
'keeps getting left behind', xuuliiyl- 'suddenly is there', xuuziiylant- 'keeps 
cropping up'. But recent loans are also susceptible to derivational processes, 
e.g. tumaj 'thought' , tumajt- 'thinks'. 

The second most common type of word-formation is compounding, e.g. 
aayi+piy 'child (GIRL+BOY)', maa+xum 'people (EARTH+MAN)', numi-
+toor;Jm 'god (UPPER+SKY)', niuli+kis 'rainbow (PITCHPINE+HOOP)" 
woot+piy 'storm (WIND+SON)'. For a time, efforts at centrally directed 
language reform created amalgams of compounding and derivation such as 
xaniisitan+xum 'teacher (TEACH=ING+MAN)', xanlisita=n+kol 'school 
(TEACH=ING+HOUSE)', towl=;JlJ+xaap 'aeroplane (WING=ED+BOAT)'. 

Words of Unknown Origin 
A significant portion of the base vocabulary of Mansi consists of words with 
no known cognates. Such are xanisi- 'knows', laaw- 'says', oonisi- 'has', pat-
'falls', raat- 'strikes', woow- 'calls', li apa 'near', oxsar 'fox'. 

Text 
(For a slightly different version, in Cyrillic orthography, see Kalman 1976: 
92). 

seer&moor 
DENSE&DENSE 

woor-t 
FOREST-Ioc 

siir&siir towl=;)1J 
VARIOUS&VARIOUS WING=ED 

uuj-;)t ool-ey;)t. ti-t siop;)r kisup 
ANIMAL-plur LIVE-p3pres HERE CAPERCAILLIE HAZEL-GROUSE 



kukuk maal)kwla xoont-ul)kwe weerm-ey~n. 

CUCKOO OWL FIND-inf IS.ABLE-s2pres 
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uuj=risL~t 
BIRD=sx-plur 

suj~I)=~sj lujy-ey~t 
LOUD=adv CHIRP-p3pres 

eery-ey~t. 

SING-p3pres 
jiiw+tow-~t 

TREE+BRANCH-plur 

paal-t 
SURFACE-loc 

niirsi axl-~t -t 
BUSH-plur-loc 

waar-ey~t muul)i-t 
MAKE-p3pres EGG-plur 

niaawram-~t 
CHICK-plur 

janmalt -ey~t. 

RAISE-p3pres 

uumi-t-t 
HOLLOW-plur-loc 

pin-ey~t 

LAY-p3plur 

taan 
PRO.p3 

'In the dense dark forest many kinds of birds live. Here you can find 
capercaillie, hazel-grouse, cuckoos, and owls. The little birds loudly chirp and 
sing. On tree-branches, in bushes, in hollows they build (their) nest(s), lay 
eggs, raise (their) young.' 
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14 Hungarian 

Daniel Abondolo 

Hungarian is by far the most widely spoken Uralic language, with some 
thirteen million speakers in Hungary and adjacent countries and roughly 
another million scattered around the globe. The oldest continuous text dates 
from the end of the twelfth century, and from the fifteenth century a 
considerable philological record begins to accumulate. 

Hungarian is traditionally assigned to the eastern, more commonly called 
U gric, branch of Finno-U gric; it broke away from this node between two-and-
a-half and three-and-a-half millennia ago, leaving behind proto-ObUgrian, 
the ancestor of Khanty and Mansi. 

Hungarian probably began as a core, rather than as a peripheral, dialect in 
proto-Uralic. Although typically Uralic in many respects (broadly agglutinat-
ing, with vowel harmony, postpositions, possessive suffixes, and minimal 
noun-phrase agreement), Hungarian is also strongly deviant in certain 
regards, in particular in the development of its vowels and in the details of its 
noun and verb finite paradigms. In terms of historical phonology, Hungarian 
is the only Finno-Ugric language to spirantize original initial *p-; in this it 
patterns, coincidentally, with the northernmost and southernmost Samoyedic 
idioms, Nganasan and Mator. Coincidental, too, are the independent spir-
antizations of initial *k before back vowels in Hungarian, Northern and 
Eastern Mansi, and Western Khanty. On the other hand sound changes such 
as *mp > b, shared with Permian, and the (partial) marking of object person 
in the finite verb, shared with Mordva, point to Sprachbund convergences. In 
fact what is traditionally termed 'Ugric' may itself have been more a 
Sprachbund than a node in the Uralic family tree (see now Viitso 1996, who 
speculates along these lines on the basis of the development of the 
consonants). 

Much has been written about Hungarian in the readily available linguistic 
literature of the past few decades. Accordingly, this chapter concentrates on 
some of the aspects which have tended to be neglected, with particular 
emphasis on the morphological typology and prehistory of Hungarian qua 
Uralic language. 
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Map 14.1 Hungarian Dialects 
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2 Transdanubian dialects 
3 Southern dialects 
4 Tisza dialects 
5 Northern (PaI6c) dialects 
6 Northeastern dialects 
7 Central Transylvanian dialects 
8 Transylvanian (Szekely) dialects 
9 Csiing6 dialects 

Source: Simplified from Hajdu-Domokos 1987: 44. 

Phonology 
Primary word stress is assigned to the first syllable; sentence-stress rules then 
heighten, dampen, or delete this stress in accordance with syntactic, aspectual, 
and pragmatic variables. See Hetzron 1982 for a detailed exploration. 

Vowels 
Depending on the variety, there are two main vowel inventories, one with 
fourteen and one with fifteen vowels. Perhaps as many as two-thirds of 
speakers use the smaller inventory: this consists of seven short and seven long 
vowels. The inventory used by most of the remaining one-third of speakers 
has an additional short vowel, front mid unrounded e: 

Short Long 
Front Back Front Back 
-R +R -R +R -R +R -R +R 

High i ti u ii titi uu 
Mid (e) ij 0 ee ijij 00 

Low a a aa 

Transdanubian 
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In the standard orthography, both a and e are written with <e>; in specialist 
contexts (linguistics, lyrics of folksong) e is differentiated by means of 
diaeresis, <e>. In older specialist works, a is sometimes written <£>. 
Otherwise, the orthographic symbols are as given above, except that long 
vowels are written not double, as in both the phonetic and the phonological 
transcriptions used in this book, but with an acute diacritic, thus <3.> <0> <u> 
<e>. The acute replaces the dot of <i>, viz. <f>, and a double acute replaces 
the diaeresis of <ti> and <0>, viz. <i1> <C». 

On the whole, the duration of the long vowels is from 50 to 60 per cent 
greater than that of the short vowels; the chief deviations from this 
distribution are a, whose duration often approaches that of a long vowel, and 
ee, whose duration usually is as low as that of a short vowel (for some recent 
figures see Gosy 1989: 80). From the point of view of phonetics these 
deviations are not unexpected, since a is quite open and ee is rather close. 
Distinctiveness of length among the high vowels is the least consistent; many 
speakers have it only in orthoepic social contexts, or not at all. 

Syllable structure has only restricted effects on vowel quantity; see on 
marginal phone(me )s, below. The effects of word stress on vowel quantity has 
not been adequately investigated (see, however, Nadasdy 1985: 229). 

The long mid vowels ee ijij 00 are pronounced rather more close than their 
short counterparts (e) ij o. This is also true, though to a lesser degree, of the 
high vowels. The tongue-height of a is often quite low, even for speakers who 
lack e. Of all the vowels, aa is pronounced the most open. Note also that 
although aa is here classified as 'back', it can be pronounced rather centrally 
or even somewhat front, especially by urban young women. 

There are also several marginal vowel phones; we may group these into 
three types. One type is represented by a phone of external origin: it is a short 
central-to-front low unrounded a, occurring most frequently in the pronuncia-
tion offoreign items such as Weis(s) [vajs] and Arafat [arafat]. When followed 
by j, this a remains unchanged, but any a in words of the Arafat-type reverts 
to core a when the word is inflected, e.g. singular dative Weisnak [vajsmlk] 
but Arafatnak [iirMatnilk]. 

The second type of marginal vowel phone involves the short low vowels 
a and a. Frequently in the pronunciation of the deictics arra 'this way, 
thereabouts', erre 'this way, hereabouts' and merre '(by) which way? 
whereabouts?' the first vowel is pronounced long, i.e. we have [aiir(r)a], 
[aar(r)a], [maar(r)a]. (The duration of the rhotic varies considerably in these 
forms and is non-distinctive; the length of the preceding vowel, however, is 
distinctive, cf. arra [mal 'onto that'.) This kind of pronunciation appears now 
to be spreading to acronyms, e.g. EK [aakaa] 'E(uropean) C(ommunity), and 
other quotative instances of letter-names. For a recent discussion of these two 
types of marginal vowel see Keresztes 1993. 

The third, somewhat controversial, type of marginal vowel phone is the 
mirror image of the second type: it involves the relatively short duration of 
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the pronunciation of phonologically long vowels when these are followed, 
within the morpheme, by homotopic clusters of resonant (particularly nasals) 
plus obstruents, e.g half-long [a·] in bdnt- [ba·nt] 'harms, irritates' but fully 
long in bdn-t-{j [baant] 'treated, dealt with'. 

To varying degrees and in various registers, any short vowel may be 
pronounced longer when to the left of a tautomorphemic resonant followed 
by an obstruent or pause, e.g. bors [bo·rs] 'pepper', bor [bo·r] 'wine', and any 
long vowel may be pronounced shorter in a closed syllable, particularly 
before non-geminate clusters. 

One must also distinguish phenomena associated with affective pronuncia-
tion, in which any vowel may be rendered with (much) increased duration. 
Even in this type of durational deviation, tongue-height remains constant, e.g. 
the long vowel of hooogy? [hoooeV] 'how?!' (with a quick dip, followed by 
a slow rise, in pitch, and with optional creaky voice) has the same tongue-
height as that of its non-affective pendant hogy? 

At the phonological level, Hungarian vowels exhibit a range of alternations 
involving length, frontness/backness, the presence/absence of lip-rounding, 
and tongue-height. These are briefly presented under morphophonology, 
below. 

Much is known about the history of the Hungarian vowels over the last 
millennium, because the philological record has been studied and well 
summarized (e.g. Barczi 1958). On the prehistorical side, many of the details 
of the background of the Hungarian vowels have been worked out by the 
comparative method (e.g. Sammallahti 1988: 500-501, 513-15). Never-
theless the overall picture remains unclear, and the following must therefore 
be cursory. Labial low a was probably still a positional variant of unrounded 
*a in the thirteenth century. The long mid vowels ee 00 00 are probably all 
secondary, the result of (1) contraction after the loss of glides, e.g. osz [oos] 
'autumn' < *oyOs < pUgric *Stibs,« pFU *stiksii; (2) monophthongization 
of diphthongs; or (3) compensatory lengthening after the loss of the vowel of 
the second syllable, e.g. ver [veer] 'blood' «< *weri < pFU *wiri), or kez 
[keez] 'hand'. On the other hand the length of the fust-syllable high vowel in 
many words, at least in parts of their paradigm, may be a preservation from 
p(F)U, e.g. hUgy [huueV] 'urine' < *kuunisil, nya [niiil] 'arrow' < pFU *niml 
< pU *nilxll. The low vowels (a a aa) usually date back to p(F)U non-high 
vowels, as in hal [ha·l] 'fish' < pU *kala, Mz [haaz] 'house' < pFU *kaata, 
k6z (accusative keze-t [kazat]) < pFU *kati, but in words which were built 
with derivational suffixes already in p(F)U, they are often from (short) non-
lows, e.g. eger, accusative egere-t ([ageer], [agiirat]) < pFU *siIJiri (> Finnish 
hiiri, Komi sfr). 

Vowel Oppositions and Alternations, and the Morphophonemic Code 
From the morphophonological point of view, the vowel inventories as given 
above are extravagant. Productive or extensive morphophonemic vowel 
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alternations on the one hand, and numerous restrictions on the distribution of 
vowels on the other, enable the extraction of prosodic features such as length, 
frontness/backness, and lip-rounding. Such extractions, in tum, allow us to 
reduce the vowel inventories given above to five, written in this chapter in 
code (given in capital letters): I E A 0 U. The trivial readings for these abstract 
segments are i e (or, in varieties lacking this segment, a) it 0 u when single, 
ii ee aa 00 uu when double; in front-prosodic contexts (marked with prefixed 
# where necessary) the readings are i e(/a) a 0 ti and ii ee ee 00 titi. Note that 
the abstract description of the standard language, in which the merger of e and 
a has been completed at the surface level, is best carried out with distinct 
underlying E (= e) and # A (= a) units (cf. Szepe 1969; Abondolo 1988: 34; 
Kornai 1994: 14). 

In bound morphemes, the short mid vowels 0 0 e (with a counting as 
a mid vowel for those speakers who lack e) may in most cases be 
unambiguously recovered from a cover symbol, written here as 3. Front 
prosody, indicated by # at the start of a root morpheme in the manner of 
a key signature before a sequence of tonal music, is necessary only if the 
morpheme contains one of the vowels A 0 U, i.e. those with dual surface 
prosodic readings, and with verb roots and themes whose sole vowel is I, 
which normally have back vocalism. Examples: BOR bor [bo·r] 'wine', 
~OOR bOr [boor] 'skin, hide, leather', IRT-0-3K irtok 'I extirpate', IfJIINT-
0-3K hintek 'I sprinkle'. In front-vowel roots, the symbol 3 may be used 
to indicate superabundant forms, e.g. #P3L fellfol 'up(wards)'. The code 
renders transparent much of the phenomena which operate in the 
morphophonology, and will therefore be used here. The fact that this 
procedure accommodates many unassimilated foreign items awkwardly -
e.g. niiansz [niians] would have to be written ~bANS, with change of 
prosody in mid-morpheme - is of interest to diachronists. 

In terms of lexical frequency, the most pervasive vowel alternation is AA 
- A, i.e. aa - it and ee - a; this alternation is most characteristic of, but not 
restricted to, nominal inflection and derivation, e.g. utca 'street' - utcan 'on 
(the) street' ,feje 'hislher/its head' - fejen 'on hislher/its head', szoba 'room' 
- hdromszobds 'three-roomed'. In all such cases, the short vowel is the result 
of reduction of stem-final AA, either in word-final position (as in utca,feje, 
szoba) or to the left of certain derivational suffixes, e.g. UTCAA = I utcai 
'pertaining to the street', contrast UTCAA-I-NKAutcaink 'our streets'. The 
cancellation of the A in this last example is the most pervasive alternation in 
terms of textual frequency; such cancellation befalls every A when it is in final 
position in the non-compound word, and henceforth will not be indicated in 
the code. 

In non-final position in large, but closed, sets of core nominal vocabulary, 
the peripheral vowels I U A alternate with their long pendants II UU AA, 
while A in morpheme-final position alternates with zero. Examples: non-final 
I is read as II (ii), and final A as zero, in NJILA ny{[ [njiil] 'arrow'; similarly, 

~bANS, 

~OOR 
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final A is read as zero, non-final U is read UU (here titi because of front 
prosody) in ~UZA tilz [ttitiz] 'fire'; and final A is read as zero, but non-final 
A is read as AA, in MADARA maddr [madaar] 'bird'. Contrast the isochronic 
readings of these segments in the corresponding accusative forms NJILA-T 
nyilat [njilat], #TUZA-T tuzet [ttizat], MADARA-T madara-t [madarat]. 
Many nominals (belonging to other large closed lexical sets) and many 
(mostly derived) verbs show epenthesis of a short mid vowel, e (3), 0, or ij 
(cover symbol: 3) between the consonants of their stem-final cluster, e.g. 
AALM dlom 'sleep; dream', TITK titok 'secret', IKR iker 'twin', #OKR okor 
'ox', MOZ:=G-mozog [mozog] 'moves'. As these examples suggest, the 
quality of the epenthetic vowel depends on frontlback prosody, [+1-] 
roundedness of the vowel of the preceding syllable, and the nature of the 
surrounding consonants (Abondolo 1988: 108-10, 205-9). A few words show 
both epenthesis and quantitative alternations, e.g. ~ALKA zelek [leelek] 
'soul' . 

In many people's speech, the long high vowels II and UU alternate with 
their short pendants in subsystems of the derivational morphology of certain 
univocalic verbs, e.g. HUUZ- hUz- [huuz] 'pulls, draws', HUlL!Z=AT huzat 
[huzat] 'draught', BIIZ- biz- [biiz] 'entrusts', BIIZ=ALMA bizalom 
[bizaIom] 'confidence, trust'. 

Consonants 
The inventory of Hungarian consonants is set out in Table 14.1. The places 
of articulation are (1) bilabial, (2) labiodental, (3) apicodental (nasals and 
stops), lamino-alveolar (sibilants, and release portions of affricates), (4) 
palatals, (5) larnino-palatalveolar (hushing fricatives and affricates), (6) 
dorsovelar, and (7) glottal. The stops are unaspirated. 

The orthographic representations given in Table 14.1 are the default 
spellings; numerous other spellings also occur because Hungarian 

Table 14.1 Hungarian consonants and their main orthographic representations 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Orthography 

Nasals m n ni ill n ny 
Stops p t tj k P t ty k 

b d d j g b d gy g 
Fricatives f s (I;) s (x) h f sz ch s ch h 

v z Z v z zs 
Affricates c C c cs 

dZ dZ dz dzs 
Lateral I 
Glide j j/ly 
Trill r r 

~ALKA 

~UZA 

p 

p 

3 3 

zs 

ni 

ni ni 
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orthography is for the most part morphophonemic. Most notably, the output 
of all ofthe morphophonemic processes (1-5) outlined below is not normally 
reflected in writing. 

The palatal glide j is written <j> or <ly> on historical grounds (the shift 
from *lj to j was not completed until the nineteenth century, when the 
orthography had begun to jell). Long consonants are written double, but in 
digraphs only the first member is written twice, e.g. <ggy> for djdj. In a few 
foreign words, the digraph <ch> is used to write the segments ~~ (in front-
vowel environments) and xx (elsewhere), e.g. pech [pe/a~~] 'hard luck' and 
krach [knlxx] 'financial collapse'. These phones (and their voiced pendants, 
which arise in sandhi; see below) are marginal, occur most typically in slang! 
foreign vocabulary, and are long insofar as the environment permits (see 
below). Certain instances of ~ are derived from I, e.g. LOP-IA-0 lopj [lop~] 

'steal!' Otherwise, ~ and x may be derived morphophonemic ally from 
geminate sequences of an abstract fricative H, which when single is the source 
of h (Abondolo 1988: 67-9). Similarly, the glide j may be derived from the 
short vowel I. The voiced labiodental fricative v, on the other hand, is more 
firmly rooted and must have its own abstract segment V. 

In general, consonant length is distinctive intervocalically and between the 
last vowel of a word and pause. Long consonants occur most frequently 
astride morpheme boundaries, e.g. KANALA kanal [kanaal] 'spoon', KAN-
NAAL kannal [kannaal] 'than a male (animal)', MEN-IA-0 menj! [menini] 
'go!', but are also quite frequent root-final, particularly in recently acquired 
vocabulary, e.g. SHOKK sokk [sokk] 'shock', cf. SHOKA sok [sok] 'much, 
many'. Length in affricates is realized in the stop component: LAZAC-VAL 
lazaccal [h\ziittsaI] 'with salmon'. There seem to be no instances of long vv 
or zz in prepausal position; on the other hand, dZ and dZ occur short only 
where length is disallowed. Consonants which are long at the morphopho-
nemic level are shortened wherever their occurrence is precluded, e.g. 
WSHT-TOOLjiisttol [ftist60l] 'from smoke'. 

If we minimalize the redundancies in the matrix given above we arrive at 
an abstract consonantal inventory with twenty-five members (plus j, which 
impinges from the realm of the vowels, see Table 14.2). 

The main oppositions are thus (1) [+/-] voiced and, among the core conso-
nants, the oppositions (2) [-1+] palatalized for the stops and (3) hissing: hushing 
for the fricatives and affricates. The most important synchronic consonant alter-
nations involve neutralizations of these oppositions in various forms of sandhi. 
These are as follows (note that none is reflected in the orthography). 

1 Obstruent voice assimilation, in which an obstruent assimilates in voice 
to an obstruent to its right, e.g. HAT-BAN hatban [hiidbiin] 'in six'; 
excluded is v, to the left of which obstruents do not assimilate in voice, 
e.g. HAT=VAN hatvan [hiitvan] sixty'. 

2 Adaffrication, in which any sequence of core stop or affricate plus core 

permits 

permits 
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Table 14.2 Hungarian abstract consonants 

Peripheral core 
a b 

L L J 

M N NJ 

P K T TJ 

B G D DJ 

F H S SH 
V Z ZH 

C CH 

X XH 

R j 

fricative yields a geminate affricate, e.g. HAT-S3R hatszor [haccor] 'six 
times'; with obstruent voice assimilation: NEEDJ=S3R negyszer 
[neetitjser] or [neeccer] 'four times'. 

3 Adpalatalization, in which [- palatal] consonants (column a in Table 14.2) 
are replaced by their palatal equivalents when to the left of palatals 
(column b) or j, e.g. t is replaced by tj to the left of ni in #OT NJULA 
Ot nyul 'five hares' . Adpalatalization is most consistent in the case of the 
oral and nasal stops; its application in sequences whose first member is 
I, or whose second member is j, or both, is more complicated, mostly 
because other processes compete; see Kiefer 258 ff. 

4 j-Assimilation: when the input of adpalatalization involves j as second 
member, impermissable sequences such as *njj are the output. These 
sequences, as well as all sequences consisting of a core fricative or 
affricate plus j, are automatically fed into j-assimilation, which converts 
them into geminates of the first consonant, e.g. *njj > nini, *sj > ss. 
Examples: AD-IA-NAK adjanak [acPdjfulak] 'let them give; they should 
give', RAAZ-0-IAA razza [raazza] '(s)he shakes it'. 

5 Hissing-to-hushing assimilation, parallel to adpalatalization, involves the 
assimilation of a fricative in column a to a following fricative from 
column b, e.g. OLAS #SHOR olasz sor [0Iass6·r] 'Italian beer'. 

There are also morphophonemic operations which apply only to specific 
morphemes, such as (6) complete assimilation of the v initial in the 
instrumental and translative suffixes to a consonant to their left, e.g. VASH-
VAL vassal [vassa·l] 'with iron', #TOK-VAL tokkel [t6kkli·l] 'with pumpkin' 
and (7) complete assimilation of the z final in the demonstrative prounouns 
az 'that' and ez [liz] 'this' to a consonant initial in a morpheme attached 
to its right, e.g. effajta [affajta] 'this kind of. As the examples indicate, the 
output of complete assimilation is normally indicated in the orthography. 

C 
C 
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See also the subjunctive, under verb morphology, p. 449. 
The historical background of the Hungarian consonants is complex but for 

the most part clear. The best survey is Kalman 1965; see also Lak6 (1965) and 
Sarnmallahti (1988: 490-94, 501-2, 510-11, 515-20). 

The correlation of palatalization among the consonants is built upon the 
proto-Uralic state of affairs. Distinctive voice on the other hand is an 
innovation, and must have developed after Hungarian broke away from the 
rest of Ugric. We may outline the most characteristically Hungarian 
developments as follows: 

1 The voiced palatal stop dj comes from *j in initial position (gyalog 'on 
foot'), but root-internally it can come not only from *-j- (fagyal 'privet') 
but also from a variety of palatalized consonantisms including *-&-
(hagy- 'leaves behind'), *-cL (vigyaz- 'watches closely') *-njcL (magyar 
'Hungarian') and *-lL (meggy [medjeP] 'morello cherry'). 

2 The remaining voiced stops (b d g) stem from clusters of nasal plus 
homotopic stop, e.g. eb 'hound' = TIj (= Tremjugan) Khanty iiiimp 'dog', 
had 'army, host' = Trj Khanty kant=;;JY 'Khanty', szeg- 'slices (bread); 
hems' = Trj Khanty siiIfkw- 'strikes'. There was also some voicing of 
initial stops, particularly in roots containing such medial clusters, e.g. 
dug- 'inserts' = Finnish tunke-. Voiced stops later became common in 
initial position in affective vocabulary (bub 'crown, crest', baba 'doll', 
bab 'puppet') after the example of first Turkic, then Slavonic loans. 
Hungarian z is of parallel origin, viz., orginally from p(F)U intervocalic 
*+ (haz 'house'), then spreading to initial position in Slavonic loans such 
as zalog 'pledge'. 

3 p(F)U initial *p- gave Hungarian f- lfagyal) and *k- gave h- to the left 
of originally back vowels (had; h{z- 'grows fat' = Vach Khanty kaat= 
;;Jyt-). Of the p(F)U initial stops, only *t- persists uniformly into 
Hungarian (tel, oblique stem tele- 'winter' = Sosva Mansi taal). 

4 The non-palatalized s(h)ibilants p(F)U *s- and pFU *8- fell together, 
presumably in U gric, although Samoyedic shows no clear evidence for an 
*S/*8 distinction, either. In any event the two s(h)ibilants have both been 
lost in Hungarian. Thus we have zero initial in e.g. {n (oblique stem ina-) 
'sinew' = Trj Khanty lacin = Komi sen, and eger (oblique stem egere-) 
= TIj Khanty liilfkw;}r = Komi sfr. Present-day Hungarian s reflects *sj 
in p(F)U vocabulary (szem [sem] 'eye'), while s comes primarily from the 
p(F)U affricates *c- (sovany 'thin'), *-c- (kes 'knife'), and *-d- (Bs 
'ancestor'). The asymmetry of the pU s(h)ibilantlaffricate system, *s :: 
*sj : *d :: *c, is perhaps reflected in two kinds of Hungarian doublets 
involving s which have been ascribed to internal borrowing: (a) those 
with s- - so, such as szav- 'weaves' - saveny 'hedge', or szem 'eye' -
samar 'herpes', and (b) those with s- - Co, such as sajog- - csillog-
'glitters, shines'. 
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5 From pU to pre-Hungarian, non-initial consonants tended to weaken. For 
single consonants this meant at least a decrease in the degree of 
constriction. Thus p(F)U intervocalic *+ gives Hungarian z, and the 
regular development of p(F)U intervocalic *-m- is v « earlier *w); non-
initial -m- seems always to have had support from an adjacent consonant, 
as in szem [seml 'eye' = Finnish silma. In fact, most original consonant 
clusters preserve one member at the expense of the other, e.g. kOt- 'ties, 
knits' = Finnish kytke-, kh 'two'= Udmurt kikt-, mos- 'washes' = 
Estonian moske-, ()sZ 'autumn' = North Saami cakca. The development 
of the clusters mentioned above at (2), and of the long consonants (6, 
below) may also be seen in this light. 

6 Hungarian provides some fairly good evidence - better than that found in 
the ObU grian languages - for a distinction between short and long medial 
stops. The latter mostly date from pFU; they are especially frequent in 
affective vocabulary (onomatopoeic verbs, kinship terms) such as 
fak=ad- 'bursts' < pFU *pakkV- (re-created in Hungarianpukkan-'pops, 
explodes'), ap=a 'father' - (dialect) ip=a 'father-in-law' = Finnish appi 
(oblique stem appe-) 'father-in-law'. 

7 Some of the morphophonemic properties characteristic of certain con-
sonants may be traced to their phonological roles in earlier stages of the 
language. For example, v, although in present-day Hungarian an obs-
truent opposed in voice to f, does not induce obstruent voice assimilation. 
This is in keeping with the fact that in morpheme-initial position v has 
developed from non-distinctively voiced *w. With h, the reverse is true: 
this segment now has no voiced phonemic pendant, yet it induces 
obstruent voice assimilation. This morphophonemic behaviour reflects its 
earlier systemic status: h developed from *x, which in pre-Hungarian was 
opposed to *y « non-initial *w and *k). 

Morphology 

Stem Architectonics 
Most Hungarian monomorphemic verbs are monosyllabic; all verbs are easily 
accommodated, in a synchronic analysis, as ending in a consonant. Nominals 
are more various. Several bisyllabic and even a few trisyllabic stems have 
cognates in ObUgrian or beyond, e.g. fekete 'black' = Vach Khanty peyt;} < 
*p#VkkVttV. 

The morphophonemic operations triggered by suffixation are largely 
predictable in terms of interaction between various kinds of stem-type and 
suffix type. The primary stem types are (A) stable v. (B) unstable, and within 
the latter, (Bl) epenthesizing v. (B2) non-epenthesizing stems (see the 
section on vowel oppositions and alternations, p. 431-3). The greater formal 
diversity of nominal stems is enhanced by the presence of A-final stems, 
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which have numerous, but complementarily distributed, subtypes (Abondolo 
1988: 185). 

In inflection, the sole morphological process is suffixation. Derivational 
morphology is also overwhelmingly suffixal, but there are also various kinds 
of compound and there is one prefix: see Pronouns and the deictic system, 
p.443. 

Inflection of Nominals 
The word-class of nominals consists of nouns, adjectives, numerals, deictics, 
and pronouns. The inflection of all of these categories overlaps, but each has 
distinctive features; the inflection of the personal pronouns is the most 
deviant. Within the subcategory noun, names show distinct inflectional 
properties. 

Person (= Possessive Suffixes) 
A nominal may be marked for any of six person-number categories, or left 
unmarked for person (-0-). The possessive suffixes are sl -MA, s2 -DA, s3 
-IAA, pI -UNKA, p2 -T3KA, p3 -IUKA. 

A few sample forms will illustrate the types of sandhi which occur when 
these suffixes are attached directly to the stem. As noted above, AA alternates 
with A, and A with zero, e.g. SOBAA-MA szobtim [sobaam] 'my room', 
SOBAA-IAA szobtija [sobaaja] 'hislher room'. Epenthesis of 3 occurs 
between consonants, e.g. ABLAK-MA ablakom [ablakom] 'my window', 
#GOOG-DA gogod 'your arrogance'. Suffix-initial U cancels anA to its left, 
e.g. HAAZA-UNKA kazunk [haazuuk] 'our house', but is itself deleted by a 
preceding AA, e.g. SOBAA-~KA szobtink [szoba·uk] 'our room'. The 
initial I of the third-person suffixes -IAA, -IUKA is deleted to the right of 
stem-final palatals and core fricatives and affricates, but persists to the surface 
(as j) to the right of all vowels save A, e.g. LAANJ-IUKA lanyuk [laaniuk] 
'their daughter', TANAACH-lAA tanacsa [tanaaca] 'hislher advice', 
ORVOSH-IUKA orvosuk [orvosuk] 'their doctor', but KAAVEE-IAA kdveja 
[kaaveeja] 'hislher/its coffee' . In the sequence A-I, the destruction is mutual, 
e.g. HAAZAIAA kaza [haaza] 'hislher house'. Otherwise, whether this I is 
deleted or not is not entirely predictable from the shape of the stem (Papp 
1975: 109--63, Abondolo 1988: 213-21). 

In six kinship terms, stem-finalAA is deleted before the I of the third-person 
suffixes, e.g. ANJ AA-IAA anyja [an.-ittia] 'mother s3'. This operation has 
analogues in Mari and Khanty, where the person distribution is the reverse. 

Number 
Plurality is specified by the suffixes -KA- or -1-. The latter suffix is used when 
possessive suffixes are also present. Examples: SOBAA-KA szobtik [sobaak] 
'rooms', SOBAA-I-MA szobtiim [sobaaiim] 'rooms sl', # ASH=AT-KA esetek 
[asatek] 'cases', # ASH=AT.IA-I-IM esetei [asatl=Pi] 'cases s3'. As the last 
example shows, certain sectors of the plural possessive paradigm resist 

SOBAA-~KA 
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agglutinating-analogue analysis. In the analysis offered here, the possessive 
plural morpheme is seen as intolerant both of vowels to its right (witness the 
wholesale cancellation of the entire bulk of the s3 suffix -IAA) and of 
consonants to its left. This latter intolerance requires the addition of the 
thematic sequence .IA to consonant-final stems whenever they are inflected 
with the plural possessive morpheme. This subsection of the Hungarian noun 
paradigm has been interpreted in several other ways in the descriptive 
literature, including the positing of a discontinuous morpheme, e.g. Melcsuk 
1968. 

The history of both of the plural number suffixes is disputed. The -KA- is 
either from a FU derivational suffix *=kkV which formed resultative and 
collective nouns from nouns, e.g. North Saami ctizet 'summer footwear' « 
*cjaaccee 'water' plus *=k), Finnishpunakka 'rubicund' <puna= 'red=' plus 
*=kkA), or it is the same morpheme as that seen in the plural possessive 
suffixes, e.g. pI -UNKA, as in htizunk [haazul)k] 'our house' < *kaata-ml-k 
HOUSE-l-plur. For the historical background of the possessive suffixes, see 
below. 

The origin of the possessive plural suffix -1- is also disputed. According to 
one line of thinking, it is the same morpheme as that of the third person 
singular possessive, which does indeed have -i- allomorphs in a few areas of 
nominal inflection. The other view holds that this -i- is historically identical 
with the -i- which occurs in the oblique cases of Saamic, Fennic, and 
Samoyedic (Papp 1968: 136-8, Kulonen 1993: 56-7). 

The possessive suffixes do not derive directly from proto-Uralic analogues. 
The set of Hungarian possessive suffixes is perhaps best reconstructed as the 
result of analogical levelling which favoured one or the other of two originally 
complementary sets of suffixes, one set marking singular, the other non-
singular possessions (Kulonen 1993: 72). In one version of this theory, the 
proto-Uralic, or at least the proto-Finno-Ugric, noun paradigm is thought to 
have had a suffix *-n- which indicated non-singularity of the possession, with 
the result that there were opposing forms such as *kala-ti: 'your (one) fish' : 
*kala-n-t'i 'your (several) fish' (cf. Korhonen 1981: 234). In Hungarian, no 
trace of *kala-ti: remains (but cf. North Saami guolltit, Finnish kalasi), and the 
form halad 'your fish (one or several, indifferently)" which lacks reference 
to explicit plurality, is the direct and regular descendant of a form which was 
orginally explicitly non-singular. A parallel collapse occurred in Finnish, 
leading to syncretism: Finnish has distinct forms for 'a fish' and 'fishes' but 
only kalasi 'your fish( es)'. In Hungarian, on the other hand, the collapse of 
the original singular/plural distinction, based on *-0-/*-n-, was remedied by 
its replacement with the -i- plural mentioned above. 

If this theory is correct, the levelling which occurred in Hungarian is in 
nearly perfect complementary distribution with the levelling thought to have 
occurred in Finnish. An example is provided by the second-and third-person 
singular forms: 
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pU Finnish Hungarian 

*kala-u kalasi 
*kala-n-t'i halad 

*kala-sa hala « *xal::>j::» 
*kala-n-sa kalansa 

Case 
The precise number and inventory of the case suffixes is a matter of dispute, 
but we will not err grossly in positing sixteen, of which ten (group B in Figure 
14.1) are primarily spatial in meaning. 

The categories and cells in Figure 14.1 have been arranged so as to 
highlight formal and functional correspondences and overlaps. The column-
labels Stasis, Source, and Goal are thus somewhat exaggerated when taken to 
refer to the more grammatical, more abstract, suffixes of section A. The 
traditional names for the cases are (1) nominative, dative; (2) accusative, 
instrumental, translative; (3) causal/final; (4) inessive, elative, illative; (5) 
superessive, delative, sublative; (6) adessive, ablative, allative; and (7) 
terminative. There are also two other spatial suffixes with limited distribution, 
a locative -T(T) used only with certain toponyms and with deictics (e.g. 
mogott 'behind', Vac-ott 'at (the town of) Vac (in Pest county)" and a 
separative/locative -L found in postpositions and as a building block in 
composite case suffixes (e.g. mogUl 'from behind'; for elative -BOOL, 
delative -ROOL, ablative -TOOL, see below). 

In unguarded speech, the illative usually performs the functions of the 
inessive. 

The morphophonemic operations triggered by the case suffixes vary in 
accordance with (1) phonological or (2) morphological (i.e., historical) 
conditions. Broadly speaking, all case suffixes (other than the exceptions 
discussed below) attach to a noun stem by means of operations identical to 

Figure 14.1 Hungarian case suffixes 

Stasis Source Goal 

1 gramm-l -0 -NAK 
A 2 gramm-2 -T -VAL -VAAH 

3 cause/aim -EERT 

4 interior -BAN -BOOL -BAA 

B 
5 surface -N -ROOL -RAA 
6 proximity -NAAL -TOOL -H3Z 
7 terminus -IG 
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those seen in the nominative, e.g. SHAATRA sator [saator] 'tent sN', 
SHAATRA-BAN satorban [saatorbi'm] 'in a tent'. The exceptions are: 

1 The accusative, which attaches in the manner of the possessive suffixes, 
e.g. SHAATRA-MA satram [saatrfun] 'my tent', SHAATRA-T satrat 
[saatrat] 'tent sA', except that no epenthesis is required to the right of 
stem-final postvocalic core continuant consonants, e.g. BETON-T betont 
[batont] 'concrete sA' but CITROM-T citromot [citromot] 'lemon sA'; 

2 The superessive, which selects the non-nominative shapes of epenthetic 
stems, e.g. TITK-N titkon [titkon] 'secret sSUP', and, in poetic language, 
of A-stems, e.g. #AGA-N egen [agan], cf. standard egen [eegen] 'sky 
sSUP'; 

3 The instrumental and the translative, whose initial V assimilates to any 
preceding consonant, e.g. CITROMH-VAL citrommaZ [citromma.I] 
'lemon sINST', VASHA-VAAH vassa [vassaa] 'iron sTRANS'. 

As is suggested by their behaviour in the present-day language, the 
Hungarian case suffixes fall into two basic historical types, primary and 
secondary. The primary suffixes all derive from morphemes dating from at 
least the FU period. These are: 

1 The accusative -T, which was originally an encliticized demonstrative 
pronoun, either proximal or, more likely, distal. Hungarian HALA- T 
haZat [Mlat] 'fish sA' was thus originally something like *kala--tV FISH-
-THAT 'that fish', wherein 'that' had at least as much anaphoric as 
demonstrative force. The closest typological parallel is found in Mordva, 
where encliticized demonstratives have served as the building blocks of 
an entire definite paradigm, e.g. Erzya Mordva kaF--si 'fish sNdef', kaZ-
O1t--f 'fish sGdef'. 

2 The superessive -N, which continues pU *-nA, as in Finnish koto-na 'at 
home', North Saarni godi-i-n 'tent pLoc', Selkup nloo-qi:n 'floor sLoc'. 

3 The instrumental -VAL, which probably derives from an old locativel 
separative form of the FU root *woo 'strength; people'. A form such as 
KEESH_VAL kessel [keessa·l] 'knife sINST' would then come from 
earlier (*) KNIFE + STRENGTH-Ioc, i.e. *ktici + woo-IV» *keec:rya1il 
» *ked)'iil > [keessa·l]. 

4 The translative -VAAH, as in #KOVA-VAAH kove [k66vee] 'stone 
sTRANS', KEESH-VAAH kesse [keessee] 'knife sTRANS'. This suffix 
is usually explained as simply a continuation of the pU lative suffix *-j, 
with pendants scattered thoughout the adverbial and deictic portions of 
the Hungarian lexicon, e.g. the e/a of ide 'hither', oda 'thither' and the 
e of mage 'to behind'; see the sections on postpositions and deictics 
pp. 443 and 445. Its initial V has been explained as fausse coupe (Papp 
1968: 155-6), but given the assimilatory behaviour of this V it seems 
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more likely that -VAAH is actually the sum of two latives, *-kI plus *-j, 
e.g. *ktici-ki-j » *keec~y.:lj » *keesyej > [keessee]. 

5 The terminative -IG. The origin ofthis suffix is unclear. On the one hand, 
its morphophonemic behaviour is characteristic of secondary suffixes; on 
the other hand, it lacks postpositional and person-inflected pendants, in 
the manner of primary suffixes. It may continue the lative suffixes 
mentioned in connection with the translative, but in the reverse order, or 
it may be the result of a strengthening of the pU lative *-1). Neither 
explanation accounts adequately for the vowel. Parallel developments of 
*1) in deictics, e.g. Hungarian mog- < *mul)a 'behind', render the latter 
explanation slightly more credible. 

The remaining case suffixes are all clearly secondary. The adessive -NAAL 
is a composite, made up of a pronominal base *na plus a locative/separative 
*-1 (as seen in the instrumental suffix, above). This pronominal base mayor 
may not be connected with *na, a pronominal base which served as the initial 
component of the Hungarian dative (-NAK; cf. Selkup -ni'kl-ni'g) and was a 
building block for local cases in Common Ugric (Riese 1992; Mikola 1975: 
164-170). The interior suffixes -BAN, -BOOL, -BAA are eroded and 
fossilized composites of a nominal base (cf. #J3ALA 'interior, gut') plus 
locative *-nA, locative/separative *-1, and lative *-j (Kulonen 1993: 84). The 
delative (-ROOL) and sublative (-RAA) are also thought to derive from a 
noun plus local suffixes, but the identity of this noun is disputed. It is most 
likely that the noun in question is found in Mansi (UEW 883; Kulonen 1993: 
84) and in the Mordva superficial postposition lag-, e.g. Erzya Mordva lag-so 
'on', lag-s 'on to'. The ablative has a parallel background: it continues a 
locative/separative form of FU *ttil)i '(area around the) base (of X)" cf. 
Eastern Mari tUg 'base (incl. of tree)' and the Komi postpositional din, as in 
pu din-iSi 'away from the tree'. The allative -H3Z is formed from a base which 
is identical with a Khanty spatial noun, seen in e.g. Tremjugan Khanty 
kuutJ=fJg 'adjacent space' and the Sherkal Khanty postposition xosi-aa (with 
an -aa lative); see Honti (1984: 81). Causal/final-EERT is presumed to be an 
old locative form of a noun with a spatial/local meaning, but no credible 
etymon has been put forward. 

Personal forms of case morphemes. Of the sixteen productive case suffixes 
presented above, twelve have independent analogues which take person 
suffixes, thereby suppleting defective personal pronoun paradigms. 

-NAK 
~AK-

-BAN 
#J3ANNA-

-VAL 
IIyALA-

-BOOL 
#J3ALOOLA-

-EERT 
II£ERTA-

-BAA 
#J3ALAA-

-NAK 

*keesyej 



-N 
RAITA-

-NAAL 
NAALA-

-ROOL 
ROOLA-

-TOOL 
~OOLA 

-RAA 
RAA-

-H3Z 
HOZZAA-
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Note the stem RAITA- « *raI)-tV, with old locative *-t) suppletive to -N 
in the superessive. Examples: #TOOLA-MA t/JZem [tool fun] 'from me', 
ROOLAUNKA r6Zunk [rooluIJk] 'about us', HOZZAA-DA howld 
[hozzaad] 'towards you'. The dative ~AK- stands out as the only stem in this 
class to have a final consonant. It is probably not a coincidence that its third-
person forms are deviant, e.g. ~AK-IAA neki [naki] 'to himlher/it' instead 
of expected (*neke [niika]), but for another interpretation see Kulonen (1993: 
56,85-6). 

Pronouns and the Deietie System 
Hungarian has three articles, definite AZ (- A before consonants), singulative 
EDJDJ egy, and zero. The definite article implies that its noun exists. Thus a 
zany-om is 'my daughter (who exists)" whereas zany-om, with zero article, 
leaves the question open, witness Nines Zany-om DOES.NOT.EXIST 
DAUGHTER-s1 'I have no daughter'. The singulative article individuates an 
instance of a member of a category not yet alluded to (Sherwood 1996: 26), 
e.g. egy zanyom 'a daughter of mine'. The development of the definite article 
from the demonstrative AZ can be followed through the philological record. 
The singulative article is etymologically identical with the numeral EDJDJ egy 
'one'. 

Somewhere between inflection and derivation hovers the suffix =EE. This 
suffix descends from diphthongs arising from the combination of stem-final 
vowel with the lative case suffix *-j, but in the present-day language it 
converts any noun stem, with or without person suffixes, into a possessive 
pronoun, e.g. HAAZA-UNKA=EE htizunke [haazuIJkee] 'that (e.g. the roof) 
of our house'. Such pronouns may then be fully inflected for case, 
e.g. TART=ALMA-IAA=EE-NAAL HOLDS=NdV-s3=EE-ade tartaZmaenaZ 
[tfutaImaaeenaal] '(e.g. the impressiveness of its form is greater) than that of 
its content'. Iteration of =EE (Peteree 'that of that of Peter'), and plurals built 
to it with both -1- and -KA (Peterei 'those things of Peter', Peterek 'Peter and 
his associates') vary from variety to variety; see Lotz (1967) and, for a recent 
stab at an analysis, Kornai (1994: 124-6). The non-occurrence of this suffix 
in the philological record until the mid-fifteenth century is attributed to 
chance (Bemir 1957: 20). 

The bases of the personal pronouns have only nominative and accusative 
forms, the rest of the paradigm being supplied by person-inflected stem-forms 
of the case suffixes (see above). The first- and second-person singular 
pronouns exhibit aberrant consonantal and vocalic alternations, and in all non-

~AK-IAA 

~AK-IAA 

~OOLA 
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axis-of-discourse accusatives the appropriate person suffix is obligatory 
(while, at least in the singular, the case suffix may be omitted): 

Nominative Accusative 

sl #AAN en # ANG-MA( -T) engem(et) 
s2 TE te TEEG-DA(-T) teged(et) 
s3 #OVA " #OVA-T ot 0 

pI MI mi MI-UNKA-T minket 
p2 TI ti TI-T3KA-T titeket 
p3 #OVA-K ok #OVA-KA-T oket 

There are also corresponding possessive pronouns sl # ANJEEMA, s2 
TIADA, s3 #OV=EE, pI MIEENKA, p2 TIAT3KA, p3 #OVA=EE-KA; these 
occur always with the definite article, e.g. AZ # ANJEEMA az enyem '(that 
which is) mine'. Note that the final sequence OVA of the third-person 
pronoun behaves in a manner which is the reverse of that seen in the noun, 
cf. #KOVA-T kovet [k6vat] 'stone (ace)', #KOVA=EE k(/e [kooee] 'that of a 
stone' . 

Demonstrative pronouns distinguish proximal # AZ from distal AZ; each of 
these may be intensified by the prefixation of AM--, viz. AM--# AZ emez 
[amiiz] 'this (one even closer than ez)', AM--AZ amaz [funaz] 'that (one even 
further away than az)'. The Z final in these pronouns assimilates fully to the 
initial consonant of most case suffixes (and of six other morphemes, Szilagyi 
1980: 115), e.g. AZ-BAN abban [abban] 'in that', # AZ-NAAL ennel [anneel] 
'at this, than this', # AZ+KOR ekkor [iikkor] 'this time', AZ+FAITAA affajta 
[Mfajta] 'that kind (of)'. There is no such assimilation in the accusative or 
superessive, e.g. # AZ-N ezen [iizen] 'on this', AZ-T azt [ast] 'that (ace)'; the 
terminative exhibits the unique alternation Z - DD, viz. # AZ-IG eddig [addig] 
'up until this'. 

The rest of the spatial deictic system consists of parallel proximal/distal 
pairs expressed by frontlback pairs of forms, e.g. # AZ=NJI : AZ=NJI ennyi : 
annyi 'this much' : 'that much'; I-TT : O-TT itt: ott 'here' : 'there'; I=DAA 
: O=DAA ide: oda 'there' : 'thither'; I=e=AN: O=e=AN ilyen: olyan 'like 
this' : 'like that'; II=DJ : UU=DJ fgy : ugy 'in this way' : 'in that way'. 

Interrogative pronouns are built to the bases KI, MI, and HO=, all from 
Uralic stems. They distinguish animate (ki 'who?') from inanimate (mi 
'what?'), and coultable from non-countable quantity (mennyi 'how much?', 
hany 'how many?'). There are interrogative pendants for all proximal/distal 
deictic pairs, usually but not always built with identical or similar suffixes, 
e.g. ME=WNJI me.myi 'how much?', MI=e AN milyen 'what kind of?', HO= 
NNAN honnan 'whence?', HO=DJ hogy 'how?' (cf. ennyilannyi, ilyen/olyan, 
innen/onnan, fgy/ugy above). 
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Relative, negative, indefinite, and indifferent pronouns are built to the 
same bases. Most relative pronouns consist of the appropriate interrogative 
base preceded by invariable A, e.g. A+KI aki [aki] 'who', A+ME=NJNJI 
amennyi [ameninji] 'as much as'; negative pronouns have SHE(N)+, e.g. 
SHE+HOL sehol [seho·l] 'nowhere', SHEN+KI senki [seIJki] 'no one'; 
indefinite forms have VALAA+, and indifferent forms have AKAAR+, e.g. 
VALAA+KI valaki [vi'tlaki] 'someone', AKAAR+KI akdrki [akaarki] 'any-
one (it doesn't matter who)'. The derivation of several paradigmatic members 
deviates from the agglutinating matrix just outlined, yielding forms which are 
synchronically more or less opaque, e.g. soha [soM] 'never' « *SHEN 'not 
+ HA 'if/when'). 

Post positions, Coverbs, and Other Adverbials 
There are about twenty-five widely used postpositions. Most are perhaps 
better classified as dependent adverbs (Lotz 1939: 101), for they occur only 
in combination with nouns or with person suffixes. There are also a few pure 
postpositions, i.e. forms which occur only with nouns and never with person 
suffixes, e.g. OOTA ota [oota] 'since'. 

A small subgroup of eight postpositions distinguishes three (or, sometimes, 
two) locational/directional modes by means of marginal case suffixes, e.g. 
ALA- TTA alatt '(located) under', ALA-OOLA aMl 'from under', ALA-AAH 
ala 'to under'. The remaining postpositions have only one form each, e.g. 
DJANAANT gyanant [dianant] 'as a', or, if two forms are used, at least one 
of them has only abstract, non-spatial, reference, e.g. #YEEGA-IG vegig 
'along' : #YEEGA-TT vegett 'with an aim to'. 

Most postpositions occur with their lexical noun in the nominative, but a 
few govern the superessive, e.g. TUUL 'beyond', AAT 'across, through', 
#BALUL 'within', as in AZVAAROSH_N ~ALUL a varoson beW 'within 
the city'. In stylistically marked utterances, a subset of this group of 
postpositions can also occur before their noun, e.g. TUUL AZFOUOO-N tul 
a folyon 'beyond the river'. One postposition, KEEPASHT 'compared with, 
considering', takes the allative, e.g. KOR-IAA-H3Z KEEPASHT korahoz 
kepest 'for hislher age'. In older varieties of Hungarian, postpositions 
commonly entered into possessive constructions, e.g. szeretet-nek miatt-a 
instead of szeretet miatt 'on account of affection'; see Syntax, p. 450. 

Coverbs are a special class of adverbial modifiers which form loose 
compounds with verbs. There are about forty coverbs; many share root 
morphemes with postpositions, e.g. # ALOO ela [aloo] 'to the fore', cf. 
postposition # ALOO-TT elOtt [aloott] 'in front of, before'. The productive 
noun case suffixes -RAA, -IG and -BAA are evident in a few coverbs, e.g. 
# ALOO-RAA elOre 'in advance', #KOZ-RAA kozre 'public', e.g. #KOZ-
RAAIAD- kozrelGIVES-'publishes', #YEEGA-IGIFUT vegigfut- 'runs the 
length of' , cf. the postposition vegig 'along'. Other coverbs are (often shorter 
variants of) third-person forms of case morphemes, e.g. neki 'to it' in ~AK-

~ALUL 

(often 
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IAAILAAT- nekilat- 'sees to', rajta 'on it' in RAIT~-rAAIKAP- rajtakap-
'catches in the act'. Still others are deictic primitives, e.g. KI 'out(wards)', LE 
'down(wards)', and MEG 'correctly; back (to correct place or state)', which 
functions most often as a perfectivizer. 

Besides their semantic and aspectual functions within the lexicon, coverbs 
also play an aspectual role within syntax; see the section on constituent order, 
p.4S1. 

In their semantic and aspectual functions Hungarian coverbs overlap with 
those of Mansi and Khanty, but there are few cognates. Aspectual parallels 
may be found in Estonian and Slavonic, and German verbal prefixes have 
often served as models in calquing, e.g.fellfog-UPIGRASPS 'comprehends' 
(auffassen), belIat- INISEES 'understands' (einsehen), utanalnez-AFTERI 
SEES 'checks (whether X is the case)' (nachsehen). 

Adverb formation. Many textually frequent adverbs are synchronically 
monomorphemic, e.g. ma 'today', most 'now', mar 'now/then (as opposed to 
before)" meg 'now/then (as before)" reg 'long ago', rogtOn 'immediately'. 
Most commonly, however, adverbs are derived by one of three suffixes. In 
decreasing order of frequency, these are as follows: 

1 =AN, e.g. OJORSH=AN gyorsan [diorSan] 'quickly', cf. gyors 'quick', 
SEEP=AN szepen 'nicely', cf. SEEP szep 'good-looking, nice'. This 
suffix is thought to have arisen through a split in the function of the old 
locative *-nA; cf. the superessive suffix of the noun case paradigm (and 
OJORSH-N gyorson [djorSon] 'on a fast (train)'). There is a parallel in 
Permian: cf. KomilUdmurt instrumental -en/-en, inessive -in. 

2 =UL, e.g. MAOJ AR=UL magyarul 'in Hungarian', FINN=ULfinniil 'in 
Finnish', KONOK=UL konokul 'stubbornly'. As the examples suggest, 
ethnonyms and pejoratives predominate. This suffix is often classified as 
a noun case, with the meaning 'as a, qua', i.e. as an essive. Historically, 
it is probably from a suffix sequence *-kI-lV, i.e. LATIVE + 
LOCATIVE/SEPARATIVE. Example: TAARSH-UL tarsul [taarsul] 'as 
a companion'. 

3 =LAG, e.g. KIIZAAR=OO=LAG OUTICLOSES=pres.part=LAG kizar-
61ag 'exclusively', VISOW=LAG RELATION=LAG viszonylag 're-
latively', *RAMEEL=HAT=OO=LAG HOPES=potential=pres.part= 
LAG remelhet81eg 'hopefully'. Adverbs formed with this suffix occasion-
ally contrast minimally with adverbs made with =AN, e.g. egyhanguan [e~ha1Jguuan] 'monotonously', egyhangulag [e~ha1JguuIag] 'unani-
mously', cf. EOJOJ 'one', HANG 'sound, voice'. 

Verb Inflection 
Non-composite finite forms of verbs in Contemporary Standard Hungarian 
can be inflected either for mood or for tense. The moods are subjunctive 
(-IA-) and conditional (-ANAA-), both neutral with regard to tense (= 

RAIT~-rAAIKAP-
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universal tense). The tenses are past (-TTA-) and non-past (-0-, -S-), both 
neutral with regard to mood (= indicative). 

Person suffixes are added to the right of the tense/mood suffix. It is 
traditional to speak of two conjugations in Hungarian, the difference residing 
in the type of direct object encoded. Here we shall simplify by saying that 
there are two sets of person suffixes, each of which encodes a different sort 
of relationship between subject and object person. Suffixes of one set, here 
termed centrifugal, are used when the person of the object is greater than that 
of the subject (e.g. first-person subject/second-person object: 'I see you', or 
second-person subject/third-person object: 'you see her'). Suffixes from the 
other set, termed centripetal, are used when the reverse relation obtains (e.g. 
'she sees me', 'they see you'). Centripetal suffixes are also used when there 
is no object at all ('they stand') or when the object is indefinite ('he makes 
coffee'). This formulation is correct as far as it goes, but the selection of 
suffixal morphemes and the morphophonemic details involved in their 
realization are both more complex than a binary split would suggest. For 
example, the centripetal suffix for first-person subjects is -3K, but with two 
types of exception: (1) in the past tense, it is -3M, syncretizing with its 
centrifugal pendant, and (2) for a large set of verbs (the deponents, called ikes 
igek 'verbs with ik [in the third person singular non-past]' in Hungarian) it is 
-3M or -3K in both tenses and both moods, the choice being made on the basis 
of a complex interaction of sociolinguistic, lexical, and stylistic factors 
(Abondolo 1988: 97-101). Figure 14.2 sets out the two sets of suffixes in 
morphophonemic code, with neither phonological nor morphological opera-
tions carried out, and presents a simplified picture in that deponent suffixation 
is not indicated. The following sample forms will illustrate some of the 
complexities entailed in the production of actual forms from these analogues: 
OLVASH-0-IAA olvassa [olvassa] '(s)he/it reads it (s33)', NEEZ-0-IAA nezi 
[neezi] '(s)he/it beholds himlher/it (s33)', MEN-ANAA-EEK mennek 
[menneek] 'I would (fain) go (s1cond)', JlyAT=IIT-ANAA-IUK vet{tenok 
[vatiitanook] 'we would project it (p13cond)', JlyAT=IIT-IA-IUK vet{tsuk 
[vatiicctik] 'let's/we should project it (p13sj)', LEV-IA-ANAK legyenek 
[ledianii.k] 'they should be (p3sj)', MEN-TIA-M mentem [mentii.m] 'I was 
going' . 

There are also composite verb forms. These are rare in the standard 
contemporary language, with one exception: the past conditional, which is 
formed by the addition of the fixed form volna to a finite past-tense form, e.g. 
MEN-TTA-M VOLNAA mentem volna 'I would have gone (but 1 didn't)'. 

Suppletion occurs only in the verb 'to be', which is also unique in showing 
ablaut of its stem vowel: VAL- (- past-tense and conditional stem VOL-) : 
subjunctive stem LEV-. The stem LEV- has a full paradigm with the meaning 
'becomes'. Two other stems, MEN- 'goes' and ilJov- 'comes', also show a 
few irregularities. 
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Figure 14.2 Hungarian verb person suffixation: agglutinating analogue 

sl s2 s3 

I-IAA 

llliJ 
-0 

-3M -3D 

Ips I sj ICd I pt Ips I sj I cd I pt Ips I sj I cd I pt 

-UNK -T3K -ANAK I-K 

:-UNK: -IAAT3K -IAAK 

-!UK 

pI p2 p3 

Key: s 1, s2, etc. = subject person; ps = present, sj = subjunctive, cd = conditional, pt = past, P = 
centripetal, F = centrifugal object marking. 

Non-finite Verb Forms, History of Verb Inflection 
These are three participles, two gerunds, and an infinitive. Of these, the future 
participle and the past gerund are stylistically marked and have a limited 
distribution. In modal constructions the infinitive can take person suffixes in 
agreement with the agent e.g. ~AM SABAD SEM-T HUNJ-NI-IAA NOT 
PERMITTED EYE-acc SHUTS-inf-s3 nem szabad szemet hunynia '(s)he 
must not close (his/her) eye(s)'. 

The infinitive -NI appears to be an old formation consisting of a deverbal 
noun in *=nA inflected with a lative suffix *-j; there is an exact parallel in 
Permian (Kulonen 1993: 65). The gerunds =VAA, =VAAN are probably 
cognate with the Khanty gerund reconstructed as *=mAAn - *=rnIIn (Honti 
1984: 59). The present participle =00 probably descends from a verbal noun 
built with *=pA, with cognates in Fennic (e.g. -b in Estonian third person 
singular kuuleb '(s)he hears') and Saamic (e.g. -p in AIjeplog Saarni first 
person plural kulla-p 'we hear'). The future participle =ANDOO is thought 
to derive from the present participle of stems derived with the suffix chain 
=AM3D-, which once formed inchoatives, e.g. fut=amod-ik 'begins to run'. 
For the past participle, see under tense, below. 

The historical background of Hungarian verb inflection is not clear in all 
of its details; here we briefly summarize a few of the less controversial 
highlights. The past-tense suffix used in contemporary standard Hungarian 
(-TTA-) is an innovation; it is based on the inflection, with person suffixes, 
of the past participle =TTA. The past participle, in tum, descends from a 

SABAD 

:-UNK: pI 

pI 

pI 

pI 
-3M Hungarian Hungarian 

-3D 
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proto-Uralic verbal noun, *=(n)tA. An older past tense has been all but lost: 
it survives only in ceremonial and jocular language, and is formed with the 
suffix -AA-, which is a continuation of diphthongs arising from the 
combination of the stem-final vowel plus a past-tense suffix *-i-, which seems 
to have evolved from a verbal noun (Janhunen 1982: 36). This *-i- has clear 
cognates in Permian and the languages to the west, but it has also been 
detected in the final vocalism of the Hungarian conditional suffix -ANAA-. 
The long unrounded vowel of this latter suffix probably derives from an 
i-final diphthong; the conditional would then be the result of a relatively late 
compounding of the Finno-Ugric *-ne- conditional/potential suffix with the 
past-tense morpheme (Kulonen 1993: 64). We thus have a double shift in 
function, from tense to mood and from participle to tense: 

Mood suffix 
Tense suffix 
Verbal noun 

Stage I Stage II Contemporary Hungarian 

.)"*-ne-i conditional-mennel 'you would go' 
*-i- past /' .)" *-tta- past • mentel 'you were going' 
*=(n)tA /' 

The present-tense zero suffix -0- has parallels in all Finno-Ugric lan-
guages. The present tense in -S-, which is used only with the seven textually 
frequent verbs TEV- 'does/makes', VEV- 'takes ([-] locomotion)" JtyIV-
'takes away ([+] locomotion)" EV- 'eats', IV- 'drinks', IIJIIv- 'believes', and 
LEV- 'becomes', is the continuation of a p(F)U durative, or de-perfectivizing, 
derivational suffix *=s\ and may also be concealed in the present-tense stems 
of MEN- megy-'goes' (with gy < *n-sj

) and VAL- vagy- 'is' (with gy < *l-~). 
The subjunctive (-IA-) descends from proto-Uralic*-k(A-); it triggers 

several morphophonemic processes, including the above-mentioned ad-
palatalization andj-assimilation, but also processes which are unique to it. For 
example, to the left of the subjunctive suffix a verb-stem final T > C H if 
preceded by a consonant or a long vowel, but> SH if preceded by a short 
vowel, cf. #VAT=IIT-IA-IUK vet{tsiik [vatiicctik] 'we should project it', 
JtyAT-IA-IUK vessiik [vasstik] 'we should cast it'. Another example: in six 
stems, final V melds with the initial I of the subjunctive suffix to form the 
segment dj , e.g. LEV-IA-3N legyen [lecPen] '(s)he/it should be'. 

Since Hungarian finite verb forms encode not only subject person but also 
features of the direct object, it is not surprising that many of the suffixes are 
innovations, and that some of them have no exact analogues elsewhere in 
Uralic. Oldest are the singular centrifugal suffixes -3M, -3D, and -IAA, all 
three of which are historically identical with the corresponding possessive 
suffixes. Thus the third-person centrifugal-IAA seen in, e.g., adja '(s)he gives 
it' in all likelihood continues a verb form with a third-person suffix *-sA, 
e.g. *'imta-sa » *ad;)j;) > *adj;) > [iicPcPii]. The suffix which encodes first-
person singular subject and second-person object is clearly a relatively late 

triggers 
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composite made up of the (secondary) second-person marker -3L plus the 
first-person suffIx -3K, for both of which see below. Mordva, which is the 
only Uralic language to have a paradigmatic slot corresponding to this suffIx, 
encodes it with etymologically different material, but in analogous fashion, 
viz. Erzya Mordva katltlan = Hungarian hagyiliak LEAVES-s2-s1 'I'll leave 
you' (cf. Tlilos 1975: 46). The plural centrifugal suffIxes all appear to be 
secondary formations: the -j- element that has crept into them all probably 
did so by analogy from the third person singular, but the precise lines of 
descent for the remaining portions of these suffIxes remain unclear (see, 
however, Honti 1984: 75-6 for a Ugric etymology of the first-person plural 
form). 

The centripetal forms are for the most part straightforward. The unmarked 
second-and third-person forms, i.e. respectively the imperative and indica-
tive, were marked with zero. The marked forms were built up later, in the 
second-person non-imperative by means of suffIxes which were originally 
durative/deperfectivizing in function (-3L, -AS; see also derivation, p.452), 
and in the third-person imperative by means of suffIxation of the third-person 
pronoun *sVn, i.e. *"imta-ka-sVn » *ad~~j~n » [iididion] adjon '(s)he 
should give' (cf. Kulonen 1993: 92-3); the third person plural -ANAK is a 
later secondary pluralization of this form. The first and second persons plural 
appear to be continuations of the pluralized person suffixes *-mI and *-tl. 

The first person singular -3K (along with its offspring, the K of s12 
-ALAK), however, is an enigma. Ku10nen lists three explanations, none of 
them convincing (1993: 89-90); a few more may be found in Papp (1968: 
174-7). 

Syntax 
In its simplest form, the Hungarian noun phrase consists of a nominal head 
(with inflectional suffIxes and/or postpositions, any or all of which may be 
zero) preceded by slots (any of which may be empty) for quantifiers (QN), 
counters (CN), qualifiers (QL), emphatic pronouns (PRO), articles (ART), 
and demonstratives (DEM). Some of the combinatory possibilities are 
illustrated below, where the English equivalents are (1) 'my key', (2) 'these 
three large keys of mine' ,(3) 'concerning these keys of mine' ,(4) 'concerning 
this rusty bunch of keys' , (5) 'concerning these three large keys'. 

DEM ART PRO QN QL CN QL N-sxx (PP) 

1 az en kulcs-0-om-0 
2 ez a harom nagy kulcs-0-om-0 
3 ez-ek-rol a kulcsa-i-m-rol 
4 er-rol a rozsdas csomo kulcs-0-0-rol 
5 er-ro1 a harom nagy kulcs-0-0-rol 

[iididion] [iididion] 
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As these examples show, the only members to show agreement within the 
noun phrase are the demonstratives, which agree with the head noun in 
number and case (3); furthermore, the presence of a quantifier higher than egy 
'one', or of a counter, precludes plural marking (2, 4, 5). As examples 2-5 
suggest, occupancy of the demonstrative slot by AZ or # AZ forces the 
presence of the definite article in the following slot, but in stylistically marked 
registers there are other demonstrative forms which preclude the article, e.g. 
(2a) e Mrom nagy kulcsom. 

Noun phrases may be linked in a possessive relation by the suffixation of 
the s3 person suffix to the possessed, with or without suffixation of the dative 
to the possessor, e.g. a kalap-om(-nak a) karima-ja D.A HAT-sl(-dat D.A) 
RIM-s3 'the rim of my hat'. The longer construction is obligatory in the 
expression of multiple possessive relations, e.g. a rovid hangzo-k 
idfJ+tartam-a-nak arany-a D.A SHORT VOWEL-plur TIME+DURATION-
s3-dat PROPORTION-s3 'the ratio of the duration of long vowels' and when 
the possessed precedes the possessor (hUg-a az apa-m-nak 
YOUNGER.SISTER-s3 D.A FATHER-sl-dat 'my father's younger sister') 
or is separated from the possessor by the predicate (apa-m-nak meghalt a 
hUg-a FATHER-sl-dat DIED D.A YOUNGER.SISTER-s3 'my father's 
younger sister died'). Otherwise both constructions are possible, but with 
pragmatic and textual distinctions, some of which entail the anaphoric and 
global functions of the article. 

Qualifiers in the noun phrase may be participles with their own adverbial 
and object complements, e.g. a nepi muveltseg-ben mutatkoz=o kulonbseg-ek 
D.A FOLK CULTURE-ine IS.EVIDENCED=pres.part DIFFERENCE-plur 
'differences evidenced in folk culture', or they may be qualifiers derived by 
means of the suffix =1 from postposition-final noun phrases, e.g. a vacsora 
utan-i ora-k-ban D.A DINNER AFTER=adjsx HOUR-plur-ine 'in the hours 
after dinner' . 

More sophisticated accounts of the noun phrase may be found in Komai 
1985 and Szabolcsi 1987, both with good bibliography; on counters see now 
Beckwith (1992). 

Syntactic Roles, the Use of Case Suffixes and Constituent Orders 
Subjects are normally marked with zero (-0) and direct objects with -T, e.g. 
a jel=z=B-f1 megleI8=z-f1-i a jel=z=ett szo-t D.A SIGN=VdN=pres.part-N 
PERFIFORE=VdN-pres-s33 D.A SIGN=VdN=past.part WORD-acc '(the) 
modifier precedes the modified word'. A direct object which is inflected for 
first or second person singular, however, can also go into the nominative, e.g. 
leveleld-f1 meglkap-ta-m LETTER-s2-N PERFIGETS-past-s13 'I got your 
letter'. Indirect objects are put in the dative (-NAK), e.g. malac+sul=te-t 
ad-ott-f1 a fiu-k-nak PIGLET +ROASTS=past.part-ACC GIVES-past-s3 D.A 
BOY-plur-dat '(s)he gave roast suckling pig to the boys'. The dative here acts 
like any other lative in that it is interchangeable with the accusative in parallel 
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instrumental constructions, e.g. meg Ikfnal-t-a a fiu-ka-t malac+siil=t-tel 
PERFIOFFERS-past-s33 D.A BOY-plur-acc PIGLET +ROASTS=past.part-
ins '(s)he offered the boys roast suckling pig'. 

The dative is also used to mark higher participants in constructions with 
auxiliaries, e.g. Kalman-nak Buda-ra kell-f)-f} men-ni(-e) KALMAN-dat 
BUDA-subl IS.NECESSARY-pres-s3 GOES-inf(-s3) 'Kalman has to go to 
Buda', and in sentences with non-personal verb forms such as kover-nek len-
ni vidam dolog FAT-dat IS-infMERRY THING 'being fat is fun'. 

The neutral order for major constituents is TOPIC(S) - FOCUS - FINITE 
VERB, e.g. Andras gruzul tud ANDRAs GEORGIAN-adv KNOWS '(As for) 
Andrew, it's Georgian that he knows'. If the finite verb is the focus, it comes 
first, e.g. Tud Andras gruzul or Tud grUzul Andras. The rules applying to the 
order of (aspectual v. spatial) coverbs and of auxiliary verbs are of special 
interest and complexity; see Kalman et al. (1990). 

Lexicon 
Derivation of four basic types is widespread, viz. (1a) denominal nominals 
(e.g. sar 'mud' : sar=os 'muddy', sarga 'yellow' : sarga=s 'yellowish'), (lb) 
deverbal nominals (e.g. ad- 'gives' : ad=as 'act of giving' : ad=at 'datum' 
: ad=ag 'portion' : ad=o 'tax'), (2a) denominal verbs (e.g. sarg=ul- 'becomes 
yellow', sargas=od-ik 'becomes yellowish', ad=at=ol- 'provides/backs up 
with data') and (2b) deverbal verbs. Space permits us only a brief glance at 
this last type. 

A large and open set of affective, quasi-descriptive verbs are formed with 
the suffix =(3)G-, usually from themes, e.g. kop=og- 'knocks', tip=eg-
waddles, toddles', doc=og- 'trundles along'; most of these verbs refer to 
repeated activities or to activities which consist of numerous recurrences. 
Many have semelfactive analogues formed with =$AN- which refer to single 
events ($ is an operator which occurs only in derivation and which lengthens 
a preceding consonant, where possible), e.g. kop=pan- 'knocks (once)', 
doc=cen-'jolts, jerks (once)' . Productive, also, is the detransitivizing =OOD-, 
e.g. emel=od-ik 'rises (of its own accord)' alongside emel=ked-ik 'rises, 
climbs', both from emel- 'raises'. 

Many verbs which are synchronically monomorphemic contain the relicts 
of older derivational suffixes, e.g. nez- 'beholds' from *niiki=ta-, a durative/ 
continuative derivate of *niiki- 'sees', known from e.g. Finnish niike- 'sees'; 
keres-'seeks', built with a detransitivizing/deperfectivizing suffix *=si - *=ci, 
cf. ker- 'asks for' and Komi kor- 'asks for', kor=Si- 'seeks'. Reflexes of other 
Finno-Ugric suffixes with deperfectivizing, frequentative, or multiobjectival 
force are the =sz- found in met=sz- [macc] 'slices thinly', cf. met=el=t 
'noodles' and the present-tense -S- suffix (see p. 447), as well as the =d- in 
marad- 'remains' « *=ntV-). 

Loanwords come from four major sources and may be grouped, in rough 
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chronological order, into Iranian, Turkic, Slavonic, and Western European, 
although there is some overlap, e.g. early Turkic loans into pre-Hungarian, 
contemporaneous with the earliest Iranian layers, or the thin layer of 
sixteenth-century Turkish loans (see below), which postdate the early 
Slavonic items. Loans from Romanian and Romani are relatively few in 
number, but rich in semantic and stylistic content. 

Iranian loans into Hungarian date back to the time immediately after the 
breakup of Ugric unity or contact. Early examples are #TIZA tlZ 'ten', 
#TAHANA tehen 'cow', and ~AIA tej 'milk', in all of which pre-Hungarian 
has substituted its sole, voiceless, initial dental t- for the voiced sounds of the 
donor language; by the time Hungarian borrowed the Slavonic cognate of the 
last of these, viz. dajka 'wet nurse', it had acquired d- in initial position. 
Contact with Iranian idioms must have lasted well over a thousand years, 
culminating with loans such as mid 'reed', from a late Middle Iranian 
language of the southern Russian steppe. 

The three layers of loans from Turkic languages are surveyed in R6na-Tas 
(1988: 751-60). These are (1) so-called pre-conquest loans, i.e. borrowed into 
Hungarian before its speakers arrived in Europe, (2) medieval loans, and (3) 
occupation loans. The first layer is particularly large and varied, and includes 
words which must have been borrowed from Turkic idioms of a Chuvash 
type, e.g. borj';' 'calf', cf. Chuvash pSru v. Turkish buzagl, del 'midday; 
south', cf. Chuvash tel v. Common Turkic 'tUS'. The second layer is made up 
primarily of words borrowed from the languages of the Pechenegs and the 
Cumanians, Turkic-speaking groups which settled in Hungary in the twelfth 
and thirteenth centuries; examples are koboz 'lute-like instrument', and 
komondor 'breed of dog'. The most recent layer entered Hungarian with the 
Turkish occupation (roughly 1526-1698). These words, of which only about 
twenty survive, are usually also well represented in the languages of the 
Balkans, through which the Turks had passed earlier on their way into the 
heart of Europe. Examples are zseb 'pocket', with pendants in Serbian, 
Albanian, Bulgarian, and Greek, and tepsi 'baking dish', with pendants in all 
those languages plus Romanian. 

A conspicuous number of the items borrowed from or via Slavonic are 
religious or domestic/agrarian in content. For example, from Latin come both 
pogany 'pagan' (via South Slavonic) and its doublet pohdnka 'buckwheat' (via 
Czech); note also paradicsom 'paradise'; [from 1856] 'tomato', borrowed 
direct from Latin, with the Latin neuter ending (-um) intact. Other Slavonic 
doublets: vacsora 'evening meal', vecsernye 'vespers'; colOp 'peg', oszlop 
'column'; genny 'purulent matter', ganej 'manure'. Not only doublets, but also 
interdialectal synonyms have entered Hungarian from Slavonic, e.g. bab 'bean' 
and (dialect) paszuly 'bean' (via Slovene from Greek, which had it from Italian). 
Many items must, to judge from their meaning and form, be Slavonic, but their 
antecedents are as yet unknown, e.g. poggyasz 'luggage' , drusza 'namesake' . 

Loans from German(ic) date from the first arrival of the Hungarians in 

'milk', 
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Europe, perhaps even earlier (Rot 1988: 697). Among the older loans are 
pelda 'example' (Modem German BUd), cerna 'thread' (Zwirn), and bognar 
'cartwright' (Wagner). 

Until recently, western European loans entered primarily by way of German 
(e.g. kozmosz 'cosmos', tik()r 'liqueur', meteor 'meteor', nabob 'nabob', and 
puder 'powder'), although there was also some direct borrowing from Italian 
and from French (there were Walloon merchants from at least the twelfth 
century in the larger Hungarian cities [Barczi 1958: 111]). Examples of direct 
Italian borrowings, probably adopted during the Angevin period (1308-82) are 
pajzs 'shield' (Italian pavese 'of Pavia [famous for its shields])', palya 'prize, 
contest, racetrack; career' (patio). Examples from French: kilincs 'latch' 
(clenche), targy 'object (earlier: type of shield; target), . 

Hungarian Text 
From a letter written 1910 by Artur Elek to Miksa Feny{) (Vezer 1975: 336). 

A: orthography; B: phonological transcription; C: morphophonemic code, 
segmented; D: morpheme-by-morpheme gloss; E: loose translation of D; 
F: freer translation. 

Al Ezzel a levelemmel egyidejUleg 
Bl az-zal a lavalammal edidjidajti(ti)lag 
Cl #AZ-VAL AZ ~AVALA-MA-VAL EDJ+#JDAIA=IUU=LAG 
Dl THIS-ins D.A LETTER-sl-ins ONE+ TIME=adjsx=adv 
El with this the with my letter 

postara adorn a 
postaara adorn a 
POSHTAA-RAA AD-0-3M AZ 

simultaneously 

Fogazzaro-forditast 
fogaddzaroofordiitaast 
F+I\FOR=D=IIT=AASH-T 

POST-subl GIVES-pres-s13 D.A F.+ TURN=vbsx=vbsx=NdV-acc 
Fogazzaro-translation on to post I give it the 

A2Nem tudom hogy eleg lesz-e 
B2nam tudom hodj aleeg lasse 
C2 ~AM TUD-0-3M HODJ # ALAGA LEV-S-0--E 
D2NOT KNOWS-pres-sI3 CJ ENOUGH BECOMES-pres-s3-I.Q 
E2not I know it that enough whether it will be 

nem is hiszem A3 Legjobb lenne 
nam is hisem B3 lagjobb lenna 
~AM ISH HIV-S-3M C3 ~AG+IO=BBA LEV-ANAA-0 
NOT PTL BELIEVES-pres-s13 D3 SUP+GOOD=cfv BECOMES-cond-s3 
not duly I believe it E3 best it would be(come) 

~AVALA-MA-VAL 

D2NOT 

best best 



kiszedetni 
kisadatni 
KIISED=AT=N! 
OUTISETS=caus=inf 
to have (it) set (so) that 

megtudjam 
mektudidjam 
MEG I TUD-IA-M 
PERF I KNOWS-sj-s 13 
I should find it out 

mekkora teIjedelmu masik 
makkora taIjadalmii(ii) maasik 
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esetleg 
asatlag 
# ASH=AT=LAG 
FALLS=NdV=adv 
if such is the case 

~AK+KORAA #"TARI=AD=ALMA=IUU MAASH=IK 

novellat 
novallaat 
NOVELLAA-T 
NOVELLA-ace HOW.BIG "EXTEND=vsx=NdV OTHER= 

=adjsx INDIV 
how big 

fordftsak 

extensive 

fordiiccilk 
"FOR=D=IIT-IA-3K 
"TURN=vbsx=vbsx-sj-sl 
I should translate 

hozzaja. 
hozzaaja 
HOZZAA-IAA 
TO-s3 
to (go with) it 

other novella 

Fl I'm posting the Fogazzaro translation at the same time as this letter (of 
mine). F2 I don't know whether it'll be enough; I doubt it (in fact). F3 The 
best thing would be to have it typeset so I can see whether I have to translate 
another novella to go with it, and if so, how long it'll have to be. 
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15 Samoyedic 

luha lanhunen 

Geographically occupying the eastern periphery of the language family, 
Samoyedic is conventionally classified as one of the two principle branches 
of Uralic. Mter the breakup of proto-Uralic linguistic unity, the speakers of 
pre-proto-Samoyedic gradually came to be concentrated in the region located 
between the middle courses of the Ob' and Yenisei Rivers in southwest 
Siberia. Unlike the Finno-Ugric branch, which shows a high degree of 
internal diversity, Samoyedic has no surviving early sub-branches, the 
historically known Samoyedic languages forming a coherent group of 
relatively closely related idioms. In terms of absolute dating, proto-
Samoyedic seems to have dissolved as recently as the last centuries BeE. 

Consecutive waves of ethnic and linguistic expansion then spread the various 
forms of Samoyedic both northwards, along the Ob' and Yenisei basins, and 
southwards, in the direction of the Altai and Sayan Mountains. It is reasonable 
to assume that in the course of this expansion several unidentified non-
Samoyedic languages spoken earlier in the same regions became extinct due 
to linguistic assimilation. Most of the modem Samoyedic-speaking ethnic 
groups are therefore composed of two major ethnohistorical components: a 
local component corresponding to the earlier indigenous population, and an 
immigrant component responsible for the Samoyedic language. 

The Samoyedic branch may rather uncontroversially be divided into six 
main entities or independent major languages: Nenets (Yurak), along the 
Arctic coast from the White Sea region to western Taimyr; Enets (Yenisei-
Samoyed), in the lower Yenisei region; Nganasan (Tavgy), on the Taimyr 
Peninsula from the lower Yenisei in the west to the Khatanga Bay in the east; 
Selkup (Ostyak-Samoyed), in the region between the Ob' and Yenisei from 
the Taz and Turukhan in the north to the Chaya and Chulym in the south; 
Kamas (Kamassian), in the eastern part of the upper Yenisei region; and 
Mator (Motor), in the eastern Sayan Mountains from the upper Yenisei in the 
west to the Baikal region in the east. Considerable dialectal differences are 
present within Nenets (with Tundra Nenets and Forest Nenets), Enets (with 
Tundra or Madu Enets and Forest or Bai Enets), and Selkup (with a complex 
dialect continuum). In addition, a separate, transitional idiom, technically 
termed Yurats, once existed between Nenets and Enets. Both Kamas and 
Mator are historically known by a variety of alternative names, including 
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Taigi and Karagas for Mator, and Koibal for Kamas. These names are mainly 
of geographical and chronological interest; linguistically Kamas and Mator 
are two well-delimited entities with a minimum of internal dialectal 
differentiation. Some sources recognize a transitional idiom, technically 
termed Abakan, between Kamas and Mator, but this is better seen as a 
philological conglomeration of early Kamas and Mator lexical material. 

In terms of their geographical environment, the speakers of the Samoyedic 
languages form three distinct ecological groups: the Tundra Samoyeds, the 
Taiga Samoyeds, and the Mountain Samoyeds. The Taiga Samoyeds are 
essentially identical with the speakers of Selkup, who up to the present day 
occupy a territory more or less coterminous with the original Samoyed habitat 
in the western Siberian forest zone. The Tundra Samoyeds comprise the major 
part of the speakers of Nenets, Enets, and Nganasan, who together occupy the 
whole of the Arctic tundra zone of European Russia and western Siberia. The 
Mountain Samoyeds comprise the speakers of Kamas and Mator, who used 
to inhabit the wooded highlands of southern Siberia. The ethnolinguistic 
development during the last few centuries has been least favourable for the 
Mountain Samoyeds, whose languages are now extinct, Mator since the first 
half of the nineteenth century and Kamas since the death of the last speaker 
in 1989. Extinction also threatens the Taiga Samoyeds, although Selkup (with 
under 2,000 speakers) still survives, albeit dialectally highly fragmented, as 
a living language. The Tundra Samoyeds have been generally less exposed to 
external threats, and Nenets (with some 25,000 speakers) has emerged 
(together with Northern Saarni and Greenlandic) as one ofthe three principal 
Arctic languages of the world. Unfortunately, the expansion of Nenets in the 
lower Yenisei region has been at the expense of Enets, which (with fewer than 
100 speakers remaining) is now facing imminent extinction. The Nenets 
expansion was also one of the factors that caused the disappearance of Yurats 
in the nineteenth century. Nganasan was never seriously affected by these 
developments, but the small size of the Nganasan community (with hardly 
more than 500 speakers) is becoming an obstacle to the survival of this 
language in the future. 

Taxonomic Relationships 
The conventional view holds that the ecological trichotomy of the 
Samoyedic-speaking populations correlates with a genetic division (cf. Figure 
15.1), in that the Tundra Samoyeds are linguistically supposed to correspond 
to a separate Northern Samoyedic sub-branch, as opposed to a Southern 
Samoyedic sub-branch. Within the latter, the languages of the Mountain 
Samoyeds have been assumed to form a shallow-level sub-branch termed 
Sayan Samoyedic. This taxonomy has been questioned more and more often 
in recent years, as it has become evident that much of the internal coherence 
within each proposed sub-branch must be due to secondary mutual influences. 
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Figure 15.1 The conventional taxonomy of the Samoyedic languages 

Proto-Samoyedic 

Northern Samoyedic Southern Samoyedic 

Nganasan Enets 

(Tundra Samoyeds) 

Nenets Selkup Kamas Mator 

(Taiga Samoyeds) (Mountain Samoyeds) 

Figure 15.2 An alternative taxonomy of the Samoyedic languages 

Proto-Samoyedic 

Nganasan Enets Nenets Selkup Kamas Mator 

No conclusive new taxonomy has yet emerged, but there are indications that 
the first entity to have broken off from proto-Samoyedic unity may have been 
Nganasan, possibly followed by Mator (cf. Figure 15.2). This situation would 
correlate well with the geographical fact that Nganasan and Mator represent 
the northeastern and southeastern extremities in the geographical continuum 
of the Samoyedic languages. In this continuum, each language shares a 
number of diagnostic features with its immediate neighbour: Nganasan with 
Enets, Enets with Nenets, Nenets with Selkup, Selkup with Kamas, and 
Kamas with Mator. However, there are also features which, at least 
superficially, link the extremities with each other: Nganasan with Mator, and 
Northern Samoyedic with Sayan Samoyedic. 

Documentation 
Of the six Samoyedic languages, only Nenets may be regarded as well 
documented for both descriptive and comparative purposes, though a 
considerable amount of additional documentation will still be required for a 
detailed understanding of Nenets dialectology. Somewhat less infonnation is 

Samoyedic Selkup 
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available on Selkup, especially if only printed sources are taken into 
consideration. Additional material on both (Tundra) Nenets and (Northern) 
Selkup is provided by the modem literary languages, which have existed, with 
many vicissitudes, since the early 1930s. By contrast, Nganasan and Enets 
have until recently remained poorly documented at all levels of linguistic 
substance, the results of the latest field research being still unpublished. 
Nevertheless, the grammatical and lexical information now available on 
Nganasan and Enets is quite sufficient to allow these two languages to be 
seriously analysed in a comparative context. The same is true of Kamas, 
although the material collected from the last few generations of Kamas 
speakers reflects a somewhat rudimentary command of the language. For 
Mator, only lexical information was noted down in time, leaving the 
morphology and syntax of this language virtually unknown. In terms of 
absolute time, the available notes on Mator cover the period extending from 
the early eighteenth to the early nineteenth century, while Kamas material was 
collected from the early eighteenth century until the 1970s. The earliest notes 
on the other Samoyedic languages derive from the seventeenth century. 

Diachronic Evaluation 
The close cognateness of the Samoyedic languages allows us to reconstruct 
proto-Samoyedic as a rather uniform idiom with a relatively elaborate set of 
unambiguously established phonological and morphological characteristics. 
The conventional view has been that a feature which is present in both 
Northern Samoyedic and Southern Samoyedic is to be recognized as deriving 
from proto-Samoyedic, but this criterion will have to be reviewed if a 
different approach is adopted to the internal taxonomy of Samoyedic. 
Although there is no single Samoyedic language which would provide a 
simple key to proto-Samoyedic, a great deal of diachronic information can be 
drawn from Nenets by the method of internal reconstruction. In the 
comparative framework, an important place is occupied by Nganasan, which 
in some fundamental ways deviates from the patterns exhibited by the rest of 
the Samoyedic languages. At the opposite extreme, Mator would also be of 
great potential importance, were it not so poorly documented. Each Samo-
yedic language is characterized by a basically idiosyncratic set of archaisms 
and innovations, but there are indications that Nganasan and Mator are in 
certain ways particularly conservative, while the more centrally located 
languages are generally more innovatory. Nevertheless, even Selkup occa-
sionally preserves diachronically relevant information which has been 
obscured in the rest of the Samoyedic languages. 

Typological Variation 
In the light of the available reconstructions, and possibly because of 
systematic distortions connected with the comparative method, proto-
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Samoyedic appears to have been a language with an abundant system of word 
forms created by quasi-mechanical agglutination. A few morphophonological 
alternations can also be reconstructed, but morphophonology plays a 
considerably more important role in the modem Samoyedic languages. There 
is a clear tendency towards increasing morphophonological complexity 
towards the north and northeast, with Nganasan exhibiting an exceptionally 
large number of cumulative morphophonological phenomena, including 
consonant gradation in both stems and suffixes, stem-final vowel and 
consonant alternations, and vowel harmony of a highly idiosyncratic type. As 
far as the system of morphophonological categories is concerned, Northern 
Samoyedic seems to have preserved the original proto-Samoyedic state 
somewhat better than Southern Samoyedic has done, but variation is 
considerable between the individual languages. The same is true of the 
patterns of segmental structure, which differ greatly not only between 
adjacent languages, but even between the dialects of a single language. 
Areally and typologically relevant peculiarities of the segmental paradigm 
appear to be particularly numerous in Nenets and Selkup. 

Proto-Samoyedic and Proto-Uralic 
For a long time in the history of Uralic comparative studies, it was customary 
to approach proto-Uralic from the Finno-Ugric side alone. Insofar as 
Samoyedic is to be recognized as a branch parallel with Finno-Ugric, it is 
obvious that a definitive understanding of proto-Uralic will only be possible 
after binary comparison has been made between proto-Samoyedic and proto-
Finno-Ugric. However, as there still seem to be considerable taxonomic and 
reconstructional problems to be solved for the eastern branches of Finno-
Ugric, a simplified but very useful approximation of proto-Uralic can be 
obtained in the meantime by comparing proto-Samoyedic with proto-Baltic-
Fennic, with additional information drawn, as required, from Saami and 
Mordva. On the historical map of the Uralic languages, proto-Samoyedic and 
proto-Baltic-Fennic are two roughly contemporaneous idioms, both of which 
are fairly uncontroversially reconstructable by a comparative analysis of their 
modem descendants. Also, as these two branches represent opposite geo-
graphical extremes of the Uralic language family, it may be assumed that any 
diachronic feature shared by proto-Samoyedic and proto-Baltic-Fennic is 
likely to derive from proto-Uralic. The number of such shared features is 
fairly high, especially as far as morphology is concerned, a situation which 
suggests that Samoyedic and Baltic-Fennic are in many important respects 
equally and similarly conservative. The eastern branches of Finno-Ugric 
obviously represent the more innovatory centre of the language family, and 
they may well prove to be of less relevance to the reconstruction of proto-
Uralic than the two peripheries. 
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Further Reading 
Classic introductory works on Samoyedic with good bibliographies are Hajdu 
(1963, 1968, and 1988). A general evaluation of the ethnohistorical position 
of the Samoyedic-speaking peoples is Xelimskij (1983). Problems of genetic 
taxonomy are dealt with in Xelimskij (1982a: 27-47) (Samoyedic in general), 
Xelimskij (1976) (the status of Yurats), Janhunen (1991) (the position of 
Nganasan). Dialectological treatments of the individual Samoyedic languages 
include Salminen (1990) (Nenets), Janurik (1985) (Nenets and Selkup), 
Xelimskij (1985a) (Enets), Janurik (1978) (Selkup), Ktinnap (1985) (Selkup 
and Kamas). 

Phonology 

Consonant Paradigm 
There is a widespread consensus today that proto-Samoyedic possessed 
thirteen consonant phonemes, which represent four or five places of 
articulation and five to seven modes of articulation (cf. Figure 15.3). Four 
places of articulation (labial: dental: palatal: velar) are clearly present in the 
nasal series *m *n *ii *ng, while the five obstruents *p *t *c *s *k may be 
defined either in terms of five separate places of articulation (labial : dental 
: cacuminal: palatal: velar) or, alternatively, by assuming distinctive modes 
of articulation for *s (continuant and/or sibilant) and *c (retroflex and/or 
affricated). The interpretation of *s as belonging to the palatal series is 
probably correct for pre-proto-Samoyedic, but by the proto-Samoyedic period 
this segment seems to have become more closely connected with the dental 
series. The segment *c is preserved only in part of the Selkup dialects, where 
its quality varies between a dental affricate and a retroflex stop, while in the 
rest of the Samoyedic idioms it has invariably merged with the dental stop *t. 
The two liquids *1 *r may be characterized in terms of a complex distinction 
involving both place and mode of articulation (lateral : vibrant), but 
morphophonological evidence suggests that their primary phonological 

Figure 15.3 The proto-Samoyedic consonant paradigm 
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opposition may have concerned the feature of continuance (stop: continuant). 
The two glides *w *y correspond to two separate places of articulation (labial: 
palatal). 

Vowel Paradigm 
Proto-Samoyedic seems to have had a system of one reduced and ten full 
vowel phonemes (see paradigm below). 

Full *u *1 *ti *. 1 

*0 *e *6 *e 
*a *a 

Reduced * !IS 

The reduced vowel *!IS was probably the least marked member of the 
paradigm, distinguished from the full vowels by being quantitatively shorter 
and prosodic ally weaker. The full vowels represent three degrees of opening 
(high v. middle v. low) and four different combinations of lip-rounding with 
frontnesslbackness (rounded back v. unrounded back v. rounded front v. 
unrounded front). In pre-proto-Samoyedic these distinctions were probably 
fully employed only in the high series *i *u *1 *ti, while the mid series seems 
originally to have comprised only the three vowels *e *0 *e, the fourth mid 
vowel *6 appearing as a marginal new phoneme at the proto-Samoyedic level. 
The low series consisted of the two vowels *a *a; these may have been 
distinguished phonetically either by lip-rounding (rounded back v. unrounded 
back) or by frontnesslbackness (unrounded back vs. unrounded front). The 
vowel *a, in particular, may have been qualitatively unstable: its reflexes in 
the modem languages are variously either front vowels (in Nenets, Enets and 
Mator) or back vowels (elsewhere). 

Vowel Sequences 
An important characteristic of proto-Samoyedic vowel phonotaxis was the 
fact that in initial syllables any full vowel could be followed by the reduced 
vowel, in a sequence of the type *V!IS. There is evidence that these vowel 
sequences were in proto-Samoyedic rhythmically equivalent to bisyllabic 
sequences of the type *VC!IS, but at the pre-proto-Samoyedic level they may 
be derived from monosyllabic units involving a syllable-final consonant. The 
consonant in question has been reconstructed as *x, and it is probably to 
be classified as a velar glide, paradigmatic ally parallel to the other two glides 
*w *y. The non-syllabic origin of the reduced vowel in vowel sequences 
explains the absence of any such sequences with a full vowel as the latter 
component. For related diachronic reasons it also seems that a sequence of 
two reduced vowels was not permitted in proto-Samoyedic. Among the 
modem languages, consistent traces of the vowel sequences are preserved 
only in Nganasan and Enets, the two idioms which synchronically permit 
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the linear accumulation of two or more syllabic segments. Nganasan and 
Enets also possess secondary vowel sequences, sometimes analysed as 'long 
vowels' and 'diphthongs', which have arisen through the loss of an 
intervocalic consonant or glide. Somewhat similar secondary vowel 
sequences are present in Nenets, where original vowel sequences have 
generally merged with the paradigm of single vowels. In the other Samoyedic 
languages vowel sequences can only occasionally be traced in otherwise 
inexplicable qualitative developments. 

Morpheme Structure 
The structure of underived nominal and verbal stems in pre-proto-Samoyedic 
may be described by the general formula *(C)V(X)(C)(CV), where X stands 
for the glides *w *y *x. The same structural types were preserved in proto-
Samoyedic, with the modification that by then *x was vocalized into *!Il. Like 
Baltic-Fennic, proto-Samoyedic had many lexical items of the proto-Uralic 
bisyllabic type *(C)V(C)CV, as in *m!llna 'egg' (proto-Uralic *muna), *yent!ll 
'sinew' (proto-Uralic *yanti). However, structurally innovative monosyl-
lables of the type *(C)VC, as in *wit 'water' (proto-Uralic *weti), were also 
conspicuously abundant. An important new type of morpheme structure was 
* (C)V, which developed regularly in items containing a proto-Uralic inter-
vocalic *x, as in *to 'lake' (proto-Uralic *tox'i). The occurrence of vowel 
sequences in underived stems was primarily restricted to the type *(C)VXC, 
as in *ka!llt 'fir' (proto-Uralic *kaxs'i), but for reasons not yet explained there 
also appeared the type *(C)VX, as in *ka!ll- 'dies' (proto-Uralic *kax=l1-). 
Any more complicated structures, as in *ka!llsa 'man' « *ka!ll=sa 'mortal'), 
imply the presence of an etymological morpheme boundary. A morpheme 
boundary may also be assumed to have been originally present in any other 
cases in which a bisyllabic sequence is followed by an extension of the type 
*-C«C)V). It seems, however, that a few original complex stems had already 
been transformed into monomorphemic entities in proto-Samoyedic. This 
must have been the case in, for instance, *Yn!ll(=)p!ll 'parent-in-law' (proto-
Uralic *Yna+YppY). 

Consonant Phonotaxis 
The complete proto-Samoyedic paradigm of consonants is attested only 
intervocalically; other positions were subject to various phonotactic restric-
tions. A restriction of areal relevance, deriving from proto-Uralic and still 
valid for the modem Samoyedic languages, excluded the liquid r from word-
initial position. In pre-proto-Samoyedic there seems to have been a tendency 
to extend this restriction to the other liquid 1, as well, for most of the Uralic 
items with *1- show *y- in proto-Samoyedic, as in *yom- 'to snow' (proto-
Uralic *lomY-). There are, however, a few instances in which *1- has been 
preserved intact, as in *115 'bone' (proto-Uralic *IYxY), and in the post-
proto-Uralic part of the proto-Samoyedic lexicon *1- is fully permitted. 
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Interestingly, the word-initial situation is echoed word-internally, in that only 
*1, and not *r, was pennitted to occur as the latter component of a consonant 
cluster in proto-Samoyedic. Of the other consonants, only the velar nasal *ng 
was excluded from initial position, a phonotactic gap which has been filled 
in Northern Samoyedic by the introduction of a prothetic (*)ng- before all 
original initial vowels. In fact, it would be tempting to assume that *ng was 
on the way to becoming complementary with *ii in proto-Samoyedic, for the 
possible word-internal and word-final occurrences of *ii are difficult to 
distinguish from the sequence *yn, while *ng is well attested both word-
internally and word-finally. On the basis of evidence from Selkup (and Finno-
U gric) it appears, nevertheless, reasonable to reconstruct an intervocalic *ii in 
a few items, as in *lii~ 'tame' (proto-Uralic *liil). A stem-final *ii is perhaps 
to be reconstructed in a few items which in Nenets exhibit an alternation of 
*n with *y, as in Nenets toh: toy- 'blanket' < pSAM *toii. 

Vowel Phonotaxis 
The maximal proto-Samoyedic paradigm of vowels has thus far been verified 
as valid only for the initial syllable; how many distinct vowel phonemes 
occurred in non-initial syllables is still a matter of controversy. In the lexical 
items inherited from proto-Uralic only the three vowels *a *a *~ (and zero) 
are reliably attested in non-initial syllables, as in *y~ka 'river' (proto-Uralic 
*yuka), *pita 'nest' (proto-Uralic *pesa), *kuns~ 'urine' (proto-Uralic 
*kun~'i). In the post-proto-Uralic part of the proto-Samoyedic lexicon, 
however, there are undeniable examples of other vowels, notably *u and *i, 
as in *k~ru 'knife' > Enets bru v. Nenets xrjJr' (formerly regarded, probably 
incorrectly, as a Uralic item), *wapi 'luck' > Nganasan baxi : babi- 'wild 
reindeer' v. Nenets yabO 'luck'. On the other hand, evidence from the internal 
reconstruction of Nenets and Enets suggests that many of the instances that 
would superficially suggest the reconstruction of vowels other than *a *a *~ 

in non-initial syllables actually require the reconstruction of sequences 
containing *a *a *~ in various combinations with the glides *w *y. Contracted 
vowels of various types and origins in non-initial syllables are also present in 
the other Samoyedic languages, although the diachronic details still remain to 
be worked out. The principal problem to be solved in the future concerns not 
so much the sequential origin of such vowels as the relative chronology of the 
contractive developments. 

Vowel Harmony 
Although vowel harmony as a productive process is attested only in 
Nganasan, related phenomena are present in Nenets and Enets. The combined 
evidence of these three languages suggests that proto-Samoyedic had a 
residual harmony of the palatovelar type, which affected the use of the low 
vowels *a *a in suffixes. The structure of stem morphemes in themselves was 
not subject to any harmonic restrictions, for various innovations had 
introduced violations of vowel harmony even in items of proto-Uralic origin, 

'knife' 

*a 

*a 

'tame' 

'tame' 
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as in proto-Samoyedic *kala 'fish' « proto-Uralic *kala). Suffixal harmony 
in proto-Samoyedic was conditioned by the quality of the vowel in the initial 
syllable of the stem morpheme. Thus stems containing any of the non-low 
front vowels *i *ti *e (and possibly *6) in their initial syllable required a 
suffixal *a, while stems containing any of the back vowels *u *1 *0 *e or the 
low vowels *a *a in the initial syllable were combined with *a, as is still 
evident from modem examples such as Nenets yilt'nya 'in the water' < *wit-
kl/i-na v. myalt'na 'in the tent' < *mat-kl/i-na. It is of diachronic relevance to 
note that *a in the initial syllable (a post-proto-Uralic innovation) behaved 
like a back vowel, while *a in non-initial syllables (proto-Uralic *a) was a 
front vowel. In other words, the two vowels were not diachronically identical, 
although they occupied an identical place in the paradigm. The reduced vowel 
*I/i also seems to have been ambivalent, in that it was able to behave both as 
a back vowel and as a front vowel depending on the stem, as in *tl/i=ta- 'to 
bring' v. *tl/i-na 'there'. Such examples suggest that pre-proto-Samoyedic 
may have had two separate reduced vowel phonemes. 

Consonant Correspondences 
The phonological correspondences among the Samoyedic languages are for 
the most part transparent to the professional eye, although a naIve native 
speaker of any single Samoyedic language would often find it impossible to 
recognize cognate items even in the immediately neighbouring language. The 
innovations responsible for the differences in the development of the 
consonants include, among others: 

• the prothesis of (*)ng- in Northern Samoyedic, as in *opa 'glove' > 
Nganasan nguxu v. Kamas uba; 

• the spirantization of *p into x in Nganasan and Mator, as in *payma 
'boot' > Nganasan xajmu v. Nenets py{wa; 

• the development of *w into (*)k (> k, q) in Selkup, as in *Wl/ita 'hook' 
> Selkup kot¢ v. Nenets w¢da; 

• the sporadic development of *y into (*)k (> k, q) in Selkup, as in *yora 
'deep' > Selkup qor¢ v. N enets yorya; 

• the neutralization of syllable-final obstruents into a glottal stop in 
Northern Samoyedic, as in *kat 'face' > Enets seq v. Selkup qaat; 

• the simplification of all consonant clusters in Enets, as in *mir-Wl/i 
'weapon' > Enets mim¢ v. Nenets myirwO; 

• the assimilation of *t « *t and *c) after dental sonorants in Nenets, as in 
*Sl/ilcl/i 'stump' > Nenets s¢Zo v. Nganasan seZte; 

• the translocation of palatality from any original front vowel on to the 
preceding consonant in Nenets, as in *pir=ka 'high' > Nenets pyircya v. 
Mator xirge. 

An example of a less trivial set of correspondences is offered by the proto-
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Table 15.1 Reflexes of proto-Samoyedic *k v. *s before different vowels 

Nganasan Enets Nenets Selkup Kamas Mator Before: 

s C; sy C; v. s C; v. s k *i *e 

k v. s C; sy C; v. s C; v. s k *ti *0 

k v. s s sy (*)k v. s k v. s k v. s *li 

k v. s k v. s (*)k v. (*)s (*)k v. s k v. s k v. s others 

Samoyedic opposition between initial *k and *s (cf. Table 15.1). It may be 
seen that, although *k has undergone as sibilation in all the Samoyedic 
languages except Mator, the development shows three different contextual 
patterns: one for Nganasan (neutralizing assibilation before *i *e), anotherfor 
Nenets and Enets (neutralizing assibilation before any front vowel, including 
*a), and a third for Selkup and Kamas (non-neutralizing as sibilation before 
any front vowel except *a). The most curious situation is encountered in 
Mator, where *s has developed positionally into *k (neutralizing occlusiviza-
tion before any front vowel except *a). 

Vowel Correspondences 
The vowel distinctions originally present in the initial syllable are best 
preserved in Selkup, which dialectally still retains the proto-Samoyedic vowel 
paradigm almost intact. Apart from the effect of the translocation of palatality, 
Nenets normally also allows a reliable reconstruction of vowels in the initial 
syllable to be made, while the rest of the Samoyedic languages exhibit cases 
of complete paradigmatic neutralization. Nganasan, for instance, has merged 
*e and *a into a, *0 and *6 into u, and *1 and *ti into i (which also represents 
original *i). Such neutralizations are often connected with major tendencies 
affecting the whole vowel system, such as the Nganasan 'vowel shift' , which 
is also responsible for the developments *a > 0 and *u > ii. On the other hand, 
the history of individual lexical items occasionally reveals interesting minor 
phenomena, such as the qualitative levelling in *s'ira 'snow' > Nganasan 
(eighteenth century) siru > (nineteenth century) sirii > (twentieth century) 
siirii v. Nenets sira. There are particularly many problems still connected with 
vowel sequences, as well as with sequences involving the palatal glide *y; in 
many cases these have reflexes different from those of the single vowels (cf. 
Table 15.2). Proto-Samoyedic also had syllable-final instances of the labial 
glide *w, as in *kaw 'ear', but such examples seem to have been so few in 
number that they had no relevance to the evolution of the modem vowel 
paradigms. 

Further Reading 
Some aspects of the phonological reconstruction of proto-Samoyedic are 
discussed in Janhunen (1976) (vowels of the initial syllable), Xelimskij 

k 
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Table 15.2 Examples of Samoyedic vowel correspondences 

Nganasan Enets Nenets Selkup Kamas Mator 

*u ii u u u u u 
*uy uj u U ii: ii uj 
*u0 ue ua U u: u u 
*U0y iie ua 0 u: ii u 

(1978) (vowels of the non-initial syllables), Janhunen (1986: 149-68) 
(syllable-final consonants), Janurik (1982) (consonant correspondences) 
Terentjev (1982) (various topics). A summary of the phonological develop-
ments from proto-Uralic down to the individual Samoyedic languages is 
presented in Sammallahti (1988: 484-6,494-9). 

Morphology 

Morphophonology 
Most of the morphophonological phenomena that can be dated back to proto-
Samoyedic are peculiar to stems ending in a consonant. When followed by a 
suffix consisting of a single consonant, such stems require the insertion of the 
reduced vowel *-~- as a connective segment, as in *nim 'name': (genitive) 
*nim-~-n; it is, of course, a matter of interpretation whether this connective 
segment is viewed as belonging to the stem or to the suffix. On the other hand, 
if a stem-final consonant is followed by a suffix beginning with a consonant 
cluster, the initial segment of the suffix is deleted in order to avoid a sequence 
of three consonants, as in *op 'one': dative *op-t~(-ng) 'together' < pre-proto-
Samoyedic *o(=)p-nt~(-ng). Also, according to the rules of consonant 
phonotaxis, a suffix-initial *r was replaced by *1 after a stem-final consonant, 
as in *wen 'dog': *wen-l~ 'your dog' < pre-proto-Samoyedic *wen-r~. All of 
these phenomena are preserved as synchronic processes in the modem 
Samoyedic languages. As far as stems ending in a vowel are concerned, the 
final *a and *a of bisyllabic stems alternate morphophonologically with *~. 

In the case of nouns, the altered stem seems to have been used as an accusative 
plural in proto-Samoyedic, as in Nenets tyon° « *tont~), accusative plural of 
tyonya 'fox' « *tonta). In the case of verbs, the stem alternation was perhaps 
primarily connected with the transitive/intransitive opposition, as in Nenets 
xaye-« *kaya-) 'leaves (tr)' : xayo-« *kay~=y=~y-) 'remains'. At the pre-
proto-Samoyedic level, the stem alternants with *~ probably involved 
sequences of a final vowel plus the glide *y, but the diachronic details remain 
obscure. The entire phenomenon is preserved in Northern Samoyedic only, 
where it has been affected by various types of morphological restructuring. 

used 

used 

with 

with 

with 

u 

u 
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Table 15.3 Case endings in proto-Samoyedic 

Spatial nouns Ordinary nouns 

Nominative *-0 
Accusative *-m 
Genitive *-n 
Dative *-ng *-k¢- *-nt¢(-n§) 
Locative *_na2 *-k¢-na2 *-nt¢-na 
Ablative *-t(¢) *-k¢-t(¢) 
Prosecutive *-m-na2 *-m¢-na2 

Note: 2The digital index stands for the variation connected with vowel harmony. 

Case Declension 
Proto-Samoyedic nominal declension seems to have had a system of one 
unmarked and six suffixally marked cases (cf. Table 15.3). With the exception 
of a few lacunae of documentation for Kamas and Mator, this system is 
preserved as the core of the case systems of all the modem Samoyedic 
languages. Three of the cases express general grammatical relationships and 
have proto-Samoyedic shapes deriving directly from proto-Uralic: the 
unmarked nominative (absolutive) in *-13, the genitive in *-n, and the 
accusative in *-m. The other four cases express local relationships and occur 
with two principal sets of endings, depending on whether they are attached to 
an ordinary noun or to a spatial noun used as an adverb or postposition. The 
declension of spatial nouns is structurally more simple and incorporates 
archaic endings deriving from proto-Uralic: *-ng for the dativellative, *-na2 

for the locative, and *-t(p) for the ablative. The declension of ordinary nouns, 
on the other hand, was based on the coaffixal use of the elements *-kp- and 
*-ntp( -), which function basically as dativellative endings with a varying 
distribution in the modem languages. Nganasan is alone in using the locative 
complex *-ntp-na2 as opposed to *-kp-na2 elsewhere, a situation which 
suggests that the local case system was still being formed at the time when 
Nganasan broke off from the rest of proto-Samoyedic. The ending of the 
remaining local case, the prosecutive/prolative, may also have a coaffixal 
origin, in that it possibly contains a combination of the accusative *-m- with 
the locative *-na2• The fact that the prosecutive complex appears as *-mp-na2 

in the declension of ordinary nouns may be explained as due to a rhythmic 
analogy with the locative complex *-kp-na2

• 

Number 
Apart from the unmarked singular (absolute) number of nominal declension, 
proto-Samoyedic retained the proto-Uralic markers for the dual and plural 
numbers. These were originally not combinable with the normal case endings; 
various types of plural paradigm were constructed secondarily out of the 
available elements (cf. Table 15.4). It is important to note that the plural was 
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Table 15.4 Patterns of the plural and dual declensions in Samoyedic 

Proto-Samoyedic Nenets Nganasan 

Plural nominative *-t 
accusative *-y 
genitive *-y-q 
dative *-k0-q *-nt0-y-q 
locative *-k0-q-na2 *-nt0-y-(q-)na2 

ablative *-k0-q-t0 *-k0-y-(q-)to 
prosecutive *-Y-Q-m0-na 

Dual *-k0-fi 

from the beginning marked by two different suffixes depending on the 
morphological context: *-t for the nominative (absolutive) and *-y for the 
accusative (oblique). This difference is synchronically preserved in Northern 
Samoyedic, where the formation of the accusative plural, in particular, is 
connected with a multitude of morphophonological complications, including 
reflexes of the proto-Samoyedic stem-final alternation of *a and *a with *!Il. 
The accusative plural is also used as a base for several types of denominal 
verbs, such as the captatives in *=y=n- and the possessives in *=y=s-. The 
Northern Samoyedic genitive plural is formed by adding a glottal stop (-q) to 
the accusative plural. The form has been explained as a combination of the 
two plural markers *-y and *-t, but there is little actual evidence for the 
precise original identity of the latter component, which might just as well 
have been *-s or *-k. The genitive plural, in tum, is used to form the 
prosecutive plural, a circumstance which superficially would appear to 
suggest a postpositional origin of the prosecutive ending. However, in view 
of the secondary nature of the whole plural paradigm, the prosecutive plural 
is likely to be a recent structural innovation with no relevance to the origin 
of the prosecutive as a category. 

Personal Endings 
All the Samoyedic languages have at least two main types of personal 
endings: the predicative and the possessive suffixes. The predicative suffixes 
are used to express the actor of a finite verb (the subjective conjugation) or 
the subject of a predicatively used noun (the nominal conjugation), while the 
possessive suffixes express the possessor of a noun (the possessive declen-
sion) or the actor of a transitive verb with a definite object (the objective 
conjugation). The possessive suffixes are also used, together with a special 
marker, to express the recipient of a noun (the predestinative declension). The 
details vary from language to language, but there are indications that the 
highly differentiated system synchronically attested in Nenets most closely 
reflects the proto-Samoyedic state of affairs. In this system, the possessive 
suffixes appear in four different variants, depending on which other suffix, if 
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Table 15.5 The system of personal endings in pre-proto-Nenets 

Predicative Possessive Accusative Oblique Plural/dual Reflexive 
Nominative 

Singular 1 *-m *-ml'l *-0-ml'l *-0-nl'l *-nl'l *-m-l'l-q 
2 *-n( -tl'l) *-rl'l *-m-tl'l *-n-tl'l *-tl'l 
3 *-0 *_ta2 *-m-ta2 *-n-ta2 *-ta2 *-0-q 

Dual 1 *-mi-fi * '--Illi-n *-0-mi-fi *-0-ni-fi *-ni-fi 
2 *-ti-fi *-ri-fi *-m-ti-fi *-n-ti-fi *-ti-fi 
3 *-kl'l-fi *-ti-fi *-m-ti-fi *-n-ti-fi *-ti-fi 

Plural 1 *-ma-t2 *-ma-t2 *-0-ma-t2 *-0-na-t2 *-na-t2 

2 *-ta-t2 *-ra-t2 *-m-ta-t2 *-n-ta-t2 *-ta-t2 

3 *-0-t *-ton *-m-ton *-n-ton *-ton *-0-t-l'l-q 

any, precedes them (cf. Table 15.5). There is also a fragmentary set of endings 
used in a separate paradigm of reflexive finite forms (the reflexive con-
jugation). As for the material shapes of the personal endings in the different 
categories, many problems still await a definitive solution. From the proto-
Uralic point of view, one of the most interesting features is that the 
second-person singular predicative ending seems to have been *-n in proto-
Samoyedic, as opposed to *-t in most sub-branches of Finno-Ugric. The 
simple shape *-n is, however, preserved only in Nganasan, while the other 
Samoyedic languages have *-n-t!1l, possibly as a result of the influence of the 
corresponding possessive suffixes. In the possessive sets, the second-person 
endings for all the three numbers show a morphophonological alternation of 
*-t- with *-r-. In addition, the suffix-initial *-r- (used after stem-final vowels) 
participates in the normal alternation with *-1- (after stem-final consonants). 
The third-person endings in the predicative set are identical with the number 
markers of the nominal declension. The plural number marker *-t- also 
appears as a component of the third-person plural reflexive ending. 

Finite Conjugation 
One of the formal differences between verbs and nouns in Samoyedic is that 
a verbal stem is normally not combinable with the personal endings without 
an element of stem enlargement. In this respect, Samoyedic seems to be 
innovative, for it may be assumed that the use of an unmarked finite stem was 
possible in proto-Uralic, as it still is in Finno-Ugric, as in Finnish mene-n 'I 
go' (proto-Uralic *meni-m). Most types of stem enlargement in the modem 
Samoyedic languages may be traced back to non-finite derivational suffixes 
which have developed secondarily into temporal and modal markers of the 
finite conjugation. In other words, the origins of the various finite sub-
paradigms in Samoyedic lie in the predicative conjugation of verbal nouns. 
There are considerable differences between the synchronic systems of the 
individual languages, suggesting that the functions of the morphological 
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elements had not yet been fully crystallized at the proto-Samoyedic level. One 
of the few elements occurring in several languages in an essentially identical 
function is the past-tense marker *-sa2

-, as in Selkup ap-sa-p 'I ate' of am-
'eats' (proto-Samoyedic *!/lm-). In Nenets and Enets, this element has been 
restructured into a modal marker (the interrogative mood), but it still retains 
a connotation corresponding to the earlier temporal function. As a verbal noun 
suffix, *=sa2 is attested only in a few lexicalized relicts, as in Selkup aps¢ 
'meat' < 'food' < 'edible' (proto-Samoyedic *!/lm=sa). 

Aorist Formation 
A central role among the various finite sub-paradigms formed by stem-
enlargement is played by the aorist, which may be defined as a temporally 
ambivalent category referring to either on-going or completed action 
depending on the intrinsic aspectual content of the verb, as in Nenets (third 
person singular) yilyeO '([s]he) lives' v. xaO '([s]he) died'. In the functional 
sense, the aorist is an archaic feature preserved only in Northern Samoyedic, 
but the category has formal parallels in Southern Samoyedic. Aorist formation 
is another morphological feature by which Nganasan stands alone, opposed 
to the rest of the Samoyedic languages. The Nganasan aorist, as in (third 
person singular objective) xan-u-q-a-tu of xan- 'places' (proto-Samoyedic 
*pen-), is formed synchronically by suffixing a vowel (-a- or -e- ) to a stem 
showing material properties identical with those observed in the genitive 
plural of nominal declension. The material background of the Nganasan aorist 
remains obscure, but a verbal noun suffix containing the palatal glide *-y-is 
likely to have been involved. In the other Samoyedic languages, two types of 
aorist formation may be observed synchronically: stem-final consonants are 
normally combined with *-nga-, as in Nenets (third person singular) nger-nga 
of nger- 'to drink' (proto-Samoyedic *er-), while stem-final vowels require 
a vocalic element, as in Nenets (third personal singular) xada-o : (objective) 
xada-o-da of xada- 'kills' (proto-Samoyedic *ka[=]ta-). A vocalic element, at 
least superficially identifiable with *-!/l-, is also present in combination with 
the reflexive and plural possessive (objective) personal endings, which 
require the additional segment *-y- as a marker of reflexivity or plurality, as 
in Nenets (third person singular with plural object) xada-y-O-da. There have 
been suggestions that the vocalic element in question might also ultimately go 
back to *-nga-, but this identification seems to involve insurmountable 
phonological problems. The element *-nga-, however, is also attested in 
Nganasan, where it occurs in a modal function (the interrogative mood). 
There are indications that *-nga-, also, was once a verbal noun suffix, still 
preserved in relicts, as in Nenets yeng¢ 'river' < *wen=nga from *wen-
'flows'. 

Periphrastic Conjugation 
It cannot be ruled out that the formation of the aorist actually involves traces 
of an obscured periphrastic conjugation, in that the vocalic element of the 
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aorist, as observed in both Nganasan and the other Samoyedic languages, 
might represent the stem of an originally independent auxiliary verb, perhaps 
identical with proto-Samoyedic *i- 'to be'. Whether or not this is so, Nenets 
and Enets exhibit a transparent case of periphrastic conjugation in the 
formation of their normal finite past-tense paradigm, which has the rather 
unusual formula of STEM + AORIST FORMATIVE + PERSONAL 
ENDING + PAST-TENSE SUFFIX, as in Nenets (second person singular) 
yilye-o-nfjJ-syo 'you lived'. Diachronically, this type of conjugation involves 
the suffixation of the past tense auxiliary form *+i-sa '(it) was' to a fully 
conjugated aorist form of the main verb. The appearance of the periphrastic 
past tense has, incidentally, diminished the formal difference between verbal 
and nominal inflection, in that it can also be formed from nouns used 
predicatively, as in Nenets xasawa+syO 'he was a man'. Another possible 
example of the periphrastic conjugation is involved in the Sayan Samoyedic 
present/future tense paradigm, which is based on a Southern Samoyedic 
gerund suffix, as in Kamas kal-la-m 'I (will) go' < *kan=la+V-m (proto-
Samoyedic *kan- 'goes'). 

Non-finite Forms 
While many of the pre-proto-Samoyedic verbal noun suffixes were restruc-
tured into temporal and modal markers of the finite paradigm, there always 
existed a system of productive non-finite forms, as well. At the proto-
Samoyedic level, three functional categories of such forms seem to have been 
distinguished: infinitives (verbal substantives), participles (verbal adjectives), 
and gerunds (verbal adverbs). It is difficult to reconstruct the proto-
Samoyedic system because of cross-connected developments which have 
affected the functional distinctions. Proto-Samoyedic verbal noun types 
dating back as far as proto-Uralic comprise: 

• the infinitive in *=ma2
, as in Nenets to=wa '(the act of) coming' < 

*toy=ma (proto-Samoyedic *toy- 'comes'); 
• the perfect participle in *=m!1l-, as in Nenets to=wi '(one who has) come' 

< *toy=m!1l=y!1l; 
• the negative participle in *=m!1l=ta=ma2- (with the abessive element 

*=ta2- < proto-Uralic *=kta2-), as in Nenets to=wodawe=yO '(one who 
has) not come' < *toy=m!1l=ta=ma=y!1l. 

The proto-Uralic verbal noun formatives *=ta2 and *=pa2 survive in 
Samoyedic as *=n(=)ta(=) and *=m(=)pa(=), with an apparently secondary 
nasal element, as in the Selkup imperfect and perfect participles ilfjJ-ntfjJ-[i 

'(one who is) living' < *iHi=n(=)ta=y!1l v. ilfjJ-mpfjJ-1J '(one who has) lived' < 
*ila=m(=)pa=y!1l. Among the gerunds, there are only two which can with 
reasonable certainty be considered as proto-Samoyedic: the co-ordinative 
(modal) gerund in *=ki( -), as in Nenets yilye-syO '(by way of) living' < 
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*ila=ki, and the subordinative (conditional) gerund in *=put-, as in Nganasan 
tuj-xaq '(under the condition of) coming' < *toy=put. In view of their 
phonological shapes (involving the vowels *i and *u), both seem to be post-
proto-Uralic innovations. Both also share the characteristic of having a 
fragmentary nominal paradigm, suggesting that they may originally have 
functioned as verbal nouns. This is particularly obvious in the case of the 
subordinative gerund, which in combination with the possessive suffixes 
requires the presence of a local case ending (dative or locative) of the archaic 
simple type, as in Nenets (dative first person singular) to=bf/Jq-nO 'under the 
condition that I come' < *toy=put-ng-njli and (locative) to=bOq-na-n° 'id.' < 
*toy=put-na-njli. 

Imperative 
In the Samoyedic systems of verbal conjugation, the imperative sub-paradigm 
occupies an exceptional position, in that it not only varies considerably from 
language to language, but it also shows a conspicuous lack of structural 
coherence within each individual language. There is no doubt that the 
imperative in pre-proto-Uralic originally existed as a special category for the 
second person, and in the modern Samoyedic languages to this day it remains 
somewhat unclear whether it is at all possible to regard the imperative sub-
paradigm as comprising other persons; the third person is notably ques-
tionable. The only Samoyedic imperative form that can be unambiguously 
dated back to proto-Uralic is the second person singular in *-k, as in Nenets 
nger_O-q '(thou) drink!' < *er-jli-k. The synchronic status of the element *-k 
and its reflexes in the modern languages provides an interesting object for 
synchronic morphological analysis, for it should perhaps not be considered a 
personal ending in the same sense as the ordinary personal endings of the 
finite paradigm. However, it contrasts with the true personal ending *-tjli in 
the second-person singular imperative form with a definite object, as in 
Nenets nger-t> '(thou) drink it!' < *er-tjli. This form is also of structural 
interest, for it is a rare example of finite conjugation without a stem 
enlargement, a peculiarity shared only by the other Northern Samoyedic 
second-person singular imperative forms (reflexive and plural/dual objec-
tive). In contrast, the third-person forms contain the normal aorist enlarge-
ment in combination with special imperative markers. The imperative marker 
for the simple third-person singular and plural forms may have been *-ya in 
proto-Samoyedic, as in Nenets nger-nga-ya 'may he drink' < *er-nga-ya. 
Curiously, an entirely different marker, reconstructable as *( -jli)-m-, appears 
before the possessive (objective) and reflexive personal endings, as in Nenets 
(third-person singular objective imperative) nger-nga-m-da < *er-nga-m-ta. 
The original identity of both *-ya and *(-jli)-m- remains obscure. 

Negation 
With the exception of Selkup, all the modern Samoyedic languages preserve 
the proto-Uralic feature of expressing negation by means of a negative verb, 
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probably to be reconstructed as proto-Samoyedic *i-. With some variation in 
the synchronic details of the system, the paradigm of the negative verb 
basically comprises all the normal morphological distinctions connected with 
the categories of personal conjugation, including tense and aspect, as well as 
the formation of verbal nouns and related forms. The main verb, which 
normally follows the conjugated negative verb, has the invariable connegative 
form in *-k, identical with the second-person singular imperative ending. 
However, synchronic evidence from the modem languages, particularly 
Nenets, suggests that the negation of verbal nouns in proto-Samoyedie took 
place by using the negative verb not in the connegative but in the 
corresponding verbal noun form, as in Nenets (imperfect participle) nyi-nya 
yilye-nya 'not living'. 

Further Reading 
Up-to-date literature on Samoyedie diachronic morphology is scarce, but a 
wealth of information on earlier research may be obtained from Ktinnap 
(1971 and 1978). Some useful material is also found in Mikola (1988: 
236-59). Aspects of comparative morphosyntax are dealt with in Terescenko 
(1973) (general syntax), Katschmann (1986) (expressions for 'to be'). The 
proto-Uralie background of Samoyedic morphology is discussed in lanhunen 
(l98lb). 

Lexicon 

Common Uratic Vocabulary 
In accordance with the assumption that Samoyedic forms one of the two 
principal branches of Uralic, the Samoyedic languages have relatively few 
lexical items that can uncontroversially be regarded as direct inheritances 
from proto-Uralic. Even by a very optimistic estimation, the number of proto-
Uralic underived stems surviving in Samoyedic cannot possibly be much 
more than 150. Apart from pronouns and other auxiliaries, the common items 
are confined to basic terms for body parts and bodily functions, kinship terms, 
celestial objects, meteorological phenomena, and topographical concepts. Of 
some chronological and areal relevance are items pertaining to primitive 
technology, apparently reflecting the neolithic level of development, and 
terms for fauna and flora, pointing to the boreal forest environment of the Ural 
region. 

Common Samoyedic Vocabulary 
The number of stem morphemes attested in both Northern Samoyedic and 
Southern Samoyedic seems to be approximately 700. In addition, some 150 
lexicalized derivatives with a similar distribution are known. If items shared 
by any two Samoyedic languages, including adjacent ones (such as Nenets 
and Enets, or Kamas and Mator), were also to be recognized as deriving from 
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the proto-language, the number of proto-Samoyedic stem morphemes would 
probably rise to over one thousand. This vocabulary covers a wide range of 
socio-technological concepts, many of which are connected with post-
proto-Uralic cultural innovations. Important in the Northern Eurasian context 
are the proto-Samoyedic items relating to reindeer-breeding, such as *tejlj 
'reindeer' and *Cjljrkjlj( =)y 'reindeer calf', as well as those relating to 
shamanistic beliefs, such as *cadi=pa 'shaman', *pe=n+kir 'shaman's drum', 
*sampjlj- 'to shamanize', *kaykjlj 'spirit'. Of ethnohistorical interest are also 
the two proto-Samoyedic hydronyms *yentjlj(=)si(=ng) 'the Yenisei' and 
*yam 'sea, large river Othe Ob' ?Lake Baikal)" which define the main 
geographical dimensions of the proto-Samoyedic territory. As far as vocabu-
lary pertaining to the details of natural environment and material culture is 
concerned, a massive semantic and material differentiation has taken place 
between the three ecological groups of the Samoyedic-speaking peoples. A 
case in point is proto-Samoyedic *mjljya 'land, terrain', which in the modem 
languages has meanings ranging from 'tundra' to 'taiga' to 'mountain'. 
Particularly many idiosyncratic items of cultural vocabulary seem to be 
present in N ganasan. 

Numerals 
Although the mutual relationships of the main sub-branches of Finno-Ugric 
are still a matter of discussion, it is of considerable taxonomic importance that 
the Finno-Ugric languages possess common basic numerals from 1 (or, at 
least, 2) to 6, of which only two have cognates in Samoyedic. Moreover, of 
these, only the item for '2' occurs in identical functions in Samoyedic and 
Finno-Ugric, while the cognate of the Finno-Ugric item for '5' appears in the 
function of '10' in Samoyedic. The rest of the Samoyedic basic numerals very 
probably represent post-proto-Uralic innovations (cf. the list of numerals, 
below). 

1 *o(-)p 
2 *kita 
3 *naku(-)r 
4 *tettjlj 
5 *Sjljmpjlj-Iangkjlj 
6 *mjljktu( -)t 
7 *seytwjlj 
8 *kita( -y-n)+tettjlj 
9 *amay-tumjlj 

10 *wiijljt 
100 *yiir 

derivative of *0(-) '1' 
< proto-Uralic *kektiil*kakta 
? derivative with unidentified elements 

derivative of an otherwise unknown root 
? derivative with unidentified elements 
< *seyptjlj < pre-proto-Tocharian 
'2x4', compositum of *kita and *tettjlj 
derivative of *amay 'other' 
< proto-Uralic *wixti '5' 
< proto-Bolgar-Turkic *yiir 

Among the numerals with no cognate in Finno-Ugric, only the item for '4' 
seems to consist of a single indivisible indigenous stem morpheme, while the 
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other items are either composita, derivatives, or loanwords. The overall 
structure of the numeral system suggests that there was a time when the count 
extended only from 1 to 6, with the original item for '5' perhaps also 
functioning as 'lO'. After the borrowing of the item for '7', the expressions 
for '8' and '9' were created at such a late date that their representation in the 
modem languages is in fact not fully uniform. The expressions for '9', in 
particular, vary considerably, with the proto-Samoyedic item being reliably 
attested in only two languages (Nganasan and Kamas). 

Foreign Contacts 
After the break-up of proto-Uralic, the early stages of pre-proto-Samoyedic 
probably long continued to maintain an areal contact with Finno-Ugric, 
especially Ugric. As traces of this interaction, Samoyedic possesses a few 
lexical items which may be explained as early loanwords from U gric or pre-
Ugric, such as *num 'sky, god', *kalma 'dead body, grave'. Another 
concretely identifiable linguistic entity in the neighbourhood of early pre-
proto-Samoyedic seems to have been some kind of pre-proto-Tocharian, 
which also yielded a few loanwords, notably the numeral *seytW\?i '7'. 
Contacts with Indo-European then probably continued during the period of 
the early Iranian presence in southern Siberia in the second to first millennium 
BeE. During the ethnic movements of the subsequent 'Hunnic' period, just 
around the time of the break-up of proto-Samoyedic unity, Samoyedic 
received an important layer of proto-Bolgar Turkic loanwords, including 
items pertaining to animal husbandry, such as *yunt\?i 'horse' and *kapt\?i-
'castrates' , as well as the numeral *ytir '100' . It cannot be ruled out that proto-
Samoyedic also had direct contacts with early forms of Mongolic, Tungusic, 
and Yeniseic, but the linguistic evidence of these contacts remains incon-
clusive. In any case, after the break-up of proto-Samoyedic, the individual 
Samoyedic languages have entered into contact with all the neighbouring 
languages, which include idioms of the Turkic (Khakas, Tuva, Dolgan), 
Mongolic (Buryat), Tungusic (Evenki), and Yeniseic (Ket, Kott, Arin) 
families, as well as of the Finno-Ugric branch (Khanty, Mansi, Komi). To 
some extent, this interaction extends beyond the limits of the lexicon. 
Particularly close areal bonds of typological interaction have been formed 
between Selkup and Yeniseic (Ket), as well as between Sayan Samoyedic and 
Turkic (Khakas, Tuva). As the most recent contact phenomenon, all Samo-
yedic languages have incorporated lexical elements from Russian. In addition 
to lexical impact, Russian influence is currently also penetrating into the 
syntactic and morphological systems of the surviving Samoyedic languages. 

Further Reading 
The lexical items shared by Northern Samoyedic and Southern Samoyedic are 
listed in Janhunen (1977a). The proto-Uralic items surviving in Samoyedic 
are discussed in Janhunen (1981a) and listed in Sammallahti (1988: 536-41). 
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Other studies pertammg to Samoyedic comparative lexicology include 
Xelimskij (1986 and 1992-3) (Mator etymologies), Joki (1975) (numerals). 
A pioneering work on foreign lexical elements in Samoyedic (Kamas and 
Mator) is Joki (1951). Recent discussions of the topic include Janhunen 
(1983) (contacts with Indo-European), Janhunen (1977b) (contacts with 
'Altaic'), R6na-Tas (1980) (contacts with Turkic), Xelimskij (1982a) (paral-
lels with Ugric), Xelimskij (1982b) (contacts with Yeniseic), Janhunen (1989) 
and Xelimski j (1991) (selected controversial issues). An attempt at an analysis 
of structural interaction (with Ugric) is Katz (1975). 
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16 Nganasan 

Eugene H elimski 

The Nganasan language, known also as Tawgi or Tawgi-Samoyed, is spoken 
by the northernmost ethnic group in Eurasia. The Nganasan call themselves 
Nya (daa, formally an adjective from da 'mate'). The appellation 'Nganasan' 
is based on lJanasa (plurallJanasan;)?) 'human being, person' (never used, 
however as a self-designation); the appellation 'Tawgi' is based on Nenets 
tawi? 'Nganasan'. 

Until recently all Nganasans led the nomadic life of tundra dwellers - wild 
reindeer hunters, fishermen and domestic reindeer breeders - in the central and 
northern parts of the Taimyr Peninsula (excluding its coastal areas). Since the 
1960s the majority of the population, which according to census data numbered 
about 900 persons in 1979 and about 1,300 persons in 1989, is concentrated 
mainly in three villages which lie to the south of the original ethnic territory -
Ust-Avam, Volochanka, and Novaya. Only several dozens of Nganasan 
families continue to live as hunters on isolated spots on the tundra. 

The transition to the settled way of life together with other rapid and 
dramatic social and economic changes - all carried out in a purely 
administrative way - broke the normal transmission of cultural values to 
subsequent generations and posed a mortal threat to the language and national 
heritage of Nganasans. The sociolinguistic situation around 1990 was as 
follows: people aged forty to fifty years and over were all perfectly fluent in 
their native language and often unable to communicate effectively in any 
other language, while among those under thirty, who had gone or were going 
through the experience of living in villages with an ethnically mixed 
population, and of studying in Russian-language boarding schools, only about 
one-third was able to understand Nganasan and hardly more than ten per cent 
were able to speak it. According to my own estimate (the official census data 
are in this respect heavily distorted), the total number of Nganasan native 
speakers was about 600 in 1990, a number which is permanently decreasing 
despite the remarkably high birth rate and natural growth. 

The Nganasan language is used in traditional spheres of the economy and 
in families (within the limits determined by the lack of linguistic proficiency 
among younger age groups), but not in administration, culture, trade, or any 
other activities of village communities. Recently it began to be taught at 
primary schools (practically as a second language even for Nganasan 
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children). Native-language literacy remains the privilege of only a few 
Nganasans, mainly graduates of teacher-training colleges. 

Bilingualism 
As the sociolinguistic data above show, Nganasan-Russian bilingualism (with 
varying degrees of proficiency in the two languages) is at present especially 
typical of middle-aged Nganasans (between thirty and sixty); this bilin-
gualism is strictly unilateral: among the Russian-speaking population of 
Taimyr (predominantly newcomers or temporary dwellers) there seems to be 
not a single person who speaks Nganasan - this may, however, be at least 
partly due to the extreme morphophonemic complexity of the language. 

In all three villages mentioned above the Nganasans live together with the 
Dolgans, an ethnic group of mixed (predominantly Tungusic) origin whose 
language can be classified as a dialect of (Turkic) Yakut. Many Nganasans, 
especially in the eastern part of Taimyr (Novaya), are able to understand or 
even to speak Dolgan (but usually not vice versa). 

The river basin of Pyasina (Western Taimyr) was for many generations an 
area of Nganasan-Enets bilateral bilingualism (to some extent also of 
trilingualism, with Nenets as the third language), but the transition to settled 
life meant an end to these very close contacts (though there are still many 
mixed Nganasan-Enets older married couples). 

An important element of the ethnolinguistic situation in the area was the 
creation and functioning of the so-called 'Govorka' -a Taimyr Pidgin 
Russian with analytic grammar, which follows Ural-Altaic morphosyntactic 
patterns (see Helimski 1987). Until the first half of our century it served as 
an important means of interethnic communication in the area, but has now 
largely been ousted by Standard Russian. Many elderly Nganasans, especially 
males, still speak 'Govorka' fluently. 

In earlier times, before the formation of the Dolgan ethnicum, there also 
existed Nganasan-Evenki contacts, probably with a certain degree of 
bilingualism. 

Dialects 
Nganasan is split into two very close dialects, Avam (spoken in the western 
and central parts of the ethnic territory by c.75 per cent of all Nganasans) and 
Vadey (spoken in its eastern part and under stronger Dolgan influence). Still 
smaller are the differences between the two subdialects, PyasinaAvam (now 
spoken in Ust-Avam and Volochanka) and Taimyra Avam (now mainly in 
Volochanka). 

The dialectal distinctions in phonetics are not structural and mostly are 
restricted to the choice of preferred variants: Pyasina, Vadey 8 : Taimyra 4 
(cacuminal d) or 8, depending on position; Avam Ji (idiolectally j): Vadey j 
(idiolectally Ji); the reduced mid vowel ;} is in Vadey more closed than in 
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Avam). Other dialectal distinctions have never been specially studied. It is 
known, however, that they do not go beyond very few lexical and 
morphological items (e.g. Vadey torautu 'works': A vam IJojbautu 'works' 
versus torautu 'is good for, is useful'), and the Nganasan dialects are 
completely mutually intelligible. 

The description below refers to the Pyasina A vam subdialect. 

Historical Development 
There are sufficient reasons to believe that an early form of the Nganasan 
language was spoken by reindeer-breeding Samoyeds who reached the 
Taimyr peninsula in the first millennium CE from the south, moving along the 
Yenisei River. They assimilated linguistically the local population of wild-
reindeer hunters, adopting certain elements of material and spiritual culture 
from them. 

Nganasan differs from all other Samoyedic languages, including also its 
Northern Samoyedic neighbours (Nenets and Enets), in at least two important 
points of morphology, namely the marking of the locative case (*-nt~-na 

instead of *-b-na) and the formation of the present tense (see lanhunen 
1991). 

Of utmost importance for Uralic linguistics is the obvious and far-reaching 
similarity between Nganasan consonant gradation (see below) and the 
corresponding phenomenon in Baltic-Pennic and Saamic. The co-existence of 
two different mechanisms, syllabic gradation and rhythmic gradation (cf. 
so-called 'stem gradation' and 'suffixal gradation' in Baltic-Pennic) is 
particularly suggestive. In view of the absence of typological parallels in other 
languages of the world it seems highly improbable that these mechanisms 
could be separate and wholly independent developments on the western and 
the eastern periphery of the Uralic language-family tree. The similarity must 
be explained either by the parallel influence of a common unknown 
substratum, or - and this is much more likely - by the phonologization of a 
phonetic mechanism that already operated in the Uralic proto-language. 

Otherwise Nganasan shows numerous innovations, both shared with 
Nenets and Enets (such as the rise of word-initial prothetic nasals before 
vowels, the development of glottal stop and its morphophonemic alternations, 
the wide usage of incorporated particles and modal markers) and individual. 
Unique to Nganasan is the relatively recent - partly already after the 
beginning of Russian-Nganasan linguistic contacts, i.e. not before the 
seventeenth century - vowel chain-shift *ti > i, *u > ii, *0 > u, *a > 0 and also 
*e > r, with numerous special cases of retentions and deviations from this 
general scheme due to phonetic positions. 

lanhunen 
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Table 16.1 Consonants and their Cyrillic graphic symbols 

Voiceless stops 

Voiced stops 

Voiced fricatives 

Voiceless fricatives 

Labials 

p<6>1, <II> 
b<6> 

Nasals m<M> 

Laterals 

Vibrants 

Dentals 

t<T> 
d<A> 
6<3> 
s<c> 
n<H> 

l<.rr> 

r<p> 

Palatals Velars Glottals 

ti<q> k<K> 7<"> 
di <A>2 g<r> 
j <ii> 
sj <C>2 h<x> 
nj <H>2, I) <If> 
<Hh>3 
Ij <JI>2, 
<JIh>3 

Note: 1 Before voiceless stops and fricatives. 2 Before the 'yotated' vowel letters - <e>. <e>. 
<H>, <"a>, <10>, <lOa>, <H>. 3 Before consonants. 

Table 16.2 Vowels and their Cyrillic graphic symbols 

Front Nonjront 
Unrounded Rounded Un rounded Rounded 

High i <i>l, <H> ii <y>, <10>2 "i <hI> 
Mid e <e> 

;} <;}>,<e>2 
Low ia <ia>l, <"a> a <a>, <H>2 

Note: Used after <11>, <C>, <H>, <]I> to denote their dental (non-palatal) character. 2 Used 
after <11>, <C>, <H>, <]I>, to denote their palatal character. 

Phonology and Morphophonology 

Phonemes and their Distribution 
The phoneme inventory of Nganasan consists of twenty-one consonants, 
including three 'subphonemes' (phonetically distinct units, which are in 
complementary distribution with other units in genuine words and partly 
independent in borrowed words), and ten vowels. They are shown in Tables 
16.1 and 16.2, 

Consonants 
In Nganasan, as well as in other Northern Samoyedic languages, there are 
systematic restrictions on the occurrence of consonants in different positions. 
The maximal differentiation is found in intervocalic position, less free is the 
distribution of consonants word-initially, word-finally, and in clusters (which 
occur only word-medially, and until very recently were regularly eliminated 
from the two other positions in borrowings, as well); see Table 16.3 for the 

1 

<ia>l, <"a> 

<ia>l, <"a> 
<hI> 

Mid 

ii 
ii 

ii 
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Table 16.3 Occurrence of consonants in diagnostic positions 

[p] t ti k ? s si h b d [b] di [j] g m n Ii I] Ii r 

#_V 
C - V 
V - V 
V - C 
V _# 

Key: (+) occurs only in non-native words, including old and otherwise adapted borrowings. 
(-) occurs only in recent borrowings. - in free alternation. 

occurrence of consonants word-initially, syllable-initially after consonants, 
between two vowels, syllable-finally before consonants, and word-finally. 

This table lists also the 'subphonemes' [p] [6] [j] and thus allows for the 
possibility of treating [p] in genuine words as an allophone of b (or of h, which 
is less plausible phonetically, but historically adequate: Nganasan h < *p), of 
treating [6] in genuine words as an allophone of d (or vice versa), and of 
treating [j] as an allophone (partly in complementary distribution, and partly 
in free alternation) of cPo 

Which of the phonological interpretations of these 'subphonemes' is 
adopted is not crucial. As a matter of fact, it is questionable whether the 
phonological level itself (as a stage between deep morphophonemic and 
surface phonetic representations) is a psychological reality for the speakers of 
Nganasan, and whether phonology is a necessary part in the description of this 
language. 

The other allophonic phenomena characteristic of the consonants are as 
follows: 

I is in free variation with the palatal affricate [(9]; in fact, there is but slight 
phonetic difference between these two consonants in Nganasan pro-
nunciation; 

the glottal stop ? is realized word-medially usually as a break in articulation 
after a vowel; optionally even this break may be absent, so that a word-
medial glottal stop is reduced to zero - this optional effect is especially 
frequent in the Taimyra A vam subdialect; 

b between vowels is idiolectally pronounced as the corresponding voiced 
fricative [~]; 

in Taimyra A vam Nganasan, t5 is usually pronounced as the corresponding 
voiced stop, cacuminal [<;1] or postdental [d] (in M.A. Castren's Nganasan 
records from the l840s, t5was not distinguished from d at all); 

the sibilants have relatively rare optional free alternants: [8] (voiceless dental 
non-sibilant fricative) for s, and [si] for si; 

in archaic pronunciation, which is still fairly frequent among elderly women, 

vowels 

(+) (+) (+) 
(+) (+) (+) 

(+) (+) (+) 
(+) 

(+) 

(+) 
(+) 

(+) 
(+) 

(+) 
(+) 

(-) (-) (-) (-) 
(-) (-) (-) 

(-) 
(-) (-) 

(-) 
(-) 

(-) 
(-) (-) (-) 

(-) 

(-) (-) (-) (-) 
(-) (-) (-) (-) 

(+) (+) (+) 
(+) (+) (+) 

(+) (+) (+) (+) 

(+) 
(+) (+) (+) (+) 

(+) (+) (+) 

(+) (+) (+) (+) 

(+) 
(+) (+) (+) (+) 

(+) (+) (+) 

(+) (+) (+) (+) 

(+) 
(+) (+) (+) (+) 

(+) (+) (+) 

(+) (+) (+) (+) 

(+) 
(+) (+) (+) (+) 

(+) (+) (+) 

(+) (+) (+) 
(+) (+) (+) (+) (+) (+) (+) (+) (+) (+) 

(+) 

(+) (+) (+) (+) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) 
(-) (-) (+) 
(+) 

d
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a labial fricative ([<1>], [f]) or a labiovelar [hW] is used instead of h (Castren's 
materials and even records from the beginning of the twentieth century 
have <f> in corresponding words); moreover, the consonant h is realized 
as a voiced velar fricative [y] between two vowels; 

alliabials and velars, 8, and r are strongly palatalized before front vowels. 

Vowels 
The inventory of vowel phonemes includes eight short monophthongs and 
two diphthongoids with very short initial elements, ia and Ua. The diph-
thongoids are more liable to positional and idiolectal variation than the other 
vowels. In particular, idiolectally in casual pronunciation they lose their initial 
element (and thus their contrast with a): k;J/)t"asu~ - bbtasu~ '(it) faded', 
kiiii?a - kiiiila '(s)he died'; in final syllables before a glottal stop they are 
monophthongized into ii and a: k;J/)t"al [bpta?] 'fade!', kiiii?al [ktiti?a?] 
'they died'. After labials, velars, 8, or r the vowel ia is often pronounced as 
a or ii with a strong palatalization of the preceding consonant: hial] [Ilia1)], 
[Ilia1)] 'palm'. 

There are certain restrictions on the occurrence of vowels: 

the phonemes e and 0 occur (in genuine or adapted words) only in the first 
syllable; the sounds [e] and [0] in non-first syllables are the phonetic 
manifestations of the phoneme ~; 

the front vowels (i, e, ia, ii) do not occur in the first syllable after dentals; 
the vowels ~, i~ u do not occur in the first syllable (i" and u - also in other 

syllables) after palatals, being in this position neutralized with e, i, and ii, 
respectively; 

the vowels ~ and 0 are neutralized after labial consonants and h; the 
corresponding sequences have the phonetic shapes [bo] , [mol (before 
labial consonants and labialized vowels), [b~], [m~] (otherwise), [ho] (in 
the first syllable), [h6] (after a syllable with ii), [ho] or [hW~] (otherwise in 
non-first syllables); 

the vowels a and ia are neutralized in favour of a after palatals. 

The phonetic stock of Nganasan is very rich in long vowels and 
diphthongs, but (apart from the case of ia and ua, see above) it is reasonable 
to treat and to transcribe them as vocalic sequences. This approach is 
supported by abundant evidence from phonetics (normally a long vowel or a 
diphthong is approximately twice as long as a single vowel), accentology and 
metrics (a long vowel or a diphthong usually counts as two morae, as seen 
already by Hajdu (1964», morphophonology (when necessary, the morpho-
phonemic rules are applied separately to each part of long vowels and 
diphthongs), and morphology (very often the parts are divided by morpheme 
boundaries); see relevant examples in the following sections. 

The diphthongs have i, ii, u, a, ia and (only after high vowels) ~ as their 

syllables syllables 

(otherwise), 
(otherwise), 
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second component. Contractions are not typical, but the reduced vowel ;} is 
assimilated by first components into the corresponding mid vowel, and then 
optionally contracted with first components into the corresponding long mid 
vowel: sii;} [sjie - sjee] 'hole'; hii;} [hiuo - hi60] 'year'; honsi";}a'[hons'ieO'i-
honseec,'i] '(he) had it'; niomu;} [niomuo - njomoo] 'hare (attributive), 
(derived from niomu 'hare'). This assimilation (and contraction) accounts for 
the presence of the vowels [0], [e] (and also of [e], [0] in non-first syllables) 
in the phonetic stock of Nganasan, though they do not belong to the phonemic 
system. The assimilation occurs also in ;}U [ou] and ;}ti [oti]. 

The simple vowels i, ii, i~ u, a, ;} participate also in the formation of long 
vowels: hii 'night'; b;}jkiiii?, pG of b;}jku;} 'old'; hiTm- 'to be frightened'; tuu, 
sG of tuj 'fire'; niaa 'Nganasan' (derived from nia 'mate'); s;};} 'heart'. Other 
long vowels, namely [eel [60] [eel and [00], are phonetically secondary (see 
above). 

Orthography 
The graphic system of Nganasan (Terescenko 1986, with modifications 
officially adopted in 1990), based on the Russian Cyrillic system, is presented 
in Tables 16.1 and 16.2. Its slightly modified version (e.g. with <1> instead 
of <">, <0> instead of <3>, and without <b» is used in Helimski (ed.) 
(1994). 

Because it has inherited the Russian orthographic tradition, which denotes 
'hard' and 'soft' consonants with the same symbol, and distinguishes them by 
the use of different symbols for the following vowels, the graphic system of 
Nganasan is not phonological. Nevertheless, in principle it is automatically 
convertible into phonemic transcription, if both the conventions connected 
with the 'yotated' vowel letters and the above mentioned phonotactic 
restrictions are taken into account. For example, the Cyrillic <e> is used in 
the first syllable for e, and in non-first syllables, where e does not occur, it 
is used to indicate the vowel ;} plus the palatal quality of the preceding 
consonant; thus <MeHb,IJ;5I,n:e> = menidiadi ;} 'new'. 

Long vowels and diphthongs are written as sequences of graphemes (as in 
phonemic transcription). Beside the graphic symbols in Tables 16.1 and 16.2, 
other Cyrillic letters can be used to write borrowed words. 

Accent and the Rhythmic Organization of Words 
The main stress is normally placed on the penultimate vowel or on the vocalic 
sequence which includes the penultimate vowel: kQru? 'house', kor!!:.o;}? 
'houses', kiimaa [kitimaa] 'knife', baarb;} [baarb~] 'master, chief', b;}/;}Ub 
[b~loub] 'a kind of movable dwelling on runners'. This general principle is 
optionally violated by the retraction of stress from a high vowel or ;} to the 
vowel (usually an open one) in the preceding syllable: baT?!:.sii - b!:J:.rusii 
'devil'. 

Longer words (with five syllables and more - such words are very common 

[kitimaa] 
[kitimaa] 
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in Nganasan, cf. the text at the end of this chapter) are usually divided into 
two, three, or four - potentially even more - rhythmic groups. Each group 
typically contains two syllables (two phonological vowels), and the last group 
has two or three syllables. It is very common - especially for verbal fonus -
that the stem and the derivational suffix (or suffixes) are bisyllabic, so that the 
boundaries between groups in most cases coincide with the boundaries 
between morphemes, while the last group includes a cluster of inflectional 
suffixes (sometimes together with a monosyllabic derivational suffix). 

The boundaries between rhythmic morphemic groups are very distinct: 
sometimes the break in articulation creates the acoustic impression of a glottal 
stop (which, as mentioned above, is also realized word-medially as a break). 
The last group has, according to the general rule, the main stress on its 
penultimate vowel, and all preceding groups receive additional stresses on 
their first vowels. In the following examples, rhythmic groups are separated 
by the symbol' ('; secondary, group-initial stresses are indicated by a colon): 

ko: (5 u(siu(5fl:.ni ;} 
ki:nt;}(l;}: bti(ky.tjiI] 
ki:nt;}J;}: bti(kutiin;} 
b:ri(g;}:PiAni 
b: ri(g;}: Pi(tinin;} 
b: ri(g;}: Pi(ri:· a(tinin;} 

'I will kill them' 
'you are smoking' 
'I am smoking' 
'in marches' 
'in my marches' 
'only in my marches'. 

The rhythmic organization of words plays an important role also in the 
morphophonology of Nganasan, regulating the phenomenon of rhythmic 
gradation; see below. 

Morpbopbonology 

Alternations and Morpbopbonemes 
The abundance and complexity of productive morphophonological alterna-
tions place Nganasan in an exclusive position among the Uralic languages. 
This uniqueness is the result of the co-existence and cumulative effect of 
several relatively independent mechanisms, including glottal stop alternation, 
truncation, rhythmic gradation, syllabic gradation, nunation, stem alternation, 
vowel hannony and accommodation. Most of these mechanisms - syllabic 
gradation and vowel hannony in particular - have largely lost their 
synchronic phonetic motivation; this does not prevent them, however, from 
remaining regular and productive. 

As a result of the above-listed processes, Nganasan exhibits great diversity 
of both radical and suffixal allomorphs; to serve as an illustration, Table 16.4 
and Figure 16.1 account for the distribution and generation often allomorphs 
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Figure 16.1 

HAMHU I 
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Generation of allophones: suffix of the renarrative mood 

hAMHU 3 

4 

Rhythmic Syllabic Vowel Accommodation 
gradation gradation harmony 

5 7 
bAMHU~bArnhU :;:bamhu -baJ)hu 

6 8 
biarnhi: -biaIJhi: 

7 
bAmbU ~bambu 

8 b1ambi: 
7 

HAcHU --bAhU~bahu 

8 biahi: 
5 7 

hAMHU~hArnhU ~harnhu -huaIJhu 

h1amru-h1aIJhi: 
7 

hAmbU~hambu-hUambu 

8 hiambi: 

hACHU -hAhU ~hahU---. hUahu 

8 hiahi: 

Key: I after vocalic stems. 2 after consonantal stems. 3 after stems with even number 
of vocalic morae. 4 after stems with odd number of vocalic morae. 5 second syllable of 
suffix is open. 6 second syllable of suffix is closed. 7 after stems of the first harmonic 
class. 8 after stems of the second harmonic class. 

of the renarrative mood suffix, allomorphs which range from -huambu-, as in 
kou-huambu-l 'they are said to remain', to -biahi~, as in kolioi~biahi~ 1 'they 
are said to be fishing'. Other alternations, with their occasionally paradoxical-
seeming outcomes, are illustrated below, as well as by paradigmatic tables in 
the section on morphology. 

The character of Nganasan morphophonology makes it convenient to 
describe the composition of morphemes in terms of morphophonemes. Below, 
this approach is applied mainly to suffixes, but when necessary, parts of stems 
can also be transcribed morphonemically. The morphophonemes, as distinct 
from surface level phonemes, are written in capital letters; for example, the 
generalized morphonemic shape of the above mentioned renarrative mood 
suffix is written HAMHU. 

It appears sufficient to distinguish, instead of the twenty-one surface-
level consonant phonemes and 'subphonemes' (Table 16.1), 18 deep-level 
consonant morphonemes: H T T J K ? S SJ B J DJ M N N J 1] L U R c. 
Perhaps at a still deeper level of description five of these (Tj ? sj Di c) 
could be eliminated - but at the expense of making the description more 
artificial and complicated. Most of these consonant morphonemes, if they 
are not affected by any regular and obligatory rules applied to 

hiahi: 

~harnhu 

HAMHU I gradation 

Vowel 

Vowel 

harmony 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

6 8 6 8 

6 8 
-hAhU 
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Table 16.6 Vowel harmony: phonemic realizations of vowel morphonemes in 
suffixes (prior to accommodations) 

Morphoneme A Al Ao U Uo D Do I ;) UA iA 

After U -stems Preceding vowel is a a a u u ii ii 1 i d ua ia 

(first class) not i or ii 
Preceding vowel is a a a ii ul ii ii 1 i d ua ia 

iorii 

After I-stems Preceding vowel is ia 1 a 1 u ii 1 i d ua ia 

(second class) not i or ii 
Preceding vowel is ia a i ul ii 1 i d ua ia 

iorii 

Note: 1 In TaimyraAvam subdialect u (at least in certain suffixes with Uo)' 

individual units and their strings, are rewritten in the corresponding non-
capital letters. The morphoneme C ('zero-consonant') corresponds to a 
surface-level zero: it is used to denote a conventional unit which occurs 
syllable-finally after vowels and imparts to the (phonetically) open syllable 
the phonological properties of a closed one; it also participates in certain 
morphophonological rules. Like other morphonemes, C is a phonological 
reality from the viewpoint of proto-Nganasan (proto-Samoyedic) reconstruc-
tion. The most important transformations and surface level realizations of 
consonant morphonemes are indicated in Table 16.5. 

The treatment of vowels in terms of morphonemes is connected almost 
exclusively with the phenomenon of vowel harmony, see pp. 493-40 and 
Table 16.6. 

Rhythmic Gradation (RhG) 
The grade alternation, or gradation, of word-medial consonants and clusters 
consists in the alternative appearance of two grades, strong and weak, 
depending on the (morpho)phonological environment. 

In general, the strong grade of RhG surfaces after an odd number of vocalic 
morae (= phonological vowels) in the preceding part of a word, and its weak 
grade surfaces after an even number of vocalic morae. RhG affects five 
morphonemes (H T K S SI) and clusters of these with preceding nasals (MH 
NT .oK NS NISI), see Table 16.5. RhG manifests itself very clearly in the 
allomorphy of suffixes, cf. ni~ti~ bi"ni~Ot', hi(uF ;rti", k;'}ri"g;'}[ii-Ot' 'his wife, rope, 
thumb, march' (all with the s3 possessive suffix); ni~r;'}gi~ brni~r;'}ki~ hi(uf;r 
r;'}gi", k;'}ri"g;'}[ii-r;'}ki" 'similar to a woman, rope, thumb, march' (all with the 
same similative suffix) etc., cf. also Table 16.4. Historically, the functioning 
of RhG is attested also in roots, cf. hiit;'}8;'} 'trunk' from *put;'}1;'} (= Nenets 
pudiid, Enetspu&J&J). 

The functioning of RhG is restricted by several additional rules: 

ii ii 

ii ii ii ii ii ii 

i 

i i 

a 
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1 Only the strong grade surfaces after consonants (including c), unless the 
resulting cluster itself participates in RhG: t;]r-tu 'hislher hair', ka8ar-tu 
'hislher light'; 

2 Only the weak grade comes out directly after vocalic sequences: lat;];}-ou 
'hislher bone' , biri;}-Qr 'hislher wound'; 

3 Only the weak grade of the cluster NT occurs before an open non-second 
syllable: hiit;]o;}-t;]11U 'in the trunk' (with the locative suffix NTgNU). 
Closed non-second syllables preserve the strong grade of this cluster, 
which then undergoes syllabic gradation: hiit;]o;}-ndinii 'in the trunks' 
(with NTIcNU). 

The number of vocalic morae is normally counted on the phonological 
level and may differ from the number of phonetic vowels and phonetic 
syllables. So for example the stems hUaa 'tree' or biai 'target', both phonetic 
monosyllables, are treated from the viewpoint of RhG as having two morae: 
hUaa-r~u, biai-r~i~ 'similar to a tree, to a target'. However, it is typical, 
perhaps even normal, for a word-medial (and non-first-syllable) vocalic 
sequence to be counted as only one vocalic mora: lat;];}-r~u, biri;}-r;]ki" 
'similar to a bone, wound' . 

Syllabic Gradation (SyG) 
In general, the strong grade of SyG surfaces before the vowel of an open 
syllable, and its weak grade surfaces before the vowel of a closed syllable. 
SyG affects the same morphonemes and clusters as RhG, but the weak grades 
of clusters resulting from SyG differs from those resulting from RhG; see 
Table 16.5. In terms of rule-ordering SyG follows RhG and is applied only 
to those units that are preserved in their strong grade by RhG (the weak grades 
of RhG, e.g. 0 from T, or cT from NT, do not participate in SyG). 

SyG functions in both nominal and verbal paradigms, cf. (sN : pN) kuhu 
: kubu? 'skin, hide', basa : batJia? 'iron', k;]11t;] : k;]11d;]? 'sledge', kaoar : 
katar;]? 'light', henitJiir : hensi,.;]? 'shaman's drum'; (verbal adverb : 
connegative) kotutJia : kolJu? 'kills', tJiembi?sii : tJieljhitJi;]? 'gets dressed'. For 
the functioning of SyG in suffixes (combined with that ofRhG) see Table 16.4 
and Figure 16.1. 

Like RhG, SyG does not affect postconsonantal consonants, unless the 
cluster participates in SyG itself, cf. lj;»nsu 'meat', pN lj;»nsu?' 

If the closed character of a syllable is determined by a deep level c, SyG 
may surface as an 'unconditioned' alternation: k;]11t;] 'sledge', sG k;]11d;] (with 
the sG case suffix _c). It must also be noted that an intervocalic glottal stop 
always makes the preceding syllable closed. 

The morphemes that end in C ('pseudo-vocalic' or 'quasi-consonantal') are 
twice abnormal from the viewpoint of SyG. Not only does the weak grade 
surface in phonetically open syllables, but also the strong grade is used in final 
syllables followed by a glottal stop or a second (suffixal) c, as well as in 
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certain types of word-medial phonetically closed syllables: koOu 'snow-
storm', sG kotu, pN kotu?; diagusa 'being lost', diaku? 'gets lost (con-
negative)" diaku?;mz 'I got lost' (stems: KOTUc, DJUKUc-). Probably this 
paradox is to be accounted for by a special rule that changes the zero-
consonant C into the zero-vowel v in the relevant positions (C?# > v?#, CC# 
> vC#, etc.) 

Nunation 
This morphophonological mechanism, known as 'Nunation' since M.A. 
Castren (1854: 162), consists in the change of C into a nasal consonant when 
C is followed by H, T, TJ, K, S, or SJ and is preceded by a nasal, being 
separated from that preceding nasal only by a vowel or a vowel sequence; see 
Table 16.5. In terms of rule-ordering it follows both RhG and SyG. Thus, on 
the one hand, some deep level clusters are, after the application of RhG, 
'restored' by nunation, and, on the other hand, neither type of gradation is 
applied to the output of nunation. Therefore there are such forms as e.g. 
mununtum 'I say' , in which the deep level cluster NT appears to be preserved 
in its strong grade contrary to the conditions of both RhG and SyG. The actual 
path that generates such forms looks as follows: 

munu-NTU-M > munu-cTU-M > mununtum 
(RhG) (Nun) 

The functioning of nunation is evident in pairs such as: kunduasu;J '[s]he 
slept' : tanUansu;J '[s]he was accustomed' (stems kunduac-, tanUac-), niaaOu 
'hislher Nganasan' : niantu 'hislher mate' (stems niaa and niaC ; the suffix is 
-TU); basu-tu 'hunts' : ni"a-ntu 'saves up' (the suffix is -NTU, transformed by 
RhG into cTU). 

The rule of nunation is less obligatory (especially in derivation) than other 
morphophonological rules, and sometimes nunated and non-nunated forms 
coexist as variants: k;mz;Jut;]- - k;mz;Junt;]- 'to wrestle', l;Jl]inti" - 1;J1]i"ti" 'bums 
[intr]' . 

Vowel Harmony (VH) 
From the viewpoint ofVH all mono-and bisyllabic stems are divided into two 
harmonic classes of approximately the same size. Historically, this division 
corresponds to the opposition 'front: back', and was determined by the last 
vowel or (if this vowel was harmonically neutral) by the first vowel. Today, 
however, this original principle is so overshadowed by secondary changes of 
vowel quality, that it is more convenient simply to ascribe to each stem its 
harmonic class, first ('U-stems') or second ('I-stems'), as a lexical morpho-
phonological characteristic. The synchronic phonetic composition of stems is 
in many cases not sufficient to determine their harmonic class: e.g. hon- 'to 
plait' is aU-stem (honsu;JOu '[s]he plaited it'), while hon- 'to have' is an 
I-stem (honsi";J8i" '[s]he had it'); cf. also diint;J 'archer's bow', and k;mz;]- 'to 
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catch' (V-stems) v. kint;;, 'smoke' and k;;,r;r 'to moor' (I-stems). 
Another way of dealing with VH would be to distinguish twice (or nearly 

twice) as many vowel morphonemes as there are vowel phonemes. In this 
presentation, however, the description in morphonemic terms will be applied 
only to the vocalism of suffixes, in order to account for the impact of VH on 
it (Table 16.6). The impact on suffixal vowels is also not systematic from the 
synchronic point of view. For example, the vowel u is in harmonic alternation 
with rin some suffixes, but remains stable in others: basu-gu-mu? 'let us hunt' 
and niili"-gu-mi? 'let us live'. This means that u represents two different 
morphonemes, Vo in -gu- and V in -mu?l-mi?(and historically, that u results 
from a merger of two different vowels). 

The situation is further complicated by a kind of 'secondary' VH, which 
is due to the fronting influence of i and if on high vowels in the next syllable, 
so that each harmonic class becomes further divided into two subclasses 
(Table 16.6). 

The assertion that 'there is no vowel harmony in Nganasan' (Terescenko 
1979: 48) is true in the sense that what is called VH here lacks synchronic 
motivation and does not create a real 'harmonic unity' of words. Besides, 
within bisyllabic primary stems and old derivatives the principles of VH can 
be violated. 

Like other morphophonological norms, the principles ofVH are sometimes 
disregarded, usually by younger and less capable native speakers. In such 
cases the prevailing direction of neutralization is in favour of the first 
harmonic class (V-stems). 

Stem Alternation 
While the alternations described above have phonetic motivation (synchronic 
or historical), the choice between stem variants can be determined by the 
morphological environment, as well. It is convenient to distinguish three 
variants of nominal and verbal stems: 

SI, which occurs, in particular, in the nominative singular of nouns and in 
verbal adverbs, and can be considered the basic stem form; 

S2, e.g. in the genitive singular and nominative plural of nouns, and in the 
connegative form of verbs; 

S3, e.g. in the genitive plural of nouns, and in the present tense of perfective 
verbs. 

Some types of relationship between stem variants are shown on p. 495. Nouns 
are cited in sN for SI, in sG for S2, in pG for S3. Verbs are cited in the forms 
of verbal adverb for S 1, in connegative forms for S2, in the forms of indicative 
present s3 (suffix ?;J) or of perfective verbal noun (suffix ?MU;J) for S3. 
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1 Vocalic basic stems: 

IJUsi' IJUsi' lJusi'? 'work' nansu<:lii nansu? 
lJuta lJulia lJuba? 'berry' lJonsi'dii lJoncPi? 
koli' koli' kola? 'fish' koni'ctii koni'? 
maku magu maga? 'back' kontudia kondu? 
hiiii hiiii hia? 'tinder' biiiictia bii? 
ctiab ctiaga diagii? 'twin' hotactia holia? 
lataa lataa latai? 'bone' hursactii hursa? 

2 Consonantal basic stems: 

bi'? bi'lia bi'lii'? 'water' nasa nalia? 
hia? hiactia hiadii? 'fur overcoat' diembi?sii dielJhictia? 
hiactiir hiasi'ra hiasi'ri'? 'fishing-rod' bi'lii'rsi' bi'ti'ra? 
tuj tuu tuu? 'fire' tuGlsia tu? 
lJoj lJua lJua? 'foot' me(j)sii mi'? 

3 Pseudo-vocalic basic stems: 

koliu kotu kotu? 'snowstorm' ctiiigusa ctiiiku? 

nansu?a 'stands up' 
lJonctii?a 'goes out' 
kona?a 'goes' 
konda?a 'carries' 
bia?mua 'departs' 
holiii?a 'writes' 
hursii?a 'returns' 

naliu?a 'scours' 
ctielJhictii?a 'dresses' 
bi'ti'ri?mi'a 'drinks' 
tuu?a 'comes' 
mi'i'?a 'makes' 

ctiiiku?a 'get lost' 

It is also possible to describe stem alternations as resulting from the 
application of special operators (vowel addition, vowel replacement, etc.) to 
a basic deep level stem form. For certain stems two alternants, or even all 
three of them, may syncretize. 

Stem-medial consonants typically occur in strong grades of SyG in vocalic 
SI, and in its weak grades in S2 and in consonantal S1. In keeping with this 
general tendency, the secondary symbol S I' is used to denote those 
morphological positions in which the opposite distribution obtains, i.e. where 
weak grades of SyG are used in vocalic SI, and similarly the symbol S2' 
denotes positions where S2 has strong grades of SyG. 

Within suffixal strings many suffixes (for example, mood and tense 
markers) undergo alternations which are essentially the same as stem 
alternations. 

Other Morphophonological Rules 
The rule of truncation operates even before RhG and SyG. Truncation works 
as follows: 1) C > 0 / _CC; 2) C > 0 / C_c. That is, (1) a suffix that 
begins in a consonant cluster ousts a final C in the preceding morpheme 
or (2) loses its first consonant, if the preceding morpheme ends in a non-zero 
consonant. 

Table 16.5 reports the word- and syllable-final change of the morphonemes 
T, K (which does not occur word-finally), and S into a glottal stop, which can 
then be reduced phonetically to zero (this reduction is almost regular within 
rhythmic groups, optional at boundaries between these groups, and rare in 
word-final position). This results in alternations such as mal 'house', sG 
mab;;J, sEla mak;;Jt;;J (stem maT); Ipmsa?su;;J '(s)he ate', I);;Jmsadi;;J? 'eat! (s2 

lJusi'? 
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imp)' (stem l):nnsaS-). At a deeper level of description it is also possible to 
treat every word- and syllable-final glottal stop as T (or S), even when it does 
not participate in such alternations. 

Numerous accommodative processes follow, in terms of rule-ordering, 
the above-described mechanisms, and are usually applied to the phonemic 
realizations of morphonemes (see Tables 16.5 and 16.6). They operate both 
within morphemes and across morphemic boundaries (internal sandhi). The 
most important rules of accommodation are listed below. Symbols: C = 
consonant, CJ = palatal consonant, [a b] = a and b correspondingly, {a 
b} = a or b, (a) = a may be present or absent, -a = not a, (» = the 
rule is optional or restricted to certain morphological positions. The rules 
are arranged so that those under (B) operate after those under (A) and 
before those under (C), while the rules under (D) appear to be neutral 
to rule ordering. 

(A) 

t(»0/r_ 
[u i] (» [ti i] 1 (ti i}(C(C))_ 
[u 1] (» [ti i] 1 _ (C(C)){ti i) 
[e 0] > ['iu] 1_;) 

(B) 

r> 11 (-i -ti}C_ 
r>lj/{iti}C_ 
i (» ti 1 _(C(C))ti 
i (» ti 1 ti(C(C))_ 
[t s n 1] > [V sj ni lj] 1 j_ 
[s 1] > [sj lj] 1 _ {i ti ia} 
['iu ia] > [i ti a] ICJ_ 

Morphology 

(C) 

{?lnIJ} >01 _{llj} 
j(»01 _CJ 

[n 1] > [ni lj] 1 _CJ 

(D) 

[m n ni IJ] > 0 1 _[m n nj IJ] 
{mnnj IJ}>0/{mIJ} 
{nni} >IJI _{kh} 
m(» IJ I_h 
;) > a 1 {a Ua ia }(?)_ 
a> ua/h_ 

Nominal Categories and Nominal Inflection 
The grammatical categories of nouns in Nganasan are as follows: 

Number: singular, dual, and plural are distinguished. Plural forms occur more 
frequently than in many other Uralic languages, often rendering the general 
idea of abundance (kam;;,? 'bloods = a lot of blood') or collectivity 
(niemiW;;, 'my mothers = my mother and other female relatives'). Plural 
forms also may combine with numerals: nakiir;;,? basutu;;,? 'three hunters, 
as many as three hunters'. 
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Case: nominative (= absolute form), genitive, accusative, lative (= dative or 
dativellative), locative (= locative/instructive), elative (= ablative), prola-
tive (= prosecutive), and comitative (= sociative) are distinguished. There 
are also several forms that stand on the borderline between case forms and 
postpositional constructions (the allative with the marker -cJiaa, joined to 
the genitives singular and plural), between case forms and non-finite verbal 
constructions (the essive/translative with the marker -isia, joined to the 
nominative singular), and between case forms and denominal adverbs (the 
caritive [= abessive], with the suffix -KAJ or -KA eLJI, joined to stem 
variant Sl). 

Possessivity: non-possessive (= absolutive) forms and possessive forms with 
the subcategories of possessor's number (singular, dual, plural) and person 
(first, second, third) are distinguished. The possessive forms of the second 
person singular are often used to specify nouns as definite and co-referent 
with their predecessors in the discourse (rather than implying collocutor's 
possession), and occasionally definiteness is expressed also by possessive 
forms of the third person singular. 

Predicativity: with the subcategories of subject's number (singular, dual, 
plural) and person (first, second, third). Predicative forms are used as 
predicates without copulae or, if another grammatical meaning than that of 
indicative present must be expressed, with corresponding forms of the verb 
ij- 'to be': m;m~ niaam 'I am Nganasan', m;m~ niaam isiu;;»n 'I was 
Nganasan'. 

Tables 16.7 and 16.8 show the morphonemic composition of suffixes for 
the above-listed grammatical categories, the structure of the paradigmatic 
forms, and an example of nominal declension. There are also special shorter 

Table 16.7 Nominal personal endings 

Predicative Possessive 
Pxi Px3 Px4 Px2 
sN sA dpNGA Other cases, adverbials 

si M Md Md Nd Nd 
s2 J] Rd MTd Td NTd 
s3 0 TV MTU TU NTU 

di MIC MIC MI C NIC NIC 

d2 RIC RIC MTIc TIc NTIe 

d3 KdJ TIc MTIc TIc NTIc 

pi MU? MU? MU? NU? NU? 
p2 RU? RU? MTU? TU? NTU? 
p3 ? TUJ] MTUJ] TUJ] NTUJ] 

Nd 

MU? 

niaam niaam 
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forms of local case suffixes which are used mainly in adverbials (local and 
temporal adverbs, postpositions, adverbial pronouns): lative _c, locative -NU, 
elative -T~. 

The combinability of categorical meanings is partly restricted. The dual 
paradigm lacks local cases, these meanings being rendered by constructions 
with the dual genitive and corresponding case forms of the postposition na-: 
kuhugi na 'to two skins', kuhugi nanu 'in/with two skins', etc.). There are no 
possessive forms of the comitative case. The predicative forms have no case 
or possessive inflection. Further restrictions are found primarily in special 
categories of nominal words (pronouns, adverbials). 

Some descriptions of Nganasan also reckon with a category of (pre)-
destinativeness: kuhuO;;mt;] 'skin for me', etc. (cf. Terescenko 1979:102-7). It 
seems, however, more appropriate to treat the so-called (pre)destinative forms 
as possessive forms of substantives that have been built with the clitic -T~, 

which shifts the temporal reference to the future: kuhuo;] 'what is going to be 
a skin, future skin'; cf. the clitic _DJ~~ with the opposite temporal reference: 
kuhutP;);} 'what used to be a skin, former skin'. 

Adjectives 
The semantic difference between substantives and adjectives is supported 
derivationally (most adjectives contain special adjectival suffixes, e.g. -K~~ 

and -ceIcKUo in qualitative, and -~ or _~DJ~ in relative words), but from 
syntactic and inflectional viewpoints they are identical. Like adjectives, 
substantives can be used attributively and then have a defective case paradigm 
with only three cases (see Syntax, p. 511), while in non-attributive position 
adjectives undergo complete substantivization and have all nominal inflec-
tional forms. 

A small group of qualitative adjectives has formally distinct attributive-
positive, attributive-comparative and predicative forms: tan;]g;];] 'wide' : 
tandutF;] 'wider (attrib)' and tandUa 'is wide', b;]Piiku 'short' : bimtF;] 
'shorter (attrib)' : bim 'is short'. The singular prolative and plural genitive 
case forms of qualitative adjectives are used as qualitative adverbs, e.g. 
tant;]g;];;mt;Jnu, tant;]g;]i? 'widely'. 

Numerals 
Primary cardinal numerals and corresponding ordinal numerals and numeral 
adverbs (answering the question 'how many times?') are listed in Table 16.9 
(see p. 500). Other numerals are compounds, formed without any connecting 
elements additively (bii? siiti '12'), multiplicatively (siiti bii? '20'), or 
multiplicatively and additively (siiti bii? siiti '22'). 

Pronouns 
Personal pronouns and related pronominal forms (Table 16.10, p. 500) have 
many formal peculiarities. Basic personal pronouns actually have no 

-K~~ 

-K~~ 
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inflection: their nominatives, genitives, and accusatives formally coincide, 
and the roles of their local cases are played by the corresponding possessive 
case forms of the postposition na- (used also to supply surrogate case forms 
in the dual of nominal inflection). 

Table 16.9 Numerals 

Number Cardinal numeral Ordinal numeral Numeral adverb I 

1 IJu?gi? - IJu?gj niergolti"g, niergbtgg IJu?gou? 
2 siiti siioimti( g) siioi? 
3 nagiir naggmtu(g) nakiirii? 
4 tietg tietgmti"( g) tieti? 
5 sgIJhgliaIJkg sgmb;}mti"( g ) sgIJhgliaIJgi? 
6 mgtii? mgtgmt1(g) m;}tii&ii? 
7 siajb;} siajb;}mti"(;} ) siajbi? 
8 siitiogtg sJitio;}tgmt1( g) siitiogti? 
9 IJamiatiiim;} IJamiati iim;}mt1(g) IJamiatiiimi? 

10 bii? biimti(g) biioi? 
100 diir di ir;}mti"( g ) diiri? 

Note: Identical to the pG of cardinal numerals. 

When combined with clitics (and such combinations are used very 
frequently), basic personal pronouns are replaced with bound pronominal 
stems: MIN for sdp1, TIN for sdp2, and SI? for sdp3. These stems are then 
followed by a clitic (in Table 16.10 exemplified by RA]AO 'only') and Px2 
(cf. Table 16.7). 

The indeclinable personal emphatic pronouns ('myself etc.) contain the 
bound stem yon;r and Px2. Both structurally and syntactically they are 
similar to personal forms of nominal adverbials. 

In other categories, nominal pronouns are usually inflected like ordinary 
nouns (and distinguish all inflectional categories). These categories also 
include pronouns that are formally and functionally similar to adjectives, 
numerals, and adverbs. 

Demonstrative pronouns distinguish deixis of proximate object (;]I11ti~ ;]111-

'this', ;]I11;}rii;} 'this one', ;]111;} 'here [lative]" ;]I11ni" 'here [locative]" ;]I11k;}t;} 

'from here', ;]I11ZaJii 'like this, such', ;]I11i?f'a 'like this, so', etc.), deixis of 
distant object (tak;};} 'that', taanii;} 'that one', tab;} - taba?a 'there [lative]" 
tamnu 'there [locative]" tabk;}t;} 'from there', etc.), and anaphoric (t;}ti 'this/ 
that, it', t;mii;} 'this/that one', t;md;} and t;mii 'there [lative]', t;mi" and t;miini 

'there [locative]" t;}g;}t;} and t;miio;} 'from there', t;}raJii 'such', t;mii?iia 'so', 
etc.). 

Interrogative pronouns include maa and maayuna 'what', siti" and si1i"yuna 

to 

;]I11k;}t;} 
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Table 16.10 Personal pronouns and related pronominal forms 

N,G,A Lative Locative Elative Prolative Personal Personal 
pronouns + emphatic 
cUtic pronouns 
('only') 

sI m;}n;} nan;} nanun;} nag;}t;}n;} nam;}nun;} rriiljian;} l)on;}n;} 
s2 t;}n;} nant;} nanunt;} nag;}t;}t;} nam;}nunt;} tlljiat;} l)on;}nt;} 
s3 slti nantu nanuntu nag;}t;}tu nam;}nuntu siljiatl l)on;}ntu 

dI mi nani nanuni nag;}t;}ni nam;}nuni mlljiani l)on;}ni 
d2 ti nandi nanunti nag;}t;}ndi nam;}nundi tnjiati l)on;}nti 
d3 si'ti nandi nanunti nag;}t;}ndi nam;}nundi slljiati l)on;}nti 

pI mil) nanu? nanunu? nag;}t;}nu? nam;}nunu? miljianl? l)on;}nu? 
p2 til) nandu? nanuntu? nag;}t;}ndu? nam;}nundu? tlljiati? l)on;}ntu? 
p3 Sltll) nandul) nanuntul) nag;}t;}ndul) nam;}nundul) siljiatll) l)on;}ntul) 

'who', ku;;, 'what (attrib)', kan;;, 'how many', kan;nntu(;;,) 'which (in order), 
das wievielte', kanu? 'how many times', kunii;;, 'what kind of, kund;;, and 
kunii 'where [lative]" kunu and kuniini 'where [locative]" kuniio;;, 'from 
where', kur;xlii 'what, what kind of, kuniiliia 'how', kaOg;;, 'when', maatfaa 
'why', etc. 

Negative pronouns (or rather emphatic interrogative pronouns, used in 
negative sentences) and indefinite pronouns are correlative with the interrog-
ative ones and incorporate clitics: maag;;'Piti;;, 'nothing, anything', kaOk;;,g;;,l-
iiti;;, 'never, whenever'; maagu;;" maati;;" maati;;,ku;;, 'something', kaok;;,gu;;" 
kaOg;;,ti;;" kaOg;;,ti ;;,ku;;, 'somewhere', etc. 

Determinative pronouns include b;;Jfls;;, 'whole, all' (dN b;;Jfls;;,g;;,j 'both', 
pN b;;Jfltf;;,? 'all'), oamiaj 'another', oamiatfum 'the other', huns;;,;;, 'other', 
malams;;, 'whatever, different', etc. 

Adverbs and Syntactic Words (Adverbials) 
The vast and heterogeneous class of adverbials comprises, from the syntactic 
viewpoint, adverbs proper (with the semantic subgroups of local, temporal, 
qualitative, modal, gradational adverbs, etc.), postpositions, and conjunctions. 
From a morphological viewpoint it is possible to single out the subclass of 
inflected nominal adverbials, which have personal and, to an extent, case 
forms as well. This subclass includes not only local and temporal adverbs and 
postpositions (cf. OiP;;Jfli" 'below', Oili ;;,0;;' 'from below', hUaa OiP;;Jfli" 'under 
the tree', hUaa OiP ;;,0;;, 'from under the tree', OiP ;;Jfli"n;;, 'under me', OiP ;;Jfli"nti" 
'under himlher', etc.), but also such words as brut:1- 'simply, just so', On:1-
'still', oon;;,;;,o;;, 'once again', etc.: On;;Jfl;;' '1 still', OiI;;,ti" '(s)he still'. The 
morphological subclass of indeclinable adverbials is the more numerous, 
however. 

p3 
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Verbs 

Conjugation Type, Person, and Number 
There are five conjugation types (voices) in Nganasan with five partly 
different sets of finite personal endings: (1) subjective, (2-3-4) objective with 
singular, dual, and plural object, and (5) objectless (or reflexive). Transitive 
verbs are conjugated in all five types: according to three objective types (if 
their object in the corresponding number is definite), to subjective type (if 
their object is indefinite and in some other situations), and to objectless type 
(if they render reflexive meaning). Intransitive verbs are divided into those 
conjugated according to objectless or, alternatively, subjective types (reflex-
ive, reciprocal, passive, many inchoative and finitive verbs) and those 
conjugated only according to subjective type. 

Verbal personal endings (Table 16.11) distinguish three persons and three 
numbers of the subject. In the subjective type they are similar to the nominal 
predicative paradigm, and in the objective types they resemble the possessive 
endings of nouns. The personal endings used in the imperative are partly 
different from the endings in other moods. Mood and tense suffixes that directly 
precede the endings of the objective-plural and objectless types undergo 
changes similar to thosefound in S3 as compared with S 1 (see pp. 494-5). 

Table 16.11 Verbal personal endings (Vx) 

Subjective Objective conjugation 
conjugation with singular with dual 

object object 

sl M M;:) K;:)I-J-N;:) 
s2 l) R;:) K;:)I-J-T;:) 

s3 0 TU K;:)I-J-TU 
dl MIC MIC K;:)I-J-NIC 

d2 RIC RIC K;:)I-J-TIc 

d3 K;:)J TIC K;:)I-J-TIc 

pI MV? MV? K;:)I-J-NV? 
p2 RV? RV? K;:)I-J-TV? 
p3 ? TUl) K;:)I-J-TUl) 

Imp pres sl T;:)M M;:) K;:)I-J-N;:) 
Imppress2 ?1 T;:)4 K;:)I-J-N;:)2 

Impfut s2 K;:)l) orK;:)2 K;:)cT;:)2 K;:)I-J-T;:) 

Note: 
I Joined directly to the second stem of the verb - S2. 
2 Joined directly to the first stem of the verb -S 1. 
3 Joined directly to the third stem of the verb - S3. 

Objectless 
with plural conjugation 
object 

J-N;:) N;:) 
J-T;:) l) 
J-TU ? orT;:)C 
J-NIC NIC 

J-TIc NTIe 

J-TIc NTIe 

J-NV? NV? 
J-TV? NTV? 
J-TUl) NT;:)? 

J-N;:) N;:) 
J-N;:)3 TIl)' 
J-T;:) KIl)2 

4 Joined directly to the verbal stem: usually to sl, but in some verbs with consonantal SI- to 
S20rS3. 

In other forms Vx are joined after mood and tense suffixes: see Table 16.12. 
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Aspect 
The aspectual distinction between perfective and imperfective verbs is 
displayed formally in the indicative present, where perfective verbs take only 
the suffixes of the present perfect (and render the corresponding meaning), 
and where imperfective verbs take only the suffixes of the present continuous. 
In other verbal forms the [+1- perfective] distinction remains on the semantic 
level (this is easily rendered in Russian, but not in English translations). From 
many verbal roots both perfective and imperfective stems are derived (cf. 
from k;m~ 'catches': k;mi?;m;J 'I have caught [pres perf]' and k;mii&itiim 
'I am catching [pres cont]'. There are also rare examples of biaspectual stems 
(hUaOku- : hUaoka?am 'I got drunk' and hUaokutum 'I am drunk'). 

Mood and Tense 
The system of moods includes indicative, imperative, interrogative (used in 
interrogative sentences and in relative clauses), inferential (or latentive, used 
for reporting events which the speaker did not witness directly), renarrative 
(mood of reported speech), irrealis (used to denote imaginary results of 
unfulfilled conditions), optative (used to denote desirable, but hypothetical 
events), admissive-cohortive (with several functions, including those of 
expressing gnomic constatation [with neutral intonation], doubt [with inter-
rogative intonation], and polite recommendation [with exclamatory intona-
tion]), debitive (or obligative, used to denote a future action which is 
considered proper), abessive (not-yet-accomplished action), prohibitive 
(warning against an action); this list is not exhaustive. 

Tenses are distinguished in three moods: 

• in the indicative (present, with the complementarily distributed sub-
categorical meanings of present perfect and present continuous: see 
above; past, past perfect, future, and future-in-the-past - this last denotes 
an action that was supposed to be done); 

• in the imperative (present and future, with the meanings of, correspond-
ingly, immediate and remote future); 

• in the interrogative (present, past, future). 

Suffixes and selected forms of verbal inflection are given in Table 16.12. 

Non-finite Forms 
The main non-finite verbal forms are indicated in Table 16.12 (with 
translations and in some cases with the constructions in which they are used); 
the terms used and especially the distinctions made between verbal nouns and 
verbal adverbs are conventional and provisional. Like other nominals, most 
non-finite verbal forms take possessive suffixes with reference, in this case, 
to the subject of the verbal action. Verbal nouns also take case suffixes, and 
participles take number and case suffixes. 

The connegative form is used in analytic constructions with the negative 

'catches': 
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Table 16.12 Verbal inflection: deep structure of forms and selected fragments 
of paradigms (kotu- [S2 kooo-, S3 kofu- ] 'to kill; (in objectless conjugati~n) to 
ruin oneself', kooot;)- 'to be [in the process of) killing, ruining oneself', n'i-
auxiliary negative verb) 

1 2 3 4 5 

Indicative present perfect 
S3-?;J-Vx and S3-?I-VXl 
sl kolia?am kolia?am;) kolia?abini;) kolia?iui;) kolia?in;) 
s2 kolia?al) kolia?ar;) kolia?abiti ;) kolia?il) 
s3 kolia?a kolia?atu kolia?itiu kolia?ili;) -

kolia?i? 

dl kolia?ami  kolia?ami kolia?ak;)iuii kolia?inii kolia?ini 
d2 kolia?ari  kolia?ari kolia?ak;)itii kolia?indi 
d3 kolia?ag;)j kolia?alii kolia?indi 

pi kolia?amu? kolia?amu? kolia?ak;)iuiu? kolia?iuiu? kolia?inu? 
p2 kolia?aru? kolia?aru? kolia?itiu? kolia?indu? 
p3 kolia?a? kolia?aliul) kolia?ak;)itiul) kolia?ind;)? 

Indicative present continuous 
SI~NTU-Vx and SI~NTAI-VXl 

sl koliut;)ndum koliut;)tum;) koliut;)tug;)ini;) koliut;)ndaui;) koliut;)tan;) 
niindYm niint"im;) niint"ig;)iui;) uiindYui;) uiintYn;) 

s2 koliut;)ndul) koliut;)tur;) koliut;)tug;)iti ;) koliut;)ndal) 
uiindYI) uiintYr;) niintYg;)iti ;) niindYI) 

s3 koliut;)tu koliut;)tuliu koliut;)tug;)itiu koliut;)ndatiu koliut;)tali;) -
koliut;)nda? 

uiintY uiintYliY uiintYg;)itii uiindYtii uiintYli;) - niind"i? 

dl koliut;)tumi koliut;)tumi koliut;)tug;)iuii koliut;)ndauii koliut;)tani 
uiintYmi uiintYmi uiint"ig;)iuii uiindYuii uiintYni 

d2 koliut;)turi koliut;)turi koliut;)ndati 
uiintYri uiintYri uiindY~i uiindYti 

d3 koliut;)tug;)j koliut;)tulii koliut;)tug;)itii koliut;)ndati 
uiintYg;)j niintYlii uiintYg;)itii uiindYtii uiindYti 

pJ koliut;)tumu? koliut;)tumu? koliut;)tug;)iuiu? koliut;)ndauiu? koliut;)tanu? 
uiintYrnY? uiintYm"i? uiintYg;)iuii? uiindYnii? uiintYnY? 

p3 koliut;)turu?  koliut;)turu? koliut;)ndatu? 
uiintYr"i? uiintYrY? uiintYg;)itii? uiindYti? 

p3 koliut;)ndu? koliut;)tuliul) koliut;)ndatiul) koliut;)ndat;)? 
uiind"i? uiintYliYI) uiintYg;)i~il) uiindYt;)? 

Indicative past 
Sl-SU;J-Vx and SI-s'UU-VXl.2 
sl kotudiu;)m kotudiu;)m;) kotudiu;)g;)ini;) kotudiiiiiui;) kotudiUUn;) 

niisY;)m uiisY;)m;) uiisY;)g;)iui;) uiisiiiui;) niisiiin;) 

Indicative past perfect 
S l-SU;J-IY :J;J-Vx and S l-SU:J-IY :JI_VXl 
sl kotudiU;)di;);)m kotudiU;)di;);)m;) kotudiu;)di;);)g;)iui;) kotudiu;)di;)iui;) kotudiU;)di;)in;) 

uiisY;)di;);)m uiisY;)di;);)m;) uiisY;)di;);)g;)iui;) uiisl;)di;)iui;) uiisY;)di;)in;) 

koliut;)tug;)iuiu? 

koliut;)tug;)iuiu? 

koliut;)tug;)iuiu? 
uiindYti? 

uiindYti? 

koliut;)ndati 
uiindYti 
koliut;)ndati 

uiindYui;) 

koliut;)tug;)iuii 
uiint"ig;)iuii 

kolia?itiu 

kolia?inii 
kolia?inii 

kolia?itiu? 

kolia?ak;)itii 

kolia?ak;)iuiu? 

kolia?ak;)iuiu? 

koliut;)tuliul) 

koliut;)ndaui;) 

SI~NTAI-VXl SI~NTU-Vx 

conjugati~n) 
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Table 16.12 (Continued) 

2 3 4 5 

Indicative future 
Sl '-?SUT;J-Vx and Sl '-?SJOT/-Vxl ,2 

sl kOOu?suO;lm koOu?sut;lm;l koOu ?sut;lg;lini;l koou?sitioini;l - koou?siiitin;l -
koou?siiiOiini;l koou?siiitiin;l 

niisi'O;lm niisi'O;lm::l niisi'O;lbini;l niisiioini;l niisiioin;l 

Indicative Juture-in-the-past 
Sl '-?SUT;J-IY;};J-VX and Sl '-?SUT;}-IY ;}I- Vx 1 

si koOU?sut;lcti;l;l-
cti;l;lm cti;l;lm;l g;lini;l cti;lini;l di;lin;l 
niisi'O;lcti;l;lm niisi'O;ldi::l;lm;l niisi'O;ldi::l;lg;lini;l niiSi'O;lcti;lini;l niisi'O;ldi;lin;l 

Imperative present 
sl/dl/pl: SI-KUo-Vx 
d2/p23: Sl-{]U-Vx and SI-{]A/-Vx 1 

s3/d3/p3: Sl-{];J;J-Vx and Sl-{];}I-Vx 1 

si kotuguli;lm kotugum;l kotuguk;lini;l kOtUgUni;l kotugun;l 
niikuli;lm niikum;l niikug;lini;l niikuni;l niikun;l 

s2 koliu? kotuli;l kOtUg;lini;l koliani;l kotuliil) 
nii? niint;l niibini;l niini;l niiliil) 

s3 kOtUI);l;l kOtUI);l;lliu kOtUI);l;lg;litiii kOtUI);liVii kOtUI);li? -
kOtUI);lili;l 

niil);l;l niil);l;llii' niil);l;lg;liVi niil);liVi niil);li? - niil);lili;l 

di kotugumi  kotugumi kotuguk;linii kotugunii kotuguni 
niikumi niikumi niikug;linii niikunii niikuni 

d2 kotul)uri kotul)uri kotul)ubitii kotul)aVi kotul)andi 
niil)i'ri niil)i'ri niil)i'g;litii niil)i'Vi niil)i'nti 

d3 kotUI);l;lg;lj kOtUI);l;llii kotUI);l;lg;liVi kotUI);litii kotUI);linti 
niil);l;lg;lj niil);l;llii niil);l;lg;liVi niil);liVi niil);linti 

pi kotugumu? kotugumu? kotuguk;liniii? kotuguniii? kotugunu? 
niikumi? niikumi'? niikug;linii? niikunii? niikuni'? 

p2 kotul)uru? kotul)uru? kotul)ubiVii? kotul)aVii? kotul)andu? 
niil)i'ri'? niil)i'ri'? niil)i'g;litii? niil)i'Vi? niil)i'nti'? 

p3 kotul);l;l? kotul);l;lliul) kotUI);l;lg;litiiil) kotUI);litiiil) kotul);lint;l ? 
niil);l;l? niil);l;llii'1) niil);l;lg;liVil) niil);liVil) niil)::lint::l? 

ImperativeJuture (excepting S24) 
Sl-KUo;}-Vx and Sl-KOoOo-Vxl , 2 

si kotugu;lm kotuku;lm;l kotUgU;lg;lini;l kotugiiiini;l kotugiiiin::l 
niiku::lm niiku;lm;l niiku;lg;lini;l niikiiiini;l niikiiiin;l 

s2 kotUg;l(I)) kotUg::lt;l kotUgU;lg;lit-i;l kotugiiiiti;l kotugil) 
niig;l(I)) niig::lt;l niiku;lg;liti;l niikiiiiti;l niigil) 

Interrogative present 
Sl-{]U-Vx and Sl-{]A/-Vx 1 

si kotul)um kotUI)Um;l kotul)ubini;l kotUl)ani;l kotul)an;l 
niil)i'm niil)i'm;l niil)i'g;lini;l niil)i'ni;l niil)i'n;l 

kOtUI);l;lliu kOtUI);l;lliu kOtUI);l;lliu kOtUI);l;lliu 

2 
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Table 16.12 (Continued) 

2 

Interrogative past 
Sl-HU-Vx and Sl-HAJ-Vx1 

sl kotubum kotubum;! 
niibim 

Interrogative future 
S l'-NT;J-lJU-Vx and Sl'-NT;J-l]A,-Vx 1 

sl kol\ut;!l)um kol\ut;!l)um;! 

Inferential 
Sl-HATU-Vx and Sl-HATA,-Vx 1 

sl kotubal\um kotubatum;! 

Renarrative 
Sl-HAMHU-Vx and Sl-HAMHA,-Vx l 

sl kotubambum kotubal)hum;! 

Irreali5 

3 

kotubuk;!ini;! 
niihig;!ini;! 

kol\ut;!l)ug;!ini;! 
niint;!l)i"bini;! 

kotubatug;!ini;! 
niihia1\ibini;! 

kotubal)hug;!ini ;! 
niibiahibini;! 

Sl-HA,AoT;J;J-Vx and Sl-HA,AoT;JI-Vx1• 2 

4 

kotubani;! 
niibini;! 

kol\ut;!l)ani;! 
niint;!l)ini;! 

kotuba1\ani;! 
niihia1\ini;! 

kotubambani;! 
niibiahini;! 

s1 kotubaal\;!;!m kotubaa1\;!;!m;! kotubaal\;!;!g;!ini;! kotubaal\;!ini;! 
niihia1\;!;!m ni ihia1\;!;!m;! niihial\;!;!g;!ini;! niihia1\;!ini;! 

Optative 
Sl-HA,Ao-Vx and Sl-HA/-Vxl. 2 

51 kotubaam kotubaam;! kotubaag;!ini;! kotubaini;! 
niihiam niihiam;! niihiag;!ini;! niihiini;! 

Admi55ivelcohortative 
Sl'JK;J;J-Vx and Sl'JK;JI-Vxl 

51 kol\ub;!m kol\uk;!;!m;! ko1\ub;!g;!ini;! kol\uk;!ini;! 
niil)b;!m niil)k;!;!m;! niil)b;!g;!ini;! niil)bini;! 

Debitive 
Sl'-BSUT;}-Vx and Sl'-BYUTl-Vx1• 2 

51 ko1\upsu1\;!m ko1\upsut;!m;! ko1\upsut;!g;!ini;! ko1\upsiii1\ini;! -
ko1\upsiii1\iini;! 

njipsi1\;!m niipsi1\;!m;! niipsil\;!k;!ini;! niipsjil\inj;! 

Abes5ive5 

Sl-M;JTUMA,lAo -Vx and Sl-M;JTUMA,lI-VxL 2 

51 kotum;!tuma?am kotum;!tuma- kotum;!tuma?a- kotum;!tuma-
tam;! g;!inj;! ?ini;! 

Prohibitive 
sl-Ll-Vx 
51 kotullm kotulim;! kotullk;!ini;! kotullni;! 

niilim niillm;! niiJ'ig;!ini;! niillni;! 

5 

kotuban;! 
niihin;! 

kol\ut;!1) an;! 
niint;!l)in;! 

kotubatan;! 
niihia1\in;! 

kotubal)han;! 
niibiahin;! 

kotubaa1\;!in;! 
niihia1\;!in;! 

kotubain;! 
niihiin;! 

ko1\ubin;! 
niil)k;!in;! 

ko1\upsjiitin;! -
ko1\upsiiitiin;! 
niipsii1\in;! 

kotum;!tuma?in;! 

kotulin;! 
njilln;! 

2 

niibini;! 

niint;!l)ini;! niint;!l)in;! 

niint;!l)ini;! niint;!l)in;! 

niint;!l)ini;! niint;!l)in;! 



Table 16.12 (Continued) 

Nonjinite fonns: 

Imperfective verbal noun 
SI-MUN(-Cx) (-Px) 

sG 
sLat 
sEfa + sf 

kotumu 
kotumun;}hir;} 'worth killing' 
hiiinsi";Jm kotumund;} 'I was afraid to kill' 
kotumugg;n;Jn;} 'so that 1 do not kill', etc. 

Perfective verbal noun 
S3-?MUd(-CX) (-Px) or SI'-?MUd(-CX) (-Px) 

kooa?mu;} - koou?mu;} 
sLoc + sl kooa?mu;Jnt;Jnun;} 'where 1 killed', etc. 

Preterite verbal noun 
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SI'-NTU(-Cx) (-Px); the most commonly used form is sLat without or with Px 

sLat 
sLat + sl 

kooutu 
koOutund;} 'when killed' 
kooutund;Jn;} 'when I killed', etc. 

Supine 
SI-NAKd(-Px2) 

kotunak;} 
s3 kotunag;nu 'in order that he killed', etc. 

Present participle 
SI'-NTUd(-NCx) (-Px) 

koOutu;} 'which has killed - which has been killed' 

Preterite participle 
SI-SUd-.D'dd(-NCx) (-Px) 

kotucFu;}(P;};} 'which killed - which was killed' 

Future participle 
SI'-?sUTd(-NCx) (-Px) 

koou?sut;} 'which will kill- which will be killed' 

Future-in-the-past participle 
SI'-?SUTd-DJdd(-NCx) (-Px) 

koou?sut~;};} 'which was to kill- which was to be killed' 

Abessive participle 
SI-MdTUMA]?Ao(-NCx) (-Px) 

kotum;}tuma?a 'which has not killed - which has not been killed' 

Preterite abessive participle 
SI-MdTUMA]?Ao-DJdd(-NCx) (-Px) 

kotum;numa?dj ;};} 'which did not kill- which was not killed' 

Passive participle 
SI-Mdd(-NCx) (-Px) 

kotum;};} 'killed' 

Preterite passive participle 
SI-Mdd-DJ dd(-NCx) (-Px) 

kotum;};Jdi;};} 'which was killed' 

Verbal adverb 
SI-SA] 

kotudja 'having killed', niisi" kotucFa 'having not killed' 

Verbal adverb of immediate precedence 
SI-KAJ-SAj • 

kotuga~a 'having just killed' 

kotum;}tuma?a 

'having 
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Table 16.12 (Continued) 

Conditional-temporal verbal adverb 
SI-HUl(-Px4) 

kotubii? '(if - when) to kill', 'if - when I kill', etc 

Preterite temporal verbal adverb 
SI-HO?-d(-Cx) (-Px) 

'when killed', 'when I killed', etc. 

Future conditional verbal adverb: 
SI-HO?-NO-Px2 

Connegative 
S2-1 

kotubiiniin~ 'if I will kill', etc. 

koOul 

Key: 1-5 = conjugation types (subjective, objective with singular/dual/plural object, object-
less); S 1-3 = variants of stems; capital letters = morphonemes, see Morphophonology, p. 489; 
Vx = verbal personal endings (Table 16.11); Px (Pxl, Px2, Px4) = nominal personal 
(possessive) endings (Table 16.7); Cx and NCx = nominal case and nominal number + case 
suffixes (Table 16.8). 
Notes: 
1 Among two patterns the first is used in 1-3, and the second in 4 and 5. 
2 From the viewpoint of morpho phonology it is possible to treat -SJOd- as -SUI-, -lSJOTI- as 
-lSUTI- -KOoOo- as -KUd-, -HAJAoTd(l)- as -HAJdTd(/)-, -HAJAO- as -HAJd-, -BSJOTI- as 
-BSUTI-, -MdTUMAIAo- as -MdTUMAJld-. 
3 For the form of imperative present s2 see Table 16.11. 
4 For the form of imperative future s2 see Table 16.11. 
5 Negative forms of this mood are hardly used. 

verb nii- (for paradigmatic forms see Table 16.12) and semantically related 
auxiliaries, which are also used to render emphatic affirmative meanings: 
niisi'd kUdf '(s)he did not die' (cf. kuddiu:J '(s)he died'), kasadiu:J kU:Jf '(s)he 
almost died', kU:Jfniili' '(s)he must die' (with negative verb in the prohibitive), 
IJu:Jlr kUdf 'how can it be that (s)he will not die = (s)he will certainly die'. 

Derivation 

Clities 
Typical of Nganasan are the elities with meanings which in other languages 
are usually expressed by particles or by attributes. Normally, Nganasan clitics 
are attached to S 1 of both nouns and verbs, and occupy the position between 
stems and inflectional elements; they thus stand on the borderline between 
word-compounding and derivation. The most common universal (nominal 
and verbal) clitics are as follows: 

-RA1AO 'only, still': koli~ri'a-f 'only fishes', i-Pia-dia 'only/still being' (from 
ij- 'to be'); 

fishes', 

kotubiiniin~ 

kotubiiniin~ kotubiiniin~ 

kotubiiniin~ kotubiiniin~ 

kotubiiniin~ kotubiiniin~ 
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-BTA 'or': kuxFiimu nf-bfa 'man or woman', basu-bta-bulJ nii-bfa-bii] 'are 
you hunting or not?'; 

-KgUITIg 'even': tJiint~g;;,Pi#~m;;, 'even my archer's bow', niisf lJ;]ffllu-
g;;,Pi# ~? 'even being not eaten'; 

-IJALg 'also': kurxFi-lJal;;, 'any' (from kurxFi 'what kind of'), dior~lJal~tu 
hitJii-Jjal~tf 'both cries and laughs'; 

-KOo cMUo 'but': taagiimii 'but the reindeer', niigiimiintf tu? 'but (s)he has 
not come'; 

-TIg 'at least': b;;,(fa-# ~biiniin;;, 'if even/at least I will grow'; 
-KUog (with emphatic oppositive meaning): hir;;,g;;,;;,gii;;, 'as for the high one' 

or 'high (s)he really is, but ... '. 

Several other clitics occur mainly or exclusively with nominals: -Tg (with 
reference to a future state), _DIgg (with reference to a former state), -RgKU 
(similative), -DIUoM (selective). 

Denominal Derivation 
The following patterns of derivation and their suffixes are especially 
productive (some of them use as their bases of derivation almost any nominal, 
including even participles and other non-finite verbal forms, i.e. approach 100 
per cent productivity): 

diminutives (S2-A?KUo with the final vowel(s) of S2 truncated, in certain 
cases also Sl'-KUo and S2-AIJKU with truncation): kubalku 'little skin' 
(from kuhu), niilffa?ku 'the little living' (from the participle niilrtf;;,); 

augmentatives (S3-RBA]?g or -?g after various stem modifications): kubar-
ba?a 'big skin', niili"ta?a 'the big living'; 

denominal adjectives (S3-?BALg) with the meaning 'abundant in X' (where 
'X' is the base of derivation): kuba?bal;;, 'abundant in skins'; 

de substantival locative adjectives, correlative with locatives singular 
(Sl'-NTgg) and plural (Sl'-NTIc<l): korult;;,;;, 'which is in the house', 
korulti?;;, 'which is in the houses'; 

denominal verbs with the basic meaning 'to acquire X' (S3-S-): si"rajku;;, 
kuba?-' gets white skin, becomes white-skinned'; 

denominal verbs with the basic meaning 'to have X' (S3-?Tg-): k;J1ldiilt~ 

'goes by sledge' (from bnt;;, 'sledge'); 
denominal verbs with the basic meaning 'to become X' (S3-M-): anikalim-

'increases [intr]' (from anika?a 'big'); 
denominal verbs with the basic meaning 'to make X out of something' 

(S3-MTU-): anikalimtii- 'increases [tr]'; 
denominal verbs with the basic meaning 'to lose X' (Sl-KAcUI-M-): 

kuhugaPim-'loses one's skin'. 

hunting hunting 

taagiimii 
lJ;]ffllu-

even/at 

anikalim-
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Deverbal Nouns 
At least four deverbal substantives can be derived from practically any verbal 
stem (except for some types of derived deverbal stems): nomen agentis 
(S2-?SJI), nomen amatoris (Sl-KUTg), nomen instrumenti (Sl'-BSAN), 
nomen loci (Sl-RgMU). Examples: basu?sii 'hunter', basugut~ 'hunt-lover, 
fond of hunting', basupsa 'means/tools for hunting', basur;;mtu 'hunting 
area'. The productivity of other deverbal nominal suffixes (-Tg for nomina 
actionis, -HUg for adjectives) is restricted. 

Intransitive and Transitive, Passive, Causative Verbs 
In primary verbal stems the (in)transitivity remains unmarked, but in derived 
verbs the stem-forming suffixes often render, along with other lexical and 
grammatical meanings, the meaning of (in)transitivity. There are also regular 
patterns by which transitive verbs are derived from intransitive ones (with the 
suffix -BTU-: n~nsu-'stops [intr]', n;msupti~ 'stops [tr]') and of deriving 
intransitive, especially stative, verbs from transitive ones, e.g. t~l;r 'closes [tr]', t~ljtic- 'is (in a) closed (state)" b~tu-'grows [tr]', b~uac_ 'grows [intr]'. 

Passive verbs are regularly derived from transitive bases (SI-RU-). They 
are perfective or imperfective (depending on the aspect of their bases) and are 
usually conjugated according to the subjectless type: yuam~ yanasandi? 
diarbbtalurunda? 'people are knocking at my door', literally 'my-door 
to-people is-knocked-at'. The high textual frequency of passive forms and 
constructions in Nganasan is determined by the stylistic rule which seeks to 
preserve the same grammatical subject in a sequence of sentences that form 
a discourse. 

Causative verbs are regularly derived from both intransitive and transitive 
bases (Sl-RU-BTU-, so that causatives can formally be viewed as transitive 
derivatives of passive derivatives). They are perfective if their base is 
perfective, and biaspectual if their base is imperfective: r!ili~ri"pti~ btr 'has let 
him live', r!ili~ri"pti~ti"ti" 'lets him live'. 

Mode of Action (Aktionsart) 
The most productive modes of action and their suffixes are as follows: 

Iterative (imperfective verbs; Sl-Kg-): kotug;r'kills many times, repeat-
edly'; 

Habitual (imperfective verbs; Sl-MUMHAc-): kotumumba-'kills usually'; 
Durative (imperfective verbs, derived mainly from non-primary transitive 

bases; Sl-KUoJ-): koturubtuguj-'continuously causes someone to kill'; 
Non-perfective, denoting that an action remained unfinished or is only 

planned (imperfective verbs, derived from perfective bases; Sl'-NTg-): 
kOOut;r 'is in the process of killing, is trying to kill'; 

Inchoative (perfective verbs; SI'-?Kg-): ko8u?k;r 'starts killing'; 
Attenuative (derived from transitive bases; Sl'-BTU-): biar~pti"- 'opens a 

yanasandi? 

basur;;mtu 

biaspectual 
biaspectual 

killing'; 
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little' (from biar;r 'opens'); 
Muitisubjective, denoting a collective action (Sl'-?NAR-): biiiilnar- '(of 

many persons) leave; disperse' (from biiii- 'leaves, departs'). 

There are also two completely productive imperfective derivatives which can 
be viewed as modal modes of action: the volitive (SI-NANTU-) and the 
intentional (S2-?HAN- or S3-?HAN-), e.g. kotunantu- 'wants to kill', 
ko8ulhuan- - ko&llhuan- 'is going to kill'. 

Syntax 

Noun Phrase 
Within the noun phrase the attributes normally precede the head noun. 
Adjectives and participles (often with subordinate words of their own) can, 
however, be put into focus by placing them postpositively. 

Adjectives (including adjectival pronouns and participles) agree with their 
head nouns in number; adjectives and numerals agree with their head in case. 
The case agreement of attributes is complete in three cases (nominative, 
genitive, accusative), but if the head noun is in another case the attribute has 
the appropriate (singular or plural) form of the genitive: sN n:;>1Jh:;> taa 'bad 
reindeer', sG n;m,b:;> taa, pA n;m,b:;>j taaj, pG n;m,bultaal, sLat n;m,b:;> taat:;>, 
pLat n;m,bu1 taatil. 

The link between possessor and possessed is expressed by genitive 
constructions (with genitive only in preposition) or by attaching a possessive 
suffix to the possessed. 

Simple Sentence 
The dominating word order is SOY; other types of word orders are used for 
shifting the sentence focus, especially in emphatic speech. 

The case of the logical subject is nominative, or genitive (in constructions 
with most non-finite verbal forms), or lative (with passive and causative 
verbs, when the nominative is reserved for the logical object, i.e. the 
causator), or locative (in constructions with passive participles in -Mgg and 
-Mgg-DJgg). The case of the direct object in non-passive sentences is 
accusative, but nominative in special cases (e.g. when the verb is in the 
imperative or when the direct object is non-focal and typical for the 
corresponding verb); for many words, including personal pronouns, there is 
no formal distinction between nominative, genitive, and accusative singular. 

Within the verb complex the negative auxiliary verb normally precedes the 
main verb, which stands in the connegative form (but the negative auxiliary 
can be placed postpositively in emphatic affirmative constructions, see 
p. 508). In compound nominal and verbal predicates the conjugated auxiliary 
verb (usually ij- 'is') is placed postpositively. 

Due to the existence of the interrogative mood, interrogative sentences can 
be both syntactically and intonationally similar to narrative sentences. 
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Sentence Combining 
Co-ordination or subordination of sentences can be achieved both by 
parataxis and with conjunctions: tujhUao~;Jm (t~?), taani~ diaggu? 'I would 
have come, but my reindeers are absent (= I have no reindeers),; the 
adversative conjunction t~? belongs intonationally to the first part, and is 
optional. The most typical method of sentence combining consists, however, 
in transforming subordinate clauses into constructions with non-finite verbal 
forms; for examples see two such constructions in the last sentence of 
the text on p. 514. 

Lexicon 
It can be said that the entire structure of Nganasan is dominated by a strong 
preference for rhythmically canonic trochaic word forms, in which the 
boundaries between bisyllabic (bivocalic) rhythmic groups tend to coincide 
with morpheme boundaries. This tendency is due to the following factors: 

1  A prevalence of bisyllabic primary stems (= roots); in some cases such 
roots result from irregular lengthening of vowels in original monosyllabic 
roots (bii? 'ten' instead of bi?from Samoyedic *wtit) or from stem-final 
vocalic extensions (m;m~ 'I', t~n~ 'you' from Samoyedic *m::!n, *t::!n); 

2  A prevalence ofbisyllabic suffixes (or suffixal clusters) with derivational 
and non-syntactical inflectional meanings, as well as ofbisyllabic incorp-
orated clitics; there are instances of rhythmically motivated reduplication 
of suffixes and clitics (_CK~CK~_ instead of _cK~_ in inchoative verbs, 
-T~T~-instead of -T~-for expressing temporal reference to the future in 
nouns) and of suffixal synonomy (-~ or _~DJ~ in relative adjectives). 

This rhythmic preference is, on the other hand, also obviously related to the 
metrical requirements of the much-respected traditional versification system, 
and especially to the canonic metrical pattern of shamanistic incantations, 
which normally consisted of octosyllabic lines with four bisyllabic feet in 
each, with a caesura after the second foot and with no foot-medial word 
boundaries, cf.: m;m~ niim~ bio::! tagu / ;Jm~ dierioibinin~ / l~timiaku 
baarb;Jm~/ ganasanu? siiidiamind~/niaag~?niili?sro~g 'My name is Water 
Eagle / If I have guessed it / 0 my master Laptimyaku / until the expiration 
of humans / you wi11live well'. 

The paradigmatic and syntagmatic rules of Nganasan phonology are 
observed throughout the inherited vocabulary (with violations allowed in 
sound-imitative interjections) and, to a great extent, even in very recent 
borrowings from Russian. Cf. the phonetic adaptation in k~lku~s~ 'kolkhoz', 
s;J/)i~sb 'Soviet (Russian cOBeTcKHH')', m~tu~r~ 'motor( -boat)" etc. Note, 
however, that initial voiced consonants are preserved even in older Russian 
loans: g~r;xl~ 'town (Russian ropop;)', d~r;J/)atu- 'greets (Russian 
3p;0pOBaTbC5l)' . 

diaggu? diaggu? 

my 

diaggu? 

'motor( 

'motor( 'motor( 
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Several dozen Russian words were borrowed into Nganasan in the period 
from the beginning ofthe seventeenth century until the 1940s. Since then, the 
influx ofloans has greatly increased. 

Other foreign influences on the Nganasan lexicon have not been ade-
quately studied. Their sources are Dolgan (buluni ;) 'bastard', cf. Yakut 
buluninia); Tungusic (turkutan;) 'sledge for transporting goods', cf. Evenki 
turku; see Futaky (1983, 1990), Katzschmann (1986», Enets (ukucfarr 
'white-nosed loon', cf. Enets u)Qseri), Nenets (me1Jgia 'depression in ground 
with water', cf. Nenets mie1Jta), and possibly even Ket (biia 'wind', cf. Ket 
bei) as well as unknown substratum language(s). The extralinguistic evidence 
suggests that the layer of Enets loans (together with words borrowed into 
Enets from Nganasan) must be the most significant, but it is often difficult or 
even impossible to distinguish such loans from the (Northern) Samoyedic 
heritage which is common to both Enets and Nganasan. 

Nganasan Text 
Source: Fieldwork. 

A: morphophonemic transcription (stems are not transcribed morphophonem-
ically, but have an index showing their harmonic class); B: phonemic 
transcription; C: morpheme-by-morpheme gloss; D: close translation; E: freer 
translation. 

nidv = deverbal nomen instrumenti; vadv = verbal adverb; vadvcond = 
conditional/temporal verbal adverb; vidn = denominal intransitive verb; 
vnpret = preterite verbal noun; vtdn = denominal transitive verb. 

Al <Pes12-Mg 
Bl <Pesl-m::l 
Cl FATHER-sl 
Dl my father 

A2 djak::ll-K~}J 

B2 <Pak::l-g::lj 
C2TWIN-N 
D2 two twins 

I) a<P a I-KgJ-TU 
l)a<Pa-g::lj-tju 
YOUNGER.SISTER-N-s3 
two younger sisters 

W-SUg-KgJ 
i-sju::l-g::lj 
BE-pret-d3 
they two were 

sjitF 
sjiti 
TWO 
two 

ru2 

t::l2+ij I-SU g-KgJ 
t::l+i -SjU::l-g::lj 
THAT+BE-pret-d3 
they two were 

ru 
WOMEN 
women 

A31)amiajl 
B3 l)amiaj 
C30THER 
D3 one 

<Pak::ll manul=RiAI? ku::lI-SUg ijl-HAMHU 1) ami aj I 
I) ami aj 
OTHER 
the other 

<Pak::l manu=riai? kU::l-<Pu::l i-bahu 
TWIN EARLY=adv DIE-pret( -s3) BE-renarr( -s3) 
twin died early (so they say), 

<Pak::l-g::lj 
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diak;)l 
diak;) 
TWIN 
twin 

noku I=RAIAo=NU 
noku=raa=nu 
NEAR=ONL Y =loc.adv 
only recently 

A4 t;)2=NU=A1'lAo+W-SAI 
B4 t;)=nji=i7 i a+i-sia 

nii1i'2-SUg 
niil'i-dii;) 
LIVES-pret( -s3) 
was (still) alive 

C4 THAT=loc.adv=lat.adv+BE=vadv 
04 that being the case 

niim2-TU 
niim-ti 
NAME-s3 
her name 

diak;)I=OJgg 
diak;)=di;);) 
TWIN=FORMER 
(was) 'Former1Win' 

A5 kobtUaC1=MO-HU'l-g-TU 
B5 kobtUa=mti-bti'l-;)-tu 
C5 GIRL=vidn-vadvcond-pret-s3 
05 when she was a girl 

dies'i2-Ng 
dies'i-n;) 
FATHER-s1sG 
my father's 

k;)nt;)I_C 
bnd;) 
SLEOGE-sG 
sledge's 

tier;)2=OJgg 
tj er;)=dj;);) 
LOAO=FORMER 
former cargo 

mat1-U=S=BSAN-U='lTg-NTU+djaaC 

mab-u='l=sian-u='lt;)-tu+djaa 
TENT-S3=vtdn=nidv-S3-vtdn-vnpreH TO 
to (there being) a tent-festivity 

biu1-HO'l-TU 
btiti-bti-tti 
OEPART-vadvcond-s3 
when he left 

E1 As for my father, he had two younger sisters. E2 They were twins, two 
girls. E3 One of the twins died young, the other was still alive not long ago. 
E4 Therefore her name was Oiakadiaa ('former[ly a] twin'). E5 When she was 
a girl, she used to be taken in my father's sledge, when he was going to 
celebrate tent-festivities (,Festivities ofthe Pure Tent'). 
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17 Nenets 

Tapani Salminen 

The traditional territory of the Tundra Nenets language extends along a vast 
tundra zone from the Kanin Peninsula in the west to the Yenisei River delta 
and the Yenisei Bay in the east. The northern boundary is formed by the Arctic 
Ocean, Tundra Nenets being also spoken on several of its islands. In the south, 
the language boundary extends just beyond the tree line. In terms of present 
administrative units of the Russian Federation, the area thus defined includes: 
(1) the whole Nenets district, including the Kolguev and Vaigach Islands, and 
part of the Mezen' county in the Arkhangelsk Province; (2) parts of the four 
northernmost counties in the Komi Republic; (3) practically all of the Yamal, 
Nadym, and Taz counties, about half of the Ural county, and minor parts of 
the remaining three counties of the Yamal Nenets district in the Tyumen' 
Province; (4) most of the Ust' -Yeniseisk county of the Taimyr district in the 
Krasnoyarsk region. 

The dialects of Tundra Nenets exhibit relatively little diversity. There are 
no grave obstacles to mutual comprehension despite the geographical 
distance. This must be due to both the relatively recent occupation of much 
of the present territory and the great mobility typical of the nomadic way of 
life. Nevertheless, several phonological and lexical, and a few morphological 
isoglosses cross the language area. 

Three dialect groups may be recognized, viz. Western (to the west of the 
Pechora, with the subdivisions of Far Western on the Kanin Peninsula, and 
Mid Western in the Malaya Zemlya); Central (from the Pechora to the Ural, 
i.e. in the Bol'shaya Zemlya); and Eastern (on the Siberian side, with the 
subdivisions of Mid Eastern, including the Ob' area and the Yamal Peninsula, 
and Far Eastern, to the east of the Ob' Bay). Phonologically, the main 
bifurcation is between the Western dialect group, which exhibits several 
peculiar innovations, and the Central-Eastern cluster, which, though less 
innovative, possesses a couple of common sound changes. By contrast, the 
Urals tend to divide morphological and lexical variants, so that it is often 
justified to talk about specifically European v. Siberian features of Tundra 
Nenets. The actual isoglosses, however, vary from one case to another. Unless 
stated otherwise, the material presented in this chapter is in accordance with 
the Central dialects. 

The languages that historically border, and partly mingle in, the Tundra 
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Nenets country are Russian in the far west, Komi on most of the European 
side, Mansi to a limited extent in the Ural area, Khanty in the Ob' area, Forest 
Nenets in the Nadym and the Pur areas, Northern Se1kup along the Taz after 
the historically attested arrival of the Selkups there, and Forest Enets, Tundra 
Enets, Evenki, Ket, Yakut (Dolgans), and Nganasan in the east, ever since the 
gradual expansion of Tundra Nenets to the Yenisei area. Komi and Northern 
Khanty are the two languages that are known to have had the most extensive 
contacts with Tundra Nenets for a lengthy period, while Russian influence has 
now by far surpassed their effects on Tundra Nenets. 

The number of Tundra Nenets speakers has been growing throughout the 
historical era. Since the Tundra Nenets area has been mostly expanding until 
recently, both the growth of the national population and the absorption of 
members of other nations have contributed to an increase in the number of 
speakers. In recent decades, however, the number of speakers has remained 
fairly constant, because population growth is offset by linguistic assimilation. 
Currently, there are approx. 25,000 Tundra Nenets speakers. The official 
population figure for the Nenets people was 34,665 in the 1989 Soviet census, 
and the number of first language speakers among them was 26,730, i.e. 77 per 
cent, including approx. 2,000 Forest Nenets of whom maybe 1,500 spoke it as 
their first language. The average percentage of native language proficiency tells 
little of the real situation, as it varies enormously from one district to another. 

The above-defined traditional Tundra Nenets territory comprises areas 
that are known to have been inhabited by other peoples in the beginning 
of the historical era. Firstly, the areas west of the Yenisei were formerly 
populated by speakers of Yurats. By now, the Yurats appear to have 
completely adopted the Tundra Nenets language and identity, and the 
recordings of their original vernacular are meagre. Secondly, seventeenth-
century explorers reported that other, linguistically unrelated people had 
been living side by side with the Nenets in the westernmost areas of Kanin 
and Kolguev. Presumably, an extensive part of the modern Nenets area 
was inhabited by a more aboriginal population in not too remote 
prehistorical times. There is a Tundra Nenets word syixortya referring to 
the aborigines, vividly described in Nenets folklore, but there is no material 
evidence of their language or languages. 

In more recent times, Tundra Nenets settlers have continued to expand by 
inhabiting further areas lying beyond the traditional territory as defined 
above. The islands of Novaya Zemlya in the Arkhangelsk Province received 
their first inhabitants only in the nineteenth-century, when the Russian 
government brought in Nenets families in order to strengthen its claim to 
sovereignty over the islands. Some Nenets also followed the Izhma Komi who 
emigrated to the Kola Peninsula in Murmansk Province, though it is not 
known to what extent Nenets rather than Komi was used by them. In the east, 
the Tundra Nenets-speaking area now extends across the Bay of Yenisei to 
larger parts of the Taimyr district, where a process of Nenetsization, similar 
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to the completed absorption of Yurats, is underway among both groups of 
Enets. 

While continuously expanding in the east, the Tundra Nenets area has 
lately been receding on the European side. Not only is the Russian presence 
most influential there, but a number of Izhma Komi have also immigrated to 
Nenets areas, often taking a leading position in economic spheres; this has led 
to many communities shifting to the use of Komi. Because of nuclear 
experiments beginning in the 1950s, the inhabitants of Novaya Zemlya were 
resettled in urban settlements on the continent, which effectively led to the 
loss of native language command among the Nenets in question. The net 
result is that while some of the local dialects in the vicinity of Komi areas 
have already become extinct, many if not all forms of European Nenets must 
be regarded as moribund. In the 1989 census, only 2,875, or 45 per cent, of 
the 6,423 ethnic Nenets in the Nenets district were fIrst language speakers, a 
figure that cannot include very many adolescents, while 2,474 Nenets were 
listed as Russian speakers and 1,074 as speakers of another language, 
obviously Komi. 

The survival forecast on the Siberian side is, as is to be expected, much 
brighter. In the ~b' area, the relative vigour of the aboriginal Tundra Nenets 
and Northern Khanty communities together with the diversity of Komi, 
Russian, and Tatar immigrant groups have traditionally favoured widespread 
multilingualism rather than the domination of a single language. In the 
more eastern areas, it is Tundra Nenets that has functioned as a lingua 
franca, gradually replacing other vernaculars. During the Soviet era, 
however, RussifIcation policies and the massive influx of Russian-speaking 
colonizers nearly eliminated both the multilingual tradition and the 
interethnic use of Tundra Nenets, leaving only the home and the traditional 
economy, based on nomadic reindeer breeding, for the native language. 
The deliberate alienation of children from their native language and culture 
through the Soviet schooling system is, of course, deeply felt among the 
Siberian Nenets, as well, so that not even Nenets homes have avoided 
RussifIcation. Nevertheless, the traditional Nenets way of life is still a 
competitive alternative to the adoption of Russian habits and, eventually, 
of the Russian language. Many younger Nenets seem to be devoted to 
the maintenance of their national culture, and to the Nenets language as 
its expression. According to the 1989 census, the rate of native language 
retention was a remarkable 94 per cent (19,713 of 20,917; the fIgures also 
include Forest Nenets) in the Yamal Nenets district, and a fair 81 per cent 
(1,990 of 2,446) in the Taimyr district. 

Despite many positive indications, even the Siberian Tundra Nenets 
community is still very much threatened, and perhaps more so now that the 
heartlands of the Nenets country on the Yamal Peninsula are being invaded 
by oil and gas prospectors. Because of continuing Russian cultural oppression 
and economic exploitation, only a wide-scale national awakening, leading to 
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a real ethnic autonomy with a strict control of the native territory, may secure 
the long-term existence of the Tundra Nenets people and their language. 

Phonology 

Syllable Structure 
The basic syllable structure is CV(C), i.e. a syllable consists of an initial 
consonant, a medial vowel, and an optional final consonant, e.g. ya 'earth', 
myaq 'tent', wada 'word', ngarka 'big', nyaX'r 'three', xampol 'litter'. 

There exist, however, vowel sequences, with the schwa 0 or the reduced 
vowel ¢ as the latter segment. Such sequences are best divided into separate 
syllables, which yields an additional, non-initial syllable structure o/f'J(C), e.g. 
xooba 'cradle', nyaOra 'inner part of hide', ng¢¢bf'q 'poison', w{h 'tundra' : 
sG w{)h, to- 'to come' : subj sl to¢dom : s2 to¢no : s3 too. 

The basic syllable structure implies that word forms do not begin with a 
vowel. However, many dialects seem to contain a few words with an initial 
vowel. For instance, ¢mke 'what' is widely used instead of ng¢mke. By 
contrast, the Western dialects, because of the loss of initial *ng, possess a 
large number of initial vowels, and thus an initial syllable structure V(C), e.g. 
Western arka 'big' - Central-Eastern ngarka. 

Monosyllabic word forms cannot end with a reduced vowel, so there are 
no word forms of the structure *Cf'J. In other respects, the basic syllable 
structure holds good for all dialects, i.e. there are no diphthongs or double 
vowels, no initial or final consonant clusters, and no medial consonant 
clusters with more than two consonants. 

Stress Pattern and Vowel Reduction 
Stress is predictable from syllable and segmental structure. It falls on an initial 
syllable, syllables preceding a syllable with a schwa, and non-final syllables 
preceded by an unstressed syllable. Stress does not fallon a final syllable, 
syllables with a schwa, and syllables following a stressed syllable unless they 
precede a syllable with a schwa. Most typically, the first syllable of each two-
syllable string is stressed, or in other words, the stress falls on non-final odd 
syllables. 

However, the predictability of stress holds good only if the opposition of 
the reduced vowel and the schwa is respected, because the stress relations 
which govern vowel reduction are partly lexical and morphological. Taking 
into account those complications, vowel reduction is an automatic phono-
logical process where ¢ ~ 0 in unstressed positions. It yields alternations such 
as x¢~ 'knife' : poss. sNs2 x¢r¢~ : s3 x¢~da, xar¢d° 'house' : xa~d¢~ : 
xa~d¢da. 

Under certain conditions, however, the unstressed schwa vowel appears in 
an odd syllable. Such cases include, in the first place, vowel sequences after 
a stressed syllable, unless they precede a syllable with a schwa, e.g. xada- 'to 

x¢r¢~ x¢~da, xa~d¢~ 

xa~d¢da. 

xa~d¢da. 
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kill' : sOs3 xadaoda : sOs2 with a clitic particle xadaorrjJ-wa (instead of 
*xadarjJ~-wa; cf. xadarjJ~ without a clitic particle). 

A number of sequences with a consonant, in most cases a suffix -initial glide, 
following a vowel, show a similar effect, e.g. xada- 'to kill' : pOs3 xadeyOda, 
tyenye- 'to remember' : partic.fut tyenyewOnta, srjJwa 'good' : sPros srjJwawona, 
yedeyO 'new' : sPros yedeyOwrjJna, => yedeyOmta- 'to renew', tyorye- 'to shout' : 
subord s3 tyoryebOta. In the last mentioned case, there is variation, and 
tyoryebrjJta is also attested. However, manifesting the morphological condition-
ing of the stress pattern, a similar sequence retains the reduced vowel in other 
morphological structures, e.g. nyadayrjJ- 'to smell of lichen' : partic.impf 
nyadayrjJda, tyenyewrjJ- 'to know' : partic.impf tyenyewrjJna. 

Further, secondary vowel stems formed from liquid stems have the added 
vowel unstressed whenever possible, often yielding a schwa in the third 
syllable, e.g. yayol- 'to grow turbid' => iter yayoZOngkrjJ-, syibyel- 'to turn pale 
and earthy' => syibyelOngkrjJ-, poyol- 'to get mixed up' => tr poyoZOta- 'to mix 
up'. Such cases contrast with primary vowel stems, e.g. wenolrjJ- 'to get 
frightened (an animal), => iter wenolrjJngkrjJ-, pyidyelrjJ- 'to become pliable' => 
pyidyelrjJngkrjJ-. In other instances, though, it is the final vowel of primary 
vowel stems or the vowel preceding the stem-final consonant that undergoes 
reduction, e.g. lrjJkadrjJ- 'to snap (fingers)' => tr lrjJkadOta-, nyancyalrjJm- 'to 
become dumb' : s3 nyancyaZOma, => freq nyancyalOwor- 'to grow dumb', => 
tr nyancyalomtye- 'to make dumb' . 

In a few loanwords, a schwa may also appear in an initial syllable, e.g. 
pOrasyin° 'tarpaulin', roronyi 'peasant's sledge (for carrying wood)', 
~ryfs°tya 'club (playing card)'. The primary stress is then on the next 
syllable. 

In compounds, each part has a separate stress pattern, e.g. nye-nya 'sister' 
: sLoc nye-ny~na (rather than *nyenyaxrjJna). 

Vowels 
The general system of Tundra Nenets vowel phonemes is shown below. 
(Distinct subsystems for plain and stretched vowels are justifiable mainly on 
historical grounds.) 

Schwa Reduced 

o 

Plain 

e 
a 

u 
o 

Some of the Far Western dialects seem to lack *re (> e). 

Pronunciation 

Stretched 

f 

re 

1 Frontnesslbackness. All vowels except ce (*Cyce not existing) have two 
basic allophones, a front one when preceded by a palatal consonant, and 

*xadarjJ~-wa; *xadarjJ~-wa; 

nye-ny~na 

nye-ny~na 

u u 

u 
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a back one when preceded by a non-palatal consonant. In other words, 
palatality is a property prevailing within the syllable as a whole. 

2 Quantity. The schwa is pronounced either as an over-short vowel or not 
at all; nevertheless, it is always reflected in the phonetic substance. The 
reduced vowel is generally a relatively low and short vowel. The high 
plain vowels vary from half-long to short. The mid plain and all stretched 
vowels are pronounced long or half-long. In stressed positions a is long 
but subject to reduction when unstressed. The vowel sequences are 
invariably over-long or long vowels, with the possibility of two syllable 
peaks in their pronunciation. 

3 Phonetic vowel reduction. When unstressed, a is pronounced short, or 
half-long at best, and more central, close to the quality but not the 
quantity of the mid vowels. (As a relic of the former view that the 
reduction of a should be regarded as phonemic, early publications by the 
author use the symbol a for the reduced a.) 

4 Phonetic schwa. In sequences of qC', an over-short vowel is often 
pronounced between the glottal stop and the consonant. 

5 Diphthongization. Most typically, and especially in the Eastern dialects, 
(R is pronounced as a slightly rising diphthong, while e and, after palatal 
consonants, a, can be slightly falling. 

6 Vowel harmony. After x and, in the few existing cases, q, the quality of 
the following 0, ¢ and, occasionally, a matches that of the preceding 
vowel. The quantitative oppositions remain, so that the phonemic 
distinctions are preserved. A phonetic metathesis occurs in unstressed 
sequences of VXO so that the pronunciation of the schwa is almost that of 
a full vowel while the preceding vowel is phonetically reduced. However, 
no neutralization takes place, so that pairs like xor¢~q 'oven' pD and 
xOr'xaq 'birch' simulative pN are kept apart. 

7 Especially in the Eastern dialects, unstressed e and 0 appear as relatively 
high vowels, quite close to the allophones of i and u. However, in most, 
if not all, dialects, the contrast is retained. 

Orthography 
The basic standard orthography recognizes only five vowel units, with a 
double number of vowel signs for indicating the palatality of the preceding 
consonant, i.e. ¢ & a = <ai5f.>, e & (£ = <3/e>, i & (= <hI/H>, 0 = <ole>, u & U 
= <y/IO>. The schwa usually has no overt marking, except after x and q where 
it is written according to (phonetic) vowel harmony, and, inconsistently, in 
other positions, such as between consonant clusters where it is written like ¢. 

In dictionaries, a refined version of standard orthography is used. It could in 
principle distinguish all vowel phonemes, but fails to do so in practice. Most 
consistently, (back) e and (R are differentiated by a dot on the former, i.e. e 
= <3>, (R = <3>. The high stretched vowels are, by contrast, only rarely written 
with a macron, i.e. (= <if>, U = <y>. As a further complication, the macron 

reduced. 
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is also used to indicate vowel sequences. The crucial distinction of ¢ v. a is more 
often than not rendered with a micron over the reduced vowel, i.e. ¢ = <i:i/H>, a = 
<a/5l>. Vowel harmony is indicated, e.g. noxa' Arctic fox' = <HOXO>, nixo 'power' 
= <HbIXbI> «HblXbI> ),pyix"nya 'night sLoc' = <IIHXHH5l> ( <IIHXHH5l> ). The reduced 
vowel is written allophonic ally also before a pre-schwa labial glide, e.g. pad¢wo 
'bag sN s I' = <IIa}l;YB> ( <IIa}l;YB> ). The phonetic schwa between a glottal stop and a 
consonant preceding a schwa is reflected in the orthography, though incon-
sistently, e.g. waqwO 'bed' = <Ba"aB> «Ba"aB», myaqmO 'tent sNsI' = <M5l"aM> 
«M5l"aM> ). 

Phonotactics 
As explained in connection with the stress pattern, the schwa is practically 
absent in the first syllable, and there cannot be two schwa vowels in 
consecutive syllables. As the latter part of a vowel sequence, only the schwa 
or the reduced vowel, not mutually contrastive in that position, may appear. 
The stretched vowel ce does not appear after palatal consonants, and the 
reduced vowel ¢ not after labiopalatal consonants. The distribution of non-
initial stretched vowels is not entirely clear: in the present description non-
initial ce is restricted to the essive -ngce and the high stretched vowels do not 
appear in non-initial syllables at all, with the possible exception of dialectal 
accusative plural forms. 

Consonants 
Palatal consonants are marked by Cy digraphs. Word-initially and post-
vocalic ally, where no confusion with palatality marker is possible, the palatal 
glide is written y instead of y. In the morphology section, p. 526, suffix-initial 
y always indicates the palatalization of the preceding consonant. The dual 
marking of the glottal stop as either q or h is explained below. 

Historically, the Central-Eastern system has changed from the proto-
system only by *wy ~ by. By contrast, the Western system has not only 
retained wy, but has also acquired four secondary consonants through 

Table 17.1 Thndra Nenets consonant phonemes: the two main systems 

Central-Eastern Western 

Nasals m my n ny ng m my n ny ng 
Stops strong p py t ty k qlh p py t ty k qlh 

weak b by d dy b by d dy g 
Affricates strong c cy c cy 

weak jy 
Fricatives s sy x s sy x 
Semivowels w y w wy z y 
Liquids lateral ly ly 

tremulant r ry r ry 

t 

t t 
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denasalization, i.e. *nt ~ d whereby *d ~ z, *nc ~ j, *ncy ~ jy, and *ngk 
~ g; *mp, *mpy and *ndy have presumably merged with b, by, and dy, 
respectively. Two additional systems are also known to exist, viz. a Far 
Eastern one where *c ~ s, *cy ~ ty, and a Western one with wy but without 
denasalization, thus lackingj,jy, g, and z. 

Pronunciation 
1 Palatalizationlvelarization. While the palatal counterparts of dental 

consonants are also phonetically palatal, the labiopalatal consonants are 
palatalized. On the other hand, the non-palatal counterparts of palatal 
consonants are frequently velarized. Cf. frontnesslbackness of vowels, 
p.520. 

2 Postnasal obstruent weakening. Especially in the European dialects, 
obstruents are often voiced after a nasal. Furthermore, postnasal affricates 
may lose their closure, yielding phonetic voiced sibilants, which is also 
the usual pronunciation of the Western weak affricates j jy. 

3 Fricativization. The Central-Eastern weak obstruent d and the historically 
identical Western z are typically pronounced as a fricative. Other weak 
obstruents are subject to slighter fricativization. 

4 Gemination. All consonants except the weak obstruents (including the 
Western z) and x are half-long and often transcribed as short geminates 
in intervocalic positions; the same is true of obstruents when preceded by 
a liquid. 

5 The added glottal stop. A glottal stop is pronounced after other 
consonants in final position, i.e. b I m r. The resulting phonetic sequences 
differ from sequences of a consonant followed by a schwa and a glottal 
stop, i.e. C'q (C'h), mainly by the consonants being pronounced 
markedly longer in the latter case. 

6 Most typically in the Far Eastern dialects, the palatal obstruents sy and ty 
« *ty and *cy) are pronounced 'with a more hushing quality. 

Orthography 
Spelling of consonants is for the most part phonemic, but in a few cases it is 
phonetic. Postnasal obstruent weakening is reflected in standard orthography 
with <M6>, <M;n;>, <M3>, <Mr>, <H;n;> , <H3>, <qr> for mp, mt, me, mk, nt, ne, 
ngk. In normative orthography, the glottal stop is written with separate letters 
for the different sandhi variants, i.e. q = <">, h = <'>, though many 
publications are content with a single letter. The added glottal stop is written 
with the same letters, so that m is followed by <'>, e.g. num <HYM'> 'sky', 
and b, I, and r are followed by <">, e.g. ngob <qo6"> 'one', xampol <xaMbOA"> 
'litter' , yur <lOp"> 'hundred'. It is vital that the added glottal stop has an overt 
expression in the orthography, because from the phonemic point of view, it 
denotes the absence of the schwa in the final position. 
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Sandhi 
Consonant sandhi is an automatic phonological process, valid irrespective of 
word boundaries. It includes the following interconnected subprocesses: 

1 Postvocalic obstruent weakening: p py t ty --t b by d dy --t -V, e.g. ya 
'earth' : sNs3 yada (cf. yam 'sea' : yamta, yar 'side' : yarta); 

2 Postconsonantal continuant strengthening: s sy x --t c cy k / C _, e.g. yam 
'sea' : sLoc yamf<Dna, :=:} com yamcaweyO; yar 'side' : sLoc yarf<Dna, :=:} 

comyarcaweyO; (cf. ya 'earth' : yaxOna,:=:} yasaweyO); 
3 Preobstruental loss of the non-nasalizable glottal stop: q --t 0 / _ 

C[obstruent], e.g. yaq 'strand of hair' : sNs3 yata: sLoc yaf<Dna, :=:} com 
yacaweyO; 

4 Preobstruental nasalization of the nasalizable glottal stop: h --t m n ng / 
_ C[obstruent], e.g. yah 'soot' : sNs3 yanta: sLoc yangf<Dna; 

5 Presonorantalloss of the nasalizable glottal stop: h --t 0/_ C[sonorant], 
e.g. yah 'soot' : sNs2 yalO (cf. yaq 'strand of hair' : yaqlO). 

Phonotactics 
On the basis of consonant sandhi, consonants are divided into primary and 
secondary consonants. The secondary consonants, b by d dy c cy k and the 
Westernj jy g z, are in all instances derived from primary consonants, except the 
cases where b and by are due to the morphophonological palatalization of w. 

Phonotactic distribution of Central-Eastern Tundra Nenets consonants is 
as follows: 

I_V m my n ny ng p py t ty s sy x ly wy 
CV m my n ny ng p py b by t ty c cy k ly wy 
Vj m my n ny ng p py b by t ty d dy c cy s sy k x q I ly r ry wy 
V_C m n ng b q I 
Vj m h b q I 

Restrictions on initial consonants are strictly observed in the present-day 
language, as seen in such Russian loanwords as Eur pangkor - Sib pakor 
'gaff « bagar), syasO 'hour, watch' « cas), xosoka 'cat' « koska). The 
initial vibrants r ry are nowadays allowed in the European but not in the 
Siberian dialects, e.g. Eur ryesOka - Sib lyesOka 'unleavened flat cake, pie, 
(Sib also) dough'. Initial secondary consonants may also appear in recent 
loanwords but only in restricted areas, viz. b by d dy g in the Western dialects, 
and c cy k in the neighbourhood of Komi and Khanty dialects. Post-
consonantal by appears only as a result of the morphophonological palataliza-
tion of w, as in myirwo 'weapon' : pA myirbye, syfqwO 'seven' :=:} ord 
syfqbyimtyeyo 'seventh'. 

Vowel sequences cannot precede x. This is reflected in verbal morphology 
in connection with x- initial suffixes. 

h r 

r 

I 

I 
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The intervocalic glottal stop is present only in a few cases, notably 
augmentative forms like p¢ncyeqO 'louse' and the (typically Eastern) adverbal 
stem tyuq¢- 'up'. 

Because of consonant sandhi, the glottal stop is excluded and the 
opposition of the non-labial nasals is neutralized before obstruents. 

There are three interpretations of the glottal stop sound in final position 
according to its behaviour, but only the nasalizable and the non-nasalizable 
are phonologically significant, the added glottal stop being an automatic 
concomitant of a prepausal consonant. The nasalizable and the non-
nasalizable glottal stop, transcribed h v. q, are to be understood as not 
phonemic but nonetheless phonological, their opposition being manifested by 
distinct sandhi patterns, e.g. nyeh x¢no = nyeng_k¢n° 'a woman's sledge' v. 
nyeq x¢no = nyeng_k¢n° 'a women's sledge', toh war" = to_war" 'a shore of 
a lake' v. toq war"q = toq_war"q 'shores oflakes'. The nasalizable glottal stop 
is, consequently, present only prepausally. In all likelihood, its pronunciation 
coincides with that of the non-nasalizable glottal stop. A reservation may be 
in order here because speakers are clearly aware of the dual phonological 
nature of the glottal stop, a circumstance that may give rise to some 
difference, real or pretended, in the pronunciation. In any case, the description 
obviously benefits by having distinct symbols for the two phonological glottal 
stops. 

The number of consonant clusters is further restricted by morpho-
phonological processes, as a residue of assimilative sound changes. In a 
few cases, there remains a possibility of analogical restorations, the extent 
of which varies from one dialect to another. The acceptable clusters 
include: 

1 q + a sonorant. On the basis of Lehtisalo's recordings, it is often assumed 
that the glottal stop has been lost preconsonantally in the Siberian dialects 
but this does not hold true for all if any of them. 

2 m, b, l, r + any consonant. Geminate type clusters, i.e. mm(y), bp(y), ll(y), 
rl(y), are, however, in principle excluded, though they may emerge 
analogically in some dialects. The clusters *mw, *mby, *bw, *bby are, by 
contrast, unattested, and probably unacceptable. 

3 n, ng + a homorganic obstruent. 
4 n + y. This cluster appears to be of analogical origin. Dialectally, 

analogical nl(y) may also appear. 

Across word boundaries, geminate type clusters excluded above as well as 
m_w and b _w occur freely when the first word ends in m, b, l, or r. By 
contrast, *ny, *n_l, *n_ly are impossible. It is another issue whether the 
outcome of a nasalizable glottal stop plus an initial sonorant differs from a 
single consonant. While there may be some evidence that points to an 
affirmative answer, the question does not arise when words are spelled 
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separately, the nasalizable glottal stop being consequently rendered with its 
own symbol, i.e. h. 

Morphology 
Within inflection, there is one word-form, the absolute nominative singular of 
nouns, where no morphological process is involved, so that the form is 
identical with the basic stem, disregarding morphophonological processes. 
For a few stem types, no morphological process takes place in the formation 
of the absolute accusative plural, either. In derivation, there are instances of 
noun-verb conversion. All other word forms and derivatives exhibit morpho-
logical processes, i.e. suffixation, modification, or (partial) suppletion. 
Suffixation is the most frequent of them, though modification is by no means 
uncommon. Partial suppletion, by contrast, is rare and confined to a number 
of irregular verbal forms. 

Morphological Word Classes 
The two major word classes are verbs and nouns. Alongside the nouns, there 
are minor classes which exhibit some nominal categories. These include the 
personal pronouns and various groups of adverbs and postpositions. Adjec-
tives do not form a word class distinct from nouns on the basis of their 
inflection, though they may have derivational peculiarities. The same applies 
to numerals, i.e. ngob '1', syidya '2', nyax"r '3', tyet' '4', s¢mpOlyangftY (in 
European dialects s¢mOfyangk,n) '5', m¢t'q '6', syfqwO '7', syidontyet' '8', 
xasu-yuq (Eastern xasawa-yuq) '9', yuq (Eastern also luca-yuq) '10', yur 
'100' , yonOr '1,000' . Non-personal pronouns also conform to normal nominal 
inflection, e.g. demonstrative tyukuo 'this', takio 'that', tyikio 'it', t¢rcya 'that 
kind', or interrogative xfbya 'who', ng¢mke 'what', xurka 'what kind'. 

The residual morphological class is the particles, i.e. non-inflected words. 
In syntactic classification, they would mostly be included among the adverbs, 
as there are no true conjunctions in the language. Some particles are 
synchronically unanalysable, e.g. t¢ryem 'thus, so', ngoq - ngodOq 'also', but 
others have morphological structure, evident in derivation, e.g. tyedah 'now' 
~ lim tyedaryih 'for a while', x¢n-cyer) q 'how' ~ lim x¢n-cyelyiq 
'anyhow'. 

Stem Types 
The basic stem types are (1) vowel stems, (2) glide stems, (3) mixed stems, 
and (4) consonant stems, the major division being between vowel and 
consonant stems. The number of glide stems is very small, and they differ 
from vowel stems only because of the appearance of a glide when a suffix 
with an initial vowel is attached. Mixed stems, including all 0- and some ¢-
stems of verbs, show, besides specific peculiarities, a mixture of properties of 
vowel and consonant stems; the remaining ¢-stems as well as all monosyl-
labic, a- and e-stems of verbs belong to vowel stems. Two verbs, Xa?- 'to 
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depart' and nglX- 'to be' , may be characterized as irregular. The negative verb 
nyi- 'not' also exhibits idiosyncrasies. 

~orphophonology 

~orphophonological processes include morphophonological assimilations, 
alternations, and changes, vowel stem formation, truncation, and (de)palatal-
ization. They differ from phonological processes, i.e. (primarily) consonant 
sandhi, in that they do not occur at word boundaries and that they are not valid 
stem-internally. Cf., for instance, ngarkam¢,-oq 'big town', and nyema 'sleep' 
or xamada- 'to understand' despite a morphophonological process m > w 
intervocalically. Analogical exceptions are also possible in certain cases. 

Assimilations 
1 r ry > Ily / C _, e.g. nyum 'name' : sNs2 nyumlO, syer 'thing' : syelO (cf. 

nya 'friend' : nya,-o). 
2 t s > q / _ Cor #, e.g. myaq 'tent' : sNs2 myaqlO : s3 myata (cf. sG myadOh, 

pA myado), m¢nOq 'lump' : m¢n¢qIO : m¢nOta (cf. m¢n¢soh, m¢nOso). 
3 n ng > h / _ C, except y (and, dialectally, liquids) in most cases, or #, e.g. 

peh- 'to put' : modal gerund pencyO : s3 penga (cf. pOs3 penjF da), weh 
'dog' : dN weng~h : sNs2 we/° (- wenlO) : sGsl wenD (cf. sG wenoh, pA 
wenD or odorative weny¢-), wih 'tundra' : sD win~h: sNs2 w{[O : sGsl 
win° (cf. pA wingo), tideh 'sembra pine' => odorative tidey¢- 'to smell of 
sembra pine'. 

4 ng > n / _ y in certain cases, e.g. nyenecyOh 'person, human being' => 
pejor nyenecy¢nye 'poor man'. 

5 ng> 0/_ ¢ (in vowel stem formation), e.g. win 'tundra' : sG w{'h. 
6 m> w / V _ V, e.g. ngum 'grass' : pN nguwOq : pA nguwo, ng¢m- 'to eat' 

: conneg ng¢wOq : inf.perf ng¢woqma, xo- 'to find' : inf.impf xowa (cf. 
xoq- 'to fetch' : xoqma). 

7 Degemination: m> 0/_ m, e.g. nyum 'name' : poss sNsl nyumo; p--7 
0/ _p, e.g. ngob 'one' => mod ngopoyO 'the one'; 1 r --7 0/ _lor r, e.g. 
ser 'salt' : sNs2 selo. Dialectally, degemination may be suppressed by 
analogy. 

8 a> e / _ y¢ in non-initial syllables under certain conditions, e.g. xada- 'to 
kill' : pOs3 xadeyOda, ord nya~r 'three' => nyaxoromteyo 'third' v. 
nyabyi 'other' => nyabyimtyeyO 'second'. 

9 1/l--7 u / _ w in prosecutive singular, e.g. x¢,-o 'knife' : sPros x¢ruwona. 

Alternations 
1 n-y-stems: n _ C, Y _ V, e.g. toh 'blanket' : pN toyOq : sD ton~h : sLoc 

tong~na : pA toyo, peh- 'to put' : partic.impf penta: s3 penga : pOs3 
peny-o da : conneg peyo q : info perf peyoqma. 

2 e-i-, e-i¢-, O-U¢-, 0-y¢-stems: the latter in final syllables and optionally 
preceding the preterite suffix, e.g. ti 'reindeer' : sNs2 te,-o : pred pret s3 
tisyO (- tesyO), me- 'to be' : conneg miq;p¢niO 'dress' : sNs2p¢ne,-o : pred 

morphophonological 
morphophonological 

toyo, 
toyo, 
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pret s3 pf/lnif/lsyo (- pf/lnesyO); tyukuo 'this' : sD tyukonoh; ngopoyO 'the 
one' : sNs2 ngopor'. 

3 Glide stems, with 0 - w or y: the glides appear before a vowel, e.g. xa 
'ear' : pA xawo, yf 'wits' : pA yfbye, myf- 'to prepare' : info perf 
myfyeqma. 

4 Suffixes with initial n - t: the latter attaches to consonant and mixed 
stems, e.g. luca 'Russian' : pred s2 lucan° : sD lucanoh V. nyenecyOh 
'person, human being' : nyenecyf/ln~ : nyenecyf/ln~h, nu- 'to stand' : 
partic.impf nuna V. myih- 'to go' : myinta (- myintya) V. xonyo- 'to sleep' 
:xonyoda. 

Suffix-initial Change 
In the formation of the general finite stem for m-stems, the ng of the suffix 
is lost: ngf/lm- 'to eat' : s3 ngf/lma. This is not a question of a simple 
assimilation, as mng generally remains intact, e.g. ngum 'grass'~ ess 
ngumnga? 

Internal Changes 
The few cases include the accusative plural stems of xasawa 'man, male' : pA 
xasyewO, yf/lxa 'river' : yesyi, and the general finite stem and the connegative 
of the mixed stems yoxo- 'to disappear' : s3 yuxu : conneg yuxuq, toxo- 'to 
learn' : tuxu : tuxuq. As can be seen, internal vowel changes do not occur 
independently of a modification affecting the final vowel of the stem. 

Vowel Stem Formation 
Consonant stems have a secondary vowel stem used before certain suffixes, 
formed by adding f/l to the final consonant. For ng-stems, removal of the final 
ng takes place simultaneously, which yields a vowel sequence. The suffixes 
in question include those consisting of a single consonant, viz. sA -m, sG -h, 
and pN -q, e.g. myaq 'tent' : pN myadOq, syuh 'navel' : syuOq, and conneg = 
imp s2 -q, e.g. myiq- 'to give' : myisOq. Other inflexional suffixes involved 
are the imp pOs2 -n-f/lq, e.g. ngf/lm- 'to eat' : ngf/lwf/lnOq, and imp refl s2 -t-f/lq, 
e.g. sf/ll- 'to return' : sf/llf/ldOq. There are more cases within derivation, for 
instance the comparative -rka, e.g. Sf/lngkowoq- 'to be heavy' ~ 

Sf/lngkowosorka- 'to be heavier'. 

Truncation 
Certain suffixes and suffix combinations with two initial consonants are 
subject to the process of truncation, whereby the first consonant is lost when 
attached to a stem with a final consonant. The cases include the second-and 
third-person accusative and genitive possessive suffix combinations, e.g. 
myaq 'tent' : poss sNs3 myata = sA = sG (contrast ya 'earth' : sN yada : sA 
yamta : sG yanta), and the necessitative and durative suffixes, e.g. ngf/lm- 'to 
eat' : nec s3 ngf/lmcu (cf. pya- 'to begin' : pyabcu), myiq- 'to give' ~ dur 
myipf/l- (cf. xo- to find' ~ xompf/l-). 

simple 

nyenecyf/ln~h, nyenecyf/ln~h, 
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Palatalization and Depalatalization 
There are two processes which affect the palatality of a consonant. (1) 
obligatory palatalization or depalatalization of a consonant occurs in 
connection with certain morphological processes; (2) optional palatalization 
concerns the initial consonants of certain suffixes. In both cases, the non-
palatal v. palatal pairs of consonants are m H my, n H ny, ng ~ y, p 
H py, t H ty, k ~ cy, b ~ by, d H dy, c Hey, S H sy, x ~ sy, 
w H by, r H ry, l H ly; H indicates both palatalization and 
depalatalization, ~ only palatalization. There is a tendency for palatality 
within the stem to favour palatalization, e.g. nyum 'name' : nyubye v. ngum 
'grass' : nguwo, but there are counterexamples: syer 'thing' : syero or 
tf/Jr 'body-hair' : tf/Jrye. The two palatality processes do not necessarily 
conform, cf. syer : sPros syermOnya. 

Obligatory palatalization and depalatalization are met with in four 
contexts: 

1 accusative plural stem formation, e.g. nguda 'hand' : pA ngudyi, tyonya 
'fox' : tyon°, myir 'price' : myirye, and a number of derivational 
operations, e.g. ngf/Jdyim-'to appear' => freq ngf/Jdyibyer-; 

2 general finite stem formation for m-stems, e.g. ngf/Jdyim- 'to appear' : s3 
ngf/Jdyimya; 

3 mixed stem inflection, e.g. xonyo- 'to sleep' : s3 xoni; 
4 the dual personal suffix, e.g. sNd2 -r-yih (cf. s2 -r_O and p2 -r-aq). 

Optional palatalization yields suffixal variants with a palatal consonant. It 
occurs in conjunction with certain suffixes when attached to a number of 
stems, which require lexical marking. Examples of nominal forms include yiq 
'water' : sLoc yi~nya : sPros yiqmOnya : poss sNs3 yitya : p3 yityoh, sy{ 'hole' 
: sLoc sy{~nya : sPros sy{wOnya; ord nyabyimtyeyO 'second' (cf. ny~

romteyO 'third'). Examples of verbal forms involve mainly the imperfective 
participle, e.g. yilye- 'to live' : yilyenya, myih- 'to go' : myintya, ptef/Jr- 'to do' 
: pte°rtya, ptewf/J- 'to be dark' : ptewOdya. A non-palatalized variant is always 
possible, though a few forms are so lexicalized that such variants are rare, e.g. 
pf/Jryidyenya 'black', yf/Jng~nya 'excessive (used for the second ten numer-
als)', ty{rtya 'flying; (Eur) bird'. At least the verb Xte- 'to depart' has forms 
like partic.fut xtewontya : inf. impf xtebya : info perf xteqmya. In the case of 
the negative verb nyi- 'not' there appear forms like subord s3 nyib°tya : ind 
sOs3 nyidya : interr s3 nyisya : obligative sl nyibcyakedom. Other verbs may 
occasionally have similar forms, e.g. pyisyf/Jh-'to laugh' : info impf pyisyOmya. 
Certain postpositions invariably have a palatal consonant in certain case 
suffixes, notably nyi- 'on' : loc nyinya : pros nyimnya, and myu- 'in' : loc 
myunya : pros myumnya. 

yiqmOnya 

yiqmOnya 

sy{wOnya; sy{wOnya; 
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Verbal Inflection 
The finite inflectional categories are mood, tense, conjugation (subjective, 
objective, and reflexive), number of object in the objective conjugation, 
person of subject, and number of subject. There are also several non-finite 
forms. 

Mood 
According to the present count, there are sixteen moods. The formation of the 
indicative, imperative proper, and optative is based on various morphological 
substems and distinct sets of personal suffixes. The other moods have 
characteristic sub stems with suffixal markers, and the same personal suffixes 
as in the indicative. The moods, exemplified, where possible, by the third 
person singular of the verb nu- 'to stand' , are: 

I The indicative, e.g. nuG '(s)he stands'; 
2 The imperative, comprised of three submoods, which are 

(a) the hortative -x!/! in the first person, e.g. sl nu.x¢dom 'let me stand'; 
(b) the imperative proper in the second person, e.g. s2 nuq 'stand!'; 
(c) the optative in the third person, e.g. s3 nuOya 'let him/her stand'; 

3 The conjunctive -yi, e.g. nuyi '(s)he will stand (request)'; 
4 The necessitative -psu, e.g. nubcu '(s)he shall stand (demand)'; 
5 The interrogative -sa, e.g. nusa 'did (s)he stand?'; 
6 The imperfective probabilitative -n-ta-qxe-i!/!, e.g. nunakio '(s)he may 

stand'; 
7 The perfective probabilitative -me-qxe-i!/!, e.g. nuwekio '(s)he may have 

stood'; 
8 The obligative -psa-qxe-i!/!, e.g. nubcakio '(s)he should stand (expecta-

tion)' ; 
9 The imperfective approximative -n-ta-r!/!xa, e.g. nunar¢xa '(s)he seems 

to stand'; 
10 The perfective approximative -me-r!/!xa, e.g. nuwer¢xa '(s)he seems to 

have stood'; 
11 The futuritive approximative -m!/!nta-r!/!xa, e.g. nuwOntar'xa '(s)he seems 

to be going to stand'; 
12 The superprobabilitative -ma-n-t!/!h-x!/!bya, e.g. nuwanOngk¢bya '(s)he 

probably stands'; 
13 The hyperprobabilitative -r!/!xa-me-i!/!, e.g. nu~xawiO '(s)he must have 

stood'; 
14 The narrative -me-i!/!, e.g. nuwio '(s)he has stood'; 
15 The reputative -m!/!na, e.g. nuwOna '(s)he is supposed to stand'; 
16 The desiderative -r!/!wa, e.g. nu~wa '(s)he is encouraged to stand'. 

The mood system could of course be presented more hierarchically. Many 
moods have complex markers consisting of participial and derivational 

nu~xawiO 

nu~wa 
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suffixes, and their morphological behaviour depends on the individual 
suffixes. For instance, the choice of the suffix-initial consonant in the 
imperfective probabilitative and approximative follows that of the imperfec-
tive participle. The superprobabilitative mood, in tum, consists of the dative 
of the imperfective infinitive and the noun x¢bya 'sign; sense'. However, as 
long as the formations in question are, on the one hand, conjugated in all 
conjugations, and do not, on the other hand, possess non-finite forms, their 
status as moods is not in question. The habitive, regarded as a derivative in 
this description, may dialectally behave like a mood. There is also a peculiar 
construction with a postverbal negative verb plus a clitic particle that could 
be regarded as a compound mood, e.g. nga:q nYI-woh 'it certainly is', maq nYI-
wah '(s)he certainly said' (also notice the difference from the connegative 
forms ngaq and manOq). 

Tense 
The inflectional category of tense comprises two tenses, the aorist and the 
preterite. While the aorist has no marking, the preterite is expressed by the 
suffixation of -syj.'} after the personal suffixes, e.g. nu- 'to stand' : aor s1 
nu¢dom : s2 nu¢n° : s3 nuo 'I : you: he stand(s)' : pret sl nuOd¢mcyo : s2 
nuOn¢syO : s3 nu¢syO 'I : you: he stood'. Despite the morphotactic peculiarity 
of preterite suffixation, there is no doubt about its true inflectional status. 
While the category of tense exists in conjunction with the indicative, 
conjunctive, and narrative, it does not appear in the imperative, interrogative, 
or necessitative, and is marginal in the other moods. 

All verbs are divided into two groups with regard to their temporal 
relations. For momentaneous verbs, the indicative aorist expresses immediate 
past, and the indicative preterite expresses more remote past. For continuous 
verbs, the indicative aorist expresses present, and the indicative preterite 
expresses simple past. In the conjunctive, the aorist expresses conditional 
future, and the preterite expresses conditional past. In the narrative, the 
opposition is basically perfect v. pluperfect. 

The past expressed by the indicative preterite always refers to the speaker's 
personal experience of the action. For the expression of an action which was 
not observed but the results of which are still observable, the narrative mood 
is used. 

For the expression of non-conditional futurity, a particular derivative is 
used, as explained below. 

The future derivative co-occurs with inflectional tense, e.g. lad¢- 'to beat' 
: fut sOsl pret ladOngkuw¢syO 'I was going to beat him'. 

Conjugation 
Verbs belong to one of four'conjugational groups. 

1 Intransitive verbs have only the subjective conjugation. 
2 Transitive verbs have both the subjective and objective conjugation. 
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3 Reflexive verbs have only the reflexive conjugation. 
4 Transitive/reflexive verbs have all three conjugations. 

The category of conjugation is connected with four sets of personal 
suffixes. 

1 The first set is used in the subjective conjugation. 
2 The second set is used in the objective conjugation when the object is in 

the singular. 
3 The third set is used in the objective conjugation when the object is in the 

dual or plural. 
4 The fourth set is used in the reflexive conjugation. 

Morphological Substems 

General Finite Stem 
1 The vowel stems, and the mixed and irregular stems in the optative of the 

subjective conjugation, add -0, except before a suffix with an initial x, 
where -nga is added, e.g. to- 'to come' : s3 too: d3 tongaxoh, yilye- 'to 
live' : yilyeO : yilyengaxoh. 

2 The mixed stems, except in the optative of the subjective conjugation, 
change their final vowel into i or u, occasionally accompanied by a 
change of palatality of the preceding consonant, e.g. nyen¢-'to be angry' 
: s3 nyeni : d3 nyenix'h, pcew¢- 'to be dark' : s3 pcebyi, ng¢dy¢- 'to be 
visible' : ng¢dyi, yak¢- 'to itch' : yaku, ngeso-'to camp' : ngesi, xonyo-
'to sleep' : xoni, l¢bcyo- 'to stick together' : l¢bcyi, yangko- 'to lack' : 
yangku, pyiryencyo-'to do cooking' : pyiryencyu (notice toxo- 'to learn' 
: tuxu, yoxo- 'to disappear' : yuxu). 

3 The consonant stems add -nga, e.g. pce¢r- 'to do' : sOs3 pceorngada. In 
m-stems, the ng of the suffix is lost, e.g. ng¢m- 'to eat' : ng¢mada. The 
verb mah- 'to say' exhibits an irregular vowel stem, viz. s3 ma, but d3 
mang~h (- m~h). 

4 The irregular stems, except in the optative exhibit partial suppletion, viz. 
xce- 'to depart' : s3 x¢ya : d3 x¢ya~h, ngce- 'to be' : nga : ng~h. The 
negative verb is also exceptional, viz. nyi- 'not' : ny{: ny{~h. 

Dual Object Substems 
The dual object substems are formed by adding -x0Yu to the basic stem in the 
imperative proper, the general finite stem in the indicative and optative, and 
the modal substems in other moods, e.g. xada- 'to kill' : imp dOs2 
xadax¢yun° q : ind dOs3 xadangaxOyuda : interr dOs3 xadasaxOyuda, (a mixed 
stem) tamp¢- 'to be giving' : ind dOs3 tampyix¢yuda. 

ng~h. 

ng~h. 

ng~h. ng~h. 

ng~h. mang~h 
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Special Finite Stem 
1 The ¢-stems change their final vowel into i and add -S'!, except before a 

suffix with an initial x (present, incidentally, only in the reflexive 
conjugation, so that this variant does not exist for transitive verbs), where 
-yS'! is added, e.g. yurk¢- 'to stand up' : refl s3 yurkiOq : d3 yur~y¢xoh. 

2 The other vowel and all consonant stems simply add -YS'!, e.g. peda- 'to 
be tired' : refl s3 pedeyOq, s¢l- 'to return' : s¢ly-oq. 

3 For the mixed stems, the general finite stem is used instead, e.g. tamp¢-
'to be giving' : pOs2 tampyidO 'you are giving them' (cf. sO tampyi,o). 

Special Modal Substems 
The special modal subs terns correspond to the special finite stem of the 
indicative and optative. They are formed from modal substems mostly by a 
final vowel change, as exemplified by the pOs2 forms of xada- 'to kill'. 

1 The interrogative: a ~ ¢ - y¢ e.g. xadas¢do - xadasy¢dO 'did you kill 
them?' (cf. sOs2xadasa,o). 

2 In the objective conjugation the probabilitatives, obligative, hyper-
probabilitative, and narrative: e-iS'! ~ i¢, e.g. narr xadawi¢do 'you have 
killed them' (cf. xadawe,o). 

3 The approximatives, superprobabilitative, reputative, and desiderative: a 
~ i, e.g. approximative impf xadana,oxido 'you appear to kill them' (cf. 
xadana,oxa,o) : superprob xadawanOngk¢byidO 'you probably kill them' 
(cf. xadawanOngk¢bya,o). 

4 The hortative, conjunctive, and necessitative, and in the reflexive 
conjugation, the moods listed in (2): no change from the modal substem, 
e.g. conj pOs2 xadayidO 'you will kill them' (cf. sOs2 xadayi,o), s¢na-
'to jump' narr refl s2 s¢naweno: s3 s¢nawiOq. 

Person and Number 

Indicative 
In the subjective conjugation, the first set of personal suffixes is attached to 
the general finite stem, e.g. (a transitive/reflexive verb) yemp¢q-'to dress' : 
sl (xtbyax¢wam) yempOqngadOm 'I dressed (somebody), : s2 yempOqngan° : 
s3 yempOqnga : dl yempOqnganyih : d2 yempOqngadyih : d3 yempOqngaxoh : 
pI yempOqngawaq : p2 yempOqngadaq : p3 yempOqngaq. 

In the objective conjugation, the second set of personal suffixes is attached 
to the general finite stem, e.g. sOsl yempOqngawO 'I dressed him' : s2 
yempOqnga,o: s3 yempOqngada : dl yempOqngamyih: d2 yempOqngaryih: d3 
yempo qngadyih : pI yempo qngawaq : p2 yempo qngaraq : p3 yempo qngadoh. 

The third set, with a dual object, is attached to a dual object substem, e.g. 
dOsl yempOqnga~yun° 'I dressed them (two)' : s2 yempOqngaxOyudO : s3 
yempOqngaxOyuda : dl yempOqngaxOyunyih : d2 yempOqngaxOyudyih : d3 

yempOqnga~yun° 

yur~y¢xoh. 
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yempOqngaxOyudyih : pI yempOqngaxOyunaq : p2 yempOqngaxOyudaq : p3 
yempo qngaxOyudoh. 

In the objective conjugation with a plural object, the third set and in 
the reflexive conjugation the fourth set of personal suffixes are attached 
to the special finite stem of the vowel and consonant stems, e.g. pOs I 
yempOqyl/Jn° 'I dressed them (many)' : s2 yempOqyl/Jdo : s3 yempOqyl/Jda 
: dl yempOqyl/Jnyih : d2 yempOqyf/Jdyih : d3 yempOqyl/Jdyih : pI yempOqy¢naq 
: p2 yempOqyf/Jdaq : p3 yempOqYl/Jdoh : refl.sl yempOqy¢wOq 'I got dressed' 
: s2 yempOqy¢n° : s3 yempl/JqYOq : dl yempOqy¢nyih : d2 yempOqYl/Jdyih 
: d3 yempOqy¢~h : pI yempOqy¢naq : p2 yempOqyf/Jdaq : p3 yempOqy¢dOq, 
and to the general finite stem of the mixed stems, for which no special 
finite stem exists. 

Imperative Proper 
The imp.s2 is identical with the connegative, e.g. yempl/Jq- 'to dress' 
(x{byaxl/Jwa) yempl/JsOq 'dress (somebody),. The other s2 forms exhibit 
peculiar suffixes, attached to the basic stem, viz. sO -till, dpO -n-lIlq, and refl 
-t-lIlq (the latter two requiring vowel stem formation), e.g. sO yemp¢f' 'dress 
him' : dO yempokl/JyunOq 'dress them (two)' : pO yempOs¢nOq 'dress them 
(many)' : refl yemposf/JdOq 'get dressed'. The d2 and p2 forms are replaced by 
the respective indicative forms. The indicative forms of the stem nyo-perform 
the imperative function of nyi- 'not', e.g. nyon° tuq 'do not come', nyor' 
xadaq 'do not kill it'. 

Optative 
There are peculiar optative sets of personal suffixes distinct from those used 
in the other moods. The first and second sets are usually attached to the 

Table 17.2 Sets of personal suffixes in the indicative and most other moods 

Subjective sO dpO Reflexive 

sl -t-¢m -m-¢ -n-¢ -m-¢q 
s2 -n-t¢ -r-¢ -t-¢ -n-t¢ 
s3 0 -t-a -t-a -q 

d1 -n-yih -m-yih -n-yih -n-yih 
d2 -t-yih -r-yih -t-yih -t-yih 
d3 -x¢h -t-yih -t-yih -x¢h 

pI -m-aq -m-aq -n-aq -n-aq 
p2 -t-aq -r-aq -t-aq -t-aq 
p3 -q -t-oh -t-oh -t-¢q 

Note: (Morpho)phonological processes not executed. 
The sl suffix is -m-mph rather than -t-prn in the European dialects. 

yempOqy¢naq 
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general finite stem, e.g. yilye- 'to live' : s3 yilyeOya, pce¢r- 'to do' : sOs3 
pceorngamta; notice mah- 'to say' : s3 mangaya (cf. the irregular indicative 
ma). The exception are the mixed and irregular stems when the first set is 
attached: they appear as vowel stems presenting a similar variant of the 
general finite stem, e.g. syu~mp¢-'to run' : s3 syu~mp¢Oya (cf. ind 
syu~mpyi), xonyo- 'to sleep' : s3 xonyoOya (cf. ind xoni), xce- 'to depart' : 
xceOya (cf. x¢ya), ngce- 'to be' : ngceOya (cf. nga). The stem nyo- is used also 
in the negative optative, e.g. nyoOya tuq 'let him not come'. The third and the 
fourth sets are attached as in the indicative. 

The sets of personal suffixes in the optative are shown below; (morpho-) 
phonological processes are not executed. 

Subjective sO dpO Reflexive 

s3 -ya -m-t-a -tjll-m-t-a -m-t-jIlq 
d3 -ya-xjllh -m-t-yih -tjll-m-t-yih -Xjll-m-t-jIlq 
p3 -ya-q -m-t-oh -tjll-m-t-oh -tjll-m-t-jIlq 

The dpO forms are not used in the Siberian dialects, the corresponding 
indicative forms being used instead. 

Other Moods 
The same sets of personal suffixes as in the indicative are attached to modal 
substems, exemplified in the list of moods. 

Non-finite Forms 
There are two infinitives (imperfective and perfective), four participles 
(imperfective, perfective, negative, futuritive), two gerunds (modal and final), 
three subordinates (the subordinative, the auditive, and the evasive), and a 
connegative. There are no verbal nouns of the actio or actor type, but the 
infinitives and participles fulfil their function as well. The infinitives and 
participles are, nevertheless, verbal inflectional forms rather than deverbal 
nominal derivatives, since they take normal verbal qualifiers such as 
accusative object. The infinitives and participles are inflected like nouns 
except that they lack predicative forms. The gerunds are not further 
declinable. The subordinates have an absolute form and possessive forms with 
the oblique singular co-affix -n; it seems that the auditive may be further 
inflected in tense. 

Infinitives 
The imperfective infinitive has the suffix -ma, e.g. nu- 'to stand' : nuwa. The 
perfective infinitive has the suffix -qma, which for the vowel and mixed 
stems is simply added to the stem, e.g. nu- 'to stand' : nuqma. For the 
consonant stems -0 is added first, e.g. pce¢r- 'to do' : pceoroqma. The unique 
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glide stem myi- 'to prepare' shows the suffix variant -ye before -qma, viz. 
myiyeqma. 

Participles 
The imperfective participle has the variable suffix -n-ta. The vowel stems use 
-na, e.g. nu- 'to stand' : nuna, except to- 'to come' : toda (also tona). Both 
the consonant and the mixed stems have -ta, e.g. pcer;r- 'to do' : pceortya, 
xonyo- 'to sleep' : xonyoda. Of the irregular stems, xce- 'to depart' prefers 
xcena, while ngce- 'to be' shows ngceda. The negative verb nyi- 'not' always 
has nyinya. 

The perfective participle has the suffix -me-i~, e.g. nu- 'to stand' : nuwio. 
The negative participle has the suffix -m~tawa(y~), e.g. nu- 'to stand' 

nuwo daweyo. 
The futuritive participle has the suffix -m~nta, e.g. nu- 'to stand' 

nuwOnta. 

Gerunds 
The modal gerund has the suffix -sy~ for the consonant stems and 
monosyllabic vowel stems, e.g. pcer;r- 'to do' : pcer;rcyo, nu- 'to stand' : nusyo, 
and the suffix -~ for the polysyllabic vowel stems, including the mixed stems, 
e.g. yilye- 'to live' : yilyeO, xonyo- 'to sleep' : xonyoo. In the Western dialects, 
however, the suffix -sy~ is invariably used. 

The final gerund has the suffix -m~nsy~, e.g. nu- 'to stand' : nuwr;ncyo 'in 
order to stand'. 

Subordinates 
The subordinative has either the suffix -p~q or the suffix combination -p~q

na, e.g. nu- 'to stand' : s3 nubOta or nubOqnanta 'if/when he stands'. 
The auditive has the suffix variants -manoh and -moh, e.g. ye- 'to ache' : 

s3 yewanonta - yewonta 'it feels like it aches' . 
The evasive has the suffix -moh followed by the ablative -x~-t~, e.g. nu-

'to stand' : s3 nuwongkr;dOnta 'lest he stands'. 

Connegative 
The connegative, used with the negative verbs, notably nyi- 'not', has the 
suffix -q. The s2 imperative is formally identical. 

1 Vowel stems generally do not require anything else, e.g. yilye- 'to live' 
: yilyeq, but notice the e-i-stem me- 'to be' : miq, and the irregular to-
'to come' : tuq. 

2 Mixed stems have their final vowel changed into u, the preceding 
consonant being palatal if either or both of the basic stem and the general 
finite stem have a palatal consonant before the final vowel, e.g. nyenr;-
'to be angry' : s3 nyeni : conneg. nyenuq, pcewr;- 'to be dark' : pcebyi : 

-m~tawa(y~), 

-m~tawa(y~), 

-m~nta, 

-sy~ 

-m~nsy~, 

-p~qsuffix 

for 

the 

ablative 
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pfRbyuq, ngeso- 'to camp' : ngesi : ngesuq, xonyo- 'to sleep' : xoni : 
xonyuq (notice also toxo- 'to learn' : tuxuq, yoxo- 'to disappear' : yuxuq). 

3 The irregular stems exhibit decided irregularities, viz. XfR- 'to depart' : 
xanyOq, ngfR- 'to be' : ngaq. 

4 Consonant stems have the regular vowel stem formation, dictated by the 
shape of the suffix, as the only complication, e.g. ngf/Jm- 'to eat' 
ngf/JwOq. 

Nominal Inflection 
The nominal inflectional categories are number, case, declension (absolute, 
possessive, and predestinative), and, in the non-absolute declensions, person 
and number of possessor or predestinator. Besides nominal declension, there 
are also predicative forms of nouns, or the nominal conjugation. 

Number and Case 
There are three numbers, singular, dual, and plural. Of the seven cases, the 
grammatical cases (nominative, accusative, and genitive) combine with all 
three numbers, while the local cases (dative, locative, ablative, and pro-
secutive), appear only in singular and plural, the missing local dual forms 
being replaced by expressions with the corresponding case forms of the 
postposition nya- 'at'. No morphological process takes place in the nom-
inative singular, e.g. myaq 'tent'. Some forms have simple suffixes, e.g. sA 
myadom: sG myadoh: sPros myaqmOna: dN mya/{'h = dA = dG: pN myadOq. 
Most local forms exhibit a system of multiple suffixation, e.g. sD mya~h : 
sLoc mya/{'na : sAbl myakf/Jdo : pD mya/{'q: pLoc mya/{'qna: pAbl myakf/J~. 

The accusative plural stem is used for the rest, e.g. pA myado : pG myadoq 
: pPros myadoqmf/Jna. However, the prosecutive plural of monosyllabic vowel 
stems is based either invariably on the basic stem, e.g. pya 'tree' : pyaqmOna 
(not *pyiqmOna), Ii 'bone' : leqmOna (not *liqmona), or variably on both 
stems, e.g. ya 'earth' : yaqmOna - yoqmOna. 

Accusative Plural Stem 
The vowel stems either require no morphological process or have their final 
vowel changed. Consonant and glide stems attach a vowel to the final 
consonant or glide. 

The vowel stems requiring no change in the form of the accusative plural 
include (1) most monosyllabic stems, e.g. to 'lake' : to, nyu 'child' : nyu; (2) 
some f/J-stems, e.g. SfRWo 'eye' : SfRWo; (3) i- and u-stems, e.g. ngesi 'camp' 
: ngesi, suyu 'calf: suyu. 

Other vowel stems show various vowel changes: 

1 monosyllabic a- and e- i-stems: 
a --7 0, ya --7 yi, e-i --7 i, e.g. ya 'earth' : yo, nya 'friend' : nyi, ti 'reindeer' 
: ti(: poss. sNs3 teda: pN tida); 

2 some f/J-stems: 

myadoq 
myadoq 
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Table 17.3 Case, number, and possessive suffixes 

Declension Person of possessor 
Absolute Possessive I 2 3 

Singular 
Nominative 0 0- ~ -m- -r- -t-
Accusative -m 0- ~ -m- -m-t- -m-t-
Genitive -h 0- ~ -n- -h-t- -h-t-
Dative -n-t0-h -X0- ~ -n-
Locative -x0-na -x0-na- ~ -n-
Ablative -x0-t0 -x0-t0- ~ -n-
Prosecutive -m0na -m0na- ~ -n-

Dual 
Nominative -x0h -X0yu- ~ -n- -t--t-
Accusative -x0h -x0yu- ~ -n- -t--t-
Genitive -x0h -X0yu- ~ -n-

Plural 
Nominative -q ¥- ~ -n- -t- -t-
Accusative ¥ ¥- ~ -n- -t- -t-
Genitive ¥-q ¥-q- ~ -n- -q-t- -q-t-
Dative -x0-q -x0-q- ~ -n-
Locative -x0-q-na -x0-q-na- ~ -n-
Ablative -x0-q-t0 -x0-q-t0- ~ -n-
Prosecutive (¥)-q-m0na (¥)-q-m0na- ~ -n-

J, J, J, 

Number of possessor 
Singular -0 -0 -a 
Dual -yih  -yih -yih  
Plural -oh 

Note: (Morpho)phonological processes not executed; preconsonantal h represents an 
archiphoneme for nand ng, i.e. -h-t- yields nt as -q-t- yields t and postvocalic -t-d; the 
formation of the accusative plural stem symbolized by ¥. 

~ ~ 0, y~ ~ yo, ~ ~ ye, e.g. x¢,o 'knife' : x¢ro, nyanyO 'bread' : nyanyo, 
syun° 'steam' : syunye; 

3 some a- stems: 
a ~ ¢, ya ~ ¢, ya ~ Y¢, e.g. xoba 'fur' : xobo (notice xasawa 'man, male' 
: xasyewO), tyonya 'fox' : tyon°, yesya 'iron, money' : yesyO; 

4 other a- stems: 
a ~ i, a ~ yi, ya ~ yi, (two words only) ya ~ e, e.g. ngaw°ka 'pet 
reindeer' : ngawoki, nguda 'hand' : ngudyi (notice y¢xa 'river' : yesyi), 
ngodya 'berry' : ngodyi, xalya 'fish' : xale (and yalya 'day' : yale); 

-q-t- -q-t-
-q-t- -q-t-
-q-t- -q-t-
-q-t- -q-t-

-h-t- -h-t-
-h-t- -h-t-
-h-t- -h-t-
-h-t- -h-t-

-t--t-
-t--t-

-q-t- -q-t-

-q-t--oh 
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5 e- and 0- stems: 
e ~ i, 0 ~ u, e.g. yake 'smoke' : yaki, ng¢no 'boat' : ng¢nu; 

6 alternating stems: 
e-ifj ~ i¢, o-ufj ~ u¢, 0-yfj ~ )i¢, e.g. p¢nio 'dress' : p¢nio (: poss sNs3 
p¢neda : pNs3 p¢niOda), tyukuo 'this' : tyukuo (: tyukoda : tyuku°da), 
ngopoyO 'the one' : ngopoyO (: ngopoda: ngopoyOda). 

Dialectally, i- and u-stems may also exhibit vowel change, yielding pA 
ngesi, suyu. 

Consonant stems add -0 or -ye, e.g. myaq 'tent' : myado, nyum 'name' : 
nyubye. Glide stems follow the consonant stems, viz. xa 'ear' : xawo, yi 'wits' 
: yibye, syo 'throat' : syoyo, x¢byi 'Khanty; servant' : x¢byiye. Notice that the 
base used for ng¢mke 'what' is in this case ng¢m-, yielding pA ng¢wo. At 
least for most functions, the dl possessive forms take over the sl forms in the 
Siberian dialects. 

Possessive Declension 
There are forms for three persons and three numbers of the possessor for each 
absolute form. They are formed through complex suffixation, with number 
and case suffixes partly different from the absolute ones. The accusative 
plural stem is used in the nominative plural, too. For example: ya 'earth' : 
sNsl yawo : s2 yar' : s3 yada : dl yamyih : d2 yaryih : d3 yadyih : pI yawaq 
: p2 yaraq : p3 yadoh; sAs3 yamta : sG yanta : sD y~nta : sLoc y~nanta 

: sAbl ya~ d¢nta : sPros yawOnanta : nom.du yaxOyuda = dA : dG yaxOyuta 
: pN yoda = pA : gen.plur yota : pD y~ta : pLoc yaxOqnata : Sabl y~t¢ta 

: pPros yaqmOnata - yoqmOnata. 

Predestinative Declension 
There are forms for three persons and three numbers of the predestinator for 
each singular grammatical case form of the absolute declension. They are 
formed by suffixing -tfj, followed by the respective possessive suffixes. For 
example, x¢r' 'knife' : nom s3 x¢r'd¢da : acc x¢r'd¢mta : gen x¢r'd¢nta 'a 
knife for him' . 

Nominal Conjugation 
When predicates, absolute forms are conjugated for person, and both absolute 
and possessive forms are conjugated for tense. In the aorist, the third-person 
forms of these predicative forms of nouns coincide with the corresponding 
nominative forms of declension. For example, nye 'woman' : predic aor sl 
nyedOm : s2 nyenO : s3 nye 'I am : you are : she is a woman' : pret sl 
nyed¢mcy<} : s2 nyen¢syO : s3 nyesyO 'I was: you were: she was a woman', 
nya 'friend' : poss sl aor sg nyawO : pret nyaw¢syO 'he is : was my friend' : 
pI aor nyin° : pret nyin¢syO 'they are : were my friends'. 

yaxOyuta 

yaxOyuta 
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Table 17.4 The inflection of the personal pronouns 

1 2 3 

Nominative 
sl m!/lnyo s2 pid!/lro s3 pida 
dl m!/lnyih d2 pidOryih d3 pidyih 
pI m!/lnyaq p2 pidOraq p3 pidoh 

Accusative 
sl syiqmO s2 syitO s3 syita (- syitya) 
dl syidOnyih d2 syidOdyih d3 syidOdyih 
pI syidOnaq p2 syidOdaq p3 syidOdoh 

Genitive 
sl syiqn° s2 syitO s3 syita (- syitya) 
dl syidOqnyih d2 syidOtyih d3 syidOtyih 
pI syidOqnaq p2 syidOtaq p3 syidOtoh 

Personal Pronouns 
The s1 variants acc syiqmyih : gen syiqnyih are common especially in the 
Eastern dialects. The 2/3 N stem has an Eastern variant with prjJ- and a further 
Far Eastern variant with pu- instead of pi-. That the forms have inner 
morphological structure is seen in derivation, e.g. mrjJnyOryinaq 'only we', 
pidOryidoh 'only they'. The local case forms are taken over by the possessive 
forms of the postposition nya- 'at'. The nominative forms are used only for 
emphasis, and can in that role occur also before the accusative and genitive 
forms as well as the postpositional forms. 

Adverbs and Postpositions with Partial Declension 
There are several groups of adverbial stems, each with particular categories 
of nominal declension. For those with a local function, a special set of local 
case suffixes exists, viz. dat -h, loc -na, abl -to, and pros -mna, e.g. nyah 'to' 
: nyana 'at' : nyadO 'from' : nyamna 'along, about', nyih 'on to' : nyinya 'on' 
: nyidO 'off' : nyimnya 'over'. 

Local postpositions like nya- 'at', nyi- 'on', myu- 'in', ngilrjJ- 'under', 
tyaxrjJ- 'behind', pu- 'after', yeq- 'towards', xi- 'near', yer- 'in the middle of', 
nyerrjJ- 'before' have both absolute case forms and a full possessive 
declension, formed with the same co-affix as the nominal singular local case 
forms, e.g. nyamnanta 'about it', nyinyantoh 'on them'. 

A number of nominal stems occur in conjunction with nya-, e.g. XteWO -nya-
'beside'. Postpositional stems often have compound forms with nya-, e.g. 
myu-nya-'inside'. There are also derived stems like nyayurjJ-and nyaku-from 
nya- 'at'. 

Local adverbs have only absolute case forms, e.g. tyuqrjJ- 'up' : tyuqoh : 
tyuqona : tyuqrjJdo : tyuqomna, trjJsyi- 'down' : trjJsyih : trjJsyina : trjJsyidO : 
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t¢syimna. This group includes several compound forms with nya-, e.g. t¢-nya-
'there', x¢-nya- 'where', syata-nya-'left', m¢xa-nya-'right'. 

Pronominal stems in their local case forms also render an adverbial 
meaning, e.g. tyukuo 'this' : tyukox¢na 'here'. Some nominal stems are 
lexicalized in their adverbial function, but they still exhibit normal nominal 
case inflection, occasionally even in the plural, e.g. nga- 'far' : ngaxOq : 
ngaxo qna : ngax¢~ : ngaqmOna. 

Non-local postpositions have absolute and possessive forms but no case 
inflection, e.g. xawOna 'except' : xawOnanta 'except him' (a petrified nominal 
prosecutive). 

There are also adverbs with only possessive forms, often fulfilling the 
function of conjunctions of other languages, e.g. ng¢dyObya- 'because' : 
ng¢dyObyanta 'because of that'. From the morphological point of view, the 
reflexive pronoun x¢r¢q-belongs here, e.g. x¢yDta 'he himself'. 

Derivation 

Deverbal Nouns 
1 Local nouns, e.g. xanye- 'to hunt' =:} xanyel¢wa 'hunting ground' , yo¢r-

'to fish' =:} yoOI¢wa 'fishing hamlet'. 
2 Instrumental nouns, e.g. nglRdalyo- 'to travel' =:} nglRdalyosyOh 'travel-

ling sledge', padon¢- 'to be writing' =:} padOn¢bcyoh 'pen', yenyer- 'to 
shoot' =:} yenyercyOh 'gun'. 

3 Potential nouns, usually in possessive forms, e.g. xet¢- 'to tell' =:} xe~yiq 

'possibility to tell', yoq- 'to lose' : poss.s3 yoqyita 'the possibility of 
losing it'. 

4 Potential adjectives, e.g. tlRW¢- 'to reach' : tlRwonana 'within reach'. 
5 Inclinative adjectives, e.g. pyfn¢- 'to be afraid' =:} pyfnOxado 'coward'. 
6 Other deverbal nouns, e.g. pyirye- 'to boil' =:} pyiryebco 'something 

boiled' =:} pyiryebcodO 'something to be boiled'; yilye- 'to live' =:} 

yilyebcO 'subsistence'; xanye-'to hunt' =:} xanyeya 'hunting occupation', 
yo¢r- 'to fish' =:} yoOrya 'fishing occupation'. 

Denominal Verbs 
1 Possessive verbs, e.g. s¢wa 'cap' =:} s¢byiq- 'to have a cap, to use as a 

cap'. 
2 Translative verbs, e.g. ngayD 'largeness' =:} ngar¢m-'to become larger' . 
3 Captative verbs, e.g. noxa 'Arctic fox' =:} nosyih- : conneg. nosyiyOq 'to 

hunt Arctic foxes' . 
4 Caritive verbs, e.g. myaq 'tent' =:} myacy¢-: s3 myacyi 'to be tentless'. 
5 Odorative verbs, e.g. xalya 'fish' =:} xalyay¢- : s3 xalyayi 'to smell of 

fish'. 

ngaqmOna. 

xe~yiq 
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Denominal Adverbs 
1 Caritives, e.g. myaq 'tent' ~ myacyiq 'without a tent' . 
2 Predestinatives, e.g. ng¢no 'boat' ~ ng¢nodO 'a boat for someone'. 
3 Essives, e.g. Ii 'bone' ~ lengce 'as a bone, for a bone', syidya 'two' ~ 

syidyangce 'both together' . 
4 Other denominal adverbs, e.g. sarmyiTt> 'animal, wolf ~ sarmyik¢dO-

ryem - sarmyik¢d°ryewOh 'like a wolf; tyet' '4' ~ tyet'l¢d°h 'four at a 
time'; yuq '1 0' ~ yucyanO 'about ten' . 

Denominal Nouns 
1 Comitative nouns, e.g. nye 'woman' ~ nyesaweyO 'married (man)'. 
2 Various adjectives, e.g. wa~ 'edge, shore' ~ Wal"xiO '(what is) on the 

shore'; war) ~ wariO 'outermost'; limp¢do 'swamp' ~ limpOd¢lyangkO 
'paludified' . 

3 Ordinal numerals, e.g. nya~r 'three' ~ nyaxoromteyo 'third', tyet' 'four' 
~ tyetyimtyeyo 'fourth'. 

4 Relational nouns, for semantic reasons not used in the singular, e.g. nya 
'friend' ~ du nyas¢xOh : pI nyasOq 'friends (to each other)'; ny{sya 
'father' ~ N p3 ny{syan¢doh 'their (respective) fathers' . 

Deverbal Verbs 
1 Future verbs, with an incomplete paradigm, e.g. (vowel stems and mixed 

¢-stems) me- 'to be' ~ mengko-: s3 mengku 'is going to be', nyen¢-'to 
be angry' ~ nyenOngku-; (mixed o-stems and consonant stems) xonyo-
'to sleep' ~ xonyod¢-, mah- 'to say' ~ mant¢-; notice xce- 'to 
depart' ~ xanOt¢-(but ngce- 'to be' ~ ngcengko-), to- 'to come' ~ tut¢-, 
ta- 'to bring' ~ t¢t¢-. 

2 Habitive verbs, also with an incomplete paradigm, e.g. tur- 'to come' freq 
~ turcyOt¢- : s3 turcyOti 'is in the habit of coming' : conneg. turcy°tuq. 

3 Precative verbs, with a fragmentary paradigm, mainly used in the 
imperative, e.g. to- 'to come' ~ tox¢r-: imp s2 tox¢~q 'please come'. 

4 Intensive verbs, e.g. t¢nya- 'to exist' ~ t¢nyax¢ya-'to really exist' . 
5 Intransitive verbs, e.g. tola- 'to read' ~ tolangko-'to do reading' ,pyirye-

'to cook' ~ pyiryencyo-- pyiryengko-'to do cooking' ,peh- 'to put' ~ 

pent¢- 'to do loading' . 
6 Transitive verbs, e.g. nyesey¢m-'to change' ~ nyeseyOmta-'to change 

(tr)', ng¢dyim-'to appear' ~ ng¢dyimtye-'to bring forth', t¢rp¢- 'to exit' 
~ t¢rpora- 'to take out', y¢ngk¢m- 'to separate' ~ y¢ngTt>mla- 'to 
separate (tr)', tira- 'to dry' ~ tirabta- 'to dry (tr)'. 

7 Imperfective verbs, e.g. pyi- 'to boil' ~ pyin¢- 'to be boiling', wadyo- 'to 
grow' ~ (Western-Central) wadyod¢n¢-, (Eastern) wadyod¢- 'to be 
growing'. 

8 Durative verbs, e.g. myiq- 'to give' ~ myip¢- 'to keep giving' : s3 myipyi 
: conneg myipyuq, xada- 'to kill' ~ xadab¢-'to keep killing'. 

'three' 

'please 

wa~ 
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9 Frequentative verbs, e.g. ngf/Jm- 'to eat' => ngf/Jwor- 'to have a meal', 
xayo- 'to stay' => xayur- 'to remain'. 

10 Iterative verbs, e.g. tyu- 'to enter' => tyungkf/J- 'to enter frequently, 
regularly' , ngamtf/J- 'to sit down' => ngamfYngkf/J- 'to sit regularly' . 

11 Inchoative verbs, e.g. (vowel stems) yilye- 'to live' => yilyel- 'to start 
living'; (consonant and mixed stems) pyisyf/Jh- 'to laugh' => pyisyOIf/J- 'to 
start laughing' . 

12 Incompletive verbs, e.g. nu- 'to stand' => nuy%tye- 'to stand for a while', 
ngf/Jwor- 'to have a meal' => ngf/Jworyf/Jbtye- 'to have a snack'. 

13 Momentative verbs, e.g. tesf/J- 'to drip' => tesoxf/Jl- 'to drop'. 
14 Passive verbs, e.g. xada- 'to kill' => xadara- refl 'to get killed'. 

Omnibased Derivatives 
1 Comparatives, e.g. sf/Jwa 'good' => sf/Jwarka 'better', sf/Jngkowoq- 'to be 

heavy' => sf/Jngkowosorka- 'to be heavier'. 
2 Moderatives, e.g. ngarka 'big' => ngarkampoyO 'rather big'. 
3 Augmentatives, e.g. ngarka 'big' => ngarkaqya 'very big'. 
4 Diminutives, e.g. sf/Jqla 'moron' => sf/Jqlako 'fool', tuq 'animal fat' => 

tudako 'mushroom', wada 'word' => wadako 'tale'. 
5 Pejoratives, e.g. ti 'reindeer' => tekocya 'poor little reindeer'; nyenecyOh 

'person, human being' => nyenecyf/Jnye 'poor man'. 
6 Limitatives ('only'), e.g. ngf/Jmkeryi 'whatever; thing'. 
7 Simulatives ('as if), e.g. syunorf/Jxa 'steam-like; blue'. 
8 Concessives ('even'), e.g. xloyaxf/JrfY 'anybody'. 
9 Affirmatives ('indeed'), e.g. xloyaxf/Jwa 'somebody', xadaxf/Jwao 'to kill 

indeed' modal gerund. 

Syntax 

Word Order 
The word order is predicate-final. A regular transitive sentence appears as 
(Time adverbial) Subject noun phrase (Place adverbial) Object noun phrase 
(Manner adverbial) Predicate verb. Any focused constituent may be placed 
in preverbal position, but otherwise the order is quite rigid; only heavy 
emphasis may result in a postverbal constituent. Notably, question words do 
not cause changes in the word order. In negative sentences, the two final 
word-forms are, in this order, the negative auxiliary verb and the main verb 
in the connegative. Within noun phrases, the attribute always precedes its 
head. 

Constituent Structure and Agreement 
The head of a subject noun phrase is in the nominative. Subject personal 
pronouns are used only for emphasis, while the person is expressed by 
conjugation. Subjectless constructions include sentences with the second 
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person imperative and impersonal sentences with the verbs tara- and sif/Jr- in 
the sense 'must'. 

The subject of an embedded clause, the possessor attribute, and the head 
of a postposition are in the genitive. Personal pronouns in these functions are, 
however, in the nominative, and used only for emphasis, while person is 
expressed by possessive declension. The genitive of personal pronouns is used 
only in those rare instances which do not allow possessive declension of the 
main word. 

The head of an object noun phrase is in the accusative, except if the verb 
is in the second person imperative, when the object is in the nominative. 
Personal pronouns are, however, invariably in the accusative. 

Within a noun phrase, an attribute never agrees with its head in case, but 
agreement in number is possible, the choice depending on the particular focus 
relations. In a special form of agreement, an attribute may duplicate the 
possessive suffix of its head. 

A predicate verb or noun agrees in person and number with the subject. A 
predicate verb also agrees in number with the object if it is in the objective 
conjugation. The choice of conjugation depends on the focus of the object. 
When introduced as new information, the object usually stands immediately 
before the verb, which is then in the subjective conjugation. When non-
focused, the object may appear apart from the verb or be completely omitted, 
the verb being obligatorily in the objective conjugation. 

A predicate noun is followed by a form of the copula ngte- 'to be' if and 
only if the sentence is negative, non-indicative, future or habitive. 

There are no conjunctions, but subordination is expressed by subordinate 
non-finite forms or infinitives and participles in local case forms and 
postpositional phrases. Simple parataxis often serves for co-ordination, but 
various connective adverbs are also available. Yes-no questions are expressed 
(1) by the interrogative mood, when referring to past time, or (2) by a special 
intonation, when referring to the present or future time. A few clitic particles 
are also used for special emphasis. 

Nenets Text 
Excerpted from Susoi 1990: 20. 

A: transcription, with segmentation of suffixes; B: morphemological glosses, 
unmarked features not indicated; C: freer translation 

Al nyewoxio 
B1 ANCIENT 

A2 xurka=ryi 

nyenecy~y-e-q 

PERSON-plur-G 

B2 WHAT.KIND=lim 

syo-q 
song-pN 

yar~bcO 

YARABTS.pA 
yar~bcO 

nyenecy~y-e-q 

song-pN 
song-pN 
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syudObj/lbcO ngj/ldyibyelye=wa-n-t-oh xawona 
SYUDBABTS.pA PRESENTS=inf (impf)-sG-p3 BESIDES 

nyenecYj/lO-q 
PERSON-pN 

Xj/lrO-toh 
SELF-p3 

A3 ya-h 

yilye=wa-n-t-oh 
LIVES=inf(impf)-sG-3-plur 

yf-xOn-toh syoy-o 
MIND-sD-3-plur SONG pA 

B3 EARTH-sG 
syarO-h 
SURFACE-sG 

nyi-nya 
ON-Ioc 

yampj/l-nO-h 
LONG-sD 

syerta=bj/l=wiO-q 
MAKES=dur=narr-p3 

ngoyak°-q 
RARE-pN 

nyenecyj/l=lyi-q 
PERSON-lim-pN 

Xj/l~-t-oh 

SELF-3-plur 
syerta=wiO 
MAKES=partic(perf) 

wadyi-d-oh 
VVORl).pA-3-plur 

pyirj/lsO_q 
IS.ABLE-conneg 

nyi=nya 
NEG=partic(impf) 

A4 tj/lrcya 
B4 SUCH 

syo-ngre me=cyo nyf-doh 
SONG-ess PERFORMS=ger(mod) NEG=-pO-p3 

syo-m me=cyo 
SONG-sA PERFORMS=ger(mod) 

pyirO=ta-q 
IS.ABLE=partic(impf)-pN 

nyenecyOh 
PERSON 

ngulyiq 
VERY 

xfbya-q 
VVHO-pN 

tyanyo 
LITTLE 

Cl Traditional folk songs. 
C2 Besides presenting various kinds of tales (lax<>nako ), lament recitatives 
(yar¢bcO), and heroic recitatives (syucPb¢bcO), the people, in the course of 
their lives, have made songs in their own minds. 
C3 On the surface of the earth, only few people cannot perform words made 
by themselves as a song - they are the ones unable to perform a song. 
C4 Such people are very few. 

References and Further Reading 
Major introductions and grammatical treatments appear in Castren (1854 
[21966]), Tereseenko (1947), Decsy (1966), and Hajdu (1968 [21982]). 
Textbooks include TereSeenko (1959), Almazova (1961), Barmie and Kupri-
janova (1979), and Kuprijanova and Barmie and Homie (1985). Tereseenko 
(1956) and Hajdu (1975) present wide selections of articles on various topics. 
Among dictionaries, Castren (1855) is the earliest, Lehtisalo (1956) exten-
sive, phonetic, and dialectological, and Tereseenko (1965) large and standard. 

syo-ngre 
me=cyo 

syarO-h 
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Pyrerka and Terescenko (1948) is the only larger dictionary from another 
language to Nenets. Text collections focusing on folklore include Castren 
(1940), Castren and Lehtisalo (1960), Lehtisalo (1947), Kuprijanova (1965), 
Terescenko (1990). For a literary history in Nenets see Susoj (1990). Large 
bibliographies have been published by Hajdu (1968 eI982], 1988). 

For the phonology, an early publication is Lehtisalo (1927). A major work in 
the spirit of generative phonology is Janhunen (1986), with an ample 
bibliography. Later articles include Helimski (1989), Janhunen (1993), Salmi-
nen (1990a, 1990b, 1993a, 1993b). Morphology is the focus of all Nenets 
grammars and textbooks. Honti and Zaicz (1970) is a reverse listing of suffixes 
and suffix combinations compiled on the basis of Hajdu (1968 [21982]). Mikola 
(1975) is a thorough survey of the postposition system. Hajdu, Lahadi, 
Labanauskas, Perfil' eva, Sebestyen, and Scerbakova, among others, have been 
active in publishing articles, as seen in the the bibliography by Hajdu (1988). 
Salminen (1997a) is a reverse dictionary with a key to inflectional paradigms, 
and Salminen (1997b) a monograph on inflection. The only major publication 
on syntax is Terescenko (1973). 
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18 Selkup 

Eugene Helimski 

The Selkup language, formerly known also as Ostyak Samoyed(ic), is now 
spoken by c.2,000 descendants of an indigenous population of a vast West 
Siberian taiga area located mainly between the Ob' and Yenisei rivers. The 
total number of Selkups according to the Soviet censuses of 1979 and 1989 
was the same, about 3,600 persons, but the level of native-language retention, 
and the proficiency of its speakers, are both steadily decreasing due to 
linguistic assimilation: in almost all parts of their original ethnic territory the 
Selkups are now outnumbered by Russians. Beyond this territory, there are no 
sizeable groups of Selkup resettlers. 

Selkup is used in family life and in traditional domains of the economy 
such as fishing and hunting, but not in administration or other official spheres. 
Several attempts to introduce it as the language of education in elementary 
schools and to develop Selkup literacy, made especially between the 1930s 
and 1950s, have never been supported by any systematic efforts. Having 
recently been reintroduced in several schools, Selkup found itself in the 
position of a second and foreign language as a result of low native-language 
proficiency among schoolchildren. The activity of the national cultural 
society Qatt;;, Qup ('Man of the [Ob'] River') since the late 1980s has been 
a help in preserving Selkup national identity (see Pusztay: 1992), but the 
chances for the retention of Selkup by coming generations are close to zero 
for Southern Selkups (in the Tomsk region) and not very high in the North (the 
Tyumen and Krasnoyarsk regions). 

Bilingualism 
Selkup-Russian bilingualism, with varying degrees of competence in the 
native and second languages, and, typically, with a transitory stage of 
semilingualism, in which the command of neither language is perfect, is 
universally spread among Selkup speakers in the South (where in younger 
generations most ethnic Selkups are Russian monolinguals) and at least 
among younger and middle-aged Northern Selkups (here there are still some 
Selkup monolinguals among older people, especially women). 

While this type of bilingualism is unilateral and leads ultimately to 
Russification, there exists also, now mainly among the people connected 
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with traditional occupations, bilateral bilingualism on both sides of the 
borderlines of the Selkup ethnic territory: Selkup-Khanty in the river basins 
of Vasyugan and Vakh, Selkup-Ket in the basin of Yelogui, a left tributary 
of the Yenisei River, Selkup-Tungus in the Krasnoyarsk region and the 
adjacent parts of the Taz river basin. The reindeer-breeding Selkups in the 
middle part of the Taz river basin usually speak both Selkup and Nenets, 
and there are cases of Selkup-Turkic (Chulym Turkic, Siberian Tatar) 
bilingualism in the South. 

Up to the beginning of the twentieth century Selkup used to be spoken as 
a lingua franca, widely known by non-Selkups, in the northeastern parts of 
West Siberia, and this role, played through centuries, may have contributed 
to the relative simplicity of its grammatical system in comparison with the 
other Samoyedic languages. 

Dialects 
The dialects of Selkup form a chain, originally continuous, but now no longer 
unbroken. The differences between any adjacent idioms are minimal, but for 
example the Taz dialect (North) and the Middle Ob' dialect (South) are 
mutually incomprehensible, differing approximately as much as Russian and 
Polish or Udmurt and Komi. 

The main dialect groups are: 

1 Northern (Taz), with the dialects of Middle Taz, Upper Taz, Baikha-and-
Turukhan, Karasino, Yelogui (the first two are spoken in the eastern part 
of the Yamal Nenets Autonomous district of the Tyumen region, and the 
last three along the tributaries of the Yenisei River in the Krasnoyarsk 
region). The dialects of Middle Taz and Baikha-Turukhan are very close 
and account for about one-half of today' s native speakers of Selkup. They 
have served as the dialect base for all main attempts to promote Selkup 
literacy and for the publication of school textbooks (with the exception 
of the most recent ones, which lean towards the Upper Taz dialect). The 
description below refers, unless otherwise specified, to the Middle Taz 
dialect. 

2 Central, in the northwestern parts of the Tomsk region, with the dialects 
of Tym (closer to the Northern group) and of Narym (closer to the 
Southern group). Central dialects are or were spoken also by minor 
Selkup groups in areas adjacent to those of the Khanty (Ostyaks), along 
the rivers Vasyugan, Parabel, Vakh, and their tributaries. 

3 Southern, in the central part of the Tomsk region, with the dialects of 
Middle Ob' (spoken along the Ob' River between the towns Narym and 
Kolpashevo, and standing closer to the Central group), Upper Ob' 
(upriver from Kolpashevo), and the now extinct dialects of Chaya and 
Chulym (along the Ob' tributaries). The Middle Ob' and Chaya dialects 
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were used in several Selkup books published by Orthodox missionaries 
in the late nineteenth century. 

The Selkup dialect spoken at one time still further to the southeast, in 
the vicinities of Tomsk, and ousted as early as in the eighteenth century, 
must probably be classified as representing a separate dialect group. 

4 The Kef group, in the northeastern part of the Tomsk region along the 
Kef River, with the dialects of Middle Kef (close to the Southern group) 
and Upper Kef (Nat-Pumpokolsk dialect). These dialects are preserved 
relatively better and look more viable than other Selkup dialects in the 
Tomsk region. 

The grouping set out above correlates closely with the distribution of 
Selkup self-designations. In the absence of any single autoethnonym for all 
territorial groups the Northern Selkups call themselves so!jqup, :joPqup 
(hence 'Selkup'), the Central ones, cum~! qup, the Southern ones siisoq;J(j) 
qum (but Chulym tjujqum), and the Kef Selkups siis(s)ii qum. 

Historical Development 
According to the opinion shared by specialists in archaeology and anthro-
pology, at least the Southern Selkups continue to live in the area which 
belonged to the original Samoyedic proto-homeland two thousand years ago 
and more (see Helimski 1991). The present-day repartition of dialects is the 
result of the gradual penetration of Selkup speakers in the northwestern and 
northern directions. The Northern Selkups took over their present-day habitat 
(ousting or assimilating the previous Enets population of this area) as recently 
as the second half of the seventeenth century. Still, the earliest linguistic 
records from the beginning of the eighteenth century prove that all the main 
distinctive traits of all Selkup dialect groups were already present at that time 
(see Helimski: 1985a). 

Structurally, Selkup looks in many respects closer to Ugrian languages 
than its Northern Samoyedic relatives; this may be at least partly due to 
secondary contacts between Selkup and ObUgrian. 

In the domain of phonology both innovations and unique retentions can be 
found. Selkup has developed a secondary correlative opposition between 
short and long vowels, and has undergone an extensive process of qualitative 
vowel reduction in non-first syllables; a series oflabialized plosives appeared, 
later to be lost in the Northern dialects. On the other hand, the vowels of the 
first syllable preserve, in the main, the quality of their Proto-Samoyedic 
monophthongal prototypes, and the dialects of the Tomsk region are the only 
Samoyedic idioms in which the distinction between *t and *c is preserved 
(these two consonants merged long ago in other Samoyedic languages, and, 
as late as the first half of the twentieth century, also in Northern Selkup). 

The most characteristic innovations in Selkup morphology are the radical 

Selkups 
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extension of the case system (mainly through the fusion of postpositional 
constructions), the loss of a conjugated negative verb, the development of 
preverbs (separable verbal prefixes), the development of the morphological 
means for mutual transformations of syntactic roles of nominal, adjectival, 
and verbal stems. Further developments in individual dialects pertain in most 
cases to inventory rather than to structure. 

The original syntactic system, with extensive use of non-finite verbal 
forms, has been replaced in most non-Northern dialects (partly also in the 
North) by the use of subordinate clauses with conjunctions, patterned after 
Russian. Other domains of syntax, including word order, display stronger 
retentive properties. 

Phonology 

Phonemes and their Modifications 
The phonemic inventory of Middle Taz Selkup includes forty-one segmental 
units, with the vowels far outnumbering the consonants (twenty-five against 
sixteen), see Table 18.1 and Figure 18.1. 

This numerical superiority manifests itself only paradigmatic ally, i.e. in the 
phonemic system, while syntagmatically (i.e. in texts) the average ratio of 
phonemes is roughly 132 consonants to 100 vowels. 

Consonants 
From the viewpoint of phonology the sole affricate (:i, which has [tj] as its 
optional variant (occurring idiolectally in all positions), forms jointly with the 
stops a single series of plosives. Numerous empty cells in the system of 
consonants, especially in the fricative series and in the postvelar (uvular) 
zone, as well as the absence of distinctively voiced and palatalized 
consonants, open wide the possibilities for considerable allophonic variation. 

The phonologically voiceless plosives and fricatives are usually realized as 
voiced or weak (half-voiced) between two vowels or after resonants, cf. itt 
'water': sG ittfn [tiDtn - tidtn]. At morphemic boundaries this voicing may 
often be absent, cf. uukf [-G- - -g-] 'tip', but uukmti [-k-] 'having no 

Table 18.1 Middle Taz Selkup consonants 

Labials Dentals Palatals Velars Postvelars 

Nasals ill n ni IJ 
Stops P t k q 
Affricates ci 
Fricatives s iii 
Laterals I Ii 
Trills r 
Glides w r 
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Figure 18.1 Middle Taz Selkup vowels 

Front Central Back 
(unrounded) (rounded) 

unrounded rounded 

tense lax tense lax 

High i ii III ii iiii 1 iY u uu 

Mid e ee e ee 0 00 e ee 00 
0 00 aa 

Low a aa a aa 

ptannigan' (uu 'ptannigan'); this phenomenon is better accounted for by 
differentiating morpheme-internal and morpheme-initial (like word-internal 
and word-initial) positions, rather than by ascribing phonemic status to voiced 
consonants. On the other hand, in Narym Selkup and some other Central and 
Southern dialects the loss of word-final reduced vowels and some other 
secondary phonetic developments have resulted in the rise of a phonemic 
contrast between voiceless and voiced sounds: Narym pet 'by night': ped 
'nest', qop 'man': qob 'skin' (in Taz Selkup respectively pit: piti: qup : 
qopi). 

Most (non-palatal) consonants become palatalized when followed by front, 
especially front tense, vowels. The stops are optionally realized as implosives 
word-finally or before other stops. Also optional is the fricative pronunciation 
of stops, when they are followed by s or Si: apsi' [-fs- - -ps-] 'food', rakSia 
[-xsL - -ksL] 'jingling pendant'. 

Especially dispersed are the positional (obligatory or optional) allophones 
of the sole postvelar phoneme q. Beside voiced, half-voiced, palatalized, and 
implosive postvelar stops, as well as the postvelar fricative [x], their set 
includes the postvelar nasal [ij] (occurs before nasals) and the postvelar trill 
[r] (occurs word-internally mainly in the vicinity of liquids: qaqli' [qarll] 
'sledge'). 

Idiolectally Si is realized as a non-palatal alveolar [s], a cacuminal m or 
[~]; this last pronunciation is typical of the Upper Taz dialect. Still another 
case of optional variation is that between 'Russian' non-palatal [I] and slightly 
palatalized [1], both representing the phoneme I. 

this 
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Vowels 
The richness of the phonemic inventory of vowels is due, in the main, to the 
vast scope of the quantitative opposition (unlike Northern Samoyedic, in 
Selkup long vowels can hardly be treated as phonemic sequences), and to the 
contrast, in five pairs, of tense and lax vowels: i : I, ii : II, e : 10, ee : flO, 00 

: aa. The rise of this last contrast appears to be a Northern Selkup innovation. 
The tensellax contrast may originally have been restricted to the front vowels 
in sequences like Gii- : Gil (where [I] was originally merely a manifestation of 
i: due to the restriction on the occurrence of r after palatals), but later the 
distribution of front lax vowels became more complicated (e.g., lax but not 
tense front vowels occur after dentals), and in a number of instances 
morphophonemic developments or borrowings led to the penetration of the 
opposition to other positions (cf. merka 'measure for gunpowder' (from 
Russian): merka 'the wind is blowing'). The contrast between 00 and aa is the 
result of the development *aa > aa (modem aa is of secondary origin). 

Phonetically lax vowels differ from corresponding tense ones by a less 
strained articulation and by a concomitant shift towards the central zone (I, II, 
10, 1010) and/or lower tongue-height (10, flO, aa). 

Long front vowels and 00 are optionally diphthongized in open syllables. 
In allegro speech, and especially in unstressed positions, long vowels are 
pronounced half-long or even almost short; this tendency towards the 
phonetic neutralization of the quantitative opposition is very typical of 
Central and Southern Selkup dialects. 

The phonemic symbol r in non-first syllables denotes a reduced vowel 
(common Selkup *~); it is realized as m or, more seldom, [5], and, after 
palatals, [l] or [;:)]. While there is no vowel harmony in Selkup, non-Northern 
dialects tend to assimilate the reduced vowels in their phonetic quality to the 
vowel of the first syllable: Ket' suur~ [suurilm] 'animal', Tym el~gu [eH!gu] 
'to live', and this creates an effect similar to vowel harmony. 

Stress 
The dynamic stress in Selkup is mobile. Its placement in a word is determined 
by a combination of phonetic and morphological factors. 

According to the most widespread phonetic rule of accentuation, stress is 
placed on the last long vowel; if there are no long vowels in non-first syllables 
it is placed on the first vowel: p!!:.rqr 'smoke', uuGirqo 'to work', aqqaali 
'rein', uuGiaami't 'we work', aatiiiiqd![ 'your two reindeers'. Regular 
deviations from this rule are determined by the presence of inflectional and 
derivational suffixes of two accentologically specific types. One type of suffix 
contains vowels, which, although phonetically short, behave as though they 
were long and attract the stress (unless there are long vowels in following 
syllables): koggltrqo 'to tell', puutQntr '(to the) inside'. The other type of 
suffix creates the phenomenon of double stress within a single phonetic word: 
tf1.1da 'closer here', t§.nis!'mi'P 'clever'; each accentologically separate part is 

[eH!gu] [eH!gu] 

[;:)]. 
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then governed by the basic phonetic rule of accentuation given on p. 533. 
Differences in the morphemic composition of words account for the 

relatively rare examples of contrastive stress, such as Cir.ziCialqo 'to stamp 
down': BEPBg}qo 'to stamp (once)', krkmzi 'loving': krkrtil j 'riverless'. It is 
possible that certain accentological relics are preserved by second-person 
singular imperative forms, in which there are such unusual contrastive pairs 
as e.g. !1rtii~ 'makefat!': urtii~ 'lose!'. 

In non-Northern Selkup dialects there is often a strong tendency for the 
stress to migrate rightwards on to short low vowels of non-first syllables: Tym 
kangk 'dog', iiwii 'mother'. 

Distribution of Phonemes 
Among the consonants, g does not occur word-initially, j occurs in this 
position only in borrowings, and word-initial r occurs only in borrowings and 
onomatopoetic words. Word-finally Ci and w do not occur at all (w is rare 
word-internally, as well), and q and ~ are extremely rare. According to 
phonostatistic data, the most frequent consonants are (in descending order of 
frequency) t, n, m, q,p, I, k. 

Consonant clusters (consisting of two, seldom of three phonemes) are 
normal only word-internally. Most common among them are the combina-
tions of a nasal or a liquid plus a plosive, and particularly the homotopic 
clusters mp, nt, njCi, gk, It, IjCi, and the geminate clusters tt, qq, mm, nn, SS, 

~~, etc. (these are the result of sandhi phenomena in many cases; see 
pp. 555-6). Other types of clusters are considerably less frequent. 

All vowels can occur in the first syllable, though there are numerous 
restrictions on the occurrence of vowels after certain consonants. In non-first 
syllables long uu and iT, and long and short i!lee, iiluu, 0100, e/ee do not occur 
at all, while short u and long and short ilii occur only in a few suffixes. In 
general, the reduced vowel r and the short full vowel a are much more 
frequent than any of the other vowels; the relative frequencies of ee, aa, uu, 
iiii, and e are close to zero. 

Vowel clusters are possible only at morpheme boundaries, but there are 
always optional variants with hiatus eliminated by contraction or the 
epenthesis of a glide: kanaiilr - kanajiilr - kanEElr 'your (sg) dogs'. Very often 
the first of two adjacent vowels in word groups is apocopated: soma EEga -
som EEga 'is good'. 

Morpbopbonology 

Nasal - Stop Alternation 
Perhaps the most characteristic morphophonemic phenomenon of Selkup is 
the alternation of nasals with homotopic stops (m - p, n - t, g - k), in some 
cases also with zero in word-final position, cf. qontam - qontap 'I'll find', 

'lose!'. 'lose!'. 

etc. 
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suurim - suurip - suuri' 'animal', karman - karmat 'pocket', somaI] - somak 
'well', aaI] - aak - aa 'mouth', etc. Such variants are functionally equal and 
they are almost equally frequent, for example, in pre-pausal position. The 
alternation is not automatic: word-final nasals and stops may be also stable, 
e.g., kem 'blood', toop 'edge', iYesi'n 'snare', kat 'ten', taaI] 'taiga', tuk 
'beetle' etc. Depending on the presence/absence and the conditions of this 
alternation, several types of stems and suffixes can be distinguished; their 
morphophonological differences manifest themselves in both inflection and 
derivation, cf. sG aa-n 'of a mouth', taaI]i~n 'of taiga', tuki~n 'of a beetle'. 
In order to account for this difference, the following symbols will be used (N 
= nasal, T = stop): 

Nl Tl N2 T2 N2x N3 

Alternation in word-final none none N-T N-T N-T N-T-0 
position 

Consonant typically N T N T (-) 0 
preserved in inflection 

(The morphophonemic N2x does not occur in inflection.) We may therefore 
write the examples given above morphophonemic ally as qontam2, suurim3, 
karman2, somaI]2x' aaI]3' kem], toop], iYesi'n], kat], taaI]], tuk]. 

Sandhi 
The sandhi processes caused by the assimilative interaction of two consonants 
belonging to different morphemes (stem + suffix, suffix + suffix, compounds 
and fused word groups), are shown in Figure 18.2. It will be seen that the 
assimilation can be complete or partial, progressive, regressive, or even 
bilateral (as in the case of ~-n > nlni ). Sandhi is determined by morphological 
rather than purely phonetic factors; the same cluster may be 'tolerable' in 
nominal forms, but eliminated through sandhi in verbal ones (puri"Siti' 'his 
torch', but suuri"iYiYi' 'it turns out that he is hunting' from *SUurlS-t'i), or 
'tolerable' in derivation, but not in inflection (cf. kiitsan 'grandson' and the 
regular transformation ts > ss in both nominal and verbal inflection). 

A special sandhi rule transforms the clusters NP (where N is a nasal and 
P is a plosive, not necessarily homotopic) into nasal clusters NNp (where Np 
is a nasal homotopic with P), if they are followed, after a vowel, by another 
cluster consisting of a nasal and a plosive: qomtii 'money': qomniinti' 'of his 
money', soqiWiYi'qo 'to ask': soqiWnlimpa 'he asked': soqininlimmanti' 'you 
asked'. As the last example shows, this rule applies recursively from the 
beginning to the end of a word. The morpheme boundary (or boundaries) may 
be located at any place in the string -NPVNP-. 

Some other sandhi phenomena are caused by phonetic processes which are 
no longer productive and regular (for example, the loss of initial t in certain 

nln

symbols symbols 
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Figure 18.2 Sandhi in Middle Taz Selkup: assimilative interaction of the 
consonants C1 and C2 where C1 and C2 belong to different morphemes 

k t q s iii rn n 1 

p mm mn 

t ss gigi nrn T]n 11 

k qq urn un [yl] 

q kk ijrn ijn [fl] 

s si gi 

si ci Ci(l) si si ni ni(1) Ii Ii (1) 

rnl [~1] 

nl Uk ni iii 11 

ni nici nini 

Ul [y 1] 

rn2,P) pk(3) pt(3) pq ps psi [~1] 

n2,3(2) tk(3) tt(3) tq ss gi si 11 

U 2,3 (2) kk(3) kt(3) qq ks ksi [yl] 

Ii l ici iiii 

j jci 

Notes: This figure accounts only for those output clusters which differ from the simple sum of 
their input components. If the output is phones rather than phonemes, these are given in square 
brackets (i.e, phonologically [~l] is equal to Ipl/ or Iml/, [ijm] to Iqm/, etc.). 

(I) This sandhi assimilation occurs only in verbal inflexion. (2) Final nasals in bound 
morphemes usually behave like No' (3) For N2 this assimilation is optional. 

verbal suffixes after verbal stems ending in r), They shall therefore be 
relegated to the domain of suffixal allomorphy. 

Stem Variants 
While the nominative singular serves as the main stem (first stem) of nouns, 
certain paradigmatic and derivational forms are based on its modified variant 

C
C

[~1] 

[~1] 

[~1] [~1] 

[~l] 
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(second stem). If the fIrst stem ends in a vowel, the two stems are identical. 
If the fIrst stem ends in a consonant, the second stem acquires an additional 
fInal vowel 0"), or loses its fInal consonant (usually N3) and, in monosyllabic 
nouns, may contain a vowel quantitatively or qualitatively different from that 
of the fIrst stem. In the following examples, the second stem is exemplifIed 
by plural nominatives (suffIx -t): qum 'man' : qumrt, kanalJ 'dog' : kanat, 
aqsil 'mushroom' : aqsilrt, ruF 'Russian' : ruuFi"t, ser 'bog, marsh' : siTrrt, 
nom 'God, heaven' : nuut, qOlJ 'chief: qoot. 

The modifIcation of verbal stems occurs mainly in derivation (paradig-
matically it is found only in several monosyllabic verbal stems). Here the 
morphophonemic processes which produce stem variants are less regular and 
more diverse; they include lengthening or shortening of stem vowels, 
truncation, and gemination of intervocalic stem consonants, e.g. Ciuuri~ 'to 
cry' : Ciurqil- 'to start crying', qo- 'to fInd': qooqil- 'to fInd many', saari~ 'to 
bind' : sarrEl:;- 'to bind (already, intensively),. 

In both nominal and verbal stems the last vowel (usually n is often ousted, 
if the suffIx that follows begins with a vowel: uti" 'hand' : utam 'my hand', 
ili~ 'to live' : ilcntak Tlllive'. 

Morphology 

Parts of Speech and Category of Representation 
The Selkup language, with its more or less banal set of parts of speech 
(substantives, adjectives, numerals, pronouns, verbs, adverbs with particles, 
postpositions, preverbs, interjections), has developed a system of morpho-
logical means for transforming the typical syntactic roles of parts of speech 
into one another. While for verbs such transformations (into verbal nouns, 
participles, and verbal adverbs) are a common phenomenon in the Uralic 
languages, there are in Selkup also special paradigmatic forms of substantives 
with the meanings and syntactic functions of adjectives, verbs, and adverbs, 
e.g. (qum 'man, person'): qumaak 'I am a human being', qumil} 'human', 
qumi'k 'human(ly)" etc. The regularity and productivity of such formations 
makes it expedient to treat them as inflectional rather than derivational, and 
to use in the description of (at least) substantives, adjectives, and verbs the 
notion of category of representation, with four categorical meanings (sub-
stantival, adjectival, verbal, and adverbial representations). 

Substantives 
Number. The singular is unmarked. The dual has the suffIx -QI (to the left of 
which reduced i" goes to 00, and other vowels are lengthened), in several 
words also -AAQI, -OOQI, and (with reduplication) -QAAQI. The plural has 
the suffIx -T2 (joined to the second stem), in the vocative case -N, in 
possessive forms -ii- (joined to the second stem). The collective form has 
-eMl (joined to the second stem), so that formally it is a combination of the 

ousted, 
ousted, 

live' 
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Table 18.2 Nominal declension, substantival representation: nom 'God, 
heaven' 

Singular Dual Plural Collective 

Non-possessive forms 
N nom nopqI nuut nuulimi 
G nuun nopqm nuutin nuulimYn 
A nuum nopqlm nuutim nuulimYm 
Ins nopsa nopqIsa nuussa nuulimYsa 
Car nomkaalik nopqlkiiruik nuutkaalik nuulimYkiiruik 
Trans nuutqo nopqltqo nuumko nuulimHqo 
Co-ord nuuSiSiak nopqlSisiak nuutisisiak nuulimYSisiak 
DatJAll nuunik nopqltkim nuumklm nuuliminik 
III nomti nopqltkim nuut'itklm nuulimlnri 
Loc nopqin nopqilqin nuutqin nuulimHqin 
Ela nopqini nopqilqini nuutqini nuulimHqini 
Prol nomrriin nopqilmin nuunmin nuulimHmYn 
Voc nomee nopqee - nopqiI nuunee 

sl Possessive forms 
NA nommY nopqlm(i:) nuuiim(i) nuulimim'j 
G nomni - nuuni nopqmi nuuiini nuulimi'ni 
Ins nomnisa - nuunisa nopqmisa nuuiinisa nuuliminisa 
Car nomnikftftlik - nopqmikaalik nuuiiniki'truik nuuliminikaalik 

nuuniki'tftlik 
Trans nomnoo(qo) - nopqmoo(qo) nuuiinoo( qo) nuuliminoo( qo) 

nuunoo(qo) 
Co-ord nomnisiak - nuunisiak nopqmiSiak nuuiiniSiak nuuliminisiak 
DatJAll nomninik - nuuninik nopqmikim nuuiinikim nuulimininik 
IlllLoclEla nopqlik nopqilqlik nuuiiqlik nuulimHqlik 
Prol nommak nopqilmlik nuuiimlik nuulimllmlik 

s2 and s3 Possessive forms 
N (s2) noml1 nopqIli nuuiill nuulimiTi 

(s3) nomti nopqlti nuuiiti nuulimltl 
G nomti nopqmti nuuiinti nuuliminti 
A nomti nopqlmti nuumti nuulimimti 
Ins nomtisa nopqmtisa nuuiintisa nuulimYntisa 
Car nomtiki'tftlik nopqmfIki'tftlik niinfIkftruik nuuliminfIki'tftlik 
Trans nomtoo(qo) nopqmtoo( qo) nuuiintoo( qo) nuulimintoo( qo) 
Co-ord nomtiSiak nopqmtisiak nuuiintiSiak nuulimintisiak 
DatJAll nomtinik nopqmftkim nuuiinftkim nuulimintinik 
IlllLoclEla 

(s2) nopqlinti nopqnqanri nuuiiqant'i nuulimHqanti 
(s3) nopqinti nopqnqinti nuuiiqinti nuulimHqinti 

Prol(s2) nommlinti nopqnmanti nuuiimanti nuuJimHmanri 
(s3) nommYnri nopqnminti nuuiim'inti nuulimHminti 
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di Possessive fonns 
NA nommrr nopqlmn nuuiimn nuuJimlmn 
G nomnn - nuunn nopqmn nuuiinn nuuJimlnn 
Ins nomnnsa - nuunnsa nopqmnsa nuuiinnsa nuuJimlnnsa 
Car nomnnkiiiUi'k - nopqmnkiiiili'k nuuiinrrkiiiili'k nuuJimlnnkiiiili'k 

nuunnkiiiili'k 
Trans nomnnqo - nuunnqo nopqmnqo nuuiinnqo nuuljminnqo 
Co-ord nomnns-iak - nuumIs-iak nopqmnsjak nuuiinns-iak nuuljminnsjak 
DatJAll nomnnni'k - nuunnni'k nopqmnkim nuuiinnkim nuuljminnni'k 
IlllLoclEla nopqimI nopqnqinn nuuiiqinn nuuljml1qinn 
Prol nomminn nopqnminn nuuiiniinn nuuliml1minn 

d2 and d3 Possessive fonns 
N (d2) nomln nopqdn nuuiiln nuulimlln 

(d3) nomtn nopqltn nuuiitn nuuliniitn 
G nomtn nopqintn nuuiintn nuuliniintn 
A nomtn nopqimtn nuuiimtn nuuliniimtn 
Ins nomtnsa nopqintnsa nuuiintnsa nuuliniintnsa 
Car nomtnkiiiili'k nopqintnkiiiUi'k nuuiintnkiiiUlk nuulimlntnkiiiUi'k 
Trans nomtnqo nopqlntnqo nuuiintnqo nuuliniintnqo 
Co-ord nomtnsiak nopqintnsiak nuuiintnsiak nuuJimlntnsiak 
DatJAll nomtnni'k nopqlntnkim nuuiintnkim nuuliniintnni'k 
IlllLoclEla nopqintn nopqnqintn nuuiiqintn nuuJiml1qlntn 
Prol nommintn nopqnmlntn nuuiimintn nuuliml1mlntn 

pi Possessivefonns 
NA nommlt nopqlmlt nuuiimlt nuulimlmlt 
G nomnlt - nuunlt nopqmlt nuuiinlt nuulimlnlt 
Ins nomnlssa - nuunissa nopqmlssa nuuiinlssa nuuljminissa 
Car nomnltkiiiili'k - nopqmltkiiiili'k nuuiinltkiiiUi'k nuulimlnltkiiiili'k 

nuunltkiiiili'k 
Trans nomnltqo - nuunltqo nopqmltqo nuuiinltqo nuulimlnltqo 
Co-ord nomni"Sisiak - nopqmlsisiak nuuiinlsisjak nuuljmlnlsisjak 

nuunls-is-iak 
DatJAll nomnlnni'k - nuunlnni'k nopqmltkim nuuiinitkim nuuljmlnlnni'k 
IlllLoclEla nopqlnit nopqnqinlt nuuiiqinlt nuuliml1qlnlt 
Prol nomminlt nopqnniinit nuuiiniinlt nuuliml1minit 

p2 and p3 Possessive fonns 
N(d2) nomllt nopqdlt nuuiiht nuulimi1lt 

(d3) nomtlt nopqltlt nuuiitlt nuuliniitlt 
G nomtlt nopqmtlt nuuiintlt nuuJimlntlt 
A nomtlt nopqlmtlt nuuiimtlt nuulimlmfit 
Ins nomtlssa nopqmtlssa nuuiintissa nuuliniintlssa 
Car nomtltkiiiUlk nopqmtltkiiiUi'k nuuiintltkiiiili'k nuulimlntltkiiiili'k 
Trans nomtltqo nopqmtltqo nuuiintltqo nuuliniintltqo 
Co-ord nomtlSis-iak nopqmtlsisjak nuuiintlsjsjak nuulimlntlsis-iak 
DatJAll nomtlnni'k nopqmtltkim nuuiintltkim nuuliniintlnni'k 
IlllLoclEla nopqlntlt nopqnqintlt nuuiiqlntlt nuuljml1qintlt 
Prol nommlntlt nopqnniintlt nuuiiniintlt nuuliniilniintlt 
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Table 18.3 Nominal declension, adjectival, verbal, and adverbial 
representation: nom 'God, heaven' 

Relative adjectival Co-ordinative 
form adjectival form 

Non-possessive nuuli nuusi si ali 

Possessive 
s1 nuuni1i nuuni'siali 
s2 nomtili nomtlsiali 
s3 nomti'li nomti'siali 

d1 nuunnli nuunnsiali 
d2 nomtnli nomtnsiali 
d3 nomtnli nomtnsiali 

p1 nuuni'tili nuuni'sisiali 
p2 nomti'ti'li nomti'si si ali 
p3 nomti'ti'li nomti'sisiali 

Verbal representation (predicativeforms) 
s1 nomiiak d1 nomi'l)mn 
s2 nomiiiinti' d2 nomi'l)ln 
s3 nom d3 nopqr 

Adverbial representation 
nuuk 

p1 nomi'l)mi't 
p2 nomi'l)llt 
p3 nuut 

Locative adjectival 
form 

nopqi"li 

nopqiili 
nopqiinti1i 
nopqi'ntlli 

nopqi'nnli 
nopqi'ntnli 
nopqi'ntnli 

nopqi'nYti1i 
nopqYntltlli 
nopqYnfitlli 

relative adjectival form (see below) with the generic pronoun Ml (the 
orthographic convention is to write collectives and other similar cases as two 
words, but the two components are inseparable). 

The collective form, as distinct from the plural, renders the meaning of 
integral and often uncountable plurality: pu[1mi" 'stones, heap of stones, stony 
place', cf. pUt '(several) stones'; qumilj mi" 'people, crowd', cf. qumi"t 'men, 
human beings'. It is more common to use collective forms of inanimate, and 
plurals of animate nouns. 

SuffIxes of number always precede those of case and possession; see 
Tables 18.2 and 18.3. 

In most non-Northern Selkup dialects there are no collective forms, and the 
plural suffIx is -LA. 

Case. The case system includes: 

Nominative (unmarked, i.e. -0); 
Genitive (-N2 , joined to the second stem); 
Accusative (-M2,joined to the second stem); 
Instrumental (-SA) , rendering both instrumental and sociative meanings; 
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Caritive (-KAAI1N3, or optionally -KAAL); 
Translative (-QO,joined to the form of the genitive; in first, second, and third 

singular possesive forms the preceding reduced r changes to 00, and the 
suffix -QO itself may be then omitted) , denotes the state of the sentence 
subject or the destination of the sentence object; 

Co-ordinative (-Sj AN 2x' joined to the form of genitive) , denotes measure or 
point of reference; 

Dative/allative (in the singular and the collective -NIN3, joined to the second 
stem, and in the dual and plural-KiNI, with several variants such as -KiN!, 
-KiNIN3, -KiNTI,joined to the form ofthe genitive); 

Illative (in the singular and the collective -NT! after vowels and -TI after 
consonants; before -NTI reduced r goes to stressed short 0, and other short 
vowels become stressed; in the dual and plural this case syncretizes with 
the dative/allative, and in possessive forms with the locative); 

Locative (-QIN2; to the left of this suffix reduced r goes to 00, and other 
vowels become lengthened); 

Elative (in non-possessive forms -QINI with the same morphophonological 
properties as -QIN2; in possessive forms syncretizes with the locative); 

Prolative (-MIN2, with the same morphophonological properties as -QIN2); 
Vocative (has only non-possessive forms of singular, dual, and plural, and is 

marked with a long, commonly pronounced overlong, final or added 
vowel, usually -E£). 

In adverbs, postpositions, and pronouns local cases are often marked with 
-A or zero (illative), -N2 (locative), and -N! (elative). 

Other Selkup dialects often lack some of the above-listed case forms 
(especially the co-ordinative and the elative) or have additional and alter-
native case forms of secondary origin (e.g., elative or adessive in -NAN!, 
destinative in -WU, etc.); see Becker (1978). 

Nominals which designate animates lack locative and elative forms. This 
appears to be the only obligatory morphological distinction between animate 
and inanimate nouns in Middle Taz Selkup. 

Possessivity. Possessive forms distinguish three persons and three numbers 
of possessors with the help of two series of possessive suffixes, one used with 
nominative forms and the other with all oblique cases: 

si s2 s3 di d2 d3 pi p2 p3 

Nominative -MI. -LI, -TI -MIl -LII -TIl -MIT2 -LIT2 -TIT2 
-(A)M 2 -(A)L 

Oblique -I -TI -TI -II -TIl -TIl -IT2 -TIT2 -TIT2 

In oblique cases, possessive suffixes either follow case suffixes or (in the 
instrumental, caritive, translative, co-ordinative, and dative/allative) precede 

-TIl 
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it. Locative and prolative have special fused possessive forms of sl and s2. 
Further details concerning the combinations of case and possessive suffixes 
can be extracted from the data in Table 18.2. 

The possessive forms of the third person (and, in imperative sentences, of 
the second person) often render the meaning of definiteness rather than that 
of possession. 

Non-substantive Representations 
The marker of adjectival representation is -e. In relative adjectival forms it 
is joined to the second stem, in co-ordinative and locative adjectival forms it 
replaces the final consonants of the relevant case suffixes (-!F AN2x > -!F ALJ

, 

-QIN2 > -QIe): alako 'boat' > alakozi lapr 'boat-oar', alakoSiSial} lapr 'an oar 
good for a boat', alakooqil} lapr 'an oar (which is) on the boat'. The structure 
of the noun phrase is preserved in adjectival forms: soma alakomr 'my good 
boat', soma alakonil} lapr 'oar of my good boat' (and not *'good oar of my 
boat'), soma alakooqiizi lapr 'oar (which is) on my good boat', etc. As the two 
last examples show, adjectival forms can render possessive meanings. 

The forms of verbal representation (usually treated in descriptive gram-
mars as predicative forms of substantives) use in the axis-of-discourse person 
suffixes which are similar to the verb suffixes of the subjective conjugation 
(sl -N2x' s2 -NTI, dl -MIl, d2 -UI, pI -MIT2' p2 -IlT ); they are preceded 
by a special marker of V[erbal] R[epresentation] (-XL - -IJ- - MIJ- -
-IJAA-). In the third person the singular, dual, and plural nominatives of 
substantival representation are employed. 

The verbal forms of substantives are used as predicates: tan krpa iija-
gaa-ntr PRO.s2 LITTLE BOY-VR-s2 'you are a little boy'. When it is 
necessary to render meanings of mood and tense other than indicative present, 
the relevant forms of the verb EE- 'to be' are used, e.g. tan krpa iijagaantr 
EppintrPRO. s2 LITTLE BOY-VR-s2 BE-narrative-inferential-s2 'it turns out 
that you were a little boy'. 

The suffix of adverbial representation is -N2x' which is joined to the 
second stem. It functions most often as a replacement for relative adjectival 
forms in compound predicates, e.g. tmolr 'cloud' > tmolil} Cleelr 'cloudy day', 
tmoliy Esiinpa 'it became cloudy' . 

Adjectives 
Inasmuch as relative adjectival forms belong, in Selkup, to the paradigms of 
substantives, the class of adjectives comprises mainly words with qualitative 
meanings, both primary (soma 'good') and derived (and then usually ending 
in _LJ: soopitJ 'sharp'). When used attributively, adjectives are not inflected. 
When used non-attributively as independent substantives, they are declined 
like nouns (= substantival representation of adjectives). 

The adverbial representation of adjectives is regularly formed by adding 
the suffix -N2x or replacing -e with -N2x: somak 'well', soopik 'sharply'. 
Combinations of these adverbial forms (or of truncated adjectival stems) with 
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existential verbs are used as predicates and can be viewed as compound verbal 
representations of adjectives: som( a) EEl)a 'is good', soopii] EEl)a 'is (in a) 
sharp (state)'. 

There are no morphological degrees of comparison. The meaning of the 
superlative degree is rendered with the help of the prepositive particle poosi": 
poosi" soma 'best' , poosi" soopili 'sharpest'. 

Numerals 
The primary cardinal numerals are: 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

ukkir 
Fitti" (non-attributively: FittiiiiqI) 
naakir 
tutti" 
sompila 

6 
7 

10 
100 

1000 

muktft2 
seeliCii" 
kat} 
toon2 
tiSiSia « Russian) 

Other cardinal numerals are formed subtractively (Siitti" ciiiiil)kmli kat 
TWO LACKING TEN 'eight', ukkir Ciiiiil)kml i kat ONE LACKING TEN 
'9'), additively (ukkir keeli kat ONE EXTRA TEN '11 '); (toon Ej kat 
HUNDRED AND TEN '110'), multiplicatively (siitti" tEEsar TWO FORTY 
'80'; sompila toon '500'), by suffixation (Fitti"-sar '20'; nas-sar '30', with a 
reduction of the first component), or by combinations of these methods. Like 
adjectives, cardinal numerals are inflected (according to nominal patterns) 
only when they are used non-attributively. 

Ordinal numerals (except ukoozi, poos+ukoozi 'first') are built with the 
suffix -MTALle Goined to the second stem): Fittiintiilil i 'second', kaatiintii-
li1i 'tenth'. The suffix -MTAL forms multiple numerals: Fittiintiil 'again, for 
the second time', kaatiintiil 'for the tenth time'. 

Pronouns 
The class of pronouns (or rather of 'prowords') can be viewed as comprising 
not only pronoun-substantives and pronoun-adjectives, but also pronoun-
verbs (e.g. qattII- 'to get where?') and pronoun-adverbs (e.g. tiinti" 'here'). 
Their relationship, however, is different from the relationships between the 
forms of different representations, because morphosyntactically different 
pronouns normally are built to different stems. 

The personal pronouns (see Table 18.4) and the emphatic reflexive 
personal pronouns (see Table 18.5) have case paradigms with fewer 
distinctions than those of nouns, and often with irregular (partly suppletive) 
relationships between case forms, especially in the axis-of-discourse persons. 
Third-person pronouns are used only with reference to persons, the meaning 
'it' being rendered by the demonstrative anaphoric pronoun nami". 

Other pronoun-substantives are declined like ordinary nouns (and have, in 
particular, numerative and possessive forms, e.g. tammiiiiqlmi" 'these two of 
mine', from tammi" 'this', kutiintissii 'with which persons of theirs', from kuti" 
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Table 18.4 Declension of personal pronouns 

First person Second person Third person 

sN man tan tep 
sG man tan tepi"n 
sA (ma)si1m (ta)shnti" tepi"m 
sins massli tassli tepsli 
sCar matkMli'k tatkiliHi"k tepkMlik 
sTrans matqo tatqo tepi"tqo 
sDatiAll mlikkli - matqlik tlinti" - tatqlinti" tepi"nik 

dN mee tEE tepliliqI 
dG mee tEE tepliliqm 
dA (mee)shmn - (tEE )shntn tepliliqlm 

(mee)shnn 
dins meesli tEESli tepliliqIsli 
dCar meekMlik tEEkfullIk tepliliqlkiliilik 
dTrans meeqo - meetqo tEEqO -:- tEEtqO tepliliqltqo 
dDatlAll meeqi"nin tEEqYnJcJn tepliliqltkim 

pN mee tEE tepi't 
pG mee tEE tepltln 
pA (mee)si1mi't - (tEE )shntIt tepmm 

(mee)simH 
pins meesli tEESli tepi"ssli 
pCar meekMlik tEEkiiiilIk tepi'tkiliH'ik 
pTrans meeqo -:- meetqo tEEqO -:- tEEtqO tepi"tItqo 
pDatlAll meeqi"nJH tEEqi"nJcJj"t tepi"tkim 

Table 18.5 Declension of emphatidreflexive personal pronouns 

sNG 
sA 
sins 
sDatlAll 

dG 
dA 
dins 
dDatlAll 

pNG 
pA 
pins 
pDatiAll 

First person 

onlik 'myself' 
onliqqosianoo( qo) 
onaksli 
onliqqlik-
onliqqosiaqlik 

onn 'ourselves (du)' 
onnqos.itnnqo 
onnsli 
onnqi"nn -
onnqosiooqYnn 

onH 'ourselves (pI)' 
onHqosii"nHqo 
oni'ssli 
onHqi"nlt -
onHqosiooqi'nH 

Second person 

onlinti" 'yourself (sg)' 
onlinti"qosi antoo( qo ) 
onlinti'sli 
onlinti"qlinti" -
onlinti"qosaqlinti" 

Third person 

onti" 'himlherself' 
onti"qosii"ntoo( qo) 
onti"sli 
onti"qi'nti' -
onti"qosiooqYnti" 

ontn 'yourselves, themselves (du)' 
ontnqosii"ntnqo 
ontnsli 
ontnqi"ntn - ontnqosiooqi"ntn 

ontIt 'yourselves, themselves (pI)' 
ontItqosiYntItqo 
onti"ssli 
ontItqYntIt - ontItqosiooqi"ntIt 
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'who?'). Pronoun-verbs are conjugated; pronoun-adjectives and pronoun-
adverbs are normally not inflected. 

The demonstrative pronouns distinguish proximal and distal deixis: 

tam 'this (attrib)', tammi" 'this (non-attrib)" ti" 'here (lat)', tiinti" 'here (loc)', 
tiTni" 'from here', etc., 

versus 

toonna 'that (attrib)', toonnami" 'that (non-attrib), too 'there (lat)', toonniinti" 
'there (lat)', tooni" 'from there', etc., 

and anaphora 

(na 'this/that (attrib)', nami" 'this/that (non-attrib), it', niT 'here/there [lat]', 
niinti" 'here/there [loc]', niTni" 'from here/there, afterwards', etc.). 

Occasionally, ftrst-person or second-person deixis is also expressed: ilnam 
'this (of mine or near me, attrib)' , ilna 'this (of yours or near you, attrib), Latin 
iste' . 

Interrogative pronouns (which are also used as relative pronouns) include 
qaj 'what', kuti" 'who', qajilJ 'what kind of, kutil} 'whose', qattII- 'to get to 
where?', qatampi~ 'what? to happen', qatamu- 'what? to have happened', 
kuBBa 'where (lat)', kun 'where (loc)', kuuni" 'from where', kuSiSian 'when'. 

Negative pronouns are derived from interrogative ones with the prepositive 
particle NJ] or with the sufftx -N£J: nii qaj, qajnEj 'nothing', nii kuSiSian 
'never' etc. 

Indeftnite pronouns are derived from interrogative ones with the particles 
KOS (pre-or postpositive), ££MA (postpositive), QAM2 (postpositive). These 
particles render different shades of indeftniteness: qaj kos, kos qaj 'some-
thing', qaj EEma 'something, anything', qaj qap '(at least) something', etc. 

The generic pronoun mi" and its correlatives mil} (adjectival), mi"- (verbal), 
mik (adverbial) function as surrogates, i.e. as universal indicators for the 
corresponding parts of speech. The pronoun mi" occurs, for example, as a 
replacement for a missing or forgotten noun ('thingamy') and as a sub-
stantivizing element with adjectives and participles (qiftpil) mi" 'what is 
killed'). Its verbal correlate similarly replaces verbs in sentences such as man 
manni~mp-ap, tan aSiSia mi~1J-al PRO.sI SEE-dur-slobj PRO.s2 NEG 
DO-pres-s20bj 'I see it, you don't' . 

Determinative pronouns include muntik 'all, entire(ly)' (functions as a 
substantive, or adjective, or adverb), isi" 'every' ,jarik 'other'. 

Pronoun-numerals belong to different morphosyntactic (adjectives, 
adverbs) and semantic (demonstrative, interrogative ... ) categories: naSiSiali 
'so many', naSiSiak 'so much', kuSiSialJ 'how many', kusisiak 'how much', 
kuSiSiamtalil} 'which (in order), German das wievielte', etc. 

happen', 

manni~mp-ap, manni~mp-ap, 
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Verbs 
Category of aspect. Verbs in Selkup are perfective or imperfective (this 
distinction is more readily rendered in Russian: laokali - 'KPHKHYTb, 'to shout, 
to have shouted' : laokisJ- 'KpHQaTb, 'to shout, to be shouting'. The same 
aspectual meaning is preserved throughout the paradigm of verbal forms 
derived from the same stem. In particular, it determines the temporal 
reference of the present tense (see below). On the formal plane, the paradigms 
of perfective verbs, as distinct from imperfective ones, lack present partici-
ples. Otherwise, perfective and imperfective verbs with primary (non-
derived) stems do not differ formally, while verbal derivational suffixes 
usually render aspect unambiguously. 

Categories of mood and tense. The system of moods includes: 
Indicative (unmarked); 
Inferential, or latentive, used for reporting events which the speaker did not 

witness directly (suffix -NT-, often in combination with the prepositive 
particle NA; the suffix surfaces as -T- after most consonantal stems and as 
zero after stems ending in r); 

Auditive, used for reporting events which the speaker witnessed by hearing 
(suffix -KUNA-); 

Conditional, used for indicating real conditions in present and future (suffix 
-MMA- after vocalic and -MA- after consonantal stems); 

Subjunctive, used for indicating unreal conditions and consequences in the 
past (postpositive particle £NA, joined to slightly modified forms of the 
past indicative); 

Debitive, used for qualifying future events as obligatory or enforced (suffix 
-PSAAT- after vocalic and -SAAT- after consonantal stems); 

Optative, used for qualifying future events as desirable or appropriate (suffix 
-LA-, often in combination with the pre-or postpositive particle SA); 

Imperative (with no special suffix, but with a set of finite suffixes for the 
second and third persons, which differ from the finite suffixes used in other 
moods). 

Different tenses are distinguished only in the indicative (present, future, 
past, past narrative) and the inferential (present, future, past narrative). 

The present tense renders the meaning of 'present perfect' with perfective 
verbs and that of 'present continuous' with imperfective ones: the verb qo- 'to 
find' is intrinsically (lexically) perfective, so qooai means 'you have found 
it (just now, and what has been found is at your disposal)' whereas the 
corresponding present-tense form of the intrinsically imperfective verb pee-
'to search for' ,peeoal, means 'you are searching for it'. The present tense has 
no special suffix, but the finite suffixes in the present tense are separated from 
their stem with the elements (suffixes) -N- after consonantal stems and -N-
after stems ending in non-reduced vowels (sometimes also after f·stems). The 
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same elements occur also before the finite suffixes in the imperative. 
The future tense, etymologically related to the non-perfective derivatives 

(see p. 573), has the suffixes or suffix clusters -T-, -NT-, -t:NT-, -Tt:NT- etc., 
depending on the phonetic structure of the stem to which it is attached. The 
suffix of the past tense is -S-, and that of the past narrative tense is -MP- after 
consonantal and -P- after vocalic stems. Tense suffixes always follow mood 
suffixes and precede finite ones; for further details see Tables 18.6-18.8. 

Categories of person, number, and conjugation type. The finite suffixes 
indicate the person and number of the subject and form two (partly 

Table 18.6 Verbal inflection: indicative, inferential (qo- 'to find, to see') 

Present Future Past (Past) Narrative 

Indicative 
sI qOlJak qontak qoosak qompak 
sIobj qOlJam qontam qoosam qompam 
s2 qOlJantY qonnantY qoosanti qommanti 
s20bj qOlJal qontal qoosal qompal 
s3 qOlJa qonta qoosa qompa 
s30bj q01J1tl qontYIJ1tl qOOS1tl qompatY 

dl qOlJimn - qontYmn - qoosimn - qompimn -
qOIJEj qontEj qOOSEj qompEj 

d2 qOlJlIn qontlln qooslln qomplln 
d3 qOlJaaqr qontaaqr qoosaaqr qompaaqr 
d30bj qOlJltn qontYlJltn qoosltn qompatn 

pI qOlJimlt qontYmit qoosimit qompimit 
p2 qOIJ1l1t qontllit qoos1l1t qomp1l1t 
p3 qOlJaatlt qont-aatlt qoosaatlt qompaatlt 

Inferentiatl 

sI qontak qonnintak qommintak 
sIobj qontam qonnintakm qommintam 
s2 qonnantl qonninnantY qommintal 
s20bj qontal qonnintal qomminnanti 
s3 qontY qonnintY qommintl 
s30bj qontlti qonnintlti qommintlti 

dl qontYmn - qonnintYmn - qommintYmn -
qontEj qonnintEj qommintEj 

d2 qontlln qonnintlln qommintllu 
d3 qontaaqr qonnintaaqr qommintaaqr 
d30bj qontltn qonnintltn qomminti:tu 

pI qontYmit qonnintYmit qommintYmit 
p2 qontllit qonnint1l1t qommint1l1t 
p3 qontaati:t qonnintaatit qommintaatit 

Note: 1 The inferential mood is often additionally marked with the prepositive particle na. 
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Table 18.7 Verbal inflection: anditive, conditional, sUbjunctive 

Auditive Conditional Subjunctive 

sl qokunak qommak qoosal) Ella 
sIobj qokunam qommam qoosam Ella 
s2 qokunantl qommantl qoosant Ella 
s20bj qokunal qomma-l qoosal Ella 
s3 qokuna qomma qoosan Ella 
s30bj qokunatl qommati" qoosi"t Ella 

dl qokunamn qommamn qoosi"mn Ella 
- qokunEj -qommEj - qOOSEj Ella 

d2 qokunaln qommaln qoosi1n Ella 
d3 qokunaaqI qommaaqI qoosaaqI Ella 
d30bj qokunatn qommatn qoosi"tn Ella 

pi qokunlimi"t qommami"t qoosi"mi"n Ella 
p2 qokunali"t qommali"t qoosmn Ella 
p3 qokunaati"t qommaati"t qoosaatln Ella 

Table 18.8 Verbal inflection: debitive, optative, imperative 

Debitive Optative) Imperative 

sl qopsaiitak qollik 
sIobj qopsaiitam qolam 
s2 qopsaatanti" qollintl qOl)as(ik) - qOl)ik 
s20bj qopsaatal qolal qotl 
s3 qopsaata qola qOI)i"ja 
s30bj qopsaati"ti" qolatl qOI)i"mtlja 

dl qopsaatlmn qollimn 
- qopsaatEj - qolEj 

d2 qopsaatiln qolaln qOI)i1n 
d3 qopsaataaqI qolaaqI qOI)i"jaaqI 
d30bj qopsaati"tn qolatn qOI)i'mtljaaqI 

pi qopsaiiti'mi"t qolami't 
p2 qopsaatili"t qolali't qOI)i"t - qOl)mt 
p20bj qopsaiitmt qolali't qOl)aati' - qOI)i'li't 
p3 qopsaiitaati't qolaati"t qOI)i'jliliti"t 

qopsaiitaati"t qolaati"t qOI)i'mtljaati"t 

Note: 1 The optative mood is often additionally marked with the pre-or postpositive particle 
sa. 

coinciding) series: the subjective and the objective conjugation. Intransitive 
verbs always take sUbjective suffixes, transitive verbs can take suffixes of 
either type (objective forms are used mainly if the sentence focus is the object, 
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Table 18.9 Verbal inflection, substantival representation: nomen action is II 

Nominative Genitive Translative Locative 

Non-possessive qopta qoptan qoptatqo qoptaaqi'n 

Possessive 
sl qoptam(i') qoptani' qoptanoo( qo ) qoptaaqak 
s2 qoptali' qoptanti' qoptantoo( qo ) qoptaaqanti' 
s3 qoptati' qoptanti' qoptantoo( qo ) qoptaaqi'nti' 

dl qoptamn qoptann qoptannqo qoptaaqHllIr 
d2 qoptaln qoptantn qoptantnqo qoptaaqi'ntn 
d3 qoptatn qoptantn qoptantnqo qoptaaqi'ntn 

pl qoptamn qoptann qoptannqo qoptaaqi'ni't 
p2 qoptal"it qoptanti't qoptanti'tqo qoptaaqi'nti't 
p3 qoptati't qoptanti't qoptanti'tqo qoptaaqi'ntlt 

Note: Only the commonly used case fOffils of nomen actionis are given here. 

or in elliptical sentences with the object omitted). The suffixes of the 
subjective type (I) are similar to the predicative suffixes of nouns, those of the 
objective type (II) to the possessive suffixes of nouns: 

sl s2 s3 dl d2 d3 pi p2 p3 

-(A)1J2x -(A)NTr (-A) -(AA)QI 
-(AA)MII -(AA)LII -(M)M'tr2 -(AA)LIT2 -(AA)TlT 2 

- £J 
II -(A)M 2 -(A)L -(A)Tr -(AA)TII 

Special sets of both subjective and objective suffixes are used in the 
imperative; see Table 18_8. 

Non-verbal Representations 
As in the case of the finite verbal forms, the substantival forms of verbs 
distinguish the person and number of the subject with the help of suffixes 
which are formally similar to the possessive suffixes of nouns. This is so in 
the case of nomina action is 1 (suffix -PTA after vocalic stems, -TA after most 
consonantal stems, -A after r-stems) and II (suffix -KU; the two nomina 
action is occur in different constructions), and in the case of the infinitive 
(suffix -QO, in possessive forms -QI ___ QO). 

The adjectival representation of verbs comprises five participles: present 
(suffix -TIe or -NTIe), past (-pIe or -MPIe), debitive (-PSMTIe after 
vocalic and -SMTIe after consonantal stems), destinative (denotes the 
destination of an object for a certain action; suffix -PSO after vocalic and -SO 
after consonantal stems), caritive (denotes non-realized action; suffix 
-KUNJeJITIe). Participles of transitive verbs render, depending on the 

sl 
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Table 18.10 Verbal inflection, substantival representation: nomen action is lIt, 
infinitive 

Nomen actionis II Infinitive 
Genitive Co-ordinative 

Non-possessive qOkUll quokusjsjak qoqo 

Possessive 
sl qOkUll"i qOkUll"iSjak qOq"illOO( qo) 
s2,s3 qOkUlltl qokulltlsJak qOq"illtOO( qo ) 

dl qokullrr qokullrrsjak qoq"illrrqo 
d2, d3 qokulltrr qokulltrrsJak qoq"illtnqo 

pI qOkulltt qOkUll"iSjSjak qOq"ill"itqO 
p2,p3 qOkUllttt qOkUlltISJSJak qOq"illtttqO 

Note: Only those case forms of the nomina actionis which are commonly used are indicated 
here. Potentially the paradigms of nomina actionis contain other forms, as well. 

Adjectival representation is as follows: 

Presellt participle (peentiP, from pee- 'to (Perfective verbs [qo- amollg 
search for') them] do not form present 

Past participle 
Debitive participle 
Destinative participle 
Caritive participle 

qopili - qompili 
qopsaatlll 
qopso.. . 
qokun'CllfiIJ 

Adverbial representation is as follows: 

Present verbal adverb qola 
Past verbal adverb qola puula 
Caritive verbal adverb qokun'Claalik 

participles. ) 

constructions in which they are used, both active and passive meanings: 
qorqr-m qo-pil} ima BEAR-acc FIND-past.part WOMAN 'the woman who 
found the bear', qorqi"-n qo-piti ima BEAR-gen FIND-past.part WOMAN 
'the woman who was found by the bear' . 

The present verbal adverb (suffix -LA), like the present tense, denotes a 
simultaneous action with imperfective verbs and a directly preceding action 
with perfective verbs. When supplemented with the particle PUULA, it serves 
as the preterite verbal adverb and denotes a previous action. 

While the verbal system principally and in most details is the same 
throughout the Selkup language territory, there are numerous dialectal 
peculiarities in the formation and usage of non-verbal representations. In 
particular, at least some Southern Selkup dialects use the pure verbal stem 
(which for Northern Selkup is a mere abstraction) as a verbal adverb in verbal 
compounds (see Helimski 1983: 46). 
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Adverbs and Syntactic Words 
While many adverbial forms with qualitative meanings belong in Selkup to 
the paradigms of substantives and adjectives, the class of adverbs, which 
comprises indeclinable forms that serve as attributes of adjectives and verbs 
(orsa 'very, very much', kenpila 'quickly') or as modifiers of whole sentences 
(qaclti" 'maybe, perhaps', iTri"k 'still'), is frequently formally intermingled with 
classes of syntactic words. 

Some local adverbs, especially (il)lative adverbs in -A, are employed also 
as preverbs, i.e. prepositive particles in phrasal verbs, e.g. IlIa 'down' in IlIa 
mee- 'to bury' (lit. 'to make down'). Preverbs can be separated from their 
main verbs by pronominal objects, negative and other grammatical particles, 
and in imperatives they are placed after the main verbs: IlIa Siinti" meeliik 'I 
will bury you', meelJiintiJa IlIa 'let him bury'. An example of a non-adverbial 
preverb is IJam 'one another, each other': ziam ora- 'to wrestle', cf. ora- 'to 
seize, to catch' . 

About twenty nominal stems, some of them bound, are employed in four 
local cases (illative, locative, elative, prolative) as 10caVtemporal adverbs and 
postpositions, cf. the theme il- in ilqi"n 'below', poo-n ilqi"n 'under the tree', 
ilqi"ni" 'from below', poo-n ilqi"ni" 'from under the tree', etc. Like other 
nominals, such postpositions also have possessive forms, which are used with 
personal pronouns: man il-qa-k PRO.sl UNDER-loc/ilVela-sl '(to) under me, 
from under me'. In addition, there are many non-adverbial (non-nominal) and 
indeclinable postpositions, e.g. tara 'like, as', Blzati" 'for, about'. Most 
postpositions occur with the genitive case of the preceding noun, cf. -n in poo-
n ilqi"n 'under the tree' , cited above. 

Derivation 

Denominal Derivatives 
The most productive - or, in some cases, maximally productive within a 
closed semantic group - patterns of denominal derivatives in Selkup and their 
suffixes are as follows: 

1 Nouns: 
Diminutive nouns (=eA, joined mainly to the second stem): iija=zia 
'baby' (iija 'child'), maati"=zia 'little house' (maatz 'house'); diminutives 
are also derived with several other, less productive or non-productive, 
suffixes (usually containing the consonant K); 
Singulative nouns (=IAKA, lit. 'piece, lump'; for round objects =SAJI, 
lit. 'eye'; for oblong objects =QU, lit. 'stalk'; all these formations are 
derived mainly from adjectival forms of substantives and can be treated 
as compounds rather than suffixal derivatives): ulqa-I=laka 'ice-floe' 
(ulqa 'ice'), uti~zi=sajr 'drop' and uti~IJ=qu 'jet of water' (ut 'water'); 
Associative (connective/reciprocal) nouns, with the meaning 'X plus the 

water' water' 
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person(s) for whom he or she is X', where X is the base of derivation 
(=Sl, followed by dual or plural suffixes): ima=si"-qaaqI 'married couple' 
(ima 'woman, wife'), esi"=si~t 'father with his children' (esi" 'father'). The 
bases of derivation are mostly kinship terms; 
Instructive nouns, with the meaning 'person who has X' (=SlMA): 
moolmi"=si"ma 'liar' (moolmi" 'lie, deception'); 
Caritive nouns, with the meaning 'person who lacks X (=KITA): 
eeti"=krta 'dumb person' (eai" 'word, language'). 

2 Adjectives: 
Instructive adjectives, with the meaning 'having X' (=SIMILJ): teni"=si~ 
mil} 'clever' (teni" 'mind, intellect'); 
Caritive adjectives with the meaning 'lacking X' (=KITle): saji"=kmti 
'blind' (saji" 'eye'); 
Destinative adjectives (=Tle): picJr=titi 'for making an axe' (picJi" 
'axe'). 

3 Verbs: 
Verbs with the basic (but not the only) meaning 'to become X' (=N'" or 
=M-, added to the second stem; also used with adjectives): aalfg-
'becomes weak' (aali" 'weak'), ira=m- 'gets old (of males), (ira 'old 
man'); 
Verbs with the basic meaning 'to transform something into X' (=MTI-, 
added to the second stem; also used with adjectives): aali"=mti~ 'makes 
weak', paari"=mti~ 'arranges a feast' (paari" 'feast'); 
Verbs with the basic meaning 'to do/make with X' (=T- or = TTl- : 
CiImi"=t- 'glues' (cJImi" 'glue'), kekki"=tti~ 'suffers' (kekki" 'trouble, tor-
ment'); 
Verbs with the meaning 'to searchlhunt for X' ('captitives', =SJ_, added 
to the second stem): qorqi"=sJ- 'hunts bear' (qorqi" 'bear'); 
Verbs with the meaning 'to lose X' (=KILlM-): saji"=kili"m- 'loses one's 
sight, goes blind' (saji" 'eye'); 
Verbs with the meaning 'to deprive of X' (=KILTl-): oli"kilti~ 'beheads' 
(oli" 'head'); 
Verbs with the meaning 'to smell of X' ('olefactives', =NJl, added to the 
second stem): kana=n}i~ 'to smell of dog(s)' (kanay 'dog'). 

4 Adverbs: 
Instrumental adverbs (=N2, added to the second stem; of limited 
productivity): topi"=n 'by foot' (topi" 'foot'), qeqqi"=n 'at a walk' (qeqqi" 
'step'). 

Deadjectival Derivatives 
Beside the deadjectival verbs mentioned above, the derivatives with restric-
tive meaning are very productive, both adverbs (suffix =LAAQl) and 
adjectives (=LAAQl=e): soma=laaqi" 'rather well', soma=laaqi"=l} 'rather 
good' (soma 'good'). Occasionally these suffixes are joined to adverbs and 

'beheads' 

'beheads' 

'arranges 
'makes 

'father 

adverbs 

saji"=kmti 
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even to verbal adverbs, as well: ira=m-lii=lculqf 'getting a little older' 
(ira=m-lil 'getting older', ira=m- 'gets older'). 

Intransitive and Transitive, Causative, Reflexive Verbs 
The valence (+/- transitivity) in primary verb roots is unmarked, and 
occasionally the same verb can be used both as intransitive and as transitive: 
mi~ 'is suspended; hangs (tr)'. In derived verbs, however, the derivational 
suffixes usually render unambiguously, often together with other grammatical 
meanings, the meanings of intransitivity or transitivity. There are several types 
of correlative derivatives. For example, intransitive perfective verbs built with 
the suffix =MMT- systematically correlate with transitive perfective verbs 
built with the suffix =ALT1-: nieninifmaat- 'gets angry' : nieninialti- 'makes 
X angry', tarqiinaat- 'shakes (intr)' : tarqalti~ 'shakes (tr)'. Many borrowed 
roots add =1T1- to form intransitive imperfective verbs, and add =N- to form 
transitive perfectives: uCimi~ 'studies, learns' : uCiii]- 'teaches' (Russian y'uJ./, 
Th, -ThC»). 

The causative (curative) suffix clusters (=RALT1-, =TALT1-, =£f£fALT1-, 
=ALIALT1-) can be joined to most verb roots and to many derived verb stems. 
The causative verbs indicate that their subject (the causator, in the nom-
inative) does not coincide with the subject of the action itself (the performer, 
usually in the dative/allative): mat tlmnia-ni~nik na alako-m iitf=ralti~s-am 
on-ilk Ciaatf PRO.sl BROTHER-sl-dat/all THIS BOAT-acc TAKE=caus-
past-slobj SELF-slgen FOR 'I made my brother take this boat for me'. 

The reflexive verbs are derived from transitive (sometimes also from 
intransitive) verb stems with the suffixes =1-, =CJ1- or (with additional 
intensive/perfective meaning) =II-, =I£fCJ1-:panal+ 'breaks [intr]' (panal-
'breaks [trn, tott=IliCii~ 'brings self to vertical position' (totti~ 'stands'). 
Many reflexive verbs with the same suffixes are derived directly from bound 
roots. There are certain peculiarities in the conjugation of reflexive verbs, cf. 
ili~s-a '(he) lived' , but panal=i~s-@ '(he) broke [intr]'. 

Mode of Action (Aktionsart) 
The most productive modes of action and their suffixes are as follows: 

Iterative (imperfective verbs; =kiPolipi~, with numerous variants): 
Ciattf=kiliolipi~ 'throws many times, repeatedly' (Ciatti~ 'throws'); 

Habitual, often used in gnomic sentences (imperfective verbs; =KK1- after 
vocalic and =K1- after consonantal stems): Ciattf=kki~ 'throws usually'; 

Durative (imperfective verbs; =MP1- after vocalic and =p1- after consonantal 
stems): Ciattf=mpi~ 'is throwing'. With their logical object treated as 
syntactic subject, the durative derivatives of transitive verbs acquire (in the 
subjective conjugation) a passive meaning: pii Ciattf=mp-a 'the stone is 
thrown'; 

Non-perfective, denoting that an action remains unfinished (imperfective 
verbs; = T1-, =NT1-, =E:NT1-, =TE:NT1-, etc., depending on the phonetic 

'studies, 

'studies, 

'stands'). 

repeatedly' 
'throws'); 'throws 

'is 
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structure of the base stem): Batt=wti~ 'makes an attempt at throwing, is 
in act of throwing without finishing the movement'. The future tense of 
verbs is related to the non-perfective mode of action, but in modem Selkup 
the two forms are independent, as is proven by the existence of the future 
tense of non-perfective verbs: Batt=wn-wt-a-m 'I will make an attempt 
at throwing'; 

Intensive!peJfective (perfective verbs; =LJ(;Jl_, =E.:E.:, =E.:LJ(;Jl_, =II, 
=ILJ(;Jl_, depending on both phonetic and morphological factors): 
Batt=n:- 'has already thrown with an intensive effort'; 

Multiobjectival, denoting that an action is applied to many objects or to 
different parts of a single object (perfective or imperfective verbs, derived 
only from transitive bases; =QIL- or =Q1LAAL-, =AL- or =ALAAL-, =L-
or =LAAL-, depending on the phonetic structure of the base stem): 
B att=iil( ddl)- 'throws many things'; 

Multisubjectival, denoting that an action is performed simultaneously by a 
multitude of homogeneous subjects (perfective or imperfective verbs, 
derived only from intransitive bases; the same suffixes as from multi-
objectival verbs, followed by the reflexive suffix =1-, then followed by the 
durative suffix =MPl- or an intensive/perfective suffix): aaljB=iili"=mpi~ 
'falls in large quantities (e.g. ofleaves in autumn), (aaPBi~ 'falls'); 

Inchoative (perfective verbs, derived from imperfective bases; =ALJ-, =ALl-
and several other suffixes): quut=iili- 'falls ill' (quuti~ 'is ill'); 

Attenuative (mainly perfective verbs; =E.:(;'1- in intransitive and =APT1- in 
transitive verbs): qant=EBi~ 'gets slightly frozen' (qanti~ 'becomes 
frozen'), Batt=iipti~ 'throws slightly, to not far away'. 

In many instances these suffixes are joined to themes, rather than existing 
verbs. The suffixes, and meanings, of different modes of action can be 
combined in clusters, as in Batt=iilt=twti"=kiljoPpi~ THROW=multiobj=non-
perf=iter 'makes numerous attempts at throwing many things'. 

Other Deverbal Derivatives 
There are several suffixes for forming deverbal nouns, for example, =SAN3 

for nomina instrumenti (mir=san 'carpenter's plane' from miir- 'planes') or 
=MO for nomina loci (minir=mo 'hunting area' minir- 'hunts'), but none of 
them is productive in present-day Selkup. On the other hand, the combina-
tions of participles with qum 'person' for nomina agentis (suuri"CiBilj qum 
'hunter') and with the generic pronoun mi" for nomina acti (tEEpilj mi" 'rot, 
rotten scrap') occur very frequently and transfunctionally approach suffixal 
derivatives. 

The derivation of adjectives and adverbs from verbs, as well as any 
derivational processes with adverbs or syntactic words as their base, are only 
sporadic phenomena in Selkup. 

'makes 
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Syntax 

Noun Phrase 
Within the noun phrase attributes (adjectives, numerals, pronoun-adjectives, 
subordinate nouns in the genitive, appositive nouns in the nominative, etc.) 
normally precede the head noun. Occasionally, however, attributes that have 
subordinate words of their own (participles and some other types of adjectival 
words) are placed postpositively: tan werqi" tnnnla-l, Siitti" poo-t kunti" 
CiiiiiI]I]i"=mpi"-till , moqi"nii tii-I]-a PRO.s2 BIG BROTHER-s2 TWO YEAR-
gen DURING BE.ABSENT-pres.part BACK COME-pres-s3 'your elder 
brother, who was absent for two years, has come home'. The names of units 
of measurement are treated as attributes to the names of substances, and 
placed prepositively: poCika itt 'a cask of water', poCika itti"-m ii-s-ap CASK 
WATER -acc TAKE-past -s lobj 'I took a cask of water' . 

There is no agreement between adjectives (and other attributes) and head 
nouns. Normally there is also no agreement in number with attributive 
numerals: ukki"r qum 'one person', Siitti" qum 'two persons' (but also Siitti" 
qumooqI, in dual) , ntu'iki"r qum 'three persons'. 

The link between possessor and possessed is expressed either by placing the 
possessor in the genitive prepositively or by attaching a possessive suffix to the 
possessed. The use of both markers within the same noun phrase occurs in non-
Northern Selkup dialects, especially when the possessed is a term of kinship: 
(Lower Chaya) era-n ii-d;J OLD.MAN-gen SON-s3 'the old man's son' . 

Verb Complex 
Within the verb complex, inflected verbal auxiliaries are normally placed 
postpositively. This statement holds for both compound predicates with 
substantival, adjectival, or adverbial first components (ittqi"n ffI]a 'is in 
water', siiiiq fsiinpa 'became black', Ciasi"q ffI]a 'it is cold'; cf. also puu-t 
CiiMti" ff-till AFfERWARDS-gen FOR BE-pres.part 'left for later need', and 
puu-t Citulti" u-lii AFfERWARDS-gen FOR IS-verb.adv 'for later need', and 
for numerous verbal analytic constructions with 'non-finite' first components 
(quntilii oriWn1a 'is dying', ili"qo olapsak 'I began to live', qenqo ffI]a 'it is 
necessary to go', itti"r-qo fsiinp-ak DRINK-inf BECOME-sl 'I am thirsty', 
etc.). 

The same order of constituents also occurs in negative constructions with 
verbal nouns (nomina actionis I), where the conjugated component is 
actually the verbal noun with its possessive suffixes: qo-ptii-mi" CiiiiiI]k-a 
FIND-verb.noun-sl BE.ABSENT-s3 'I did not find', qo-ptii-li" CiiiiiI]k-a 
FIND-verb.noun-s2 BE.ABSENT-s3 'you did not find'. Such constructions 
are used when reporting real events in the past. In other situations the 
negation is expressed by the preverbal particles i"ki" (with optative and 
imperative forms) and aSiSia (with forms of other moods); there is no 
negative verb in Selkup. 
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In interrogative sentences the verb often has the form of the inferential 
mood. With the prepositive unstressed particle qaj (cf. qaj 'what', which 
normally has sentence stress) the verb complex expresses general questions: 
tiip koptooqi"n qaj ippi"nti" 'is it true that (s)he lies in bed? (cf. koptooqi"n qaj 
ippi"nti" 'what lies in bed?', with a focal, sentence stress on qaj). 

Simple Sentence 
In syntactic terms, the dominant word order in Selkup is SOv. But as long as, 
in terms of discourse relations, the topic is placed sentence-initially and the 
focus is placed directly before the verb, other types of word order can also 
occur: OSV (with topicalization of the direct object), SVO (with the subject 
focalized). Typically, interrogative words (as subjects, objects, or circum-
stantial modifiers in interrogative sentences) directly precede sentence 
predicates. 

The case of the sentence subject is nominative, but genitive in construc-
tions with non-verbal representations of verbs (see examples in the next 
section). 

The choice of the case of the direct object depends on several morpho-
syntactic factors. We may say with some simplification that the direct object 
is (la) always in the nominative, if the verb is an imperative, and (lb) 
predominantly in the nominative, if the object is indefinite; but (2a) 
predominantly in the accusative, if the object is definite, and (2b) always in 
the accusative, if the object is a personal pronoun. 

As mentioned on pp. 568-9, a significant role in shaping the topic/focus 
structure of the simple sentence is also played by the conjugation type 
(objective or SUbjective) of transitive verbs. 

Sentence Combining 
Typically in Selkup the co-ordination or subordination of sentences is 
achieved by parataxis, without conjunctions, but sometimes with the correl-
ative use of verbal moods: ima-ti" moqi"na qal-a, ira-ti" karra qiinn-EE-ja 
OLD.WOMAN-s3 BACK REMAIN-s3 OLD.MAN-s3 TOWARDS.RIVER 
GO-perf.intensive-s3 'his (=the) wife remained at home, her (= the) husband 
went down to the water'; apstiiti; apsal EEmma 'feed him, if you have food' 
(lit. ' ... your food is [conditional mood]'). Subordinating and co-ordinating 
conjunctions are partly borrowed from Russian, but partly result from 
secondary functions of native words (e.g., from employing interrogative 
pronouns in the role of relative ones); they occur in the present-day colloquial 
language more often than in traditional folklore texts, and still more often in 
non-Northern Selkup dialects, so sentence-combining by means of conjunc-
tions must be attributed mainly to the influence of the Russian language. 

Another method of sentence-combining consists in transforming the finite 
verb in the subordinate clause into a form of non-verbal representation: 
qumitit kit qantr tiiptaiiqi"n Ciasi"q Esi"kka 'when the people were approaching 
the river, it was getting cold', lit. 'people (pG) river to-bank in-coming 
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(nomen actionis I) cold becomes-usually'; tan njeninjanti" SiiitpiP porqal 
tokkaltiiti" 'put on the fur-coat sewn by your sister', lit. 'you your-sister (sG) 
sewn your-fur-coat put-on'; mat kuttar ilcntak iisiini" SiIp pEitikunjGitul1ik? 
'how can I live without father's help?', lit. 'I how will-live my-father (sA) me 
(sG) not-helping (ger)'. 

Lexicon 
The canonic shape of primary (non-derived) stems is (C)V(C) for mono-
syllabics and (C)VC(C)V(C) for bisyllabics, with the structures (C)VC(C)VC 
occurring in nominal, but not in verbal primary stems. There are no stem-
initial or stem-final clusters, and all other phonotactic restrictions mentioned 
above (see Distribution of Phonemes, p. 554) are strictly observed. Deviations 
from this canonic shape are frequent in interjections and other affective words 
(ksa 'come on!', aa? 'yeah', ki"pil joo.oo 'very-very little'), but they virtually 
never penetrate into non-affective lexical domains. Such deviations occur, 
however, in some recent Russian loans, such as stado 'herd' or metr 'meter', 
though there usually are (unless the word is a nonce-usage) parallel adapted 
forms (istati: metra). 

The older strata of borrowings in the lexicon of Selkup include: 

Turkic loans, which are especially numerous in Southern and Ket' Selkup, but 
more than a dozen of which occur in Northern Selkup: maati"r 'warrior, 
hero', siTri" 'cow', Giaarik 'bifurcation, tributary', etc. This topic receives 
monographic treatment in Filippova (1991); 

Ostyak loans, more typical of Central and Northern Selkup: purqi" 'smoke', 
kuras 'view, exterior', nurik 'straight', etc. (see R6dei 1972, and Uralic and 
Ostyak etymological dictionaries). 

Several words of Zyrian origin must have reached Selkup by way of Ostyak: 
niiini 'bread', ruSi 'Russian [noun]', mojtak - moniGiak 'soap'. 

Ket (and other Yeniseic) loans. It is often difficult to distinguish these from 
Selkup loans in Ket: kupak 'fist', qeq 'pine forest', etc. (see Helimski 1982, 
with further bibliography). 

Tungusic (Evenki) loans, more typical of Northern and Ket' Selkup: oljqan 
'small wooded areas in tundra', Giaawiri~ 'to step aside', kuja 'birch-bark 
box for beating down and gathering berries', etc. (see e.g. Helimski 
1985b). 

Early Russian loans, beginning in the sixteenth century: qam 'linen' (Old 
Russian XaM'b), sipiWGia 'pig', saaqir 'sugar', etc. 

There are also sporadic borrowings from Mansi (? Siiiq 'salt'), Mongolic 
(torqi" 'receptacle'), Nenets (waOkna 'barren reindeer cow'), Enets (Raatta, a 
place-name), as well as numerous words of unknown, possibly substrate, 
origin. 

berries', 
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No systematic efforts to develop the vocabulary of Selkup by coining new 
terms for culture and technology have ever been made, and the speakers of 
Selkup apparently prefer direct borrowings from Russian to descriptive 
coinages. 

Text 
A: phonemic transcription, segmental; B: morpheme-by-morpheme gloss; 

C: free translation. 

infmtl = inferential; inf = infinitive; vidv = derivational suffix making 
intransitive verbs from verbs; lat.adv = lative adverb; dn = denominal; dec 
= decade. 

Al nioma-li porqY ira karr=a na 
BI HARE-adj COAT OLD.MAN DOWN.TO.WATER=lat.adv infrntl 

paI=sLmi"-nt-Y 
COME.DOWN=vidv-narr-
infmtl-s3 

laniniY-m-tY mannY=mpY-qY-ntoo-qo. 

A2 na 
B2 THIS 

A3 qO-I)-1t1 

(9 asYq -i1i 
COLD-adj 

B3 SEE-pres-s30bj 

&iipY-qYt purqY-sa 
END-Ioc SMOKE-ins 

FISHWEIR-acc-s3 LOOK=dur-inf-s3-inf 

&eelY-tY 
DAY-s3 

na 
infmtl 

EE-ppY-nH. 
BE-narr-infmtl-s3 

takkY=t 
NORTHlDOWNSTREAM=loc.adv 

qoltY-t 
RIVER-gen 

taat-i"k: 
DIRECT-adv 

ciiqqY=maat=EE-mp-a. 
SMOKE=vidv=int-narr-s3 

A4 seepY=la-k 
B4 ENOUGH= 

dn-adv 

ira mannY=mpY-la 
OLD.MAN LOOKS=dur-

verb adv 

tattY=raltY-mp-atL 
BRlNG=caus-
narr-s30bj 

A5 na qaj nas=sar-i1i 

B5 THIS WHAT THREE=dec-
adj 

qalY-li mutY tU-I)-aatYt. 
NENETS- TROOP COME-pres-p3 
adj 

CI Old Hare Coat came down to the river to check his fishweir. C2 It was a 
cold day. C3 He saw that downstream, at the end of the (visible part of the) 
river, there was directly rising steam (from the mouths of reindeer). C4 The 
old man looked long enough to let (the newcomers) approach him. C5 That's 
it: thirty Nenets warriors have come. 
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19 Kamassian 

Peter Simoncsics 

Although Kamassian is no longer used - the last speaker, Klavdija Plotni-
kova, died on 20 September 1989 - it is perhaps one of the best documented 
among the Samoyedic languages thanks to the endeavours, perseverance, and 
hard work of its collectors: Mathias Alexander Castren (1813-52) fIrst of all, 
then Kai Donner and his meticulous editor, Aulis Joki (1888-1935), and last, 
but not least, Ago Kiinnap. 

Kamassian, together with several other cognate and non-cognate languages 
of Russia, hove into the view of students of language in the eighteenth century 
when mapping and assessing this vast Eurasiatic empire became technically 
possible, economically necessary, and culturally desirable. The travellers, 
discoverers and, scholars who collected and/or published Kamassian material, 
most of them Russian subjects, are the following: G.F. Miiller (1735), 
F. Ade1ung (1735), Johann Eberhard Fischer (1739-47), P.S. Pallas 
(1772/1776/1786-89, 1811), and J. von Klaproth (1823). 

A Finn, Mathias Alexander Castren, the founder of Samoyedology, made 
his records of Kamassian material (some 870 words) in November 1847. The 
bulk of his reuvre was published posthumously, by Anton Schiefner, in 1855. 

On two occasions another Finnish scholar, Kai Donner, visited Abalakovo, 
a village north of the Sayan Mountains where Kamassian speakers lived. The 
fIrst visit was in 1911; the second, longer, visit was in the summer of 1914, 
when he stayed for almost two months. Donner collected some 1,550 lexical 
items as well as texts. His collection was also published posthumously, by 
Aulis Joki, in 1944. 

In 1926 a Russian scholar, A.J. Tugarinov, recorded and published some 
thirty Kamassian words in an article entitled 'IIocJIe,n;Hl1e KaJIMa)l(l1', i.e. 
'The last Kamassians' (in CeBepHa5I A3115I 1926: 1:73-8). 

It was only thirty-seven years later, in 1963, on a toponomastic expedition 
arranged by the Uralic State University in Sverdlovsk (formerly, and now 
once again, Ekaterinburg), that it became apparent that the Kamassian death 
notice had been premature: there were two elderly ladies still living who used 
Kamassian. 

From 1964 to 1970 the Estonian scholar Ago Kiinnap worked with these 
last two speakers of Kamassian, Alexandra Zibjeva (born in the 1880s or 
1890s) and Klavdja Plotnikova (born as Andzigatova in 1895), and was able 

580 
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to collect precious and linguistically unique material. 
In the early 1950s two exemplary studies were published on Kamassian 

versification by J. Lotz, an American linguist of Hungarian origin. 
There are sound recordings of Kamassian dating from the beginning of the 

twentieth century (Donner used the phonograph). The Uralic University 
expedition and Kiinnap both carried out extensive tape-recording during the 
1960s. 

Among the South Samoyedic or Sayan Samoyedic languages Kamassian 
seems to be more closely affiliated to Koibal than to the linguistic complex 
known as Mator-Taigi-Karagass-Soyot. All of these languages/dialects died 
out ante Kamassian, probably in the nineteenth century or even earlier. 

The ethnonym Kamassian may well go back to a compound, kama( 1) + as 
'mountain + Az [an ancient Siberian ethnonym]), . Such a compound would fit 
in well with neighbouring ethnonyms such as Karagass (? kara + as 'blackAz') 
and Hakass (hak + as 'white Az'). In another, equally justifiable interpretation 
the ethnonym Karagass comes fromkara + kas 'black Kas' , the latter member of 
the compound being another Siberian ethnonym meaning 'Tatar from the region 
of Minusinsk; Kaca-Tatar' and deriving, perhaps, from a proto-Samoyedic 
word meaning 'human being, man' (Hajdu 1950: 95-6). Both of these 
interpretations receive some support from a third ethnonym of the area, Kyzyl 
(Turkic 'red'), which forms - together with the other two ethnonyms which 
contain colour terms -a tricolour of 'black-white-red'. Yet another inter-
pretation is possible, one which derives the kara of Karagass not from Turkic 
kara 'black' but from another Kamassian stem (also of Turkic origin), namely 
kara1 - karad 'steppe'. We would then have a correlative pair, Kamass/ 
Karagass 'mountain Az [people]/steppe Az [people)', cf. the entry kard;}j in 
Donner's dictionary: 'Tatar in the village ofUgumakova; these people earlier 
lived in the steppe, as opposed to the Kamass, who lived in the taiga and in the 
mountains' (see also Joki 1952: 163). The etymon 'mountain people' may be 
echoed in the Latin term Monticolae Sajanenses of P.S. Pallas, one of the 
earliest references to this population (possibly dating from1735). Spontaneous 
mixing of explanations and etymologies cannot be excluded either. Alongside 
an ethnic triad (perhaps Samoyeds-Tatars-Mongols), the tricolour white-
black-red may well refer to the habitat of these speakers and cover a trio of 
topographic descriptors (snow -clad mountains, barren steppe, red -sand desert). 

In the following pages a somewhat speculative description of the language 
as if it were still alive is attempted. The categories are traditional (phonology, 
morphology, syntax, stylistics), but the emphasis is on processes categorized 
as morphophonology. 

Phonology 
In its final phase Kamassian had nine vowels, eight full and one reduced. The 
reduced vowel;} seems to have alternated mostly with [+ high] vowels, and 
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!Reduced! 

high 
Full mid 

low 

was in all likelihood originally only a combinatory variant of these, even in 
the middle of the nineteenth century: Castren counted only eight vowels. In 
sum, the phonemicization of ;) is a recent process. 

The alternation of ;) with high vowels is certainly not independent of the 
general reduction of the short, unstressed, high vowels of Hakassian, a 
neighbouring Turkic language which influenced Kammassian and to which 
most speakers of Kamassian finally switched. 

Donner's data show that the full, back, low vowel a is more often than not 
rounded [a]. 

Since vowel harmony dominates the language it seems unnecessary to 
reckon with pairs such as i - r, e -ii, and ;) - .1. It is sufficient to consider the three 
phonemes i, e, and ;)as neutral with respectto vowel harmony (see below). 

With respect to quantitative oppositions, in addition to the opposition 
FULL: REDUCED mentioned above there is also a tendency for stem-final 
syllables to be lengthened, e.g. b;)raa-n 'sack (dative), amnoo-bi '[(s)he] 
lived'. This non-phonological phenomenon is due to the influence of 
neighbouring Turkic idioms. 

Vowel Harmony 
We may distinguish two types: tonal and serial. Tonal vowel harmony is based 
upon the opposition of front and back vowels. In Kamassian the vowels fall 
into three tonal-harmonic categories, back (u 0 a), front (ii 0 a), and neutral 
(i e ;)). The domain in which tonal vowel harmony operates is the non-
compound word (a stem followed by one or more suffixes, including zero). 
Within this domain, back vowels co-occur only with back vowels, and front 
vowels only with front, while neutral vowels co-occur with either as well as 
with themselves. A neutral vowel has no intrinsic phonological value unless 
it occurs in the company of another neutral vowel, when together they count 
as front. Otherwise, neutral vowels obtain their value from the vocalism 
occurring in the same domain. The following examples illustrate some of this 
by means of suffixal allomorphy: 

Bisyllabic stem Plural suffix Tonal domain Example 
allomorph 

1 back + back back back tura-zay 'houses' 
2 front + front front front iiiii-zay 'caps' 
3 back + neutral back back kal ;)s-( z)ay 'swords' 
4 neutral + front front front sira-zay 'snows' 

back 

back 

a 
a 
a a 

a 

a 
a 
a 
a 
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Neutral vowels occurring alone usually make front-tonal words: 

5 neutral + neutral front  front nere-liii-m 'I am 
frightened' 

Serial vowel harmony is doubtless due to Turkic influence. Its effects are 
more limited than those of tonal vowel harmony, in that it affects only the 
syllables occurring in certain subcategories of stem-suffix sandhi: serial 
harmony determines the [+/-] labial feature of these vowels in the singular 
non-third-person forms of the possessive paradigms of nouns. 

Table 19.1 Serial vowel harmony: num 'thunder; God', miit 'liver', kama? 
'mountain', siirgiit 'elbow' 

Singular Plural 
Pxl Px2 Px3 Pxl Px2 Px3 

num-b T num-n T num-dT v. num-b1? num-n1? *num-dTn 

miit-p T miit-l T miit-t T v. miit-p1? miit-U? *miit-t Tn 

kama-b1 kama-l 1 kama-de v. kama-b1? kama-U? kama-den 

siirgiit-p 1 siirgiit-11 siirgiit-U v. siirgiit-p1? siirgiit-U? siirgiit-ten 

Key: T marks a high vowel which is governed both by tonal and serial harmony. 
1 marks a low vowel which is governed only by tonal harmony. 
* marks a form (P3) which is not ruled by serial harmony. Note, however, that the s3 form upon 
which it is based is so ruled. 
- connects stem with relational suffix. 

The coded forms above read as follows in a quasi-phonemic transcription: 

numbwnumnwnumdwnumbaVnumnaVnumdun 
miitpwmiitlwmiittwmiitpii ?Imiitlii ?Imiittiin 
kamabalkamalalkamadelkamaba?lkamala?lkamaden 
siirgiitpiilsiirgiitliilsiirgiitte!siirgiitpii?lSiirgiitlii?lSiirgiitten 

Consonants 
The consonants are set out in Table 19.2: 

The tense oral stops are strongly aspirated. The palatal(ized) (in Donner's 
terms: 'postdental') stops ti and di are more often hushing affricates (c, di) 
than hissing ones (d, dzi ). 

The inventory given in Table 19.2 is a cautious one. With some 
morphophonemic trickery a tighter inventory of consonants is possible 
(Castren, for example, assumed only twenty-four). 

(in 
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Table 19.2 Kamassian consonantism 

2 3 4 5 6 

Nasals m n Ii 1) 
Tense stops p t ti k ? 
Lax stops b d & g 
Glides w j 
Tense fricatives s ~ Si x 
Lax fricatives z z! i! r 
Laterals I P 
Trill r 

Note: Columns 1-6 contain bilabial, dental, palatal(ized), palatalized hushing, velar, and glottal 
consonants. 

Glottal Stop in Kamassian 
When it occurs in prepausal position, the glottal stop in Kamassian 'can best 
be compared with the non-nasalizable glottal stop of Tundra Nenets, for it 
alternates with obstruents only' (Janhunen 1986: 155). Elsewhere, the 
Kamassian glottal stop is the 'mirror image', as Janhunen puts it, of the 
so-called 'added' glottal stop of Nenets, inasmuch as it can precede the 
obstruent with which it paradigmatic ally alternates, e.g. ma? - ma?d 'tent' 
(both sN). This and other, similar, occurrences indicate that the Kamassian 
glottal stop may have arisen from the implosion of obstruents (rather than 
their explosion, as in the case of Tundra Nenets). Since such implosion 
probably involved some staggering in the onset of the three closures (oral, 
velic, and glottal), it is probably not unconnected with the neutralization of 
word-final nasality in Selkup (Janhunen 1986: 167) and may also be related 
to the reduction of stem-final vowels as well. In this connection Janhunen 
refers to the 'pharyngealization' of Tuva and Tofa short vowels before a 
prepausal or a preconsonantal obstruent as an indication of specifically 
Kamassian, and generally Sayan-Samoyedic, influence on these neighbouring 
languages (Janhunen 1986: 168). It is possible that the etymology of the 
ethnonym Kamass(ian) itself reflects such staggered timing: if the root in 
question is the same as that seen in kama? - kawa? 'high place, heap; edge 
of a ditch; height, hill, mountain' (from Turkic, where the forms have medial 
-b-), the neutralization of word-medial nasality is probably due to the 
imperfect synchronization of glottal and velic closure. The -lJ- in the self-
designation ofthe Kamassians, kalJmaaZ;J, is probably yet another, segmental, 
manifestation of this glottalic activity, although it it is the only known instance 
of nasalization of a glottal stop before m. For a parallel to the lenition ?b > 
w one can cite m;mz"Tlt:/S' (Donner 1944: 85, 101) 'is cooking', in which the 
final t:/S' represents the auxiliary verb i?b;J 'to lie'. This verb form is a 
composite, made up of the gerund m;mZ;J=lii 'cooking' plus i?b;J 'lies' 
expressing continuity (i.e. i ?b;J > t:/S'). 

2 2 5 6 
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Morphology 

Nominal Inflection 

Absolute Paradigm 
Traditionally, grammars list seven cases for the absolute (non-possessed) 
singular nominal paradigm: N[ominative] -0, A[ccusative] -0/-m/-bV/-pV, 
G[enitive] -n, L[ative] -n;J/-d;J/-t;J, LO[cative] -Nn/-pn/-g;Jn/-k;Jn, Ab[la-
tive] -Y;Jl etc. and INS[trumental] -ze l/-sel. The suffix variants are selected 
according to stem-type, which may be determined from the segments 
occurring final in the stem. Stems are either (V) vocalic or (C) consonantal, 
and if the latter, end either (Cl) in glottal stop with or without a following lax 
consonant (usually d) or (C2) in all other consonants, which is always tense. 

The case endings may be divided according to their relative age into 
three classes: (1) old (A, G, L), (2) more recent (LO, AB[lative]), and 
(3) most recent (INS). In the paradigm of nominal stem-type (Cl), which 
is the most problematic and fairly recent, the three age-classes of case-
ending also differ in the morphonological processes which they undergo 
in inflection. Thus the accusative ending is attached to a Cl-stem either 
by deletion of stem-final 1, e.g. sN mal, sA *ma1-m > mam, or by the 
opposite process of extension of the suffix itself, viz. syllabification, e.g. 
-m > -ba in sA maldba. In this stem-type, deletion is also characteristic 
of the sG (man < *ma1-n), while syllabification, together with simultaneous 
denasalization, characterizes the suffixation of the L morpheme (*ma1-n;) 
> mald;J). Another process, akin to syllabification, is reduplication, 
characteristic of the LO forms of the Cl paradigm, in which the stem-vowel 
is repeated in the suffix, e.g. mal-an. 

The superabundance of A forms for stem-class Cl may reflect the relative 
newness of this form class, but it may also be seen as reflecting a much 
older, areal tendency to neutralization and alternation of nasals and their 

Table 19.3 Singular case endings by stem-type 

Vowel Consonant 
-? -? + Lax consonant Tense:-k, -t, -p, -s, -s 

N djaya 'river' maJor ma?d 'house' kilrilp 'pit, hole' 
A tPayam mam or ma?dba kilrilbilm 
G djayan man kilrilbiln 
Lat tPayan~ ma?d~ kilrilpt~ 

2 LO djayay;m ma?an kilrilpkiln 
AB djayay~? ma?g~? kilrilpkil? 

3 INS tPayaze? ma?ze? kilrilpse? 
ma?an 

ma?an djayay;m 

djayay;m 

kilrilbiln 

2 A A 
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corresponding oral stops. The morphophonemics entailed in the short sA form 
mam parallel those of the sG (man), while the processes entailed in the long 
sA form ma?dba resemble those ofthe sLat (ma?d:1). 

Dual 
Only one dual form, that of the nominative absolute, was recorded by Donner. 
The rest of the paradigm must have perished earlier, since no records of such 
forms exist in Castren's or Ktinnap's materials. In a form such as kaftlaZ:1gej 
'two brothers', the dual ending -Z:1gej consists of two elements: -gej is a dual 
marker of Samoyedic origin, and the preceding morpheme -Z:1 is a connective-
reciprocal suffix, also of Samoyedic origin. 

Plural 
Kamassian has two plural markers. In one of them -zaIJ (-zaIJ - -saIJ - -saIJ), 
the same connective/reciprocal suffix seen in the dual (-Z:1) serves as a base. 
The plural marker -zaIJ is used in both absolute and relative nominal inflection 
(see the next section). The other plural marker is -?je? (or -?ji?) in final 
position and -n- in non-final position. There appears to be a semantic 
complementarity in the use of the two plural markers, in that -zaIJ is used only 
with members of a nominal class that may be labelled [+HUMAN]: persons, 
parts of the body, and domesticated animals, while -?je?- (and its variants) 
occurs with all nominals. 

The plurals of two nouns, essaIJ 'children' (singular di) and kopsaIJ 
'daughters' (singular ko ?bdo), are traditionally classified as irregular. As 
indicated above, a morphophonemic analysis of the Kamassian consonant 
paradigm which is rather more generous with rules but more parsimonious 
with underlying segments (e.g. only one bilabial oral stop and only one 
unpalatalized sibilant) would account for such forms descriptively while at 
the same time offering insights into the internal reconstruction of the 
language. 

The Relative Paradigm 
The semantic and morphological cohesion of the three grammatical cases N, 
A, and G is apparent also in the relative paradigm: here, these three cases 

Table 19.4 Nominal paradigms of tPa'Ya 'river' with plural markers 

-zal)l-sao -lje? 

N tJi a)f1zao tJi a)f1 ?je? 
A tJia)f1zaO;Jffl d'a'}f1?im 
G tJi a'}f1zaO;Jfl tJia '}f1 ?in 
L tJia'}f1zaod:1 tJia'}f1?in:1 
LO tJi a '}f1zaopn tJi a '}f1?i "Pfl 
AB tJi a '}f1zaOp? tJia'}f1?ip? 
INS tJi a'}f1zaoze? d'a'}f1?ize? 
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Table 19.5 Relative paradigms 

Possessor Possessed 
Singular Plural 

Syncreticforms ofNIAIG 
Singular 1 djayam djayazaIJba 

2 tPayal tPayzaIJna 
3 tPayat dj a yazaIJda 

Dual 1 tPayawej tPayazaIJbij 
2 tPayalej dj a yazaIJnij 
3 tPayaduj djayazaIJduj 

Plural 1 tPayawa? djayazaIJba? 
2 tPayala? djayazavna? 
3 tPayaden dj a yazaIJden 

Syncretic forms of ULO 

Singular 1 djayanii dj a yazaIJani 
2 djayanan dj a yazavanan 
3 djayanda dj a yazaIJanda 

Dual 1 djayaniiwej tP a yazaIJaniwej 
2 tPayaniitej djayazavanilej 
3 tPayandej tPayazaIJandej 

Plural 1 tPayaniiwa? dj a yazaIJaniwa? 
2 tPayaniila? dj a yazaIJanita? 
3 tPayanden dj a yazavanden 

Syncretic forms of AB 

Singular 1 tPayatje dj a yazaIJatj i 
2 djayattan tP a yazavattan 
3 djayatte djayazavatte 

Dual I tPayatjiwej djayazavatjiwej 
2 tPayatjitej djayazaIJatjitej 
3 tPayattej djayazaIJattej 

Plural 1 tPayatjiwa? dj a yazaIJatj iwa ? 
2 tPayatjia? dj a yazaIJatj ita? 
3 tPayatten dj a yazaIJatten 

Syncretic forms of INS ® 

Singular 1 tPayamze? 
2 djayaize? 
3 dj a yatj si e? 

Note: The symbol ® indicates that the forms included in the table here differ in their 
morphological structure from the rest of the forms cited, as they are in fact postpositional 
phrases rather than suffixated nominal forms. 

syncretize. The more covert affinity of the L and LO cases also manifests 
itself here, again as a formal syncretism. The AB and INS have distinct forms, 
the latter consisting of a postpositional phrase. 
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According to the available data the category of the dual appears in this 
paradigm only in connection with the possessor, and never with the 
possessed; contrast the personal pronouns, below. 

Pronominal Inflection 

Demonstratives 
Kamassian has a more archaic, three-way, deictic system than the binary this-
that type of most European languages such as English, Russian, and 
Hungarian. We may best describe the Kamassian system, borrowing Lotz's 
term, as a T-shaped structure: 

dil '!hi,' di'that' 

se 'yonder' 

This three-way demonstrative system is extended by two remonstratives, 
dum 'and this (even closer to speaker)' and iid;;, 'and that (even farther from 
speaker)' . The form iid;;, ' ... and that' may well be a compound of the Russian 
conjunction If 'and' plus the Kamassian demonstrative di. The initial long ii-
may be due to the foreign origin of the morpheme or, what is more probable, 
by the characteristically deviant phonological behaviour of deictic systems. 

Personal pronouns 
Unlike nouns, Kamassian personal pronouns do have dual forms. The 
nominative forms are: 

s d p 
1 man miste mi? 
2 tan siste si? 
3 di diside dizfu] 

We evidently have here another T-shaped structure, in which the third 
person is opposed to the tandem of fIrst and second persons. Recall that the 
lone third-person form, di '(s)he; that', also participates in the demonstrative 
system. 

di 

man man 
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The axis-of-discourse forms build yet another T-structure: the singular fIrst-
and second-person forms (ma-Ita-) on the one hand, and the dual and plural 
forms on the other (mi-Isi-). 

The forms of the s 1, s2, and pi personal pronouns are transparent. Of 
Uralic origin are the stems (ma-, ta-), the pronoun-forming suffIx =n, and 
probably also the plural suffix -1 « *-t). In the d2 form we have a suffIxal 
element -ste (from the numeral side 'two'); the base si- of the d2 and p2 forms 
is thought to come from proto-Samoyedic *te, the non-singular base for 
second-person pronouns. Beside Kamassian, Koibal also has an initial sibilant 
in this pronoun (p2 ce 'you, your'); Mator does not. 

The dual forms dl miste, d2 siste, and d3 diside clearly consist of the 
pronominal stems mi-, si-, and di- plus the dual marker side - ste mentioned 
above. The case forms of the singular axis-of-discourse pronouns are as 
follows: 

sl s2 
N/G man tan 
AlLILO mana tanan 
AB manatie1 tanatan 
INS manzie1 tanzie1 

In the axis-of-discourse paradigm, the syncretism of the N and G is 
opposed to that of the A, L, LD, resulting in only a partial overlap with the 
relative paradigm of nominal inflection. In the pronominal paradigm, the A 
patterns with the oblique cases (LO and L) and is set against the unmarked 
NI A form; this contrasts sharply with the relative nominal paradigm, in which 
NI A/G is set against LOlL. It would appear that the markedness of the A is 
more important in axis-of-discourse contexts than it is at the more neutral 
level of substantives (grammatically: third person). 

Whereas the paradigm of axis-of-discourse pronominals shows similarities 
with the relative nominal paradigm, the inflection of the s3 pronoun di, which 
is, at the same time, a demonstrative, is identical with the nominal absolute 
paradigm, i.e. there is no syncretism whatsoever: 

s3 
Nominative di 
Genitive din 
Accusative dim 
Lative dime 
Locative di1;m 
Ablative di1;]1 
Instrumental dizie1 
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Other Pronouns 
The reflexive pronoun (sl bosp~, s2 bosl~, s3 bost~, etc.) consists of the 
relative paradigm of a noun of Turkic origin (bos 'body'). Interrogative 
pronouns include simd~ 'who?', ;nnbi 'what?', ;nnbi ser 'what kind of?', 
sombi 'what (else)?', gin? 'which (of the two)?', mo(?) 'why?', kajet 'what 
kind of?', kad~ 'how?', kiimen 'how many?', kamen 'when?'. 

Adverbials 
These consist of adverbs proper and postpositions. Adverb-forming suffixes 
are -i - -j, as in paardej 'around' (cf. paarziam 'I tum [myself]'), njeeri 'by' 
(cf. ~ eer~ziem 'I miss [when shooting],), pinzi 'over', sam~j 'near, along' . 

Most postpositions normally occur with their noun in the genitive, e.g. 
dja}U-n kunzu RIVER-sG ALONG 'along the river', pa-n ~ukut FOREST-sG 
THROUGH 'through the forest', kuza-n naam;m MAN-sG FOR 'for the 
man'. The accusative is required by the postposition nieeri, e.g. koonu-m 
nieeri BEAR-sA BY '(passing) by a bear'. Postpositions may also occur with 
their noun in the nominative, and may take case and person suffixes, as in ki 
jil-g;m-d~ MOON UNDER-LO-s3 'under the moon'. 

Verbal inflection 
Alongside the categories of person and number, which they share with 
nominal and pronominal inflection, Kamassian verb stems also encode tense-
and-mood and the category of the definite object. All four categories are 
represented at the morphological level, e.g. ilbe-m LIES-sl 'I lie', i?be-je? 
LIES-p3 'they lie', i ?be-? LIES-s2imp 'lie!', paarga-t-(i) CUTS-dO-s2imp 
'cut it!' 

The category of aspect, on the other hand, is expressed by syntactic means, 
i.e. with the help of auxiliaries; this contrasts sharply with the situation in the 
other Samoyedic languages. Such aspectual syntagms are made up of the 
gerund of the lexical verb plus auxiliary verbs such as i?be- 'lies' (imperfec-
tive aspect) orwalja- 'leaves, abandons' (perfective). Examples: imperfective 
kuja djemd~laa?b~ 'the sun is shining' < djemd~=laa i?b~ SHINES=ger 
LIES-s3, perfective ~jerlaawaziam 'I have tied it (up) tight' < ~fer=lljaa 
walja-m TIES=ger LEA VES-sl. 

This spillover of verbal semantics into the syntactic domain is perhaps the 
result of a functional push-chain: the tense markers for the present and past 
tense are themselves relatively recent intruders into the domain of verbal 
inflection, being of derivational origin (they are historically participles and 
gerunds), e.g. present tense kallam 'I go' < kan=la-m GOES-pres.part-sl, 
past tense kambiam 'I went' < kan=bi-am GOES-past.part-sl. 

From a strictly morphological point of view there are only two modaV 
temporal formations of the Kamassian verb: the imperative and the adhorta-
tive. These two moods are in complementary distribution: the imperative has 
forms for the second and third person, and the adhortative has only first-

tight' 
tight' 

bost~, bost~, bost~, 
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person forms. Examples of imperatives: kana-l 'go! (s2)" kay-g;}-j 'may 
(s)he go', kay-g;}-l;;Jj 'may they (both) go', kay-ga-ji1 'may they (all) go'. 
Adhortative: kan-za-b;;Jj GOES-adhort-d1 'let's both go!' 

The conditional, on the other hand, is a synthetic form consisting of the 
conjunctive morpheme -na- (- -nii- - -da- - -dii- - -ta- - -tii-) plus a fossilized 
archaic preterite form i-zii from the verb i-zet 'is', e.g. ilbeniimzii 'if! lay' < 
i1be-nii-m i-zii-fJ LIES-conj-sl IS-pret-s3. The conjunctive suffix probably 
continues the Uralic conditional/potential modal suffix *-n V-. 

As a result of the influence of neighbouring Turkic idioms, converbal 
phrases such as m;;Jllaand;;J'}f1m 'I go' « m;;Jfl=la + xand;;J='}f1-m WAN-
DERS=lst.ger + GOES=part-s1) occur quite frequently. The auxiliary verbs 
met with most often in such constructions are (cited in the first person 
singular) kalam, xand;;J'}f1m, (infinitive kanzet) 'I go', ilbem 'I lie', amnam 'I 
sit', nU'}f1m 'I stand', and waPam 'I leave'; these are usually preceded by the 
lexical verb in its first gerund form, built with =la(- =lii; see p.592). As 
mentioned above these phrases also function as means of expressing aspectual 
distinctions. 

The modal auxiliary moolJam (- ma[iam) 'I am about to, wish to, would 
like to, am able to X' is also frequently used, e.g. kamn;;Jld;;J moolJam 'I am 
going to [cure with] smoke, 1 would like to [cure with] smoke', in which 
kamn;;Jl=d;;J is the participle of kamn;;Jl=[ia-m 'I smoke'. See also Affirmative 
Auxiliaries, pp. 593f. 

Derivation 

Aktionsart, genus verbi, and other Verbal Constellations 
The complementary category to aspect, that of Aktionsart or mode of action, 
is expressed in a typically Uralic way, viz. by means of derivational suffixes. 
Thus the derivational suffix =r forms augmentative-frequentatives, as in 
amo=r=la-m 'I eat frequently' (cf. am=nJa-m 'I eat'), and the suffix =lu1 
forms momentaneous-inchoatives, as in dioor=lu1=[ia-m 'I begin to cry, 
burst into tears' (cf. dioor=IJa-m 'I weep'). 

The category of genus verbi has the passive as its marked member. This 
is expressed by the suffix =00-, as in Unii saroona 'the horse is tethered', in 
which sar=oo=na is the first participle of the passive pendant to sar=IJa-m 
'I tie'. Reflexivity is also expressed by this suffix, as in amn=oo=[ia-m 'I seat 
myself, 1 sit (down)', cf. amn=na- 'sits'. 

Other constellations of subject and object, such as causatives, are also 
expressed by means of derivation. Straightforward causatives are formed with 
=d;;J-(- =t;;J-), e.g. diemd;;JlJem 'I heat X', cf. dieem=nJ;}. 'X is warm'; an 
example of a more complex, quasi-causative relation is tusu[ilJom « 
tusu=I=IJo-m ) 'I teach [= 1 make X understand]" formed with the suffix =1-, 
cf. tusu=[ie-m 'I understand, 1 learn'. 
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Modality is also expressed by means of derivation. For example, the 
desiderative, a mood roughly synonymous with constructions built with the 
modal auxiliary moolia- (above), is formed with the suffix =nz~ (- =z~), 
e.g. kono=nza=li ~m 'I would like to sleep', cf. kuno=lia-m 'I am sleeping'. 

Gerunds and Participles 
The distinction between the categories of gerund and participle is one of 
syntactic function rather than morphology: the term 'gerund' applies to 
deverbal adverbs, while 'participles' are deverbal nouns (and adjectives). 

The most frequent gerundive suffixes are: 

1 =la(?) - =lii( ?), after nasals: =na(?) - =nii( ?), which expresses either 
simultaneity, e.g. nee kunoolamna < kunoo=la + am=na-fJ 'the woman 
is sleeping' or finality, e.g. ka=la?nerbe-?GOES=gerTELLS-s2imp 'go 
[ = having gone] tell (him/her)'; 

2 =bi - =pi, followed by personal forms of the lative case, also expresses 
simultaneity, e.g. man amor=bi=nii di soo-bi-fJ sl.PRO EATS=ger-sllat 
s3.PRO COMES-pret-s3 'while I was eating, (s)he came'; 

3 =bi (- =pi) plus =za (- =zii) expresses anteriority, e.g. di nii-m ku=bi=za 
tunold;;,=la soo-bi-fJ THIS CHILD-A SEES=having RUNS=ger 
COMES-pret-s3 'having seen this child, (s)he came running'. 

Suffixes (1) and (2) also function as markers of present and past tense, 
respectively. In the case of suffix (1), there is an additional fine point: 
palatalization of the lateral (li) seems to mark present tense, while the plain, 
unpalatalized l indicates future, e.g. (1) FUTURE nie?-le-m 'I shall blow', 
(11) PRESENT nie?-zie-m 'I blow', (2) PAST soo-bi-fJ '(s)he came'. 

The most frequently attested participial derivatives are 

4 =na - =nii, after consonants: =da - =dii, which forms nomina agentis, 
e.g. bil-}'iin nu=na pa WATER-Ioc STANDS=part TREE 'a tree which 
stands in water'; 

5 ='}Cl- =,a, after consonants: =ga - =gii, which forms present participles 
with active or passive meaning, e.g. pu?cP;;,='}Cl til? 'stinking bug', 
tiemd=gii ma? 'heated tent'. 

Suffix (5) is also used as a present-tense marker, e.g. nU='}Cl-m 'I am 
standing'. 

Syntax 
The basic order is modifier before modified. Thus adjective precedes noun: 
bilii kuza 'poor man', and adverb precedes verb: sojcPoo-ze? su?bt~bi-fJ 
BASKET-INS SCOOPS-pret-s3 '(s)he scooped (it) with a basket'. Object 
precedes verb: siljmil-bil xeer-bi-fJ MARE-A TIES-pt-s3 '(s)he tied the 

sojcPoo-ze? 

=z~), =z~), 
~m 
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Table 19.6 A sample paradigm ofverbal inflection: l1ntn 'to lie', infinitive 
ilbezet, gerund ilbelii?, '-ing' ilbij 

Singular Dual Plural 

Indicative Present 1 i ?b;}ffl i?beb;)j i?bebiiii? 
2 i ?b;)l 
3 i?b;) 

Preterite 1 i?bebijiim 
2 
3 i?bebi 

Adhortative 1 i?beib;)j 
Imperative 2 i?b;)? i?begul;)j 

3 i?b;)g;)j 

Conditional 1 i ?beniimzii 
2 i ?beniilii?zii? 
3 

mare', as does the negative auxiliary: ej surarga '([s]he) doesn't ask'. Subject 
generally precedes predicate: me1Jgej to ?btoobi 'the fox came', but the reverse 
order occurs in sentences with focalization, e.g. axsa? i-bi-fJ sejmu-t LAME 
IS-pret-s3 MARE-s3 'lame was his mare'. 

Certain features of the direct object may be encoded morphologically on 
the verb. This category is traditionally termed [+/-] definite, but the 
'definiteness' of a Kamassian object is evidently dependent on semantic and 
pragmatic factors about which we have only limited information. Whatever 
its precise content, the formal distinction [+/-] definite obtains only if the 
object is in the third person (but objects of imperatives may be both definite 
and axis-of-discourse) and then only in forms with a third-person subject in 
the indicative present/future and conditional, and in second-person singular 
forms of the imperative. Definiteness of the direct object is indicated by the 
morpheme -t (- -d, from the third-person pronominal stem *te), non-
definiteness by its absence. So for example we have in the present tense 
paarga-1Ja-fJ-t '(s)he cuts it' as opposed to paarga-lia-fJ '(s)he cuts', and in 
the imperative paarga-t 'cut it!' versus paarga-? 'cut!', but in the past tense 
there is only paarga-bi-? '(s)he cut (it)'. The definiteness marker occurs 
between the two elements of the conditional complex (above), e.g. paarga-
na-t-sa '(s)he would cut it' v. paarga-na-za '(s)he would cut'. 

Three basic types of auxiliary verb may be distinguished: aspectual, 
affirmative, and negative. The first of these was discussed under Verbal 
Inflection, p. 590. 

The primary affirmative auxiliary is i-gii- 'is'. This may be used as copula, 
e.g. man tan ka}f2-1 i-gii-m 'I am your brother', with zero variant in the third 
person, e.g. di ko?bdo s3.PRO DAUGHTER 'she is a daughter/girl', but it is 

i?bebiiii? 
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also used to express possession, e.g. buz!~n na'fUr ko?bdo-t i-bi-0 
OLD.MAN-G THREE DAUGHTER-s3 IS-pret-s3 'the old man had three 
daughters' . 

In either of its two roles the verb 'is' is normally situated at the end of the 
sentence, although various textual/pragmatic effects (focus, foregrounding) 
may be achieved by inversion, as in to?bdZi-t mana, muner-d mana, i-ga-0 
mana 'strike me down, break me up, I still have .. .' . 

We may also classify the verb mooPa-, first mentioned above in connection 
with converbal phrases, as an affirmative auxiliary. The lexical verb then 
stands (1) in the infinitive, as in man am=z;n moolja-m 'I would like to eat', 
(2) in the participle in =na, e.g. samo=nu mooPa-m 'I am going to 
shamanize', or (3) in the gerund in =la, e.g. o?blej « o?b=la + ej) moofia-m 
COLLECTS=ger NEG.PART AFFIRM.AUX-sl 'I can't collect'. 

Negative auxiliaries are used to express negation. We know of two 
negative verbs in Kamassian: one is the inflectable pair a-/e-(non-imperative) 
- i- (imperative, i.e. prohibitive), for general negation; the other is na}!l-, with 
a defective paradigm, used to negate existence and possession. 

General negation is expressed in two ways. In the older construction, the 
negative auxiliary a-/e- - i- is inflected for mood and tense, number and 
person; it also encodes the [+1-] definite distinction for direct objects. The 
lexical verb stands in the connegative, a form built with the suffix -? and 
thus homophonous with the second-person singular (indefinite) imperative. 
As Kamassian became moribund, this construction began to be rivalled by 
one built from the invariable negative particle ej (itself historically from the 
negative auxiliary) plus the regularly inflected form of the lexical verb. In 
both constructions the negator normally precedes the lexical verb. Examples: 
man e-m so-? sl.PRO NEG.AUX-sl COMES-conneg 'I don't come', 
tan e-l-l;;J su-? s2.PRO NEG.AUX-pres-s2 ENTERS-conneg 'you don't 
enter', bos-tu ej di xam-bi-0 SELF-s3 NEG.PART s3.PRO GOES-pret-s3 
'(s)he himlherself didn't go', i(-?) tFoora-? PROHIB.AUX(-s2imp) 
CRIES-conneg 'don't cry!' 

The negative pendant to the verb 'is' (i-, above) is na}!l-, with a somewhat 
defective paradigm. It is used to negate predicates, as in bila kuza man na}!l-m 
BAD MAN sl.PRO ISN'T-sl 'I am not a poor man', and to express non-
possession, e.g. ipak di-n na}!l-0 BREAD s3.PRO-G ISN'T-s3 '(s)he doesn't 
have any bread'; notice also di-za-n am=Z;;Jt na')O?-bi-0 s3.PRO-plur-G 
EATS-infISN'T-pret-s3 'they didn't have anything to eat'. 

Historically, the general auxiliary negative a-/e- - i- may well be related 
to the verb 'is' (i-). On the synchronic plane, we would then have the 
opposition indicative v. prohibitive based upon a metonymic axis, i- 'is' 
occurring in sentence-final position, i- 'don't!' occurring non-final; while 
within the domain of negation, the opposition of negation v. prohibition is 
expressed by quite different means, namely the metaphorical axis of vowel 
alternation, a-/e- v. i-. Examples: (sentence-final i-, existence) di i-ga-0 

ko?bdo-t 
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s3.PRO IS-pres-s3 '(s)he exists', (non-final, prohibition) i so-1 'don't come!'; 
(e-, negation) e-m so-1NEG.AUX-sl COMES-conneg 'I'm not coming', (i-, 
prohibition) i(-1) kuro-1 PROHIB.AUX(-s2imp) IS.ANGRY-conneg 'don't 
be angry!' 

Stylistics 
Thanks to the analyses of John Lotz we know Kamassian versification well: 
parallelism of numerically defined phrases and/or lines is the central device 
of the Kamassian versificator, who in this respect differs little from other 
Siberian bards. Because of the relative scarcity of Kamassian linguistic and 
folkloristic material we know little of the differences between the various uses 
of the language: everyday v. ritual; if ritual, sung v. recited; if recited, 
numerical or free; if free: everyday v .... e cosi via, da capo. For the same 
reason, we know next to nothing of the miniature devices which wordsmiths 
(shamans, singers, storytellers) might have used for the purposes of enchant-
ment, entertainment, or deception. I have already cited an example of 
emotionally motivated metathesis at the syntactic level in riddle 29 ( to 1bdzit 
mana, miinerd mana, igii mana 'even if you strike me, even if you break me, 
I still have ... ' , in which we see an atypical sort of regens-rectum word order. 
Since the text is a folkloristic one, it is perhaps not too daring to propose that 
breaking the basic word-order rule is part of the arsenal of artistic word-
arrangement, i.e. poetry. This is all the more true because this metathesis is, 
at the same time, part of a parallelism which is built upon the syncretic 
pronominal form mana 'me (A)' = 'to me (L)' as rectum and the preceding 
verbal forms as regens. In the first two phrases the sequence modifier-
modified is justified by the universal rule according to which a verb in the 
imperative always comes first, but in the third phrase the verb is in the 
indicative, so the metathesis must be explained by something else. In this 
instance stylistic/poetical reasons underlie. The syntactic manipulation of 
linguistic material for poetic ends is frequent in the folk-poetry of the other 
Samoyedic peoples, as well. 

As a further illustration, we shall now examine another type of manipula-
tion of linguistic material common in the folklore of the Samoyedic peoples. 
The hero of the tale chosen as our sample text is called tarcaab;Jrdzii. 
Mentioning this name is part of the tale's opening formula: 'There was a poor 
man. His name was -'. Perhaps not unexpectedly, it is part of the closing 
formula, as well. At the end of the tale, the antagonist kaan (the Emperor) 
surrenders, and addresses our hero as follows: 'tartiaa-bartia, pol bartia'. 
This somewhat distorted variant of the name is embedded in a parallelism of 
which the frame is the mysterious sequence tia: 

tar tiaa 
pol 

tar tiaa 
tar tiaa 
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We can identify the element tj in the sequence tja as the third-person singular 
possessive suffix of the syncretic forms N/G/A and LILO/AB. The former 
also occurs in the form ti, the latter in the form ti~, according to Kiinnap 
(1971: 157, 159). On the other hand the final a cannot be identified with any 
grammatical element: it is an inetymological element which functions as the 
nucleus of an expletive syllable which, at the same time, indicates the end of 
a grammatical morpheme or stem. 

Having identified the frame of the parallelism, we may now tum to its 
content. The stem bar 'all' is repeated: this repetition constitutes the bearing 
pillars of the parallelism, i.e. the identical elements. The differing elements 
(the parallel elements) occupy the slots preceding the identical elements. The 
first of these parallel words is possibly to be identified with tar 'hair; feather' . 
As for the second, there are several candidates. In Donner's (1944) dictionary 
we find (1) pOJI 'ground, floor' (from Russian nOJI), (2) POJIU?/i em 'to dive', 
and (3) po?tiam 'to bathe, to dip, to swim, to run (water); to be on heat'. 
Considering the hero's final trick, by which he compels the kaan and all his 
people to surrender by drenching them with water poured from a sack, thus 
washing them away, we can exclude item (1). We are thus left with items (2) 
and (3). Perhaps it is not too far-fetched to suppose that these two verbs have 
in common a root pol-, with the meaning 'is immersed into a stream; is 
overcome by water/sexual desire'. A more literal translation of our parallel 
lines would then be: 

FEATHERIHAIR-s3 
OVERCOME 

ALL-s3 
ALL-s3 

or, in paraphrase: 'One who is covered all over in featherslhair is swept away 
by passion', or: 'The feathered man/hairy man is in a trance'. 

Obviously both of these interpretations refer to, and are appropriate 
descriptions of, the shaman. The parallel arrangement of the constituents in 
this miniature couplet are reminiscent of a technique in Nenets verbal art, 
whereby the words are cut up into their constituent syllables/morphemes with 
the help of expletives, thereby filling out the metrical scheme and creating a 
pattern in which the original message is woven in and out of a quasi-syllabic 
texture, like inlaid-work: 

tar- bar-
tjaa- tia 

pol bar-

• tia 

form 
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i.e. schematically: 

Seen in this framework, the fIrst variant of the name, tarcaab;}rdzii, is even 
more interesting. Unlike the variant examined above, here the two halves of 
the name are set against one another as velar and palatal (back and front) 
constituents, i.e. opposite poles in tonal vowel harmony; this contrast in vowel 
colour is accompanied by the opposition unvoiced : voiced in the variants of 
the third-person possessive suffIx, -tJa(a): it appears as -caa and -dzii. Let us 
now set aside these constants (disguised as variables) in order to concentrate 
on the real variables in the parallelism: tar and b;}r. Even if the fIrst of these 
(tar) is the same morpheme as in the other variant of the name, the second 
one, b;}r, is certainly not: it is a palatal word, as its suffIx -dzii plainly shows. 
The interpretations given above will not work here, then. If on the other hand 
we revert to our original procedure, and strip away the pseudo-possessive 
suffIxe(l)expletives to expose the real variables, we arrive at the constella-
tion: 

tar- b;}r-
caa- dza 

in which we have not the compound tar+bar 'hair/feather allover', as in the 
earlier variant of the name, but rather tar-b;}r. This sequence seems to be a 
cover for the word taarb;} 'shaman'. If we try to force taarb;} into the frame, 
the fInal -r is assigned to the following pseudo-possessive suffIx, but for the 
formal parallelism to remain, the fInal -r of the fIrst half must be re-assigned, 
as well: 

ta- b;}-
rcaa- rdza 

Although the formal parallelism is maintained, the semantic transparency is 
blurred once again, since this time the final -r of tar has slipped away in spite 
of the fact that it belongs to the etymological material of the word. The result 
is an acoustic hide-and-seek similar to certain kinds of optical illusion based 
on the complementarity of black-and-white patterns which one can only 
identify one at a time: when you focus on one, the other is blurred, and vice 
versa. 
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The parallelism tartiaa-bartiaJpol bartia and the variant of its first part, 
tarcaab;;,rdia, both refer to the same denotatum, but they do it in different 
ways. The first parallelism tells a story while describing its topic; the second 
tries to utter and, at the same time, to conceal a word. Yet both do the same: 
poetry, since neither speaks directly. In addition to manipulations at the 
syntactic level, Kamassian poetic speech also relies on transformations at the 
level of morphology (break-up of the word by expletives, splitting words into 
constituent morphs and intermixing them with inetymological phonic mate-
rial, etc.) just as do the northern Samoyedic traditions, Nenets and Nganasan. 

Sample Kamassian Text 
Adapted from Marchen no. 2, pp. 88-90, in Donner 1944. 

numak 
bila kuza amnoo-bi-{j 
n;m-d;;, tarcaa+b;;,rdia 
bila sejmu-bu diaab-pi 
axsa? i-bi-{j sejmu-t 
konzan=de-bi-{j 
saay,Jr b;;,raa-ba saar-bi-{j 

sojdioo-ba saar-bi-{j 
m;;,l=le 0 lbt;rbi-{j 
urtaba to ?btoo-bi-{j 
mana ji-t hiilaa=s-t;;, 
pada-? say,Jr b;;,raa-n;;,! 
pada-bi saapz b;;,raa- n;;, 

m;;,l=le 0 ?bt;rbi-{j 
meggej to ?btoo-bi-{j 
mana ji-t hiilaa= 3;rt;;, 
pada-? saay,Jr b;;,raa-n;;,! 
pada-bi-{j saay,Jr b;;,raa-n;;, 
di-}i?-ti kus to ?doo-bi-{j 
mana ji-l hiilaa-z;rt 
pada-? saay,Jr b;;,raa-n;;,! 
di-}it-ti bu tolktoo-bi-{j 
d;;, bu-m su?lej-bi-{j saay,Jr b;;,raa-
nd;;, 
soj(]ioo-ze? sulbt;rbi-{j 
sejme-nd;;, sar=lawa?-bi-{j 
ku=bi-nd;, 
talaj-nd;;, to ?-ond;;, jada nu-ta-{j 

Tale 
There was a poor man, 
his name [was] Tarcab;,rdia. 
He took a poor mare, 
lame was his mare. 
He equipped [it]: 
[a] black sack [he] tied [to its 
saddle], 
[a] birchbark basket he tied [to it]. 
Going he started (= he set off). 
'Grandpa' (= bear) came [along]. 
'Me take as a companion, 
put [me] into [the] black sack!' 
He put [the bear] into [the] black 
sack 
Going he started, 
[a] fox came [along]. 
'Me take as a companion, 
put [me] into [the] black sack!' 
He put [the fox] into [the] black sack 
Then a wolf came [along]. 
'Me take as a companion, 
put [me] into [the] black sack!' 
Then water came [along]. 
This water he scooped into his black 
sack, 
with a basket he scooped [it], 
to his mare he tied [it]. 
He sees: 
on the sea's shore [a] village stands. 



jadaa-n;, ej tu-)fJ-@ 
iizii-bi-@ 
sii [hJiim-bi-@ 
siijmii-bii xeer-bi-@ 
am-na-@ 
kaan njilnen m;,l=le?-bi-@ 
ku=lalwa-bi-@ 
sindi di-}in am-na-@ 
inii-b;, xeer=lawa-bi-@ 
man kiik noo-ba toonola?-bi-@ 

ej surar=ga 
to ?-ond;, m;,nd;,njii-bi-@ 
;,?I;J-bi-@ 
kal=la suraar-d;, 
sindi d;,rgit ii-gii-l 
ej suraar=ga kaan-;mz 
kaan-;,n nolb-to toolna-bi-@ 
;mzbi tan-an karii? 
kam-bi-@ suraar=la?-bi-@ 
kaj;,t kuza i-g;J-l 
;mzbii-m pi=lii?m;,{)-g;J-l 

kaan-;,n ko?btoo-bi ii-zit soo-bija-m 
d;, kuza paar-bi-@ 

kaan-d;, neerbii-bi-@ 
kaan-;,n kolttoo-bo ii-sit soo-bija-m 
kala-1, neerbii-? 
jaks;J-l-zi paara-? 

;J-mpaara 
jakS;J-Z;' ej m;,=bi-nd;, 
bilii?-z ii-/i-m 
eeli-t kaaz;,r asbr-i-m 
s;,jm;J-t-~i tal;,j-din 

nje?le-din 
u?dulu-bi-@ kaaz;,r asbr-za-d;,n 
ask;,r-ie? tunoo=la xand;J-)fJ-i? 
saapr b;,raa-bo Cik;J-bi-@ 
saapr koon;J-m ultullu-bi-@ 
ur)fJaba ask;,r-iji-m pja{)d;,l=la? 
kuna-mbi 
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Into [the] village he does not go. 
He got off [the horse], 
[a] fIre he made, 
[the] mare he tied, 
he sits [down to wait]. 
The Tsar was walking outside, 
[and] saw: 
'Who is sitting there, 
[who] tied [the] horse, 
[who] trod my greenlblue/golden 
grass 
not asking [for permission] 
on the side/road passed [his day] 
[and] let [it] go [by]? 
Going, ask it!' 
'What kind of man are you, 
[who] without asking the Tsar 
trod the grass of the Tsar? 
What do you want?' 
[The servant] went [and] asked: 
'What kind of man are you? 
What are you looking for, 
wandering?' 
'I came to take the Tsar's daughter.' 
This man (= the servant) returned [to 
the Tsar], 
to [the] Tsar he answered: 
'I came to take the Tsar's daughter.' 
'Go, tell [him]: 
'Of your [own] good [will], go 
back!' 
'I won't go back.' 
'If he doesn't go back willingly, 
I shall take [it] with bad [feelings]. 
Release the wild horses, 
with your mare they will knock you 
down, 
they will tear you apart.' 
He let their wild horses run, 
[When] wild horses are running 
he opened [the] black sack 
he let out the black bear. 
'Grandpa', following the horses, 
chased them away. 

tal;,j-din 
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lbtul-gu-t buga-li-m, kaaz;,r-iji-m 
sejmit-t(~e tjit}tl mitla 

saapr boraa-b;, tiib-bi-fJ 
kus-tu ;,l-la m;J-bi-fJ 
kus bu}tl-ji-m pa1Jd;,=lal ku-mbi 
pa-m;'1Jg ;m 

kaan maala kojoo-bi-fJ 
iil obt;J-bi-fJ paard;,j 
i-s-piil d;J-m 
paar;,ldlul-bi-?ji 
diab;,=n;, mazia-?ji 
saapr boraa-b;, tiike i-bi-fJ, niept;J-
bi-fJ 
bit-bit ko lmn;,j ba?pt;J-bi-fJ 

iilii-m bit kund;J-}tl-t xand;J-}tl-t 
tartiii&bartia, pol bartia 
piil mal-b;, m;J-lii-m 
piil baj-bu m;J-zii-m 
ko?bdoo-m m;J-zii-m 
ej karii mana tan mal-I;, 
ej karii tan baj-l;, 
toziko abakaj kolbdo-l karii mana 

il-bi-fJ sojdioo-bo 
bit-bit sulgda-bi-fJ 
kaan ko lbdoo-b;, m;J-bi-fJ 
axsa s;,jm;J-nd;, Silt;J-bi-fJ 
boku-lla u?bt;J-bi-fJ 
mal-and;, kunna aam-bi-fJ 

'Release the bulls [and] horses to 
trample [him] to death with his 
mare!' 
[The] black sack he opened, 
his wolf he released. 
[The] wolf, chasing the bulls, 
pursued them in [to] the forest. 
[The] Tsar, remaining, stayed, 
[his] people gathered around [him]: 
'Let's take him!' 
They surrounded [him], 
wanted to grab [him]. 
[The] black sack he opened, pulled, 

shaking [the] water poured [it onto 
them]. 
[The] water chases the folk away. 
'tartia&bartja, pol bartia, 
half of my cattle 1 shall give [you], 
half of my empire 1 shall give [you], 
my daughter 1 shall give [you].' 
'I don't need/want your cattle, 
1 don't need/want your empire, 
only your princess daughter 1 do 
need/want. ' 
He took [the] basket, 
poured [out the] water. 
The Tsar gave [him his] daughter. 
He sat [her] on to the lame mare, 
fastening, he mounted, 
to his tent he took [her]. 
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non-finite verbal forms 375-6, 382 
noun phrase 376-7, 378-9, 380-1 
numerals 370-1 
objective conjugation 371 
optative mood, 371 
participles 375-6 
passive 371, 372, 376-81 
personal pronouns 368-9 
plural 361, 365, 366, 367 
postpositional constructions 367-8, 
376 
preverbs 367 
sample inventories 360-1 
simple sentence 380 
syntax 376-81 

text 383-4 
Tremjuganffromagan Khanty 362-4, 
383-4 
verbs 371-6, 419 
vowel harmony 362, 365 

Komi (Zyrian) 150,211,267,278,279, 
305-26,341,351,361,364,383,389, 
390,423,431,442,446,452,517, 
518,549 
adjective 313, 314 
clitics 314 
compounding 318 
conjunctions 322 
consonants 9-13,308,309-10,361 
copula 320 
demonstrative pronouns 313-14 
derivation 316, 317-18 
deverbal derivation 316 
dialects 305-8, 310, 311,312,314, 
316,524 
gerunds 316-17, 320 
imperative mood 314, 315 
indicative mood 314, 315 
interrogative pronouns 314 
lexicon 323-4 
loan words 323-4, 382 
mode of action (Aktionsart) 316 
morphology 18-32,311-18 
morphophonology 311 
negative pronouns 314 
negative verbs 315, 316, 320-1 
non-finite verb forms 316-17, 323 
non-simple sentence 322-3 
noun declension 311-13 
noun phrase 318-19 
numerals 311, 314, 320 
participles 316 
passive 320 
personal pronouns 311, 313 
phonology 308-11 
plural 311, 312, 313, 316, 320 
possessive constructions 313 
postpositional constructions 312, 313 
pronominal declension 313-14 
reciprocal pronouns 313 
reduplication 318 
reflexive pronouns 313 
relative pronouns 314 
simple sentence 321-2, 322-3 
stress 308, 310-11 
syntax 318-23 
text 324-5 
verb conjugation 314-16 



verb phrase 319-21 
vowels 13-18, 280, 311 

Lapp see Saamic 
length, consonant 

Estonian 119-21 
Finnish 153 
Hungarian 433,437 
Komi 309 
Nenets 528 
Nganasan 487,494 
Saarnic 58-9 

length, vowel 
Estonian 119-21 
Fennic 105 
Finnish 159 
Hungarian 429,430,431 
Khanty 362-3 
Mansi 392, 393 
Mari 224 
Nenets 519-20, 521, 522 
Nganasan 485,486 
ObUgrian 329, 330, 335, 336-7 
Saamic 53, 54, 58 
Sarnoyedic 467, 468 
Selkup 553, 557 

Livonian 96-114, 115 
consonants 9-13,109-10 
dialects 10 1-4, 108-9 
morphology 18-32, 110-13 
nominal inflection 110-11 
preverbs 368 
quantity 105-10 
st!ild 106 
stress 104-5, 106, 110 
syntax 113 
verb inflection 111-13 
vocabulary 113-14 
vowel harmony 106-7 

loan words 
Estonian 113, 145-7 
Fennic 113-14 
Finnish 113, 147, 179 
Hungarian 452-4 
Ingrian 114 
Karelian 114 
Khanty 364, 382-3 
Komi 323-4, 382 
Mansi 382, 382, 422-4 
Mari 227, 244-5 
Mordva 185,186, 188, 191,211-15 
Nenets 520, 524 
Nganasan 512-13 

ObUgrian 351-2 
Permian 273-5 
Saamic 90-2, 477 
Selkup 576, 577 
Udmurt 295,301-2 
Veps 114 
Votic 114 

Lude see Kare1ian 

INDEX 609 

Mansi (Vogul) 171,203,327-57,334-5, 
358,361,387-427,428,436,442, 
446,517,577 
adjective 411-14 
adverbs 415 
aspect 420 
c1itics 236, 412 
compound sentences 421-2 
conditional mood 398, 400, 419 
conjunctions 416, 421-2 
consonants 9-13,220-2,361,393-5, 
396 
definiteness 371, 417 
demonstrative pronouns 403, 413 
denominal derivation 409 
development of Mansi language and 
people 389 
deverbal derivation 408, 414 
dialects 359, 360, 362, 383, 390-2, 
395,422,423 
dual 398, 399,400,401,402,403, 
404,410,419 
gerunds 42, 415, 421 
history and development 387-9 
imperative mood 398, 401, 404-5, 
419 
indefinite pronouns 413 
indicative mood 398, 402-3, 405-6 
inferential mood 414,420 
interjections 416 
interrogative pronouns 413 
lexicon 422-4 
linguistic sources 388-9 
loan words 382, 383,422-4 
morpho(no)logy 395-416 
negative pronouns 413 
noun phrase 236-7, 419 
nouns 409-11 
numerals 370, 412, 414 
objective conjugation 401-3 
participles 414-15, 418, 420-1 
passive 398, 403-5, 406 
personal pronouns 398,412-13 
phonology 392-5 
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plural 398, 399, 400, 401, 402, 403, 
404,410 
poetic devices 381 
possessive constructions 410, 411, 
418 
postpositional constructions 368, 416 
preverbs 368, 416 
prohibitive mood 420 
reflexive pronouns 412 
relative pronouns 413 
simple sentence 240-2, 417-20 
stem types 372 
stress 393, 398 
suffix order 367 
syntax 417-22 
text 424-5 
verbal nouns 414-15, 420-1 
verbs 361, 382, 398-409 
vowels 13-18,390,392-3,395-6, 
397 

Mari (Cheremis) 66, 79,147,167,171, 
192,203,212,213,219-48,438, 
442 
adjective 225, 234, 237, 242 
aspect 229 
auxiliary verbs 231, 238, 239 
clitics 224-5, 236, 243 
complex sentence 242-3 
conjunctions 242, 243 
consonants 9-13, 220-2 
coordination 243 
copula 230, 240 
derivation 233-6 
deverbal derivation 235 
dialects 226 
gerunds 229-30, 232, 239, 242 
imperative mood 229 
indicative mood 229 
inferential mood 233, 239 
lexicon 243-5 
literary Eastern Mari text 246-7 
loan words 227, 244-5 
mode of action (Aktionsart) 233 
morphology 18-32,224-36 
negative verbs 231, 232, 239 
non-finite verbal forms 231-3, 242-3 
noun phrase 236-7 
numerals 225, 234 
participles 232, 234 
passive 231, 234 
phonology 220-4 
plural 227, 228 
possessive constructions 241 

postpositional constructions 236-7, 
241,243 
simple sentence 240-2 
stress 224 
subordination 243 
syntax 236-43 
verb phrases 238-40 
vowels 13-18,222-4 

Mator (Motor) 428, 457-79,589 
consonants 9-13, 462-3, 466-7 
diachronic evaluation 460 
documentation 459-60 
lexicon 475-8 
morphology 18-32,468-75 
phonology 462-8 
taxonomic relationships 458-9 
typological variation 460-1 
vowel harmony 465-6 

mode of action (Aktionsart) 
Kamassian 591-2 
Komi 316 
Mari 233 
Nganasan 510-11 
Selkup 573-4 

Mordva 66, 68, 69, 76, 78, 155, 167, 
168,184-218,245,341,347,428, 
441,442,450,461 
adjective 191, 195-6, 198,205,207, 
210 
adverbs 204-6 
aspect 197, 208-9 
clitics 201 
compound sentences 211 
conditional mood 198,200,201,207 
consonants 9-13,185-7,190 
derivation 202-4 
dialects 185, 186, 187, 192 
gerunds 204, 205, 210-11 
imperative mood 201-2, 207, 208 
indicative mood 198,207 
inferential mood 204,205,207,209, 
210 
interrogative pronouns 196 
lexicon 211-16 
loan words 185, 186, 188, 191, 
211-15 
morphology 18-32, 191-206 
morphophonology 188-91 
negative verbs 198,202,207-8 
nominals 191-7 
non-finite verbal forms 204 
noun phrase 198, 206 
numerals 191196-7,370 



optative mood 207, 208 
participles 198,204,205,207,209 
personal pronouns 196-7, 198 
phonology 185-8 
plural 189, 191, 192, 195, 199,201 
possessive constructions 194-5,204, 
209,210 
possessive pronouns 197 
postpositional constructions 204-6, 
209 
prohibitive mood 208 
reflexive pronouns 197 
relative pronouns 196 
simple sentence 206-11 
stem variants 188-9 
stress 187, 190--1 
suffix variants 189 
syntax 206-11 
text 216-17 
verbs 197-202 
vowels 13-18, 187-8, 190, 192 

Mordvinian see Mordva 
Motor see Mator 

narrative mood 
Mansi 405-9, 419 
Nenets 530--1 

necessitative mood 
Nenets 530--1, 533 

negative verbs 27, 29 
Estonian 113 
Fennic 105 
Finnish 172 
Kamassian 593, 594 
Khanty 380--1 
Komi 315, 316, 320--1 
Mansi 420 
Mari 231, 232, 239 
Mordva 198,200,201,202,204, 
207-8 
Nenets 536-7, 543 
Nganasan 503-8 
Permian 272 
Saamic 76, 79, 88-9, 91 
Samoyedic 474-5 
Selkup 575 
Udmurt 281,291,292-3 
Veps 113 

Nenets 76, 167,274,323,351,352,389, 
390,398,423,457-79,480,481,482, 
513,516-47,549,577,596,598 
adjective 526 
adverbs 540--1 

auxiliary verbs 543 
clitics 520, 531, 544 
conjunctions 544 
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consonants 9-13, 462-3, 466-7, 519, 
521,522-6,537 
definiteness 347 
demonstrative pronouns 526 
denominal derivation 541-3 
derivation 535,541-3 
deverbal derivation 535, 541-3 
diachronic evaluation 460 
dialects 519, 521, 522, 523, 524, 526, 
535,539,540 
documentation 459-60 
dual 529, 532, 533,537 
Forest 383, 457, 517, 518 
gerunds 535, 536 
glottal stop 522, 523, 525-6, 526, 584 
imperative mood 530--1, 531, 532, 
533,534,536,544 
inferential mood 535-6, 544 
infinitives 535 
interrogative mood 530--1, 531, 533, 
544 
lexicon 475-8 
loan words 520, 524 
morphology 18-32,468-75,526-43 
morphophonology 527-30 
negative verbs 535, 536, 543 
nominal inflection 537 
non-finite verb forms 531, 535-7, 
544 
noun phrase 543, 544 
numerals 526, 542 
objective conjugation 533, 534 
optative mood 530, 532, 533, 534-5 
participles 535, 536, 544 
personal pronouns 526, 540, 543-4 
phonology 462-8, 519-26 
plural 522, 528, 532, 534,537-9 
possessive constructions 538, 539, 
541,544 
postpositional constructions 526, 529, 
540--1,544 
pronunciation 523 
reflexive conjugation 533, 534, 535 
Siberian 524 
simple sentence 543 
stress 519-20, 521, 522 
subjective conjugation 532, 533, 535 
syntax 543-4 
taxonomic relationships 458-9 
text 544-5 
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Tundra 372, 383,457,460,516-47, 
584 
typological variation 460-1 
verbal art 596 
verbal inflection 530-2 
versification 598 
vowels 13-18,463-4,465-6,467, 
519-20,520-2,524,528,537 
word order 543 

Nganasan (Tavgi Tawgi, Tawgi-
Samoyed) 150,167,172,428, 
457-79,480-515,517,598 
adjective 497, 499-500, 511 
aspect 503 
auxiliary verbs 508, 511 
bilingualism 481 
clitics 497, 500, 508-9 
conjunctions 501,512 
consonants 9-13, 462-3, 466-7, 
483-5 
definiteness 347 
demonstrative pronouns 501 
denominal derivation 509 
derivation 508-10 
determinative pronouns 501 
deverbal derivation 509, 510 
diachronic evaluation 460 
dialects 481-2, 484 
documentation 459-60 
dua1495,502 
glottal stop 484, 487, 491, 494, 495 
historical development 482 
imperative mood 502, 503, 511 
indicative mood 503 
inferential mood 503 
interrogative mood 503, 511 
interrogative pronouns 501 
lexicon 475-8, 512-13 
loan words 512-13 
mode of action (Aktionsart) 510-11 
morphology 18-32,468-75,495-510 
morphophonology 483-7, 487-95 
negative pronouns 501 
negative verbs 503-8 
nominal inflection 495-501 
non-finite verb forms 503-8, 509, 
511,512 
noun phrase 511 
numerals 497, 500 
objective conjugation 502 
optative mood 503 
participles 509, 511 
passive 509-10, 511 

personal pronouns 500 
phonology 462-8, 483-7 
plural 495, 502 
possessive constructions 496 
postpositional constructions 501, 511 
prohibitive mood 503, 508 
sentence combining 512 
simple sentence 511 
stress 486-7 
subjective conjugation 502 
syntax 511-12 
taxonomic relationships 458-9 
text 5l3-14 
typological variation 460-1 
verbs 502-8 
versification 598 
vowels 13-18,465-6,483,485-6, 
487,490,492-3 

non-finite verbal forms 
Estonian 137-9 
Fennic 113 
Finnish 174--5 
Hungarian 448-50 
Khanty 375-6, 382 
Komi 316-17, 323 
Mari 231-3,242-3 
Mordva204 
Nenets 535-7, 544 
Nganasan 503-8, 509, 511, 512 
Saamic 75, 89 
Samoyedic 473-4 

noun phrase 
Hungarian 450-1 
Khanty 376-7, 378-9, 380-1 
Komi 318-19 
Mansi 236-7, 419 
Mari 236-7 
Mordva 198, 206 
Nenets 543, 544 
N ganasan 511 
Saamic 84, 85, 86-7, 87-8 
Selkup 562, 575 

number see dual and plural 
numerals 

Estonian 126, 130-2 
Finnish 157, 168-9 
Hungarian 438 
Khanty 370-1 
Komi 311,314,320 
Mansi 412, 414 
Mari 225, 234 
Mordva 191,196-7 
Nenets 526 



Nganasan 497,500 
ObUgrian 352 
Saamic 63, 85, 87 
Samoyedic 476-7 
Selkup 563, 575 
Udmurt 282, 286, 295, 297 

obligative mood 
Nenets 530-1 

ObUgrian 272,274,327-57,382,389, 
550 
conditional mood 347 
consonants 9-13, 332-4, 335, 337-8 
copula 353, 355 
definiteness 347-9 
deixis 354 
demonstrative pronouns 348 
derivational morphology 349-50 
dialects 332, 338, 339, 340, 341, 341, 
343,345,348,353 
dual 340-1, 348 
gerunds 354 
imperative mood 339, 347 
indicative mood 347 
inferential mood 349-50 
internal divisions of Ostyak 328-9 
internal divisions ofVogul327-8 
lexicon 351-2 
loan words 351-2 
morphology 18-32,340-9,349-50 
morphophonology 338-40 
numerals 352 
objective conjugation 347-8 
ObUgrian shared features 352-3 
Ostyak 336-8 
participles 350 
passive 339, 349, 351, 352 
personal pronouns 341-3, 345-6 
plural 340-1, 348, 354 
postpositional constructions 354 
Proto-ObUgrian 329-40 
proto-Ugric 353-5 
simple sentence 350-1 
stress 332 
syntax 350-1 
Ugric shared features 353-5 
verb inflection 346-9 
Vogu1334-5 
vowels 13-18,329-32,334-5,336-7 
see also Khanty and Mansi 

Old Zyrian 254-5 
optative mood 

Khanty 371 

Mordva 207, 208 
Nenets 532, 533, 534-5 
Nganasan 503 
Selkup 566, 568, 575 
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Ostyak see Khanty 
Ostyak-Samoyed see Selkup 

participles 
Estonian 135, 137, 140 
Fennic 111, 113 
Finnish 154, 161, 174-5 
Hungarian 448-50,451 
Kamassian 590, 591, 592, 594 
Khanty 375-6 
Mansi 414-15, 418,420-1 
Mari 232, 234 
MordvaI98,204,205,207,209 
Nenets 535, 536, 544 
Nganasan 509,511 
ObUgrian 350 
Saamic 75, 76, 78-9, 84, 88-9 
Samoyedic 473 
Selkup 569-70, 574 
Udmurt 291,295,299 

passive 
Fennic 112 
Finnish 174, 175 
Kamassian 591 
Khanty 371, 372, 376-81 
Komi 320 
Mansi 398,403-5,406 
Mari 231, 234 
N ganasan 509-10, 511 
ObUgrian 339,349,351,352 
Selkup 570 

past tense 27-8 
Finnish 172 
Hungarian 447 
Kamassian 590, 592, 593 
Mari 229, 238 
Mordva 198, 199-200 
Nenets 531 
ObUgrian 339, 346 
Saamic 77, 78, 88 
Selkup 567 
Udmurt289 

Permiak 250-75,312,323 
Permian 249-75, 327, 350, 358, 398, 

428,446,448,449 
conjugation 270-2 
consonants 9-13, 255-61 
contacts with other languages 273-5 
declension 267-70 
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dialects 254-5 Nganasan 496 
gerunds 273 Permian 269-70 
imperative mood 271 Saamic 63,65, 69,70 
indicative mood 271 Samoyedic 470,472 
inferential mood 273 Selkup 561-2,571, 575 
loan words 273-5 Udmurt 283-5,295, 297 
morphology 18-32,267-72 postpositional constructions 
negative verbs 272 Estonian 135,142-3 
numerals 370 Finnish 163-7 
Old Zyrian 254-5 Hungarian 334-6,442,445-6 
personal pronouns 227 Kamassian 590 
phonology 255-67 Khanty 367-8, 376 
plural 267-8, 270 Komi 312, 313 
possessive constructions 269-70 Mansi 416 
Proto-Permian 254, 273^ Mari 236-7, 243,241 
simple sentence 272-3 Mordva 204-6,209 
stress 266-7 Nenets 526,529, 540-1, 544 
syntax 272-3 Nganasan 501,511 
Votyak 274-5 ObUgrian 354 
vowels 13-18,261-6 Saamic 86, 87 
Yaz'va Dialect 254-5 Selkup 561, 571 
Zyrian 274 Udmurt 293 
see also Komi and Udmurt potential mood 

personal pronouns see pronouns Fennic 111 
plural Finnish 171 

Estonian 125, 127,129,133,134,135 Saamic 71, 77, 88 
Fennic 110, 111, 154 prohibitive mood 
Finnish 159,160, 163, 167,169,170 Finnish 174 
Hungarian 438-40,450 Mansi 420 
Kamassian 586-8, 589, 593 Mordva 208 
Khanty 361, 365, 366,367 Nganasan 503,508 
Komi 311, 312, 313, 316, 320 pronouns, anaphoric 
Mansi 398, 399,400,401,402,403, Finnish 170 
404,410 Khanty 369 
Mari 227, 228 Selkup 565 
Mordva 189,191, 192,195,199,201 pronouns, demonstrative 25-6 
Nenets 528, 532, 534, 537-9 Estonian 133̂  
Nganasan 495, 502 Finnish 170,171 
ObUgrian 340-1, 348, 354 Hungarian 435,444 
Permian 267-8, 270 Kamassian 588,589 
Saamic 63, 67, 69,70, 71,75, 76,77, Khanty 369-71 
85 Komi 313-14 
Samoyedic 468,469-70,472 Mansi 403,413 
Selkup 557, 558-9, 560 Nganasan 501 
Udmurt 280, 282,283, 286, 287, 288 ObUgrian 348 

possessive constructions 32-3 Saamic 63, 87 
Estonian 133 Selkup 565 
Hungarian 438,439,451 Udmurt 288 
Komi 313 pronouns, indefinite 
Mansi 410,411,418 Estonian 135 
Mari 241 Finnish 171 
Mordva 194-5, 197,204, 209,210 Hungarian 445 
Nenets 539 Khanty 370 



Mansi 413 
Saamic 87 
Selkup 565 
Udmurt288 

pronouns, interrogative 
Estonian 127, 134-5 
Finnish 170 
Hungarian 444, 445 
Kamassian 590 
Khanty 370 
Komi 314 
Mansi 413 
Mordva 196 
Nganasan 501 
Saamic 87, 88 
Selkup 565, 576 
Udmurt288 

pronouns, negative 
Estonian 135 
Finnish 171 
Hungarian 445 
Khanty 370 
Komi 314 
Mansi 413 
Nganasan 501 
Selkup 565 

pronouns, personal24-5 
Estonian 132-3 
Finnish 157, 169 
Hungarian 438,442-3,443-4 
Kamassian 588-9 
Khanty 368-9 
Komi 311, 313 
Mansi 398,412-13 
Mordva 196-7, 198 
Nenets 526, 540, 543-4 
Nganasan 500 
ObUgrian 341-3, 345--6 
Permian 272 
Saamic 62, 71, 91 
Selkup 563, 564 
Udmurt 286,287,296 

pronouns, reciprocal 
Komi 313 
Udmurt 288 

pronouns, reflexive 25 
Estonian 133 
Finnish 170 
Kamassian 590 
Komi 313 
Mansi 412 
Mordva 197 
Saamic 71, 89 

Selkup 563, 564 
Udmurt 286-7,288 

pronouns, relative 
Estonian 134-5 
Finnish 170 
Hungarian 445 
Komi 314 
Mansi 413 
Mordva 196 
Saamic 87, 88 
Se1kup 576 

quotative mood 28 
Estonian 136, 137, 141 
Fennic 113 

reported speech 
Nenets 535 
Nganasan 488, 489, 503 
Saamic 90 
Udmurt300 

reputative mood 
Nenets 530-1, 533 

INDEX 615 

Saamic43-95, 101, 149, 150, 155, 167, 
171,179,192,203,212,227,245, 
358,439,448,458,461,482 
adjective 63, 81, 84, 87 
aspect 80 
clitics 62 
conditional mood 71, 77, 88 
conjunctions 89 
consonants 9, 13,56-62 
coordination of sentences 89-90 
copula 76, 77-8, 85, 86, 88 
deixis 84 
demonstrative pronouns 63, 87 
denominal derivation 81, 83 
deverbal derivation 79-80, 80-2 
dialects 56, 79, 462,561,576 
dual 62, 69, 70, 75,76,77,90 
gerunds 75, 78, 79 
imperative mood 54, 71, 76-7, 78, 88 
indefinite pronouns 87 
indicative mood 71, 76, 88 
inferential mood 75, 78, 79, 84, 89 
infinitival constructions 89 
inflection 63-79 
interrogative pronouns 87, 88 
lexicon 90-2 
loan words 90-2 
morphology 18-32,62-84,85-7 
negative verbs 76, 79, 88-9, 91 
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non-finite verbal forms 75,89 
noun phrase 84, 85, 86-7, 87-8 
numerals 63, 85, 87 
participles 75, 76, 78-9, 84, 88-9 
personal pronouns 62, 71, 91 
phonology 52-62 
plural 63, 67, 69, 70, 71, 75, 76, 77, 
85 
possessive constructions 63, 65, 69, 
70 
postpositional constructions 86, 87 
potential mood 71, 77, 88 
reflexive pronouns 71, 89 
relative pronouns 87, 88 
simple sentence 84 
stress 52-3, 55, 59, 62, 70, 80 
subordination of sentences 89-90 
syntax 84-90 
text 92 
varieties 43-52 
vowels 13-18, 53-6, 372 
word formation 79-84 

Samoyedic 167, 172,358,371,372,553 
auxiliary verbs 475 
consonants 9-13, 462-3, 466-7, 468 
diachronic evaluation 460 
dual 469-70 
gerunds 473 
imperative mood 474, 475 
lexicon 475-8 
loan words 477 
morphology 18-32,468-75 
negative verbs 474-5 
non-finite verbal forms 473-4 
numerals 476-7 
objective conjugation 470 
participles 473 
phonology 462-8 
plural 468, 469-70, 472 
possessive constructions 470, 472 
Proto-Samoyedic 461 
Proto-Uralic 461 
subjective conjugation 470 
typological variation 460-1 
vowels 13-18,463-4,465-6,467, 
553 
see also Enets; Kamassian; Mator; 
Nenets; Nganasan; Selkup 

Selkup (Ostyak-Samoyed) 168,341, 
351,383,441,457-79,517,548-79, 
584 
adjective 560, 562-3, 565, 569, 574, 
575 

adverb 562, 574 
anaphoric pronouns 563, 565 
aspect 566 
auxiliary verbs 575 
bilingualism 548-9 
causative verbs 573 
Central 553 
conditional mood 566, 568 
conjugation 567-9 
conjunctions 576 
consonants 9-13, 462-3, 466-7, 
551-2,554,555,556,557 
deadjectival derivatives 572-3 
definiteness 562 
deixis 565 
demonstrative pronouns 563, 565 
denominal derivation 571-2 
derivation 571-4 
determinative pronouns 565 
deverbal derivation 574 
diachronic evaluation 460 
dialects 549-50, 551-3, 554, 560-1, 
570,575,576 
documentation 459-60 
dual 558-9 
generic pronouns 565 
glottal stop 584 
historical development 550-1 
imperative mood 562, 566, 568, 569, 
575,576 
indefinite pronouns 565 
indicative mood 566, 567 
inferential mood 566,567,576 
interrogative mood 576 
interrogative pronouns 565, 576 
intransitive verbs 573 
lexicon 475-8,577-8 
loan words 576, 577 
measurement 575 
mode of action (Aktionsart) 573-4 
morphology 18-32,468-75,557-74 
morphophonology 554-7 
Narym552 
negative constructions 575 
negative pronouns 565 
negative verbs 575 
noun phrase 562, 575 
numerals 563, 565 
objective conjugation 568, 576 
optative mood 566, 568, 569, 575 
participles 565, 569-70, 574, 575 
passive 570 
person 567 
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personal pronouns 563, 564 Nganasan 487 
phonology 462-8,551—4 ObUgrian 332 
plural 557,558-9, 560, 562 Permian 266-7 
possessive constructions 561-2,563, Saamic 52-3,55, 59, 62,70, 80 
571,575 Selkup 553-4 
postpositional constructions 561, 571 Udmurt 280-1 
preverbs 571 Zyrian 267 
reflexive pronouns 563, 564 subjunctive mood 
reflexive verbs 573 Hungarian 446-7,449 
relative pronouns 576 Selkup 566,568 
sentence combining 576-7 
simple sentence 576 Taigi see Mator 
stress 553 4̂ Tavgi see Nganasan 
subjective conjugation 568, 576 Tawgi-Samoyed see Nganasan 
syntax 575-7 tense 27-30 
taxonomic relationships 458-9 Estonian 138 
tense 566-7 Fennic 111-13 
text 578 Finnish 171 1̂ 
transitive verbs 573 Hungarian 446-7,449 
typological variation 460-1 Kamassian 594 
Upper Taz 552 Khanty 372 
verbs 562, 575-6 Mansi 398 
vowels 13-18,465-6, 551, 552, 553, Mari 238-9 
554,557 Mordva 198 
word order 576 Nenets 531 

sentence combining Nganasan 502,503 
Nganasan 511-12 ObUgrian 346-7 
Selkup 576-7 Permian 271 

simple sentence 33-4 Saamic 62,75-6, 85 
Estonian 143-5 Samoyedic 473 
Fennic 113 Selkup 566, 567 
Finnish 175-7 Udmurt 289-91 
Khanty 380 tone 9 
Komi 321-2, 322-3 Estonian 119-21,120,133 
Mansi 240-2,417-20 Fennic 104-5,106,110 
Mari 240-2 Finnish 153,159 
Mordva 206-11 Hungarian 429,430,431,433,437 
Nganasan 511 Khanty 362-3 
ObUgrian 350-1 Komi 308, 309, 310-11 
Permian 272-3 Mansi 392, 393, 398 
Saamic 84 Mari 224 
Selkup 576 Mordva 187,190-1 
Udmurt 299 Nenets 519-20,521, 522,528 

st0d Nganasan 485,486,487,494 
Livonian 106 ObUgrian 329, 330, 332, 335, 336-7 

stress 9 Permian 266-7 
Estonian 119, 120,133 Saamic 52-3,54,55, 58-9,62,70, 80 
Fennic 104-5,106, 110 Samoyedic 467,468 
Komi 308, 310-11 Selkup 553-4,557 
Mansi 393, 398 Udmurt 280-1 
Mari 224 Zyrian 267 
Mordva 187,190-1 
Nenets 519-20,521,522 Udmurt (Votyak) 276-304, 305, 341, 
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351,423,437,446,549 
adjective 281, 282, 285-6, 294, 295, 
297 
assimilation 281 
conditional mood: Udmurt 289-91 
consonants 9-13, 279-80, 281, 301 
deixis 295 
demonstrative pronouns 288 
derivational morphology 294 
dialects 279, 280, 281, 289, 301 
gerunds 293, 298, 299 
imperative mood 280-1, 289-91, 
292,300 
indefinite pronouns 288 
indicative mood 289-91,292 
indirect discourse 300 
inferential mood 291, 299 
inflectional morphology 282-93 
interrogative pronouns 288 
lexicon 301-2 
loan words 295, 301-2 
morphology 18-32,282-93,294, 
295 
morphophonemics 281 
negative verbs 281, 291, 292-3 
numerals 282, 286, 295, 297 
participles 291, 295, 299 
personal pronouns 286, 287, 296 
phonology 279-81 
plural 280, 282,283, 286, 287, 288 
possessive constructions 283-5, 295, 
297 
postpositional constructions 293 
reciprocal pronouns 288 
reflexive pronouns 286-7, 288 
reported speech 300 
simple sentence 299 
stress 280-1 
syntax 295-300 
text 302-3 
verb 289-93 
voice 281 
vowels 13-18, 280, 281 

Ugric 389 

Veps 96-114, 274 
consonants 9-13,109-10 
dialects 10 1-4 
loan words 114 
morphology 18-32, 110-13 
negative verbs 113 
nominal inflection 110-11 
stress 104-5, 106, 110 

syntax 113 
vocabulary 113-14 

Vogul see Mansi 
voice, active 

Finnish 175 
Khanty 376-81 
ObUgrian 349 
Saamic 71 

voice, impersonal 
Estonian 136, 138 
Fennic 112 

voice, passive 
Fennic 112 
Finnish 174, 175 
Kamassian 591 
Khanty 371, 372, 376-81 
Komi 320 
Mansi 398,403-5, 406 
Mari 231, 234 
Nganasan 509-10,511 
ObUgrian 339, 349, 351, 352 
Saamic 71, 78 
Selkup 570 

voice, personal 
Estonian 132-3, 136, 138 
Fennic 111-12 
Kamassian 588-9 
Nenets 540 
ObUgrian 345-6 
Saamic 75-6 
Udmurt286 

voice, reflexive 
Estonian 133 
Fennic 107, 108, 110 
Finnish 170 
Kamassian 590,591 
Komi 313 
Mansi 412 
Mordva 197 
Nenets 532, 533, 534, 535 
Nganasan 502 
Saamic 71, 78, 89 
Samoyedic 472 
Se1kup 563, 564, 573 
Udmurt 286-7,288 

Votic 96-114,115 
consonants 9-13,109-10 
dialects 101-4, 109 
loan words 114 
morphology 18-32, 110-13 
nominal inflection 110-11 
quantity 105-10 
stress 104-5, 106, 110 



syntax 113 
verb inflection 111-13 
vocabulary 113 
vowel harmony 106-7 

Votyak see Udmurt 
vowel clusters 

Selkup 554 
vowel harmony 17-18 

Enets 465-6 
Estonian 123 
Fennic 106-7 
Finnish 150-1, 163 
Kamassian 582-3, 597 
Khanty 362, 365 
Komi 311 
Mansi 390, 397 
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Mari223-4 
Mordva 190, 192 
Nenets 465-6, 521, 522 
Nganasan 465-6,487,490,492-3 
ObUgrian 331-2, 337 
Permian 266 
Selkup 553 

vowel length see length 

word order see simple sentence 

Yurak see Nenets 
Yurats see Nenets 

Zyrian see Komi 
Zyryene see Komi 
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